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FOREWORD

The responsibilities 9f education are increftsing at a rapid rate.
Education is expected to accept an increasing amount of responsibil-
ity for various ispects of the individual pupil's life, whil6 at the same
time the schools are widening their range of service by the inclusion
of nuisery school and kindergarten cilildren, on the one band, and
adults on the other. As the responsibilities increase, both in num-
ber and in complexity, greater dependence is placed upon research
and iiwestigation as a means of Comprehending th6 issues involved
and of finding solutions to difficult problems.

To assist in making the results of these investigations generally
available, the Office of Education annually publishes a list of theses

- and other research publications under appropriate headings and
makes as many of them as possible 'available for loan. In this way
we attempt to make a larie body of research data accessible for com-
parison in related studies.

Although the list is long, it is still incomplete. isTo 'doubt many
. other studies should be included. Since this enterprise is really a
cooperative one, its success depends upon a large number of individ-
uals. To the persons who aided materitilly in reporting the material

, for this bibliography we extend our appreciation for their interest in
carrying through this pròject.

BESS GOODYKOONT;

Aniigtant Comirbissioner of Education.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

SCOPE OF BIBLIOGRAPHY

Tlv tenth Bibliography of Regearch Studies in Education covers
the school year September 1935 through August 1936. and lists 3482
studies reportedly 148 institutions, svéral of which had not reported
previously.' The list includes 355 doctors' dissertations, 2,569 mas-
ter theses, and 258 studies' reported as fachlty research.

The institutions reporting theses and. faculty Fesearch were, foithe
most part, colleges and universities granting graduate degrees in edu-
cation, i4stitutions in which only members of the faculty conduct re-
search in educatiori, and a few institutions car6-ing on graduate work
it music and theology. All are regularly accredited institutions.

The entries give the author, title, degree, and date when the thesis
was completed, the name of the institution granting the degree, num-
ber of pages, and a brief descriptive note. The place and date of
publication are given wherever possible. Annotations for a Qumber
of studies were made in this office; others were furnished by 'the per-
sons reporting thé studies.

The bibliography covers many timely topics in the several fields
of education : Current tducational conditions in the United States
and in foreign countries, Federal aid to education, leisure-time activi-
ties, the building and subjects of the curriculum, orientation courses,
-outh education, rehabilitation of the disabled, the training and status
of leachers, the education of racial and exceptibnal groups, and the
various types of libraries and their use.

Many of the studies listed are available for consultation in pub-
lic and institutional libraries, while the printed material can gen-
eraily be obtaified from the publishers. The Office of Education can-
not supply any of the material listed except its own pubkcations.
Unpublished theses are indicated by the ibbreviation ms. after the
number of pages, signifying that the study is in typewritten ormimeo-

- graphed form. An asterisk (*) indicates theses, and a dagger (if)
the faculty studies which are on file in the library of the Office of
Education, and which may be borrowed through the interlibrary loan
system for a limited tirile. These.s not on file in ihis office may possibly
be secured through interlibrary loan' directly from the institittions
under whose,supervision the studies were made.

.1Earlier bulletins in the series are: 1926-27, Bulletin, 1928, No. 2; 1927-28, Bulletin,
1929, No. 36; 1928-29, Bulletin, WO, No. 23; 1920-30, Bulletin, 1931. Igo. 13; 1930-81,
Billletin, 1932, No. 16; 1931-32, Bulletin, 1933, No. 6; 193243, Bulletin, 1934, No, 7
1983-44, Bulletin, 1985, No. 5; and 1984-35, Bulletin, 1988, No. 5.

.
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X INTROpUCTORY NOTÉ
h.

Number of research studies in the various fields of education, 19351%16

Siibject

-

1. Edtivation-history and biography
2. Curreht educational conditions- liiited States_ _3. Current educational conditions -foreign countries.4. Educational theory, special methods_
5. Psychology, educational and child study.
6. Toting and research
7. CIirriculuin studies, including subjects of the

curriculum
8. Elementary education, including preschool_ _
9, Secondary education and Junior college_ _ _ _ _ _10. Higher education

11. Adult education, including parent education__
12. Teacher training and teachers, status.... _ .

13. Administration of schools and school manage-ment...._
14. School buildings, equipment, and janitors
15. Sociology, educational

116. Racial groups, education
17. Exceptional groups
18. Libraries

Total

1

Doctors' Masters'

e

23
5

10
25

3
28

114
9

13

3
15

39
4

11
10
16

4

355

71
31
45
89
21

127

1, 0'2.4
51

161
48
15

110

524
25
42
40

58

2, 569

Theses
received

4

a
19
3

Is

24

117
o

14
18
2

12 I

58
2
8

10
12

5

Faculty
rmarch

5
7

Faculty
st ud les

received

4

4
6

46 I

70 '2

2 .

5 1

34 1cl

5
24

33
2

10

2
3

338 258

'2 1

1

dir

121

44

The thesis collettion in the library of the Office of Education now
numl*rs more than 2,700 masters' and doctors' theses which have been
*deposited by 68 institutions grantin the degrees, and in, a few cases
by the authors of the studies. Several institutions have made the
libray of tihe Office of Education a depository for all of their theses
in education, ih order thut these theses may be readily availAble for
the use of students and other persons intrested, in educational re-.

--4 search. The collection is, in constant use in WasliOgton and in
libraries throughout the country. Theses have even -been loaned for a
limited Period to libraries in foreign countries.

The Office of Education appreciates the cooperation of authors and
iristitutions of higher education in reportink theses and faculty
studies, and in depositing Copies in the library. In order that the
collection may be as co4ete as possible fiom. 1930 to date, the
library would be glad to receive copies of theses, especially doctors',
completed within that period, which have not already been deposited.

Copies of the sample form used in collecting data for this bibliog-
% raphy will be sent on request. It is hoped that in addition to the

theses compléted in the school of education of the various colleges
and universities, all theses .dealing with any phase of educatipn will
be reported, espedially studies dealing with the professional training
of doctors, engineers, libratians, ministers, and other 'professional
iroups, and theses dealing with the personnel pr&blems of the stui-
denis, with desirable personality traits for peAns entering the
professions, with the various problem's 9f the professional schools, as
well as with the development of the curricula of the graduate4 de-.
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INTRODUCTORY NoTE 2ct

partments of the universities. The Office of Education expects to
publish a bibliography of re.c;earch4itudiesion training for the profes-
sions hi the near future, which will cover the period from 1930 to
1936, inclusive, and will list studies dealing with the various phases
of professional training and problems of the professional schools.

Return to
UNITED STATES

DEPARTM ENT OF THE INTERIOR
Office of Education

Washington, D. C.
*PN

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH STUDY CoMPLETED
[Fill in items applicable]

( te)Da
Author(s) of study Position
Title of study

(Attach copy of study if available)
Institution or agency Location
Under direction of w144it department Year completed
If thefils, give college and degree Number Of printed

pages Number of tyiwd or mimeographed pages
Publisher and date, if printed
Scope of study

Findings
a.. . domm. . 0.6 am.

4 ITsv reverse side if necessary)
This report made by A
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ABBREVIATIONS t.

The list of abbreviations, with the name aild address of the institu-
tiontto which each reArs, is given below.

ABBREVIATION INSTITUTION

Alabama___ University of Alabama, University, Ala.
Ala. Poly. Inst_. Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala.
American Univ_ American University, Washington, D. C.

Universily of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz.
Ball St..T. C___ Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Ind.
Baylor...... ___ Baylor University, Waco, TeL
Berkeley B a p

tist _____
Bethany Bibli-

cal ws, 410 wm GM MP IMO I I allo

Biblical S e'm

Birmingham-
Southern....

Boston CAL.__
Boston
Brown_ 4WD VIN. =I
Buffalo._
California_--.
Catholic Univ....

Cincinnati______
Coll. of the City

of N.
Colorado.______
Colo. St. Coll_
Columbia_______

Creighton____
Denver 4.1116 m MO am. erB. NO

Berkeley Baptist Divinity Schoolt perkeley, Calif.

Bet.hany Biblical Seminary, Chicago, Ill.

Biblical Seminary in New York, N. Y.

Birmingham-Southern College, Birmingham, Ala.
Boston College, Boston, Mass.
Boston University, Boston, Mass.
Brown University, Providence, R. I.
University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.
University of California, Berkeley, Calif.
Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C.
University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
University of Cincinnati; Cincinnati, Ohio.

.College of the City of New York, New York, N. Y.
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
Colorado Stats College, Fort Collins, Colo.
Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
Creighton University, Omaha, Nebr.
University of Denver, Denver, Colo.

DePauw_______...DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind.
Drake Drake University, Res Moines, Iowa.

Duke University, Durham, N. C.
Emory..... Emory University, Emory', Ga.

University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla.
Fordham odham University, New York, N. Y.
George W a sh-

ingtonGeondamop gm. mmel.

Hampton....

Howard-_-.___
Idaho........ .

xil

411

George Washington University, Washington, D. C.
University of peprgia, Athens, Ga.
Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va.
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
Howard UniversityWashington, D. C.
University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho.
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ABBREVIATION

Illinpis University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
Indiana Indiana University, Bloomingtón, Ind.
Ind. St. T. C Indiana State Teachers College, Terre Haute, Ind.
Iowa State Uninirsity of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Iowa SL Coll Iowa State pollege, Ames, Iowa.
Johns Hopkins_ Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
Jordon Conser-

, vatory Arthur Jordan Conservatory of Music, Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans,
Kans. St. Coll. Kansas State 'College of Agriculture and Applied Science,

of Agr Manhattan, Kans.
Kans. St. T. C.,

Emporia Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia, Kans.
Kentucky University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.
Lawrence Lawrence College, Appleton, Wis.
Louisiana State_ Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La.
Louisvi11e___1'7_ University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
Loyola Loyola University, Chicago, Ill.
Maine__________ University of Maine, Orono, Maine.

INTRODUCTORY NOtE XIII

INSTITUTION

elo

Maryland_______ University o

Mass. St. Coll . Massachuse
Mercer Mercer Univ

ryland, College Park, Md.
State College, Amherst, Mass.

sity, Macon, Ga.
Michigan_______ University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mich. St. Cpll___ Michigan State College, East Lansing, Mich.

Mills College, Mills College, Calif.
Minnesota_-____ University of Minnesota, Minneapolfs, Minn.

University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.
University of.Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr.
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. Mex. sts
New York University, New York, N. Y.

Missouri_______.
Mount Holyoke_
Nebraska________
New Mexico____
New York
N. Y. St. Coll.

for Teach____
Niagara
North Carolina_
North Dakota
Northwestern
Notre Dame
Ohio State..____
Ohio Univ._

\ Oklahoma
Okla. A. and M.

Coll
Omaha
Oregon
Oreg. St. Agr.

Coll Oregon State Agricultural College, Corvallis, Oreg.
Pacific School... Pacific School of Religion, Berkeley, Calif.
Peabody George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tenn.
Pennsylvania.. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Penn. State... Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pa.
Pittsburgh.... University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh', Pa.

New York State College for Teachers, Albany, N. Y.
Niagara University, Niagara, N. Y.
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.
University. ot North Dakota, ,University, N. Dak.
Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
University 'of Notre bathe, Notre Dame, Ind.
Ohio State.University, Columbus, Ohio.
Ohio University, Athens. Ohio.
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, Still-

water, Okla.
Municipal University of -Omaha, Omaha, Nebr.
Uniiersity of. Oregon, Eugene, Oreg.
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ABBREVIATION

Presbyterian
College

Puget Sound___.
Purdue
st.
South Carolina.
South Dakota__
Southern Cali-

fornia

MM. MEN, .

MIN e=1 =MI MD

South. Method-
ist

Southwestern___

Stanford
st. T. C., Upper

T. C., Col. Univ_
Temple________.
Tennessee___
Texas
Texas Christian
Toledo
Union Theologi-

cal
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Va. Poly. Inst__
Washington____.
Wash. St. Coll__
West. Ky. St. T.

Weistern Re-
serve MM. =1 el ON/ OM OM' rairar

William and
Mary

Wittenberg__

Yale ......

Im SD

INTRODUCTORY NOTE

IN STITUTION

Presbyterian College of Christian Education, Chicago, Ill.
College of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Wash.
Purdue University, LaFayette, Ind.
St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.
University of South Carolina, Columbia, S. C.
University of South Dakota, Vermillion, S. Dak.

University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Calif.

Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Tex.
Southwestern University, Georgetown, Tex.
Springfield College, Springfield, Mass.
,Stanford University, Stanford University, Calif.

New Jersey State Teachers College, Upper Montclair, N. J.
Stetson University, De Land, Fla.
Syracuse University, Syracuse. N. Y.
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa.
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn:
University of Texas, Austin, Tex.
Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, Tex.
University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio

It.1

Union Theological College, New York, N. Y.
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
University of Vermont, Burlington, Vt.
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg,
University of Washington, Seattle, Wasl.
Washington State College, Pullman, Wash.

Va.

Western Kentucky State leachers College, Bowling Green, Ky.

Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio.
University of Wichita, Wichita, Kans.

College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va.
Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio.
University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo.
Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION
1935-1936

(Entries for masters' and doctors' theses are abbreviated. "Master's, 1935. T. C., Col.
Univ." signifies a master's thesis completed' in 1935 at Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
verity. New York, N. Y. A complete list of abbreviations may be found on p. xii

Indicates theses on file in the United States Office of Education Library. t Indicates
faculty research siudios on file in the Library. The theses and studies so marked may
be borrowed on interlibrary loan unless they are printed in periodicals, I. e, Archives of
Psychology and Genetic Psychology monographs.

EDUCATION -HISTORY

1. Anderson, Paul F. The history of educational development in Sullivan
county, Tennessee. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 85 p. ms.

2. Arellano, Magdaleno G. A study of some aspects of the organization ancli%
administration of public education in the Philippines under the American
régime. v. Master's, 1926". Kansas. 140 p. ms.

Presents a brief history of the Philippine Islands from 1521 to 1S9S. and the estab-
lishment of American public elementary and secondary schools. Des( ribes thp work of
the Bureau of education, the work of the administrators and supervisors, and the
qualifications of the teaching personnel.

3. Badgley, Herbert Harland. Nationalism in education (luring the Recon-,
struction Period, 1863-lS75. Doctor's, 1936. Stanford. (Abstract' Stanford
university. Ab`stracts of dissertations for the degrees of doctor of philosophy
anddoctor of education, 1935-1636: 181-S4)

Shows that both 'Houses of Congress created standing committees on education during
the first half of the Reconstruction Period, and established n Department of education in
1867, to gather statistics on education throughout the country and to diffuse Information
to the various state,and local educational agencies. Discusses the work of Henry Barnard
and John Eaton as Commissioners ot education in emphasizing the national menace of
illiteracy and in advocating legislation pertaining to education that the goy( rnment should
cnact for the welfare of the country. Discusses the passage of the Morrill Act of 1862,
legislation for military education in the colleges, trusties With Indian tribes for educating
the Indians, the establishment of marine schools and schools of mines. Shows that
labor and industry Joined forces in the demand for better schools.

4. Barnes, Florence.. An educational history of Unicol county, Tennessee.
Wister's, 1935. Peabody. 75 p. ms.

5. Beale, Howard K. A history of freedom in teaching in the schools. New
York, Charles Scribner's sons, 1936. (University of North Carolina)

6. Bennion, Milton Lynn. The origin, growth, and extension of thè educa-
tional program of the Mormon church in Utah. Doctor's, 1936. California.

Includes not only an account of the rise and growth of Mormon schools, hut also a
description of the underlying educatlogal philosophy.

7. Bevarly, R. A. History of education in Carroll county, Kentucky.
Master's, 1936. Kentucky. 193 p. ms.

Attempts to trace the (Pvelopment of educatibn In Carroll county, trod the earli pioneer
schools to the present. Places special emphasis on the status of the present system. and
recommends the improvement of the present system through consolidation and transporta-
tion of pupils to larger school centers.

in:
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RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

8. Boitnptt, John W. Secondary education in Virginia, 1845-1870. Doctor's,
;936. Virginia. 673 p. ms.

9. Burnett, Hoyt Cromwell. A history of education in Saluda t ounty
Master's, 1933. South Carolina. 85 p. ms.

Divides tbe history of education in Saluda county into four periods: Eaily history and
background, t ducation in Saluda county before 1864, %education in Saluda county, 1865-
1896, and the development of education in tbe county from 1896-1935.

10. Catoy, Fausto. The development of public education in the Philippine
Islands from 1898 to 1933. MasNes, 1936. Oregon.

11. Coffman, Henry K. The history of education in Effingham county, stato
of Illinois. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 94 p. ms.

*12. onley, Si8ter Mary Stephen. Anti-Cotholic tendencies of denominational
colleges e frontier (1830-1861). Master's, 1936. Catholic Univ. 78 p. ms.

Describe, the ediTcational means used by tbe Congregationalists and Presbyterians tt,
prevent the growth of Catholicism in the Mississippi Valley and the Far West.

13. Cook, John H. History of Chattooga county, Georgia. Master's, 1936.
Mercer. 210 p. ms.

14. Coolley, Lillie Elizabeth. The development of experimental schools in
the United States. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colo-
rado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936 : 18)

Traces the development of experimental rchools In the United States with FpeCial ret
erence to the influences which affected their growth. Studies the Dalton plan school, thp
Francis W. Parker school of the University of Chicago, the Lincoln school of Teachers
colh.ge, ColumLia university, the Batavia, Winnetka, and the Gary plans, and the plans of
Antioch college, Rollins college. and the University of Chicago, and the more prevaltnt
tutorial and honor systems. Finds that each plan has at least one outstanding advan-
tageous feature, but most of them are dependent for success upon a particular
environment.

15. Curtis. E. W. History of Ormsby village, Kentucky a schoollpr neg-
lected, dependent and delinquent. Master's, 1936. Maryland. 172 ps.

Traces the history and describes the work of the Louisville and Jeffersob county
children's bonle, located at Ormsby.

16. pavis, Winnie Ouida. Women leaders in Texas education since 1860.
Master's, 1936. Texas.

17. Derhaan, Mary Teresa. Charlemagne's palace school. Master's, 1936.
Stanford.

18. Dolphin, Idazie Leola. A history of the Denver Classroom teacher's
association. Master's, 1936. Denver. 83 p. ms.

Records the history of the Denver, Colo., Classroom teacher's association, traces the de-
velopment of the teacher organisations which existed in the ranks of the Denver public
schools prior to 1923, as well as the development of the present

19. Donohue, Francis T. Some administrative problem, of early olie
schools. Master's, 1936, Fordham. 131 p. ms.

Studies of the administrative problems of Catholic chools \within the original bound-
aries of the United States from Colonial times to about 1840. Shows that the chief ad-
ministrative problems of Catholic education prior to 1840 were those of teacher recruit-
ment, textbooks, school buildings, and financial support; and that the period was one
of individual initiative in American Catholic education, and that the hierarchy, except
u individuals contributed practically nothing to the solution of these administrative
problems.
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20. Dreher, Naomi Cline. Some trends of elementary education in the United
States, 1007-1935. Master's, 1935. South Carolina. 43 p. ms.

Divides the history of.elementary education in the United. States into three periods:
The colonial period ; the revolution in elementary education, lsoolsao; modern ele-
mentary education, 1900-1935.

21. Duncan, Williani C. The history of white public school education in Key
West, Florida. Master's, 193G. Florida: 79 p. ms.

22. Dunlap, William C. Quaker education in Baltimore and Virginia yearly
meetings with an account of certain meetings of Delaware and the eastern
shore affiliated with Philadelphia, based on the manuscript sources. Doctor's,
1935. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, University df Pennsylvania, 1936. 574 p.

Traccs the origin and development of Quaker education in Maryland, Virginia, Dela-ware, and adjacent parts of rennsylvania, from the first settlements of Quakers, in thelatter part of the seventeenth century, to date. Inclu&s chapters on the education,
civilization and care of the Indians, care and tducation of Negroes, religious education,
anll education and rehabilitation in North Carolina and Tennessee.

Durham, Gertrude. Education in Tennessee during the reconstruction
period. M4ster's, 1936. Tennessee. 101 p. ms.

24. Elkin, John Edward. The history of education of Lawrence county, K4n-
tucky. Mastèr's, 1935. Kentucky. 114 p. ms.

Traces the development of education. in Lawrence county, from the formation of thecounty in 1820 to the present, emitasizing the devvlopnwnt of the common-school system
from its establishment in 1838, through t.he period of district control, to the establish-
ment of the county unit In 1908, and to tbe development of the present syitem under
the cOunty unit plan.

25. Foster, Janie Ruth. History of education in Atascosa county. Master's,
1936. Texas.

26. Frances, Sister Catharine. The convent school of French origin in the
United States, 1727 to 1S43. Doctor's, 1936. PennsylvanAa. Philadelphia, 1936.
246 p.

Studies the work of the Uzsulines, the Religious of the Sacred Heart, Sisters ofSt. Joseph, Sisters of Providence, Sisters of the Holy Cross, the administration, cur-ricula, and extracurricular activities in the confat schools.

21. Gregory, William Edward. The origin and development of the country
day school. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

28. Harris, Robert. Three periods in the history of the Indiana state teach-
er's association. Master's, 1935. Ind. St. T. C. 69 p. ms. (Abstract in:
Indiana state teachers college. Teachers college journal, 7: 112, July 1936)

CoMpares the history of the Indiana state teacher's association in 1855-1865,1890-1900,
and 1925-1935.

29. Hayes, Sister Mary Basil. A comparative study of public and parochial
elementary education in the nineteenth century in New York city. Doctor's,
i938. Fordham. 243 p. ms.

30. Heffernan, Rev. Arthur J. A history of Catholic education in Connecti-
cut. Doctor's, 1936. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic education
press, 1937. 186 p. (Catholic university of America. Educational research
monographs, vol. 10, no. 1).

Traces the history of Catholic education in Connecticut from its beginnings In 1829 totbe present Discusses the evolution of the diocesan system together with the growthof the curriculum in elementary and secondary schools, and the advances made in
141148-37 2
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teacher training. Treats of the public-school system only insofar as it touches upon
Catholic theory and piactice. Indicates possible reasons for the rather retarded develop-
ment of Catholic high schools in the state.

31. Henderson, Julia Lucas. The Confederate states naval academy. Mas-
ter's, 1935. South Carolina. 31 p. ms.

Discusses the history of the Confederate states naval academe861-1865; shows its
influence on the lives of the men who attended it.

32. Henderson, Kenneth B. A history of the academies of the Western
Reserve 1803 to 1890. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 140 p. ms. a

33. Hendrix, Clark. An historical survey of the development of public school
education in Coffeyville, Kansas. Master's, 1936. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia.
95 p. ms.

34. Hill, James N. Some trends in the educational development of school
district number 60 in Douglas county, Kansas, 1855-1934. Master's, 1936.
Kansas.

35. Holcomb, Stuart K. History of Ohio high school athletic associatioq.
Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 100 p. ms.

Hudson, V. Don. The legislative history of Philippine independence
legislation. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. (Abstract in: Iowa. University. Pro-
grams announcing can(lidates for higher degrees . . . 1936. University of low a
studies, new series no. 329)

Presents an analysis of the motives and forces involved in the estajilishment of Ameri-
can sovereignty in the Philippine Islands in 1898, and considers briefly the development
of education in the Philippines.

37. Hughes, Priscilla. History of public education in Katighs City, Missouri.
Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in : University of Colorado studies. Ab-
stracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 39-40)

38. Humfleet, Daniel M. Ilistory of education in Knox county, Kentucky.
Master's, 1936. Peabody. 125 p. ms.

Studies such acts of the Kentucky legislature as affected the schools ofôthe county.
Shows that private schools were preferred at the time, but later gave way to public
schools.

39. James, May Hall. Three hundred years of education and schooling in Old
Lyme, Connecticut, 1635-1935. Doctor's, 1936. Yale. 2C5 p. ms.

40. Killeen, Rev. S. M. History of Premonstratensian educational institutions
in the United States. Master's, 1936. Catholic Univ. 55 p. ms.

Traces the history of the Premonstratensian Order since the time of its founding by
St. Norbert in France in 1120. Analyzes their work in the United States in a soc.al
center. a summer camp for boys, a summer school for religious teachers, .# iollege of
liberal arts, and three high schools.

41. Lange, Erwin F. An early educational history of Oregon City, 1843-1875,
Master's, 1936. Oregon.

42. Lavrischeff, Tikhon 1°. History of education in Alaska. Doctor's 1935.
California.

Presents a picture of the rise and development of formal education in Alas14. Corn!
pares, the two public-school systcms in operation, those for the white children and for
children of mixed blood who lead a civilized life maintained by tilt territory. and the
schools for native children maintained by the Office of Indian affairs, of the Department
of toile Interior.

*43. Lawson, Helen Lepnóra. A study of the history, aims, catalogs and
curricula of eight private girls' schools. Master's, 1935. Boston Univ. 61 p. ms .

studies eight non-Catholic private schools for girls within a radius of 10 miles of
Boston.
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44. Linscott, Edward Lyon. The history of secondary education in Hancock
and Washington counties in Maine. ilasair`s, 1936. Maine.

45. Lofgren; Olga. Early school societies in the United States. Master's,
1936. Maryland. 116 p. ms.

Gives a brief account of educational agencies called societies, which were active from
1790 to 1840. Finds that school societies in all parts of the country show a lack of
school facilities ; that the work of these societies called attention of the public to the
need to publicly support schools; and that later associations, such as the society in
New York City, ndivrge into the free public schools.

48. Lutz, Stanley. A history of the public schools of Alliance, Ohio. Islas-
ter's, 1936, Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of
theges, researches hi progress, and bibliography of publications, 12:311-12)

*47. McCadden, Joseph J. Education in Pennsylvania, 1801-1S3, and its debt
to Roberts Vaux. Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. Philadelphia, University of
Pennsylvania press, 1937. 372 p.

Discusses education in Pennsylvania in the early nineteenth century, the general position
of Roberts Vaux in the educational activities of his day. Roberts "'faux as founder and
first president of the Philadelphia public schools, and Roberts Vaux and a free state-wide
public-school system in Pennsylvania.

48. McCown, J, K. History of Saint John's academy as a.public graded schooL
1889-1931. Master's, 1936. South Carolina. 84 p. ms.

Traces the development of Saint Jbbn's in Darlington county from its reorganization
as a public school in 1889 to the present day.

49. McCoy, Lottie. History of education' in Harlan county, Kentucky.
Master's, 1936. Kentucky. 125 p. ms.

Traces the development of education in Harlan county from the pioneer schools to tbe
present. surveys the present school system, and makes recommendations for future
development.

50. Mahon, Si8ter Miriam Vincent. The contributions of the Sisters of
Charity to Catholic educatiA in New Jersey. Master's, 1936. Fordham.
(Abstract in: Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees
in the graduate school, 1936: 46)

Gives an account of the origin, growth, and development of the Order of the Sisters
of Charity in New Jersey, and studies their work in parochial schools, secondary schools,
St. Elizabeth's college, and allied institutions.

51. Masten, Pies Curtis. The history of education in Collingsworth county,
Texas. Master's, 16343. Texas.

52. Mathewson, Philip H. Evolution of private schools in Vermont from
1832. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

53. Mereness, Carol D. The development of secondary education in Alaska's
school systems. Master's. 1936. Minnesota. 129 p. ms.

*54. Meyer, Alfred#Masten. A history of the Southern association of colleges
and secondary schools. Doctor's, 1936. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody
college for teachers, 1936. 9 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no.
173).

Studies the origin, purpose, and progress of tbe association as revealed in the records
of the association.

41.

55. Morgan, Clarence Marion. The development of teacher training in Indi-
ana prior to 1900. Doctor's, 1936. Indiana. 532 p. ms.

56. Morrel, Mrs. Elaine Lewis. The rise and growth of public education in
El P Texas. Master's, 1936. Texas.
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57. Musick, J. Herman. Educational history of Falls county. Master's, 1936Texas Tech. ColL 100 p. ms.
Presents a brief account of the early history of Falls county, its settlers, surveys,organiazation, churches, and schools.
58 Nelms, Frederick Glenn. The development of education in Wilkes county.Master's, 1936. Georgia.

*59. .North, William E. Catholic education in Southern California. Doctor's,1936. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic university of America, 1936.227 piv

Discusses the educational aspects of the mission system, Catholic education in Spanishand Mexican California, the early seminary and collegiate education, early education inparochial schoolirand academy from 1853-1903, and a diocesan system of schools.
60. Parker, Thomas Allen. Development of education in Texas (1836-1936).Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract ¡A : University of Colorado studies. Ab-straêt of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 53)
Traces the deve'opment of education from the early tuition and "poor" school throughthe stages of state support and local support.for secondary education. and the establish.ment of a state-supported system of higher education, giving special attention to lawsproviding for the development of a system of 'elementary and secondary schoolQ,equalization of educational opportunity, the enrichment of the curriculum in the secondaryschcols, and improvement of the teaching personnel.
61. It4y. Stater Mary Augustina. American opinion of Roman Catholicismin the eiihteenth century. Doctor's, 1936. Columbia. New York, Columbia

411P'Adversity press, 1936. 467 p.
DLscusses the, English historical tradition, tbe tradition and the Colonial clergy, educa .tion, and literature, the tradition in action and in the pre-Revolutionary decade, theRevolution, and making the Constitutions.
62. Redden, John Daniel. The history and development of the parochialschools in the diocese of Manchester, New Hampshire. Doctor's, 1935. Ford-ham. (Abstract in: Forflham university. Dissertations accepted for higherdegrees in the graduate school, 1936: 13.-15)
Studies records in parish registers, in archives óf motherhouses of religious communities,in local convents, reports by pastors to local and state authorities, the state laws from1679 to 1934, school reports from 1848 to 1932 ; analyzes replies to questionnaires andpersonal' interview concerning the actual establishment and development of many schools,and studies the present organization, administration. and supervision of the school system.
61 Redmond. Sister Catherine Frances. The convent school of French ori-gin in the United States, 1727-1843. Roctor's, 1936. Pennsylvania. Philadel-phia, 1936. 246 p.

64. Thomas W. Development of education in Washington county.Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Traces the growth and development of education in Wallhington county from the timea the first mission school, about 1885, to 1935.
65. Riftin, Harry T. A history Qf public school education in the city ofNewark, New Jersey, 1666-1935. Doctor's, 1936. Fordham. 2 voli.
66. Schultz, Marvin Gerhard. Early Schwenkfelder education in. Pennsyj-tania. Master's, 1936. Temple. 82 p.
Purports to establish tbe significance of the secular education among tbe Schwenkfeldersis Southeastern Pennsylvania for a period of about 80 years beginning In 1764. Showsthat the Schwenkfelders were apparently a literary and cultured people and that sincetheir arrival in America in 1734, they showed a constant zeal for education.
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67. Simpson, Captiola. History of education in Owen county, Kentucky.
Master's, 1936. Kentucky. 265 p. ms.

Traces the development ìt the school system of the county from the pioneer schools to
the present. a.

68. Bonnier, William. History of public education in Acadia parish. Mas:
ter's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state univ.ersity. Ui
versity bulletin, vol: 28 N. S., no. 12: 98)

69. Stone, J. Lioyd. Child guidance clinics in the United States with recom-
mendations for a visiting clinic in North Dakota. Master's, 1936. North
Dakota. 84 p. A.

Discusses the historical developroltnt of child guidance clinics, their methods of support,
traveling clinics, typical clinic procedures and services, criticisms of clinics, and proposes
a clinic set-up for North Dakota.

TO. Vance, Lwla Dickey. The development of education in Bowling Green,
Kentucky. Master's, 1936. West. Ky. St. T. C. 60 p. ms.

111. Waiz, John A. German influence in Ameriean education and culture.
Philadelphia, Carl Schurz memorial foundation, 1936. 79 p. (Harvard
university)

72. Wheeler, Robert J., Development of education in Dewey county, Okla-
homa. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

73. Wheeler, Velma Barclay. Development of education in Ellis county,
Oklahoma. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Cull.

74. Wilhelm, Bessie Lee. Alabama education astiociation programs, 1856--
1936. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 130 p. ms.

t75. Wills, Elbert Vaughan. The growth of American higher education, lib-
eral, professional and technical. Philadelphia, Dorrance and company, 1936.
225 p. (New York university)

Discusses colleges of the colonial type, the state college and unitersity, the denomina-
tional college movemerit, professional and technical training, development of teacher
training, higher education of women, philanthropy in American Iiigher education since
the Civil War, evolution of the collegiate curriculum, graduate training and research, the

and university, and the junior college. -

EDUCATIONAL BIOGRAPHY

76. Alstetter, ?label P. The life and work og Elizabeth Palmer Peabody.
Master's, 1935. Peabody. 83 p. ms.

Studies Miss Peabody's life to determine what contributed to her educational philosophy,
and finds that she practiced many things which are now considered progressive.

77. Anthony, Lolita. A study of contemporary leaders in elementary educa-
tion. Master's, 1938. Peabody. 68 p. ms.

Analyses infbrmation concerning 156 leaders in elementary eclucation found in standard
compilations of educational leaders and of pul,lications. Finds tbat the typical leader in
elementary education is a native of the northern states; has attended private teachers'
college's; bolds a mailer's or doctor's degree; has specialised in college and elementary
school teaching; bas ield positions as teacher, supervisor, and administrator; has been
in educational work 31 years; is affiliated with educational, social, and civic organisations;
and has published two books and four magazine articles and bulletins, the majority of
which are professional in nature.

78. Bender, David S. Jonathan Edwards, the forerunner of the "American
school" of religious psychology. Master's, 1935. New York. 95 D. MS.
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79. Boruff, Oscar. The life Rnd contribution of Barnabas C. Hobbs to Indiana
education. :Vaster's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C. 104 p. ms. (Abstract in : indiana
State teachers college. Teachers college journal, 7 : 121-22, July 1930)

Stydies the life of Barnabas C. Hobbs, his relationship with the Indiana teachers nssil
dation, his work as principal of the Bloomingdale academy, his work for the enactment
of a law establishing a state normal school, his presidency of Earlham college, and his work
as state superintendenrof public instruction.

80. Butler, Margaret. The life of John C. Brown. Master's, 103(. Tennes:see.
123 p. ms.

Discusses the life of John Brown prior to his election ns governor of Tennt,sre. lìI
work in establishing a system of free public schools in the state, and his later life.

81. Cheves, Monnie T. The educational and political career of James Ben-
jamin Aswell. Master's, 1936. Louisiana §tate. (Abstract in : Louisiana state
university. University bulletin, vol. 284 N.1S., no. 12: 109-10)

Traces the life of James Benjamin Aswell from his birth, through his school life, hk
teaching experience, his terms as state superintendent of public instruction and 114

president of the Louisiana state normal school, his political career, to his death in 1031.
*82. Cline, Rodnei. The life and work of Seaman A. Knapp. Doctor's, 19M.

Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for teachers, 1936. 110 p. (Con-
tribution to education, no. 183)

Discusses his boyhood and education, his educational w n Tow and Louisiana, and
Allis work as an employe of the United States Department of cal ure.

83. _Corey, Edmund. John Colet : the man alvi the educator. boctor's, 1936.
Fordham. (Abstract in: jordham. univerity. Dissertations accepted for
higher degrees in the graduate school, 1936: 11-12)

Shows that Colet was a child of the Renaissance, that he was personally abstemious,
that his writings must be judged by the style of his tithes, that he was somewhat broad
In the Scriptural commentaries that he began at Oxford., and that his school at St. Paul's
was close to the modern high-school idea, thaT his school was retained in the destruction
of-schools.at the time of the Reformation, and has continued to the present day.

84. Follmer, Marjorie Elizabeth. John Lyly's school learning. Master's, 1936.
stanford.

*85. Goddard, Isaac. Gustaf Larsson and the Sloyd training school. Master's,
1936. Boston Univ. 79 p.

Discusses Larsson's interest in manual-training, and his work with the Sloyd training
school.

e

i86. Hayes, Arthur obert. The services of Paul Whitfield Horn to Texas
education. Master's, 1 36. Texas. i

t 87. Herriott, F. L William Stebbins Barnard, professor of biology, Drake
university, 1886-87 : an appreciation of a biologist, inventor, and teacher. Des d
Moines, Ipwa, Drake university, 1936. 44 p.4 (Reprinted from the Annals of
Iowa, July 1936)

88. Houghton, Latira Louise. David Stikrr Jordan as an educator. Master;s,
1936.- Stanford.

89. Jensen, Axel Christian. A- study of the educational services of Justin
Morrill. Master's, 1936, Stanford.

90. Judd, Ronnie D. Educational contributions of Horace Holley, third presi-
dent of Transylvania university. Doctor's, 1936. Peabody. Nashville, Tenn.,
Ghertner and Cullom, 1936. 125 p.
, Covers the contributions made by an early pioneer to western culture and
learning. Shows that Transylvania university had colleges of law, medicine, and arts,
at that time, and compared favorably with the best eastern colleges.
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91. Lynch, James J. Chaucer, tile religious teacher. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

92. McCuskey, Dorothy. A. Bronson Alcott, educator. Doctor's, 1930. Yale.

93. Savoie, Velma. The life and writings Cif Madame Sidon le de la lioussaye.
Alaster's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in : Louisiana state university.
University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12: 126)

41»

Traces the life of Madame de in lioussaye, and discusses her work in founding and
teaching in the only 'school in St. Mary.'

94. Schnepel, E. Paul. The life and work of Friedrich Ludwig Jahn. lIas-
ter's, 1936. Ohio State. 122 p.

Interprets the life work of Jahn and, evaluates ills influence on physical education.
Shows that his work centered about the unlik9tion of the many separate-German states
by means of a regenciation of youth through physkal education.

t9?). Severance, Henry Ormal. William Benjamin Smith, a friend (1 the
University of Alissouri library. Columbia. University of Miyouri, 1936. 23 p.
(University of Missouri bulletin, vol. 37, no. 3. LibrAry series 17)

*96. Shoemaker, ...Ervin C. Noah Webster: filoneer of learning. Doctor's,
1635. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Columbia university press, 1936. 347 p.

Atti mpts to evaluate Webster's contribution to education in general, and fo the, teach-
ing of English in particular.

97. Sonn, Marie. Educational implicationslin thelife and poetry of 'William
Morris. Master's, 1936. St. T. C., Upper biontclair. 78 p.

os. Ware, Elizabeth Mason. John Herbert Phillips, educator. Master's,
1936. Birmingham-Southern.

Shows the contributions of the first city superintendent of schools toward building the
Birmingham school system.

99. 'Whelan, James Francis. Dominic Yenni, a Jesuit teacher and gram-
marian (1810-1888). Master's 1936. St. Louis. 93 p. MR.

StudieS Father Yenni's life and teaching, and presents a critical study of his 1q69 Latin
grammar, and concludes that it is a practical text for.students of Latin grammar.

CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS

GENERAL AND UNITED STATES

t

t 100. Beale, Howard K. 'Are American teachers free? An analysis of re-
straints upon freedom of teaching in Ájnerican schools. New York, Scribner's
sons, 1936. 855 p. (Report of the Commission ou the social studies, American
historical tosociation, part 12) (University of North Carolina)

101. Bond, James. A study of interpretation by school education associations
and a proposed program of ifiterpretation for the Wyoming education assot4a-
tion. Master's, 1936. Wyoming. 108 _p. ms.

102. 4offman, Harold Coe. Americtil fountlations: a study of their role in
the child welfare movement. Doctor'fi, 1936. Columbia. New York, 1936.
214 p.

.-

t&alms the reports and other pertinent material of 51 foundations, 20 community
trusts, and 82 child welfare organisations for the period 1V21-1930. Discusses founda-
tions of the generil type, of the community trust typi, the child welfare .organizations .fi
receiving aid from founda and .the significance of foundation support of child
welfare.
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103. Cross, A. J. Foy. Relative success in certain superv1s4 coyrespondence
coursOs of pupils at varfous levels of mental ability and reading'Aillty. Doc-
tor's, 1936. Nebraska. 91 p. ms.

Measures improvements in algebra, American history, and Englisit composition follow-ing the utilization of supervised correspondence courses by standardized tests and com-
pares tending ability and mental ability as.measured by two examinations. Finds that
the amount of improvement was not significantly related to mental abilityl nor, to initial
reading ability.

104. Engelbrecht, Herbert Conrad,. German-Lutheran influence in education
in Bremer -county, Iowa. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 119 p. ms.

105. Eversull, Frank L. and Smith, V. T. Scholarship: a much confused
term. , Huron, South Dakota, Huron college, 1936. 11 p. mg.

Finds a need of standardization in educational terminology, especially with regard to
the term scholarship.

106. Goewey, Viashington Irving. A critical investigation of plastforM prin-
ciples for local teacher organizations. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach. 49 p. ms.

107. Gray, J. S. An appropriate curriculum for education in a democracy.
Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh, 1936.

108. Grogan, Raymond Grady. Education inequalities in Georgia. Master's,
1936. Georgia.

109. Halstead., Gordon B. A study of progressive schools in the Untied
States as to their rise, development, educational contributions and future.
Master's, 1936. Michigan. <

110. Higgins, Arlie William. A study of compulsory education in Kansas.
r's,S.935. Kans. St. Coll. of Agr..

11 elyn, Douglas La*. Non-academic outside organizations making
deman-ds on public seconatiry schools. Master's 1936. Chicago. 71 p. ms.

Finds that 91 organizations made 910 deman'ds on 61 schools during the year 1935. .

112. Knutson, S. R. Interest trends in education, 1929-1935. Master's, 1936.
Drake.

Finds that the fields having the greatest number of published artkles during the
period were social scien, science, school finance, achievement and educational measure-
ments, vocational educaiion, extracurricular activities, adult education, and character
education.

113. Krah, W. Edwiird. The parent-teacher association in the third class
districts of Pennsylvania. Master's 1936. Temple. 99 p.

Shosivs that the parent-teacher movement is a vital force in parent education foi: child
welfare, and is a valuable medium for interpreting the standards and activities of the
schools to the communities.

114. LaRose, Anna. Contribution of the National education association
committees to secondary education summation and justification. Master's, 1936.
Mass. St. Coll. 99 p.

- Finds that each committee, individually, has helped education In its special field, and,
-totally, hat established certain ideals and principles by which future education may be
guided in this nation.

115. Levitt, Emma. The activities of local teacher organizations in Chicngp
since 1929. Mastér's, 1936. Chtcago. 214 p. ms.

Studies the activities of nine Chicago teacher organizatigils during the depression years
with emphasis upon the relation of the educational crisis in Chicago to the activities,
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116. Lissack, H. R. Tre-nds in public-school publicity in Tennessee. Master's,
1935. Peabody. 50 p. ms.

Analyzes the amount, nature, and trend of public-school publicity in four metropolitan
newspaperS. rinds no evidence of a program of school publicity in Tennessee, and that
the school news had no interest appeal and was poorly edited.

117. Miller, Oscar Edward. A- comparative study, as to organization and
functions, of the San Antonio teachers council with local teacher associations
in cities7of the United States, of 100,000 population or more. Master's, 1936.
Texas.

118. Milligan, Scott. A program of public relations for the educational inter
ests of Oregon. Master's,. 1936. Oregon.

119. Nelson, Clarence Elijah. -The emergency educatk;n programs of the Fed-
eral emergency relief administration and the Works, progress administration
in Texas Master's, 1936. Texas.

120. Parriott, Charles.' The community in the educational program. Master's,
1936. Nebraska. 104 p. ms,

Investigates a cooperative plan of education in 40 schools, through which business
and industry cooperate with schools in offering specific vocational training on the job
while schools furnish cultural and related training. Finds the plan is favored people
of the communitiek studied; that students who learn vocations are able to hOld jobs;
that it helps to relieve unemployment anil that most of the vocations being taught ire
found in most of the Nebraska small towns.

121. Payne, Charron Gale. Recent attempts of the United States Government
to alleviate the general youth,problem. Master's, 136. Yale.

122. Quigley, Sidney Milton. A study.of public optnion on certain educational
isssues. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

t 123. Raup, Robert Bruce. Education and the organized interests in Amer-
. Ica. New York, G. P. Putnam's sons, 1936. 23S p. (Teachers college, Colum- e

bia university)
EDiscusses the use of schools by private interests ; nationalism for teacher', textbook,

and student ; the influence of organized religion on the school; public opinion on "free"
education ; the effects of war, government, and economic relations on American culture;
the elements of crisis in American cultule on social change, world outlook, and educa-
tion; issues and partisan groups; and the public and controversial topics.

124. Reifel, Dorothy Mary. The Federal emergericy education program, 1933-
1936. Mastr's, 1936. Cincinnati.

t 125, Rugg, Harold. American life id the school curriculum: nelit steps
taward schools of living. Boston, Ginn a d company, 1936. 171 p. (Teachers
college, Columbia university)

Discusses school and ciety, modafrn industria mocratic culture, schools of the
machine age, educational reform, rearrangement, not reconstruction, educational recon-
struction in the great transition, a new psychology for a new education, and next steps
toward schools of living.

126. Schrammel, H. E. and Sonnenberg, E. the rank of states accord-
ing to educational, itchievement on the basis of 11 selected' criteria. American

-school Ward journal, 98: 17-19, November 1936. (Kansas state teachers
college) .;,

127. Sharpe, Cliaridi G: How Madison meets the present demañds on our
educational inotituttons for. trainèd knowledge. Master's, lik36. Mass. St. Coll.-..
69 P. ms. .

..s
Shows that 14rge pumber (if self-supporting groups retitUring real. community

, ,

sérvice Vat hive out fiorn Madison to many parts i% of tile --South is real evidencethat:* *ork ot Madison enolata\a large element of success:-
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128. Sheats, Paul Henry. Effects of the depression on certain issues in
American education. Doctor's, 1936. Yale.

129. Snyder, J. W. A tAvelve-grade school orginized and administered in ow'
building.° Master's, 1936. Kentucky. 89 p. ms.

Describes tbe status of the 12-grade school in Kentucky.

130. Strassman, Moses Morton. ActivitieS of parent-teacher associations in
elementary schools in Chicago. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 63 p. ms.

131. Ullemeyer, Richard. The identification and evaluation of activities in
71 local parent-teacher units in the city of Denver, Colorado. Master's, 1936.
Iowa. 150 p.

132. Wattenberg, William W. On the educational front, a study of the
reactions of teachers' associations in New York and Chicago. Doctor's, 1936.
T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Columbia University press, 1936. 218 p.

Studies nearly 260 teachers' associations to determine the reactions of individuals
associated in formal organizations. Finds that all of the associations followed a basic
pattern of organization; that the average members played a slight role; that each set
of leaders seenied to remain steadfast in advocacy of a given pattern of action ; that
teachers seemed to shift their allegiance according to the apparent demands of the
situation; that professional teachers' associations were little disturbed by the economy
drive; that two main types of new organization appeared during tbe retrenchment drives,
one was the political organization formed on assembly district or ward lines, the other
formed to use "mass pressure."

133. Weimer, Norman K. Federal aid to public education and its present
implications. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 91 p. ms.

Finds that emergency aid for education is temporary and has taketi the form of
providing employment for teachers and for youth; that there is no ev4dence that tbe
states are linable to provide an adOquate program of eaucation; tbat increased federal
aid will be accompanied by increased federal control; that federal control has dangerous
implications in tbat - local lnidative and enterprise are lost, and it may lead to the
domination of education by some political philosophy; that the federal government should
continue to aid public education by leadership and research.

- 134. Williams, C. O. Education in a democratic society: an introduction to
_The study of education. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 410 p. ms.

Discusses our American school system, influences affecting the schools, tbe significance
-of education in society, necessary and Impending changes in American education, promising
educational activities today, teacher training.

135. Zwiebel, H. G. Participation of the classr:oom teacher in a public rela-
tions program. Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 124 p. ms.

Submits a check list containing 105 activities for a public relations program suggested
by educational writers to 100 classroom teachers and 100 school superintendents for
evaluation. Finds that Ale classroom teacher is a vital factor, due to her close còntact
with pupils. lier greatest influence is through 'her teaching, and next In importance is
the impression made by personal contacts. The modern idea is to build confidence
tifrough quiet, constructive, and helpful activities on the part of the entire school
personnel.

SURVEYS

136. Banks, Helen B. Educational survey of Southgate community. Master's,
19301 Ohio State. 87 p. ms.

137. Bove, LaRoy. High-school standards in representative school surveys.
Master's, 1936. Oregon.

138. Holmes, Jay Emerson. A survey of the Spring Lak.e, Michigan, public
school system. Master's, 1936. Wyoming. 100 p.

.ms.

.
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t 139. Holy, T. C. Survey of the schools of Euclid, Ohio. Columbus, Oji lo
state university, 1936. 177 p. (Ohio state university studies. Bureau of
educational research monographs, no. 22)

Discusses the character and growth of the community ; schools, enrollment, and school
organization ; status and utilization of tbe school plant ; operation and maintenance of
the plant; finance and business management ; administration and supervision of the
schools; the teachers and auxiliary personnel; student personnel services; achievement
of tbe pupils ; and the curriculum.

140. Martin, Margaret Williams. A survey of the educational opportunities
and needs in a middle Adirondack section and possible plans for meeting these
needs more adequately. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 74 p. ms.

141. Miller, Ellsworth. A survey of educational needs and opportunities in
the town of East Greenbush, Rensselaer county; New York. Master's, 1936.
N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 71 p. ms.

1-12. Nelson,' Roy M. A survey of the Ola, Arkansas, school system with a
suggested plan of reorganization. Master's, 1936. South Carolina. 75 p.

Studies tbe general and school populations. program of studies, school plant, and
school finance with respect to proposed reorganization.

143. Parker, Wham Glenn. The Saint Pauls (North Carolina) public
schools, a survey. Master's, 1935. North Carolina. (Abstract in: University
of North Carolina record, 298: 26)

Studies the plant, faculty, and students of the Saint Pauls schools.

144. Sonnenberg, Ernest B. Trends in the organization of state departments
of education in the United States. Master's, 1936. Kans. StQ Emporia.
n p. ms.

145. Underwood, Gail FrÌ A social and educational analys'tiil Industry town-
ship. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 111 p. ms.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES

146. Agatstein. M. Syndicalism and the French elementary school teacher.
Master's, 1936. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 67 p. ms.

Studies the organization of teachers in French elementary schools; traces the origins
of the movement, analyzes the causes underlying the groutli of the organizations, shows
their relationship to non-educational groups, and presents their everyday beliefs and
accomplishments. Deals primarily with the Syndicat National.

147. Amdur, I. A critical study of the development of the school organization
and pedagogical philosophy of George Kerschensteiner. Water's, 1936. Coll.
of the City of N. Y. 179 p. ms.

Attempts to describe the nature and significance of Kerschensteiner's reform of the
schools of Munich, to irace the evolution of Kerschensteiner's educational philosophy, and
critically ,jo evaluate his work. Finds Kerschensteiner's greatest contribution to be in
his advancement of the activity school.

Andreasen, Paul J. Grundtvig as an educator, with special refereace
to the folk high school movement. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 132 p. ms.

Attempts to interpret Bishop Nikolaj Frederik Severin Grundtvig as he was and the folk
high school as it actually developed. Discusses his birth, heritage,' and early training
and experience; his reconstruction of education in Denmark ; hie influence in Scandinavia,
the United States, and elsewhere; the Grundtvigian folk high school; and presents
critical evaluation of the man and his work.

*149. Beck, Karl'Herbert. A socio-educational study of the Chinese people.
Master's, 1936. Penn. State. 173 p. ms.

Studies the hittory of China and of its educational leaders, the entrance of Western
educational influence in the thirteenth century, present-day trends in Chinese education,
the mission and nonmission schools, and the educational attitudes of the Chinese people.

o
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150. Black, William Griffiths. The development and present status ot
teacher education in western Canada, with special reference to the curriculum.
Doctor's, 1936. Chicago. Chicago, University of Chicago libraries, 1936. 341 p.

Narrates briefly tbe history of teacher education in each of four Canadian province,
describes and compares the present-day curricula, compares these curricula feature by
feature with curricula of other countries, discusses them in the light of judgments or
leaders in the field, and identifies and discusses critically the fundamental issues relating
to teacher education in western Canada.

151. Blair, Mary Gillet. A study of Gotama as fi teacher with reference
to Christian education in Japan. Master's, 1936. Biblical Seminary.

*152. Broderick, Sister Mary John. Catholic schools in England. Doctor's.
1936. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic university of America, 1930.
187 P.

Presents the general working plan of the English system which permits the Catholic
schools to follow tbe Catholic philosophy of education and at the same time to sharo

. in the governmental funds. Includes a description of their present status and their
present problems.

153. Carmody, Imelda. 'Records of the charter school system in the eighteenth
century as exemplified at Clonmel. Master's, 1936. St. Louis.

Concludes that the charter school at Clonmel made no significant contribution to the
scheme of Irish education which had developed prior to the inauguration of such schools

4as the one described.

154. Chang, Chung Yuan. A study of the vocabulary of the first grade in a
Chinese elementary school. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

155. Chang, Seng. The educational system in modern China. Master's, 1936.
Michigan.

156. Chang, Y. W. The 5-petaled program for the rural youth of China, based
on a study of the 4H program in the United States. Master's, 1936. Minne-
sota. 240 p.

Investigates tbe workings and results of 441 clubs in the United States and recom-
mends that a similar plan be instituted for the rural youth of China, tieing the
Chinee national flower of 5 petals as its symbol.

157. Collins, Joseph. The educational opportunities afforded American permis-
sionaries in the leave areas of France. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

158. Darrow, Dorothy H. Education in England In the 19th century as por-
trayed by Charles Dickens. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

159. David, Muriel Grace. A plan for a school foi girls in Ecuador. Master's,
1936. Biblical Seminary.

100. Djeng, Beatrice. The leisure-time activities pf Chinese high-schooi stu-
dents in North 'China. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

r
:161. Edstoff, Abraham Philip. Elementary education in the Spanish Re- i

tpublic. Master's, 1936. George Washington. 107 p. ms. 1

Gives a brief exposition of the public primary (elementary) scboof situation prior to i

1931 ; describes the present primary splool system, its organisation and administration,
and social organisation, the preparation, selection and status of the primary school

1teacher.
i

162. Ehrenfeld, Abraham. The Mannheim School System : an ideal municipal e

experiment in Germany. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 372 p. ms.
Studies the different kinds of special classes conducted within tbe elementary school

rystem,. the differentiated treatment accorded all pupils and especially the treatment
of hold-overs who are treated differently from tbe normal class pupils ; compares the
Mannheim school system with various types of experimental education in the Unitid
States.
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163. Ford, Eudora Lorene. Character education in Russia since 1917.
Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies.
Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 26-27)

Shows that the new education has modified the behavior of the population; that the
children are collectivistic, atheistic, and class-conscious in attitude; that the proletariat,
the industrial workers, are proud of their class and have, developed in responsibility;
that the peasant has broadened in his interests though he has, not abandoned his/ individualism for collectivism ; and that the thousands who do not accept communistic
teachings must remain passive, otherwise they would be persecuted relentlessly.

164. Gilbert, Elmo Edison. Health education program in Soviet Russia.
Master's, 1936. Peabody. 88 p. Ms.

Shows that Russia is coping with the problem of educating the people in health
principles through a wide program of health educatii)n carried on through the schools,
health institutions provided by the Commissariat of public health, through the work
of the youth organizations, factories and trade unionq. Adult education is also a major
part of the program, through which the children are taught correct health habits and
information is made available to everyone in tho form of pamphlets, posters, and news-
papers. The results of this program are best measured in a decrease and better control
of the epidemics.of contagious diseases, such as typhus, malaria, relapsióg fever, tubercu-
losls, and venereal diseases.

165. Good, Mary M. A tentative program of study for the Garjan memorial
school. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 105 p.

Presents units of work for a girls' middle school in India.

166. Gunkel, Natalie L. The Arbeitsschule as a new deal in edugeticin with
special reference to the controversy between Kerschensteiner atia Gaudig.
'Master's, 1936. New York. 277 p. ms.

Points out the pedagogical significance of the Arbeitsschule here and abroad as a new
deal in theoretical and practical education. Discusses the controversy over the
Arbeitsschule in Germany, and the role played by Georg Kerschensteiner and Hugo
Gaudig. Gives a detailed account of the teaching and learning in the Arbeitsschule of
tbe old and new school subjects.

167. Hall, Robert fing. The secondary school in Argentina. Master's, 1936.
Chicago. 89 p. ms.

Reports history, present status, and proposed reformit.

168. Houghton, Aleina Burrill. The struggle for the Einheitsschule in
Germany. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 125 p. ms.

Traces the history of the Einheitsschule from Fichte to 1900, the struggle over the
Einheitsschule as educational theory from 1900-1920, and the theories of the educational
leaders culminating in the discussions of the Relehsschulkonferenz of 1920, and dis-
cusses the Grundschule and the Aufbauschule, and the Thuringian experiment of 1923,
and evaluates them.

169. Howard, James Willis. Study of cadet training in the Dominion of
Canada. Doctor's, 1936. Cornell. 377 .p. ms.

Studies the history and educational value of military training in Canada.
170. Johnson, Thomas D. A history of Sierra Leone with emphasis on

education. Master's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. 75 p. nut.
Covers every phase of native life, and the factors that enhance or hinder theadvance

of education.

171. Jones, Gertrude Martha. Physical education aspects of the German
youth movement. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 143 p. ms.

Shows that the Germaii youth movement, started in 1896, was a revolt against
a hampering environment that found its major physical activity in iandering--the
spirit of which influenced all pre-war activities of youth; that following the War*Bodying continued and other physical education activities were introduced among
the youth who Agave vent to the maleaRe created by the difficult times in physical and
political activity ; that in the latter half of the German republic, under growing adult
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control, the movement and its physical cducation aspects grew apace, and that Hit1610,
then organized it to a high degree, and succeeded in destroying most of the advantagf4
gained hy the revolt of youth, plating It again in an environment very similar tu
one which fomented the original revolt. The youth movement succeeded in bringing
to Germany on enlightened, advanced physical education program before it ceased to
exist in 1936, In any sense of its original meaning.

172. Kennedy, George. Vocational education in England for boys.. Master's!,
1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses,
resear(hes in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 305-306)

Attempts to discover the trades in which f. c h oo 1 training bas been established to
supplant the old type of apprenticeship training.

Knechtel, Earl A. The task of religious education in the United Church
of Canada territory of the Korean Presbyterian church. Master's, 1935.
Columbia.

4174. Larson, Marie . Education in the totalitarian states. Master's, 1936.
Minnesota.

-1,170. Lee, Chang-hei. Chemical instruction in Japanese secondary schools
Master's, 1935. Peabody. 57 p. ms.

176. Leech, Laura.' Secondary education in England today. Master's, 1936.
PittAurgh.

177. Leech, Millicent S. Secondary education in England today. Master's,
1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses,
researc'hes in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 30S-309)

178. Lister, Ralph W. A survey of physical education and athletic administra-
tion in Canadian colleges and universities. Master's, 1936. Springfield.

179. Loh, Wah Ping. Some suggestions for the use of visual education in
teaching illiterate Chiriese parents. Master's, 1935. Oregon St. Agr. Coll.
138 p. ms.

Meets a specific need for the education of Chinese parents 'located in Fung Wong
village near Lingran university.

180. Lynn, Rev. William Carmel. The application of the Marxian. mate-
rialism to education in Soviet Russia during the early yeare of the revolution.
Master's, 1936. Fordham. 57 p. ms.

Corers the period from 1910-1926, and shows that during this period the venture
of the Soviet government in the field of education was a failure.

181. Marczynski, Brother Raphael. Health education in Poland. Master's,
193G. Notre Dame.

182. Martz, Ethelwyn. Advantages of the Oxford summer school. Master's,
1936. T. C., Col. Univ. 38 p. ms.

Compares the summer school of Oxford university, with that of an American college,
and finds that the Oxford plan is more in harmony with recent psychological theories
and offers a richer intellectual experience.

183. Nabhols, Johannes. The history of the faculty of arts in German uni-
, ,

versities. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 136 p. ms.
Presents a 'detailed description of the arts faculty in Germany until its disappearance

In the sixteenth century.

184. Newman, B. The changes in Spanish primary education under the New
Republic. Master's, 1936. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 56 p. ms.

Attempts to analyze and evaluate the ne panish primary education. Discusses all
of the important phases of the primer educational system ; the administratiop and
organisation of schools, their alms, meth s and curricult!, teaper-etainin nd teaching

;, 46°-
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS 17

staffs. Concludes that the new reforms have been thorouch-going and progressive,
especially in connection with administration. suporvision, and teachertraining, and
that Spanish pi ituary education is now math more efficient and adequate than under
t he monarchy.

1S5. Osgood. William Cyril. A study of some of the problems in the training
of elementary teachers for India,.with special reference to Orissa. Master's,
1936. Oregon St. Agr. Coll. 246 p.

Discusses the educational work carried on by the American Baptist Ilencal-Orissa
mission, and the. poetical difficulties confronting elementary teachers in this section of
rural India.

186. Perry, Gertrude. History and development of the Sokol movement of
Czechoslovakia. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 50 p.

Shows that through the Sokol movement Czechoslovakia is suLmsoring a well-rounded
physical education program.

187. Rosselot, Glen Taylor. The origin, growth, and development of the
United Brethren in Christ mission schools in Sierra Leone, West Africa.
Master's, 1936. Chicago. 116 p. ms.

188. Savran, William S. Education in the United Socialist Soviet Republic
ai revealed by official documents. Master's, 1036. Temple. 9S p.

189. Seppi, %Rudolph Henry. The educat*al system of Fipland. Master's,
1 036. S tanford.

190. Shapleigh, Maude. Germany's struggle to liberate the public schools from
the control of the church. Master's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. 37 p. ms.

Cites factors from the seventh century to 1931, in the religious and political life of
Germany which have entered into the struggle to free the public schools froin church
control, and shows that throughout Germany the problem of religious instruction in the
public schools is warmly controversial.

191. Smith, Helen Huntington. The reconstructive process among Christian
youth in China. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

192. Taffel, A. Jules Ferry and the reform of the French elementary primary
schools. Master's, 1936. roll. of the City of N. Y. 105 p.

Studies the ndministrative, legal, nnd social aspects of the educational reforms accom-
plished by Jules Ferry, which laid the foundntion for the modern French primary school
system, for the period from 1876 to 1880. Involves a consideration of the school facil-
ities available during these years, the number of children of school age, the number of
children attending schools, and the number of teachers available, their preparation,
qualifications, and requirements for certification.

193. Taylor, Georgetenjamin. The influence of Domingo Faustino Sarmiento
on the development of public instruction in Argentina. Master's, 1936. Stan-
ford,

hr194. Taylor, John W. Yout welfare in Germany : a study of governmental
action relative to care of the n rmal German youth. Doctor's, 1935. Colum-
bia. Nashville, Tenn., Baird-Ward company, 1936. 259 p.

Discusses the historical development of the German youth welfare agencies; organisa-
tion, support, nnd activities of the state youth welfare agencies; the activities, training,
appointment, tenure, and salary of the state Jugendpflege workers ; organization and activ-
ities of the Hitler-youth ; physical education, organizatton and activities, other youth
welfare activities ; youth and unemployment ; youth, politics, home, and school; and
youth and law. .

195. Wee, Kok Ann. Physical education in Protestant *Christian colleges and
universities of China. Doctor's, 1938. P. C., Col. Univ.

Describes physical education in the Protestant Christian colleges and universities of
China as it exists at the present time, observes present standards and policies of the
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18 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

American colleges and universities in this field, and recommends changes in the physical
education programs in the colleges in China.

196. White, Alice. Certain aspects of the tearhing of English in the secondary
schools of the Dominion of Canada. Master's, 1936. Cincinnati.

197. Zlinmerman, Christie Eleanor. A study of worship in the higher Op-

mentary schools of the United Ltaheran church mission in India, with sugge-
tions for its improvement. Master's, 193G. Biblical Seminary.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

198. Busch, Monroe W. The development of attitudes of international under-
standing in selected schools. Master's, 1936. Nebraska.. 1S8 p. ms.

Analyzes questionnaires showing curricular offerings of courses in international
tions in 72 Nebraska scboolq and 01 North central association high schools in 6 bordering
states. Finds that Kansas lends in the number of schools, and in stressing relevant tnite-
rials in other courses. Kansas provides a course of study. Subject matter is stressed
more than activities in all states studied. Recommends a course of study and suitable
teacher-training courses for Nebraska.

199. Joyce, Hilda Gertrude. Significant ventures in the field of education
for better international religions. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 213 pia's.

Attempts to organize the best publihed and most recent thought om the . .eMt tonal
aspects of international education in the schools, to show the value and necessity of
education for international goodwill, and to indicate some of the ways in which schools
and teachers may help in the attainment of world harmony and peace through better
international relations.

200. Moon, Clang Wook. American relations with Siam : diplomatic, com-
mercial, religious and educational. Doctor's, 1936. Southern California.

EDUCATION THEORIES AND PRINCIPLES

201. Arrowood, C. F. Educational issues in the light of contemporary Ameri-
can philosophy. Austin, University of Texas, 1936.

Presents a brief account of the status of American philosophy, of the nrglect of phil-
Osbphy by many students of contemporary education in the United States; examines the
implications for educational practice of certain ideas nnd perspectives just now to the
fore in American philosophy ; and offers suggestions respecting the approach to the study
ofteducation through philosophy.

202. Axtelle, George Edward. The imp.lications of the philosoiShy of experi-
mentalism for education. Doctor's, 1935. California.

Analyzes the philosophy of experimentalism into Its major concepts, relates the concepts
to modern int(llectual interests and movements, relates them, to one another, and shows
their implications for educational practice and theory. A

203. Breed, Ethel Burns. Educational applications of Santayana's aesthetics.
Doctor's, 1936. New York. 207 p. ms.

Discusses and evaluates George Santayana's general and esthetic philosophy, and
aDpl.es it to elucation in secondary sch ols.

*204. Cahill, Emma A. The comparative views of Locke and Rousseau on

history. Master's, 1936. New York. 85 p. ms.
Studies history in the school curriculum before the seventeenth century, during it

and the eighteenth century, and the criticism§ of John Locke and Jean-Jacques Rousseau
of the school curriculum, their conception of history. I;s content, method of approach,
and their ideas of the necessary qualifications of the teaCher.

205. Cinq-Mars, Sister M. Annunciata. The educational bearings of the social
philosophy of Frederic Ozanam. Master's, 1936. Catholtc Univ. 90 p. ms.

Attempts to discover in Frederic Ortnam's works, certain basic principles of Catholic
social philosophy that have an educatLnal bearing. These theories, relating to the

.
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cause of social progress, and to the organization of society, state, church, and family
may prove a basis for an educational system, and further investigation in educational
philosophy.

*206. Clayton, Frank L. Variant philosophies and their significance to educa-
tors. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 162 p. ms.

Analyzes the philosophies of experimentalism, idealism, and realism as applied to
education; studies their values and limitations for certain types of individuals engaged
in education as well as for specific problems of education; shows that the three types
of philosophy have much in common to aid in the solution of present educational prob-
leras; that a certain philosophy will mean most to a certain type of individual; and
that the thinking out of any educational philosophy is of value in correcting present
weaknesses in our public education.

264. Cox, Phebe Butler. The educational philosophy of Henry C. Morrison.
Master's, 1936. Oregon.

208. Craddock, Elizabeth C. Educational theories and ideals of Cicero.
Master's, 1936. Peabody. 75 p. ms.

Finds that Cicero's philosophy of education derives its ethical basis from Stoic prin-
ciples particularly germane to the Roman practical nature and that his intellectual ideal

'of the philosopher-orator is based upon a concept found in Plato.

209. Davis, Helen Holmes. Conception of child nature and training frop
1825 to 1880: a study in the history of Americau education theory. Master's,
1936. Cincinnati.

210. Davis, Warren C. The philosophical element/ in a technical program.
Doctor's, 1936. Buffalo.

211. Decherd, Emma Virginia. The educational theory of Chárles William
Eliot. Master's, 1936. Texas.

212. Diggins, John P. Freedom and authority in education. Master's, 1936.
Catholic Univ. 50 p.

Discusses the trend toward freedom In education as found-in the workarof Rousseau,
Basedow, Pestalozzi, Froebel, and Dewey. Shows that this attitude insofar as it tends
to detract from the real nature of the child and tbe real nature of education is harmful;
however, insofar as it has diminished the "fear element" in education, has centered the
activity- upon- the7pupil, and has given us a clearer and fuller conception of democracy,
it is to be commended.

*213. Dooley, Margaret X. The influence of Rousseau's educational theories
on modern edueational theories. Master's, 1936. New York. 73 p. ms.

Attempts to determine how many of our current educational theories can .be traced
directly, or indirectly, to Jean Jacques Rousseau's Émile. Finds that many of his theories
can be traced to earlier writers, but that many of his theories, with necessary modifica-
tions, are in use in modern schools.

*214. Elsop, Herman. Bertrand Rusgelrff views on mathematics in education.
Master's, 1936. New York. 68 p. ms.

Discusses Bertrand Russell's philosophy of education, his ideas of the nature of
mathematics, their placé in education, and evaluates his views on mathematics in
education.

215. Fisher, Raymond. Charles W. Eliot's views on college education in the
light of present trends. Doctor's, 1936. Illinois.

216. French, William H., Jr. The educational philosophy of Thomas David-
son. Master's, 1936. Temple. 109 p. ms.

*217. Greenberg, Herman J. The social ABC plan of education for our-
democratic society. Doctor's, 1936. New York. Brooklyn, N. Y., 1935. 64 p.

Discusses the Juniors self-government procedure as a social instrument for the use
of students, the Leisure club procedure as an aid in socialising their leisure and corn-
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munity activities, and the oervice unit oyster]; which develops social curriculum whit
prepares students for life experiences and reflects and corrects their daily activities.

218. Guinan, Sister Angelicia. Freedom and authority is education. Doctor'.
1936. Catholic Univ.

219. Gustafson, Gustaf Joseph. Influence of Darwin on education. Master'
1936. Catholic Univ. 108 p. Ms.

Studies the influence of Darwin on the philosophy of education on classroom methoch
and on educational psychology. To Darwin is traced ultimately the overemphasis
the dynamic point of view, much of the naturalism of modern education, and much of
its aimlessness. On the other hand, the genetic point of view in psychology, tb
impetus given to scientific method, and the reexamination and restatement of tradi
tional values are acknowledged as welcome contrihut

220. Huffman, W. Evin. The application of the philosophy of progressiNt.
education to a typical rural school system. Doctor's, 1936. Ohio State,. lin
V. MS.

Compares two outstanding philosophies in Lerican education, and attempts to do.
termine the influence of each in our domocratic sociol order. Finds that the conN7en-
tional school is unsuited to the development of the spirit of democracy in our cont.
plex social order and that the progressive school is based on the principle of coopera-
tion essential to the promotion of true democracy. Evolves a plan for the transition
of the conventional school to a progressive school 121 f1 applies it theoretically to a

typical rural community with Alexandria, Licking e.)unty, Ohio, as the center.

221. Huttenhauer, Helen Graham. Utopian conceptions of education as a.
soCial force. Master's, 1936. Johns Hopkins.

222. Johnson, Boyd William. Alcuin's influence on Christian education
Master's, 1935. Southern Methodist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist uni-
versity. Abstracts of thetes, masters' degrees: 7)

Gives a brief outline of Flaccus Alcuin's life, describes his work with Charlemagne in
establishing a model school, in raising the standards of the clergy, in reorganizing the
monastic schools, in organizing the schdbi in the abbey of Saint Martin of Tours, lit ?

collecting a large.library at Tours. and in establishing a special writing school for the
correction of faulty manuscripts. Shows that Alcuin's works on grammar andlporthograpb)
were the most important produced in his age.

223. Johnston, Dora Belle. A comparison of the philosophies of liege] and
Brightman with implications for education. Doctor's, 1936. New York, 230

p. ms.
Finds that the educational theories M Hegel and Brightman are in closer harmony

with each other than with tbe prevailing educational views.

224. Kalvin, Louis. The educational philosophy of Horace Mann. Doctor's,
1936. New York. 199 p. ms.

Gives a brief sketch of the life and work of Horace Mann, the influences Ithich affected
him, the sociological view of education, his ideas on the teacher and his art, on character
and moral training, and on the philosophic aspect of education.

*225. Knox, Israel. The aesthetic theories of Kant, Hegel, and Schopenhauer.
Doctor's, 1936. Columbia. New York. Columbia university press, 1936. 219 p.

Studies the problems raised by Kant, Hegel and Schopenhauer, and analyzes and
criticises their answers.

226. Langan, Hubert. The philosophy of personalism and its educational
applications. Doctor'fi. 1935. Catholic Univ. 111 p. ms.

Defining personalism as an idealistic philosophy, this study gives a critical analysis of
Its defects of one-sidedness and Its merit in defending the existence of tbe ideal and
spiritual values in life. Educationally personalism agrees for the most part with Catholic
theory. It fails to be sound in that it is willing t divorce the teaching of religion from
the rest of the process of education.
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227. Li Hard. Roy G. The social philosophy of Thomas Jefferson. Master's,
1936. Tennessee. 118 p. Ms.

Shows that Jefferson believed that education should be provided tor all people by the
state for a period of 2 or 3 years, and that the best students among the poor should be
supported in securing an education by the state. and that certain students should continue
through the university.

228. Linderholm, Clara G. The social implieati(ins of the dominant philoso-
phies of contemporary American education. Maste?'s. 1936. Coin. St. eon.

229. Locker, Matel Elsie. Walter geott At Learn as an educator. Master's,
1936. Temple. 11S p. ms.

Studies Walter S. Athearn's philosophy of education and its practical application to the
field of religion. an'd evaluates his work in the light of its influence in the field of
religious education. Shows that Athearn was a great teacher and leader and tbat
Lis educational theories developed out of his philosophy of personalism.

McGivern, Elizabeth Dorothy. Dickens and the new education. *Map-
ter's, 1936. N. Y. St. Cull. for Teach. 130 p. ins.

,

*231. McLaughlin, Samuel-J. The educational policies and activities of the
PAmerican federation of labor during the present century. Doctor's, 1936. New

York. 173 p. m§.
Discusses the agitation of organized labor for the establishment and development of

public education in .the nineteenth century. the educational policies of the American fed-
eration "of labor during the present century, pohits of conflict between the American
federation of labor and the public schools. the origin and development of workers' educa-
tion in the United States. current educational enterprises of unions affiliated with the
workers' education bureau of America, the Brookwood laboi college, nffiligtedmsumuser
schools for women in industry, the Componwealth college, non-resident labor 'colleges, the
Rand school of social science. and the New England labor college. Shows that The
Ainerican federation of labor feels that workers' education should be a part of publk
education.

*232. Magyar. Francis. The contributions of Paul Itanschburg to experi-
mental education. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 192 p.

Gives a brief description of Ranschburg's early life in Hungary, the work of his labora-
tory for experimental Psychology and pedagogy. Discusses his work in psychology, and
medicine, and his work with defective, delinquent, and nervous children ; and his experi-
mental work on pupil distraction. on the ti aching of reading and arithmetic., and his
Ideas on school reform.

233. Manske, Armin August. The views of Horace Mann on educational
administratioh as taken from his 12 annual reports. Master's, 1935. Chicago.
65 p.

Examines Mann's views on state and local rchonl admini Aration. buildings. curriculum,
preparation of teachers, school finance. etc.

p.

234. Martin, John Hayes. Indoctrination in contemporary American educa-
tion. Master's, 1936. St. Louis:

Finds a desire for freedom from authority in the intellectual and moral sphere and
the belief that truth is a relative phenomenon are the reasons offered for the origin of
the various theories of indoctriiiation studied.

235. Neyhouse, Dorothy Ayahr. A comparison of the iheory of tiductLidon
found in the Philosophical dictionary and Letters to Frederick the 'Great' of
Prussia of Voltaire and the modern theory of education. Master's, 1938. Ind_
St. T. C. 42 p. ms. (Abstract in : Indiana State teachers college. Teachers
college journal, 7:116, July 1936)

shows that Voltaire gave himself unceasingly and unsparingly to educating the muses
of France, and that his philosophy of education is in complete agreement with that 4s1 ,
leaders in the field ot, modern education.
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*236. O'Connell, Geoffrey. Naturalism in American tbducation. Doctor's,

10341 Catholic Univ. Washingon, D. C., Catholic university of America, 1936.

117 p.

Traces the growth of naturalism in American philosophy and education during the.

eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries showing its influence on teacher training

and giving the logical consequences in our present moral, social, and economic crisis.

237. Oertel, Ernest E. Toward a new philosophy in educational adntinistra-

tion. Doctor'i4, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. Los Angeles, Murray and Gee, 1936.

182 p.

Discusses conceptual backgrounds for educational administration in the United States,

recent school administration, and a new philosophy in educational administration.

238. Paelian, Garabed H. Nicholas Roerich's contribution W. modern life

and education. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 219 p. ms.

Discusses Roerich's philosophy of education and his verk in Russia, and compares his

philosophy of education with that of John Dewey. Trates his early life, his education,

aud his work in art, archeology, and writing, and his appointment as director of th.b

School for the encouragement of fine arts in Russia, in 1906. Discusses his founding

the Master institute of united arts in New York in 1921, his work for art and science in

various countries throulkhout the world, and bis work for the adoption of the Roerich

banner of peace and peace pact to protect all cultural treasures as neutral and inviolable

during war, which tas been signed by the 21 Amealcas, and is open to signature by ail

nations of tbe world. Applies Roerich's philosophy to present-day education.

239. Panchaud, Frances Lee. George Herbert Palmer. Doctor's, 1936. New

York. 110 p. ms.
Gives a brief account of the life of George Herbert Palmer, and discusses his philosophy

of education, and describes his teaching at Harvard university.

240. Patty, William L. A critique of three educational theories. Doctor's,

1936.. T. C., Col. Univ.
Examines the doctrines of curriculum making advocated by Franklin Bobbitt, V. W.

Charters, and C. C. Peeters.

241. Plummer, Robert Newcomb. Milton's and Locke's educational theories

compare0 With seventeenth century practices. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 103

p. MS.
Reveals that educational institutions of seventeenth century Englirnd were scarce;

that the two universities, Oxford and Cambridge, were the only well-established and

generally accepted educational institutions; that the nearest approach to elementary edu-

cation was in the inadequate and poorly attended Dame and "hedge" schools; religious

charity schools and workhouses which apprenticed for trades and gave some religious

training.

242. Quinn, Edward Raymond. A critical evaluation of the educational

theories of Ross L. Finney. Master's, 1936. Notre Dame.

*243. Ramirez-Lopez, Ramon. A comparative study of Plato and Unamuno.

Master's, 1936. New York. 72 p. ma.

Discusses the life of Plato and his basic philosophy, the life of Don Miguel de Unamuno,

his struggle for self-realisation, and his work as a teacher ire Spain.

244. Rodutakey, Rev. John. Aloysius. Some aspects of the teaching of St.

Thomas Aquinas concerning social justice. . Master's, 1936. Notre Dame.

245. Roebrocks, Peter Joseph. Giovanni Gentile, a critical analysis of his

actual idealism and his educational philosophy. Master's, 1936. St. Louis.

137 p. MS.
Evaluates Gentile's part in the educational and philosophic undercurrent directive of

the now of political, social, and cultural life in Italy during the past 20 years. Shows

that he attacks all problems in the light of his own idealistic philosophy, which on nu-

merous points is in conflict with the fundamental principles of Catholic philosophy.

C't*
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24d. Rothstein, B. Francisco Giner de Los Rios; his educational ideals and

contributions. Master's, 1936. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 57 p. ms.
Shows that Francisco Giner' (1839-1915), founder of the Free institute of learning,

championed, through his philosophy, hygienic vacation periods, learning by doing, pupil-
teacher contact, better training for teachers, freedom%of the professional chair, develop-
ment of the whole man, co-education, smaller classes, abandonment of official examina-
tions, and a decentralized system of education. His fame as an educator lies in his
adaptation of his ideas to the specific needs of Spain and in the foundation he laid for
the present Spanish educational system.

247. Schatnizky, S. Samuel Richardson on education. Master's, 1936. Coll.

of the City of N. Y. 157 p. ms.
attempts to analyze Samuel Richardson's ideas on education and through an analysis

of his novels and letters, to determine his position in the development of educational
theory. Richardson is studlea in terms of his environment and the heritage he received
from his intellectual and spiritual forbeais. Locke is cited as the source for most of
Richardson's ideas and the connection between Richardson and Rousseau is indicated.

248. Spear, Wilton Day. Vittorino da Feltre and the progressive school of
today. Master's, 1936. Cornell. 91 p. ms.

Studies the fife and educational philosophy of da Feltre, paralleling with the prin-
ciples of the progressive school movement of today. Shows that da Feltre anticipated
most of the pcinciples of the present-day progressive movement.

*240. !Reams, Harry L. An introduction to a philosophy of education as
reflected in American court decisions. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 191 p.

Analyzes theories found In a sampling of approxtmately 1,000 cases selected from the
digests of representative cases from the federal courts ánd from 8(11 of the state jurisdic-
tions to determine the established legal principles governing various phases of the admin-
istration of public education in the United States. Finds that the existing legal order
is adequate to sanction major adjustment of the admiAistrative procedures of education
so that the public schools may better meet the demands placed upon them by the condi-
tions of the present.

250. Trask, Ida Mary. The devèlopment of WIlliqm James' philosophy.
Doctor's, 1936. Southern California.

Finds that William James attempted to reconcile science and religion through universal
use of scientific testing, recognition of the personal factor in human experience, widen-
ing of the scope of philbsophy to include metaphysics, religion, and scientific findings.

251. Tucker, Florence Indiana. Jesusthe modern teacher. Master's, 1936.
Washington. 70 p. ms.

t252. Ulich, Robert. A sequence of educational influence traced through
unpublished' writings of Pestalozzi, Frobel, Diesterweg, Horace Mann, and
Henry Barnard with translations, comments, and explanations. Cambridge,
Harvard university preis, 1935. 91 p. (Harvard documénts in the history of
education, vol. fi)

253. Welsh, Sister Mary Gonzaga. The social philosophy of Christian educa-
tion. Doctor's,- 1935. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic education
press, 193k 98 p. (Catholic university of America. Educational research
monographs, vol. 9, no. 2)

Analyses present socio-eçonomic conditions and-the social problem; discusses th6 mod-
ern concepts of social education of progressive educators, sociological educats, and of
traditionalists; presents a social philosophy of Christian education on Mt( worth and
dignity of the individuitl, social integration, and unity; and discus& the formation of
sociil ideas, sentiments, and acts in youth.

254. Williams, Lodise. A cultural survival !tom the old regime. Doctor's,
1930. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university. Abstracts bf dissert; tions
for the degrees of doctor of philosophy and doctor of education, 13*-86:

Shows the survival in the nineteenth century of cultural and educational ideals which
are manifestly characteristic of the classic spirit in the Gravid 80e1e. Discusses the
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reactionary prIn ples of education as represented by Rousseau and his followers, and by
St. Jean-Baptiste de la Salle, Melon, and Madame de Maintenon. Presents a detailed
study of the life and educational work of St. Madeleine Sophie Barat in founding a
religious order d oted to teaching. ).

21;5. Wyciiiff, Harry Wilson. The sth9ties of John" Dewey. Master's, 1936.
Stanford.

256. Zachar, I. J. Samuel Butler versus his education. Master's, 1113C.
Coll. of the City of N. Y. 80y. ms.

Reveals ,samuet Butler's major arraignments against his education and the education
of his day. 11e protested against the inadequate preparation for life supplied by elfW4iciil
education and objected to the divorce of education from the crucinl problems of the time,
and advocated "learning by doing" find functional and instrumental teaching thus aOutu-
brating Johp Dewey nnd the progressive educators of today.

SPECIAL METHODS OF INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION

HOMCGENEOUS GROUPING

257. Bramble, Elizabetrir The measurement and significance of nlmhuy
in uncontrolled and -controlled situations -in a homogeneous socio-economic sam-
ple. Master's, 1935. Michigfin.

t
258. Hartill, Rufus X. Homogeneous grouping as a pol1c3'4n the elementary

schools in New York City. Doctor's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ. New York city,
Teachers college, Columbia. university, 1936. 63 p. (Contributions to e(luca-
tion, no. 690)

'Describes an experiment conducted with 1,371 children in grades 5 and 6 in four
boroughs of New York City, in which half (if the children were grouped homogeneously
during the first term,- and the other half were grouped heterogeneously. During the

1, second term the groups were reversed. Finds no significant difference in gains made 14
the traits selected fol. study between the homogeneous and the heterogeneous groups.
Shows the hamogeneous grouping as ndopted in New York City is preferable to hetero
geneous grouping as it allows an enriched course of study, and more flexibility in teaching. t

259. Maxcy, Ellis Crossman. The distinctive and interrelated factors of fi,vv,
tenchin methods. Master's, 1936. Yale.

260. itchell, H. F. The effect of hOmogeneous grouping on achievement
P

in tenth grade plane geometty. Master's, 1936. Maryland. 122 p. ins.
Presents a comprehensive reyiew of studies in ability grouping. DesCribes a controlled

experiment in teaching geometry to grouped and ungrouped classes, 100 in each, in
Wishington, D. C. Finds that pupils in classes which were grouped by ability made
significantly greater progress. fr

261. Pearl, Herbert Dean. The efficiency of homogeneous grOuping in the
junior high school. Master's, 1936. Vermont.

262. Peters, I. L. Provision for grumping and Individ ifferenees in Iowa's
county junior high schools. Mastei's, W36. Drake. 40 Ms.

Finds that the traditiónal 8-4 plan is giving way to the 6-3-3 or 6-2-4 plan with
occasional use of the 6-6 plan; that classes of from 26 to 30 are dominant in schools
located in towns and cities having less than 10,000 population; that homogeneous group-
Ing is used by 64.2 percent of the 89 schools studied which have enrollments large
enough to require sectioning; that there is a definite trend toward longer class periods
In the larger systems; and that acurricular activities are used extensively to provide
for the meeting of inaividual diffe

263. Reily, Helen. The effect of homogeneous grouping on the learning of
motor skills. Master's, 1936. Michigan.
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244. Richards, Ralph Heber. An experiment in homogeneous grouping.
Mter's, 1936: lièntucky. 8.1 p.,

Cdwpares the sOefling achievement of elementary children grouped on the basis
velilWabiliiy and triught by the stu(Iylest method with the' achievement of a si s ar
grvupk In tbe same city classified only by grades and taught by .customary s thods.
;414.gt4.4- the liuDeCiority of homogeneous grouping in tewching spelling ()ye ordinary
inetbodp of damsitication.

:Ari. Robertson, Hattie Elizabeth. Group awl individual instr tion in ninth
grade English. aster's, 1936. Alabama. 93 p.

260. Shen, Ye. An analysis of the recent literature rela in; to homogeneous
grouping particulterly of pupils in jun-lúr high schools. aster's, 1935. Michi-
;tan.

ACTIVITY PROGRAMS

'267. Barnum, Sophie. The development of cent
matter curriculum and an activit y curriculum.

of interest in a subject
ister's, 19:i6. Oregon.

-268. Bradley, AnnieG. _4. activity unit ncerning Negro contributions to
our American civilization. Master's, 1935. cahody. 153 p. ms.

Dexcribes_an activity unit used in the h grade of a demonstration school to
discover ihè innate charactetristics of 'th Negro that caused t heir contributions to
American civilization.

1.'69. Burr, Samuel Engle. A st y of a transitional period in a public schoon
'*8 case study of7the introduction )f progressive pract ices. Doctor's, 1936. Cin-
cinnati. (Alistract in !live ity of Cincinnati. Abstracts, graduate thekes
in education, vol. 2: 54-70

Describes the work done in the Congress Avenue public ,school of Glendale* Mid,
during its transition from relatively traditional procedures to the acceptance of the
activity plan of prdgressive education in 1933. Discussei tfie administration and super-
vision of the activity program, the teaching staff, bulldog, grounds, supplies and equip-
ment, the public relations program, the financial cost of the program, tests and measure-
ments. Finds that the general effect of the introduction of tho activity plan into the
Glendale schools was highly satisfactory.

270. Grace, Ora Lee. Activity versits the formal type of school with respect
to character training. Master's, 1935. Ohio State. 4)1 p.

271. Mortensen, Johanna B. A study of the activity program as related to
beginning rettdiug: Master's, 1930. Iowa.

CONTRACT PLAN

972. Burroughs, George Frank14. The unit method of teaching history.
Mager's, 1930. Corned. 76 p. ms.

Compares results of unit organization in history classes in TIcon(lepogn high school,
A930-1936, with previous recoids, and contemporary class records. Finds that the unit

method gives better results, both in class marks and in pupil attitudm

273. Burrus, Donald L. A study o8t; the contract nwthod in the teaching of
geography.* Masr's, 1635. Wash. St. Coll.

274. Childs, Donal4S. The unit plan of teaching. Master's, 1930. Cornell.
140 p. ms.

Studies the literature of the unit 'plan, with illustrative units (3 in number) lu history
to illustrate operation of the unit, resulting in a logical plan of attack upon the problem
indligive of a model approach for ,teachers generally.

275. Cunningham, Jessie. A comparative analysis of certain current inter-
pretations of selected features of milt teaching. blaster's, 1936. Pittgburgh.
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(Abstract in : University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in
progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 295-96)

Attempts to ascertain the features of the finit dealt with by the teacher in workimr
out such a curriculum and to determine the points of agreement and difference in the
interpretation of these features as revealed in 1.3 representative publications written
since 1920.

276. Hood, John A. An American history .contract plan for the senior hi;.:11
school. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 77 p.

277. Hood, Lillian Mills. Comparison of the iontract ,socialized methods
of teaching literature in the junior high school. Master's, 1935. Birmingham-
Southern. 94 p. ms.

278. McCann, Richard Howe. A comparative study of two types of subject
matter organization in background history. Mister's, 1936. Nebraska. 89

P. MS.

Compares the relative merits of tbe unit plan of subject-matter organization and daily
lesson-page assignment organization for teaehing background of history, in the seventh
grade of McCook schools. Finds no noticeable difference in immediate and long-delaypd
-retention and in factual information; a slight superiority in unit plan in sustained atten
tion in history, in time spent on and amount of free reading, in ability to organize materiak
and in the liking of history.

279. Stagner, Elizabeth Pline. A contract plan for teaching American litert-
N,ture in high school. Master's, 1936. West. Ky. St. T. C. 78 p. ms.

HOME ROOMS

280. Cline, Blanche. The function of the home room in a guidance program
'Master's, 1936. Illinois.

281. Hsu, Chl Tsu. A study of the present status of the home room organiza-
tion and administration in the junior high or intermediate schools of Michiian.
Master's, 1935. Michigan.

282. Slislrey, Dwight L. The home roomevaluatifn and relative significanNb
as a progressive educational agency in the junior big' school. Master's, 1936.
Ohio State. 164 p. ms.

Indicates that the home room with its freedom from' utrnatural restraints is a pro-
gresaive educational agency because it provides for individual differences of the group,
development of group consciousness, guidance in self-activity, opportunity for creative
expression, and the acquirement of the tools of learning.

283. Smith, Juliail W. Home room practices in larger Michigan high schools.
Master's, 1936. Michigan.

8.4. Sprott, Rupert. The organization and administration of the home room
with special uoterence to the San Antonio public schools. Master's, 1936.
Texas.

285. Trimpe, Adrian. The nature and scope of guidance activities in the
home rooms of the junior high schools in Michigan. Master's 1936. Michigan.

286. Wall, Lucy. The home r6om and its activity in the secondary school.
Master's, 1935. Ind. St. T. C. 76 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers
college. Teachers-college journal, t7 :f111-12, July 1986)

4ittempts to determine to what extent the otdeqtives of the horne ropm at Gerstmeyer
technical high school,. Terre Haute, measure up to the objective set-up bit various
authorities on the home room in the secondary school, and describes plans and projects
carried out in the Gersemeyer school.

287. Wright, James C. The construction of a home room,program for Iowa
high schools. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 155 sp. ms.
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INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

288. Arendale, Lula Janet. The individual-help prograw in the Beaumont
public schools. Master's, 19.36. Texas.

289. Clark, Eleanor M. Individual instructioh iia English essentials. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Cincinnati.

290. Enholm, Frederick Graves. A proposed plan for individual academic in-
struction in an institution for delinquent boys. Master's, 193(i. Denver.
133 p.

Studies the academic department of the State industrial school for boys nt Golden.
Colo., involving an enrollment of 125 pupils and 4 'teachers. Pupils, genorally, ranged'
from 8 to 19'` years of age, and classes offered were from the first to the tenth grade,
inclusive. The problem is threefold: What is the present plan of instruction? What
evidences can be givea to show weaknesses? What possible solution may be offered?

291. Holden, Harry D. The use of supervised correspondence study materials
ns a means of inditidualizing instruction in secondary schools. Master's,
1936. Nebraska. 79 p. ms.

Delhcribes experiments carried on in five schools using the experimental control group
method. Twepty teachers experienced in using these materials gave opinions. Published
materials on individualized instruction were consulted on class procedure. Finds that
in four 'schools the norm of achievement was below standard in algebra and general
science, tbat larger classes could be taught, that the method is reasonably valJd and is
liked by pupils and teachers, and that more creative teaching is possible.

292. Noar, Mrs. Frances Mayhoffer. Providing for individual differences in
the teaching of language in the elementary school. Master's, 1936. Denver.

Attempts to solve the following problem : is it possible to provide for individual dif-
ferezees in the teaching of language in the elementliry grades by providing purposeful
nctivities that offer many opportunities for the solution of language problems by methods
which call for planning, executing, and evaluating ; administering diagnostic tests after
the completion of tile activity to discover the particular skills that each individual
child has not mastered; providing a series of self-instructive, self-appraising practice
exercises related to the activities, and so closely ebrrelated with the tests that each
child can avail himself of the drill exercises as he becomes conscious of the need. The
investigation involved a testing program limited to the pupils of Smedley schoolgrades
3B to CA, inclusive, including 500 children. The experimental study was carried on
during two different semesters with an interval of 3 years between the first study and
the second. 'Detailed tests which were given at the beginning and close of Niche,
semester were scored, tabulated, and recorded on both individual and class charts.
Reveals that there are great inequalities in rates of progress not only among pupils who
have different abilities st the beginning Of the learning period, but also among pupils of
the same initial ability. It is obvious in this study that pupils do not learn at equal
rates, and that the rates of progress do not correlate highly with the status at the
beginning of the learning period. This fact is perhaps one of the most significant in
indicating the need for Individualization of instruction in the teaching of language in
the elementary grades.

293. Watkins, Walwyn S. A comparison of the individual method with the
group method of teaching plane geometry. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

294. Westerfield, Elizabeth C. A comparison of individual and group methods
of teaching work-type reading in the fourth grades of the Albuquerque puhli
schools. Master's, 1930. "New Mexico. 43 p. ms.

METHODS OF STUDY

295. Bauer, Harold C. The study methods of high school pupils of five
intelligence levels. Master's, 1936. Minnesota. 93 p. mg.

296. Fielcbaugene E. An experiment to °determine the relative merit of the
lecture demonstration method and the instruction sheet method. Master's, 1938.
Illinois.

ms.
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PLATOON PLAN

297. Patton, Fred J. The philosophy of the platoon school. 'Master's, VW.
Oregon;

RADIO IN EDUCATION

298. Bradley, Allen tdward. Educational institutions of.Colorado in radit.
education. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado
studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degr(Mes, 1936 : 8)

Shows that there is no general education. by rndio program in Colorado ; that any still,
work yips carried on independently by eWch school ; and that such programs Its wer,
broadcata\consisted of information presented in an informal manner.

4299. McGee, Ruth Ann. Services rendered by homemakers' half-hour of Iowa
state college radio station as evidenced by programs given and correspondence
received. Master's, 1936. Iowa St. Coll..

Finds that nearly half of the talks given included information on foods, that the nvy
largest percentage of talks given was on miscellaneous topics, that thP greatest increase
in number of talks included information on child development, that more talki inc161411
information on selection than on any other phase of clothimi, that home management
ranked ninth in the number of times it was included in talks given, that the second large.t
percentage of talks distributed included information on leisure-time activitiek-,a which
D7.3 percent was on art appreciation. Shows a need for further analysis of the "grain,
and correspondence on the broadcasts.

300. O'Connell, William Henry. Radio has an important but limited func-
tion in the field of education. Master's, 1936. Boston Coll.

301. Southworth, John VanDuyn. The use of the radio for formal educa-
tion in Great Britain -and the United States, with special' emphasis on the
teaching of history. Master's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. 119 p. ms.
+Pftals that although Great Britain has a more unified system of educ.ational ridio than

tte United States, we produce a much greater volume of educational broadcasting; that
the radio can supplement but not replace the teacher ; and that the unlimited dramatiza-
tion is the most desirable means of presenting history by means of the radio.

302. Stone, Roy Marsh. Radio in education with a survey,of its use in Texas
high schools. Master's. 1936. Texas.

303. Taylor, Ruth. A study of some of the developments in radio broadcasts
for school use since 1931. Master's, 1936. Temple. 87 p. ms.

VISUAL INSTRUCTION

*304. Bresnahan, Linus Timothy. :The use of visual aids in the teaching of
commercial subjects. Master's, 1935. Boston Univ. 92 p. ms.

Discusses the economic advantages and disadvantages of visual aids, teaching methods
fop use of visual aids in the commercial subjects, motion pictures in teaching typewriting
and shorthand, visual aids in the teaching of commercial geography, in ,the,teaching of
business organization, and the advantages of visual aids in caring for Individual differ-
ences in native ability and educational status.

305. Brown, Joseph L. A critical survey and an anno.tated bibliography pf
projectIon material available for the subject of geography. Master's.

1830. Temple. 1448 p.

, Gives a list of available films and other visual aids for use in connection Ivith the teach-
ing of geography. with Information about source, price, length, 'and contents. Finds a
large number of films and slides available for the teach.ing of geography but that Mete
is a need for more free visual aid exchanges, and for more material on Australia.
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306. Elliot, Keith. Utilization of the .motion picture to promote relining in
the first grade. Master's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. 46 p. ms.

367. Garrison, kllis Burgess, jr. The place of visual education in sales
training. Master's, 1936. Pennsylvania.

308. Grupe, Everett Helling. An annotated classification of motion picture
films and their sources to be used as supplementary material in v4cational
guidance. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 125 p. ms.

309. Holland, B. F. A survey of teacher preparation pratbtice in visual
instruqion. Austin, University of Texas, 1936.

310. Holmes, David L. Holmes' "Movies on paper." Master's, 1936. T. C.,
Col. Univ.

Embraces the entire list of events in the modern track and &lid program.

311. Irwin, Wylie Edward. An experiment with auditorium motion pictures
in the junior high school. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in : Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliog-
raphy of publications, 12: 304-305)

Describes an experiment conducted in the Southwest Greensburg -junior high school
during tbe school year 1935-36, in which -two .groups of 80 students ench were used
alternately as control and experimental groups. During one picture a brief otral Intro-
duction was given to acquaint the group with the picture and to develop a proper
mental set, the introduction was omitted in showing the pictutre to the other group of
students. Findings support the presentation of the motion pictures in the auditori
without the use of the oral introduction.

"le

312. LaPorte, Emma At ae. Educational films as supplementary aids in the
teaching of literature. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 65 .p. ins.

Finds that available educational plciures used as aids do not furnish enough hack.
ground for the understanding of literature to justify the time and expense involved.

an. Levine, H. A critique of the educational film based on an evaluation of
experimentqcpnducted in the elementaYy schools and the junior and sebior high
schools. Master's, 1936. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 184 p. ms.

Determines by arks analysis of experiments conducted in this field, the specific con-
tributions of motion-picture films to the subjects of the elementary school, and the junior
and senior high schools at the various educative levels. Considers the characteristics of
educatrve Minot the methodology to be employed in their use, and problems of future
research. Shops that in the festhitic subjects (music and art) and in English, films are
valuable as teaching devices; however, further experimentation is needed in these fields.
In the pure and social sciences, the educational film is of distinct And extensive aid.
The educational film should always be use() in connection with other visual aids and Is
-Particularly effective in coping with t-he problem presented by students of subnormal I. Q.

314. Rosier, Albert Eugene. An experimental evaluation of the film-lecture_
Master's, 1936. Chicago, 59.p. ms.

Concludes that silent films should be supplemented by a film lecture.

315. Ruffa, Edward Joseph. An experimental study of motion pictures as
used in the teaching of certain athletic skills. Master's, 1936. ,Stanford.

316. Vinson, Walter Eugene. A basic program for the use of the photoplay
in teaching secQndary school English. Master's, 1936. Stanford. I

a

817. Woodburn, Lester O. An experimental study of the effectiveness of
silent motion pictures in ninth grade science. Master's, 1936. Cincinnati.

!.

818. Yeager, W. A. Preparing teachers in the use of visual, sensory ale.
Educational screen, 15: 74-76, March 1936. (University of Pittsburgh)

4
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PSYCHOLOGY-EDUCATIONAL

319. Davis, Robert A_ and Horsch, Alfred C. Modes
in educational psychology. Journal of experimental
September 1935. (University of Colorado)

Finds that more than 85 percent of the topics treated are
general.specific-general, and general-specific techniques.

320. Gray, C. T. History of educational psychology during the eighteenth
century. Austin, University of Texas, 1936. 4

321. Gray, J. S. The extent to which Otters of educational psychology text-
books use the data of psychological research. Pittsburgh, University of Pitts-
burgh, 1936.

322. Sawyer, George rippard. A study of the relationship between courses
in educationftl psychology at Appalachian state teachers college and teachers'
activities performed by graduates of the college. Master's, 1935. North Caro-
lina. (Abstract in: University of North Carolina record, 298: 27)

of textual presentation
psychology, 4 :

developed by the general,

CHILD STUDY

323. Brandon, Vera Haskell. A study of attitudes of college students in
selected phases of child deve1opm6nt. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. (Abstract in:
Iowa. University. Programs announcing candidates for higher degrees .
1936. University of Iowa studies, new series, no. 329) N

Includes an analysis of the attitudtas of college students to nine aspects of child
development, an investigation -of the effectiveness of a corefully planned program in
modifying attitudes, and an analysis of the permanency of attitude changes after a
period of 2 years following the administration of the learning program. Finds no uniform
trend'in the relation between intelligence and attitude test scores.

324. Caldwell, Anna Mae. A study of the ¡Old training practices of
families of Pittman Center, Tennessee. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 04. ins.

325. Cameron, Arlene J. A stoudy in the memory span of children at the
five year level. Master's, 1936. Mali'

326. Davis, Dorothy. Dextrality quotients of seven-year olds in terms of
hand usage 'find strength. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

327. Dennis, Wayne. The effect of- restricted practice upon the reaching,
sitting and standing of two infants. Journal of genetic psychology, 47 : 17-32,
September 1935. (University of Virginia)

a 328. Laterality of function in early infancy under controlled develop-
mental conditions. Child development, 6: 242-52, December 1935. (University
of Virginia)

329. Elrod, Stella. An anthropomistric study of some Stillwater public school
children as an index of nutritional status. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Presents an a%thropometric study of 619 Stillwater public-school children for the
purpose of measaing their nutritional status by the Baldwin-Wood table and the ACH
treen index.

330. Foster, Diane. Study of choice and duration of activity in *fling
children. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

331. Giesey, Jean C. Head injuries in children: a quantitative study of
intellectual changes. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

.
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f332. Iowa. University. Studies in infant behavior III. Iowa City, 1936.
207 p. (University of Iowa studies, new series no. 318. Studies in child
welfare, vol. 12, no. 1)

Content,: (1) An investigation of conditioned responses in húman infants, by M. A.Wenger, p. 7-90; (2) The relative brightness values of three hues for newborn infants,by Josephine M. Smith, p. 91-140 ; (3) Fluctuations in skin resistance of infants andadults and their relation to muscular processes, by M. A. Wenger and Orvis C. Irwin,p. 141-79 ; (4) The relation of reflex conduction rate in the patellar reflex to age inhuman beings, by Charles Hazard, p. 180-97 ; (5) Qualitative changes in a vertebral
reaction pattern during infancy, a motion-picture study. by Orvis C. Irwin, p. 198-207.Studies 1 and 2, doctor's dissertations, 1934, were listed in U. S. Office of Educationbulletins, 1936, no. 5, and 1935, no. 5, respectively.

333. Krause, Evelyn A. The study of the bawsi metabolism of yklahoma
children. Maseer's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies tbe basal metabolic rates of normal and undeweight children, and those oftall and short parents. Finds that the basal metabblic rates of 96 children ranging inages from 3.5 to 10 years are lower than those of northern children, and that heredityas to body build, plays no part in metabolic rates.
334. McCann, Kathleen. A seriatum study of motor achievements of pre-

school ages. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

335. McCaskill, Carra Lou. A study of common motor achievements at the
preschool ages. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

336. McCloy, William. An experimental study of creative imagination in
children. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

337. Marshall, Everett L. A multiple factor study of 18 anthropometrie
measurements for Iowa City boys aged nine days to six years. Doctor's, 1936.
Iowa. (Abstract in: Iowa.. University. Programs announcing candidates for
higher degrees . . . 1936. URiversity of Iowa studies, new series no. 329)

338. Messner, Hazel. Pugnacious behavior in children. Master's, 1935.
Michigan.

339. Moore, Louise Anderscin. A study of the behavior of two to four year old
children with emphasis tipon the problems which these children present to their
parents. Master's, 1936. Penn. State.

Analyzes questionnaires filled out in 177 Anglo-Saxon homes regarding the behaviorproblems of 200 children, classified according to age, sex, father's occupation, number ofchildren in tbe family, family relationships, intelligence -of the mother, method of handlingchildren, social and environmental relations. Finds no relation between the proportionatenumber of behavior problems and the sex and age of the children, or the occupationalclass of the father. Indicates that in planning parent-child courses or teacher-childcourses, there need not be any differences in the programs for the leaders of childrenin any particular grouping, and that the techniques employed in handling all groups ofchildren of this age will be similar.

340. O'Brien, Mabel Irene. Some parent child relationships contributive tothe development of the adolescent. Master's, 1936. Toledo. 101 p.
Analyzes tbe opinions of guidance experts, parents, and students as to the causes ofdifficulty in child-parent relationships.

341. Page, Marjorie Lou. The modification of ascendant behavior in pre-school children. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. (Abstract in: Iowa. University. Pro-grams announcing candidates for higher degrees . . . 1936. University of Iowastudies, new series no. 329)
Answers questions as to the effects training designed to increase self-confidence willhave on ascendant behavior, and as to whether attendance In a preschool group willmodify ascendant behavior. Finds that children attending a nursery school at an

ms.
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orphanage maintained their level of ascendance throughout the study, that a control
group which did not have the preschool experience showed significant losses, and that
a group of Iowa City children showed a similar decrease in scores over the summer
vacation period.

342. Peck, Leigh. A study of the eidetic imagery of preschool children.
Austin, University of Texas, 1936.

343. Pounds, Ruth Parsons. A biographical study with especial reference to
personality of a single child during the first year. Master's, 1936. Ohio State.
58 p.

Describes an attempt at training and conditioning a child in ber own home. and note.:
personality developments during her- first year. Indicates that the personality pattern
is present during the 'early part of the first year and is capable of change through
training.

344. Reynolds, June Aileene. Jealousy in the preschool child. Master's,
1936. California.

345. Smyser, Martha Marbury. The effect of supplementary feedings of
vitamin B and vitamin G concentrates on the growth of school children.

Master's, 1936. Californiá.

346. Svenson, Clarence Melvin. The seriousness of child behavior problems

to parents. Master's, 1936. Denver. 54 p. ms.

347. White, Mary Augusta. The approach-withdrawal pattern in the social
behavior of young children. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

348. Wolfer, rietta. Case studies of early adolescence. Master's, 1936.

Oregon.

a
s TESTS AMY TESTING

PSYCHOLO«ICAL TESTS

I 849. Adams, Lois S. Consistency in speed on simple mental and motor tests.

Master's, 1935. Columbia.

WO. Axelbaum, Ethel M. Differences between the Kohs and Stanford-Binet

in a group of artistically gifted children. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

351. Beers, Howard W. Testing intelligence with questions of fact. Doctor's,

1935. Cornell.
Demonstrates the possibility of gauging intelligence with carefully drawn questions of

fact with a degree of validity equal to that of Army Alpha.

352. Donovan, Nary N. A study of the history and nature of psychological

tests. Master's, 1936. Temple. 103 p. ms.

353. Fennessey, Sister Mary David. Correlation between the achievement on

reasoning tests and the ability to do thought problems. Master's, 1936. Notre

Dame.

Mt. Fillmore, Eva A. Iowa tests for young children. Iowa City, University

of Iowa, 1936. 58 p. (University of Iowa studies, new series no. 315. Studies

in child welfare, vol. 11, no. 4)
Presents tests suitable for tbe age range 4 months to 2 years.

*355. Finnic Frances Ruth. A study of the validity of seven group intelli-

gence tests using as a criterion the Stanford-Binet. Master's, 1935. George

Washington. 74 p.

Finds that all seven of tbe tests tend to rank the same individuals in the same order

as the Stanford-Binet.

.
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356. Floyd, James Pugh. Relation betweh psychological test stores and
scholastic attainment of students entering the University of 41abama from Ala-
bama high schools. Master's, 1936. Alabama, 41 p. ms. .

*357. Goren, Rose. What effect has the arithmetic in four general intelligence
tests upon the final scores in the tests? Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 69
p.

Describes an experiment in which the results of the National intelligence tests scale A
form I, Terman group test of mental ability, retised Alpha examination form 7, and
Kuhlmann-Anderson intelligence test were used to determine the effect of the use of
arithmetic upon the final scores in the tests. Finds that the arithmetic section oe the
Natioilal intelligence test is slightly more difficult than the test as a whole, that the
arithmetic section of the Terman group test is more difficult than the National intelli-
gence test, and that the arithmetic sections of the revised Alpha examination and ofthr
Kuhlmann-Anderson test were so scaled that the results would be the same whether4t
n_q the arithmetic section was used.

358. Gould, Elizabeth Carothers. An experiment with a free association test
in the second grade. Master's, '1936. Texas.

359. Haury, Gertrude. An analysis of the responses of normal and delinquent
individuals to certain test items of the Stanford-Binet scale and the Piutner-
Paterson scale. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

*360. Hertzman, Max. The effects of the relative difficulty of mental tests
on patterns of mental organization. Doctor's, 1936. Columbia. New York,
1936. 69 p. (Archives of ps)=chology, no. 197)

Attempts to determine whether the level of difficulty of a test willAffect its relation-
ship with tests of different material, to find whether the level of difficulty of a test will
affect its relationship with other tests of the same material, and to study the implica-
tions of the results obtained from working out the first two problems for the general
problem of mental organization.

3(101. Honzik, Marjorie K. P. Factors related to changes in mental test per-
formance during the preschool period. Doctor's, 1936. California.

Assembles data on mental tests and physical examinatirms given to a group of 252
crildren living in Berkeley, Calif., at specified age levels during their preschOol years.
Finds that an initial mental test given before the age of 2 years has little predictive
value, but that mental performance is fairly constant between the ages ot 3 and
years.

362. Hurlbert, Raymond Donald. The predictive value of the unit scales of
attainment. Master's, 1936. Birminghain-Southern. 50 p. ms.

363. Kirkner, Margaret Colyer. A study of the relationship between measures
of learning rate and tests of motor ability, skill, and strength. Master's, 1936.
'reps.

364. Landes, Jack Harry. Riddle-solving ability and intelligence. Master's,
1936. Loyola. 92 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether or not there is any correlation between what is called
school intelligence in children and their ability to solve simple riddles.

365. Lovegren, Levi Alton. Students in the lowest decile of Miller's analogies
test. Doctor's, 1936. Minnesota. 118 p. ins.

,

Studies students in the College of education to discover which college subjects are
easiest and hardest for those in the lowest decile on Miller's analogies test (general
intelligence). Finds that comparative grades of average and low decile students re-
vealed that psychology, English, history, zoology, and sociology, economics are among the
harde3t subjects. Analysis of Fisher's tests for small samples suggests that there Is
probably no one beet solution.

ills.
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366. hialott, James I. Relation of intelligence to success in college studies as
measured by a standard intelligence test. River Falls, Wis., River Falls state
teachers college, 1936.

Studies the achievement of the freshman class of 1932 as it progressed through the
courses offered by the college, and finds that the intelligence test is a reliable means flor
predicting student achievement.

367. Martin, Prothy Randolph. A study of the goal gradient in massed awl
in distributed pfratice. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in : University
of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936 : 45-46)

Investigates the goal gradient in human learning by administering two tests, one tho
usual pattern-type maze situation, and the other an arbitrary maze situation, to 21)

students from the class in elementary psychology. Finds that in the first experiment,
the persistent discrepancy between Nman and animal results may be attributed to masking
factors; in the second experiment, were learning defined as uniformity of behavior,
results might be interpreted as evidence for the goal gradient effect in human learning.

368. Pratt, K. C. Differential selection of intelligence according to denomina-
tional preference of college freshmen. Journal of social psychology. (Central
State teachers college, Mt. Pleasant, Mich.)

Studies the intelligence test scores of 3,040 college freshmen, matriculating during
1926-1935, inclusive, distributed according to denominational affiliation or preference.

*369. Richardson, Marion Webster. The relation between the difficulty and
the differential validity of a test. Doctor's, 1936. Chicago. Chicago, Univer-
sity of Chicago libraries. 1936. 16 p. (Reprinted from Psychometrika, 1 :

83-49, June 1936)

*370. Rinsland, Henry Daniel. Analysis of completion sentences and arith-
metical problems as items for intelligence tests. Doctor's, 1935, T. C., Col.
Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1935. 49 p. (Cots-
tributions to education, no. 666)

Describes an experiment conducted with pupils in grades 5, 6, and 7 in one ward
school in Norman, Okla. Finds sentence completion and problem-solving to he valuable.
units in intelligence tests.

871. Sargent, Cyril Garbutt. Some practical results of psychological testing
at the Mount Hermon school. Master's, 1936. Brown. 27 p. ms.

372. Schrammel, H. E. The Schrammel-Brannan revision of the Army alpha
intelligence examination. Emporia, Kansas state teachers college, 1936. s
p. ms.

873. Shandler, P. B. Value of the use of the internal conslste cy item co-
efficient in the construction of a general information test for ment4lly retarded
children. Master's, 1936. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 43 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether knowledge of tlie consistency coefficients for items on
a general information test, when employed in addition to the validisty coefficients for the
items, improves the validity of a sub-test. The general information test was constructed
to be administered to mentally retarded children. Points out that a low consistency
coefficient for an item is an important criterion when the validity of the item is held
constant.

374. Stroud, J. B. The reliability of nonsense syllable, sources derived by a
group method of experimentation. Journal of experimental psychology, 19 :

621-29, October 1936. (Kansas Eitate teachers college)
875. Stump, N. Franklin. Similarity of identical twins in learning a pencil

maze. Journal of heredity, 27:852-54, September 1936. (lienka fogey)
Reveals the similarity of identical twins in learning a pencil maze, compares the time

required to complete each pattern, and shows the similarity in the reduction of errors in
successive trials.
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t 376: Upshall, C. C. An analysis of the errors made in scoring the Kuhl-
mann-Anderson intelligence tests for the first grade in the Bellingham city
schools, fall, 1935. Bellingham, Washington state normal school, 1936. U p.

ins. (Bureau of research studies no. 55)

Finds that teachers vary greatly in their accurag in grading the intelligence tests.

377. Walker, Ellis Woods. The predictive value of the Pintner-Cunningham
primary mental test: a follow-up study. Master's, 1935. Birmingham-Sout h
ern. 57 p.

378. Weller, Dale C. Predictive value of the Ohio state univerAity psychologi-
cal test toward college success. Master's, 1936. Wyoming. fl p. ms.

379. Wilkerson, H. C. A study of psychological test results of ,the freshman
class of year 1935-36. Platteville, Wisconsin state teachers college, 1936. 39
u. Ms.

Finds wide differences among department groups; that students preparing to teach
high-school subjects average 20 percentile points above the next nearest teacher group;
that students not intending to teach nveraged about the same as those in, the secondary
education department; that students who delayed a year or more before coming to school
ranked 8.4 points above those who came without delay ; and that there were wide Inuit
vidual differences in-all of the groups studied.

380. Winner, F. D. Testing suggestibility. Niast4's, 1936. Penn State.
Constructs performance tests and verbal tests of suggestibility.

t381. Woody, Clifford. Sophomore tésting program in the accredited high

schools of Mickigan, .1936. Ann Arbor, University of Michigan, 1936. 95 p.
(Bureau of educational reference mild research, bulletin no. 148)

Presents the results obtained from the, administration of the American council on
education psychological examination to 12,87g pupils in 176 accredited °high schools or
Michigan. Gives data on general levels,of achievement, the pupils in high school, coHego
intentions of these sophomores, their vocational choices, the relation of size of school
to mental ability, mental scores according to the number of living children in the family.
mental scores and the order of birth, study of twins, and suggests 'Studies to be made by
Pcbool principals.

SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE TESTS AND SCALES

382. Alpert, Harry. Social distance, a problem in sociological measurement
Master's, 1935. Columbia,

383. Barker, Constance. The measurement of the relation betifveen knowledge
of social activities and success in primary reading. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

384. Beckwith, Erma J. Achievement on personality and educational tests

by children from non-broken and broken homes. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

385. Bernholz, Elna. Independence of traits and consistency of measurement.

in the Bernreuter personality inventory. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

386. Bolton, Floyd Beverly. Free ássociation as a measure of normal social

reaction. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 128 p. ms. 4

387. Chi, Pan Lin. Reliability and validity of personality ratings. Doctor's,

1936. Chicago. 76 p. ms.

Treats of the validity and reliability of attentiveness, mental alertness, intellectual
curiosity, originality, industry, persistence, accuracy, carefulness, neatness, promptness,
initiative, independence, leadership, self-assertion, facing reality, cooperation, sociability,
emotional balance, and muscular coordination.

141648-87-----4
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388. Copeland, Harold W. A stu0 of the reliability of the Bernreuter pr-
sonality inventory as determined by the Spearman-Brown formula through
various grouping methods. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in : University
of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 19)

Experiments with several methods of obtaining half-scol'es to determine which gives
the best sampling of the test, by giving the Bernreuter personality inventory to 231
inmates of the Colorado state reformatory, and scoring the tests in the traits of self-
confidence and sociability.

3s9. Crandall, Elizabeth Bo lard. ,The relationship of ratings on the Stanford
personal rating blank to intelligence, scholarship, Ind certain personality traits.
Master'1936. Stanford. 6

390. Dierenfield, Harold. A study to determine the person:dill- adjustment
in athletes as measured by the Bernreuter personality inventory. Master's,
1935. Michigan.

4

391. Dimmitt, Mildred. The construction and evaluation of a scale to measure
audience attitude toward any play. Master's, 1936. Purdue. SO p. ms.

Constructs an attitude scale and evaluates it with four high-school and one Little
theater organization to determine the reaction of the various groups to particular
plays.

392. Dudycha, George J. An objective study of punctuality in relation to
personality and achievement. Doctor's, 1936. Columbia. New York, 1936.
54 p (Archives of psychology, no. 204)

Anabzes records of earliness and lateness of students enrolled at Ripon college during
the academic year 1934-35 to determine whether punctuality or tardiness is a general
or a specific trait in student behavior; whether punctual students differ from tardy
students in such personality traits as neuroticism, self-sufficiency, introversion, and
dominance ;_ how early and late students compare in intellectual ability and scholastic
ittainment ; how accurately students judge the punctuality of their associates ; whether
or not they know their own behavior ; and how a person's ability to predict his per-
formance time in simple tasks compares with one's promptness in social situations.
Finds that early students are rated as early and latu. students as late by their col-
leagues ; there is a significant association between student ratings and behavior in four
specific situations ; that students believe it is more important to be punctual at work
and for appointments, and least essential at games and extracurriCular activities.

393. Gassert, M. Elizabeth. A stutly of the characteristics of individuals
with strong, pleasing personalities. Master's, 1936. Penn. State. 03 p. Ins.

Analyzes the personality trait ratings of 100 high-school and 100 college students
who rated their contemporariA. Finds that men and women with strong, pleasing
personalities have very much the same characteristics.

394. Glaser, E. M. A determination of personality patterns through measure-
ment of the relative dominance of certain basic personality interests. Master's,
1936. Kansas. 82 p.

Attempts to determine the structure of personality by means of a test designed to
measure the relative strength or dominance in an individual of 5 basic evaluative attitudes
of personalitythe esthetic, economic, religious, social, and theoretic. The group
of subjects treated consisted of more than 200 college and university students. The
test succeeded in distinguishing between groups of known personality characteristics,
each of which showed a higher mean score for its interest-value than the score made
by any other group for that value. The reliability of dye test was considerably liligher
than that reported for the Allport-Vernon Study of values test.

395. Gristle, X. Th measurément of the attitudes of college students to-
wards militarism a d. pacifism. Master's, 1936. Coll. of the City of N. Y.
68 p.

Constructs and -applies to a random group of 260 college students, a scale for the
measurement of attitúdes towards militarism and 'leftism and the determination of
the relation of education, age, and major interest to these attitudes. Finds a con-
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istent change in favor of pacifism with an increase in scholastic status. The oldest
students tended to be less favorable, on the whole, to pacifism than the youngest
students whereas the age-gratle-matus comparison indicated that the more accelerated
students were more favorable to pacifism than the less accelerated students. Students
interested in the socia sciences were found to he more pacifistic than Students interested
in the exact sciences ìd in languages and literature. No difference in attitude was
found between the stud ts of the exact sciences and those interested in languages and
literature. The attitude siq the total group of students tested appeared to be ridediy
niore favorable toward pacifism than militarism.

396. Hawkins, M. Lawrence. The construction of a three-axiiil scale for
measurement of attitude toward any eximting or proposed social activity.
Master's, 1936. Purdue. 39 p. ms.

Compiles 800 statements expressing various degrees of nttitude toward the aim of
any social activity, its supporting vehicle, and personal participation in such activities.

397. Heineman, Alma L. A check list for the study of social responsibility
in children. Master's, 1936. Cincinnati.

398. Helmstadter, Carl William. A comparison of several types of executives
with regard to their peculhir interests in various activities. Doctor's, 1936.
Iowa. (Abstract in: Iowa. University. Programs announcing candidates for
higher degrees . . . 1936. University of Iowa studies, new seri('s no. 329)

Describes an experiment in which 200 individuals engaged in eight different types of
executive positions completed the Strong vocational interest blank. Develops a scoring
scale for each of /he types of executive positions, and applies them to the blanks filled
out by the executTves. Finds that the executives when taken by groups had a distinct
set of interest characteristics which differentiated one gnoup from the other.

*399. Hendrickson, Helga. A questionnaire to detect, shyness in pupils of
the seventh, eighth, turd ninth grades. Master's, 1936. Penn. State. 26 p.

Attempts to construct a questionnaire that will be useful in discovering those pupils
who, because of shyness, are not making adequate adjustments to the situations they
encounter in their environment. Formulates questions as a result of conferences with
many shy children and adults and by use of the Bernreuter personality inventory, and
evalgates the questionnaire. Finds that their scores on the questionnaire separate the
shy children from the self-confident children.

400. gone, E. Porter. Socially significant attitude objects: measurement and
their interpretation. Master's, 1936. Purdue. 75 p. qns.

Describes three surveys made to determine the more socially significant attitude objects,
whether these attitude objects could be placed in an order of magnitude from the most
socially significant to the least socially significant ; and to determine the order of social
significance.

*401. Horowitz, Eugene L. The development of attitude toward the Negro.
Doctor's, 1935. Columbia. New York., 1936. 47 p. (Archives of psychology,
no. 194 )

Studies objectively the development in white children of attitudes toward Negroes.
Devises and standardizes three pictorial tests which were administered to ghildree from
kindergarten through the eighth grade in New York and in urban Tennessee, and in
urban and rural Georgia. Finds that the Southern groups tested showed no more
prejudice than did the children in New York City, and that attitudes toward Negroes
are chiefly determined not by eantact with Negroes, but by contact with the prevalent
attitude toward Negroes.

402. Hubbell, Marian Bellamy. The Allport-Vernon study of,. values and
leisure-time activities. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

403. Janney, SOseph Elliott. An effort to measure feminine sociality at the
college level. Doctor's, 1935. Ohio State. (Abstract in: Ohio State university.
Abstracts of doctors' dissertations, 18;211-20)

Describes the student body of a small women's college, diffeeentiates the *students by
Nodal success as well as by academic achievement. compares the social achievement of
young women in relation to otheroyoung women with their social achievement in relation
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to young men, and relates sociil achievement with academic success. Finds a common
ability underlying 'achievement in both scholarship and extiacurricular activities, and that
the raters tend to rate highly those students whose interests and achievements were
primarily on their own campus and to give low ratings to students whose interests and
achievements were primarily off-campus.

*404. La Barre, Emma Dorothy. A measuee of the extent to which scores 4)n
the Bernréuter personality inveiltory are influenced by reticence. Master's,
1936. Penn. State. 26 p.

Describes an experiment in which the personality inventory, and mimeographed form,
listing the items which showed a tendency toward a neurotic condition were adminiq-
tered to 77 men and 65 women college students to determine their reticence in answering
some of the questions on the inventory. Finds no decided sex differences, and that the
scores on the inventory are not the results of reticence.

405. Lewis, Arthur. The prediction of delinquency from the results of certain
pencil tests. Master's, 1966. Utah.

406. biallett, Donald Roger. A study of the validity at the college level of
certain measures of personality adjustment. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. (Abstract
in :.a"Iowa. University. Programs announcing candidates for higher (le-
grees . . 1936. University of Iowa studies, new series no. 329)

Attempts to determine, by means of statisijoillPialysis, the relationship of the factors
measured by the Thurstone personality schedule, thd Woodworth-House mental hygiene
inventory, and the Bell adjustment inventory to the scholastic and social adjUstment of
the individual in the college environment, as shown by a study of freshmen entering the
college of Liberal arts in the years 1931-32, 1932-3, 1243-34, and 1934-35. SuggestR
that the Woodworth-House mental hygiene inventory is the most valid of the measuring
instruments studied, when scholastic, health, and social factors are taken as criteria of
personality adjustment.

407. hierica, Stanley B. A critical analysis of the equally often noticed dif-
ference prficiple when applied to attitude measurement. Master's, 1936. Pur-
due. 23 p.

Attempts to determine to what extent an individual who has a relatively extreme atti-
tude toward a given object will tend to mark more items than if his attitude is relatively
neutral. 'Analyzes and compares 6,600 marked attitude scales, representing expressions
of attitude toward 14 different objects. Finds a slight distortion when objects ward
which there is evidenced a relatively extreme attitude are used.

408. lifolsberry, Hazel. Sociability and knowledge of social standar as
shown by two tests of eighth grade pupils in° Adair county, Iowa. Master's,
1936. Iowa St. Coll. 91 p. ms.

409. Page, David Perkins. The measurement of leadership in a military
organization. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

410 Rice, Margaret E. The reliability of the Bernreuter personality scores
obtained from institutionalized criminals. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract
in: University Of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees,
1936: 58-59) ,

Analyzes the Bernreuter personality inventory scores of 126 industrial school in-
mates at Golden, 231 reformatory school inmates at Buena Vista, and 159 penitentiary
inmates at Canon City. Concludes that the Bernrenter personality inventory can be

. used to describe traits in institutionalized criminals and delinquents satisfactorily for
the trait of confidence, and that it did not test so consistently for the trait 4?! sociability.

411. St. Clair, Walter. A study of the validity of tIVernreuter personality
inventory. Master's, 1936. Temple. 41 p. ms.

Reports findings derived from the adminithration of the lilltrnreutOr tests and certain
other instruments to 729 men and 433 wibmen freshmen in Temple university upon
entrance, during the scholastic years 1934 ahd 1935.
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412. Shapland, Dorothy. A study of personality tests as they may be used in
vocational guidance, including an experiment with the Bernreuter personality
inventory test. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

413. Shaw, Robert W. Use of the Bernreuter personality inventory among
college freshmen. Gunnison, Colo., Western state college.

414. Skoglund, John Egnar. A technighe of personality analysis and syn-
thesis. Master's, 1935. Berkeley Baptist.

415. Soderquist, Harold O. Validity of the measurement of social traits of
hig,t, school pupils by, the method of rating by associates. Doctor's, 1936.
Minesota. 18 p. ms.

Attempts to investigate reliability and validity of rating by associates (ranking) in the
traits of sociability, friendliness, leadership, and pep.

*416. Stambaugh, Charles J. jr. A study of the correlltion of pre-competitive
excitement and the Bernreuter personality inventory. Master's, 1936. Penn.
State. v28 p. ms.

Analyies the replies of 40 Iligh school football awl basketball players to the Bern-
muter personality inventory and to an especially prepared questionnaire. Finds that
precompetitive emotions are similar for all of the subjects.

417. Staton, Thomas. The potential values of certain tests in emotionality
and adjustment. ,Master's, 1936. Georgia.

*418. Tuttle, Harold Saxe. A study of the influence of campus agencies on
the' increase in social, mindedness of college freshmen. Doctor's, 1936. T. C.,
Col. Univ. New York City, 1936. 89 p.

Describes an experiment in 'which h specially constructed test was administered to
freshmen students of four colleges at the start and close ,of Ow school year. Finds
that courses exert no perceptible influence ea social ideals, but that instructors, progres-
sive reading, work, and enthusiastic partie:pation in service projects do.

414'. Unruh, Isabelle. A preliminary investigation of a method for construct-
ing a genetic scale to measure the social sex development of the child.
Mastees, 1835. Michigan.

420. Walker, Marjorie Jean. An experimental study of the §ocial interaction
of 30 children in a first grade. Doctor's, 1936. Minnesota.

EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENTSTESTS AND SCALES

421. Allbeck, Willard D. Thé development of a scale for measuring four
religious attitudes in a junior high school population. Doctor's, 1936. Pitts-
burgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches
in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 7-14)

...

Develops a test to determine the relative strength of the repentant, obedient, mystical,
and serving attitude in adolescents dt junior high school age. Evaluates the test by
administering it to the Junior high school populations of a small middle-class town, two
industrial communities, a Pittsburgh suburb, and in two parochial schools. Compares
the attitudes of children in six denominational groups, and in age groups. ./

422. Amsberry, Rolla L. An experimental evaluation of a new type of a
proof-reading test in English correctness. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 39 p. n.

423. Ausherman, Paul F. The establishing of Kwalwasser-Dykema music test
norms for the Negro race. Master's, 1930. Ind. St. T. C. 32 p. ms. (Abstract
in Indiana date teachers college. Teachers college journal, 7: 132, July 1936)

Establishes norms for each of the 10 tests at theOfth- and sixth-grade, seventh-,
eighth-, and ninth-grade, and tenth-, eleventh-, and twelfth-grade levels, and compares
these norms with the norms of the white rade. Finds the Negro boys superior to the
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Negro girls at each 141, finds a positive correlation between age and grade of the .:ubjci t
Finds in compsacing the white and Negro races that the white race is supelior iu all but
four of the 33 instances cited.

424. Berg, Harry D. Analysis of the 1935 Iowa every-pupil' test in wl)0,I
history. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 166 p.

425. Bice, Harry V. Some preliminary,studies of the word association tech
nique preparatory to standardization of a test. Master's, 1935. North Carolina.
(Abstract in: University of North Carolina record, 298: 72)

Devises a word-association test consisting of 50 words from the KentRosanoff
association test and 50 other words with some objective indication of a close relaciim
to the emotional life, a,nd administers them to 650 students.

426. Brighouse, Gilbért. A study of aesthetic apperception. Doctor's, 193e;
Iowa. (Abstract hi: Iowa. University. Programs announcing candidates for
higher (legrees . . . 193a University of Iowa studies, new series nO. 329)

Describes an experiment in which 10 paintings, ,reprenting a wide range of subject
matter and technical treatment, were presented to a total of 94 observers. 1'4lb...that
the testhetic experience of artistically .untrained adalts and children was charact*-rizIli
by an immediate hedonic tone followed by a series of relatively passive, random ohmerva
tions; that the artistically trained gave evidence of a much more highly organizoil.
directed, and dynamic judgmental process.

427. Bronson, Edwin M. An evaluation of aptitude tests in mathematics in
guiding high school students. Master's, 1936. Utah.

428. Brown, Eura.- Study of achievement test results in Striplin delenivntary
school Gadsden, Alabama. Master's, 1936. Alabama. 55'p. ms.

429. Brownlee, John Arthur. The development and use of a
device for objective tests. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 150 p. ms.

Shows how a crude mechanism was devised, improved, and developed into an efficient
self-voting device.

430. Church, J. Frank. A critical analysis of a proof-reading test in capitali-
zation. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 41 p. ms.

431. Cushing, Mary Elizabeth. An evaluation of Thorndike-McCall readim:
test for.ùse with high school freshmen : an analysis of reading errors. Master'ev
193A. Kansas.

432. Czarnitzki, Arvid. Construction and validation of objective tests in
chemistry for Columbia high school. Master's, 19343. South Carolina. 133
p. ms.

Describes the construction, administration, and evaluation .of objective' tests in
chemistry under classroom conditions.

433. De K.alb, Leo. F. Analysis of the 1936 Iowa every-pupil test in general
science. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 89 p. ms.

se1f-svoteitr.:

434. Deyoe, G. P. .Pencil and paper tests for measuring achievement in vöca-
tional agriculture. Agricultural education, 8: 90-91, December 1935. (Platte-
ville, Wisconsin state teachers college)

435. Dickey, Dwight L. Effect of varying confusions in a multiple choice
'test. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in : University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications,
12: 298)

Attempts to determine the effect that changing 'the confusions in a first-grade vocabulary
test will have upon its ditIrculty.

,436. Duel, Henry Ward. Measurement of some of the outcomes of laboratory
work in college physics. Doctor's,1936. Minieiott. 242 p. ms.
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437. Fielding, K. M. Freshman and senior students of Springfield college as
rated by the Gates-Strang health knowledge test Master's, 1936. Springitield.

438. Gauthier, Edward Haines. Tests and drills for tire writing program in
-Americanization. Master's, 1936. Brown. 180 p. ms.

439. Gray. Hob and Vottivi, D. F. The new-south achievement tests: prima ry
forms A. B, C, and D, grades 2, 3, 4. Austin, Texas, Steck company, 1936.
(University of Texas)

440. Greenleaf, Edith Eleanor. An evaluation of visual pe'reeption tests for
iiredicting success in first ,grade reading. Mast.er's, 1936. Boston Univ. 34

P. MS.

Attempts to deterraln% the validity of the methods used in the reading readiness tests

measuring visual discrimination; studies the relation between the perceptual abilities
measured in these tests and various types of reading achievement ; and studies the value

of the tachistoscope as a measure of achievement. Describes an experiment in which

Newton reading reaffiness tests, and either the l'intner-Cunningharn primary mental
test or the Kuhlmann-Anderson test for grade 1 were given to the 750 kindergarten
children in the Newton public schools in the spring of 1935, and their records checked

with those of 471 of the same children to whom the Kuhlmann-Anderson and the l'intner-
Cunningham tests were given in the first grade the followilw year. Studies the results
of the Kibbe tachistoscope as used in giving flash and prominciation tests to 104 pupils
in 1936. Finds the Newton rending readiness 'tests too 4 lisy for statistical evaluation.
finds the visual perception test to have the greatest relation to reading readiness. and
that ibe tachistoscope test is a reliable measure of achievement in rending.

441. Hadley, J. Edwin. Measurement of attitude outcomes from the teaching
of poetry. Master's. 1936. °Purdue. 102 p.

Constructs a scale to measure the effective and critical attitudes of students toward
selections of poetry, and finds that the attitudes of 135 high-school students were changed
significantly from less to more favorable.

442. Hassett, J. Frank. The comparative value of sense and non-sense nut-
terial in determining mathematical aptitude. Master's, 1936. Mass. St. Coll.
110 p. ms.

Shows that the average student entering high school has ability to learn new kinds
of mathematics. The correlatien- indices give evidence that non-aense material would lw

better than sense material in measuring one's ability to learn new kinds of mathematics.

443. Heilman, J. D. The 1936 report on the cooperative testing programs of

the Teachers college personnel association. Greeley, Colorado state college of
education, 4936.

Analyzes results of 70 teachers colleges on two psychological and two achievement tests,
establishes national percentile and PE scales. equates the tests, and compares the teachers
college entrant of 1932 with the entrant of km. Gives results on the value for predicting
college success of a number of items which appear on application blanks for entrants to
colleges and universities.

444. Kibler, John Venry. A survey of standardized achievement tests in
plane geometry. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 58 p.

Analyses 12 achievement tests in plane geometry to determine extent to which they
measure the principles of learning that are related to the study of plane geometry.

445. Hunter, John W. An analysis of the 1936 liort every-pupil test in silent
reading comprehension for grades six, seven and eight. Master's, 1936. Iowa.
141 p. ms.

t446. Iowa state teachers college. Sophomore tests, 1935. Cedar Falls, 1935.
7 p. ms. (Research report, no. 20)

Shows geographically the results of the cooperative general science test, the coop-
erative contemporary affairs test, and the cooperative mathematics and language tests
given to sophomore's in colleges, teachers colleges.
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447. Johnson, Palmer O. and Jackson, ft. W. An application of factor
analysis to a set of achievement tests. Minneapolis, University of Minnesota,
1935. 20 p. ms.

Determines the validity of the Spearman two factor hypothesis applied to exarrilnatkons
in college biology. Finds a general factor for tbe several outcomes of biological instruc-
tion measured.

448. Baskadden, Alfred A. A critical analysis of the 1936 Iowa every-pupil
test in algebra. Master's 1936. Iowa. 102 p. ms.

449. Katz, Marguerite. The MeAdory art appreciation test correlated with
two intelligence tests. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

Knipfer, Godfrey Glen. The influence of time of administration upon
reliability and validity of an achievement test in mathematics. Master's, 1936.
Iowa. 37 p. ms.

451. Laws lie, Charles. A study of the relationship of certain factors to the
rates at which chtldren learn and forget certain word meanipgs as indicated by
appropriate vocabulary tests. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

452. Lincoln, Hazel. A study of. the Cornell-Coxe performance ability scale
with superior children. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University
of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of
publications, 12: 374-75)

Compares the scoles of superior children on the Cornell-Coxe scale and on the Stauford-
Binet test.

453. Lister, Herman E. An analysis the Iowa every-pupil test in plane
geometry, 1936. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 73 p.

454. Lynch, John E. An experimental evaluation of a new type of proof-
reading test in English correctness. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 63 p. ms.

455. McBlain, Robert A. Evaluation of a proofreading type of test in English
correctness. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 55 p. ms.

456. Manuel, Herschel. Results of the 1935 testing prog m of the Texas
commission) on coordination in education, 1936. Ausitoy, Uni rsity of Texas,
1936.

t457. Spanish and English editions of the Stanfor. :inet in relation
to the abilities of Mexican children. Austin, University of Texas, 1935. 63 p.
(University of Texas bulletin, no. 3532)

Describes an experiment in which the Spanish and English editions of the Stanford-
Binet test were given to 98 children of grades 2-5 of a school attended by Mexican chil-
dren in San Antonio. Finds that a Spanish translation of the test can be used to advan-
tage in the prediction of the achievement of Spanish-speaking pupils in the- Artist and
second grades, that the peculiar language experiences of these bilingual children' result
in a handicap which persists for an undetermined period and is difficult to evaluate in
individual cases, that success in certain tests in English because of school experience with
the vocabulary or situation used in the test may cause the examiner to overestimate the
pupil's general ability to use English, that the low mean intelligence and achievement
of Mexican pupils is associated witty low mean socio-economic status, but the correla-
tion within the group is low.

458. Moore, Hazelle S. A critical study of the aptitude hypothesis in voca-
tional guidance and selection. Doctof's, 1936. Botithern California.

Finds, from an evaluation of aptitude tests that present testa act as partial indicators
for individual guidance, but) no definite list of fundamental aptitudes can be formulated,
that they merely indicate probable sumac; or failure in motor, mechanical, and art
abilities; that they are ivadequate for musical ability; Mitt they have selective but not
guidance reliability for specific occupations; and that they are more reliable for scholastic
aptitude.
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439. Omohundro, Mary Gladys. Developing a test to measure ability to use
scientific method on the eighth grade level. Master's, 1936. William and Mary.
128 p. ms.

Indicates that the test can be used as a means of measuring ability to use the scientific
method on the eighth-grade level.

t460. Paul, J. B. Sophomore tests, 1935. Cedar Falls, Iowa state teachers
college, 1935. 7 p. ms. (Research report no. 20)

Compares the attainments of 346 of the Iowa state teachers college sophomores in
1935 with tbe attainments of sophomores in colleges and teachers colleges generally as
measured by the Cooperative general science test, Cooperative contemporary affairs test.
Cooperative mathematics test and the Cooperative tests in French, German, Spanish, and

461. Peterson, Virginia. A study of reading comprehension and ability to
resist unwarranted generalizations in an aptitude test. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

462. Pugh, Delbert Joseph. An analysis of the 1936 Iowa every-pupil test in
United States history. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 115 p. ms.

463. Sanders, Jack H. The effect of experience in perceiving verbal and
geometric confexts. Doctor's, 1935. Columbia. New York, 1936. 58 p. (Ar-
chives of psychology, no. 196)

Deals with contexts that were selected with the purpose of showing differential effects
in their perception caused by past experience over and above any other variable, and
with the prognostic value of the verbal context test for IQ, grades, adjustment ratings,
learning scores, beliefs in misconceptions, performance with the geometric designs, and
the effects of noise distraction on 108 seniors of tbe Sterling high school, Sterling, Colo.

#464. Schrammel, H. E. Report of results of the 1935 English testing pro-
gram of college freshmen. Emporia, Kansas 'state teachers college,' 1935. 5
p.

Gives percentile scores computed from 3,388 scores; percentile scores computed for 22
colleges; percentile rank assigned each college; and frequency of errors computed for
each test item.

1465. and Davis, .Vera. Report of the twenty-third na tion-wide eve ry
pupil scholarship test for high schools and elementary schools, January 8, 1936.
Emporia, Kansas state teachers college, 1936. 24 p. (Bulletin of information,
vol. 16, no. 3)

Computes percentile scores from 92,500 scores in 25 high-school and elementary school
subjects; percentiles computed from school median scores from 2,289 subject and grade
medians; and compares achievement of schools in 11 states.

f466. and . Report,. of the twenty-fourth nation-wide every
pupil scholarship test for high schools and elementary schools, April 8, 1936.
Emporia, Kansas state teachers college, 1936. 21 p. (Bulletin of information,
vol. 16, no. 5)

Gives percentile ecores computed ilbm 172,303 cores in 40 high-school and elementary
school subjects; percentiles computed from school median scores from 3,516 subject and
grade medians; and compares achievement of schools in eight states.

487. Shannon, S. Boyd. An analysis of the 1936 Iowa every-pupil test in
physics. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 149 p. ms.

468. Shaw, Lewis A. Administering and making use of the results obtained
through a testing program in a small school. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

469. Shientag, Isabel. A study of individual responses in the Kent-Ilosanoff
and Rorschach tests. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

470. Spiess, Marie Anne. Measurement of comprehension and appreciation
of literature in Garfield Heights high school, Cleveland, Ohio. Master's, 1936.
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,Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses
for higher degrees, 1936 : 68-69)

Describes an experiment in which Stanford tests of comprehension of liternture (ths .three tests ot form B), Abbott-Trabue test of ability to judge poetry (series Y), and thi.Carroll prose appreciation test were administered to 437 seniOr high school pupils. Findsthe need for teaching for appreciation. emphasizing the interests of boys, grouping
homogeneously, and providing for individual differences.

471. Stancliff, Glenn Elwood. <comparative study of five years of Iowa's
every-pupil tests in general science. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 105 p: ms.

472. Swanson, Helen Elna. The relationship between vocabulary tt.ist- Scores
and ages. intelligence, and school achievement. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

473. Teasley, Mildred. Prognostic value of certain tests. Master's, 1936.
Georgia,

*474 Tracy, Howard Clyde. The testing program for the social busine:s
subjects of the secondary school. Master's, 1935. Boston Univ. 1s0 p.

Gives a historical summary of the testing movement discusses the social business sub-jects of the secondary school and the need for reorganization of their content, the criteria
of a good examination, standardized tests versus informal teacher-made tests, functions
of tests. procedures for drafting new type tests. summary of existing published tests and
examinations in ttal social business studies, methods of changing fest scores into grades,
the problems of ability grouping, and the group intelligence test as an aid to the com-
merical teacher.

475. Trimble, Clyde E. Experimental evaluation of an objective type of test
in punctuation. Master's, 1936. 51 p. ms.

t476. Upshall, C. C. Analysi:?- bf the results of the arithmetic computation
and arithmetic reasoning sections of the new Stanford achievement test taken
by the children in grades 4 te8, inclusive in the training school. Bellingham,
Washington state normal school, 1936. 45 p. ms. (Buream of research studies
no. 51)

Finds that the children use/in this analysis did not master the fundvnental processesuntil nearly 4 years after these were first taught. Presents implications for the cur-
riculum in grades 6 to 12.

f477. . Report of the results of the achievement tests given to the
pupils in the training school during October 1935. Bellingham, Washington
state normal School, 1936. 32 p. ms. (Bureau of research, stUdies no. 54)

Finds that the children were younger, grade for grade, than typical children, that they
Aid better than the test grade norms on the reading and information tests, and that they
were bélow the grade norms on the arithmetic and spelling tests.

f478. . Report of the tests given to the first, second, fourth, and
.seventh grades of the Bellingham city schools during September and October

\ 1935. Belliggham, Washington state normal school, 1936. 49 p. ms. (Bureau
of research studies no. 53)

Describes an experiment in which the Kuhlman-Anderson intelligence test was given to
all Bellingham first-grade children, the Gates primary reading test to all second-grade
children, and the modern school achievement test to all seventh grade chilaren. Finds
that the Bellingham children are typical of those on whom the norms were based.

479. yan Dyke, Roscoe F. A critical analysis of a neN)v t'pe test in English
correctness. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 40 p. nits.

4S0 Victor, Georgia C. 4n analysis of pupil responses to items in Iowa every
pupil test in basic raRguage skills for 1935. Maste,r's, 1936. Iowa. 141 p. ms.

481. Von Eschen, Clarence. Teacher performance on the Iowa' every pupil
iests of basic skills in reading and language. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 91 p. ms.
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482. Wagner, Oliver W. An analysis of the 1934 Iowa every pupil test in
world history. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 102 p.

483. Weatherman, Don Edward. An analysis of tlw 1935 Iowa every impil
test in the understanding of contemporary affairs. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 94

p. ms.
484. Webber, Dopald D. A critical analysis of the 1936 Iowa every-pupil test

in ninth grade English coFrectness. Blaster's. 1936. hiw,a. 62 p. ms.

4S5. Welch, Oliver Maynard. The construction of a series of tests in first
year algebra. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 2tdip, ms.

Contains the 34 original cumulative tests, the bases of roision. and the roised series of
tv4:ts r

486. Wrenn, C. Gilbert and Dadner, W. M. Preliminary form of Stanford
reading test. Stanford University, Calif., Stanford university, 193G. 27 p.

PHYSICAL ABILITY TESTS AND SCALES p.

487. Anderson, Theresa. Weighted strength tests for the prediction of a t hlet ic

ability in high school girls. Master's, 1935. T. C., CdT. Univ. 12 p ms.

4g8. Backv, Alice Louise. A history of physical education, tests and measure-
ments for women in the United States. Master's, 1936. Cincinnati.

489. Blesh, Trolando Erwin. A survey of tests and measurements in physical
education and the study of a method of classifying college students. Master's,
1930. Stanford.

*490. Boyntion, Bernice. The physical growth of girls : a study of tlw rhythm
of physical growth from anthropometric measurements On girls between birth
and 18 years. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. Iowa City, ijniversity of Iowa. 1I6.
105 p. (University of Iowa studies new series, no. 325. Studies in child wel-

t.fare, vol. 12, no. 4)
Analyzes and compares mean growth curves for 22 anthropometric measurements on

girls, and studies individual stat»re curves in regard to comparison with the RINI
rend for stature and with reference to the possibility of predicting, stature growth.
Anta!vzes 55,886 observed megeuremeuts on 1,241 Iowa City girls. Shows an adolescent
acceleration of growth 2 years earlier for girls than for boys, that termination of growth
in girls occurs nt approximately 16 years, while boys are still growing at 18 years of age.

491. Briggs, Harry E. Tentative preclass testing program in junior high
school phySical educatkm. Master's,' 1936. Ind. St. T. C. 105 p. ms. (Ab-
stract in: Indiana state tefIchers'callege. Teachers college journal, 7: 133434,
July 1936)

Presents a tentative program for the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades in physical
education classwork, meeting the need for activity in the individual free play time pre-
ceding the regular class lesson.

492. Coleman, James W. The differential measurement of the speed factor in
large muscle activities. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

493. Cooper, Bernice. An achievement test in volleyball for high school girls.
Master's, 1930. Iowa.

494. Gebhardt, F. Don. A study of- the use Of McCloy classification index I
in classifying boys of the eighth and ninth grades for participation in inter.-
scholastic basketball. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

495. Hoffman, Vern Burdette. Strengtjt comparison of athletes and non-
,. athletes in .the items measured by Rogers' physical capacity tests. Blaster's,

1936. Michigan.

I
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496. House, Howard Henry. A study of.the standing high kick as a test of
motor ability. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 109 p. ms.

Studies the motor ability of college men in freshman and sophomore classes in n

limited number of eve . Shows that the high kick has some validity as a measure (it'
motor ability in foot add track, and that it may 5e used as a means of classiflcatioN
for the skilled and th ow skilled in athletic sports.

*497. Howland, Amy R. The establishment of national achievement stand-
ards for girls in specific physical education activities. Doctor's, 1OI5. NeW
York. 237 p. ms. i

Reports the results 6f a national survey of girls' performa-nce in physical educati.in
activities and establishes standards for national use, giving minimum levels of perform
once ih certain physical education activity skills which average girls should achieve
given ages.

*498. Humiston, Dorothy. A meas rement of motor ability in women.
Doctor's, 1936. New York. 101 p. ms.

Attempts to develop a method of measurement which will determine with .r-elativ..
accuracy the present status of motor ability in college women by studying the freshmor
women at Iowa state teachers college for the years 1932-33 and 1933-34, and by corn.
paring them with junior and senior women majoring in physical education, and with
women from the University of California. The age range was from 16 to 29 years, and
the activity range was for suc,13 major and minor sports as hockey, soccer, tennis, basket
ball. baseball, volleyball, swimming, and archery.

*499. Kelly, Harriet J. Anatomic age and its relation to stature. Doctor's.
1936. Iowa. Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1937. 38 p. (University of Iowa
studies new series no. 331. Studies in child welfare, vol. 12, no. 5)

Evaluates various indices of anatomic development and selects the index found 63
-the most valid and practical within the age limits of 6 and 18 years, determines norm-
at 6-month intervals throughout the age period under consideration for tbe index
delected, and studies individual curves for stature and anatomic age.

500. Kilander, Holger Frederick. A survey of health knowledge of high
school and college students. East Orange, New Jersey, Panzer college (if
psysical education and hygiene, 1936.

Tests 5.000 students in senior high school find college by means of a health knowledge
test consisting of 100 .mtiltiple-choice questions. Finds a need for more health educa-
tion in high school, a great variation in health knowledge between different schools niid
in individual classes, and that little additional information is acquired after high school,
unless specific courses in health and related subjects are taken.

501. Kolberg, Eric Everett. An athletic ability index for high school boys.
Master's, 1936. California.

502. Koob, Clarence J. A study of the Johnson motor skills test as a measure
of motor educability. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

503. MacDonald, Kenneth. An objective health knowledge test for the senior
bigh school. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

504. McElroy, H. Nelson. A study of the relationship of certain physical tests
with the strength index. Master's, 1936. New York. 47 p. ms. -

Analyzes the relationship of certain skill tests to the strength index of the Rogers
physical capacity test, and validates the skill test selected as the measure of skill.

505. Miller, Henry G. The contribution of physical capacities and abilities as
tveasured by motor tests to success in college football. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

506.'Nolan, Arvilla Ellen. The measurement of power and its relationship to
strength and general motor ability. Master's, 1936. Wellesley.

507. Nordstrom, A. A critical analysis and interpretation of body build
indices. Master's, 1936. Springfield.
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508. Petsch, Clemens Charles. The reliability and validity of the Brace foot-
ball achievement tests. Master's, 1936. Texas.

509. Roads, Hazel M. A comparative study of the Brace-type of test and
Johson-type of test as measures of motor educability in the senior high school
girl. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

*510. Itudel, Alexander G. The evaluation of a pulse ratio test with the
physician's cardiac diagnostic test. Master's, 1936. New York. 55 p. ms.

Studies 54 pupils in the cardiac class of Seward Park high school in New York
city. Finds ¡hat the testing technique evolved was more reliable than that of the
physician in determining their activity capacity; that the testing technique was superior
to previous tyPes offered ; that normal students in terms of capacity were discovered
by the test technique although physicians had prescribed modified cardiac activities;
that the accuracy of physician's activity prescription compared with the pulse-ratio
technique was lower in these 54 cardiac boys.

511, Russell, Trent S. An evaluation of the Brace test and norms for
Negroes. Master's, 1936. New York. 54 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the validigy, reliability, and objectivity of the Brace test in
an attempt to develop standards which will help in the instruction of pupils, to classify
pupils in a program of intramural athlètics, and to serve as a basis for determining
an accomplishment quotient for the activities of physical education.

512, Smith, W. N. Comparison of physical ability tests given at Wethers-
field, Conn., and East Syracuse, N. Y. Master's, J936. Springfield.

513, Spealler, Louis R. A study of cardio-vascular changes in an unselected
group of boys under standard work conditions. Master's, 1936. Temple. 110
p.

Aims to discover the normal pulse and its normal variations, the normal increase
under the stiniulus of controlled amounts of work, in the case of boys Of high-school
age, aod to compare these points with those obtained in similar tests given to girls
of high-school age.

*514. Warner, Marion. Laboratory tests as the basis for the classification .of
women students in physical education activities. Master's, 1936. New York.
33 p. ms.

Studies the value of various testy used in classifying women students in physical educa-
tion at the University of Chicago. Indicates that the use of a battery of such tests
coild be 'used to measure a variety of traits, but that the measurement of the traits
inolved in the execution of the tests is not an adequate measurement of athletic
ability.

VOCATIONAL TESTS

515. Abbott, DorothY May. Measuring the aptitude of keyboard operators.'
Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 48 p. ms.

Tests the value of an apparatus devised by Dr. Charles Fordyce to measure aptitude
for the operation of such machines as typewriters and comptometers. Finds that corre-
lation between scores made 9n the apparatus and achievement scores made at tbe close
of a semester of practice in typewriting was sufficiently high to give evidence that
this device may be a valuable prognostic instrument.

516. Abramowitz, Elias. Correlation analysis of the differential weighting
technique of the Strong vocational interest blank. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

517. Casady, Carmie. Prognosis of typewriting success. Master's, 1938.
Iowa. 50 p. ms.

518. Danko, Thomas J. An introduction to power tests in electricity.
Master's, 1938. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts
of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 296-97)

Describes power tests as embodying mental picturing of machine parts as well as
assembling parts using staddard symbols and diagrams, and finds that they are diagnostic
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and remedial in nature and can supplement the practical performance tests to a large
extent because of expense and time involved.

519. Fox, Nathan R. Prognosis of stenographic ability. Master's, 103s.

Temple. 63 p. ms.
Describes an experiment in which a prognostic test was conducted and administered

to 210 students of the lOB commercial arithmetic classes of the Simon Gratz senior Null
school, Philadelphia. Compares the results of the test with the students' marks after the
first term of stenography' Finds a positive correlation between achievenient in stetwg
raphy and in Eriglish and foreign languages; that the prognostic test gave a
correlation, but gave favorable results compared with other tests.

520. Green, Alice Catherine. Scale for measuring.skill in Munson shorthand.
Master's, 1936. Chicago. 114 p. ms.

Develops scale of value for drill and for the discovery of errors in learning to write
the 1,000 commonest words. (Horn).

*521. Hicks, Ethel M. A study of the validity of the Aliport-Vernon scale
A 81udy of raltic8 with students of the twelfth grade. Master's, 1936. Penn.
State. 42 p.

Administers the Allp rt-Vernon scale to 136 boys and 61 girls of the twelfth grade of a

city high school wh usual enroVinent ranges from 2,800 to 3.000, and administers the
Strotif 8 Vocational snirrelat blank to the 136 boys; studies reeords kept by the pupils of
tlw_isi extracurricular activities; and analyzes replies to a questionnaire filled out by each
of the students as to the school activities in which he participated, the five school
activities he liked best in the order of their preference, the three school subjects he liked
best in the order of their preference and the three be liked least, and his three chief
interests in the order of their preference.

522. Murphy, Laura White. The 'relation between mechanical ability tests
and. verbal and non-verbal intelligence tests. Doctor's, 1936., I;enn. State.

Finds that verbal intelligence tests measure a different function from the mechanical
aptitude tests, but that the non-verbal intelligence tests were more like the mechanical
aptitude tests than like the verbal intelligence tests in the function which they measured

523. Smothers, Robert Fey. A standard test in typewriting. Master's, 1936,
Colo. St.. Coll.

524. Voelker, Paul. The value of a battery of vocational tests in prognosticat-
ing scholastic success in a trade school. Master's; 1935. Michigan.

RESEARCH, EDUCATIONAL

TECHNIQUES

#525. Good, Carter V., Barr, A. S. and Scates, Douglis E. The metIodoltgy
of educational research. New York, D. Appleton-Century. company, 1936.

882 p. (University of Cincinnati. University of Wisconsin)
Contents: Nature of scientific thinking; the selection of the problem, needed research

in education; survey of related information; the formulation and testing of hypotheses;
the classification of research method); ; the historical method; the normative-survey
method, survey, testing, questionnaires., inquiries, documentary frèquency studies, inter
view, observation, and appraisal procedures; experimental method ; other methods of ri ?

search especially adapted tio the analysis *of complex causal relationships; analysis and
interpretation of data; formu'ation of conclusions and generalizations; preparation of

the research report ; standards for evaluation of writing, research, and procedure in
tion ; and training and supervision of research workers.

526. Gray, J. S. A neglected phase of educational research. Journal of educa-
tional research, 29: 83-00, October 1935. (University of Pittsburgh)

527. Hamilton, Thomas T. Principles derived from educational research as
a basis for the selection of learning exercises. Doctor's, 1936. Illinois.

lower
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528. Nauhaus, Ida Plant. A decade of doctoral research, in public school
personnel. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in : University of PittA-
burgh. Abstract of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publica-
tions, 12: 316-17)

Surveys the doctoral studies for the decade 1922-19:32 to show what research ba4 done
In discovering and solving the problems pertaining to publicschool personnel. Shows
that the doctoral studies emphasize the fact that the leadership of an educational system
must be of the highest character, that every aspect must seek to obtain the greatest
possible degree of equalization of educational opportunity for all the children of all the
people, and that personnel work rust become personal for both the administrator and
the child.

529. Whitney, F. L. Elements of research. New York, Prentice-Hall, 1937.
(Colorado stare college of education)

530. Youtz, Margaret. The technique of summarization of the 'mown facts
and principles relating to certain pedagogical issues. Master's, 1935. 'Michigan.

REPORTS

I.531. Cincinnati. University. Abstracts, graduate thes04 in education,
Teachers college, University of Cincinnati, 1931-1936, compiled and edited by
Carter V. Gooil and Gordon Hendrickson. Cincinnati, Ohio, 19*. 2-19 p.
ol. 2.

The 1935 theses listed were included in the U. S. Office of Education, Bulletin, 1936, no.
5, Bibliography of research studies in education, 1934-35.

t532. Colorado., University. Abstracts of theses and reports for higher de-
grees, 1986. Bourder, 1936.' 77 p. (Unjversity of Colorado bulletin, vol. 36, no. vg
17. General wiles no. 385. University of Colorado stu(lies, vol. 24, no. 1)

t533. Columbia university, in the City of New York. Master's essays, 1935.
New York, Columbia university press, 1935. 39 p.

534. Dwyer, Brother Justin. Classified abstracts submitted by gradurite
students in the Department of education of the University of Notre Dame
since the establishment of the Department in 1918. Doctor's, 1936. Notre
na m e .

t535. Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the
graduate'school. [New York city], 1936. 70 p. (Educational bulletins)

536. Rayen. Mary Anna. Survey of masters theses in elementary educa tion-
1928-1936. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 95 p. nis

Surveys 180 theses accepted in the Department of elementary education of George
Peabody college, and finds that 21 studies were made by men and 159 by women. In
the various fields of elementary education, 103 theses were written on the curriculum,
subjects of the curriculum, of these, reading 29, social studies 23, and pre-school 10
studies, ranked highest.

t537. Indiana state teachers college. Abstracts of unpublished masters'
theses, Indiana state teachers college, 1936. Teachers college journal, 7: 106-40,
July 1936.

t'538. Iowa. University. Pfograins announcing candidates for hfgher de-
grees, February, June, July and August, 1936. Iowa City, 1937. v. p. (Uni-
versity of Iowa studies, new series no 329. Series on aims and progress of
research, no. 50)

Several of the doctors' dissertations abstracted in this volume were listed in U. S.
Office of Education, Bulletin 1936, no. 5, Bibliography of research studies in education,
1934-85.
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t539. Louisiana state uliversity. Abstracts of theses, regular session.
1935-1936, summer sesgion, 1936. Baton Rouge, 1936. 130 p. (University
bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12)

t540. Nortl) Carolina. University. Research in progrPss, October 1934-
October 1935. Chapel Hill, 1935. 117 p. (University of North Carolina
record, no. 298. Graduate school series, no 29)

t541. Oio state university. ,Abstracts of dissertations presented by candi-
dates for the degree of doctor of philosophy, spring quartet:, 1935. Columbus,
1936. 410 p. (Abstracts of doctors' dissertations, no. 18)

Contains abstracts of"several theses listed in U. S. Office of Education, Bulletin 1936, .

no. 5, Bibliography of research studies in education, 1934-35.

t542.- Abstracts of dissertations presented by candidates for the de-
gree of doctor of philosophy, summer quarter 1935. Columbus, 1936. 215 p.
(Abstracts.of (loctors' dissertations, no. 19)

t543- Abstracts of dissertations presented by candidates for the de-
gree of doctor of philosophy, autumn quarter, 1935, winter quarter, 11):36.

Columbus, 1936. 170 p. (Abstracts of doctors' dissertationsi no. 20)
t544. Pennsylvania state college. Abstracts of studies in education at the

Pennsylvania staté college, part 6, 1936. State College, 1936. 65 p. (Penn
state studies it education, no. 12)

goat of the theses listed were included in the U. S. Olic; of Education, Bulletin 1936,
no. 5. Bibliography of research studies in education, 1934-35.

t545. Pittsburgh. University. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress,
and bibliography of publications, vol. 12, 1936. Pittsburgh, 1936. 441 p.
(University of Pittsburgh bulletin, vol. 33, no. 1)

f546. Southern California. University. Trends in scholarship: annotations
of theses and dissertations accepted by the University of Southern California,
1910-1935. Los Angeles, 1935. *v. p. (University of Southern California pub-
lications, university chronicle series, no. 4)

t547. Southern Methodist university. A list of masters and abstracts of their
theses, 1933-34 and 1934-35. Dallas, 1936. 98 p. °

Entries for most of the 1934-35 theses have been included in Office of Education, Bul-
letin 1936. no. 5. Bibliography of research studies in education, 1934-35.

t548. Stanford university. Abstracts of dissertations 'for the degrees of
doctor of philósophy and doctor of edtication with the titles of theses accepted
for the degrees of master of laws,"engineer, master of edwation and master
of arts, 1935-36. Stanford UniversityP California, 1930. 227 p. (Stanford
university bulletin, vol. AL Sixth series, no. 36)-

t549. Virginia. University. Publications and research, January-December
1935. Charlottesville, University of Virginia, 1936. (University of Virginia
record, extension series, 20: 483-688, .May 1936)

CURRICULUM STUDIES

550. Anderson, Henry William. An evaluation of the curriculum by high
school graduates. *Master4, 1966. Iowa.

t551. Canady, Herman G. and Pyant, William C. -Curriculum building and
behavior adjustment in a short term camp: a proposal of Method. o Institute,
West Virginia state college press, 1936. 47 p. ms.

Proposes a method for curriculum building in a short-term camp wb h utilises the
rapidly developing resouplph in the fields of education, psychology, ftental hygiene,
sociology. and *kindred sciences in the character development of Negro ys,

.
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rir& Carbaugh, Gale Alexander. A program for secondary education with
its implications for curriculum construction. DoctoN, 1935. Ohio State.
(Abstract in : Ohio State university. Abstracts of doctors' dissertations, 19:
1-8

Formulates a tentative program of secondary education, comprising 12 basic general-
izations derived from a social philosophy of education, from a consideration of the
ccîntributions of contemporary biology and pep bology as to the nature of the ibdividual,
and from a careful scrutiny of the professional literature in the field of principles of
education and the published and unpublished work of others who have attempted to
definé the bjectives and functions of present-day secondary education.

#5531 Cohen, Joseph G., Newman, Her:Left M. and Justman, Joseph. Survey
of practices with reference to the use of course syllabi at Brooklyn college.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Brooklyn college, 1936. 30 p. ms.

Surveys the extent to wpich the content of the various courses in the college has been
formulated for the instructors and students. Finds that in 81 percent of the course
units for which responses were secured the instructors possess a syllabus, and in 34
percent of these course units the students are given a syllabus. In 81 percent of the
course units having a syllabus, the syllabus hVeen prepared by the department' for the
use of all instructorst All syllabi nre revised at least every 2 years. Also investigates
the extent to which devices other than that of the syllabus are employed in formulating
the work of courses.

554. Cox, Freeman Robert. The determination of curriculum offerings for
the Attica high school. Master's, 1936. Purdue. 112 p. ms.

Surveys the high school eprollment records for the past -10 years to determine the
length of stay, number graduated, subjects failed, scholarship rating, reasons for with-
drawal, curriculum pursued, p nt's occupations ,and the pupil's occupation; surveys the
occupations 'represented in the tica school patronage area to determine the probable
placem'ent opportunities' for pers s trained at the Attica high school ; and designs three
curricula to fit the pres r____ent ls,of the high school.

55Z?". Davis, Hubert Ve College entrance requirements affecting the curriculum
of the privitte school. Master's, (1936. Michigan.

556. Hale, Wyatt Walker. The individualization of the curriceum. Trans-
actions of the sixth conference of academic deans of the southern states . . .

December 4, 1935: 23-29. (Birmingham-Southern college)
557. Hertema, G. William. An evaluation of the programs of studies of

small Iowii high schools. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.
558. Hood, Fred Carlyle. A critical examination of modern theories of

curriculum construction. Master's, 1936. Illinois.
*559. Jaffe, Philip. Development of a method of evaluating ¡courses of study

and syllabi in arithmetic, and the application of the method to tin evatuatign of
the New York City course of study and syllabus in aiithmetic of 1929 -for
grades 1 to-Iwe Doctor's, 1936. New York. 312 p. ms.

Studies previous methods of evaluation, trends in curriculum reconstruction, general
objectives of arithmetic, the child's early social needs and interests in arithmetic, the
adult's social needs and interests In arithmetic, the social values of arithmetic, the
child's abilities in arithmetic, solving arithmetic problems, postponing arithmetic teach-
tng; and evaluates the New York City course of study and syllabus. ,

560. O'Hara, James Leo. Inventories Of curricular interests in educational
prognosis. Doctor's, 1§36. Yale.

561. Pickens, Horace. The selection and evaluatio 4. curricular materials
for courses in directed teaching. Doctor's, 1936. Mich n.

562. Swindler, Robert E. Responsibility of the principal for curriculum ad-
justment. Seondary education in Virginia, 21: 1913, STovember 1935. (Uni-
versity of Virginia)

141648-37 5
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'563. Tyler, Laura Terry. A development of a plan for evaluating the
curriculum reconstruction program in junior high schools and the application
of this plan in the evaluatioq bf curriculum reconstruction in the junior high
schools of Westchester county, New' York. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 2:25

p. MS.
Studies the literature pertaining to curriculum reconstruction in Junior high schools to

discover what the trends in curriculum reconstruction are, evaluates trends of curriculum
reconstruction in the various parts of the United -States, develops a °plan for evaluating
the curriculum reconstruction program in specific Junior high schools, and applies the
plan to the junior high schools of Westehesterb county in order to evaluate the trends
of curriculum reconstruction in the junior high school klucational program.

564. Vaughn, Eva Inez. Installation of new Virginia course of study for
elementary schools. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 188 p. ms.

1.565. Virginia. University. Specimen units in certain high school subject.
Charlottesville, University of Virginia, 1935. 75 p. (University of Vfirginia
record, vol. 20, no. 5. Secondary education in,Virginia, no. 21)

Contents: (1) tomposition standards for Virginia high schools, by John B. May. p.
12 ; (2) Directing the acquisition of understanding in problem Folving, by F. G. Lank-
ford, Jr., p. 13-18: (3) Responsibility of the principal for curriculum adjustments, by
K. E. Swindler, p. 19-23; (4) Directing the acquisitions of apprvciation in literature, by
Richard A.:Meade, p. 24-31; (5) Units in plane demonstrative geonwtry, by F. G. Lank-
ford,,, jr., p. 32-3_0; (6) Unit in tenth grade mathematics, by F. G. Lankford, jr., p. :v
48; (7) Unit in high -school chemistry, by F. G. Lankford, jr., p. 49-59; (8) Unit in
tenth grade English, English HI, Unit 1. by Richard A. Meade, p. 60 -06 ; (9) Unit in
'problems of American democ by R. E. Swindler, p.1)7-75.

-r

566. WillEins, Clarence Problems inyolved in translating high school 1,1.1).

Mister's, 1936, iow4,. 109 -p.grams to the six period basis.

READING

p.

*567. Acqinb, Allan. A study of the psychological factors in reading anti
spelling. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 89 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the relationships between visual Memory of word patterns, audi-
tory recognition of words pronounced, speed of handwriting from copy, written recall
from silent reading, fluency of written recall from silent reading, reading grade based on,.
Stanford achievement test, spelling grade based on Stanford achievement rest, chronolog-
ical age, mental age, and IQ of 380 children in grades 3, 4, f, and 6 of Reading, Mass.

508. Adler, Daniel L. A- study of intelligence as manifested by perception of
relationships in reading. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

569. Agnew, Donald C. The effects öf varied amounts of phonetic training
_on primary reading. Doctor's, 1936. Duke., 165 p. ms.

4

Describes two experiments, one of which was carried on in the third grade of the
Raleigh, N. C., schools with white children who had made normal progress in school and
who had received all of their school training in the Raleigh schools and whose former
teachers were available. The second investigation was carries!' on in the Durham, N. C..
schools employing the same measures and the same criteria for selecting subjects. Finds
that whereas small or medium amounts of phonetic training have little effect on the test
scores, large consistent amounts of phonetIc training have favorable effects on most of
the reading abilities measured by the tests used.

570. Baird, Dwight Calvin. The relation between reading ability and achieve-
ment of hIgh school seniors. Master's, Two. Colorado. (Abstract in: Uni-
versity of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 3-4)

Analyzes data on the reading scores/ and the school marks o 318 high-school seniors in
11 Colorado high schools to determine the relationship betwei reading ability an& Eng-
lish, social studies, science, foreign language, and mathematic . Shows a significant rela-
tionship between reading comprehension and achicWement in high-schoot subjects, and indi-
cates that a sound reading program in the grade school would aid materially in improving
achievement in high-school subject matter. ..
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571. Barlow, Guy 3. An experiment in corrective reading. Mafter's, 1936.
wrefice. 99 p. ms.
Evaluates a corrective reading program with selected junior 41gh school pupils who

have been found to have aeficiencies in reading. Finds that the rending ability of the'
majority of retarded readers in the junior high school can be improved through group
training in corrective reading; that ordinary junior high school classroom procedures are
not adequate to keep the slow readers and the.poorly comprehending pupils up to a
biteable achievement level. Suggests that it wauld be au economical expenditure of school
funds to provide corrective reading classes for junior high schoól pufils who are in the
lowest quarter of their respective grades in reading achievement.

572. Beckey, Ruth E. A critical evaluation of ceilain exercises for the teach-
ing of interpretative reading based upon the novel. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

573. Black, Sara Edna. An experiment to show the results from special at-
tention to individual reading difficulties. Master's, 1935. South Carolina.
80 p. ms.

s

Studies the individual progress -pf a class of pupils below grade level whill special at-
tention is given to individual readink difficulties.

574. Bowman, Myrtle E. Comparative Rtudy of vocabularies of white and
Negro children. Master's, 1936. Baylor, 95. p. ms.

. . .

b -

instruct$575. Buehler, Rose Burgess. Adapting reading ion to achievement
levels in a second grade. Master's, 1936. Chicago.

Nab

576. Crawford, Isabil. A study of the variability of reading rates. Master's,
1936. Iowa. 51 p. ms.

577. Dement, Frances. A critical study of certain exercises in interpretative
reading based ou the short story. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

578. Doolittle, Arthur. Nationality differences and reading progress in the
Nugunee elementary school. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

579. Estel, Gretchen M. Improvement of silent reading comprehension ability
in the social studies. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 65 p. ms.

580. Fairbanks, Grant. The relation between eye-movements and voice in
the oral reading ot good and poor shot readers. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. Prince-
ton, N. J., Psychological review company, 1967. Psychological monographs, vol.
48, no. 3, whole no. 215 : 78-107. (Studies in psychology of reading, vol. 1. Uni-.
versity of Iowa studies in psychology, no. 21)

Analyzes eye-voice records of the oral reading of 25 university freshmen who scored
above the 90th percentile and 23 who scored below the 10th percentile on tilt. Iowa silent
reading test. Finds that eye-movement and eye-voice measures showed marked differences
between the two groups of readers, that variations in eye-movement scores within the
reading passage were determined by variationawin context difficulty, and that errors were
re!ated to context difficulty. Concludes that training the eye-movement is not the best
clinical practice,. And that remedial training in reading should be directed toward the
central phalieti or the skill.

581. Farris, Lucian P. Visual defects as !actors. influencing achievement in
reading. Doctor's, 1936. California.

Attempts to determine experimentally whether or not viwal defects influence achieve-
ment oin reading, as i4Own bilk an experiment conductecrwith pupils in the seventh
grade in the Oakland public schools. Finds that the superficial eye tests now given la
many of the public school, are inadequate and should be replaced by more thorough and
more complete tests, that eye clinics should be established adfl maintained as a part of
the health program of the public schools, that there should be closer coordination between
behool counselors and school nurses and "Ooctors, and ,that methods and procedures in the
teaching of reading should be modified in the interests of the physical welfare of pupils
having eye deities.
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Friedman. Genevieve. To what ertent is the mental age of the child
btlzinning shool a factor in reading readines? Master's, 1936. Washington
Univ.. 34 p. ms.

5S3. Gardner. J. jr. An experiment to evaluate the fffectiveness of five
reading systems in the first grade. Master's, 1936. Birmingluvn-Southern. 121
p. ms.

5S4. Glass. Roy Lawton. A comparative study of students' abilities in read-
inz and geometry. M4stees, 1935. Peabody. 35 p. ms.

Finds a low correlation between vudetfts abilities in tending and geometry. and tw-
tween intelligence ard ability in geometry. a high correlation between intelligence and
remling.

Gliatto, Julia H. . Teaching remedial reading in a re:rular classroom
Master's. 1936. Loyola. 258 p. M%z.

InvestigaTes the nature ard causes of rdini difficulties. ditzcnsses mmedial mathod5.
and explains tl.e procedure followed in the experiment.

5#1 Goldstein, Ruth. Relationship of reading ah:lity and memory span in
first and second grade pupils. Macer's. 1936. Ohio State. 37 p.

:V.7. Green. Mary. The extensive and intenive teaching of reading. Master's.
1935. Erm-pr

5.S.s'. Hamilton. Jean. Survey of recent trends in the teaching of reading c.n
adolescent levels. Master's..D36. Maryland. 88 p. ms.

Finds that read:ng Icsrition 1 neediA on the junior hleb gcbDol level and that 1!
sho)uld provide for continued growth of students in reading ability.

Harrishon, M. Lucile. Reading readiness. Boston. Maw.. Houghton
Mifflin company. 1936. NG p. (Colorado state tollege of education)

Discusses factors influ-ln,-ing readiness; the teeting program for Trading readiness and
placement and the remedial program.

590. Harrison. Nettie. Reading ability of college studtints. Master's, 19436.
West Ky. St. T. C. 36 p. ms.

5D1. Hodgins, Dorothy Lee. Comparat-ive stay of prose reading Hit for the
j iniur and senior-high school. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

592. Kelley, Prudence Vernon. ,The reading readiness and progress of first-
grade pupils. Master's. 193t3. Chicago. 103 p.

Finds that progress in reading is definitely 'affected by the adaptation of instruction
to the varying needs of the pupils.

5.Q3. Kilgrew, Francis Joseph. Imp,roving reading in an elementary school
through a testing program. .Master's, 1936. Boston Cull.

594. King, Ruby. A survey of experimental effects td'tliscorer the relation of-
eye movements to reading disabilities. Master's, 11136. Oregon.

595. Lewis. Helen Virginia. 2A study of the reading ability of fifth and sixth
grade pupils in the publicLseools of Freeport, Texas. Master's, 1936. Texas
Christian. 49 p. ms.

596. Long, Margaret B. Frequency with which certain etiological factors are
e&sociated with severe reading disability. Master's, 1936, Iowa.

597. Lyon, Elva Anne. The cOnstruction and evaluation of a ,course ip
developmental reading for a technical institute. Doolor's, 1935, Ohio State.
t Abstract in %Ohio State university. Abstracts of doctors' dissertations, 19:
73-80)

Analyses the types of reading required and tbe reading abilities needed for successful
acconitplishment of the work at Mechanics institute, Rochester, N. Y.; contracts a training
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course in reading designed to develop more efficient habits of work in the students; ad-
miuLsters the mum*, as a controlled experiment to determine whetber the outcomes cf
stnh a system of trainin g. justify its inclusivn in the rrgular orientation prgracu fk.r ail
entering students : and measures the results of tte experiment.

Mauger. Virgil E. Supervision of reading. Master's, 1.936. Ohio State.
60 ms.

599. Metz, Martha G. Knowlex47e of word meaainz.7 as a contributory fa( tor
to reading success. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

600. Miller, Joe X. An analysis of readin: reports submitted by tenth-grade
pupil& Master's. 1936. Texas.

xn. Murray, Ethel Margaret. Current practices in teachinz readinz as re-
realed in courAls of study for the primary grades. Master's. 1936. Chicago.
104 p. ms.

Awlyzes 25 courses of study adoptkd since 1925 and find.: wide aria:icln in numter
of objectives.

Muse. Montle McCrignmon. An tw_Cperitnent in the classificAtion of the
first grade children of the Statesville city schools for reading. Master's. 1935.
North Carolina. (Abstract in: University of North Carolina record. 2.44: 26)

603. Nolte. Bari Frederick. The effect of i.t.nplification of vot-.0.1111;:ry on
comprehension in reading. Doctor's. 1936. \Iowa. (Abstract in: lowa. Uni-
rersity. Programs announcing candidates for higher degrees . . . 1936. Uni-
versity of Iow-a studies. new series no. 3291

Attempts to dttermine the extent to ikhich simplificntion of vocnbulary afftIcts reading
comprrbension. Describes an experiment in wLich tilt% sixth grade of 32 elementary
schools in eight city school systems in Iowa and II;invis Shows L.) stAtistikally
significant differences between ;be comprebension of se:ectiorl read in tile origiLal form
ar...1 material read with reduced vocabularies:

6)4. O'Connor. Mary Ethel. A study to determine differences betwetIn 10 poor
and 10 good readers in _grade II. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

605. Parker, Alice Ada. A cne study in reading disability. Master's, 1934.
Illinois.

606. Peddy, Roberta. Determination of the most common difficulties in ele-
mentary school reading alid suggested remedies fcr overrotning thetv. Master's,
1935. Michigan. 4:

607. Petty. Mary Clare. An experimental study of certain factor influencing'
reading readiness. lester's, 1936. Texas.

(W. Poison, Thomas Clyde. An experimiantal study of the effects of hetero-
geneous auditory stimuli of various sound levels upon reasling rate and rtiading
comVrebension. Doctor. 1936. California.

Surreys noise.conditions in, schools to establish the sound leyek to be uke,l in tte ex-
perimental study of reading; studies the effects of nolte. music, and speechUmuli, upon
reading rate and reading comprehension. 4

609. Quinlan, Sister Margaret. An_analysis of Aids to the development of
comprehension in reading. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 111 p. ins.

. .

Analyses three pets of geographk texts. readers, andthistorie:k, and finds tbat of the
tot:il 16.6:25 aids to comprehension found. 33.7 percent are found in readers, 46.3 percent
in aeogralshfts. od 15 percent in histories.

610. Schenbecker, Albérta A. The Ctief causes of reading difficulties as re-
vealed by a survey of investigations from 1926 to 1936. Master's, 1936. Temple.
127 ms.

Finds that causes of reading disability include physical defIrtit, low meritsl ability. and
emotional factors, and that .success in learnir4 to read is insured by postponing reading
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until the child reaches a mental age of 6-6, by small classes, by combination of orn !
and silent reading. carefully chosen textbooks, and separate teaching of phonics..

Schneller. i11ard Robert. A study of the characteristics of primary
reading materials. Master's, 1936. Loyola. 163 p. ms. .

Attempts to discover tbe characteristics which should be embodied in primary reading
material in order to lessen the development of reading disabilities.

612. Schoenberg, Louise Sidonie. Phonics as an aid in teaching reading.
Master's, 1936. Chicago. 86 p. ms.

Disi.usses present status of teaching of phonics and finds that the trend is toward
teaching 3 or 4 methods of analysis.

613. Schwartz, Elberta Margarethe. Case studies of seventh grade pupik
having reading disability. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 85 p. ms.

614. Schwarz, H. O. Determination of the 'influence of specific training in
reading on success in grammar grade arithmetic. Master's, 1936. Louisinna
State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. ..n

N. S., no. 12:96-97)
Describes an experiment in which a reading test and an arithmetic test were given to

pupils entering the sixth grade of the Winnfield school, to test the work done in the
fifth grade. The class was divided into two equal groups, one of which received definite
and specific training in rending, and the other group received only the usual reading
instruction. Finds a small gain in both arithmetic and reading ability on the plat of
btudents given specific training in reading, and recommends That more specific training
in reading be given by the teachers.

015. Semmehneyer, Madeline. The diagnosis and remedial training of re-
tarded readers. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 156 p. ms.

Finds that remedial instruction improves most retarded readers under ordinary
classroom conditions.

616. Simmons, Ellie P. Which is more effective, reading from Apulsion4r
free reading? Master's, 1935. Howard. 37 p.

Finds that free reading secmed to increase comprehension as measured by the Los
Angeles elementary test: form 1.

617. Snyder, Walter E. An attempt to apply a diagnostic and remedial
teclpique in reading to a high school situation. Master's, 1936. Oregon.

618. Spain, Cecilia Gertrude. Reading disability in the elmentury grades.
Master's, 1936. Stanford.

319. Steele, Vera B. The relation of kindergarten experience to success in
learning to reild. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. T. C.

620. Storey, Bernicit L. Analytical appraisal of a remedial program in 'read-
ing for pupils with an IQ of 90 and below. Doctor's, 1936. Pittsburgh.
(Abstract. in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in
piogress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 245-32)

Analyzes the eff4bct# of a 3-year remedial program in silent reading comprehension
with a.group of 208 grade 3 to grade 6 pupils paving IC)s ot 90 and below to determine
the relative worth of different methods of teaching comprehension. Finds little 6r no
improvement dui:ing the 3-year period in the physical and socio-economic status of
the pupils, no consistent trend toward improvement in reading comprehension was
apparent within the racial and nationality groupings, that success of the program
was. brought about by the use of varied methods of improving reading comprehension,
rather than by the use of any one type, and that gain in reading age exceeded gain
In. tpental Age.

621. Thrner,Minnie L. 2?. comparison of bright and dull children in reading.
Master's, 1935. Michigan.
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622. Vogt, S. Harlan. The effects of Ft special. technique upon rate and com-
prehension in teaching silent reading. Master's, 1936. Louisville.

Attempts to determine w-likb-ei a technique embracing certain factors in teaching
silent' reading would result in an increase in speed and comprehension. Finds that
while pupils may be made to read more rapidly there is no definite indication that
they comprehend equally well what they read.

623. Webber, Bernice ALine. Stmly of intermediate grade children's prefer-
epees. in prose nature reading. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 67 p. ms.

Finds that intermrdiate grade children have derided preferences as to method of
presentation as to fanciful. true story, or factual. The preferences of boys and girls
differ slightly. The preferences changed some in the daily and final checkings. Tbe
prefer, nces changed from grade to grade ; children of lower and hi.....her I. Q. shilw some
differPnces in preferenci . The content of the fourth<rade reading texts that were
annlyzed has been organized so as to appeal to the children's inteicsts from the stand-
point of method of presentation of prose nature material more than' the content
of texts for either of the other two groups.

t;;;4. West, Reginald Jesse. Visual defects and other factors in relation to
expressed preference for or aversion to reading as a school subject. Master's,
1936. Texas.

625. Wilson, Percy Edward. A statistical study of the relationship between
comprehension in reading and reasoning in problem solving in elementary
school arithmetic. Master's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
state university. University bulletin, vol. `..8 N. S., no. 12: 101)

Analyzes scores made by all seventh and eighth grade pupils in the various schools
of Jefferson Davis parish on standardized reasoning test in problem solving in. arith-
metic, and in a standardized comprehension test in reading. Indicates that failure to
solve problems in arIthmetI j due to some more important factor than inability to
read with comprehension.

626. Wood, Martha Carolyn. Non-remedial provisions for individual dif.
ferences in reading in elementary grades. Master's, 1943. Peabody. 100
p. ms.

Studies the literature from 1918 to date and finds recommendations for diagnosing
children, grouping prpils by rooms and within the classroom, providing for individual
differences in reading through materisils and through the adaptation of methods of
instruction io individual and group needs, for givIng special help when necessary, and
for allowing individual promotion.

627. Woods; Lulu M. Effects of the summer vacation upon the reading
ability of first grade children. Mastres, 1936. Buffalo. 42 p. ms.

628. Word, Ituth L. A study of silent reading ability and 'achievement in
grades seven and eight. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

629. Wright, Wendell William. Reading readinessa prognostic study.
Doctor's, 1936, Indiana. Bloomington, Indiana university, 1936, 46 p. (Bul-
letin of the school of education, Indiana university, vol. 12, no. 3)

Describes a 2-year prognostic study, including approximately 400 beginning first-
grade pupils in the Bloomington, Ind., public schools, to %/item were given the Metro-
polltan readiness test, the Detroit first-grade intelligence test, the Lee-Clark reading
readiness test, and who were rated by their iirNt grade tenchers on a pupil rnting scale.
The criterion of success measures were teachers marks in reading and the total grade
score on the Gates primary reading tests. Finds that prognosis is valuable as a basis for
guidance of pupils in the present curriculum of systematic reading.

630. Yarlan, J. Ellsworth. Some measurable aspects of reading ability as
related to indices of scholastic success at the college level. Master's, 193a
Purdue. 31 p. ma.

Tests.150 college students as to their reading ability. Indicates that the assumption
that scholastic success is proportional to the ability to read is not founded ou fact.
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631. Yoakam, G. A. The improvement of reading and study habits. E-
mentary school journal, 36: 175-784, November 1935. (University of Pittsburgh)

632. The improvement of reading in the middle grades. Education,
56: 1-6, Sepiember 1935. (University of Pittsburgh)

633. a Research studies in work type reading: a summary of work
done at one university. Journal of educational research, 29:532-13, liarch
1936. (University of Pittsburgh)

634. The supervision of instruction in reading. Educational method,
15: 3-10, October 1935. (University of Pittsburgh)

HANDWRITING
ex

635. AsW)y, Robert Mayfield. The status of handwriting instruction and
the qualifertions of teachifs of handwriting in the elementary and secondary
schools of Kentucky. Maker's, 1936. West. Ky. St.. T. C. 57 p. ms.

636. Boraas, Harold O. An experimental study of the relative merits of cer-
tain *ritten letter forms with respect to legibility, with speed and stability
as ielated factors. Doctor's, 1936. Cornell.

Describes expe.riments conducted with 18 pupils in a small village higl) school to
test the weed and stability of three forms of four capital letters; 232 students from
a .small village school, from a city of 16,000 inhabitants, and from a university of 600
students to test the legibility of three forms of each of the capital letters of the
alphabet. Finds that stability is important in writing, and can be n4nsurell by rellab:e
measuring instruments; tbat great variations in speed, stability, and le¡iibility exist
in handwriting; that there is need to select letter forms with respect to speed, stability,
anti legibility ; that the most legible forms are of the print type.

637. Guilford, William H. Left-handedness : its effect upon the quality and
-speed of writing -of pupils in the fifth and sixth grades. Master's,. 19343.
Puget Sound. 24 p. rns.

Compares the writing success and writing procedure of a number of lefthaadPd pupils
in the schools of Tacoma with success of an equal number of right-handed pupils.

638. Stieg, Lewis Francis". An introduction to paleography for librarians.
Doctor's, 1935. Chicago.

SPELLING

639. Bangert, Florefice. Spelling difficulty as revealed by learning effort.
Master's, 1936. Iowa.

\ 640. Becker, Frances Ellen. Fifteen hundred most important words for,a
%

\child to be able to spell at the end of grade four. Master's, 1936. Itwa.
6-U.. Dick, Mary E. A study of learning difficulty. of certain spelling words.
affili's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

02..Fox, Mary Elizabeth. Free, one phonetids laboratory. Gunnison, Colo.,
WetrEp state college.

643\è Garrison, K. C. The high school spelling vocabulary. High school jour-
nal, 1: 147-50,172, May 1936. (North Carolina state college) .

Studies the words most commonly used and most commonly misspelled by high-school
pupils.

,

644. Gillespie, Vivian Jepson. A study of the frequency with which the
small and capital letters are used. Master's, 1936. West. Ky. St T. C. 41.
p. MS.

-
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645. Johnson, Vera Yeteva. The comparative frequency of the spellings of
the phonetic alphabet as found in a selected word list. Master's, 1936. Loui-
siana State. (Abstract in : Louisiana state university. University bulletin,
vol. 28 N. S., no. 12 : 67)

Surveys briefly the sources of the Eng1101 language, its development, and recent in-
vestigations that have been made in the field of 8p4.11ing. Assembles a word list of some
42.000 words based primarily On the Daniel Jones', An English pronouncing dictionary.

646..Ludman, Julia. .An experimental stwly of spelling .in an eighth grade
class. Master's, 1936. Ohio State\ 137 p. ms.

Studies spelling in the eighth grade, taught by five methods of transfer and rates
words u-ed in compositions according to Thorndike's 'list. Finds that pupils must
master the spelling of the first 3.000 words in Thorndike's list since most of the words
used in tipir writing are in this list. By the time a4pupil reaches the eighth grade,
he should take over individual responsibilir for spelling growth in connection with
Isis leiter work unless lie is a problem case. The experiment provided a basis and
sanction for an integrated and functional' emphasis on spelling with individuals in
pla(e of a separate subject-matter approach with an eighth-grade class.

647. McClure, Ruth. An experiment in the use of kinesthetic spelling pro-
cedure. Master's, 19* Colo. St. Coll.

GIS. Orr, Aubye Tidmore. A study of misspelled words in letters written by
sixth grade pupils. Master's, 1935. Birmingham-Southern. 43 p. ms.

649. Pennie, Lois M. A diagnostic, remedial, and enrichment spelling program
in the McCaskill training school, Superior, Wisconsin. Master's, 1936. Iowa.
363 p.

650. Smith, Harley. A recording of English sounds at three age levels in
Ville Platte, Louisiana. Dostor's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Loui-
siana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12: 67-68)

C51. Sutton. J. P. The effect of environmental background on spelling ability.
Master's, 1936. Peabody. 118 p. ms.

652. Thomas, Emily B. Themes as a source of a spelling word list for the
high schools Union county, New Mexico. Master's, 193G. Colo. St. Coll.

G53. Trent. E4ith Wilma. A comparative study of two methods of teaching
spelling. Master.'s, 1936. Iowa. 100 p. ms.

654. Wood, Linie R. A comparison of the relalive Nalue of teaching spell-
ing by coluitnn and paragraph form. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION .

,

655. Allebach, Kathryn Y. An investigation of failure cases in high school
English will' special ieference to renwdial proceddres. Master's, 1936. Buffalo.

656. Bailey, Barbara. An analysis of language errors in written composition
in intermediate grades. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

657. Bailey, Margaret. A compargson of oral and written methods in teaching
verbs. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

658.* Baylor, Florence. A survey of what has been done to adapt the teaching..
of English to individual differences in the senior high schools of Detroit
Master's, 1965. Michigan.
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659. Beard; John R. A study to determine the minimum essentials in English
to be emphasized in the junior high school. Master's, 1936. Louisville.

Attempts to determine the minimum essentials in spelling, punctuation, capitalization,
and grammar, and wirt items in grammar should receive the most emphasis in th..
Junior high school, is shown by analyses of the errors of 2,151 pupils in the junior
high schools of Louisville.

660. Berrier, Raymond. Symbolic formulation and expression in speech with
special regard to vocabulary. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

661. Besig, Emma M. S. History of composition teaching in secondary schools
of the United States. Doctor's, 1935. Cornell. 370 p. ms.

662. Braly, Nona Frances. Trends in English instruction. Master's, 1936.
Tennessee. 120 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the most significant changes being made in the teaching of
literature, composition,. and functional grammar in junior and senior high schools
Finds a general tendency toward revising, enriching, and expanding the English coure
of study, and a closer association of departments. or the cooperative teaching of
English as a method for improving habits in English usage.

663. Breese, Sarah E. A measurement of the effect of vocabulary training
on progress in the major junior high school subjects. Master's, 1935'. Michigan.

664. Brunelli, Julia. The effectiveness of teaching eighth grade English by
the inductive and deductive methods with special reference to the verb.
Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. '(Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts
of theses, researches in progress, and bibliograppy4of publications, 12: 292-93)

Favors the inductive method of teaching grammar as it affords training in the de-
velopment and organization of thought and in the formation of speech habits for effective
expression.

665. Busboom, Hugh. Variations in punctuation skills of sixth grade pupils
in friendly and business letters. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 87 p. ms.

666. Clark, Iiabel. A comparative study of technical pupils in the elimina-
tion of errors in English composition. Master's, 1936. Loyola. 85 p. ms.

Investigates the accomplishment of vocational or technical pupils in English classes,
and finds that vocational or technical pupils profit as much or more than non-vocational
pupils in the study of grammar as applied to composition writing.

*667. Coble, Robert. An experimental study to determine the incentive value
of knowledge of marks on achievement in English grammar. Master's, 1936.
Penn. State. 2 p. ms.

Analyzes data collected in English classes in the 'Sandy township high school in
Du Bois,Pa,, as to whether or not pupils can be motivated as effectively in English
grammer with "pass" and "failure" as with the usual school marks. Finds that a certain
laercent of students will work at approximately the same rate regardless of whether they
know their grades or not, but the majority will respond better with the incentive of
grades.

668. Conrad, Lawrence E. The laboratory process in junior high school read-
ing teaching. English journal, II. S. ed. 26: 211-17, March 1937. (State teachersA a
college, Upper Montclair, N. J.

14esents eight distinct and cumulative processes, one for each year, by which reading
writing may be taught simultaneously. Finds that the processes have been useful
China in teaching English to Chinese students, and may have a wider application

there, where the experiment is being continued.

669. Convery, John Joseph. English as a skill in occupations. Master's,
IA& Boston Univ. 72 p. ms.

Studies the nee of Englisli as a skill in secretarial work newspaper writing, radio
broadcasting, writing of advertisements, salesmanship, writing book reviews anq short
stories, and"civil service positions.

.
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670. Darlington, Meredith W. A program for the improvement of English
in the seventh grade of the Fairbury junior high school and its effect on the
other school subjects. Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 91 p. ms.

Finds that pupils learn fully as much in the other subjects when correct English is
stressed by all teachers and that their improvement in English is much greater than
when the English teacher alone insists on correct English usage.

671. Davis, Bess Tohill. A study of the parts of speech in 'English grammar.
Master's, 1936. Michrtan.

672. Denison, Bruce. The education of English majors in relation to the
subjects they teach. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

673. Dow ley, Edith M. The effect of teachers' verbal direction on the lan-
guage of young children. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

074. Duckett, Mary Eliz%beth. A comparative study of two contrasting types
of language composition instruction: instruction based on funitioial centers
of expression and instruction based on rhetorical centers of expression.
Master's, 1936. Chicago. 107 p. ms.

compares progress in composition ahillty of classes employing contrabting methods of
instruction.

*675. Dunn, Alice. The number of separate language errors attaching to an
individual child. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 108 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted with 39 sixth grado children in the Wells school,
Boston, to whom the Wilson language error test was administered. Data indicate the
high frequency of a limited number of errors.

*676. Eberling, Agnes Emma. Functional grammar in the junior high school.
Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 204 p.

Discusses the views of noted educators on functional grammar, and develdps a course
of study to teach functional grammar in the junior high school.-

677. Filk, Anna. Survey of teaching practices of teachers of English. Mas-
,

ter's, 1936. Minnesota. 236 p. ms.
4

:t study HT-English. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

*679. Fitzgerald, Mary Thecla. Four%unitgocit high school English. Master's,
1936. Boston Univ. 169 p. ms.

678. Fisher, Frances E. Experimental units for an eighth grade course of

Applies the unit plan to The idylls of the king, and to the writing of businekis -letters,
ánd give:s a description from actual data ot' a twelfth grade English class of 28 mem-
bers in the Mary E. Wells high school, Southbridge, Mass.

680. Hagan, Edith Grace. A guide book for the teaching of college composi-
tion. Master;s, 1936. Stanford.

681. Hanna, Orville M. Reading maketh a full man. English Journal, college
edition, 25: 138741, February 1936. (River Falls state teachers college)

Studies the relation between the vocabulary test of 737 college freshmen and the
grades they made in English composition, and finds a definite relation between vocabulary
and ability in English composition.

682. Harford, Lynne Sullivan* An experiment in correlating English with
content subjects. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 92 p. ms.

Invest:gates the extent to which correlation has n definite value to the Eng'ish class
as well us to the classes in correlated subjects.

683. Hart, Robert L. A study of methods in the teaching of secondary school
English. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 106 p. ms.

Shows that methods today,tend to place emphasis upon tht% importance of performing
more meaningfully, more happily, and more satisfactorily all tbose activities in which
the pupil naturally engages in life situations:

4.
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681. Hasiaold, Ernest From sophomore English to humanities. English jour-
nal, college edition, 24: 47-56, January 1936. (University of Louisville)

GM. Heylmun, Elizabeth Crawford. An analysis of present practices .and
tendencies in freshman English in certain colleges and universities. Master's,
1935. George Washington. 127 p. ms.

Analyzes freshman English requirements in 122 colezes, and replies to questionnairessent to 194 chairmen of freshman English committees and to 54 graduate studentsitttending summer school in two universities. Finds deficiencies in preparation oftheir entrants one of the chief problems. Data indicate that the course is not maintain-ing standards commensurate with its possibilities, that some colleges are putt:ng thestudy of literature in first place in the course, that some are giving training in thinking
and are placing more emphasis on what is said. and that creative writing is advocated onlyfor superior students.

68G. Hobbs, Valine. Beginning dictionary habitsfourth and fifth grades.
Master's, 1936. Peabody. 271 p. ms.

Finds that children may be taught to we the dictionary with ease and pleasure ; these
children used a dicticnary frequentjy of thrir own volition ; there is a distinct gradation
of dipiculty in the variou3 types of dictionary exercises; the most frequent sources ofdiffi6lt words are reading and socinl studies; definitions and spelling are the itemsmost frequently looked for in a dictionary; girls seem to surpass boys in the use of the
dictionary ; and Webster's elementary dictionary proved the most useful dictionary forthese children.

687. Holte, Hartley M. -Variations in punctuation as used by pupils of the
fifth grade. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 115 p. ms.

*688. Howard, Helen White. Errors in certain essentials of English form
and usage in grades 7, 8, and 9. Master's, 1936. Boston UnIV. 55 p. ms.

Attempts to determine how much the pupils of grades 7, 8, and 9 improve in the
mechanics of written composition from one grade to another ; to-find out what types of
errors are being made in each grnde and to arrange them in the order of their importance;
to find out what errors are eliminated from grade to grade; to determine the relationshipbetween the pupils' intelligence and the errors made, and between the pupils' scholastic
achievement and tl'e errOrs; and to find out what errors are common to each grade and
to each ability group within each grade. Analyses the written composition work of 26
pupils in two school systems, in which both groups wrote a friendly letter and abusiness letter.

689. Johns, Walter Iiirchard. The erowth of vocabulary among university
students with some consideration of methods of fostering it.. Master's, 1936.
Nebraska. 99 p. ms.

Measures gains in technical vocabulary under highly motivated conditions; general
vocabulary. in a class where new words were reported by students and later used In
tests; general vocabulary from the beginning to the end of a school year without special
motivation.

690. Kearins, Nellie Cecile. Laboratory versus recitation method of teaching
English composition.. Master's, 1836. Chicago. 62 p.

691. Keith, G. L. A course of study in English for the tenth grade in Maddox
high school. Master's, 1936. Emory.

692. Laun, Fillmore C. An analysis of fifth grade language skills. Master's,
1936. Iowa. 136 p. ms.

6)3. Leary, Genevieve Mary.
Doctor's, 1936. Yale.

694. Little, Marguerite F.
ter's, 1936. Iowa.

Free compositions as an aid in child guidanc .

Analytical scale of language afhievement. Mas-

ms.
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695. McGehee, 'William. The free word associations of elementary school
childwn. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 137 p. ms.

Investigates the sex and age level differences of 400 children, ages 7-10, as revealed
by a five word association test. Finds the reaction time of boys conAstently shorter than
the reaction time of the girls.

696. Meade, Richard A. Derivation of special abilities in grammar. Master's
1936. Virginia. 209 p. ms.

697. Meierdierks, Ruth Dick. The functional emphasis in recent senior high
school English courses of study. . Master's, 1936. Chicago. 162.S p. ms.

Finds tbat the literature reading objectives are plimarily functional in all grades.

698. Miller, Clarence Withoft. A suggestive language curriculum for the
lower school. Master's, 1936. Georgia.

699. Moore, John Abe. A comparative study of the school progress of certain
language groups in the rural schools of Texas. Master's, 1936. Texas.

700. Mortimore, Ralph O. The maintenance of fundamental English skills in
junior high school grades through a pupil self-help prolect. Master's, 1936.
Iowa. 84 p. ms.

701. O'Neil, Mary Theresa. The development of a suitable course of study
in English for handicapped pupils of the junior high school. Master's, 1936.
Boston Coll.

702. Ord, Avis* C. The content of existing courses of study in language for
the primary grades. Master's, 193G. Colo. St. Coll.

703. Parker, Laura J. Present practices in senior high school English as
revealed in 20 state courses of study published since 1929. Master's, 1938.
Oregon.,

704. Peterson, Aubrey H. English majors of the Western Kentucky state
teachers college, 1924-1935. Master's, 1936. West. Ky. St. T. C. 39 p.

705. Peterson, Shailer A. Teaching the special vocabularies. Oregon educa-
tion journal, 11 : 2, 16-18, November 1936. (University of Minnesota)

Attempts to determine whether the inductive method may be successfully used for
building scientific vocabularies and synthesising meanings by tleir roots and parts;
shows that these are successful techniques and that these abilities may predict achieve-
ment in Kleine.

706. Polk, Helen Olivia. An experiment in teaching English expression.
Master's, 19(36. Indiana. 108 p. ms.

707. Pyle, Winifred. A study of certain teaching practices in the field of
English. Master's, 1936. Stetson. 101 p. ms.

Finds that the proPer teaching procedures will 'develop the character and Ideals of.high-school student&

708. Reeverts, Emma. An analysis and evaluation of a special two hour
coil* in English language and composition for all seniors in Berea academy
in 1933-34. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

709. Reid, Florence E. A study of the achievement of teachers in training
on certain basic language skills. Ataster's, 1936. Iowa.

710. Sarbaugh, Mabel Bell. The relative valtie of supervised study and
tile traditional method, including homework assignments, in the teaching of
English grammar. Master's, 1966. Buffalo. 57 p. ms.

ms.
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Sechler, Hazel B. A pre-third-gFe course of study in language. Mus-
ter s, 1936. Iowa. £6 p.

712. Seybold, Arthur M., Snyder, Henry, and other8. Integration in gralle
eight. Upper Montclair, State teachers co/lege, 1936. 39 p. ms.

Presents a correlated program of English, history, and mathematics.

f 713. Smith, Henry Lester and Painter, William Isaac. Bibliography of
literature on the teaching of English from January 1, 1930 to January 1, 1936.
Bloomington, Indiana university, 1936. 299 p. (Bulletin of the School of
education, Indiana unjversity, vol. 13, no.' 1)

Presents an annotated bibliography prepared with the express purpose of classifying
and arranging recent periodical materials related to the teaching of English iv such
form that English teachers may be able to find readily articles related to any phase of
instructional activity or subsidiary interest.

714. Smith, Ova Coffman. A pr?posed rating scale for the evaluation of
Junior high school English teaching. Master's, 1936. Oklahoma. 64 p. ms.

Reveals the difficulty of setting up definite separate criteria for the evaluation of
Englisb teaching, and that the standards for judging good teaching should be considered
first from the standpoint of the teacher, and then from the standpoint of the learner.

715. Stacy, Walter M. The maintenance of fundamental English skills in
Junior high, school grades through a pupil self-help project. Master's, 1036.
Iowa. 78 p. ms.

716. Starr, Lelah Caroline. The development of an English composition unit
in junior high school. Master's, 1936. Denver. 111 p. ms.

._..,,Attempts to develop a plan by means of which a pupil may increase his power in bothpal and written expression. and -to impress on his mind a knowledge of certain essen-
tials and fundamentals in the use of his mother tongue. The development of the plan
was made with a 7B class in one of the junior .high schools in Denver, September
1933 to January 1934. The plan is designated in the thesis as the Self-appraisal plan.
The specific objective of the study of teaching oral and written expression by this plan
was to determine if a method was desirable which would set up with the student definite
standards ty which to appraise and correct his own oral and written expression ; would
place emptlesis on consent rather than form; would rrouse language consciousness and
awareness; would interest student in keeping records of his successes and failures.

717. Steele, Eileen French. Chu-wet in the English curriculum of Kansas
high schools, 1866-1934. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

718. Thompson, Olive. Educational units in second grade language. Master's,
1936. Iowa. 237 p. ms.

719. Tubre, Beaumont. An experimental study of two teaching procedures in
seventh grade English. Master's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisi-
ana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12 : 99)

Compares the achievement of two groups of 78 pupils in the Rosenthal grammar sthool
in Alexandria, one group taught by the supervised study method and the other taught by
the question-answer method. Finds that the question-answer grep was consistently
superior to the supervised study group.

720. Vasche, Toseph Burton. A course of study in English for the Oakdale
union high school. Master's, 1936» Stanford.

721. Warren, Alice Fern. The comparative progress of Latin and non-Latin
high school pupils in comprehension of English grammar and vocabulary. Mas-
ter's, 1 . Puget Sound. 119 p. ms.

Compares tbe success in English of pupils who bad Latin in high school And bf pupils
who had additional English in lieu thereof in two Idaho high schools.

722. Wantland, L. Bonita. An analysis of the content of 16 courses of study
in. English for the ninth grade. Master's, 1930. Michigan.
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723. Whatley, Janie Ruth. A study of the teaching of written composition
in senioriigh schools. Master's, 1936. Texas.

724. Wheeler, Alice Loper. Control over various period usages by pupils
the fourth, fifth, and Beth grades. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 122 p. ms.

725. Whitfield, Gladys. An analysis of 10 courses of study in English for the
fourth grade. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

726. Wilder, Arthur Scott. The influence of a typewriting course on English
composition. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

727. WoolleypIrrances. English courses of study in Kansas high schools from
1908-1935, with special reference to the growth of American literature. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Kansas.

7.28. Works, Bennie. English instruction in liortitipirli grade of Texas junior
high schools. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 136 p. ms.

Examines five phases of English instruction ; (1) individuAzation. (2) title of present-
day materials, (3) functional composition, (4) instructional grammar, and (3) correlation.

LITERATURE

I -

729. Bradshaw, Ruth E. Children's choices in poetry in primary grades.
Master's, 1936. Iowa.' 120 p. ms.

730. Canr4m, Constance Elizabeth. The appeaPof Victor Ilugo for the ado-
lescent. Master's, 1936. Stankord.

731. Clow, Ruth Maurine. Shakespeare's The Merry Wives or Windsor: a
textual study. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

*732. Cuff, Roger Penn. A study of the classical' mythology In Hawthorne's
writings. Doctor's, 1936. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for
teachers, 1936. 7 p. (Abstract. of Contribution to education, no. 180)

733. Ferrill, Virginia Mae. Themes and interest factors found in poetry for
intermediate children. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 51 p. ms.

4

734. Henry, Dora D. The short story as a means of developing appreciation in
the high school literature program. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 100 p.

4
Presents a historical survey of the development of the short story as a type and its

early recognition in the secondary school program ; gives a compre ensive picture of
the place occupied by the short story in the average high-school curricu m at the present
time; points out certain unfortunate traditional tendencies in regard toi tbe selection
of the stories and authors that have received the sanction of the school and are included
in the typical course of study Finds that the short story is worthy of inclusion in
the high-school literature program ; that the school has been sldw to recognize its pond-

. bilities; that the teacher is largely responsible for the careful selection of a wide variety
of stories to be recommended to students; and that, with proper hindling, the short
storyecan become one of the most effectlie means of developing appreciation.

735. Hollowell, Lillian. Teaching of high school literature. Tennessee
teacher. 3 : January 1936. (Murray state teachers college)

736. Huse, Esther Lydia. An experimental study of the relative effectiveness
of an ideational and a technical approach of teaching poetry. Master's, 19354:

Washington. .499 p. ms.

737. Jacobs, Leland B. Some eongiderations of poetry recommendations for
children in grades four, five, and six. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

738. Kennedy, Ruth P. A study of children's choices in poetry. Master's,
1936. Colo. St. Coll.

.
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739. Meade, Richard Andrew, Directing the acqUisition of appreciation in
'literature. Secondary edupation in Virginia, 21 : 24-31, November.1935. (Uni-
versity of Virginia)

4

740. Miller, Dorothy Mavis. A collection of material for the teaching of Kim.
Master's, 1936. Peabody. 151 p. ms.

741. Nesler, Millage E. A study to determine the f4ctors which influence
high schools pupils in their attitude toward literature. Master's, 1936. Ind.
St. T. C. 54 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers college. Teachers
college journal. 7: 125-26, July, 1936)

Analyzes replies to a uestIonnaiié distributed to 500 high-scpool juniors rind seniors
in Sullivan, Vigo, Parke, gantgomery, and -Fountain counth.s, and finds the 27 percent
of the boys and 30 percent et thq girls %said thar-tikey dislik.ed literature; that on the
average boys mad more than girls.; that in the families in which the parents did *litt;ti
reading the children did not enjoy rVing that few, of the children enjoyed poetry.

742. Pinard, .11anne Y. The history of the teaching of English literature
in secondary schools. Master's, 1936. Mount Ilolyoke. 106 p. ms.

Shows that English liteeature had to struggie against the handicaps of_ tradition and
of teachers trained under a disciplinary philosophy of education. These two handicap.;
Appear in the struggle to include English literature in the curriculum and the long
fight to get teachers to drop methods of teaching used for the ancitut languages in favgr
of methods consonant with the true aims of the teaching of literature.

743. Reilly, Sister M. Rosalita. The oral wethod versus the silent readin:.:
method in developing an appreciation of lyric poetry. Master's, 1936. Johns
Hopkins.

744. Roberts, Flora Ellen. Grade placement of poems wo.st frequently used
in secondary schools. Muster's, 1936. Stanford.

*745. Sailer, it Carl. 'A. coniparative study of various methods of memorizing
.0oetry. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 2 vols.

Attempts to determine which of four methods of memorizing poetry, their own, aural,
visual, or the combination, is the most economical of time and. repetitions in iv-curing
the most nearly perfect and laSting retention in memorizing sonnets by the whole method
isIng distribilted repetitions by high-school students over a numbei of days. Describes
an experiment conducted with 129 students 4n the ninth and tenth grades in high

memorizing Shakespeare's sonntti. Presents case studies for each of the
pupil" in the experiments.

746. Schuler, Sister M. Lucina. A study of the effect of an interpolated mental
activity upon children's recall of prose. Master's, 1936. Catholic 'ILIA.. 25 p. ms.

Shows the influence of an interpolated mental activity upon children's recall of prose
as obtained by a comparison of the mean %scores of the control groups with Mr of
the experimental groups at five age levels. Interpolation causéd a consistently flight
and statistically insignificant hindrance effect in the 9-, 10-, and 11-year age groups
while n representation of the original learning gave a consistently slight and Statistically
insignificant facilitation effect.

747. Smith, Collie Evelyn. The l4terary comprehension of eighth-grade
pupils. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 56 p. ma.

Finds that literary comprehension of students can be measured with a fair 41egree
of accuracy.

748. Snodgrass, Dorothy Marks, Shakespeare's sonnets: their relation to
other sonnets of the Elizabethan period. Master's, 1936, Stanford.

749. Stenhouse, Bessie Charlotte. Relative merits of teaching English litera-
ture by discussion method and-supervised study sheets. Master's, 1936. Chi-
cago. 75 p. ms.

750. Tupper, Florence E. Teaching literature in the high school ddring an
era of change. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 180 p. ms.
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751. Turner, John William. Importance of American 'lags through env-

plu'isis in literarf histories. Master's 1935. Peabody. 218 p. ms.
Analyzes eight school histories of American literature and records the space devotedto 4,670 writings.

752. Worrell, Charlotte. Literary dais as activities sapplemenfary to the
English covse in the secondary_ school. 'Master's, 1936. Ohio Slate; p.

Finds that literarr clubs may be valuable supplements t.o regular classwork, by pro-viding a more lifelike situation for the .students. but that the clubs must be bastd onpupils' interests, closely correlated with schbul work and effectively. supervised.

412: 2S0-81)

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

CLASSItAL LANGUAGES

733. Atwater, Elizabeth Latin in the colleges of th6 early nineteenth
century. 'Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and t)ibliography of publications,

754. Colvin, Charles G. A study of 016 prae value of Uitlin .to men and
wwan in various occupations and Professions. .1 at-ter's, 19:15. Ind. St. T. C.
210 p. Ts. (Abstract in : Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college
journal, 7: 110, July 1930.

00,

AntrIv'zes replies to a questionnaire received from 200 teachers, 100 mediCal and alliedworket:i. 100 housewives, 78 saksint-n, 77 business men, 7o clerical workers, di farmers,56 attorneys, 38 clergymen, 24 unskillekl laborers, 24 skilled laborers. 13 tnginevis, 11lournalists, and 17 perAons in a miscellaneous group in Indiana, Illinois, and Ohio, allot whom had studied Latin for. 1 'year or more. Finds that 516 of the 869 personsrepinn,-; to tile questionnaire recommended Latin to those preparing to enter their occu-pation or profession; that 2 years of Latin was rectpmmended with the greatest frequency;that the study of Latin resulted in a better, underAandIng of Enilish grammar; that thestudy of Latin made i\easier to learn othcr foreign languages that the Latin coUrseshould it°be more closely related to Op English course.

755. Dallin, Robert B. A ktudy of Cicero's De Officiis. Masters', 1936. T. C.
Col. Univ. 43 p. ms.

4

756. MacDonald, Elizabeth Jane. Trends in first year Latin instruction.
Master's, 1935. Brown.

757. Mercer, Airs. Helen Patton. A follow-up study of the finalists in the
Indiana state Latin contest from 1924 to 1935. Master's, 1930. Indiana.
141. p. ms.

*) 758. Smith, Mary Elizabeth. Relation of high school Latin to scholastic
success in freshman year (at college. Master's, 1935. Minnesota. 92 p. ms.

Analyzes the records of 1,025 freshmen in the Libgral arts college of the Universitty
of Minnesota tt; discdver any differences in scholastic success bttween those who didand did not have Latin: Findl that students presenting two units of Latin do slightlybetter than thosi who have taken no language in high schoolboys more than girls,
but evidence is not great eSeugh to warrant drastic measures regarding Latin as
required subject.

MODERN LANGUAGES

759. Beigenthal, H. The history of the German language and literature in
the .curriculun4 of the College of OW City of New York. Master's, 1936.
Coll. of. the City N. Y. 195 p. ms.

Reveals that the study of German has been an integral part of the curriculum of
the College sitice 1852, and the number of instructors and otudiuits of German has

141648--117----43 )
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considerably increased from that time to the present. The development of the courses
offered shows a definite swing from a tress of grammar and syntax to one of litera-

. tore and philology.

7841.. perry, Lesta . Marie. A survey of foreign language teaching in the
schools of Indiana in 1935-36. Masters, 1930. Indiana. 51 p. ms.

*761. Bopnous, Joel Daniel. The Waldensian patois of Pramol. Doctor's
1936. Peabody° Náshville, George Peabolly college for teaphers, 1936. 4 p.
(Abstract of Contribution to education, no. 181)

Compiles a basic vocabulary of a Waldensian patois as it lc; spoken today in the
region% of Pramol in northern Italy ; compiles a basic grammar of the same patois ; and
gives, by means of phonetic symbola, the sounds of that patois.

*762. Flenniken, Mary B. A professionalized study of the teaching of Spanish,
Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 174 p. ms.

763. Flower, Ione K. A study of the effectiveness of teaching French pro-
nunciation to young pupils by means of 'the phonetic symbols of the inter-
national phonetic alphabet and by direct imitation. Master's, 1936. Mass.
St. Coll. 105 p. ms.

studies the imitation method and the phonetic method. Derives, num
to examine the reaults of inst: uction obtained in groups of pupils. shows a
smaller number or pronunciation errors and a uniformly greater ability of co
'don in that group whieb had been taught pronunciation by the Phonetic methot.

764. Gross, Stuart Murray. A vocabulary of New-Mexican Spanish.
ter's, 1936. Stanford.

eats
ntly

Cehen-

Mas-

765. Jialle, Kathryn. Laboratory exercises for Grosjean's New Chardenal
French grammar. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 88 p. ms.

768 Homeier, G. A.,uster. An investigation of the.studf of German in the
North central schools of Mid-1*n and an Atttnyt--to determine (h( causes
which are affecting its present stAtus. Master's, 1936. Michigan.-

767. Miller, Minnie M. Annotated bibliogiaphy of cottrseq of study in modern
languages. Modern langUage journal,. 21 : 247-53, Janudry 1937. (Kansas
state teachers 'college)

6

168. Pease, Ilelen L.
Com

parative study of direct learning procedures in
Spanish. Master's, Dal. Ohio State. 77 p. ms.

769. Schùg, Hoivard Leshere Latin Aurces of Berceo's Sacrificio de la Misa.
Doctor's, 1935. Peabody. Nashtille, George Peabody college for teachers.
1936. 112 p. (Contributign to education, no. 171

Discusses the Tioetry. of Gonzalo de Berceo, traces the Latin. sources ot several of his
-poem& and finds that,lls style and characteristics are the qualities wlitch characterize
Spanish jiterature tlivoughout .its entire course. .N.,

. *770.. Schwartzi _Emanuel K. ..Experimental didactics of the teaching or Ger-
man in tte light of the Gestalt theory. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 333 p. ms.

771. SmithBella May. . The:, French etymology, tits based on the New Tork
state modern foreign languages cA certain te;its in Enesh vocabulary
forOigh school students. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for teach. 82 p. ms.

772. White, Evelyn. The incidence of a limited vocabulary in Spanish prose.
Master's, 1938. Tennessee. 51 p. ms.

Attempts to determine how many words of Spanish prose of average difficulty must
be read in order to encounter all of the first 1,500 and all of the first 2,200 items in
A °faded Spanish word book by Milton A. Buchanan, and whether the first 1.1500 or
first 2,200 itiems should be considered the vocarlary objective for the 2year -high-school
coots&
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MATHEMATICS
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773. Abernethy, Howard R. A survey of the objectives of high school mathe-
matics. allkter's, 1936. Kansas.

*774. Blair, Robert V. Phases of the modern theory of. conics and their
professional treatment. Doctor's, 1935. Peabody. NashvilIC, àeorge Peabody
college for teachers, 1936. 4 p. (Abstract of Contribution to education, no.
177)

Shows the topics and concepts of secondary mathematics that are contacted, signifi-
cantly by a serious study of conic th:Iory and its concomitant techniques, and indi-
mites how Ruch a study may contribute to the teacher of secondary mathematics a
broader vision, a deeper understaLdhlg, alld a greater appreciation of the problems bf
his field.

775. Cooney, ,Bernadine J. A critical study of the develòpment of elementary
mathematical pedagogy in Massachusetts. Master's, 1936. Mass. St. Coll.
104 p. ms.

Presents a historical analysis of the theories and practices in the teaching of mathe-
matics during the last 300 years.

776. Davis, Lillian Margaret. A study of retention of eighth grade general
mathematics by tenth grade students. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach. 36 p. ms.

777. Denman, Martha. Geometric constructions and theft interpretations
by other branches of mathematics. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

778. Funkhauser, H. Gray. A history of the graphical representation of
statistical data. Doctor'a, 1935. T. C.:Col. Univ.

Attempts to give the historical background of the use of graphic methods in such a
manner and with sufficient biographical and bibliographical matelial as to furnish the
graphic statistician with a perspective for his work: and to enable him. better to under-
stand and evaluate present practice.

779. Hard, Benjamin, jr. Mathematical models. Master's. 1235.. Peabdtly.
57 p. . Avir

Deals with the history and construction of certain mathematical curves and figures,
accompanied by models.

780. Huff, Leslie George. A comparison of present practices in eighth-grade
mathematics in Texas and other states. blaster's, 1936. Texas.

'*781. Jacks, Robert W. An empirical test of the reliability of tht Peters-Van
Voorhis tetrachoric coefficient or correlation. Master's, 1936. Penn. State.
27 p. ms.

782. Johnson, Palmer O. The measurement of growth in learning. Min-
neapolis, Uniirly of Minnesota, 1936. 20 p.

Develops statisMal methods appropriate for measuring giowth in learning, and applies
the methods in various college fields.

'Z83. and Neyman, J. Tests a certain linear hypotheses and their
applleation to some educational problems. London, University of London,
tnion college, 1935. SS p. (Statistical research memoirs, vol. 1) (University
of Minnesota)

Studies statistical methods dealing with the tests of linear hypotheses with special
applkation to educational and psychological problems. Develóps appropriate statistical
tools for treating ..educational problems capable of statement in the form of statistical
hypothesis.

784. Kirwan, Elizabeth lle. Cu.rriculum unit for a course in statistical
method in library school. Master's, 1936. Denver. 72 p.

Shows that the need forte study of content of a course in statistics in a libra6; school
wa:s felt after a course of this type bad been offered experimentally at the University of
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Denver school of librarianship for 4 years with' succesgful results. The method usull
was, simply; the building of a quest1r%nnaire to be sent out to librarians throughout the
country, which included the fundamental features of an elementary course in statistical
method with application to the field of library work. When completed, the questionna:rt
was circulated to a mailing list of .125 librRrians for their judgment and comment. afttr
their assistance had been sought in a preliminary letter. The results which were obtaintd
from the 71 percent return were tabulated On a question-by-question schedule, and the
curriculum unit was built from the results. The weight whin was given the various
questions formed the 'Tails of decision in time allotment in the cciurse. erbal opinions
werei received at the American Library Association Conference la Denver, June 24-2S,
1935, and were taken into consideration.

7s5. Kratt, Edward J. A., jr. Course of study in mathematics for the Brook-
lyn technical high school. Master's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univi 56 p. ms.

786. Middleton, J., B. Incidental N ersus formal remeiial treatment in mathe-
matics. Master's, 19364 Howard. 48 p. ms.

787. Nelson, Marie. A study of the reeita ion outside assignment plan as
compared with intensive classroom work in teaching seventh grade mathe-
matics. Master's, 193G. Colo. St. Coll.

'1'788. Newsom, C. V. An introduction to mathematics: a study of the nature
of mathematical knowledge. Albuquerque, University of New Mexico, 1936.

. 39 p. (University of New Mexico bulletin, whole no. 295. 'Philosophical series,
vol. 1, no. 2)

789. Piepenburg. Ilma,E. Johnson, A comparison of the mastery of mathe-
matical concepts by certain rural and urban pupils. Master's, 1936. Michignn.

790. Reinhart, Ralph Raymond. A survey of previous scholastic records of
students who are superior in advanced mathematics. Master's, 19:36. N. Y. St.
Coll. for Teach. 19 p. ems.

*791. Richmond, Claude Manby. Tren4s in junior high school mathematics
during the past 25 years.' Master's, 193. George Washington. 62 p. ms.

D1S-cusses the reorgan'ization of mathematics in 1920. the teaching of mathematics in
the Junior high schools between 1921 and 1932, and from 1032 to' date.

792. Schulderman, Marie. The basic factors involved in a space afts curricu-
lum. Master's, 1936. Oregon.

VP

793. Searson, Maude H. A topical history otAlementaryinathematks.. -Mas-

V1.

1936. Creighton. 76 p. ms.
Seegers. Robert L. Correlation between achievement in mathematics

of students at Lincoln parish high schools and Louisiana polytechnic institute.
Master's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louiyina state university.
University bulletin, Tors. 28 N. S., no. 12: 120)

Studies the consistency of mathematical achievement of studelits from the Lincoln
parish high schools and the same students in Louisiana polytechniC institute, and the
probable advantage the students receiving their training in high school under a specialized
mathematics teacher have over students. receiving their training under a teacher not a
specialist in. matheMatics. Data indicate a close relationship loetween high-school marks
and marks received in college, and that students having a tedher who bad mecialised In
mathematics made better marks' than 'did students under tte ordinar*teacber.

# 795. Shanner, William Maurice. Statistical concepts used in dissertations
. tn the Deparpient of education, 192571934. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 78 p. ma

Anabzes statistics employed_ In 547 theses in the Department of education of the
University of Chicago, 1925-1434.

796. Smith, Clinton Gilbert Recreational mathematics as used tz teachers
of secondary mathematics in the junior and senior high schools C:of Indiana.
Master's, 1935. Ball. St. It- C. 70 p. ms.
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797. Spradley, E. S. Remedial drill prozram in mathematios for grades seven
and eight. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 147 p.

*79S. Stearnes, Reaumur Coleman. A mathetnatical analysis and evaluation
of th0 Pearson (wedelns of correlation and regression. Doctor's, 1936. New
Yo.rk. 2U1S p. ms.

Inquire to what extent the theorems and principlos of puro rdatbematics conflrm
the worth at.d validity of Karl Pear -on's coefficient of correlation, and tbe resulting.,
equiltloilq of regression. as measures of relationship,

799. Thompson. James O. An evaluation of certified public accountancy.
Ma:ter's, 1936. Cc; lo.:SL, Coll.

SOO. Tucker, Marie Louise; s'ATwching :lids for seventh-grade mathematics.
Master's. 1936. Texas.

sot Turner. Nura. A stillv of certmin pre-tests for fIN -year college mathe-..
Ina tics. Master's, Iowa.

802. Wainscntt, Clinton Schenck. An attempt to discover a relation between
degree of intrf.,version and scholarship in mathematics. Master's. 196. Stan-
ford.

t 803. Walker, Helen M. and Durost, Walter N. Statistical tables, their
structure and use. New York, Teachers college. Columbia university, 1936.
76 p.

804. Weiss, George D. The accuracy of the coefficient of correlation from
a small number of inttrvals when corrected for broad categories. Master's,
1936: Penn State. 37 p. ms.

Presents an empTilical study of the accuracy of the coefficient of correlation from a
small number of intervals when corrected for broad categories.

ARITHMETIC
01

805. Andreen, Earl Philip. Workbooks in arithmetic. Doctor's, 1936. Yale
806. Bader, Lenore. An experimental unit on stocks and bonds for a dull

normal SA arithmetic class. Master's, 1935. Michigan.
807. Banner, Alberta EtheL The effect of practice on the perception and

memorization of digits presented in single exposures. Doctor's 1936. Ohio
ttate. (Abistjract in : Ohio state university. Abstracts of doctor's dissertations,
20: 3-121

Attempts to determine the amount of improvement in the visual perception rind mem-
orization of digits which resulted from daily practice fur a period of approximately
3 months, the evolution of method in this taFli for threevradunte and two undergraduate
students during the course of practice, the effects on these same subjects of discontinuing
practice for 6 weeks, and the relation between the errors and the serial position of the
digits. Finds that a great Improvement resulted from approximitely 3 months of train-
ing in the perception and memoriz.itiou of digits ; that there were widè individual differ-
ences in performance bOth before awl after practice; that two subjIcts who resumed
practice after 6 weeks of no pracitief showAl an actual gain in ; and that what
at first sight appears to be some phenomenal native cripacity of _talent can be largely
developed by means of constant and d ermined practife.

808. Beardsley, Florence. A stt
in ungraded rooms of a city scho

809. Bell, Genelle. Au analytica
mental operations of arithmetic.

810. Briggs, Virgil. An anal is,
metical ability in grades six, seve

y of the arithmetical ability of the children
4ilystem Master's, 19* Oregon:-

sttidy of the processes involved in the funda-
aster's, 1936. Texas.

quantitative and qualitative, of arith-
and eight. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 103 p.
a.
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811. Brooks, Wiley Glen. The relation between quantity and iluality of learn-
ing and quantity and quality of stimulus in addition of fractions. Doctor's.
1936. Iowa. (Abstract in: Iowa. University. Programs announcing candi-
dates for higher degrees . . . 1936. University of Iowa studies, new series
no. 329)

Presents a detailed study of what happens during learning in an analysis of known
stimuli and the interrelationships implicit in their character. Describes an experim( nt
in which 254 fifthgrade children from 12 schools in three states, worked through eight
units of instructional material in 4dd1tion of fractions, usinz the individualized plan of in-
ktruction. Finds that the pupils made satisfactory learning progress under this aan.

812. Bruce, Mabel L. The content of social arithmetic in the high schools
of -Texas. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1813. Butterfield, Clair J. The sociology of verbal problems in fifth grade
arithmetic. Master's, 1930. Iowa. 46 p. ms.

*814: Caton, Anne Josephine. hoy much time is needed to take an average
fifth or sixth grade pupil from inaccuracy tk 100 perceneaccuracy in a funda-
mental process of arithmetle-----multiplicatiol for example? Master's, 1936.
Boston Univ. 65 p. ms.

Attempts to diagnoFe types of errors in multiplication and to furnish remedial measure
necessary to attain 100 percent accuracy in -one fifth and one sixth grade. Finds that
every pupil of normal intellicence in ihe fifth and sixth grades can.seciire perkct mastery
in multiplication if the teaching Is tatisfactory.

815. Challand, Harold U. A comparative analysis of_ the achievements of
homogeneously and heterogeneously grouped pupils in seventh grade aritlimetic.
Master's, 1936. Iowa. 78 p. ms.

tara

816. Cramer, Cathryn H, SoMology of verbal problems, grade six. Master's,
1936. Iowa. 103 p. ms.

817. Daniels, Guy. The study of the effectiveness of remedial work in busi-
n-ess arithmetic. Masters's, 1936. Iowa.

81S. Dugger, Lonnie Lee. The improvement of the teaching of mathematics
in the first six grades with special reference to the Macclenny school. Master's,
1936. Florida: 118 p. ms.

819. Franseth, Jennie Relent A study of the relative growth of city and'
rural children in learning the addition combinations. Master's, 1936. Mich-
igan.

820. Gibson, Travis M. The efficiency of arithmetic teaching in intermediate
grades of an elementary school. Master's 1936. Tennessee. 257 p. ms.

821. Goetsch, Walter Robert. A study'of the relative effectiveness of dif-
ferent types of graphical representation at the elementary school level. Doc-
tor's, 1936. Iowa. (Abstract in: Iowa. University. Programs announcing
candidates for higher degrees . . . 1936. University of Iowa sttidies, new series
no. 329)

-Attempts to determine the types of graphs most commonly used in elementary school
-instructional materials and to identify the specific skills necessary to interpret the facts
thus presented ; to identify and analyze the specific difficulties which pupils at different
grade levels ni t whi.0 they attempt to intorpret graphs; tó determine which types of

dF graphs pupils at different grade levels can read most, readily; tied to determine thy
type or types of graphs which give the pupils the most permanent impressions of the
data represented. .

822. Herndon, Mary B. A study ,of transfer in second grade arithmetic
Master's, 193 §., Colo. St. Coll.

O
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823. Hieber, Helen Mae. The validity of principles of techniques on the
teaching of directed numbers. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

824. Hilton, Ernest E. Evaluation of certain elementary arithmetic prac-
tices in Wyoming schools in 1935-1936. Master's, 1936. Wyoming. 92 p. ms.

825. Lankford, Francis G. jr. Directing the acquisition of understanding in
Dioblem solving. Secondary education in Virginia, 21 : 43-19, November 1935.
(University of Virginia)

826. Leech, Lulu E. Appraisal of the social worth Of the verbal problem
provisions in the third grade. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 72 p. ms.

827. Bevi, Joseph. The correlation of intelligence with arithuietic
Master's, 1933. Columbia.

88. McCune, Margaret Cecelia. Case 'studies of four children requiring
remedial work in arithmetic. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. toll. for Teach. 55
p. ms.

829. McLaughlin, James J. A graphic survey of intelligence and arithmetic
and reading achievement in the 7th, 8th, 9t1 grades.. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

830. McMurtry, Anna. History of mathejratics as applied to the teaching
of arithmetic, algebra, and geometery. Master's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ.
28 p. ms.

831. McNeil, Ethel. The history and developittent of methods of numbering
and counting in relation to modern arithmetic. Master's, 1936: Temple. 177
p. ms.

832. Miller, Mabel Irene. Arithmetical growth of pupils of a four-year high
school. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 97 p. ms.

Sholvs growth in arithmetical a.bilities and skills during the high-school period.

833. Paulson, Harold M. Analysis of growth in long division by motion
pictures Master's, 1936. Iowa.. 91 p. ms.

.*834 Randall, Joseph Hunierford. Corrective arithmetic in junior high
school. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 129 p. ms.

Describes an &periment conducted at the North Junior high school. Quincy, Mass.
to determine the possfbility of overcoming weakness in arithmetic fundamentals through
corrective procedure on the "100 percent-plan", to be used under certain reasonable

oconditions and limitations.

835. Reed, C. Herbert. A ,yrofessionalized study of arithmetic. Master's,
1936. Tennessee. 313 p. ms.

836. Rodefer, Velma Frances. Au experiment in the use of a self-directing
study guielerin the teaching of business arithmetic. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh.
(Abstract in : University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in

I I

ofprogress, and bibliography publications, 12: 322-23)
Shows that pupils using the study guide judged almost unanimously that they had

gained in sense of reiponsibility, 4ndependence, and self-direction.

t 837. Ruch, G. M., Knight,' F. B., Olander, E. A. and Russell, G. E.
Schemata for the analysis of drill in fractions. Iowa City, University of Iowa,
1938. 58 p. (University of Iowa studies, new series, no. 327. Studies in
education, vol. 10, no. 2. Educational psychology series, no. 3) -

Presents a plan for analySing and constructing drill in common fractions and mixed
numbers, for appraising material, and reports the actual drill contained in
everal textbooks in current use.
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838. Schttne, Evelyn B. Characteristic errors in common fractions at dif-
ferent levels of intelligence. Mastv's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstraci in: Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. Abstracts o7 theses, researches in progress, and bibli-
oiraphy of publications, 12: 324-25)

studios 53 suprtrlor, 85 subnormal. and 136 normn1 pupils in the seventh and eighthgrades of the Mifflin school and in the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades of tho---ilay.;
school to determine whether certain errors in the four processes in common 'fraction§
were characteristic of different intelligence levels.

S&At, Mildred. The sociology of verbal problems in fourth grade arith-
metic. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 50 p. ms.

S40. .Singer, Frank R..jr. The effect of teaching verbal problems before tench-
Ing the dechanics of equation solving. Master's, 1935. WashiAgton Univ.
51 p.

841. Smith, Arthur Joseph. The value of a diagnostic and remedial program
In arithmetic. Mister's, 1936. Chicago. 77 p. MS.

Investigates the value of Fystematic and remedial treatment of the difficulties in aritb
metic of third- and fourth-grade children.

842. Smith, O. S. and Pugh, Stanley. Mastery units in socialized arithmetic.
Chicao, Ill., Lyons and Carnahan company, 1935. 399 p. (East Texas state
teachers college)

843. Stull, J. Milton. A stud); of the arithmetic achievement of the seventh
and eighth grades of the Hornell junior high school. Masfer's, 1936. N. Y. St.
Coll. for Teach. 39 p. ms.

et

844. Wilson, Dorothy Waters. What measures do people know, and why?
Master's, 1930. Boston Univ. 101 p. ms.

)escribes an experiment in which a test designed to bring out n afferent type of
knowledge with respect to measures was given to 2,S17 people distributed nmong grnde
children, :high-school children, and adults In different sections of the country, Finds
that elementary school children have a knowledge ofthe measures which are used in buy-
ing commodities commonly used in the family, and that much of the teaching of measures
in the schools is memorization without meaning :.that adults know the mensures used
in buying and selling commodities with which they have bad experience, and the tabli'd
facts which they commonly nse. Indicates thnt experience rather than training in school
is the most important factor in determining knowledge of denomiate numbers and measures

845. Wilson, Mary Nancy. Acceleration in arithmetic : its effivt upon subse-
quent work in mathematics. Master's, 1936. Ppabody. 50 p. ms.

846. Wilson, Nellie Alma. An analysis of the sociology of verbal problems
in arithmetic texts, grade seven. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 38 p.

847. Young, Austin Fredetick. Some error factors in column AddItion.
Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Ahstracts
of theses, researches in progress and bibliography of publications; 12: 330-31)

Analyzes the results of 100 fifth- and sixth-grade chilren in column addition.

ALGEBRA AND GEOMETRY

848. Arthur, Lee Edwin. / Measuring the effect of remedial teaching in first-
year.algebra. Master's, 1 O. Chicago. 114 p. ms.

Studies 'errors andselrect8 remedial teachifig carded on during the year 1933-34.

849. Bible, Butord As: Some factors conditioning success in first year algebra.
Master's? 1936. Tenne:zee 65 p.

Attem ts to determin the relative value of intelligence, aptitude, arithmetic reason-*, ari i metic manip ation, and interest in predicting success in first-year algebra,
Finds t 1 best combil.tion for predicting succeu in first-year algebra Is IQ, prognosis

t. 4 sco and arit .1 etic reasoning. test score.
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850. Cowles, Mildred Elizabeth. An analysis of the errors made in elementary
aalgebra. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado

studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 19)
Attempts to determige the typAnd extent of errors made by pupils wbo have studied%

algebra for 1 year by administering the Douglas standard dingnostic test for elementary
algebra to the elementary algebra pupils of two high schools in which algebra is a
required subject. 4 .4

851. Davis, Raymond T. Indisidualized plane geometry. Master's, 10313.
Iowa.

852. Ewer, Aulus B. A workbook In geometrIc design. Masters, 1936.
Colo. St. Coll.

853. Fender, Villa Eola. The amount of practice and the errors in learning
special binomi:LI product formulae by ninth grade algebra students. Master's,
itcto. Klnsas.

854. Fisher, Fred E. A comparison of the achievement in first algebra in
small and large high schools.' Master's, 1936. South Dakota. 48 p. ms.

855. Foote, ifrs. G. H. The use of originals in the teaching of plane geometry.
Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to collect, organize, a.nd pretirpt in a unified -whole the fragmentary material
on the use of originals in the teaching of plane geometry. Shows that the kind of
thinking usM in the solution of a geometric original is of the same type as that needed
to investigate any tind of given data and draw conclusions. Indicates that if any
transfer of training is to result from the study-of geouietry, definite teaching for transfer
must be done.

856. Foster, Don A. An analysis of the ability of beginning algebra student
to apply specific skills in varied situations. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 72 p.

837. Galat, Sister M. Juliana. Analysis of workbooks ih plane geometry.
Master's, 1936. Catholic Univ. 40 p.

Analyzes 13 putAis led workbooks in plane geometry as to aims and purposes of work-
books as stated by tEje autbols, the number and type of geometric exercises, the amount
of drill material dev ted to tbe various topics. and special features of the livotki)ooks.
Finds vitiations in le relative iktupbasis upon the various topics and iti the distribution
of drill exercises.

858. Gibson, Roy. Study of two groups of pupil's in the Odenville high school
with regard to algebra and geometry: Master's, 1936. Alabama. 34 p. ms.

Girod, Charles. The analytical representations o )oints, lines, and cir-
cles associated with a triangle. Matter's, 1036. Ka t. T. C., Emporia.
SS p. ms.

NO. Hass, David M. A study in diagnosis in addition and subtraction of
algebraic fractions. Master's, 1936. Temple. 11" p. ms.

861. Lamb, Nathan W. Scott. An educational study of elementary geometry.
Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 204 p. ms.

$62. Lavengood, Lawrence W. The effect of the study of plane geometiy
on the ability of high school students in logical rea'soning. Master's, 1936.
Colo. St. Coll. (

863. Lawton, Robert C. A comparison of results obtained with pupils of
two levels of ability in ninth grade algebra through the use of three methods
of instruction. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 88 !isms.

Describes an experiment conducted with a beginning class in algebra for a 30-week
Period in 'which one group was taught for 10 weeks each by the recitation, unit, and
supérvised study mittkods while the second group was taughtT by the supervimed tudy,
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76 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

recitation, and unit methods. Finds that with the pupils used in this experiment, tbo
recitation plan produced the best results with the less capable pupils, and that the
supervised study method was best for the more able students.

864. Lockard, Velma Hurst. Technical study of mathematics vocabulary for
high schools. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 75 p. ms.

865. Lyden, Julia Jeanne. The development of the parallel postulate and
its final culmination in the establishment of non-Euclidean geometry. Master's,
1936. T. C., Col. Univ. 24 p. ms.

866. Miller, Marshall B. Will definite directions for study improve achieve-
ment in first year algebra? Master's, 1936. Kansas.

867. Oakley, C. W. A coMparative study of the effects of two seasons of
learning On second year algebra and plane geometry in the Ambridge, Penn-.
sylvania senior high school. Master's, 1936. Penh. State.

Compares groups of matched students taking algebra in the winter term with those
taking it in the summer term. Finds no statistically significant difference attributable
to difference in season.

868. Prey. Stanley A. An analysis of the difficulties encountered by ele-
mentary algebra pupils in the solution of written problems. Master's, 1936.
Penn. State. 72 p. ms.

Describes an investigation involving 85 boys and 82 girls in five ninth-grade algebra
classes to NJ/loom four tests of written problems were given. Finds little mastery of
problem work in algebra by the pupils; suggests that individual instruction with care-
ful diagnosis of the preceding vork is tbe only possible way to improve the ability of
pupils in verbal problems.

869. Schafersman, Clara. A study of the effects of remedial teaching in plane
geometry. MOter's, 1936. Nebraska. 170 p. ms.

Studies two classes, totalling 26 pupils, in plane geometry for a period of 18 weeks,
;using a battery of tests to determine abilities necessary for the learning of geometrical
principles. One class .was given diagnostic tests and remedial work, while the control
group was given no such work unless they requested it. Shows that -the experimental
group made a decided gain over the contra. group.

870. Sproull, Mary Alta. Student difficulties in the study of college algebra.
Master's, 1935. Peabody. 101 p. ms.

871. Sutliff, Grace K. A comparison of arithmetic ability with reading ability
of special class pupils of the elementary schools of Albany as ascertained
through standardized achievement tests. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach. 53 p. ms. 6

872. Sutton, R. O. A stu,'y in predIcting_suceess in plane geometry. Master's,
166. Louisiana State. (Abstract in : Louisiana state university. University
bulletin, vol. 28 N. S.r no. 12: 98-99) 0

Attempts to determine by comparison whether these elements, taken singly or in
combination, indicate success in plane geometry : 11Q's derived from the Otis self-admin-
istering test of mental ability, higher examination, form A ; Orognostic test scores
secured from Columbia research bureau algebra test, form A, and Columbia research
bureau'plane geometry test, form B; aveçage of combined eighth and ninth grade teachers'
marks; eighth grade arithmetic marks; ninth grade algebra marks; and ninth grade
biology marks. Finds that the average of the previous school marks ls the best factor
with whkh to 'predict success in plane geometry ; success in geometry cannot be pre-
dieted more tecurately for boys than for girls; suceess in plane geometry depends on
thinp other than intelligence, and depends to a great extent upon the teacher.

873. Whiteley, 'Paul J. Predicting success fit ninth grade algebra. Master's,
1930. Temple. 76 p. ms.

874. Wilson, Buena Melisa. Significant episodes in the history of algebra.
Master's, 4936. Peabody. 89 p.
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875. Adams, Edward L. The trends in the content and methods in general
science. Master's, 1935. Emory.

876. Adams, Paul Lorne. The analysis of 12 general science and* biology
glossaries to determine the words essentinl for understanding or desirable for
enrichment of tfie courses. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

871. Anderson, Wendell H. An investigation of Adams' list of general science
words and an investigation of newspapers science words. Master's, 1936.
Michigan.

S78. Archambo, Frank C. A comparison of the use of the problern and the
factual assignments in ninth gra'de physical science. Master's, 1936. Toledo.
86 p. ms.

Describes an expedment in w 400 pairs S f stude s, matched for intelligence, age,
school achievement, and sex, werej tauglitAly_e units using the assienment of facts to

in succeeding units. Finds that ntelligence was a significant factor in all cases ; that
be learned in one group and to be solved in the other. The groups were reversed

the problett Iteignment was sotrewhat superior to the factual assignment in every
unit but one.

879. ,Bickel, John C. A comparison of scientific attitudes in the ninth grade.
Master's, 1935. Michigan. 4

880. Burlingame, Mrs. Paul. Some evidence of the Interests of eighth grade
children in the materials of science. Master's, 1936. Louisville. 69 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether children at the eighth grade level are interested in any
particular fields of science, whether their science interests are distinct, whether they are
affected by the children's IQ's, and whether their science interests show any definite
trends. Analyzes réplies to a questionnaire of 150 items Administered to approximately
900 eighth grade pupils in schools 'in Louisville: Ky. Finds that external motivation

its will be required in increasing measure for achievement in learning in severa! of Cie fields
of science; that interest or lack of interest in any science -field will 'be fairly constant
among childrentoi the same age and the same socio-eAnomic background, regardless of
intelligence; that no sex difference in interest in general science as a who,e will be
found significant enough to warrant making adjustments in the curriculum for boys
and girls; and that children will show a spontaneous interest in any material of science
that escapee the commonplace and the familiar, that challenges the imagination, that
deals with cataclysmic changes, and that possess the qualities of mystery or of grandeur.

*881. Carlson, E. Ross. The avowed succe0 of general science teachers in
relation to their science training. Master's, 198. Pehn. State. 27 p.

Attempts to determine what and how much science had been 'studied by the teachers
of general science In the hIgh schools and junior high schools of Pennsylvania, and to
ascertain the success that these teachers were having in attaining certain objectives in
teaching general science. Finds a wide difference in the amount of training that
teachers of general science have had ; that there is no relation between the amount of
training and avowed success in attaining the aims of general science ; that there is no
relation between the kinds of science courses which constitute the training and the
avowed success ; that there is little difference in the mean suecess of teachers with
college training and teachers with college training plus some graduate training, and that
there is no. relation between the number of years' teaching experience in general science
and avowed success.

882. Eshleman, Fred K. The relative- importance of intelligence, reading
ability, and mathematics in determining successful science achievement of
Fordson high school seniors. Master's, 1936. Michigan.
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t 883. Gentry, C. B. Survey of science teaching in Connecticut public juniorand senior high schools, 1935-36. Storrs. Connecticut state college,34 p. ms.
Studies the training, experience, combination of subjects taught in first year ,of teachingand during the current year, and teaching load as shown.by replies to a questionnairesent in by 329 teachers.

884. Harris. Ralph W. A guide for laboratopy work in elementary sciencein grades 7 and 8. Master's, 1935. Ind. St. T. C. 101 p. m. (Abstract in:Indiana State teachers coll6ge. Teachers college journal, 7: 109, July 1936)Presents a group of experiments suitable for use in the instruction ,of general sciencoin the rural schools and the smaller high schools, arranged to follow the units of workgiven in the state course of study in general science.
885. Hartin,0Fred. A first year cotirse in related science for vocatiodhl andindustrial arts programs. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 115 p. ms.
Selects instructional subject matter to meet the needs of industrial arts and generalcontinuatiOn school glasses for shop related science information. -Shows a similarity be-tween industrial arts and general cOntinuadon chool courses which permits the use ofthe same general science course in each, afid that class discussion and detuon;tratioamethods of presentation are applicable in teaching the course.
886. Heitz, George C. Testing the ability to apply principles in generalscience. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 110 p. ms.
887. Hobart, Calvin Romain. A synthetic determination and evaluation ofdesirable subject matter topics in general science. Master's, 1936. Michigan.
888. HofThaus, Edwin H. Relation of science teaching to pupils' readingactivities. Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C. 60, p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiiinn

State teachers college. Teachers college journal, 7: 124-25, July 1936)
Attempts to determine the relationship between the science taught in rural highschools and the reading activities of the pupils. Analyzes xeplies to a questionnairegiven to 1,027 senior high school students in 15 rural high schools in eight differentcounties. Finds that the rural high school students read a relatively large number ofmagazines and newspapers, and that a large percent of the pupils read some of thescientific. articles found In the newspapers and magazines.
889. Jones, Arthur Pierce. A survey of the educational and social adjust-ment of forty level students In science courses in Albany ,high school

Master's, 1936. N. St. Coll. for Teach. 123 p. ms.
4

890. Ketchum, Clement B. Reconstrukion of secondary school science teach-.ing. Master's, 1930. Lawrenge. 61 p. ms.
Finds that the general pract'ce of science teaching has not kept pace with 'changingsocial conditions. and shows that the social implications of science must rective themain emphasis tit the expense of the traditional technologica! emphasis.

891. Killetrew, William B. A teaching unit.in general science. Master's,
1938. Peabody. 162 p. ms. .e. to.

892. Lannholm, Gerald V. The knowledge of general science which high
school seniors possess. Master's, 1036. Iowa. 46 p. ms.

893. Leibson, B. M. , A critkal analysis of the New York city syllabus in
seventh and eighth year scientbe. Master's, 1936. Coll. of the City of N. Y.
90 p. ms.

Evaluates the New York city syllabus in seventh and eighth year science on the basisOf available experimental data, authoritative opinion, and answers to a questionnaire
-from Irt-t-eattere gaging the course of study. Finds that the content of the course of
tudy satisfied the requirementh of the authorities and is proving sueçessful In operationas far as teachers using it are able to judge.
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894. Leonard, Newton Peckham. An experiment in adapting science instruc-
doll to individual differences in pupil abilities and intOests. Master's, 1935.
Brown.

895: Lund, E. T. Subject -.matter preparation of science teachers in Minnesota
high schools, 1034-35. Doctor's, 1936. Minnes'ota. 304 p. ms.

S96. Lyles, Edith Eliza. An invzation of the scientific interest of pupils
entering the eighth grade science dfr7ses in South Carolina. Master's, 193(1,..
South Carolina. 66 p. rns.

Shows the science interests of 2,508 eighth grade pupils in South Carolina as checked
on a science interest test.

SD7. Mckullen, Warren Anthony. Course of study nmterials for ninth grade
general science. Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 87 p. ms.

Deals with the improvement of ihe Lincoln, ntbr., junior high school course of study
'n ninth grade general science.

898. Mahske, Harvey A. The science interests of intermediate grade chll
dren. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 152 p. ms.

Records attempt to determine the order of children's interests in natural phenomena,
science and Invention, animals, birds, insects, and plants.

t 899. Melton, Arthur W., Feldman, Nita Goldberg, and Mason, Charles W.
Experimental studies of the education of children in a museum of science.
Washington, D. C., American association of museums, 1936. 106 p. (Publica-
tions.of the American association of museums, new series, no. 15) (University
of Missouri)

Studies the relative educational effectiveness of various methods of instrçtion, and
of other attendant circumstances of the formal visits of school children ..i. Nile Buffalo
museum of science. Analyzes the methods used for preparing the children's' subject
of the museum visit, the methods of instruction used during the actual stisits to the
museum exhibits and variations in the' ability of the teacher, and the methods used for
reviewing or fixating the primary educational accomplishments of the museum visits.

900. Narber, Helen Louise. A transcript record of science instruction in a
second grade. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 288 p. ms.

901..Neyland, Inez. Training of chemistrp teachers in certain Louisiana
institutions. Master's, 1935. Louisiana State. 175 p. ms.

902. Palmer, E. Laurence. A guide to science teaching. Washington, D. C.,
American nature association, 1936. 128 p. (Cornell university)

Attempts to reconcile programs ish science for the first 10 years and to integrate into
them material from Nature magazine.

903. Rice, PrNirExtensivet reading versus intensive textbook study as a
means of acquiring a knowledge of cscientific( facts. Doctor's, 1935. Penrir
Stkte. (Abstract in : Penn State stu(Iies in educa n, 14: 43-44)

Describes an experiment conducted with 1,708 pupils sel eted from three high schools
in which the extensive reading group read approximstely 2.8 times as much as the
intebsive reading pupils, and the extensive reading pup1l4 learned Ipproximately 200
supplemotar'y items more than the intensive study groups. Finds that extensive read-
ing .of scientific materials is a significantly more effective method of acquiring a
knowledge of scientific facta than intensive study of a more restricted body of materials.

41,
*M. Richardson, Evan Carleton. Home-made and ,improvised apparatus

and materials in general science instruction. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ.
245 p. ms.

Analyzes periodicals, manuals and workbooks, textbooks, and replies to a questionnaire
seht to 114 teachers and supervisors in public high schools in Massachusetts to deter-
mine the types and value of home-made and improvised apparatus used in general
science instruction in the schools.
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14.

905. Rutherford, John LeRoy. Needs for vocabulary study in seventh grade,
general science as revealed by a sampling investigation of two selected text.'
books. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 88, p.

906. Scilauss, Mabel. A comparative srudy of practical scientific knowledge
possesse(I by rural and city children. Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C. 66 p.àms.
(Abstract in: Intliana State teacherp college. Teachers college jourbal, 7:
123-24, July 1934)

Describes au experiment in which a science test of 156 questkns dealing with the
practical scientific knowkdge a child &rives from his environment was &ell to 187
country children and to 230 city children in the 913 grade. Shows that the. countLy
group ranked highest on the test' as a whole, and that the city group had tbe highest
IQ's.

907. Slocum, J. S. A comparison of lecture demonsiration and laboratory
metilod in teaching general science. Maier's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Aii
stract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin; :vol. 28 N.

.no. 12: 97-98)
Compares the achlevemmt of a, group of .students taught general science by .tte

lecture demonstration inet16d with that of a group taught by the laboratory method.
Finds that the lecture demonstration nwthod is slightly superior in teaching essential
materials ns out:ined in the state course of stutly, is effective as a timesaver, and 1.4
much less expensive ; that the lab qatory rrn thod k bettor for imparting skills in
manipulating laboratory equipment, and for iongirnd difOculifexperimentation.

908. Stanley, Frances G. A study of availabfe excursions for the teaching
of general sgle9tçe in and dround Philadelphia. Mastees, 11X36. Temple:
118 p. ms. 1 *

Shows that there are 34S exqursions available for the teaching of general science
in Philadelphia end within a radius of 40 miles of thAt city.

909. Sullivan, Frances Malvin Ethel. A study of living materials for nse
in elementary science curriculum cowtruction,i,n Corpus Christi. IiyiRter,
1936. Texas.

910. Whitaker, Ellis gobart. A stn1yÇ the relAtions between undergraduate
attainments and teaching success of
Master's, 1036. Cornell. 156

:$4

911. Whitten, Wiley Lee E. The superv4sor's ufies of objectives- In hiph
school sciences afid mathematics. Master's, 1936.-..Colorado. (Abstract, in:
University of Colorado studies. Abstract of theses for higher degrees, 1936:

uf high school. science teachers,

74)
Describes an experiment conducted with 'students entering thE Brady, Tex., high

school, in which intelligence tests were administered, and in which standard tess
were thereafter employed to determine the achkbveinent of the studenis In the 8c1enc41
and mathematics courses. Remedial instruction was employed to Using th6 class up
to standard. Finds increased interest on the part of the students and impvived methods
of instruction resulted.

NATURE STUDY. BIOLOGY. AND BOTANY

*912. Anthony, Idarian Elizabeth. Appreciation units in bfology. Master14.
161 Boston Univ. 138 p. ms.

Prepares appreciation units foriochildren in Massachusetts ou the planning' and plant-
Ang of a gardens, patrolling the gardenf making the acquaintance of plants without
'Chlorophyll, amd making the ácquaintance of birds and their relailon to us.

913. Arnold, Herbert J. The selection, organizan, and- evaluation of
localities available for ungpecialized field work in eakti science in the New
York city region. Doctor's, 1935. T. C., Cot. Univ. New York city, 1936.
22a*

Attempts ts,seleet major generalizations from the field of geology which may be ofinterest to liberally e ucated persons, to develop. a tecbnique for the selection 'of
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-
localities and materials suitable for the illustration of these generalizations, and to
discover what materials and localities aril-available within a reasonable distance of New
York city for the illustration of these generalizations. Presents Jource material which
may be useful in consquctioug courses of study in science, and in organizing (mite of
work for the elementary school, and shows the_vAlue of field trips.

914. Ailiott, Renwick Coe. A study and -laboratory guide for 0nertt1 4ology.
Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 203 p.

915. Bates, Ruth Anne. Living specimens for biology teaching in western
Oregon high schools. Master's, 1936. Oregon St. Agr. Coll. 147 p. ms.

-Presents a sers of suggeStions for the collection and the maintenance of living
specimens from the plant and the animal kingdom' far high-school biology laboratocies
and presents a list of some typical plants and aninlals ,imitable for laboratory study.

916. Bitcher, Carl J. A study of the evolution of the iboure of study in high
_shoot botany. Master's, 1935. Ind. St. T. C. 48 p. ms. (Abstract in:
Indiana State teaches college': Teachers college journal, 107-108, July 1936)

Shows. the xhanging tendencies of the course of study of botany at the high-school
*14vel as indioated, t. . lw textbook content analyzed over a period of about 42 years.

Shows that vo'y f eral ttxtbooks adaptable to the high-school pupil were written
during this period i comparison to the nymber written in the other sciences, that
little research has been done on building botany, cour.ses or on the eontent analysis of
,botany teits. f°411 ,

917. Brown, jitara M. and others, An experiment in the biological science
coursek at the Ainiversity of Minnesota. Minheapolis, University of Minne-

. sota, 1-46.
-,74

Studie ,h,tpore thin 1,500 students in an erperiment carried on during 1934_35 and
1935---3-6111h which accomplishment by studebts in the biologica! st knee courses in
tbe general college was compared with that of those who tool$ the traditional courses

ilk zooltigy and physiology. Finds that Students Iii general college represent a group
of lowtr potential scholarship than those in the traditional courses. Shows that
women tendcd to know less than men on the pPetcsts, but they tended to gain mote
than dici the naen,during instruction,_ and to show equal achivvement at the end.

918: Chtpey, L. Keith. Unit problems in the conservation of nutural resources.
Master's, 1936. Michigan.

.919. Flegel, 'Dorothy. Social hygiene content in biology olasses of 'Oregon
. bigh schools. Master's, 1936. Oreg. St.' Agri. Coll. 66 p. nw.

220.* ..The reiifibility, of the etieck:question technique in deter-
.111ining the -relatlire interests 9f the elementary school grfiduate in biology,
.cfiemistry, and physics. 'Master's, 1936. Coll. of the City of N. y. 30 p. ms.

. Attempts to riet;brmine by 'means of 'a. check-list questionnaire. the relative luttbrests
whfch 157 elementary school giaduates had in biologY, chemistry, arlik. physics 'before
having studied any Them. and to verify the validity of. the cbuck-question procedure
by readministering the 4uestiontutire within.1/41 Month .of the first adminiatration. The
questionnaire supplied opportunity for direct 'And indirect indications of interests. In
about 50 percent of the Cases, 'indirect and airect indications of interest agreed. Biology
was the most, interesting subject and physics the least interesting. Individual responses
on tbe? 'two admin(strations,of the test varied t9 the extent of 20 percent or less.

921. liamblett, Joseph, jr. An analysis of 10 high.school biologyAabortitory
manuals. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in : University of %.Colorado
studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936 : 34) A

I.

Analyzes and compares the 10 high-school biology laboratory Manuals used in California
to determine their sIz,, number of exercises, ¡late of publication, cost, number *of illustra-
tior, and teacber *ids. Sets up crittria for the selection of laboratory manuals suited
to the teachers' needs.

922. Hart, William G. An investigation pf technical terms appearing in
4aentific ternv takén from two nev;.spiers -and an investigation of thg sdentiflc
temis desirable for Inclusion in a textbook of biology., Master's, 193(3. Michi-
gan.. 6 -
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923. John, Lester R. Creative activity in biology on the high school level.
Master's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. 34 p. ms.

924. Johnson, Palmer O. An application of biological knowledge. Minne-
apolis, University of Minnesota, 1935. 10 p. ms.

Finds that transfer of training takes place from acquisition to qpplication of knowledge.

925. Concomitant learning in human biology. .Science education,
20: 11-17, February 1936. (University of Minnesota)

Determines the outcomes of learning, otber than specific learning. accruing from a
course in human biology in the General college of the University of Minnesota. Finds a
significant change in the reactions of students toward common beliefs regarding health
and disease took place over a 3-month period during which they were given instruction
in human biology.

926. Keefer, Daryle E. The status of biology teachers in Indiana. Master's,
11935. Ball. St. T. C. 82 p. ms.

Compares men and women teachers of biology in Indiana ; findq that men outnumber
women teachers two to one; that men réceive higher salaries, have had more training
and more experience than women teachers: and that the subject combinations and
teaching load were approximately the same for both men and women teachers.

927. Linderman, Haziel. Units of work in nature study fOr' grade two.
Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in : University of Colorado studies. Ab-
stracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 44)

Assembles a group of integrated units of work centering around nature study topics of
interest to children of second grade lgyel, and describes an experiment in which these
units were tayght to a group of second grade children in the Pioneer state teachers
college training school at Platteville, Wis., during the school year 1935-36. The results
of teaching these integrated dnits show an exceptionally high rating by the children in
standard achievement tests of knowledge and skills, a high derzree of interest in the
activities during the year, and the development of many desirable attitudes, habits, and
appreciAtions.

928. Lubke, Anna Catharina. An evaluation of a first grade's experience
with,nature materials. *Master's, 1936. Peabody. 1 " p. ms.

929. Magruder, Marion Virginia. An experiment the teaching of the
principles of photosynthesis. Master's, 1935. George Washington. 57 p.

Describes an experiment in teaching the principles of photosynthesis to 118 biology
pupils in the 10A-1213,grades of a high school in Washington, D. C. Finds. from a three-
way experiment, that the amount and placement of structural detail has little or no effect
upon the understanding of the'principle of photosynthesis.

930. Mayfield, Leonard. 4 course in high school biology. Master's, 1936.
Oregon.

931. Moyer, Harold E. The determination of the relative importance of
biological principles tis shown by applicatory activities. Master's, 1936. Colo.
st.

932. Olds, Charles R. The principles of biology for secondary science instruc-
tion.. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

*933. Owens, J. Harold. Brief for high school science course covering biology,
physiology, ;Ind psychology. Master's, 1935. Boston Univ. 124 p. ms.

Develops a course of study in science for a class of juniors, seniors, and post-graduates
in a typical senior high school.

934. Thomas, Dorothy G. Source materials for nature study for children.
Master's, 1E36. Bethany Biblical. 150 p. zns.

Lists and evaluates books on the subject of animals in America as a phase of nature
study. fi
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935. Tyrrell, Mary A. A study of the solution of some of the problems con-
nected with 'procuring equipment and materials for teaching biology 'in moder-
ately sized high schools in eastern Nebraska. Master's, 1935. Cornell. 316 p.
ms.

936. Vinton, Kenneth W. Some field study aids in high school biology.
*taster's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ. 65 p. ms.

CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS

937. Anderson, Stanley E. An experiment in the 'teaching of vocabulary
in chemistry. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in : University of Pitts-
burgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, ánd bibliography of publi-
cations, 12: 288-89)

Attempts to determine the effect of an increased emphasis on vocab in chemistry on
the comprehension atal achievement of high-scheMI chemistry st dents. Finds that
emphasis on vocabulary in chemistry increases the comprehension and achievement of
high-school chemistry pupils.

938. Astell, Louis Alexander. Research in the curricurum in high school
physics. Master's, 1936. Illinois.

939. Beagle, Calvin. Prognosis in high school, with special application to
Mill school physics. Master's, 1936. Wyoming. 46 p. ms.

940. Borain, Helen Byanskas. A study of the chemisstryg requirement of
professional students of physical and health education. Master's, 1936. Ohio
State. 250 p. ms.

1941. Broman, Francis F. An evaluation of the chemograph as an aid in
teaching chemistry. Master's, 1936. Alabama.

942. Collins, Earl Lyman. Functional course in high school chemistry.
Master's, 1936. Wyoming. 184 p. ms.

*942. Crowell, Persis. Appreciation units in high school physics. Master's,
193a Boston Univ. 83 p. ¡us.

Develops a technique for the setting up of appreciation units in physic's and presents
a few sample units to show an appreciation of physics may be given to pupils through
material from natural phenomena and practical applications in the home.

944. Davis, Wayne E. Slides and films as aids in teaching high school chemis-
try. Master'EM1936. Colo. St. Coll.

945. Eavey, J. Carter. A laboratory manual Using chemicals and apparatus,
found in the home, on the farm, and locally. Master's, 1935. Ind. St. T. C.
102 p. ms. (Abstract in : Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college
journal, 7: 106-10, July 1936)

Analyses state courses of study and laboratory manuals in chemistry. Prepares a
laboratory manual, following a standard,/ form in constructing the experiments, using
chemicals And apparatus found in the home, on the farm, and locally; and gives instruc-
tions for the construction of necessary equipment. Proves that a course in chemistry
could be offered without the outlay in chemicals and apparatus that had formerly been
considered necessary.

946. Ebel, Robert L. A study of the influence of irrelevant data included in
physics test problems on the difficulty, discrimination and other characteristics
of the problems. Master's, 1930. Iowa. 118 p.

947. Ekstrand, Clarence Albin. A maturation study of a high school physics
class. I/Master's, 1936. Iowa. 61 p. ms.

948.1Goodson, Max. The physics wrriculum and the art of thinking: Mas-
ter's, 1938. Illinois.

141648-37 I
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9h49 Harbaugh, H. Edwin. A 9ontrolled experiment to determine thq effec-
tiveness of the cumulative laboratory procedure in teaching high school c:heni-
istri-. Master's, 1936. Penn. State. 60 p. ms.

Describes an experiment conducted during the second semesters of the 1932-33 am!1933-34 school terms in the senior high school,. AVoona, Pa. Devise.4 a t:encral laborator:.test to pleasure knowledge of laboratory technique tind knowledge of immediate laboratorobjectives. The control group did laboratory work each week as dkcussions dictat-,1while the experimental group tool; up all problems, discussitms of subject matter arillectures before experiments were performed inN the laboratory. allowing a contini:.dlaboratory procedure of 18 days. Finds that the cumulative laboratory method resulted i.1a somewtat greater achievement of a general knowledge of chemitry, of a knowie,:g,..of laboratory techniques, of immediate objectives in material covered by laboratoryexperimmts, and in the efficiency of performance and recording of results of experiment
950. Hellmer, Leo. A. A historical surrey orchernistry as a subject in tilt.

colleges and universities.of the United. States. Master's, 1936. Kans. St. T. (1.,
Emporia. .139 p. ms.

951. Henius, H. Holger Herman. Tlak contribution of chemistry to voca-
tional guidance. Master's 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University "f
Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, an(1 bibliography I ,t*

publications, 12: 302)
Analyzes five leading textbooks of high-school chemistry for materials pertaining toactual occupational mentions, !IS well as for clwrnial processes, giving the readerglimpses of aspects of occupations.

952. Huber, E. L. A proposed course of study for high school physics.
Master's, 1936.- Kentucky. 75 p. ms.

Reviews the literature dealing with aims and objectives of high-school physics; piesent .an analysis of the content of eight'laboratory manuals and four textbooks; and set4up a proposed course of study in high-school physics, intended to remt:dy some of thdefects found in the piresent course of study.

953. Johnson, Almer Edwin. Comparative study of laboratory method and
demonstration method in leaching high-school chemistry. Mastor's 1936. Chi-
cago. 127

Finds that the demonstration group did better work.

954. Johnson. Lowell Wallace. An experiment in the teaching of physics by
two methods, the laboratory versus the demonstration. Master's 1936. NV:NI-
ington. 103 p. ms.

955. Katterhenry, Harold S. A study of the articulatlop of chemistry course.;
In -high school abd first year of college. Master's, 1936. Washington Univ.
84 p. ms.

956. Kimball. Donald Stevens. A proposed new type course in physics : section
tin heat. Master's, 1936. MAille.

*957. Klovstad, George S. The chemistry subject matter for integrated cur-
riculums. Master's, 1936. North Dakota. 79 p. ms.

Presents a coursé of study in chemistry composed of units of life experience, arrangedo that they become integrated witliin the unit and consequently with the experience Qfthe pupil.

958. Korhonen, Uno John. A study of certain aspects of laboratory pro-
cedure in high school chemistry and physics. Master's, 1936. Wyoming.
70 p. ms.

9r)9. Lillard,iponal B.. A study of prediction of achievement in first year
college physicsaliaster's, 1936. Iowa. 96 p. ms.
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960. Madigan, Marian East. A study of oscillation as a unitary trait.

. Doctor's, 1936. Chic.ago. 132 p. ms.
Investigates the behavior-unit of oscillation. The study applies more explicitly the,scheme of inter-correlations, tetrads, and factorial artftlysiit., in connection Nith other,variables, to ascertain the existences of oscillation as a* unitary trait or factor.
*961. Martin, Ralph James. Relative importance and frequency of use of730 topics which might be included in a practical evurse in high school chem-

istry. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 64
Submits a list of 730 topics which.might be included in"- a prhctical ceurse in high-school chemistry designed for pupils not expecting to go t'4 colle.4e, to 60 judges. 30of whom bad received training in chemistry, and the balance "vf whom had never studiedchemistry.

-062. Oerlein, Karl Ferdinand. Mathematical requireinents for the first yearcourse in college physics. Doctor's, 1936. Pennsylvania..'
963. Orvis, Lewis B. The chemistry needed by a te4cher of high school

physics as determined by an analysis of high school-physics textbooks. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

964. Paris, Ethel Loueila. A 'study of problems peculiar stso the teaching of
.physics in Bennett high school, Buffalo, New York. Master\;, 1935. Cornell.
144 p. ms.

965: Powell, Wesley H. PedaOgical research in chemistry, 1935. Mas-kr's, 1935. Ind. St. T. C. 135 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana teachers
Tollege. Teachers college journal., 7: 113-14, July 1936)

Surveys the studies in chemistry listed in the United States Office of Bducation Bibli-ographies of research studies in education, 142S-19M, and Wil1e8 of Schoill science andmatk'rnatics, and the Journal of chemical education for the period 1923-193'15. Finds that120 studies were made for higher degrees and by research divisions of colieges, univer-sities, and city school systems, of which only. 20 percent were published in ar4 periodical.Shows that research conducted in colleges and research reported in magazines dealt withthe same types of material, and that, while there are inadequacies in secondary chem.istry and science instruction, march progress has been made in the last 10 Iears, andthat the problems of pedagogical science are being attacked in a scientific way. .

96f1. Praither, Anne Snowden. An experiment in Itching social studies in
the sixth grade by the unit method. Master's, 1936. Kentucky. 393 p: ms.

Reviews the literature on the sublect, and attempts to set up three units of tork inthe social studies apd to evaluate the unit method of teaching.
967. Rose, Albert C. The use of case studies in teaching high school cbemis-

try. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 1ST p. ms.
968. Stephens, Dean Temple. Difficulty and interest value of items in high

.school physics. Master's, 1930. Penn. State. 10S p. ms.
Attempts to arrange the Material of each .of the major divisions of physics : mechanics,heat, light, sound, magnetism and electricity in an ascending order of difficulty, and toarrange it in a descending order of difficulty and a descending order of interest.

. 969. Trumbull, Charles. A comparative study of the subject ,of chemistry astaught in the high schools today and 100 years ago. Master's, 1936. Michigan.'
970. VanScoy, Arlet Kennie. The objectives of high school physics. Master's,

1936. Peabody. 92 p. ms.
SOCIAL SCIENUS

971. Avery, Warren. The -social studies in secondary schools: a study of
the development of the present curriculum. Master's, 1935. Wash. St. eon.

972. Ball, Dorothy Toriton. A comparative study of the training in social
sciences and the teaching,combinations of thb teachers of social sciences in the
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North central and non-North central 'association high schools of Michigan.
Master's, 1936. Mich. SL Coll. 43 p. ms.

Shows that schools of less than 300 enrollment bad the poorest teachers ; that recently
trained teachers in both groups had the best qualifications ; and that combinations of
subjects were numeroús and varied.

973. Bontekoe, Cornelius. e social sciences at the state University of
Iowa. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

974. Boyer, Grace K A study of the evolution of -the movement for the
integration of social science and English with 'Articular reference to the junior
high school level. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Çoll.

975. Campbell, Kenneth G. Tire detemination of problems basic to Ow
development of a functional social ,studies curriculum through an analysis of
periodical literature. Master's, 1936. bolo. St, Coll.

976. Carroll, Roy W. The combination sociO science, English, and language
room. Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 11-/ p. ins.

s

977. Consbruck, Anthbny J. The social studies in medium-sized high schools ,

of Colorado. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

978. Crawford, Lawrence Reodore. A comparative study of the information.
possessed by certain groups of teachers on contempo\-ary social, political, and
economic problems and issues. Doctor's, 1936. California.

Attempts todetermine, on the basis of test results, the information possessed by various
educational groups on contempokary social, political, and economic issues ; the significant
differences between these groups on each item, each institutional division, and the entire
test ; the relationship between the amount of information possessed and the age, sex, anti
preparation in sodal science of the members of the groups; and the specific items on which
the groups were informed, lacked information, or were misinformed.

*979. Davidoff, Louis. The objectives of the social studiei in thè secondary
schools. Master's, 1936. New York. 81 p. ms.

-Traces the objectives in the social studies from-1892-1934 as set forth by committees
of national scope, and discusses current objectives as revealed in recent courses of
study. Finds that the courses of study stress the aims of citizenship, ethical character,
vocational efficiency, worthy use of leisure, health, and command of fundamental processes.

980. Davis, William R. Social science instruction and the new curriculum
Dallas, Texas, Turner company, 1936. 89 p. (Stephen F. Austin state teachers
college)

Discusses the basic purposes of high-school instruction, occupational needs, trans-
portation, community health, a local history approach to the study of United States
history, social outcomes, and teaching procedures and the curriculum revision movement.

981. Fields, A. Study of the types of biography in the teathing of
social studies in high school. Master4, 1935. Ind. St. T. C. 9;5 p. ins. (Ab-
ptract in : Indiana State teachers college. Teachers 'college journal, 7: 107.
July 1936)

Analyzes the 924 reaction tests to two types of biography given in four rural high
schools, three town and two city high schools. Finds that the students prefer the ti
formal type of biography, the type that praises rather than condemns ; that the city
students ghowed the strongest tendency to accept the new type and the rural students tnt
least tendency ; that the method of presenting the facts has a greater influence than the so
considered undesirable facts; and that plod biographies are adapted to high-school use.

982. Freeland, H. C. An experimental course for social science in junior high
school. Maste4 1936. Peabody. 122 p.

Studies the integration and correlation of subject material with emphasis on learn-
ing activities and outltne.

Wi1Uam
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983. Harley, Forrest L. Some significant social concIpts held by Fort Worth
elementary school children. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. eoll.

984. DIcCorkle, Margaret Gartrye. Collectivism and indòctrination in the
teaching of the sociarstudies. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 75 p. ms.

985. Meierdierks, George Otto. The place of the social sciences in the pro-
gram of the graduates of certain .high schools of Chicago. Master Is, 113k3.
Chicago. 89 p. ms.

Fibds that tradition has a very dominant part in influehcing policies and practices,but that there tseikome evidence of unrest and change, particularly in connection withthe curriculum.

986. Mitchener, R. J. Social studies testing in a progressive system in social
studies, Columbus, Ohio state university, 1936. (Colorado sta,te college of
education)

987. Murphy, Frederic Coleman. An investigation of the direct of the soCial
studies curriculum upon 50 attitudes. Master's, 1936. Maine.

9S8. Nietz, J. A. Guiding principles in teaching the social studies, Educa-
tion, 56: 5, 314, January 1936. (University of Pittsburgh)

989. O'Connor, John E. A study of the trends, developments, and present
status of- special methods in social studies. Master's, 1.936. lud. St. T. C.
119 p. ms. (Abstract in. Indiana .State teachers college. Teavher college
journal, 7: 134-35, July 1936)

Attempts to determine the trends and devilopments in the social studies in regard tocurriculum, methods, objectives, materials, and the teacher ot the social studies, and todetermine the present status of special methods courses in the sodal studies. Showsthat socio-civic efficiency is not stressed as a major objective of the social studies inrepresentative teacher-training institutions throughout the country; that the shift inobjectives has necessitated rOical changes in methods and created a need for moreelaborate equipment and better teaching ; and that supervising teachers are &fen littleapart in the administration and teaching of special methods courses.

990. Perry, James Randall. The development of the social sciences in the
public schools of Michigan. Master's, 1935. Chicago: 92 p. ms.

991. Price, Troy Howard. A survey of Junior high school courses of study
in social science, general science, and mathematics. Maste.r's, 1936. Texas.

992. Bporbach, Agnew Ogilvie, The development of the social studies in
American secondary education. Doctor's, 1936. Pennsylvania.

993. Shutts, Cecil Calvert.' A program for tlfe teaching of the social studies
for the state of West Virginia. Master'fi, 1936. Ohio Univ. 175 p. ms.

*994. Tidrick, Lawrence James. The social attitudes ebof social science
teachers: a comparative 6stud3' of such teachers in the secondary schools of
New York state. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 313 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether or not the teachers of the social sciences In the
secondary schools are informationally and attitudinally qualified to assume, leadershipin the movement for civic training and social reconstruction through education. Fincli
tendencies and deficiepclesilkhicb need to be corrected before the school can successfully
assume responsibility for leadership in producing a citizenry equipped to deal with the
social, economic, and political issue* of the United States. Finds that teachers tend
toward conservatism, and that their liberalism varied according to the type of-issue con-
sidered in the item ; that teachers who had completed the larger number of social
science courses above the secondary level were the most consistent in their thinkingand attitudes; that the size of the school in which the teacher is employed is a wig Want
factor icedeternining the probable degree of liberalism or conservatism.

a
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99. Turner, Rex H. Factors conditioning the presentatiori and discussion of
controverAal issue; in the social studies. Doctor's, 19313. California.

Finds that -a legal basis is provided which has been used and may be used to preventthe presentation of controversial Issues; that social studies courses neither 'prevent nor
encourage the discussion of controversial isgues; -that teachers of social studiei presentabout half of the sampling of controversial issues for class _discussion; that one-half of
the. teachers feel that should they give full and adequate discussion to the issues they
present. pressure would be brought to bear ; that the closeness with which a teacher feels
it nNessary to follow the course of study has a marked influence on the presentation of
controversial issues ; that outside intetests feel it their privilege to dictate to teachers
ancl adminitrators as to what issues should not be presented; that two out of three teachersfeel they should bq., privile(ged to present their own weighed conclusions on an iesue ;that text and supplemental books having the greatest value for the study of .contro-
ven-ial i -sues are the least used ; and that magazines are provided by the school systons
in such meager quantities as to make them practically inaccessible to social studics pupik.

t 996. Upshall, C. C. A study of the assignments made' by instructors iiì
social science, science, English, and educational measurements during the fall
quarter of 1932-33. Bellingham, 'Washington state normal school, 1936. 21
p. ins. (Bureau of research studies no. 52)

997:Ward, Scott F. A study of allusions to certain topics in social studies.
Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

ns. Watson, W. M. Survey of the literature on social activities in education.
Master's, 1936. Drake. 36 p.

Shows that there have been radical changes made from the traditional school ; that
there has been a gradual shifting of alms ;.that this shifting of aims has been due to the
part psychological and sociological principles play in the setlp ; and that there is no
fixed procedure to follow in teaching social studies as much depends on initiative and
individuality.

999. Wood, Chester William. Comparative gains made by classes using *fused
and divided content in twelfth grade social science. Master's, 1936. Iowa.
48 p. ms.

GEOGRAPHY

1000. Congdon, Nora A. Differences in the achievement in,geography, civics,
history, and general science of teachers college entrants frosni different sections
of the country and from rural and urban populations. Journal of experimental
education, 5: 2741-77. March 1937. (Colorado state college of education)

Examines tbe results of the 1035-36 Teachgrs college personnel association testing
program, and fitids that freshmen entrants In the East tested relatively low.er in geog-
raphy and general science than they did in civics and history. Data indicate that the
section of the cotintry from which they: come find the size of the population units from
which they come affect their test scores.

1001. Curtis, Dwight K. The geological intérpretatlon of geography in the
intermediate grades of the elementary Veool. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 158
p. ms.

1002. Emry, June. RlatIng fields of knowledge to training for social Intel-
, ligence with illustrations from geography. Doctor's, 1936. Ofegon. 105

p. ins.
Discusses the meaning of general education, the apparent goals of education, the

definition of social intelligence, the social problems in which social intelligence is called
into play; organizes a course of study in geography; analyzes an illustrative problem;
and presents an outline for field work in geography.

1063. Flanagan, Mary V. Study of the ability of third 'grade children to
understand geography. Master'á, 1986. Iowa. 165 p. ins.

4r.
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1004. Klose, S. Ellen. The development of concepts of geographic terws.
Master's, 1936. Chicago. 205 p.

Finds from study of testbooks coverinz period. Is9G-1935. t 113 t the tendency hi,: been
toward less emphasis on detinitions and gre.ter etnphasis on I ieSeri t Iuu. oppo; tuti ity for
.elf-expresilion, -and exercises.

1005. Laderman, Jack. A study of the distribution of "student's" ratio fora
flinples drawn from non-normal universes. 11Iater's. 1935. cohmibizi.

1006. McAshan, Marjorie Cummings. Teaching the geography of the ABC
countries by proWenis. Master's, 1035. Peabody. 132 p. ms.

1007. McLaughlin, Katherine Ruth. A comparison of the results on reading
ability of two methods of levelling :,reograpily sand history. laster's, .1166.
N.%Y. St. Cull. for Teach. 23 p. ms.

1008. Marsh, Leta Lucille. Present trends in geogniphy teaching in the
jufiriirAligh school. Master's, 193'6. Peabody. 83 p.

Shows 'that geography as a special subject is found in.,at least the seventh grade of
most schools and fused courses are found in the other schools. Fewer gougraph courses

*are found iu eighth and ninth. grades. Location and size of. cities have no relationship
to the type of curriculum in use in the cities. The modern geography places much stree:s
on the human element and has for its objectives, practical, riitjr.I i, and cultural aims.
The schools show little agreement as to the eontunt And organization, of subject matter
in the junior high school, but do show agreement as to the desirability of activity, both
mental and physical, on the Dart of the pupils.

1009. Miller, Ruth Barbara. A study of the relative value of the` influence
of the amount of supervision on the effectiveness of teaching intermediate
grade geography. Master's, 1936. Johns Hopkins.

1010. Moorehead, Blanche L. Values of travel literature in the teaching of
geography and ways of realizing them. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 122 p. ms.

1011. Reeder, Edwin H. Some points of view on teaching of geography. Ann
Arbor, Mich., Edwards brothers, 1936. (Univetsity of Vermont)

1012. Robins, Martha. The combination of geography and history in the
sChools of the United States. Doctor's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ.

Presents a higtory of the teaching of geography and history in the American schools,
with a brief history of the teaching of these subjects in England and -Germany, and
shows that the Idea of teaching these subjects as one course originated in Europe.

1013. Schatz» A. Herman. The place of geography in the secondary school
curriculum and its status in the larger high schools in the North central dis-
trict. Master's, 1936. South Dakota. 58 p.

1014. Scully, Dorothy R. International mindedness and some ,correlated
variables with specific reference to geographic ability. Master's, 1936. Wash-
ington Univ. 68 p. ms.

1015. Wiese, Edna Louise. A ease sltudy of reading comprehension ditlieul-
ties in geography. Maker's, 1936. Iowa. 1564 p. ms.

HISTORY

1016. Alexander, William M. Critical summary or selected periodical, ar-
ticles, 19294936, on problems of teaching history. Master's, 1936. Peabody.

e199 P. nis. ,
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1017. Badger, William V. The use of sources in teaching h1sto4 Master's
19341 Peab Ody. 93 p. ms.

"Surveys history teaching as related to Use of Alma; the opinions of some writer,.on use of sources in secondary schools in England, France. and Germany; the opinionof authorities concernIng objectives and kinds of sources to be used. Finds a gradualevolution of pedagogical theory and its applications from ancient times to the present :

suggests sources in the teaching of history; finds agreement among many authorities and
investigators that sources In printed form are necessary for best instructional procedures
in te4ching history, and that a new interest for the me of sowes in printed form hit
manifested itself as investigators have attempted to measure teaching outcomes.

1018. Barto,,Harcild E. A course of study for world history, Master's, 193f1.
Iditho. 277 p.

1019. Butterfield, Albert. A study of the relative effectiveness of two
methods of teaching history. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

1020. Davis, Katherine Fite. The industrial revolution: a unit of instruction
in world history. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 60 p.

1021. Featherstone, Charles M. jr. Est4blished objectives and pupil ()Wee-
tives in American history fr secondary schools of greater Boston. Master's.
1936. Boston Coll.

1022. Goodall, Ruth F. The extent of simirarity between 10 printed courses
of study in Ur history of the Milted States for the junior high school. Mas-
ter's, 1935. Michigan.

1023. Green, Henry Clifford. A proposed cours of study in American
social life for the continuation school. Master's, 1935. New York. 53 p. ms.

Presents a course of study in two parts, the first of which is designed for pupils belowthe junior high school level and outlines American history from the period of explora-
tion )wad introducing industrial life about the beginning of the nineteenth century in the
American colonies. The second course of study is intended for pupils of the junior high
school level and above, and 'presents material on economics, industrial history, and
economic citizenship.

1024. Gunseul,.Ruth L. Grade placement of biographical reference material.
Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1025. Hazard, Leah Stevens. A study of workbook for use in American his-
*.tory in the senior high school. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

1026. Hensley, Estille E. Pupil comprehension of place location data in
senior high school American history. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 140 p. ms.

1027. Horton, John Lester.*A survey of certain trends in high school history
teaching. Master's, 1935. Brown.

1028. Hume, Levera Fowler. A syllabus for correlating junior high school
history and literattire. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 60 p.

1029. Jeidy, Pauline. A study of the ability of sixth-grade children to com-
prehend biographically descriptive words and phrases in historical content.
Master's, 1938. Iowa. 305 p. ms.

1030. Jones, Lewis Arthur. A natural method of organization'and'presenta-
tion of American history since 1800. Master's, 1935. Ball, St. T. C. 299 p. ms.

Determines the possibility of organizing American history around movements from
the teaching point of view.., Develops a unit-illustration of directed study as an adaPta-tion of tbe Morrison formula for the teaching of social science the eighth grade level.
Indicates that movements provide natural cores for tbe orga tion and presentation
of American history since 1800.
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1031. Kynoch.-Madeleine West. Appreciation units in United States history.
Master's. 1936. Boston Univ. 101 p.

Aresents thr4 units as suggestions to teachers ns to the type of material that may be
included, in a course in United States history in trder that students may pcquire an
1ntere4 in and appreciation of history which will be carried over into adult life.

1032. Lovitt, Mary Louise. Inventions as
history. Iaster's, 1936. Peabody. 95 p.

1033. Miller, Perry J. Outlining as a stud'y technique in teaching seventh
and eighth grade history. Master's, 1936. Ball St. T. C. 1061"p. ins.

a.scribes a rotated group experiment conducted in two grades in a sTall town school,
in which two standardizedshistory tests and Anil standard:zed yeading test were dsed
to measure the semester gains. Finds that the average class gains in the experimental
semester were larger than those of the control semester although the difference in gains

a unit of instruction in world

was not significant statistically.

1034. MAchell, Lila May Barnett. History courses in colored colleges and
universities. laster's, 1936. Chicago. 64 p.

Analyzes offerings of 50 institutions offering 582 courses.

1035. Morrison,' Vilest R. The underlying prtn ciples whichand facts have
been basic in shaping United States history. Master's, 1935. Ind. St. T. C.
75 p. MR. ( Abst ract in : Indiana state teachers college. Teachers colleg(b jour-
nal, 7: 1i4-15, July 1936)

Attempts to show the way in which United States 16tory can be made more inter-
esting and vital, atxd to determine and evaluate a list o,f principles and facts which
;night lw used as the basis of a correlated course in United States history, hised on a
study of courses of study, textbooks, magazine articlvs, and books on methods of ,teaching
history.

1036. Moser, Leslie W. A survey of American history knowledge by seniors
in South Dakota high schools, and an analysis of factors determining it. Mai-
ter's, 1936. South Dakota. 39 p. ms.

1037. Moss, A. J. Transportation as alunit of instruction in world history.
Master's, 1936. Peabody. 52 p. ms.

1038. Moss, Frances Neil. History in story. Master's, 1936. Peabody'.
120 p. ms.

Presents stories of histetical interest from the early Vikings tC,11% American .rev:
olution showing watts which lead to colonization in America as a means of acquainting
fourth grade children with events of history.

1039. Parker, Mrs. Bertha Jimmie. Alianalysls of professional literature
and a set of units for ninth grade world history. Master's, 1936. Texas.

1040. Plumb, Kathleen Grace. Materials for teaching early local history in
Pinellas county, Florida. Master's,,1936. Peabody. 206 p. MS.

Shows that facts from scattered written sources and stories of pioneer citizens were
recorded for use by fifth grade children in Pinellas county schools.

1041. Rolke, Sanford D. Pupil information bearing on importani topics in
American history, 1492-1600. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 103 p. ms.

1042. Shoop, Clarence Koons. Influence of systematic teaching of American
history ton the cOncepts of pupils in grlide seven. Master's, 1936. Chicago.
72 p. ms.

Finds that 288 pupils had definite concepts on 80 percent of a list of statements and
in spite of teaching retained 92.percent of their concepts over a school year.

1043. Soles, Geraldine Agnes. The problem unit 'as a bdsis for twelfth
grade history class work. Master's, 1935 Boston Univ. 97 p. ms.

Attémpts to show the proper management di the problem procedure in a course in
AmOcan istory and civics by using the difficutt period following the financial cash of

ins.
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1929 and the various plans for counteracting the depression, sttessing especially the
National recovery act and the Tennessee valley authority.

1044. Thompson. Betty Jean. The effectiveness of drill on basic study skills
In American history. Master's, 193(1. Iowa. 84 p. ms.

10-15. Vaughan, Lenice Evelyn. A basis for organizing world his1o6. Mas-
ter's, 1935. Peabody. 62 p. ms.

Finds that a division of content into topical units would make world history more
4eaningful than the conventional chronological organization.

1046. Watts, Charles Boillin. A study plan of the Chickamauga campaign.
Master's, 1936. Peabody. 59 p.

Presents n method of teaching a military campaign to a high-school history class.

1(47. Wiand, James Robert. Interest and its significance for the teachiniz
of history. Master's, .1936. Ohio State. 73 p. ms.

Finds that histoty as a school subject must be taught so that the student realizes the
relevancy of the historical Werinls to his own interests and purposes.

1048. Zand, Walter Paul. Preparation of teachers of history for the sec-
ondury schools in teachers colleges. Master's, 1936. New York. 6S p:ms.

Analyzes the courses of study in 50 teachers colleges in 32 states as to the content
and organization of courses in history, in professional subject matter, in academic sub-
feet matter for majors in history which is required, and required courses for those
preparing to teach histor7, and as to credit hour requirements in academic and pro
fessional subject matter.

CIVICS

1049. Archibald, Herbert Hildreth. Citizenship training in high schools.
Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 84 p. ms.

Analyzes replies to a check list on training for citizenship in high schools which were
received from 9:1 high schools in Massachusetts. and from 26 high schools in othesr
states. Recommends that the old general or academic curriculum he discarded mid in
its plate a- civic curriculum he inserted with emphasis placed on three core subjects
closely related to the pupils' environmental experience ; and that the program of social
studies be enlarged and that pupils follow the study of social studies with a practical
laboratory plan of "living citizenship."

1050. Brezeale, Albert Haynie. A proposed program of public relations for
small Texas schools. Master's, 1936. 'reins.

1051. Bryan, Lena. Citizenship reporting in selected high schools of Nebraska.
Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 89 p. ms.

Analyzes questionnaires from 15 Nebraska superintendents, showing their reactions to
citizensfilp reporting. Studies the citizenship data called for on 128 report cards now
in use in detail. Finds that the citizenship report is made by combined faculty judgment.
that citizenship grades affect participation in extracurricular activities, scholarship
awards, and graduation.

1052. Burkholder, Christian C. Civic information and attitudes of boys
and young men in two Nebraska correctional institutions. Master's, 1936.
Nebraska. 95 p. ms.

Gives Hill tests to boys and young men in State industrial school for boys at Kearney.
the Young men's reformatvy at Lincoln, and td a group of high-school boys. Finds
little difference in ability of corrktldnal groups and a highschool group to, answer
questions; that those with the highest intelligence possessed more civic information; and
that all groups rankled hfgher on attitude test than on information test.

1053. Colill,litiram G. The-development of a program of economic citizenship
training foie the secondary school. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 69 p. ms.

Escne, Ella Craig. Conrsè of study for problems of democracy in high
schoole»11 aster's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

1054..
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1055. Estel, Gretchen. The effectiveness of drill on basic study skills in
dvies. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1056. Fall, Paul A. A critical treatment of the concept of democracy : its
clarification and implications for the social sciences. Doctor's, 1936. Ohio
State. 20S p. Nr.

t 1057. Frederick, Robert Wendell and Sheats, Paul H. Citizenship educa-
tion through the social studies: a philosophfand a program. New York, Row,
Peterson and company, 1936. 312 p. (New York, State college for teachers Ì'

Discusses the sodal studies in retrospect, ways of Interesting students in the welfare of
man, teaching pupils to think, the basis on which subject matter for the social studies
program may be selected, organization of the subject matter for teaching, ommization
of the subject matter in courses for the different grades. the nature of the social $tudies
textbook, equipment and ruaterials necessary for the social studies laboratory, the educa-
tion of social studies teachets, and testing in the social studies.

105S. Gardner, Eppie Mary. Learning units in problems of democracy. Mas-
ter's, 1935. Peabody. 109 p. ms.

1059. Haehn, Alma A. A. study of the methods and techniques of teaching
current avents in secondary Schools of Kansas. Master's, 1936. Kansak

1060. Jones, Howard S. Knowledge of contemporary affairs possessed hy
seniors in College of education at University of Minnesota. Master's, 1936.
Minnesota. 251 p. ms.

1061. McAlpine, Charles Vernon. The content of civic courses in junior high
schools. Master's, 1936. Chicago. (16 p.

Finds an amazing variety of niaterials used in. civics in junior high schools.

1062. Reilley, Albert Gerald. Are high school seniors interested in things
political? Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 124 p. ms.

DiscusFes the democratic forM of government of the United States. Conqtructs and
evaluates a test of political interests. and discusses the results of the test when given to
672 seniors in high school in Massachusetts. Finds that hIgh-school pupils show a very
small degree of interest in pblities. and that such Interests can be developed if school
authorities make definite provision for such development. dibt,

1063. Sanders, Herschel W. A program for teaching citizenship through
athletics based upon practices hi Clinton comity, Ohio. Master's, 1936. Ohio
State. 132 p.

1064. Scott, Madelyn Claire. Effect of knowledge of specific goals on the
accomplishment of pupils in American government. Master's, 1936. Chicago.
79 p. ms.

Finds .that use of "goals of achievement" affect accomplishment in the study of
American government.

1065. Scully, !dark F. Politicl democracy in America as a unit of instruc-
tion. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 76 p. ms.

Presents a unit in the origin and development of Amerienn democracy.

1Q6i3. Shannon, Emily Lucey. Aiat experiment with a new civic curriculum
for the secondary school. Master's, 1936. Boston Coll.

1067. Snodgrass, Harry V. A textbook validation of objective test exercises
in Junior high school civics. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 284 p. ms

ECONOMICS

loos. Grossman, Doran H. A curriculum study in the problems of abundance
versus starlty Master's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll.

ms.
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1069. Macomber, Freeman Glenn. A placement study in secondary economics.Doctor's, 1936. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford University. Abstracts ofdissertations for the degrees of doctor of philosophy and doctor of education,
1935-36 : 198-203)

1)eY3crilies a study conducted in four California high schools in the cities of San Jose,Santa Cruz. Palo Alto, and Redwood City. and in two classes in the State college inSan Job4i., in which units were taught on the problems of price, money, and banking inthe economics course. Indicates that most of the economic concepts of the units taughtare of too great a degree of difficifty for any but the higher ability students of the highschool and the lower division of the college, given present teaching procedures and timeallotments.

PSYCHOLOGY

1070. Abel, Lorraine B. The effects of shift in motivation upon the learn-ing of a sensori-motor task. Doctor's, 1936. Columbia. New York, 1936.
57 p. (Archives of psychology, no. 205)

Descrihes experiments conducted with three contro and two experimental groups ofchildren in the fourth. fifth, and sixth grades of P. S. 166. New York city. to determinethe effects of motivation shifting from no reward to material reward and from verbalreward to meter!al reward on these children, in the use of the Warden multiple IT maze,finger type. Finds that on the whole certain rewards produce more efficient learningthan others; that the standardized verbal reward lost much of its motivating powerWien repeated more than three or four times ; that the temporal position of the goalobject is of greater importance than the number of times it is received by the individual;and that the goal object stimulates effort and initiates activity in proportion to its valueas a goal to the subject.

1071. Alter, Jaime. The reliability of nonsense syllables as presented by a
group technique. NI aster's, 1936. Kans. St. T. ( Emporia. 34 p. ms.

t 1072. Anastasi, Anne. The influence of specific experience upon mental
organization. Genetic psychology monographs, 18: 245-355, August 1936.
(Barnard college)

Describes au experiment conducted with 200 sixth grade school children to alter a
factor pattern by a brief, relevant, interpolated experience, in which five tests were
administered on twó successive days to the children, and after a lapse of 13 days,
parallel forms of the tests were administered. Finds tbat actor patterns may be ex-
perimentally determided, and that factor patterns will differ in the same subjects at
different times, as well as from one population to another,

1073. Anderson, Herman Lyman. Does the correlation between intelligence
and learning increase as the complexity of thelearning problem increases?
Master's, 1936. Utah.

1074. Bierstedt, Robert. The culture contvpt: a methodological problem.
Master's, 1935. Columbia.

1075. Blickenstaff, Lloyd Curtis. The historical development of the doctrine
of interest with its edticational. implications. Master's, 1936. Indiana. 75
p. ms.

1076. Block, Helen. The influence of muscular exertion upon mental per-
formance. Doctor's, 1936. Columbia. New York city, 1936. 50 p. (krchives
of psychology no. 202)

Studies the effect of voluntarily induced muscular contraction on speed and accuracy
of human performance at tasks of varying difficulty as shown by 15 male subjects. Con-
structs an apparatus allowing the subject to exert a stated amount of hand or foot
pressure at the same time that he does mental work. Finds widespread and inconsistent
individual differences in all of the tests under all exertion conditions.

1077. Brown, James Earl. Guidance implications in certain courses in psy-
chology. Master's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ. 40 p. ms.

4,
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1078. Burrows, Constance. Some philosophical implications of three modern

schools of psychology. Doctor's, 1936. Southern California.
Analyzes behaviorism, G6stalt psychology, and psycho-analysis, to determine theirepistemological, ethical, and metaphysical implications, and to suggest where agreementin psychology exists. Finds that differences may be accounted for by the varied degreesof simplification, methods of approach, principles of description, and by special emphasesand units of investigation ; that each school may be regarded as supplementary, notc3raradictory; and unity may be achieved by reduction of the various results to termsof universal intelligibility.

1079. Campbell, Albert Angus. An experimental analysis of ease of condi-
tioning in man. Doctor's, 1936.. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university.
Abstracts of dissertations for the degrees of doctor of philosophy and doctor of
education, 1935-36: 173-75)

Describes an experiment in which 49 college students were subjected to proceduresdesigned to condition three human reflexes. Shows that as determined from the condi-
tioning of these three reflexes, ease of conditioning is a specific measure, and adds afurther indication of the functional similarity which bas previously been shown to existbetween conditioning and motor learning.

1080. Carroll, Benjamin E. Translations of Arthur Kronfeld's Pocholog(e
in der Paychiatrie and Karl Birnbaum's Soziologie der Neuroilen. Masteft,
1936. Ohio State. 300 p.

1081. Challman, alobert Chester. An experimental study of resistance to
impulse in normal and subnormal children of the same mental age. Doctor's,
1936. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university. Abstracts of disserta-
tions for the degrees of doctor of philosophy and doctor of education, 1935-36:
176-78)

Compares 96 normal and 96 subnormal boys selected from public schools, of the samemental age, to evaluate the roles played by chronological and mental age in resistanceto impulse. Elbows that within the normal group, resistance to impulse showed a positivecorrelation with maturity in four of the six tests used, no relation in the fifth, and anegative correlation in the sixth ; that in the subnormal group resistance bore a slightpositive relationship to mental age in one test only and to chronological age in one testonly, and that the remaining tests were unrelated to either mental or chronological age;that there was no consistent tendency for the children with higher mental ages to bemore resistant to impulse&

*1082. Cook, Edgar Marion. An analysis of the methods used in solving a
rational learning problem. Doctor's, 1936. Peabody. Nashville, aeorge Pea-
body college for teachers, 1936. 35 p. (Contribution to education, no. 174)

Describes an experiment conducted with 40 men and 40 women students of at least
sophomore standing, at Carson-Newman college in which their methods of solving a.rational learning problem were analyzed. Finds significant sex differences on all fac-tors of the rational learning test. Shows that individuals vary widely in their manner
of solving the rational learning problem, that a definite plan of attack is better thana hit or miss procedure, and that more provisions for making special associtious in thelearning of such subjects as history and geography would be of value.

1083. Cooper, Aubra Bennett Learning and forgetting in fast, normal and
slow groups of children in the sixth and seventh grades. Master's, 1936.
MiChigan.

1084. Elliott, Prank R. Memory for visual, auditory, and visual-auditory
materiaL Doctor's, 1936. Columbia. New York city, 1986. 59 p. (Archives
of psychology, no. 199).

Attempts to determine the memory effectiveness of advertising tra& names *presemtedto the eye by means of a projector and screen, to the ear by means of i publicaddress system producing thd effect of radio, and to the eye and ear simultaneouslyby screen and radio combined under conditions similar to television, when given tocollege and non-college groups, and to men and women. Finds that the auditory method
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is superior. to the visual method, that the college group remembers more than the
4tnon-college group, and that men 'remember more than women, and that the visual-
vauditory method is superior to the others,

1085. Friend, Ruth. Study of methods to product independent thinking and
creative activity in the second grade. Master's, 1936. Colo, St. Coll.

1086. Fuller, John Eastman. A verificatiod of the thought process through
an analysis of wit. Master's 1935. Boston Univ. 42 p. ms.

Discusses the unique position of mqn, the present status of psychology, presents a
hypothesis of the fundamental thought process, wit, and the sequence, examples of
humor by category, anki-it analysis of wit.

1087. Furman, Sylvan S. The effects of noise on mentia wortc 14 12-year-old
boys. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

*1 Gillette, Annette L. Learntng and retention : a comparison of three
experimen rgcedures. Doctor's, 1936. Columbia. New York, 1936. 56 p.
(Archives of psychology, no. 198)

Compares results of equal amount learned, equal opportunity to learn, and adjusted
learning techniques on retention and relearning.. and finds that the three methods do
not contradict each other, and that the fast learner is the better retainer.

1089. Green, James Pat. Intercorrelation between factors involved in the
study of the rate of learning motor skills. Master's, 1936. Texas.

090. Hance, R. T. Teaching Mendelism to the blind. Journal of heredity,
27 : 1936. (University of Pittsburgh)

,
1091. Herrick, Virgil E. **tile study of general and specific attitudes. Doc-

tar's, 1936. Wisconsin.

1092. Holcomb, Richard L. A study of certain factors related to the develop-
ment of- handedness. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1091 Jackson, Faye Suzanne. A study of the imagery of an adult Eidetiker.
Master's, 1936. Texas. Itor

t1094. Judd, Charles Hubbard and others. Education as cultivation of the
higher mental processes. New York, The Macmillan company, 1936. 206 p.
(University of Chicago)

Discusses the relation between recall and higher mental processes; language and
relational thinking; the number system and symbolic thinking; algebra, a system of
abstract prccesses; the content of secondary school courses in the natural sciences as
revealed by an analysis of textbooks; results of tests of scientific thinking; learning
as acquisition of specific items of experience and as organization of experience; and
applications of the psychology of the higher mental processes.

1695. Knox, George W. Gestalt dynamics as contrasted with the concepts of
other schools. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 90 p.

1096. Lally,, Brother A. Victor. The interpretation of 110 in several
et in:. schools of the "new" phychology. Doctor's, 1935. Fordham.

Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for higlier agrees in'the gr
ate school, 1936: 32-34)

Studies the interpretations of personality in the works of R. S. Woodworth, and of
William McDougall, and analyses the Gestalt school of psychology.

1097. Lewis, Annette Lucille. The range and distribution of questions from
. certain measures of personality within the classification of children's dis-

orders as presented by Howard and Patry. Master's, 1936. Ohio State.
62 p. ma.

ms.
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1098. Lough, Orpha Maust. The effect of functional pepiodicity on the
learning process. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 343 p. ms.

Studies the effect of Ne psysiological changos taking plac4e during the menstrual cycle
of young, unmarried women between the ages of 17 and 25, who are high-school gradu-
ates, and who are enrol,led in the first 3 years of a currkulum of college grade, who
are from families of approximately the same social and economic status, and who reside
within commuting distance of New York City. Finds that mental efficiency is not
lowered during any of the phases of the menstrual cycle.

1099. Lubow, Louis. Effect of the removal of incentive after learning on
the stability of the maze habit. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

1100. Luke, Orral Stanford. To investigate' the effect of training in mathe-
matics as transferred to rational Itlarning. Master's, 1936, Utah.

1101. McCollom, Thomas G., jr. The relation of mechanical ability to other
factors in school progress. Master's, 1936. Temple. 138 p. ms.

Studies the relation between mechanical ability and general intelligence, school
achievement in general and in special' subjects, in 97 pupils of grade 7A, Ilaverford
township junior high school, September 1934. Finds that correlation between me-
chanical ability and those other factors involved in school progress are, la general,
insighificant.

1102. McMullen, Frances Drewry. The meaning of the IQ as interpreted in
a progressive school conducted at Bustou Country day school. Master's, 1935.
T. C., Col. Univ. 52 p. ms.

Studies 24 pupils in a private progressive school divided into three equal groups
on the low, high, and mid IQ level to determine the inter-relations of the IQ level
on their functioning in academic wyk, practical activities and creative arts, and on
social adjustment, emotional adjustment, and personal equipment. Finds that favor-
able personality factors may raise achievement above the .level expected from the low
and mid IQ. 1

1103. Iticrike, Mary Caroline. A study of the imagination in children in the
third, fifth, and eighth grades. Master's, 1936. St. Louis. 50 p. ms.

Studies the differences of imagination among third, fifth, and eighth grade children,
and the relationships between imagination and sex, chronological age, mental age, IQ, school
achievement, vocabulary, and knowledge of literature in pupils in the Franz Sigel public
school in St. Louis. Finds that the pupils tended to use active imagination, that boys
excelled girls, and that the most intelligent and the least intelligent appeared to be the
most imaginative. /

1104. Marks, Eli S. Individual' differences)ir ilvork curves. Doctor's, 1935.
Columbia. New York, 1935. 60 p. (Archives of psychology. no. 186)

1105. Menge, I. Wilmer. The validity of trait names as applied to trait
actions. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

MCC Miles, Walter B. Psychological skudies of human variability. Prince-
ton, Psychological review company, 1936. 415 p. (Psychological review pub-
lications, vol. 47, no. 2. Psychological monographs, no. 212. Dodge com-
memorative number)

Contents: Experimental studies on children, experimental studies on adults, experi-
mental studies on visual functions, and historical and theoretical studies.

1107. Morgan, Willie Gay. A study of fear. Master's, 1936. Birmingham-4
Soutirrn. 71 p.

1108. Neufeld, Arloine. Study of ability to infer. Master's1936. Washing-
>ton Univ. 49 p. ms.

1109. Porter, E. H. The influence of a period of incidental learning upon
subsequent leárning with intention. Master's, 1936, Oregon.
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'1110. Ray, Joseph James. The generalizing ability of dull, bright, and
superior children. Doctor's, 1936. Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody col-
lege for teachers, 1936. 109 p. (Contribution to education no. 175)

Describes an experiment conducted with eighteen 12-years-o1d children from plibli
and private schools in Nashville, Tenn., to determine what diff iating effect levels of
intelligence would have on ability to generalize in a series o problem situations : to
devise a series of problems that would be primarily meaningful and that would* yield
to a generalifing process. Evolves a portable exposure and recording apparatus which
enabled tbe experiment to be conducted out of the laboratory.

.1111. Rowland, Loyd W. The somatic effects of stimuli graded in respect
to their exciting character. Doctor's, 1935. Chicago. Chicago, Unhersity uf
Chicago libraries, 1936. 15 p. (Reprinted from Journal of experimental
psychology, 19:: 547-60, October 1936)

Describes. expetiments conducted with college men to determine the somatic effectR
of stimuli graded as to their exciting character.

1112. Rush, John J. A study of the effects of education on superstition.
Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C. 43 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers
college. Teachers college journal, 7: 118-19, July 1936)
-Analyzes replies to a questionnaire filled out by 200 sixth grade. 200 twelfth grade

pupils, and by 200 adults in Illinois and Indiana to determine the extent to which edu-
cation has influenced superstitious beliefs. Shows that twelfth grade pupils are less
superstitious than sixth grade pupils; college students are less superstitious than eithcr
of the grade school pupils; that older people are more superstitious than younger pupils;
that women are more superstitious than men; and that although a large percentap
of people do not believe many of the superstitions they use them rather freely ; and
that education bas eliminated belief in superstitions to a noticeable extent.

1113. Sells, Saul B. The atmosphere effect: an experimental study of rea-
soning. Doctor's, 1936. Cdlumbia. New York, 1936. 71 p. (Archives of
psychology, no.200)

Describes a preliminary investigation and three experiments conducted with adults
employed as subjects on an adult learning project at Teachers college, Columbia uni-
versity, and an experiment conducted with seven college graduates who were untrainod
in logic and in psychological investigation, awl four graduate students in psychology
but untrained in logic, to check the validity of the atmosphere hypothesis and to analyzo
the conditions of the atmosphere effect in reasoning with formal syllogistic problems.

1114. Sleet, Rebecca. Factors affecting delayed recall in high school pupils:
a study in "reminiscence." Master's, 1936. Cincinnati.

1115. !Roan, William. An analysis of 12 girls' intelligence, learning and
emotional reactions. Master's,. 1936. Peabody. 69 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the relationship between intelligence, learning, and emotional
stability, and finds that the nature of the data does not permit conclusions'as to definite
relationships.

1116. Stills, Katie N. Pleasantness and unpleasantness of early memory con-
tent as related to problems of behavior. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

1117. Sumner, Ruth GriMes. The pertinence of studies concerning the emo-
Mint for the classroom teacher. Master's ,1936. Stapford.

1118. Waits, John Virgil. The law of effect in the retained situation. Doc-

tor'il, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ.
Describes an experiment in which 20 educated adults were used as subjects, each of

whom completed five trials a day on 12 successive days, with the lesAing material and
the key of rights changed daily. Finds that punishment has little value in furnishing
Information which the subjeck may utilise at subsequent trials, and that punishment does
tt9t cause the elimination of wrong responses; that learning seems best explained as
a function of rewards alone. Indicates that in a study of rewards and punishments,
It is important to take into consideration the specific connections involved.
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*1119. Waskom, Hugh L. An experimental analysis of incentive and forced
application and their effect upon leirnia.' Doctor's, 1936. Indiana. Journal
(If psychology, 2: 393-408, October 1936. . (Abstract)

Analyzes the behavior of human subjects, students in Indiana university, under definite
instructions and beforé a constant situation. Finds that learning undor incentive
instruction is greatly facilitated, and that learning under forced application instructions
is greatly hindered.

1120. WELtown, Robert Irving. The retention of classroom material. Master's',
1935. Columbia.

1121. Weedon, Vivian Faye. An investigation of some of the difficulties
involved in evaluating the development of interest. Doctor's, 1936. Ohio State.
272 p. ms.

1122. Weiss, D. German ciontributions to the study of reasoning. Master's,
1936. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 104 p. ms.

Presents an integrated study of the German contributions to knowledge of the psychol-
ogy of reasoning, covering the period from 1901 to date and analyzes the aims, methods,
and findings of the Wuerzburg, Syllogistic, and Gestalt schools.

1123. Winter, Robert G. Guidance in teaching aniPlearning how to letirn.
Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 86 p. ms.

Attempts to determine what the teacher should know about the literature dealing
with learning. Finds that since learning is specific no definite rules can be followed
in teaching pupils how to learn ; that general rules which may be followed can be used
in any and all courses of study; and that certain rules can be advanced for students
to follow in effective study.

MUSIC EDUCATION

1124. Banta, Ralph. A survey of entrance credits presented in music at the
Michigan State normal college in 1929 and 1934. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

1125. Barker, Max. Problems in arranging Mozart's Sonata (K311) for high
school band. Master's, 1936.1, Iowa.

1126. Bloomfield, Victor. A comparative study of the scholarship between
Detroit intermediate school pupils who are especially interested in music and
pupils who are not especially interested in music. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

1127. Carr, Guy L. Financing the public school band in Oklahoma. Master's
1936. Okla. A. & M, Coll.

Attempts to ascertain the methods and practices utilized by a sampling of 58 Okla-
homa public-school band directors in financing their bands. Compares these practices
with those of an equal number of public-schoól bands in 21 other states. Finds that
82 percent of the Oklahoma school band directors have° their salaries paid by the school
board, tbat supplementary funds are railed by public entertainments to which admission
is charged, and secured from organisatfons of parents. Large enrollments and volun%
tary support given by the community sbow the value of these organizations, indicating
that the bands deserve more adequate support from tax funds than they are now
receiving.

1128. Carstens, Annafreddie. Survey of music materials preferred by irrade
school children in various schools of the state of Washington. Master's, 1935.
Waihington. 38 p. m&

*1129. Clement, Stanley Francis. The correlation of music with other sub-
jects in 90 junior high schooL of Massachusetts. Master's, 1936. Boston
Univ. 97 p. ma.

Analyses replies to a questionnaire sent in by 990 teachers representini the English,
social studies, art, foreign languages, physicV education, science, mathematics, and music
fields in 90 Junior high schools in 68 cities and towns In various parts of Massachusetts.
Finds a lack of cooperation between the members of any one department, And between
the various departments and the music department.

141648-87-8
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1130. Cline, Sarah Yancey. An analysis of certain correlations between
music and art appreciation. Master's, 1936. Cincinnati.

-1131.*Co1lins, Blanche R. The syllable and the non-syllable methods of
teaching siiht singing in the primary grades. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

,
1132. Collins, Thomas. Problems in arranging selected episodes from Wag-

ner's Ring de8 Nibelungen for symphonic wind band. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1138. Connette, Liule. A survey of the preparation of public school music
.teacheY.Isein stafe univers.Ries, liberal arts colleges, conservatories of music, and
teachers colleges of the United States. Master's, 1935. Ind. St. T. C. 176
p. ms. (Abstrart in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college journal,
7 : 110-111, Julf 1936)

Analyzes the 1933-34 bulletins of 24 state universities, 21 teachers colleges, 14 liberal
arts colleges, and 8 conservatories of music. Finds no great disagreement among the
four tnies of schools in regard to* the curriculum for the preparation of public-school
music teachers. Shows that ear training, sight singing, harmony, methods, instru-
ments, history, and appreciation are emphasized iu all schools; there is considerable
disagreement among the schools as to the sequence of methods and supervised teaching.
All schools make allowance for the student to take a second major subject and to prepare
to teach it.

1134. Cooke, Frederick Arthur Paterson. A survey of public music education
in Cincinnati, Ohio. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

1135. Cox, Anabel. The practical use of music in girls' camps. Master's,
1936. Peabody. 165 p. ms.

Attempts to find the values and stress of music in certain girls' camps in various
sections of United States and to set up objectives valuable to camp music directorq
Finds that only few of the camps studied placed much value on music, due to the lack
of a musical education of the camp directors.

*1136. Crowley, Frances Tinkham. A correlation of music and social science
in the seventh and eighth grades. Master's, 1936. Syracuse. 118 p. ms.

Compares the customary type program of teaching music with the correlated program
of teaching music aud the social sciences, as tarrird out in the seventh and eighth grades
of the Madison and Croton schools. The customary program was used for one semester,
and the correlated program was used during the second semester of the school year
in each grade. Finds that the correlated program was of value to the pupils in both
the, social Sciences and music appreciation and training, that it was of value to the
student teachers working with pupils.

1137. Denena, L. J. Pr s ems in the development of orchestras and bands in
high schools. Master's, 936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state
univefsity. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. n: 92)

Describes- in a condensed form the various instrumental fainilies that constitute
the orchestra and band. Compares two groups of subjects as to the validity of the
statement that children who study the fundamentals of vpice make better progress in
the study of some musical instrument than thosè students who have no knowledge of
music at all.

1138. Du Bois, Cornelius. The factor of intelligence in boy choristers.
Master's, 1936. Buffalo. 124 p. 1

1139. Erickson, Alvhild. A study of the elements of music in relationship
to aripreciation. Master's, 1936. Oregon.

1140. Plueckiger, Samuel Lehman4. Lowell Mason's contribution to the
early history of niusic education in the United States. Doctor's, 1936. -Ohio
State. 325 p. ms.
. Shows that Lowell Mason was directly.. iesponsible for the adoption of vocal music
as a school subject and indirectly for the development of methods and materials; he
influenced 'the singing schöol, teacher training, hymnology, and musical taste in a posi.
tive way.
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t 1141. Fox, Mr8. Lillian Mohr and Hopkins, Levi Thomas. Creative school
music. New York, gitver Burdett ,company, 1936. 326 p. (Teachers college,
Columbia university)

Creative education, its nature nnd nurture ; methods of aiding children to develop
creative expression in music ; form in music and poetry ; basic rythmie schemes and
their use; creative response to rhythms; creating music for an Indian unit ; and
creative expression of children.

1142. Gayer, Ella F. Activities in music education for the elementary grades
for the public schools of Springfield, Ohio.- Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 220
p. ms. L.

Studies the integration of music with the social sciences, art, literature, nature study,
and physical education.

1143. Gerber, Esther. A study of music education in the secondary schools
of Ohio. :Waster's, 1935. Michigan.

1144. Gerset, Sterling K. Music education as a problem in the public schools.
Master's, 1936. Temple. 221 p. ms.

Presents the theories pertaining to certain phases of music education in the public
tchools as advanced by contemporary leaders, and considers the felation of those theories
to some of the prevailing practices, procedures, and methods. Shows that the present
period is one of experimentAtion and of enthusiastic development.

1145. Harrison, Doris. A survey of musical conditions in Montgomery, Lou-
isiana, and the surrounding community. Master's, 1936. Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S.,
no. 12: 121)

Gives a brief history of Montgomery, and discusses the growth and conditions of the
schools, traces the history of music in the town and in the surrounding community, and
recommends methods of improving the musical training in the schools.

1146. Lee, Leslie. Choral music presented in public performance by 09 high
schools of Michigan during 1934-35. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

1147. Leyman, Jonas. The music programs in the eown and city schools
of South Dakota. Master's, 1935. South Dakota.

11 8. ItlacBride, Alice. A .discussion of selected problems in choral training
r young voices, supplemented by special original compositions designed for

study material. Masteys, 1936. Iowa.

1149. McCall, H. E. Instructional guide for instrumental teachers. Master's,
1935. Northwestern. 800 p. ms.

1150. McCullough, Mack. Organization and administration of high school
bands in Arkansas, Missouri, Texas and Oklahoma. Master's, 1936. Peabody.
59 p. ms.

Deals with. personnel of band, activities of baud, and equipment and finance; and
finds that bands are irregularly organized. The directors shall be members of the school
faculty. The best method of financing is through the regular school budget.

1151. Nichol% Dors L. A study of certain factors in the musical achievement
of t chool child Master's, 1936. Kansas.

1152. Norris, Stanley. Music supervision. Master's, 1936. Jordan Conserva-
tory. 80 p. Ans.

Investigates the training in supervision given by schools, colleges, and universities to
determine the means whereby' these institutions may better adapt their curricula to
meet the needs of modern music.

1153. Pittenger, Raymond Richard. A rational approach to violin intona-
tion. Master's, 1936. Stanford.
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1154. Rogers, Elizabeth. Music in feeble-minded institutions. Mastér's, 1936.
Peabody. 73 p. ms.

1155. Scheldrup, Dorothy M. Teaching problems in Beethoven's Sonata,
Opus 10, No. 3, for piano. Master's, 1936. Iowa. o

1156. Small, Argo ld Milroy. An objective analysis of artistic violin per-
formance. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. (Abstract in : Iowa. University. Program
announcing candidates for higher degrees . . . 1936. University of low.'
studies, new series no. 329)

Analyzes seven performances of five different violinists in order to prepare objectivo
experimental techniques for measuring frequency, intensity, and duration in ciotil
playing.

1157. Smith, Earl Edward. The valut of the high school band in modern
education. Master's, 1930. Ohio state. 135 p. nis.

Discus:-es the social and cultural values of the high-school band in modern education
as it concerns the student, school, and community. Shows that tbe high-school band
has a definite place in modern secondary education, that school bands are meeting cer-
tain vital social, cultural, and educational demands important to participants, schools, and
communities.

1158. Sumner, Zara Olive. A study of selec ed American melodies as song
material for elementary grades. Master's, 1936.

1159. Tabor, Dean C. A study of the music curriculum elem tary educa-
tion majors. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 65 p.as.

1160. Vance, Juanita and Wallace, Fhirence M. Music course of study for
junior and senior high schools. Indianapolis, Arthur Jordan conservatory of
Music, 1936. 190 p. ms.

Offers music courses remommended for jtullor and -senior high school, and includes a
list of choral materials.

t 1161. Van de Wall, Willen1 and Liepmann, Clara Maria. Music in institu.
tions. New York, Russell Sage foundation, 1936. 457 p. (Teachers college,
Columbia university)

Discusses music as a dynamic social factor ; social education in ; the
psychological influence of music; the aims and scope of musical activities in institu-
tions for normal children and adults, in institutions for the physically infirm and for
the mentally deficient, in hospitals for the mentally ill, in correctional institutions, and
hospitals for the crimina insane; the organization of institutional musical activities,
simple instrumental acti ties, bands and orchestras, vocal actvitles, intellectual and
creative occupation with music, and Music in social activities; the institutional musk
Ivotker and his qualifications, methods of leadership, and requirements of treatment ; and.. the administration of music in welfare institutions.

*1162. Walls, Robert B. Correlation between general intelligence and music
ability in the schools of North Dakota. Master's, 1935. North Dakota. 45
11). MS.

Attempts to show tie degree of correlation between general intelligence and ability
in music as found in an investigation carried -tn through grades 7 to 12, inclusive/I:In
the East Grand Forks schools. Tests 282 students in the central school in East Grand
Forks, Minn., using the Haggarty Delta 2, Detroit Alpha M, Miller mental ability, and
the Kuhlmann-Anderson intelligence tests to measure intelligence, and the Ifwalwasser-
Dykema music tests. °Finds an utter lack of relationship between intelligence and mimic
ability. Shows that the great artists are the possessors of great intellect, but that a
large number of people with low IQ's poisesa marked musical talent.

1163. Welty, Frederick Arthur. Changing emphases of music in tile Bible.
,Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in : University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts
of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12 : 329-30).
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1/4tA1164. Wise, Mary Ethel. A Music survey of a junior high school. Masterl,

1936. Syracuse. 55 p.

Attempts to determine the musical talent, intspigence, sex, age. training, and musical
achievement of pupils in the sevAnth, eighth. and first half of the ninth year of Theodore
Roosevelt junior high school, Syracuse, N. Y.

1165. Wolfe, Irving Willis. An analysis of the teachers college education
of music teachers and supervisors; Doctor's, 1936. Northwestern. 260 p.

Analyzes 64 school music curricula offored by 51 state teachers collites, and replicee
to questionnaires sent to 564 music school graduates and 4;25 school adminbat rotors. Finds
that teachers college curricula fall short in total space devoted to specialized preparation
for music teaching, that the study of psyschology heeded more emphasis, and that music
teachers shodtd be prepared to teach in a second subject ficld. Gives minimum standards
for the admission of candidates and sets up 4tandards lvading toward abalanee between
general and spedalized education.

1166. Woodard, Ruth Louise. Music In the program of religious eduotion.
Bachelor of Divinity, 1935. Berkeley. Baptisl.

1167. Wright, Olga. Musical performance in 'children as related to per-
sonality factors. .Master's, 1935. Michigan.

ART EDUCATION

1168. Anderson, June. A survey of the sOttus of art eaucation in accredited
high schools in the State of Ohio. Master's', 1935. Michigan. I

1169. AnIlrews, Cecil Budd. Correlation of interest and attitude with achieve-
ment ,in acquisition of knowledge *and skill in mechanical drawing. Master's,
1936. Michigan.

1170. Austin, Betty Hutto. Painting in 13 senior high school art courses of
study: Master's, 1936. Peabody. 59 p. ms.

Finds a great variety of activities included in the paInting course in senior hitch
school as shown by 13 art courses of study; that the greatest stress is placed on com-
position, with color bolding second place; that a great variety of mediums is shown, and
skills and appreciation are the most desired outconies.

1171. Blakeney, Frances. Some methods for evaluating. drawings and paint-
in.gs: senior high school. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 36 p.

Finds that most of the methods which have been devised for evaluating drawings and
paintings done by senior high school pupils are scoring rather thin' ranking methods.

1172. Bunn, Gladys E. Opinions concerning the person responsible for teachm-
ing art education in the elementary gtades. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 105 p.
lUs.

1111441.,

Finds tbat the art supervisor or art teacher hati full charge when the system is of the
platoon type or is depitrtmentalized, that the an specialist working in eitherttbe 1ntermeo-
diate grades or the activity rooms has charge of his phase of work with emphasis on
integration in an advisory capacity; that the grade teacher has full charge with the are
supervisor or consulting specialist in an advisory caParity ; and that the professional
artist working in a studio situation has full charge.

1171 Coulling, Mary Selina. Drawing and' painting as graphic expression of
first grade children. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 45 p.

tudies the ways in which children change in the organisation and conveyance oto '
eu by the use of drawing and painting, and finds that ¡Few children organise ideas in

their early drawings, although decided growth in this ability is noted; that attention
to form is one of the m interests in graphic expression; and that there is a wide'
range in ability to express idea in oiganised composition.
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1174. Cross, Si Ater Mary Magdalen. Art education in the elemenfary schoni.
Master's, 1936. Peaboily.

Indicates art a universal language which every child has a right to experiel:c.,
because it is a fundamental part of everyday life. Art educatiop aims, to develop IL..
child mentally, physically, socially, and emotionally through experience with materials
in an environment of freedom and happiness so that he may become a more crPatho
Individual, a better homemaker, and a worthy member of society. The ichild should !...
free to develop according to his ability. His progress should be considibred` with refer-
ence to his needs and interests, experience, and ability, not from the standpoint of tix..1
adult standards.

1175. Davids, Paul A. Current practices in art education in the eleintintary
school. M'aster's, 1930. Pfitsburgh.'' ¡Abstract n : University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliogrohy of publication,.
12: 297-9S)

Sum.ys 15 courses of study In elementary art educntlln issued since 1930 and in us,.
In some school dIstrielts. Concludes that the general tendency in :trt educaIlon is tow:ird
developing good taste \in the individual and In the community, satisfying the chilli*:
creative instincts, and \arousing an appreciation of the beautiful la nature and in ti
works of man..

1176. Dreer, .Claric Hermia. The teaching of art in the Negro pul,ele
schools in the Unite4 States. Masfer's, 1936. Iowa.

1177. Dunn, Sister M. St. Therese. Creative art education in scho1i1-4:1.
philosophy. Master's, 1936. Catholic Unii. 102 p. ms.

Studies the underlying philosophy of modern art education and its implic:itions foe.

primary education, includeN a survey of the development of art instruction In the
school, an exposition of the methods of creative art and an exposition of its 53cholaslik.
concepts.

1178. Edmonston, Louise Meeks. The teaching of art through the use of tI14.
he peoject, with special reference to the llaynesville high school. Master's.
1 ouisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state .university. University
bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12: 1151-16)

Shows how art leninfd in the classroom ,can be made to function in the aves and
homes of the students through the use of their home projects in clothing and related -tarts.

1179. Parrish, Margaret. A study of vOcations open to graduates of univer-
sity drt departments. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1180. French, FlOey. A study of the status of mechanical drawing In the
secondary schools Indiana together with a suggested course of study.
Master's, 1935. Ind. St. T. C. 56 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers
cullege. Teachers college journal, 7: 104-105, July 1936)

Studies the objectives, content of courses, methods of presentation of mechanical draw-
ing in 107 school& in Indiana, and ¡Inds that teachers vary greatly in their opinions on
the objectives; that there Is little uniformity in tbe content of courses; and that practi-
cally all the topics were offered in all grades. Presents a course of study with the AK-
gestion that a course of study in mechanical drawing be prepared by the state.

1181. Fromuth, Herman C. Trends in the character of art education in the
public schools of the United State% Master's, 1936. Temple. 82 p. ms.

Studies the beginnings, development, and prisent-day trends in art education in the
public schools of the United Stater and finds that art education has two main aims,
cultural 'land professional, requiring separate instruction ; that' all *pupils should receive
training of the cultural, aesthetic type; whereas the specially talented pupil should alPo
receive further training.

1182. Gayden, Irené Elizabeth. A survey of art In the elerhentary schoole
of Louisiana. Master's, 1916.: Louisiani(State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state
university. University 8ulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12: 92.-93)

Shows that art is taught as a subject.in itself, with little correlation with' other
subjects or life itself ; that the teachers are sympathetic with the teaching of art and

.
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seem to consider it an lmp-ortant study in the elementary schools. but they do nut scorn
to be able to carry their feelings and emotiOns over to the children ; that elementary art
teachers in general are not trained to teach art, and nioq of them consider they should
have a full art course before attempting to teach art at all.

1183. Geistman, Martha. Methods of teaching art education in junior high
school. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 233 p. ms.

1184. Gesswein, Betty.. Children's choice of pictures. Master's, 1971.

1185. Harris, Ruth Elizabeth. Some opinions concerning evaluation of art
products of elementary pupils. Master's, 193G. Peabody. 55. p. ms.

Indicates that the growth of the individual should be consieerel in evaluatinz thp tirt
products of individuals in the elementary school ; that
Ards of achievement for purposes of evaluation
easily attainable by the average "child ; that
should be in terms of Individual growth nud
class; and that tests -have a definite pince in
pupils if used wisely.

and
teacher up

, theFlo gtand:trik
fvw -t and-

ltl be
any marking or measurinz method: usid
not in relation to other nirmbers "f the
evauaring the art product: of niimtary

,f118G. Iowa. University. Studies In the psychology of :IN, vol. 2. Prince-
.

ton, N. J., P.:yehological review company, 1936. 175 p. (Psychological mrino-
graphs, no. 213. University of Iowa studies in psychology, no. 19)

Contents: (1) A study of conditions affecting thte functioning of the art apprl.tiatIon
process at the child level, by Mildred Dov Voss, p. 1-:19; (2) Emphatic respon-4.'s in
children. by William E. Walton, p. 40-67; (3) The validity and reliability of a- mod-
ified form of the McAdory art test for use at lower grado levds. by Mildred Dow Voss.
p. 68-84; (4) The measurement of quality in children's painting by the se:!le% mothod,
by Carolyn Tiebout, p. 85-94; (5) Artistic ability and general intelligence. by Carolyn
Tiehimt and Norman C. Meier: p. 95-125; (() The stighility of artistic aptitude at the
childhood level, by Auliis Ward Saunders, 126-51; (Tr Art ability *ithout Instruction
ònr environmental background, case study (C)f Loran Lockhart, by Norman C. Meier. p.
155-63; (8) An instrument for the study of creative artistic intelligence, by Norman
C. Meier and William MeCloy, p. 161-72.

1187. Lawyer, Earl A. Study of two established methods of teaching iffechani
cal drawing. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1188. Ludewig, Frank M. The general objectives of art education for
Catholic secondary schools. Master's, 1935. Ohio State. 127 p.

1189. Manheimer, Evelyn Alieb. 'Changing opjectives in St. Louis public
high school art education. Master's, 1936. St. Louis. 115 p. ms.

Studies the changing objectives in art in the St. Louis high schools from 1859 when
the subject was first introduced, to date. lids that art objectives in St. Louis changed
with \objectives of the United States in ge eral ; that the tri:nd hag been from a purely
industrial aim to one of general appreciat on and that the present course is success-

,fully harmonizing teaching objectives and4t ent needs.

119% Meier, Anitk C. Art ip relation the elementary curriculum of the
Louisville public schools. Master's, 1936. Louisville.

Attempts to determine bow an integrated art program can enrich the Louisville ele-
mentary curriculum. A

1191; Radford, Stanley S. A survey of trade drafting cuTricula and class-
room met/i6ds in reprtmentative Smith-Hughes trade and voqational sctkools ot
the United. States. Master's, 193P. Michigan.

1192. Richardson, Itiollye Florence. Children'ssintérésts tts revealed by their
drawings. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 45 p. ms. ,

L

a.

Finds that children of the fourth and fifth grades were mor interested in plant lifk,
than in any other sokject ; that almost half of the drawings analyzed contained intercsts
relating to this subject and practically three-fourths of tbese interests pertained to trees.

1193. Richey, Saiba Lynn. Opinions concerning materials for art education
in the elementary school,. Beater's, 1936. Peabody. 54 p.

, ,
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*1194. Schnyder, Dorothy M. The essential elements in the preparation of
teachers of art for the secondary schools. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 195

p.
Analyzes the alms and prirviples of progressive teaclfer preparation, the responsibilities

of the teacher of art in the modern secondary school, and current practices in the
preparation of these teachers. Analyzes the art programs in use in secondary schools
in six states, and the activities, knowledges, skills, and personality traits required by
22 state and private non-denominational schools offering minimum 4 year programs for

the preparation of teachers of art for the secondary schools. Finds that state require-
ments fcr the education and certification of art teachers for the secondary schools vary
in length, are similar in content, and are arbitrary as to prescription by semester
hours..

1195. Schwartz, Julia. Art education for elementary teachers. Master's,
1936. Ohio State. C.3 p. ms.

1196. Smothers, Elsie M. Art curriculum in grades four and five for Texas
schools. Master's, 1036. Colo. St. Coll.

1197. Spillman, Myrtle M. An analysis of art aims and principles in platoon
art courses. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1198. Steckelberg, Carleen. The art program In Nebraska secondary schools,
grades 7-12. Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 108 p. ms.

Shows that the general aims for courses in art are development of appreciation and
creative expression. Junior high schools stress practical objectives. The art course is
very general and includes work in color design and drawing. It is correlated witli
nearly every other subject. Senior high schools offer specialized art course, correlated
with the school pirper, yearbook, and decorations. Teachers are allowed a great deal

of freedom.

1199. Stevens, Florence O. J. The lineal tendency in Florentine art in the
early Renaissance. Master's, 1936. New York. 64 p. ms.

Traces the source and development of the Sienese in Florentine art, and follows the
reputation of Botticelli throughout the centuries.

1200. Talbott, Ruth Waugh. Classroom teacher's guide to child growth in

creative art. Master's, 1936. Ohio Univ. 55 p. ms.

1201. Voss, Mildred Dow. A study of conditions affecting the functioning of

the art appreciation process at the child level. Doctor's, 1936, Iowa. (Abstract
in: Iowa. University. Programs announcing candidates for higher degrees . .

1936. University of Iowa studies, new series, no. 329)

Describes a series of experiments conducted with elementary school children in two
Iowa towns to determine if an explanation of the fundamental principles of. art, and
provision for practice in the. application of these principles would produoe a significant
improvement in the abilities of elementary school children to analyze, judge, and pro-
duce graphic art. Uses 101 second, third, and fourth grade children in two experiments,
and 84 fifth grade children in the other two experiments. Suggests that art curricula
in the lower grades, insofar u they are designed to increase the understanding and
recognition of good art, might profitably be r*vised to provide judicious instruction in

the fundamental principles of art.

1202. Wagner, Ruth. A. study of picture preference of preschool children.
Master's, 1938. Iowa.

1203. Winckler, Katharine. Toward a more vital college art program. Mas-

ter's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ. 18 p.
Finds that the aims underlying the present curriculum have been outgrown, and that

'a new program should be built on a new set of aims.

DRAMATICS

1204. Anderson, Elizabeth. An analysis of the plays coamonty presented by
the mid-western high schools. Muter's, 1936. Iowa.

Ms.
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1205. Barnett, Wynett. A study of dramatic talent in the senior high school,
Joplin, Missouri. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

*1206. Hallett, Marjorie. When does a play take its place as literature?
Master's, 1936. New York. 58 p. ms.

Sets up criteria for judging whether or not a play will live in literature. Shows
that the play must tally with the termis of actual Ufe; the theme must be significant
and universal; its characterizatión must be real; the dialog must be convincing; the
language must be rich and poetic ; and the play must be the product of a "born" play-
wright, created in faithfulness to his art. Discusses the little theatre movement, and
marionnette drama. Recommends that students be tagght the art of reading plays.

1207. Haxton, William J. A survey on the status of the major dramatic
activities in the secondary schools of Philadelphia and neighboring counties.
Master's, 1936. Temple. 47 p. ms.

Attempts to discover the status of the major dramatic activities in the secondary
schools in Berko, Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, and Philadelphia counties, and
finds that the greatest problem that the average school must face in its dramatic work
is the selection of a suitab'e play, and this type of play shows that trivial and common-
place plays are frequently produced through inability to meet the royalty fee.

1208. Helmers, Evelyn E. Dramatics for English teachers. Master's, 1936.
St. T. C., Upper 50 p. ms.

1209. Hyde, 'Kathleen W. The use of pageantry and drama in the church
school. Master's, 1936. Berkeley Baptist.

*1210. Johnson, Mark E. Dramatic material most suitable for opera. Mas-

ter's, 1936. Syracuse. 122 p. MS.

Attempts to discover and set up limits about some elements mon to music and
drama oas they are reveale4 in opera, and to determine the t drama t ic material
which is most suitable foriopera. Analyzes the operas which b been most popular
in the American and foreign opera houses. Finds that the 36 operas studied follow
definite principles, are subjective in theme, conform to existing laws of dramatic structure,
emphasize emotional expression, and maintain esthetic distance.

1211. Judson, Fred M. The present day use of drama in the church. Bache-

lor of divinity, 1936. Berkeley Baptist.

*1212. Kennedy, Alice Joanne.
1935. Boston Univ. 78 p. ms.

Suggests a program for a year's work with puppet clubs composed of Junior high
scbool boys and girls. Discusses the making of puppets, costume, the stage, lighting the
stage, scenery, stage furniture, and producing and directing the show.

Puppets in the junior high school. Master's,

dry

*1213. Kramer, Magdalene. Dramatic tournaments in the secondary schools.
Doctor's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ. New York city, Teachers college, Columbia
university, 1936. 176 p. (Contributions to education, no. 685)

Studies the use of dramatic tournaments in 191 secondary schools in 39 states, and finds
that tdarnaments have potentialities for increasing self-direction, creative and apprecia-
tive powers, deeper and wider interests, individuAl abilities, cooperation, personality,
worthy use of leisure time, and responsibility for bettering surrounding conditions.

1214. Leverton, Garrett H. A basis for teaching the production of latter
nineteenth century American drama. Doctor's, 1935. T. C., Ool. Univ.

Discusses the geography of the physical stage of the period, stage settings, stage and
off-stage effects, terminology of stage direction, directing techniques, acting techniques,
and the status of dramatic activity in the schools and colleges of today and the need
of teacher training 4o prvide something more than a literary background of drama.

1215. 'Litman, Emma X. Stage art: its educational implications. Master's,
1986. Colo. St. Coll.
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1216. Saffin, John G. A study of school shows in the junior high schools of
Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936. Temple. 97 p. ms.

Considers the kinds of production, costuming. scenery, financing, sponsorship of school
shows, OW altheir rdation to the curriculum. Finds that tho school show shou'd be a
self-supporting activity the primary purpoe of which is educational rather than financial
and as such it should be recognized as an accredited subject in the curriculum and that
the operetta is particularly adaptable to the needs of the school.

*1217. Stackhouse, Marjorie Keith. A pronlpt book of The Trojan women,
with explanatory essays and illustrations. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 234
p.

Presents a prompt 'book with explanatory essays and illustrations of costuming, light-
ing, music, and setting for use of college drama groups.

1218. Steadman. Evelyn J. A suggested unit of dramatics in the regular
senior high school English program of Mississippi. Master's, 1936. Colo. St.
Coll.

1219. Taylor, Marjorie. Creative dramatics versus formal plays. Master's
1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Describes an experiment conducted with two fifth-grade groups in the Celia Clinton
school, Tulsa. Okla., in which one group wrote and actcd its own plays, and the othcr
group acted formal plays. Finds that creative dramatics develops the child more fully
than formal plays; that it overcome shyness, stage-fright, and some difficult dicipline
problems; that it teaches the child to be coopertrtive, resourceful, and to think con-
structively ; and that chi'dren should have a mixture of both types of play.

SPEECH EDUCATION

1220. Caffee, Nathaniel Montier. A phonological study of the speech of a
homogeneous group in Charlottesville, Va. Doctor's, 1935. Virginia. (Ab-
stract in : University of Virginia abstracts of dissertations, 1935: 3-4)

1221. Conkling, Burton. The speech needs and abilities of freshman students
in the College of engineering at the state University of Iowa. Master's, 1936.
Iowa.

122'2. Coulton, Thomas E. Trends in speech education in American colleges,
1835-1935. Doctor's, 1935. New York. 177 p. ms.

Shows that speech education has maintained an important place in American colleges
since 1835, it'd that it has set up new methods of approach and effected adjustments
and additions rather than change in content. Shows that -the introducion of courses in
the drama, play production and its various techniques, in the scientific aspects of speech,
in corrective work and its techniques, and in extemporaneous speaking, discussion, and
business techniques indicate an. awareness of social trends.

1223. Curry, E. Thayer. A study of differential background factors possibly
accounting for varying levels of achievement of interscholastic debaters id the
finals of the Iowa high school forensic league of 1935-36. Master's, 1936.
Iowa.

*1224. Dawes, Robert Gates. Voice recording as an instrument of therapt
and analysis in the speech correction clinic. Doctor's, 1036.1 Temple. Phila-
delphia, Temple 'university, 1936. 62 p.

Describes an experiment conducted at the summer speech clinic of the University of
Pennsylvania using 53 cases enrolled in the summer clinic, in which all voices were
recorded on discs. Finds that the experimental group which heard their recorded voices
10 times each, and again recorded their voices at the end of the experiMent, evidenced
greater speech Improvement to a significant degree than did the members of the control
group. Develops and applies specific techniques and procedures. Shows that the voice
recording play-back procedure is an indispensable adjunct to the modern speech correction

ins.
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1225. Elliott, Mary Inez. The verse-speaking choir. Master's, 1930. Pea-
body. 243 p. ms.

Analyzes information on the nyNtning. procedures. materials, (Lingers, and %%dues of
the verse-speaking choir compiled from 76 publications. Shows that the verse-speaking
choir is a balanced group of blended voices of either children or adults speaking poetry,
rhythmic prose, or dramatic pasta:u in union, arit'phonal. or orchestrated rendrring;
the speiTh-cboir idea goes back to the early Greek drama :Aid to the velly begtnnings of/ communal life; the present revival of choric speech, initiated by' Marjorie Gullan in
Scotland in 1922, now extends to many countries; in England the movement is sponsored
by the Speech fel'owship and institute and in America by many colleges, notably those in
California; the religious and communal life are the most important sourois of materials
for the verse-speaking choir; choral procedures involve selecting a director, and organizing,
training, and presenting tl:e choir ; both dangers and values inhere to the verse-speaking
choir, but the values snrpass the dangers ; and the ver.;e-speakin:: choir is au interestitig
activity which holds' many valuable possibilities, not the Vast of which is the joy of
cooperative creativity.

1226. Gould, William S. Pronunciation drills for college freshmen pa.rt II of
joirit study. Master's, 1936, Iowa.

1227. Hatch, Hazel A. A comparative study of the exchange plan and
tournament plan of debate. Master's, 1935. Okla. A. & M. (1441.

Attempts to determine the true obictives in debate, and to find to what extent the
difforent plans of &bate are being iled in the high syhools or Oklahoma. and ;vhich
plan should be most widely practiced in order to attain the ohjectives. Finds the tourna-
ment plan preferable to the exchange plan.

1228. Hayden, Sheldon Miller. Assignments for a junior colleN class in
public speaking. Master's 1936. Stanford.

122. Heiliger, Louise. Training vocal ability in young childre6. Master's,
1936. Iowa.

1230. Hulburt, John. A study in improvement in speaking ability. Master's,
1936. Iowa.

..

1231. King, EdwinJ. A preliminary investigation of the ease method of
instruction in a high Achool course in speech. Master's 1936. Iowa.

1232. Learned, Janet. Training vocal ability iu young children: the relative
efficacy of a given program for four- and five-year-old children as ineasured by
speed and accuracy in learning and by enjoyment in participation. Master's,
1936. Iowa.

1233. Lembke, Blanche Davis. Use of exercises in pantomime in the teach-
ing of speech in high school. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1234. Meredith, Lucile. Pronunciation drills for college freshmenpart I of
a joint study. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1235. Runsvold, Gerhard Oscar. The A Cappella choir: its evaluation and
adaptation to secondary schools. Master's, 1936. Washington. 94 p.

1236. Sweeney, William Goolsby. A study of the difficulties of beginning
speakers. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

1237. Vergara, Allys. The philosophy of good taste in speech. Blaster's,
1936. T. C., Col. Univ. 79 pans.

Studies writers on rhetoric, orators, conversationalists, lexicographers, from Aristotle
to the present time, and finds that good taste in speech does not vary, regardless of the
time or country.

1288. Wade, Chloe James. The choral speaking movement. Master's, 1936.
West. Ky. St..T. C. 00 p. ms.
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JOURNALISM

1239. Carney, Elizabeth. An effective newspaper and magazine unit. English
journal, 25: 752-56, November 1936. (Colorado state college of education)

1240. Davis, Myrtle C. A study of student publications in the smaller sec-

ondary schools of Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936. Temple. 89 p.

Analyzes student publications in 233 of the smaller secondary schools of Pennsyl-
vania, with regard to type of publications, staff organization, sponsorship, methods of
publishing and of financing. Finds that a newspaper is the most satisfactory type* of
publication, the yearbook next, that the enterprise should be financed principally by
student subscriptions and advertising, an() sold at a reasonable figure, and that one
sponsor should be appointed, for a period of 1 year.

1241. Graham, Robert X. Preparation for newspaper work. Careers and
hobbies, 2: September 1936. (University of Pittsburgh)

12e42. Jessup, Genevieve. A study of the personality characteristics of a
grouvopf university creative writers. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1243. Lambert, Louis E. The functions of the high school newspaper. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Iowa,

THRIFT EDUCATION

1244. Kaufman, A. The teaching of thrift in secondary school economies.
Master's, 1936. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 117 p. ms.

Compares pages and portionm of pages dealing with topics related to thrift, contalned
in six leading textbooks on high-school economics, with pages and portions of pages
dealing with topics related to money, credit, and banking in the same textbooks.

SAFETY EDUCATION

1245. Hornung, A. W. An accident and safety educational program for
industrial arts shops of Texas and other states. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll,

1246. Pitcher, Lawrence. A study of safety educationin the Califoeinia sec-

ondary school shops, with recommendations. Master's, 1935. Oregon St. Agr.
Coll. 88 p. mg.

Determines the present status of safety education in the secondary school shops of
California, and organizes objectives and materials for teaching safety education in con-
nection with the regular industrial arts work.

1247. Richardson, W. F. Accident prevention and safety education in the
public schools. Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 90 p. ms.

Deals with the school accidents problem, 4saetky education and other procedures Ili

use in the public schools to eliminate the accidents that do occur. Finds tjiat very few

schools have a well-organized program of safety education; that accidents occur most
often on the athletic field, in the gymnasium, and at home. Instruction in this work
should be made an integrated part of every school curriculum. Safety education must
be practical and positive and it should be put into practice. Safety devices and
inspections should be provided for shop and laboratory, and for playground equipment.

HEALTH EDUCATION
I ,

1248. Bartlett, H. C. A study of height, weight and strength in a private
school. Master's, 1936. Springfield.

1249. Baumgartner, Albert. The effect of exercise on organs and function&

Master's, ma Iowa.
1250. Brace, D. X. A survey of uate courses in health and physical

education offered by 28 leading co ges and universities in the United -States.
Ausan jjnivereity of Texas, 1936
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1251. Catt, O. L. Health education in the Y. M. C. A. Master's, 1936. Pitts-
burgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches
in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 293-94)

1252. Clancy, Frank M. Evaluation of personnel and relative cost of health
administration for each city in Connecticut. Master's, 1936. New York.
71 p. ms.

Analyzes data on the technically trained specialists in the fields of school medical care,
nursing, dentistry, dental hygiene, school* nutrition, school health direction and super-
vision of health training and instruction, and the salaries paid the health staff in the
169 cities and towns of Connecticut.

1253. Clarke, John L. An experimental program for teaching health in high
school based on student needs. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 180 p. ms.

Reports and evaluates the experimental program of health 4eaching carried ou hr
Port Clinton high school from 1932 to 1936.

1254. Cottrell, Elmer Bert. Standards for the selection of persons to be
trained for placement in health and physical education. Doctor's, 1936. Pitts-
burgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. °Abstracts of theses, researches
in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 62--71)

Formulates a set of standards in the selection of persons to be trained for place-
ment in health and physical education that tealA4, raining institutions should require
applicants to meet before or after they are atimillVd to the professional curriculum in
health and physical education.

1255. Crowley, Mary Gertrude. The reliability of the antero-posterior gravity
line measurement and its relationship to posture. Master's. 1936. Wellesley.

1256. Currier, Roland Ernest. An investigklon of the techniques used in the
. secondary schools of Maine as follow-ups to health inspection to guarantee

health correction. Master's, 1936. Maine.

1257. Ernst, Brother Regis. The method and practice of teaching sex hygiene
to boys in the Catholic high school. Master's, 1936. Notre Dame.

1258. Fisher, Alice Bates. The development of a health program in the
public schools of Marion county, Oregon. Master's, 1936. Oregon St. Agr.
Coll. 135 p. ins. )

1259. Gordon, James A. The problem analysis technique applied to instruc-
tion in health education. Master's, 136. Ohio State. 93 p. ms.

Analyzes the health interest, health habits, health problems, home and environment
of 100 tenth grade high school pupils.

MO. Grigsby, Ha* Mason. Health education in the elementary schools,of
Illinois. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 133 p. ms.

Analyses queStionnaires, courses of study, observations of classroom seating arrange-
ment, and measurements of light co n ions in rooms.

1261, Hagan, Mildred C. Diterslonal therapy. Master's, 1936. T. C., Col.
Univ. 64 p. ms.

Studies the diversions of adolescent girls . of 12-22 year'', of normal and average
intelligence, and finds that they depend on opportunities, environmental and social
status, individual likes and dislikes, will power, and initiative. Stresses the curative,
healing effects of diversions, and the producing and restoring of normal physical,
mental, and emotional tone.

1262. Hann, George D. The administration of the school and community
health program of Clinton, Oklahoma. Master's, 1936 Oklahoma. 144 p. ms.

Describes the health program of Clinton, Okla., for the school years 1934-35 and
1985-36. Indicates a need for the extension of health service to children. Shows the
need of legislation to furnish a legal basis for such service, additional funds for financ-
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ing the activity, adequate training of teachers in this field, the need for a school nur1/4,1and free clinics for the use of indigent children, curriculum revision for the integration
of health teaching, adequate physical education for girls as well as for boys, and tit()
keeping of exact health records similar to scholastic records.

1263. Harter, Vesta Vera. A suggested course of study in health for the
seventti grade. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

1264. Hoover, J. A. Statuftof health and health teaching in Knoxville
schools. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 117 p.

Studies health developments and health conditions in Knoxville schools from 1875-1936.
1265. Jarvi, T. C. Health measures and interpretation of health. Master's,

1936. Springfield.

1266. Johnson, Edwin R. A health and physical education program for the
elementary school. Master's, 1936. Ohio Univ. 105 p. ms.

1267. Kidess, A. A. Relation of health education to physical education
Master's, 1936. Springfield.

1268. Kinsman, Gladys Marie. The basal metabolism of normal boys anal
giris between the. ages of 2 and 12 years, inclusive. Doctor's, 1936. Colorado.
(Abstract in : University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher
degrees, 1936: 42-43) tot

Analyzes the results of 366 basal metabolism tests on 52 boys and of 271 basal
metabolism tests on 41 girls, all between the ages of 2 and 12 years, inclusive. Show.:
that precise relationship of the body build of children cannot be determined until amore complete statistical study in close correlation with anthropometric and other
physiological mieprements is made.

1269. LeAnderson, Robert E. A survey of accidents in henith education
activities in 19 intermediate schools of Detroit, Michigan. Master's, 1936.
Michigan.

1270. Lipshultz, Henrietta Fay. A study of the responses of elementary
school children to the teaching of orthopedics. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

1271. Longley, Colby Frank. An analytical survey of the results obtained
through the medical examination in the schools of the supervisory districts
of Albany county. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 51 p. ms.

1272. McCormick, Grace L. The effect of powdered skim milk upon the
height and weight of school children. Master's, 1936. Okla. AX & M. Coll.

Studies the growth In height and weight of 33 children, ranging in age from 6to 14 years, from families on relief, under three diets in which two of the diet!:
were supplemented by the use of powdered skim milk. Finds that the use of an
adequate noonday lunch fortified witii powdered skit?' milk seemea to be a factor ip
promoting a decided gain in weight over the expected gain, and over the gain in weight
when the milk was not added to the diet.

1273. Meyer, Blanche B. Montgomery. A psychological study of4ome of the
factors in the menstrual histories of 100 women. Doctor's, 1936. Ohio State.
109 p. ms.

Finds that girls are very poorly prepared for menstruation in general and emotionalshocks are extremely common. There seems to be a relation between the incidenceof pain and the amount of emotional shock experienced with first knowledge.

1274. Miller, I. Franklin. The problem of dental health education. Master's.
1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of
theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 315-16)

Shows that the major responsibility for dental health education rests with thedental profession, whose members must become teachers. Shows that dental health
education is in the developmental stage.
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1275. Moore, Harry R. A course of study in alcohol educa47 based on the
felt needs of the pupils of Staunton high school. Master's, 1936. Ohio State.
128 p. ms.

Attempts to answer from recent and authoritative sources questions that tho paling
of Staunton high school asked concerning the nature and effects of alcoholic bvvvrags.

1276. Murray, Kenneth H. Anteroposterlor spinal curves, areh anglos, and
physical fitness of high school boys. Master's, 1936. Springfield.

1277. Newby, Wistar D. The status of health and physical education for men
in the state teachers colleges of Oklahoma. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

1278. Parker, Gladys R. Course of study. in hygiene for senior high school
girls. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1279. Parker, Gloria Doris. An examination of certain phases of the required
program in the light of student opinion. Mfo:ter's, 1936. Washington. 65
P. ms.

12S0. Pearce, Jessie. A manual in health education for Kansas rural schools.
Master's, 1930. Peabody. 59 p. ms.

Studies the health work carried on In the rural schools of Kansas, and finds !wide-
quately prepared teachers. little public health work being ctirried on, and the need for
simple instruction in school by the teachers. Prepares a manual for use in these
schools.

12S1. Pfrimmer, Viola. Survey of the health and physical education pro-
grams in private junior colleges. Master's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ. 18 p. ms.

12S2. Pickering, James T. A study of the reorganization of tbe Cabal county
school health program. Master's, 1936. Ohio Univ. 110 p. mg.

0*1283. Quinlan, Eleanor Hudson. Foot therapy in relation to body mechanics
and health. Master's, 1935. Boston Univ. 60 p.

Attempts to determine whether foot therapy would result in improved body mechanics
and health, and to show the effect of high and low heels on the tendon of Achilles
and on capacity for activity, as shown by a study of 45 college gills.

1284. Salt, E. Benton. Health misconceptions of seventh, tenth and twelfth
grade students: a study of the relative prevalence of certain health miscon-
ceptions and superstitions as subscribed to by boys and girls in Florida public
schools. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 148 p. ms.

Compares thee health misconceptions and superstitions of school pupils on the basis
of sex, grade, race, type of home community. and geographical location; am; attempts to
determine whether there is any relationship between health knowledge and socio-economicstatus on the one hand and belief in health misconceptions on the other. .Finds un-
founded beliefs relating to health are quite prevalent among seventh, tenth, and twelfth
grade students and that formal education has failed to eliminate them from the beliefs
of students in these grades; that there ts---ito -one- outstanding type of health misconcep-
tion; that health Misconceptions decrease inversely wih the.additionnl years of educational
training.

1285. Snyder, Raymond A. Preparation in anatomy for the health and
physical education teacher. Ma.ster's, 1936. Ohio State. 239 p.

Indicates that much of the anatomy taught for the preparation of physical educatkm
teachers is never used in the development of their program. Much of the anatomy Is
unknown to the physical education teacher and still he is carrying on a successful modern
program. Concludes that not all anatomy selected by the adult for a training course is
known to or used by good psysical education teachers and that some of it might well
be omitted from their training and other areas made more ai)plicable.

1286. Struthers, Alice Ball. Functional periodicity and efficiency. Doctor's,
1936. Southern California.

Studies the respective efficiency and comparative effort of junior -high school girlsduring functional periodicity and normalcy, and finds that in normal adolescent girls

:
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integrated unified activity of the whole organism in energy c
a tendency for continuity of efficiency in the adjustment p
processes may even produce slightly better performance dur

trol processes results in
ses, and compensation

g functional periodicity.

1287. Templeman, Harold. A suggested administrative set-up for a health
and physical education program. Master's, 1936. Wyoming. 114. p. Ms.

1288. Tretter, George. Sex education. Master's, 1936. George Washington.
122 p. Ms.

Traces the history of sex education in the United States; stresses tbe objectives of sex
education; and discusses tbe giving of sex instruction by parents, schools, colleges, church,
and associations.

1289. Turbeville, Thomas Lloyd. The statusLJea1th education and physi-
cal education in the first class high sch issouri. Master's, 1936. Colo-
rado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for
higher degrees. 1936: 73)

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire recelied firm 165 high schools, showing the subject
combinations of physical education teachers. 'Finds an inadequate health program in
the majority of the high schools of Missouri ; that more students should be given health
training, physical examinations, follow-up work, and corrective work ; that more time
should be given to the care of individual pupils; that there should be a greater number
of women teachers of physical education; and that 65 percent of the subject combination.:
taught by teachers of physical education are unrelated subject combinations.

1290. Way, H. P. Survey of small college health service programs. Mader's,
1936. Springfield.

1291. Wilson, Barbara Young. The contribution of home ecónomies courses
to the health programs of eight senior high schools in eastern Massachusetts.
Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 116 p. ms.

Includes courses contributing to nutrition and health under supervision of the homn
economics department, nutritional and holth aspects of the cafeteria, and a background
of the general health organization of the school. Shows that home economics coursvs
provide more opportunity for teaching basin in all its phases than any other subjecr
in the curriculum.

MENTAL HYGIENE AND PSYCHIATRY

* 1292. Case, Florence. A quantitative personality study as an apirpach to
the conditions of mental health among college students. Doctor's, 1636. Iu-
diana. Bloomington, Indiana univergity, 1936. 30 p. (Abstract)

Describes an experiment in which the. Laird Personal inventory, revision, C2 and B2
were given 'to 296 students in four psychology classes at Indiana university. Tests were
administered to 142 freshmen, 79 sopbomoies, and 10 postgraduate students, and 2 weeks
later were readministered to the same students. Describes a few case studies of atypical
students. Finds that at least 33 of the items of the tests have diagnostic value; that
personality traits can be tested by a subjective rating; that ratings on thelnental health
of the subjects are accurate and fair; that socially maladjusted pupils rhognize their
inability to adapt socially ; that home training and customs are responsible to a con-
siderable extent for the socially maladjusted students; that the atypical group needs
expert skill and sympathetic advice; and that personal problems which worry tbe indi
vidual student are vast in number, wide in range, different in content, and have varied
possibilities for solution.

1293. Collier, Dorothy. A psycholoFieal analysis of the leisure time activi-
ties of some individuals of normal and some of pre-psychotic personality.
Doctor's, 1936. New York. 183 p.

Analyses data on 342 psychotic subjects and 264 normal 'persons, using case records
of inmates of a New York state hospital and an Oregon state hospital for the psychotic
patients; and for the normal subjects, students in the graduate school of New York
university, settlement, club, church and social oSganizations in both New York and
Oregon. Attempts to determine the leisure-time activities chosen by the greatest nuniber
of individuals in each group and the activities least participated in by individuals in each
group; whether individuals in the various groups show consistent differences in their
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leisure-time traits and preferences; and whether pre-psychotic individuals give indica-
tions of their oncoming personality changes in their use of leisure time. Shows that
the presence of certain leisure-time characteristics cannot he pointed out as symptomatic
of the onset of a psychosis, and that there is DO causal relationship between the pursuit
of leisure-time activities and the development of dementia praecox or of manic-depressive
psychosis.

-4

1294. Crissey, Or lo L.. Mental development as related to institutional resi-
dence and educational achievement. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. Iowa City, Uni-
versity of Ioa, 1937. S1 p. (University of lota studies, new series, no.
332. Studies in child welfare, vol. 13, no. 1)

Invest 1g:ties the mental development of children in relation to residence in institu-
Ikand environments. where the children remained in the same enviionment or have been
Hhifted from an nvironment designed for individuals of one mental level to that
primarily for children of a differing mental level ; and in relation to the indivhlual's
placement in certain levels of educational achieve-meta, by studying children in two
state institutions for the feeble-minded. Finds that in sn environment where the mental
level i'4 that of the feeble-miuded child, the general trend la toward loss in IQ in rela-
tion to the mental level and periods of *residence. Where there has been a, major shift
of euvIritnultgit from an institution where the mental level is that of the dull normal
to another repr..seliting the ley/4 of the feehle-minded, individual's follow the trend of
mental development of their associated in the new environment.

*1295. Dean,. Dawson F. Significant characteristics of the homosexual per-
sonality. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 528 p. ms.

I'r,eiit a historical sketch of homosexuality, au exposition of the two leading schools
of thdught which theoretically attempt to explain its origin and development, a studyo the biological, psychological, and sociological approaches to the subject, identifying
factors and characteristics, and case studies from the rec9rd files of a mobile mental
hygiene clinic; and suggests ways in which education may aid in trainiug flir a more
normal life.

1296. Ebaugh, Franklin G. Tlie importance of introducing psychiatry in
licensure. Federation bulletin of National conniiittee for mental

hygiene. April 1936. (University of Colorado)
Finds that since the medical profession encourages the highest possible standards in the

medical school and in lieensure, and since a large percentage of medical problems are
psychiatric and can be effectively treated only by psychiatric methods, recommends that
the medical graduate of the future be required by licensure to acquire this training in
order that he may render the most efficient service possible.

1297. The present status of psychiatry in medical education. South-
(1111 medical journal, August 1936. (University of Colorado)
. Shows that psychiatry should be accepted as a basic part of training for all branches
of medicine and In undergraduate teaching should not be presented as an elective spe-
cialty. Finds that there have been progressive changes which insure adequate instrue-
lion in psychiatry in the majority of our nurlical schools.

1298. Guy, Gladys. Educational fichievements of patients at Central state
hospital for the insane. Master's, 1938. Peabody.

Studies 798 patients at the hospital. Finds that achievement .:of female patients is
superior to that of males. The median grade attainment is 6.5, higher than that of the J
general population which is approximately 5.

1299. McCauley, Irma. History of mental hygiene in the United States.
Master's, 1936. Maryland. 56 p. f

Studies attitudes toward mental diseases prior to the twentieth century, the begin-
nings of the mental hygiene movement in the United States, the chronological develop-
ment of mental hygiene skieties among tbe states, the evolution of the aims of mental
hygiene among the state organisations, governmental activities, mental hygiene in ele-
mentary and secondary schools and in colleges and universities, the church and mental
hygiene, and the first international congress of mental hygiene and the twenty-fiftbh
anniversary.

141648-37-9
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1300. Palmer, Ileanòr Margaret. A study of Intellectual deterioration in a
series of schizophrenici and organic brain diseases. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa
(Abstract in: Iowa. University. Programs announcing candidates for higher
degrees . . . 1936. University of Iowa studies, new series no. 329)

Analyzes the performance on the short form of the Stanford-Binet of a series of 211()
deteriorated psychotics and 100 subnormals .at.sIbe same mental age level. Shows ft..
value of psychometrics as indices of both quantitative and qualitative changes in utidir
lying psychical function.

1301. Pomerantz, Miriam. Mental hygiene as an aid to the teacher in teach-
ing with maladjusted school children. Master's, 1936. Mass. St, Coll. 144

p. 1118.

Finds that to aid a maladjusted school child requires time, patience, and an appreein-
tion and understanding of the factors contributing to the maladjustment. Frequently
a. maladjustment is so deep rooted that the help and added experience of clinicians aro
necestiary. No teacher can jutify her lack of knowledge of mental hygiene. In order to
be Moe belpfut to the maladjusted child, a teacher will ilia it expedient to study the case
history of the individual.

1302. Roeger, Ethel Sandt. Variations in psychopathy its name and con-
cepts. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 64 p. ms.

Investigates definitiono, classification, cause, and treatment of psychopathy from 1Sgii
to 1936. Finds no definite agreement as to definition, cause, or cure. Generally thought
of as a borderline mental disease.

1303. Starr, Clara. The value of the expressive arts in a public school mental
hygiene progrifm. Master's, 1935. -Michigan.

1304. Tuhey, Blanch E. Mental hygiene instruction through literature.
Master's, 1936. Michigan.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1305. Allen, Ruby 11:10. Correlation of physical education with other ele-
mentary subjects. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Describes a project conducted with 35 fifth grade boys and girls at the Pershing
chool, Tulsa, Okla. Shows the value of correlating physical education with other ele
mentary school subjects.

1306. Baker, Gertrude X. Study of overlapping in the professional curricu-
lum in the Department of physical education for women at the University of
Minnesota. Minneapolis, University of Minnesota, 1936. 41 p.

Finds that little overlapOing exists, and that when present it is legitimate, because
either the topic is a large one and deserves emphasis in more than one aspect of the
field, or it is being reviewed after an appreciable lapse of time.

1307. Baker, Robert H. Therapeutic gymnasticiand its 'effect on the respira-
tory system. Master's, 1988. Springfield.

1308. Bartell, Joseph. The attitude3 and interests of the stuaents toward
required physical education at West Liberty state teachers college. Master's,
1935. Michigan.

1309. Battle, William Raines, jr. A supplementlo the Alabama state manual
of physical education. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 114 p. ms.

ma Baughman, Margie. Physical °education in elementary schools as a
factor in general education. Master's, 1936. Oregon.

1811. Blakesley, Carlyn P. A study of physical education majors and minors
in combination with majors and minors in other subjects in the junior high
and senior high schools ill Minnesota. Masters, 1986. Iowa.
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1812. Brace, D. K. Terminology in physical education glossaries of terms
relating to -11 physical education activities with a tabulation of the use of these-
terms by writers in the field to show pereent of agreement on terms by authors
on each subject. variations in terms, aud genei7a1 lack of uniformity. Austin,
University of Texas, 1936.

1313. Brown, Thelma Knox. A comparison of the motor ability of colored and
white children. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Shows that there is no marked difference between the groups studied. and that the
same type of'physical education program should be offered to both groups.

4314. Burley, Pearl Bacon. The relative behavior emphases of school children
at different age levels as related to physical education activities. Master's,

1315. Casey, Francis L Subject combinations taught by the nwn physical
education teachers in the

1
ublic high schools of western Iowa. Master', 1935.

Michigan. .

t1316. Chicago. University. Physical education and health of school chil-
dren. Chicago, University of Chicago, 1936. 175 p. (Publications of the
laboratory schools of the University of Chicago, no. 5)

Discusses physical education in the elementary and high schools, testing and moils-
uring in physical education, and the health program of the laboratory schools,

1317. Cobb, Prances Truman. Origin and development of the Turnvereine.
Master's, 1936. Peabody. 80 p. ms.

S! owe that Turnvereine had their origin in Germatiy in 1 811, their influeno spread
to America and societies were organized in America as early as 1848. ThrooLzh the
efforts of these societies physical education was first intrOduced into the public schools
of our leading cities and playgrounds organized throughout the country. These societies
have not only been infibential in Germany And America but have spread to othpr parts
of the world.

1818. Couch, Sherman. A study of physical education in Americitn universi-
ties. Master's, 1986. Utah.

1319. Cutchin, Cailisle. A study of the physical education curricula in
selected teachers college. Master's, 1936. Peabody.

Finds a need of better facilities, equipment, curriculum organization, and 3 better
professionally trained staff.

1320. Dierke, James. Suggestive remedial physical education program for
Junior and senior high school boys in Ban Francisco public schools. Mi!ter's,
1936. Stanford.

1321. Duke, ?ilia Lois. History of German gymnastics. Master's, 1936.
Peabody. 86 p. ms.

1322. Dunlierd, Homer R. The status of physical education for girls iu class
B high school of Kansas. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

*4823. Eastwood, Floyd R. Safeiy in college physical education. Doctor'§,
1936. New York. 2 vóls.

Attempts to determine the incidence, type, and severity of accidents to college menand women ; the causal and contributory factors of the accidents? legal liability andmethods for their coverage; and remedial safety procedures. Survtzys 75 women's col-leges located in 35 states, and 38 men's colleges in 20 states, arid surveys intensivelyfootball accidents in 157 colleges and universities.

1324. Forbes, F. L. An evaluation of the required program-of physical tlittica-
tion for men in the accredited Negro colleges.. Master's, 1985. lifichigan.

1936. Iowa.
sr
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1325. Foster, Joe Drahn. An evaluation of the physical education programstof Texas high hooks. Mister's, 1968. Texas.

1326. Gran arl J. A physical therapy program through exercise for thil
Elk City high school boys. Miister's, 1986. Okla. A. & M. Cop.

titudiPo the needs of a physical therapy program through exercise among the Elk
City high mchool boys, the exercises in which they participated in overcoming their niain
defects, and the results obtained (through the various exercises.

1327. Graves, Elaine Baldwin. The relationship of certain posture charac-
teristics to various personality traits and to intelligence. Master's. 1936.
Stanford.

*1328. Hall. Josh& Calvin, fr. The present status of physical education in
the secondary schools of, Florida. Master's, 1936. New York. 29 0. ins.

Attempts, to determine the attitude of the principals of the secondary schools ot

Floraida toward having physical education am n regular part of the curriculum; to dP
termine the number of schools conductlin: a physical education program as a regular
part of the curriculum, the number of schools having special teachers for conducting
this work, the training of tl tenehers for their work, the number of trained chers
n4 eded establishto a physical T.Tucation program in the schools desiring NW !ingrain.
the physical edneation-facilities of the schools, the activities carried on in th programs
where they are a part of the regular curriculum, and the amount 9f money spent on

the physical education prvgrams now being conducted.

1329. Hancock, 'John W. The personnel of physical education and athleties
. in tit Rocky Mountain conference. Master's, 1936. Colo. St.

1330. Henn, Donald C. A survey of physical education in the secondary
school?! in Cerro Gordo chunty. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 55 p. ms.

131. Irvine, Dorothy L. Physical education activities expression of
social philosophy. Master's, 1936. New York. 09 p. m.

Attempts to demonstrate that some of the play activities of children reflect social!

philosophies *as exemplified by a study of the life and customs of Athens in the fifth
century. B. C.,and of the Zuni Indiana of the seventeenth centary. elbows that the war-
like individualistic athletic conteks of Athens reflected the war-like individualistic qual-t
ides of her people, and that the prevalence of team games of the Indian tribe studied

A reflected the communal spirit ot the tribe. Finds that if the physical education progenit
is to bevitrtl, it must consider present-day social philosophy, and must reach into the
life of ihe community.

1332. Jones, Arthur Lewls. The effects of summer programs upon a boy's
physical fitness. blaster's, 1936. Maine.

1333. Jones, Retha Mae. Trends toward coeducational physical education.
Master's, 1936. Peabody. 58 p. ms.

Finds a data% trend toward coeducation in physical education, (specially in those
activities with carry over value for adult leisure time.

1334. Keefe, John D. A survey of physical education in 150 Catholic boys
high schools enrolling 100 or more boye. Master's, 1936.4pringfield.

1335. Larkin, Itichtird A. The infinOnce of John Deweyon'physical education
Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 71 p.

1336. Leathers, R. X. A study of the relationship between leadership in

-physical education and social adjustment of junior high school boys. Master's,
1 93.6. Springfield.

1387. Lindsey, Reed S. Altlidy of opinions of administrators with respect
to physical education. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 50 p. ms.

1338. Lodewyk, B. W. Subject combinations taught by the nien teachers of

phylitical education classes "A" and "D" public high schools of Michigan.
Master's, 1985. Michigan.
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1339. Lyle, Eve line Burton. A study Of the correlation between the medical
Initiation, the physical fitness index, the4it.), and the scholastic achievemen

of girls at thePosse school of physical education. Master's, 1936. Bo. n
Uni 91 p. ms.

fl'tids that the mathematical rating of ph cal fitnesr as indicated by t mediral
examination Is impossible. at present due t e lark of medical norms tui the sub-
jectivity of the medical examination; thnt here 1:4 a low correkstion b ween physical
fitness and intelligence, and between physical fitness and scholasic nevi ement.
mends-the establimUment of statistical medical norms on'all point's i the medical exam-
ination for the different bodily types, and that tUd'nt b cinsst d into bodily tyvei
corresponding to those generally accepted by the medicai 'profess!

4

1340. Morgan, Mabel Hélen. An évaluation of *phy. a. et.uca..I tion activities
for character development opportunities. Master's, 19 r. Peabody. 107 p. mt.

Finds that team sports offer the greatest opportunity for Wilt, com-
bative activities probably rate second, followed by iudiv u activities. hunting playa
and games, rhythmical activities, dramatic activities, ormal meth ities.

1341. McCuen, Marthall 1T An experiment orientation course in physical
education service elatAss fcr ovilege men. Ma er's, 1936. Ohio State. 60p. ms.

1342. Neilson, H. N. Evaluation of ph !cal education of Negro professional
schools. Waster's, 1936. Springfield.

*1343. Nielson, Aksel G. S. A vey Of the physical educlition program and
facilities for men in colleges a I universities. Master's, 1936. New York
117 p. ms.

Analyzes data as to he type of activities offered, the form in which they were
offered or practiced, the Kea. it n which they were offered, the number a students par-
ticipating In the various activities, the most popular hour for the various activities, the3
number and type of instructors employed in the field ofr.physical edtmition, lind the
teacher load in 24 colleges and universities representing different sizes and types of in-
stitutions in 14 states in various parts of thi? Country. Discusses varsity and intra-

- mural activities, and recommends that the intramural protzrnm he expanded' to includi>
the wholt: student body.

1314. Parr, Theodore. Relative achievement of physical education major
students and other professional students in Michigan. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

1345. ,Penn, Herbert W. The, attitudes and interests of freshmen men stu-
dents at the University of Michigan, 1934-35, towftrd the required physical edu-
cation program. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

o

1346'. Posey, Hush Vance. The justification of physical education in see-
ondary school curricula. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 62 p. ms.

Shows a growth in physical education in the secondary school curricula since 1920,
and that the mapr problvn of woikero tin physical education is to organize and evaluate
a program that will appeal to school administrators, pupils, and the general public.

1347. Raglin, Elena L. A study of the relationship betweeti posture, health
rating, amount; and type of physical activities. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

1348. Rathbone, Josephine L. Rsidual newomuscular hypertension: Impli-
cations for education. Doctor's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, 1936.
221 p. .

Attempts to clarity tit terms used in the scientific discussions of fatigue in its various
phases; to describe residual neuromuscular hypertension; to analyze. from the literature.
and from 'the cases which have% Wen referred to a corrective physical education clinic,
the anderlying causes of fatigue and tension; and to point the way to procedures la
ediKtional practice which should reduce the incidence of excitability and nervousness in
children and adults.

1849. Rehrdanz, C. W. Proposed curriculum in physical education.4or first
year college men. Master's, 1936. Alabama.. 114 p. mob
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1350. Romney, Golden. A study of factors that contribute to the curricular
interests of students of the ninth grade with special reference to physical edu-
cation. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 135 p. ms.

Studies the curricular interests of students of the ninth grade of 10 selected schools
of New Jersey in algebra, English, history, and physical education, as shown by the
reasoii!,4 givt.n by the students themselves. the relation of sex, age, IQ, and socio-econotn!c
status t)r their preferences. Finds that physical fieucation was preferred by 41 percent of
the boys: that algebra was preferred by the girls; that algebra was disliked more thAn
any othur subject by the bop; and history by the girls; that bos who preferred physlcil
education had a lower average IQ than did the, boys who preferred any other subject;
that girls who preferred physical education had a higher average IQ than did girls who
preferred any other subject: that boys and girls participated in a wide variety of activities
out of school : and that extremely large classes in physical education had a negative
influence toward physical education.

*1351. Roop, Amy G. The woman highaschool teacher of physical education
in the service area of the Central Missouri state teachers college: a personnel
study ond an analysis of professional duties and responsibilities. Master's,
1936 New York. 90 p. ms.

Studies the l'wntinnAl history, including clucational history, academic status, experi-
enco, and economic status; activity setting, including activities presented, organization
of activities. and the felt need for pre-service training in these activities; the school
setting. including.equipment and space, class enr011ments, length and frequency of instruc-
tion p.bric>ds, basis f07 grouping students, teaching load, participation in physical exami-
nations and daily inspection, planning of program and the source books tallied, of all
women physical edtwation teachers in junior and senior high schools during the school
year 1935-36. Finds that the teachers are deficient in professional training, are doing
little advanced study. receive inadequate salaries, have inferior equipment with which to
work, and teach other subjects. Shows that there are few full-time positions in physical
education, that the turn-over is great, and that teachers tend to stay in the service only
a short time.

1352. Sharer. Milton Wilson. The objectives of physical education significant
to the senior lih school boy. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

1353. Sherrod, Wilma Dean. Physical education contributes to the seven
cardinal principles. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 112 p. ms.

1354. Shukw1t, Adale C. Teaching combinations of women teachers of.physi-
cal education in third and fourth class schools of Pennsylvania. Master's, 1935.
Michigan.

1355. Sinclair, Caroline Baytop. The development of physical education in
Tennessee. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 806 p.

Discusses social and economic conditions In Tennessee, the history and present status
of physical education, and points out significant trends in its development,

1356. Strait, Reginald. A survey of physical education programs in the
high schools of the state of Kansis. Master's 1936. Iowa.

1357. Thomas(Jesse B, Teacher training in physical education in four year
Kentucky colleges. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 93 p.

Studies tbe present status of teacher training in phisical education in 4-year Kentucky
colleges and the requirements for certification of phisical education teachers in states
cljoining Kentucky. Finds that 4 of the 15 colleges offer a major, 2 offer a minor, and
1 offers a few professional courses in physical education ; and that all of the schools
had some of the necessary facilities but most of them were cramped for play space.

1358, Thompson, F. J. Study of vocational and personal interests of under-
graduate students in physical education. Master's, 1936. Springfield.

1359. Tolf, Alva. Physical education for women in junior colleges. Master's,
1936. Chicago. 185 p. ms.,

Finds about 75 percent of 252 junior colleges have provided a physical education t.

program for women.
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1360. White, Ruth Liberty. An experimental orientation course in physical
education for freshmen college women. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 27 p. ms.

Describes orientation courses in physical education for freshmeo in southern colleges
for women, applying particularly to the Mississippi state college for women.

1361. Woods, Gladys. Part 1 : A preventive and'corrective program for high
school girls at Norman, Oklahoma. Part 2: Correlation of motor ability with
physical education grades. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

1362. Wortham, Frank. Status of physical education determined by state
surveys. Master'sk1936. Peabody. 65 p.

ATHLETICS

1363. Alci4rich, Edith A. The relationship of buoyancy to the learning rate
in swimming. Master's, 1935. Iowa.

1364. Barton, Helen X. Do you know speedball? Pennsylvania school jour-
nal, 84: 86, November 1935. (State teachers college, Clarion, Pa.)

1365. . Let's start speedball. School activities magazine, 7: 16-17,
April 1936. (State teachers college, Clarion, Pa.)

1366. Beaia, J. Milton. An investigation to determine the frequency with
which 400 words commonly used in oral instruction in baseball are not com-
prehended by 150 fifth and sixth grade boys at Southwestern, McKinley and
Post elementary schools, Battle Creek, Michigan. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

1367. Beeson, William Henry. A study of the development of basketball as
played by boys in Louisiana high schools. Master's, 1936, Louisiana State.
(Abstract in: Louisiana state university. Uftiversity bulletin, vol. 28, N. S.,
no. 12: 8S-89)

Finds that basketball is the most pipular of all high-school sports.

1368. Bennett, La Verne ?deans. A study of some of the possible factors
influencing success in learning to dive. Masta's, 1936. California.

1369. Bodine, Willis Raymond. A study of the relative effect of organized
instruction and free play on learning baseball skills. Master's, 1936. Texas.

1370. Bofleske, Stanley Evans. A study of the achievement of college meg
in touch-football. Master's, 1936. California.

1371. Buck, Raymond C. High school athletic participation and planned
college attendance. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1372. Clyde, Arthur H. What are the characteristics of successful athletic
coaches in the high schools which are members of the West Virginia athletic
association? Master's, 1935. Michigan.

1373. Collins, J. H. An analysis of some factors in 440 yard running. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Springfield.

1374. Crawley, R. F. Basketball coaching for beginners. Masters, 1988.,
Springfield.

1875. Davidson, Paul T. Behavior control in sports. Master's, 1935. Ohio
State. 134 p. m&

t.

1876. plan, Earl H. The athletic program for the State teachers college
and normal school at Trenton, New Jersey. Master's, 1936. New York.
55 p. ms.

Presents a statement of the athletic conditions at the State teachers college and
Proposes an athletic program that will articulate with the educational objectives of tin
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college in its new location, and it] satisfy the wants and needs of thv students attend-
ing the institution.

1377. Dobberstein, Will a F. A study of the academic achievements of
seleted high school athletes and non-athletes. Master's, 1936. Cornell. 31/Z7
Ix IV&

137s. Donn, H. F. The organization of intramural athletics for boys in this
public high schools of New Jersey. Master's. 1936. Springfield.

1379. Dray, Doris A. The effect of4various factors upon °heart rates of girls
engaged in playing competitive basketball. Masfer's, 1936. Mills.

1380. Dupre, Charles Albert. The organization and administration of this
University inter-scholastic league of Texas. Master's, 1936. Texas.

1381. Erickson, Ralph W. Balance as a diagnosis of body control in relation
to teaching of basketball skills to children in lower 'grades. Master's, 193(1
Springfield.

1382. Fisher, Dwight H. A study of athletic conferetwes among Negro
colleges. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 61 p. ms.

1383. Fitch, Margaret F. A specific method of group tennis instruction in
relation to educational method. Master's, 1936. Mills.

1384. Flack, Howard M. Basketball systems evaluated and adapted for high
school coaching. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 325 p. ms.

1385. French, Esther. An achievement test in volleyball for high school girls.
Master's, 1036. Iowa.

1386. Friery, R. J. Evolution of the rules of basketball. Master's, 1936.
Springfield.

1387. Green% Bernice Combi. lieereational hobbies of business and profes-
e, slail women of Oklahoma. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies the hobbies concerned with physical education activities such as swimming.
teñnis, golf, bowling, and archery of business and profesmlona! women of Oklahoma in
order to determine the types of activity offered for girls and women in the public schools
of Oklahoma.

1388. Greenblatt, Charles LeClair, Irvamiaaraptive study of athletes and non-
athletes. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 82 p. Ills.

Compares scholarship marks, Intelligence, and occupations of 150 athletes and 17m
non-athletes of Knoxville high school.

1389. Greer, John C. Junior high school interscholastic athletics in West
Virginia. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 105 p. ms.

Surveys the status of the interscholastic athletics in West Virginia junior high schools
during the past year, and compares certain items with the rules of the West Virginia
junior high school athletic association. Finds that values, placement, and participation
hi lunior high school athletics need further study, and\should be part of the work of a
state association.

1390. Hall, Sylvester R. The evolution of intramural sports for men in
American colleges and universities. Master's, 1936. Howard. 62 p. Ills.

Finds that beginning at Princeton university in 1857 in the form of interclato; athletics.
'the movement grew slowly !Secants* of the competition of intercollegiate athletics. Attic'
1884, as a result of attacks against intercollegiate athletics, inter-mural sports developed
steadiV; always, however. overshadowed by the more spectacular intercolleglitte contest.
Since 1917 the "athletics-for-all" movement has steadily gained and is now universally
accepted and endorsed at least in theory.

1391. Vane E. The differential measurement of force and of velocity
in high school girls by means of tbe putting of sham of different weights.

1936. Iowa.
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1892. Holcomb, Perrin H. A comparative analysis of methods used by the
football teams of the Oklahoma high schools. Master's, 1938. Okla. A. & M.
Coll.

Finds that winning teams have experienced coaches. offer inducements to player and
thus obtain a heavy group. scout their opponents, are furnished with gnod equipment,
and develop special methods of play.

1313. Humphreys, Albert. A study of interscholastic football injuries.
Master's. 1936. Illinois.

1394. Jett, Charles Overton. Administration of interscholastic athletics in
public high schools of Tennessee. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 90 p. ms.

1395.11I4J'ones, John Randolph. Administration of interscholastic athletics in
the Kansas high schools. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in : University
of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 42)

Attempts to determine who is concerned with the various phases of the administra-
tion of interscholastic athletics in high schools of various sizes; to examine in detail
the practices and methods; to note diversities in administration as shown by answers
received to questionnaires sent to high schools in Kansas. Finds, from the 487 replies
received, that the entire program of interscholastic ath!etics is justified if it contributes
to the getferal educational aims of the school; that n better method of financing is
imperative if the winning of games as an objective is to be minimized; that transporta-
tion presents many problems ; that contracts for games and officials are not used as
erteneively as they should be ; and that a plan of athletic insurance administered by
tbe state is desirable.

1396. Kenefick, Daniel Vincent. Intramural and interscholastic athletics
secondary schools of Massachusetts enrylling 200 or fewer students. Mast( r
1936. Boston Univ. 75 p. ms.

Analyzes check list replies received from 37 four-year high schools as to the type4 of
athletics, coaches, and administration of athletic programs in tbe schools.

1397. Kirk, Joseph Eckley. Factors affecting the employment of football
coaches in Teus. Master's, 1936. Texas.

1?398. Kisull, Howard R. A comparative study of the scholarship of athletes
and non-atiMfes. Master's. 1936. Ohio State. 121 p. MR.

Finds that there is little difference in the IQ of athletes and non-athietea. although
there ht n slight advintage in favor of athletes; that' in colleges and universities there
is little difference in the scholarship of athletes and non-athletes. alth.ough there is a
slight advantage in favor of the non-athletes, while in the secondary schools athletics
has very little effect upon the scho'arsbip of athletes; that athletes select more easy
courses and more hard courses than non-athletes; that proportionately, more athletes
are graduated than nou-atbletes; that there Is little difference in the scholarship of one,
two and three sport athletes, although there is an advantage in favor of the one sport
athletes ; that the individual type of sport is generally engaged in by men of higher
intelligence and scholastic rating; that the team sports, football, basketball, and base-
ball tend to attract men of lower intellectual capacity than do the individual type of
sports; that tennis, trick, crofts-country, and golf athletes rank consistently high in
scholarship, while fooball, baRktthal!, and baseball athletes tend to rank consistently low
in scholarship.

1399. Mason, Lenel W. A study of the effect of overweight upon performance
in the vertical Jump. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1400. Moore, Nelle D. A case study of the effects of interscholastic basketball
upon the health of high school girls. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire kept to membeeet of two girls' basketball teams who
played in national tournaments, 10 years after they engaged in active interscholastic
basketball, and finds that 96 percent of the girls studied believe that competitive basket-
ball playing was not injurious to their health and added to the enjoyment of life.

1401. Xoyle, William J. A study of speed and heart size as related to endur-
ance .fn swimming. Master's, 1936. Iowa.
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1402. Netter, Leo. Study of fundamental lacrosse skills. Master's, 1936.
Springfield.

'1403. Neubauer, John A. The organization of an intramural activities pro-
gram for Oberlin college Master's, 1936. New York. 94 p. ms.

Discu4ses the early history of intramural activities at Oberlin college. recent develop-
ments in intramural activities, establishes criteria for evaluating the program, discusst.s
tbe administrative organization, and the objectives cf the activities program.

. 1404. Nims, Valiant G. The adaptation of uniform interscholastic high school
athletic regulations. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1405. Nord ly, Carl L. The administration of intramural athletics for men in
selected colleges and universities. Doctor's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ.

Finds a variety of administrative policies in tbe intramuhl athletics in the 12 institu-
tions studied, and that 39 actiVities were included in the programs of these institutions

1406. Ogle, Merle F. A history of the athletic department of Colorado state
college of ediication. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1407. Price, Murl H. A study of the comparative achievements of athletes
and non-athletes in high schools of the South central conference. Master's, 1936.
Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Finds little difference in the academic achievement of athletes and non-athletes in
secondary schools, that both groups received lower marks in the required subjects than
they did in the variables and electives. that the seniors made higher grades than did the
other classes, and that the athletic programs of the schools studied are functioning without
detriment to the academic success of the students.

1408. Rennolds, Clara. Motor ability in relation to athletic team success.
Master's, 1936 Peabody. 50 p. ma

Describes an experiment in which Brace's motor ability tees were given to junior high
girls. Teams of high motor ability played against low motor ability teams in six sport.:.

vp

1409. Riotte7, Cornelius Erwin. A preliminary study of the relation of per-
sonality traits to success in basketball. Master's,16936. Stanford.

1410. Robertson, Alfred J. The control of intercollegiate athletics. Vaster's,
1936. Iowa.

*1411.. Rodgers, Elizabeth G. An experimental investigation of the teaching
of team games: a study applied to the elementary school level, of three methods
of teaching.loDoctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college.
Columbia university, 1936. 65 p.

Attempts to discover the effectiveness of three methods of teaching soccer, volleyball.
and playground baseball in seven public elementary schools in Cleveland. Ohio: and in six
elementary schools in Lakewood, Ohio. Compares playing the game without practice of
any game techniques, practicing isolated game techniques for 90 percent of the class time
and playing for only 10 percent of the time, and practicing the game techniquës in relation
to felt need for improving skill in those techniques while playing the game. Finds that
practicing the game techniques in relation to felt need for improving skill was of the
most value.

1412. Ruah, Robert R. A survey of intramural and intercollegiate boxing for
1934-35. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1413. Russe11,41, L. The status of boys' athletics through the high schopls of
Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936. Springfield. 4r

1414. Schreiber, Nichols. A study of relationships of personality develpauent
of eleventh grade boys and varsity athletes to physical ability and athletics.
Muter's, 1916.. Michigan.
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1415. Sebold, Harold H. The Dickinson system of team ranking. Master's.
1936. Ohio State. 47 p. ms.

Applies the Dickinson aptem to an intra-county program of basketball, and finds that
the Dickinson system serves as a new and more satisfactory method of determining cham-
pionships from an educational point of view. Its pornlarity with°the que.:tion-
able. Tbe Dickinson system, however, does provide for a greater democracy in partki-
pation and an equality of opportunity for boys and girls.

1416. Shaw, Anna Belle. The athletic phase of the curricular program of
physical education for girls in the high schools of the state of \Vallitigtiti.
Master's, 1936. Washington. 175 p. ms.

1417. Sinclair, Roy Upton. A survey of the position of secondary school
athletic coach in the state of Maine. Master's, 193$0 Maine.

141S, Snyder, Clarence A. Study of the relationship of athletic par(icipation
to scholarship in five Colorado high schools. Master's, 1931.i. Colo. St. roll.

1419. Summeek, E. W. The cooperative council plan in the adminktratiou of
athletics in Houston. Texas. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: Univer-
sity of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees. 193t3: 70)

Describes the transition from a haphazard arrangement of athletic adruini,tration for
the htgh schools of Houston, Tex., to an orderly, suiccessful administration by a council
composed of senior bigh school principals and higber administrativ.? ofticerci. Show,: that
financial conditions have improved, proselyting hati decreased, conduct at gamp.:. quality
of equipment, attention to injuries, and spirit of contestnnt. coach, aud shol havtt
improved.

1420. Swenson, William T. A correlation of startinz reaction time and :print-
ing speed. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1421. Trumbull, Katharine S. Subjective and objective grading of the ele-
mentary backstroke in swimming. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1422. Urquhart, Fred S. A problem in reaction time in track running. Mas-
ter''s, 1936. Springfield.

1423. Watkins, Robert W. ,A study of the fundamental techniques of inter-
collegiate wrestling. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 180 p. nis.

1424. Wilson, C. Oren. The status of interscholastic and intramural athletics
in the high schools of Utah. Master's, 1986. Utah.

1425. Wilton, Prank Starr. A study of college football as an educ:Itimal
activity. Master's, 1968. Stanford.

1426. Wright, Giles O. The administration and control of interoollogiate
athletics in Negro colleges. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

PLAY AND RECREATI*

1427. Arnold, Lois. A study of the relationship of recreatioual interest to
motor ability. Muter's, 1935. Michigan.

1428. Beasley, Turman Overby. Survey of organized recreational activities
in Civilian conservation corps camps in Tennessee. Master's, 1935. Peabody.
78 p. ms.

Finds that the recreational activities are organized to meet the needs and interests of
the enrollee. and that the educational advisers believe all of the activities are beneficial
to the enrollee and that they should be promoted in all of the camps, and that on the
whole adequate facilities are available for the various recreational activities.
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1429. Beauchamp, Mary Ella. Certain influences of movies on adolescent
youth. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

1430. Bergholz, Mabel Cady. A study of the leisure time of high school girls,
Muster's. 1936. Oregon St. Agr. Coll. 100 p. ms. _

Attempts to determine how girls spend their leisure time ; general trends shown by
a follow-up made 2 years later than the first study tbe relative merits of the different
activities engaged in by the girls; remedial measures necessary ns a result of tilt.
investigation and what the dean of girls can do in aiding high-school girls to establish
recreational habits which lead to fuller and richer lives.

1431. Brand, Pearl. The, change in play activity with the change in chrono_
logical age. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

1432. Cawthorne, Elizabeth Verne. A survey of opportunities for the train-
ing of recreation leaders (in states west of the Rocky Mountains). Master's,
1936. California.

1433. Childs, Gayle B. The frequency of attendance at motion pictures by
school children in Nebraska; the nature of the shows attended. Master's, 1936.
Nebraska. 94 p. ms.

Studies motion picture attkIdance reports of 3,643 Nebraska children in 25 schools
and finds that children attended 312 different shows; that 71 percent of attendance
was on friday, Saturday. and Sunday nights; tbat 19 of the 23 shows most frequently
attended were rated as desirable, twi) partially undesirable, and two definitely unde-
sirable.

1434. Clements, Wilton Shirley. The administration of school playgrounds
in the education 'vstem of Chicago. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 70 p. ma

1435. Donald Martha. Primitive motivations of the dance. Master's,
1936. Peabody. p.

1436. Ganawai, Ann. The singing awes of the Cumbereand mountains of
Tennessee. Masttbr's, 1935. Peabody. 131 p. ms.

1437. Hood, Leon Crist. The pattern of a good time for the Dunbar township
high school pupils. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

1438. Hughes, B. E. A plan for rural recreation: the program of recreation
in Athens county under Federal emergency relief, 1934-35. Master's, 1935.
Ohio State. 86 p. ms.

1439. Jayne, Linda H. A survey of the leisure activities of 300 children.
Master's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. 26 p. ms.

1440. Johnstone, John. A survey of the voluntary recreational interests
among students of the University of Michigan. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

1441. Kirton, Edna Earle. The place of the dance in education. Master's,
1935. Peabody. 97 p. ma

1442. Bohleriter, E. C. Play hctivity supervision in the elementary school.
Master's, 1936. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 102 p.

Attempts to show the need for adequate supervision in elementary 'school Olaygrounds
during recreation periods. Included in the investigation are a determination of the
prevalence and nature of accidents and injuries in free periods _of the primary school,
a study of some of the factors which may be contributory to thé incidence of accidents,
and a suggested organisation for a safety program. Shows thai the development of
the physical activity program of the elementary school has been neglected because of
attention given to secondary school physical education.
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1443. Osborne, Ernest. The individualization of large group camping.
Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. 1.1niv.

Attempts to indicate ways in which the interests and needs or individual children
can be determined by an analysis of the angwcrii of 215 boys under 12 years of age at
the beginning and at the end of his stay in camp to an interest finder containing 274
items, and to develop effective methods of program organization and of guidance to meet
individual interests and needs.

1444. Patterson, Miller. The recreational activities of men teachers in the
State of Oklahoma. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine the "carry-over" value of some recreational activities tthat
have previously been taught in high school and college physical education programs, as
shown by answers to a questionnaire sent to 304 men teachers in Oklahoma. Finds
little "carry-over" value in most of the activities included in physical education pro-
grams, and lists a number of ictivities which should be introduced into the physical
education programs of schools and colleges in order to meet the later recreational tli*
of tbe students. r,

1445. Rosenfeld, S. Ullman. The dynamic relationships involved in the super-
vision of the play of five boys, ages 6-9. Master's, 1935. Columbia,

1446. Ruh, Katherine. The possible contributions of the community recrea-
tion program of Bowling Green to Bowling Green state university. Master's,
1936. Ohio State. 52 p. ms.

Surveys the recreational interests of adults in Bowling Green and constructs a recre-
ational program with these interests in mina !Ind shows the possible ways in which
such a program would be of value to the university students. Finds a predominence
of individual acttvities over group activities; that adults prefer to do those things
with which they are familiar; and that handicrafts, sports, and a,,hletics are mfich
preferred over music and literature.

1447. Smertz, Beulah Alberta. A study of effective reach of municipal recre-
ation in Salt Lake City, Utah. Master's, 1936. Utah.

140. Soule, Howard Marion. A survey of elementary school playground
organization and siipervision in Maricopa county, Arizona. Master's, 1936.
ColoCado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado. Abstracts of theses for
hrgher degrees, 1936: 68)

Finds that 1-teacher schools are in need of both movable and immovable equipment :

that 1-teacher schools do not participate in intramural and interscholastic spocts to any
great extent; that some of the larger schools have playgrounds that are quite small;
that as schools increase in Rise there is a tendency for intramural and interscholastic
sports to increase, an excellent type of supervision is found in many of the schools,
that morning and after-school periods are not supervised as much as are recess and
noon periodi; and that there is a need for teachers better trained in supervision.
Shows that summer supervision of the playground and supervision after regular school
Lours is practically lacking.

41449. Weston, Beth Ames. Recreational survey of some rural school chil-
dren in Berkshire county. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 92 p.

Attempts to determine the amounttof leisure time of the elementary school child
in some of the rural areas in western Massachusetts, to discover what he dces with
bin time, and to ascertain whether the physical education program or otber school
activities carry over into his out-of-school life. Surveys 327 children 10 3;lars of age
or over, in rural elementary schools in 14 communities. Finds that the children had
a good deal of leisure with no organised leisure-time activities. and that the physical
education program of the schools studied did not carry over into the out-of-school life
of the children.

1450. Whitmore, Dorothy Ann. The relationship of the recreatfonal camps of
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to the social agencies of that city. Master's, 1936. Iowa.
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COMMERCIAL EDUCATION

1451. Anderson, Bertha Cooper. Commercial education for Negroes in the
public secondary schools of the District of Columbia. Master's, 1935. Howard,
106 p. ms.

Rpvealq that. as a whole. commercial education for Negroes in the public secondary
*chools of the District of Columbia ranks above that offered in the typical situation in
the United States.

1452. Arnold, Ruth E. A follow-up study of commercial graduates. Master's,
1936. Ohio State. 68 p. ms.

Analyzes information secured from 91 out of 100 graduates who had taken commercial
-work. Finds typewriting to be of higher occupational and personal value than either
shorthand or bookkeeping. One year of shorthand is of little occupational value. Only
20 percent of those who study bookke61ng use it occupationally. About 48 percent of those
who study shorthand use it orcupationiply. Graduates lose too mucb time securing work
They secure work in the community. Shows n need for salesmanship and office practice.
Graduates have more difficulty with English than any other one thing.

1453. Bates, Emma Katharine. Success of teachers of business subjects in
relation to the number of regents subjects taught. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St.
Coll. for Teach. 114 p.

1454. Bowen, Donald C. The preparation of the commercial teacher. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C. 82 p. ms. (Abstract in : Indiana state teachers
college. Teachers college journal, 7: 131, July 1936.)

Attempts to determine the standards required and the curriculum offered by staie
teachers colleges for the preparation of commercial teachers in the United States. Finds
a gent variation of opinion af; to the necessary courses for a commercial teacher, irregu-
larity in standards for courses in practice teaching, indecision as to the time for intro-
ducing various subjects into the commercial curriculum, and increasing importante of
teaching economics, commercial law, and commercial geography.

1455. Clark, Madeline Marguerite. A preliminary survey of the employment
possibilities of the Spanish-American girls receiving commercial training in
the San Antonio secondary schools. Master's, 1938. Texas.

1456. Compton, Joseph O. The development of the commercial curricula of
teaching training institutions. Master's, 1936. West. Ky. St. T. C. 55 p. ms.

1457. Cree, Clyde L. Opportunities for parttime cooperative commercial edu-
cation. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1458. Cumiskey, Mary. A study to determine what should be the Content of
the high school course in consumer business training. Master's, 1986. Iowa.
217 p. ms.

1459. Cushing, E. Faye. A study of occupational opportunities in the field of
typewriting. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 176 p. ms.

*146ot Davis, Benjamin Pranklin. A study of shorthand teaching: compari-
son of hntcomes in the learning of shorthand effected by differences in teaching
methodology. Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teacbers college,
Columbia university, 1936. 108 p. (Contributions to education, no. ;It)

Formulates the Walton experimental method of teaching shorihand, and uses it with
a group of Walton high school pupils who were compared with a group of students
In the same high school who were taught by the conventional method. Finds that the
pupils taught by the experimental method, which is a modified direct method of teaching,
tended to excel in transcription ability: that the teachers who used the experimental
813ethOd preferred it to the traditional methods which they bad been using toesome years.

1461. tine, Lavina Flare.: Ant analysts of etrors in transcription Made by 175
bigh school juniors In first year shortlisind. Master's, 1936. Michigan.
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1462. -Douglas, Lloyd Virgil. An experimental development of techniques/ and materials for the teaching of a one semester course in non-vocational book-
keeping. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. (Abstract in : Iowa. University. Programs
announcing candidates for higher degrees . . . 1936. University of Iowa
studies, new series no. 329)

AT,

Develops and tests instructional materials and teaching procedures specifically adapted
to the teaching of nonvocational and interpretative objectives in a bookkeeping course.

1463. Edwards, Lillian Ilene. An analysis of the results of state typewriting
contests. Master's, 1936. Texas. 55 p. ms.

1464. Emberger, Margaret Dorothy. Methods anti materials used in short-
hand instruction in the public secondary schools in Kentucky. Master's, 1936.
Kentucky. 113 p. ms.

Proposes t determine the present methods and materials used in the teaching or
shorthand in tbe public secondary schools of Kentucky to evaluate these methods and
materials in the light of opinions and practices of competent persons in the field; to
provide information for comparative studies of similar investigations; and to provide
data for the planning of a constructive program of study.

1465. Ewbank, Gladys. The status of junior business training in the junior
high schools of Indianapolis. Master's, 1935. Ball. St. T. C. 106 p. ms.

Analyzes data secured during a survey of the six thigh Ischools of Indianapolis during
the school year 1934-35. Indicates that the subject meets a real need of pupils in the

'ninth or tenth year of school.
,

offering1466. Prater, Gwendolene Lillie. A study of the feasibility of type-
writing and bo9kkeepipg for personal use of all children in the public schools
of America. MastOr's, 1936. Washiegton. 48 p.

Studies responses from persons engagPed in 25 different occupations to learn how they
had used their typewriting skill and bookkeeping knowledge other than-for a vocation,
to find out whether they considered it of value for personal use and if they would advise
these subjects for all children.

1467. Gafke, Adelaide Rogers. A study of changes in commercial education
in the public high schools of Arkansas, during the past fiVe years, 1931-193e.
Master's, 1936. Iowa. 108 p.

1468. Galbreth, W. Henry. The coni4truction of a sedes of dictation exercises
for high schools. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 180 p. ms.

1469. Gantz, Altert L. Value of typewriting in the commercial curriculum.
Master's, 1936. Colo. St.

1470. Gordon, Dorothy. An analysis of knowledge and skill réquired in type-
writing education. Master's, 1936. Cincinnati.

1471. Hartje, Mabel A. A. course of study for the commercial department at
Jamestown, North Dakota. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1472. Hayman, Margaret Lee. A follow-up study of commercial graduates.
Master's, 1936. Cincinnati. r

1472. Hays, Ervin I. An evaluation of teaching secondary school typewriting
at high speed from the beginning. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1474. Heil, Margaret E. The value of the IQ and teachers' marks in certain
high school subjects for predicting teachers' marks in stenography. Master's,
1936. Louisville.

Attempts to determine whether IQ ratings and teachers' marks in certain high-school
subjects could be used to predict marks in stenography in the Atherton .hfgh school for
girls in Louisville. Finds that mares in beginning Spanish and in beginning bookkeeping
were the -best predicti-le measures for marks in the first semester of stenography; and
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that IQ ratings and teachers' marks in typewriting and sophomore Eing list) have almost novalue in predicting success in stenography.

1475. Herfurth, Oneida Bickel. A five-year follow-up study of commercial
vocational high school graduates. Master's, 1936. Cincinnati.

1476. Herrell, Permelia. A study of practices and trends in typing classes Hi
Missouri cities of 5,000 or less. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

1477. Ibrahim, Najib A. Philosophy of business education in the secondno
schools of th,e United States. Maseer's, 1936. Cole. St. Coll.

1478, Johnson, Mary. 68 study of the contributions of typeNN;riting °to Hip
improvement of Etiglish and spelling lmong high school students. Master's,
1936. Iowa.

1479. Johnston, Laura I. A comparison of secondary school typewriting
errors at different leveli; of intelligence. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 56 p. ms.

*1480. Keelon, John Kenneth. The development of commercial educatign in
the Boston day high schools. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 79 p. ms.

Describes the public Latin school, the English high school, the Girl's high school, development of the teaching service, curriculum changes and private business school, the com-mercial high school, the development of the commercial curriculum since 1900, theproposal for a central clerical school, surveys leading to a better commercial course, salesmanship and merchandising, cooperative classes in salesmanship, and commercial subjectsoffered at present.

1481. Kessinger, Elizabeth. A prognostic study in high-school shorthand.
Master's, 1936. Louisiana State. ( Abstract in : Louisiana state university.
University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12 : 94)

1482. Kinney, Carol Aiileen. Investigates the relationships between tenden-cies to reversals in typeqwriting and factors of cerebral domlnpnce. Master's,
1935. Chicago. 117 p. mg.

1483. Knepper, Edwin Garfield. A history of commercial education in the
United States. Doctor's, 1936. Harvard. 422 p. ms.

Divides the history .of b;usiness education into three periodsfront the early colonialdays to 1852. 185?--1S93, and from 1893 to the present time. Finds an expansion ofsubjects and subject matter, a spread in the number and kinds 6f institutions providingcommercial education, a wider recognition of this field of training, and better and moreextensive organization and: a&inistration of it during the second period. Shows thatduring that period the buidness colleges became educational forces of such note thatother educational institutiims found it necessary to compete with them for their ownsuccess. Shows that during the third period the secondary schools dominated businesseducation prior to 1917, but that since that date colleges have dominated, and for thefirst time commercial education was offered 'as graduate study. Shows that a criticalliterature has been developed, new phases of business training undertaken, better textbookspublished, and that research is eliminating guesswork.

1484. Kreizman, Samuel L. Analysis of the progress and elimlilation of theclass of 1932, School of commOrce, Temple university. Master's, 1936. Temple.98 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the reasc4ts fqr student drop-outs and the relationship betweenstudent progress and intelligence. Shows that psyctiological tests can be used as prognos-ticators of student succ And progfess; that 55 percent of the drop-outs bad to earn theirown way; and that inC eased faciulty guidance would delay or prevent a few of thedrop-outs.

1485. Liehtenheld, Frank It A study of publicity procedures employed by
commercial departrhents of secondary schools. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 248 p. m&
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1486. Loeckle, Evelyn. A survey of training Wails for office yorkers respon-
sible for correspondence. Waster's. 1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in:
Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12.: te-m

Attempts to determine the need for training workers responsible,for correspondence; the
types of training used by various firms throughout the United Stows; and the type of
training considered most effective and the method of putting it into operations

1487. Lowe, Velma Wooldridge. A professionalized study of typewriting.
Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 476 p. ms.

1488. Magill, idayme E. The development of a syllabus for a course in con-
sumer business education for the senior high school. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1489. Miller, Jay W. A critical analysis of factors significant in t lw selection,
training, and remuneration of salesmen. Master's-41936. Temple. 79 p. ms.

Attempts to discover, partly as the result of a survey, the factors that are significant
in the employing, training, and remuneration of salesmen, as shown by a study of 57
firms in Wilmington. Del., employink 457 salesmen. Shows that the trial and error
method of hiring and training salesmen must be replaced by more scientific methods,
Pissed upon statistical studies and objective data.

1490. Mitts, Norris G. A follow-up.of commercial graduates of Bloom town-
ship high Achool for the years 19931-1934. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1491. Murphy, Elizabeth. The organization and develownent of a modern
office practice course for secomntry schools. Maser's, 1936. Boston Coll.

1492. Nichols, Ward Matthews. An evaluation of the cooperative part-time
training program in effect in the business department of Modesto high school.
Magter's, 1936. Stanford. 2

1493. Pennell, Eugene D. Organization for commercial education4 in the
public senior high schools of Michigan. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

1494. Peterson, Edward A. Business and economics in the 71 institutions of
higher !laming in Kansas. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1495. Pickell, John C. A course in general busintIss training for Newport
high school. Master's, 1936. Ball. St. T. C. 70 p. ms.

Analyses the responses of 46 Newport high school students to a check list to determine
the content of a general business training course for the school. Shows consumer interest
to be higher than vocational interest and recommends discarding the subject-matter
boundary lines and allowing tbe individual to follow his own intertsts.

1496. Pugh, Stanley. Syllabus in methods of teaching bookkeing. Com-
merce, Texas, Eagle printing company, 1935. 35 p. (George Peabody college
for teachers)

1497. Reynard, Loren F. Evaluation of priptice sets in the first tiemester of
high-school bookkeeping. ¡Master's, 1936. Iowa. 76 p. ms.

1498. Itiggs, Catherine. A study of the value of various measures in predict-
ing the capacity of high school students for learning shorthand. Master's;
1935. Miaigan.

1499. Rohrer, Helen Puller. A comparative study of two methods of teaching
typewriting. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

i 1500. Ryan, Xargaret. Recent liferature dealing with social-business educa-
tion and consumer education. Master's, 1936. Arizona.

141648-37 10
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1501. Sanders, Edwin S. A comparative study in çurricula in business admin-istration. Master's, 1936. Va. Poly. Inst. 36 p. ms.
Studies the courses offered in business administratilin curricula of 65 leading colleges anduniversities InFtbe United States. Lists the courses offered, their frequency in tbe cur-ricula, and the average time and credit devoted to each subject.
1502. Shaw, Harland Dale. 'The construction of a technical vocabulary forhigh school bookkeeping. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 124 p.
1503. Sills, 011ie Mae. Survey of commercial education in 48 public highschools of the state of Louisiana during the 1934-35 school session. Master's,

1936. Alabama. 83 p. ms.
1504. Snider, Earle,Kirn. A comparative study of success in the commercial

subJects and success in the academic subjects. Master's, 1336. Stanford.
1505. Steed, Carol Cary. Social business curricula for the training of comwer-

vial teachers. Master's, 1936. West. Ky. St. T. C. 34 p. ma.
1506. Stradling, Mrs. Jessie. A comparative investigation of the teaching of.0C* practice in the public secondary school of Indiana. Master's, 1936.Indiana.. 140 p. ms.

1507.° Sweeney, Clara. A professioAffra study of shorthand in the high
school. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 140 p. Ms.

1508. Townsend, John S. Teaching typewriting by dictaphone. Master's,
1936. Colo. 'St. Coll.

1509. Van Arnam, Grace P. Adjusting the commercial curriculum of Brainerd
bigh sch4ol, Brainerd, Minnesota, to the needs of the community. Master's,

P1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1510. Wardell, Gerald Bryce. An analysis of undergraduateichools of busi-
ness of the United States for the purposes of guidance for high school students.
Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 300 p. ms.

1511. Watkins, Alice Elizabeth. The history and status of cooperative sales-
maiislip education in selected localities in the United States. Master'11936.
Kentucky. 90 p.

6 Traces the history and development of the cooperative plan; describes the presentstatus of cooperative-salegmabship education in selected public schools in the United Statesand the development and status -of the cooperative program in the Louisville publicschools ; compares the present status of the Louisville cooperative plan with plansfound in other public high schools; and suggests a course of study in cooperativesalesmanship.

1512; William, Homer N. Some common errors in English made by businesEk
college students in daily tranirription work. Master's, 1938. West, St. T. C.

p. ms.

1513. Williams, Claude B. A survey of the business educatift graduates of
the Delaware county high schools for the five school years, 19614935. Master's,
1936. Ball St. T. C. 62 p. ms.

ocudies the strength and weakness of the business education program in the Delawarecounty,. 14, high schools, and finds that, courses were needed in consumer educationand jn eódo-buivinesa training, and that thé curriculum be broadene4 to preparethe student Air a wider range of business occupations.

1514. Williams, Rachel F. Business,education and Recupations of the gradu-
ates of the Ault high school, Ault, 19317A. Master's, 1936, Colo.
st. Coll.
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1515. Williams, Scott. An experimental study of the relative effectiveness of

the recitation and problem methods of teaching junior business training.
gaster's, 1936. Oregon.

1516. Workman, Helen Mae. A follow-up study of commercial graduates as
a basis for curriculum revision. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 90 p. ms.

Indicates that. while vocational commercial education is needed, there should be mOreemphasis upon gvieral commercial education.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, INCLUDING INDUSTRIAL ARTS 41.

//1517. Allen, Wilson S. Industrial education for Negroes in secondary schools
/in Florida with special reference to industrial arts education. Doctor's, 193e.Ohio State. 186 p. ms.

Shows that the program of studies for the Negro secondary school should difftbr onlyinsofar no the abilities, needs, and interests of individuals or groups justify variation;that the Negro ne%ds to acquire facility in adjustment to home and civic life, developmentof leisure-time aetTvities, problems pertaining to physical health, and in the developmentof personal social traits.

1518. Anderson, Marcus L. The educational and vocational opportunities forNegroes in Columbus, Ohio. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 60 p.
Attempts to determine the integration between scholastic preparation on the secondary 'Itbichool level and employment in various vocations. Finds that vocational opportunitiesfor Negroes are limited, and that there is a great need for a functional guidance program.
1519. Archer, Flom Alice. A unit on the oil industry. Master's, 1936. Pea-body. 109 p. Ins.
Sttidies the history of uses made of oil, development of fields, and dtstribution of theproduct.

1520. Ashley, Lawrence lloyd. Industrial arts education, in teacher educa-tion. Doctor's, 1930. Ohio State. 176 p.
Finds little agreement in programs over the country in college course requirements formajors or minors or in academic work and that programs are deterinined largely by thedenuiuds of public 'schools, which are in turn responsible for these demands. Acceptededucational objectives ate the bases on which the program should stand.
1521. Bailey, Chester Paul. Job sheets and analysis of jobs in element4ryprinting. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 58 p. ms.
Evolves 14 job sheets and analysis of jobs for the student beginning with instructionsas to their use and sample jobs.

1522. Baker, William Rice. Production in school print strops. Master's,1936. Minnesota. 185 p. ma.
Studies types of production in school print shops and influence of production methods onthe educational and financial status or value of printing as a school project. Indicatesthe need for better-defined objectives to enriched and well-balanced programs, and tosolution of problems that thwart attafnment of worthy results from printing edumtion.

Bonham, Wilbur E. A survey of industrial education in the Masonic;homes of the United States and a proposed program of industrial education fdithe Oklahoma Masonic home. Master's, 1986. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Sets up a program of vocational education for the Masonic° home at Guthrie, includingcourses. in,printing, bookbinding, woodworking, and shoe repairing, and includes a list ofequipment needed to carry on this work.
1524. Bordner, Armar J. A proposed industrial arts program for the juniorhigh school ,grades in liebanon county, Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936, Penn.State. 107 p. ms.
Presents a practftal program based upon the literature of industrial arts education andon interviews with educational leaders.
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1525. Bowman, linsom Pat. A general shop program for the Tulsa part-tint,.
continuation school. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Sets np a course of study for the general shop, and suggests means of.carrying on the
program with adolescent boys.

1526. Brock, J. L. The Atnerican craftsmen league in South Carolina. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Peabody. 129 p. ms.

Finds that there are various clubs throughout the United States for students taking
course4 in industrial arts and that a movement is under way to effect a national organiza-
tion of club work for students taking courses in industrial arts.

1527. Burrell, David James. Operation and information sheets for teachin::
fundamental units of hand woodworking. Master's, 1935. Wash. St. Coll.

1528. Calvin, Lawrence V. Major trends and influences in industrial arts
education in the United States from 1925 to 1935. Master's, 1936. 'Ohio Univ.
96 p. ms.

1520. Campbell, Harvey Blaine. Plan reading for the building trades:-11ns-
ter's, 1936. Kansas.

1530. Carlson, V. Sydney. A study of the vocational and prevocational offer-
ings of the Morocco high school with recommendations for enrichment. Mas-
ter's, 1935. Ind. St. T. C. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college.
Teachers college Journal, 7 : 11:1--16, July 1936)

Shows that the school was offering n program of studies consisting of a colfege-prepara-
tory curriculum, a commerce curriculum, a finding course consistirig of general shop work
for boys and home economics for girls, and music and art courses open to all students.
Finds that the students in school preferred the professional and commercial vocations with
college-preparatory and commercial courses: that the iiccupation most frequently followed
by the men from the classes of 1918 to 1923 was argiculture; and that 82.6 percent of the
women from those classes were twnwmakers. Recommends that courses in home eco-
nomics, industrial arts, and agriculture be added, and that a program of vocational guid-
ante be organized to assist students in choosing their vocations more wisely.

1531. Crane, Jefferson Wingate. Elements of science involved in the printhig
trades. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 52 p. ms.

Attempts to determine what portions, phaseti, or elements of science used by workert7
in t4e production departments of the printing trades are essential.

1532. Crudden, Paul Bernard. The development of vocational education in
Massachusetts since 1870. Master's, 1936. Boston Coll.

1533. Cunningham, Elbert C. Civilian vocational rehabilitation in Nortb
Carolina. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 109 p. ms.

Traces the North Carolina funds invested in civilian rehabilitation compared with
increased earning power of the citizens due to vocational training given by department.
Finds the funds spent by the state are a sound economic investment when compkred with
state expenditures for institutions.

1534. Ellington, Mark. Determining the professional courses In a technical
institute's curricula. Doctor's, 1936, Ohio State. (Abstract in : Ohio state
university. Abstracts of doctors' dissertations, 20: 127-34)

Develops a practical technique for surveying the Industrial and business needs of a
community and applies them to Rochester, N. Y. Revises the curriculum program carried
on at Rochester athenaeum and mechanics institute, and establishes guidance procedures
designed to help the student ielect suitable courses of study, to help him overcome
personality defects or deficiencies, to aid him in carrying on a balanced program of
extracurricular activities, in'making adjustments on the cooperative job.
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1535. Essex, Gene. Establishing the foundation Of a course of study for the
preparation of industrial arts general shop teachers for the junior high schools
of New York State. Master's, 1936. Syracuse. 3&.! p. ins.

Discusses the philosophy of industrial arts education, the philosophy of the New York
State education department, industrial arts in rela lion to general education, the improve-
ment of industrial arts teaching, and objectives in fiehls other than education.

1536. Ewing, Claude Henry. A measure of the efficiency and the deficiency
of the training of painting and decorating apprentices. Master's, 1936. Colo.
St. Coll.

1537. Ferguson, Vaughn Brown. The posttentry training of public service
personnel in California. Master's, 1036. .California.

1338. Fitzgerald,'William A. Basic operations in printing. Master's, 1936.
Peabody. 141 p. ms.

Prepares instruction sheets for the performance of the basic operations in elementary
printing and the selection of suitable illustrations.

1539. Fox, Marius A. An analysis of the trade student's comprehension of the
vocabulary of his rude literature. liaster's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:
University of Pittsburgh. Abstract of theses, resedrches in progres, and bib-
liography of publications, 12: 301-302)

Studies tbe vocabulary comprehension of 500 trade students in the automobile, cabinet,
carpentry, electric, machine, and sheet metal trades in the Allegheny vocational school
in Pittsburgh. Finds that the student beginner has approximately a O percent com-
prehension of vocabulary terps encountered in his trade literature, and that there is a
consistent growth in comprehension of vocabulary terms as the trade experience of the
student increases.

*1540. Prench, Earle Kenneth. Effect of the depression upon the industrial
arts program in certain Massachusetts school systems. Master's 1936. Boston
Univ. 48 p.ms.

Studies the industrial arts program in the public junior and senior high schools of
Massachusetts. and finds that during the depressiim there hail been a general increase
of 17 percent in industtial arts subjects, with a 34 percent increase in attendance.

1541. Frye, Milton. (')rrelates of vocational preferenoe. Master's, 1936.
Washington Univ. 52 p. ms.

1542. Fryklund, Verne C. Trades versus occupations as training bases. In-
dustrial krti and vocational education, 25: 169-71, June 1936. (University of
Minnesota)

Attempts to validate. by ti sts. the training of industrial workers according to the
complexity of work performed rather than by trado classification. Evidence shows that
trade lines can be ignored when attempting to determine whether or not training is
deserved. Finds that abilities and required training do-not always follow trade classifi-
cations; and that repetitive workers in industry up to approximately 34 percent are
justifiably trained in reimbursable trade programs, if complexity of required abilities is a
criterion of need.

1543. Grabow, Lewis D. An investigation in indukitrial arts subject matter.
Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 184 p.

1544. Graham, Robert Fred. A handbook for eodperative part-time apprentice
training in Arkansas. Mastet's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Complies, in handbook form, procedures and references for use by school authorities
inaugurating a program of cooperative part-time apprentice training in their communities
by making use of the available industrial and commercial facilltlea of the community
on a cooperative basis, with the salary of the coordinator and the technical reference
materials necessary as the only expenses for the service.
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1545. Hackman, George N. Teaching elearicity on the junior high seho(level. Master's, 1935. Tennessee. 123 p. ms.
Develops a course in electricity together with information sheets, assignment sheets,and job sheets for carrying the course through a school year.
1546. Hainer, Linton. Engineer prep4ration, high and college. Master's.

1936. Minnesota. 62 p. ms.
Studies the value of high-school, shop, and drawing courses as a basis for work inengineering colleges with attention to both the training and the guidance aspects. Showsa trend toward broader admission rules in terms of subject groups; reports neededchanges for engineering college-entrance requirements. Shows that shop and draw1n4courses seem to have contributed to success in engineering college shop and drawingwork.

b.

1547. Hankammer, Otto Alfred. Graduate programs in industrial arts edu-cation: with special reference to the master's degree. Doctor's, 1936. Ohio.State. 187 p. ms.
Considers olijectives, administration, articulation, requirements, students, staff, facili-ties, and offerings inograduate programs in industrial arts education as presented byteachers colleges, colleges, and universities. Reveals that the structure of the master*sprogram is complex in nature with considerable variation in practices among the severalinsdtutions; finds that institutional, departmental and staff, curriculum, student rela-tions, and allied policies control the master's program.

1548. Harper, Heibert Druery. The development and present status of the
metal trades and their training programs with special reference to the metro-
politan area. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 381 p. ms.

Studies the metal industries located in and around New York City, the history ofmetal and metal manufacturing and their effects upon society, and analyses the educa-tional needs in the various metal industries and the present training facilities providi'dfor entrance into any of its varied branches.

1549. Hauserman, Paul I. The interrelations of mental ability and mechan-
ical aptitude, objectively measured, and the quality of shop work. Master's.
1936. Ohio Univ. 37 p. ms.

1550 Herness, L. Clifford. The extent and nature of coope ative part-time
vocational training in public high schools of the United States. 'aster's, 1936.
North Dakota. 115 p. ms.

Finds that there are 29 public high schools in the United St,tt ing part-time
cooperative focational training. Describes tbe part-time cooperative p an of industrial
education, the present status of these schools, duties specific to the plan, course content,credits, selection of pupils for training, selection of place for training, special vocationalguidance provisions, values of the plan, placement of pupils, and special agreements withthe employers.

1551. Halyard, Lawrence R. A comparison of administrative practices and
offerings in vocational and practical arts education in 30 public schoo4.sys-
terns, Master's, 1936. Iowa St, Coll. 92 p. m&
. 1552. Hubbard, Harry Niles. Relationship between industrial arts and voca-
tional trade and industrial education. Master's, 1936. Alabama. 40 p. ms.

1553. Inge, Helene Grace. Souse opinions concerning the relationship of fine
and industrial arts. Master's, 1'4 ;. Peabody. 112 p. ms.

Finds that much information was given as to why line arts should be taught in Indus-
trial arts.work, but very few texts mentioned bow it should'be taught.

1554. Kirkman, Otis Clifford. A study of industrial arts and vocational educa-
tion with application to Chattanooga4 Tennessee. Master's, 1035. Tennessee.
152 p. ms.

Traces the historical development of industrial arts and trade training in Chattanooga,
Tenn., to 1928, and gives a more detailed study of the Chattanooga vocational school
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from 1928-1935. Recommends tbe broadening of industrial arts courses in Junior high
ichoolo, enlarging all-day trade training in vocational schools for adok scents, and the
broadening of trade extension courses for adults in part-time and evening classes.

1555. Knierim, Robert F. The workingmen's educational movement in Penn-
sylvania. Master's, 1936, Penn. State. 202 p. ms.

Gives a brief history of early education in Pennsylvania, federal aid to education, dis-
cusses vocational agriculture in Pennsylvania, all-day vocational trade or industrial
schools and departments, home economics, evening schools, part-time cooperative indus-
trial education, plant training classes for employed workers, mining, correspondence
schools, libraries, and the Pennsylvania emergency education program.

1556. Kurty, John P. Course of study in industrial mechanics for the senior
high school. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

1557. Lawrence, Arthur Lewis. The evolution of instruction in motorless
flight and the techniques and procedures necessary for efficiency directing such
learning. Master's, 1936. Brown. 131 p. ms.

1558. Litchfield, Elsie Therma. Vocational choices of Clovis, New Mexico,
high school graduates according to intelligence and the occupational levels of
their parents. Vaster's, 1936, New Mexico. 51 p. ms.

1559. Lortz, G. M. Occupational training needs of industrial draftsmen based
on present practices and technics in Kansas City, Missouri. Master's, 1936.
Colo. St. Coll.

1560. Lush, Clifford Keith. Development and use of objective measures in
industrial arts. Master's, 1936. Minnesota. 124 p. ms.

Determines relationships between manual ability, effect of training, age, sex, and
general intelligence. Shows that more manipulative experiences are needed in the
school program; shop instructors should weigh heavily abilities in manipulative work in
grading.

1561. McGuire, W. X. Accident prevention in high school shops. Master's,
1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Presents a manual of rules for accident prevention in highschool shops, incruding
recommendations for first-aid equipment and supplies, and offers suggestions as to the
organization of first-aid training courses in the schools.

1562. Mahoney, Philip H. A study of high school boys' vocational choices.
Master's, 1936. Iowa. 119 p. ms.

1563. Martin, Hudson S. The development of industrial education in Youngs-
town, Ohio. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pitts-
burgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publi-
cations, 12: 313-14)

1564. Mason. William Ronald. The development of technical training in the
public schools of Cleveland, Ohio.*Master's, 1936. Chicago. 126 p.

1565. Mayberry, William C. Aluminum art metal course for industrial arts.
Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 115 p. ms,

Gives a brief historical sketch of the development of metals used for art metal work
with special emphasis on aluminum as a possible medium, nd recommends the addition
of an aluminum art metal course to the industrial arts curriculum.

1566. Mead, Cary Robert A study of teaching problems common to new
teachers of the industrial arts subjects. Master's, 1986. Oregon St. Agr. Coll.
81 p. ma.

Reveals problems common to the experiences of new teachers of the industrial arts
subjects, and draws implications therefrom that may be of value to the training centers
and to teachers III-training.
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1567. Morrison, Darnall W. Eighteen weeks course in beginning woodwork.
Master's, 1936. Tennessee.

Includes a brief history of industrial arts education. Analyzes 25 courses of study andcompares 15 oursts of study in beginning woodwork with the standards of attainmentof the American vocational association.

1568. Bluelke, Herman G. A study of technical curriculum extension from a
secondary to a junior college level. elaster's, 1936. Buffalo. 98 p. ms.

169. Nelson, Thomas W. Comparative study of two methods of teaching tool
operations in beginning woodwork. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1570. Nicholls, John William. Industrial arts And farm shop programs with
special reference to developments in Franklin county, Ohio. Master's, 1936.
Ohio State. 66 p. ms.

1571. Nicholson, Samuel Wylie. A proposed program of cooperative voca-
tional education for Spartanburg, South Carolina. Master's, 1936. South Caro-
lina. 81 p. ms.

Proposes that industry assume a share in the responsibility for vocational training andwork cooperatively with the school, making physical equipment available for trainingpurposes.

1572. Oleksy, irrank Matt. Trends in industrial education in Michigan.
Master's, 1936. Michigan.

1573. Paul, Carl E. Adapting the general industrial program to a compre-
hensive high school. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Stud:es practices and experiments made towards adjusting the general industrial programof vocational training to the physical set-up of a functioning high school. Shows the useof trade analyses for curriculum content, progress charts, group leader organizations, production problems and a guidance plan are essential in a well adjusted program of generalindustrial training.

*1574. Phillips, Joseph Warren. Mechanical devices as aids in the teaching
of aviation, described and illustrated, together with a statistica) study of the
results of the teaching of definite sections of the subject by two methods lec-
ture and demonstration. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 326 p. ms.

Traces the history of the development of laboratories for scientific subjects, and presents53 mechanical devices with a working drawing or photograph of each device, and anexplanation of the.principle of each device for use in teaching aviation by the lecture anddemonstration methods.

1575. Priest, Jay X. The offering and scheduling of industrial arts courses
in junior high schools. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University
of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of
publications, 12: 320-21)

Finds that there is considerable variation of practice in making the curriculum and theschedule in industrial arts at the junior high school level.

1576. Ramsdell, Benjamin D. The extent of manual creative activity among
120 high school students during their free time. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

1577. Rickert, Charles Hotart. A study of the vocational careers of the 1925
to 1934 graduates and non-graduates of Naperville high school. Master's, 1936.
Michigan.

1578. Ringle, Verlin E. Printifig in general education program, job sheets
and instructional material. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Devisee a course a study in printing which will give enough facts, related information.and fundamental processes that a person desiring to might enter an atoprentieeship
better equipped to become an intelligent efficient worker.
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1579. Robinette. Kelley Floyd. A study of hqme shops in Oregon in relation
to certain objectives of secondary education. Master's, 1936. Oregon St. Agr.
Coll. 43 p. ms.

Gathers material from the schools of Oregon and compiles the results in the light of the
need, importance. and value of the home shop in its contribution to the home.

Romrell, Clarence Lorinzo. .1 study of vocational trends in Utah.
Master's, 1P36.

P 6

1581. Russell, Wilbur David. A course of study. teaching materials, and
testing procedure for industrial agis auto shop i a senior high school. 'Master's,
1936. Stanford.

1582. Rygiel, Walter/S. Vocational choices of high school students in Wyo-
ming high school. Master's, 1936. 'Temple. 105 p.

Attempts to determine the vocational choices of Wyoming, Pa.. high-school students. and
to collect such other data as may he of value in affecting a more adequate guidance
program.

l583. Scurlock, Voyle C. Econotnic aspect of vocational rPh:lhilit a t ion. Mas-
ter's, 1936, Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies tie vocational rehabilitation of the plvsically handicapped ci,tizens of Oklahoma
from 1925 to 1935. Finds that all of the climbs were self-supporting after receiving train-
ing, whereas nit5st of them had been dependent on pompom% else ,prior to that time; that
a number of the cases have retained their employed status for a number of years even
in the face of adverse economic conditions; and that it costs several times as much to
maintain a person as an object of charity as it does to rehabilitate him.

1584. Sharkey, Clare G. Vocational achievenient of graduates of the trades
and industries high school 1916-1930. Master's, 1935. Wittenberg.

Covers the vocational acbievemcnt of 786 graduates between years 1910-1930 of Trades`
and industries division of the Dayton cooperative high school, Dayton, Ohio.

1585. Smelkin, J. The mechanics' institute moveMent in America, to 1860.
Master's, 1936. Coll. of the City of N. Y. ^82 p. ms.

Presents a historical study of the Mechanics' institutes in America to the decade 1850--
1 860 in the light of thP social. political, economic. nnd intellectual conditions to which
they owe their rise. An attempt is made to show that they arose as an answer to very
definite social needs. The relation among the movement in England, the Lyceum Move-
ment in America, and the movement alder consideration is indicated and emphasis is
placed on the educational activities of tbe Mechanics' institute.

1586. Smith, Alfrect. A comparative study of industrial arts students and
college course students at Indiana Statt teachers college. Master's, 1936. Ind.
St. T. C. 37 p. ins. (Abstract in : Indiana State teachers college. Teachers
college journal, 7: 124, July 1936)

Finds that the college course or regular high-school group ranks higher in mean scholar-
ship index in all comparisons than does the industrial arts group.

1587. Smith, John Allan. Some suggested criteria for the evaluation of
printing. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

1588. Spaulding, Benjamin Warren. A compilation of related informational
material in the industrial arts field. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

*1589. Spaulding, Roland Harvey. A contribution to the technique of cur-
riculum making for the training of pilots of airplanes. Doctor's, 1936. New
York. 196 p. ms.

Gives a brief history of pilot training. Attempts tip determine whether or not a
inetbod of curriculum-mating cotild be evolved from a study of the life situations which
confront a. person in his vocation. Prevents an exitnsive.cnrriculum for the training of
airplane pilots.
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1590. Stephan, James O. Industrial arts supply costs and records in eight
Franklin county, Ohio schools. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 88 p. ms.

Classifies supply cost and record practices employed by teachers in the industrial artsprograms of Franklin unty ; examines school board procedures In handling supplycosts and records; an examines the literature to determine the bases available forestablishing supply cos and record programs.

1591. Stephens, Carl Edward. Schools and industries of Knoxville, Ten-
nessee, in relation to trade education. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 117 p. ms.

1592. Underwood, nail F. A social and educational analysis of Industry
township. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1593. VanGorder, Pauline Esther. Organization, methods of procedure, and
content of occupational information courses in certain selected cities. Master's,
1936. Indiana. 166 p.

1594. Van Westrienen, H. J. A stity of the vocational guidance vglue of
industrial arts try-out courses in the junior high school. Master's, 193G.
Michigan.

1595. Wilber, Gordon Owen. Pewter as a subject of study. Master's, 1936.
Ohio State. 192 p. ms.

1596. Wilson, Lawrence E. A program of interpretation for the industrial
arts. Master's, 1936. Nebraska.

Studies educational literature in this field, and the methods of interpretation beingused by outstanding industrial arts departments, together with a survey of typical high-
school industrial arts departments to ascertain need of interpretation and most effective
methods being used. Shows that tbe industrial arts department may be raised and mademore secure by a definite program of interpretation. Suggests a program of interpreta-tion to aid in fomulating plans for keeping patrons informed of each phase of the work,Its value, and results achieved.

1597. Wright, Rolliff A. The existing aims of printing in the junior and
senior high schools of the United States. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1598. Zellers, Sylvester R. The development of industrial arts in Cleveland,
Ohio. Master's, 1936.. Ohio State. 90 p. ms.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

1599. Abbott, Walter Clarence. A poultry manual for the use of extension
agents and local leaders of 4H clubs in Louisiana. Master's, 1936. Louisiana
State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28
N. S., no. 12: 8-9)

Contains the requirements for membership in the poultry projects of the 4-H clubs of
Louisiana.

1600. Allen, Herbert Edward. Adult activities in a rural farm community.
Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1601. Bauder, Harry Devoe. To discover the factors to be considered in mak-
ing a program of vocational education in agriculture for the Van Hornesville
community. Master's, 1935. Cornell. .95 p.

a1602. Beatty, George W. A comparison of the development of Smith-Hughes
vocational agriculture with agriculture in Campbell county, Wyoming, for the
years 1925 to 1930. Master's, 1936. Wyoming. 157 p. ms.

1603. Brand, Harry Z. A compilation of Louisiana experiment station data
for use in the vocational agricultural high schools. Master's, 1936. Louisiana
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State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28
N. S., no. 12: 7)

Compiles data from the pgblications of the Louisiana experiment station on expert-
nivntEl conducted for a duration sufficient to make the 'results reliable, and includes re-
sults accompanied by the "field data" of the experiment.

1604. Brooks, D. Harold T. Implications for teaching dairy enterprise at the
Morrisville agricultural school. Master's, 1936. Cornell. 86 p. ms.

1605. Carter, Millard Tennyson. A procedure for making the courses of
study for the agricultural curriculum of the Negro high schools of Virginia.
Master's, 1935. Cornell. 97 p. ms.

1606. Champion, James Samuel. Direct and indirect supervision of instruc-
tion in vocational agriculture. Master's, 1935. Cornell. 126 p. ms.

Surveys the supervisory practices of state 8upervisor3 and teacher trAiners in the 48
states and in Hawaii and Puerto Rico.

1607. Collar, Grant Harold. Teaching horse and mule production from au-
thoritative data. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 100 p.

1608. Earheart, Orville. Basing the teaching of cucurbit enterprise on scien-
tific findings. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 117 p. ms.

1609. Foster, Fred. Pattern lesson units for teaching dairy husbandry in the
secondary school. Master's, 1936. Cornell. 195 p. ms.

Presents the essential lesson units as a guide for teaching dairy husbandry in the
secondary school, including a Atatement of objectives and the approaches to the units.

1610. Galbreath, Malcolm Bruce. The collection and use of survey data by
teachers of agriculture. Master's, 1936. Cornell. 59 p. ms.

1611. Gibson, James Wiley. The development of vocational agricultural edu-
cation in South Carolina, 1917-1934. Master's, 1936. South Carolina. 83
p. ills.

Compares vocational agriculture in South Carolina with other states, traces 17 years
of agricultural education in South Carolina.

1612. Howard, D. J. The subject matter deficiencies which teachers of agri-
culture felt they possessed in teaching agriculture. Blacksburg, Virginia poly-
teeilnic institute, 1936. p. ms.

Finds a definite weakness in farm mechanics teaching, and that classes on vegetables
and small fruits should be included in trainee courses of study.

'1613. Howard, Sherman H. Constructing a course of study in rural social
problems for all day vocational agriculture 'classes of Kansas high schools.
Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

1614. Hurst, John Irvin. Course syllabus for one year of dairying at the
Southwest Mississippi junior college. Master's, 1930. Louisiana State. (Ab-
stract in : Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12:
76)

Starting with the history of dairy cattle, each step in the establishment of a herd. its
care and management, is taken up by jobs.

1615. Kibbie, George W. Needs for vocabulary study in agriculture as re-
vealed by a sampling investigation Modern Agriculture by Grimes and Holton.
Master's, 1938. Iowa. 101 p. ms.

1616. Kirkland, James Bryant A study of supervised farm practice pro-
grams in certain schools of Tennessee. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 72 p. ms.

Stud* the supervised farm practice programs of 754 students enrolled in vocational
agriculture In 18 high schools of Tennessee.
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1617. Knuti, Leo. A study of potato growing in St. Louis county. Master's.
1936. Minnesota. 269 p. ms.

Shows that in St. !Allis county, the potato-growing enterprise is in a formative period
This study should serve as a bask for agriculture teachers and other educational leaders
to base their point of departure for further study and changes in practice as new experi-
ences dictate.

1618. Le Beau, Oscar Ray. Factors affecting the need among Negroes for
graduate courses in agriculture. Doctor's, 11,36. Cornell. 390 p. rms.

Studies the present status of graduate work in agriculture among Negroes, general status
of agricultural leaders, occupational opportunities, lines of graduate work most needed.
probable demand for graduate courses in summer and regular year, need for au agricul-
tural college for graduate courses.

*1619. Lechner, H. J. Non-vocational agriculture ta cultural emphasis)
Doctor's, 1936. Washington. 12 p. ms. Abstract) -

Presents a brief basis for such instruction at any level of learning ; a teaching guide
and course of instruction for Junior high school.

1620. Little, Earl Herbert. Desirability of establishing additional depart-
ments of vocationa agriculture in New Hampshire. Niaster's, 1936. Cornel!f
91 p.

\Attimpts tO discover the high schools, additional to those already established, that are
loafed in agricultural areas and can best serve their people (adults and children) through
the establishment of departments of vocational agriculture.

1621. Littlejohn, L. W. The history and development of agricultur9 news
with especial reference to present practices in state universities and colleges
of the United States in publishing agricultural economic facts. - Master's, 1936.
Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to ascertain the most effective media of publicity for a department of agri
cultural economics through publicity and news disseminated from such a department
Finds that a dpirrtment of publicity is favored by the land-grant colleges and stato
universities because of the valuable service such a department renders: to the constituency
it serves.

1622. Magill, Edmund C. Selected bibliography fir farm mechanics.
Blacksburg, Virginia polytechnic institute, 1935. 20 p. ms. ( Agricultural edu-
cation department mimeograph, no. 34)

1623. Marshall, Don Wallace. Determining the adult education program in
agrieulture for Tippecanoe township, Tippecanoe pounty, Indiana, 1936,
Master's, 1936. Purdue.

Presents case studies of 75 farms and farmers In Tippecanoe township.. 4hows the
need for adult education in airiculture for these farmers, and recommends a group
program to be given in agricultural evening schools.

1624. Meadows, Basil Clark. Basing the teaching of the beef enterprise on
authentic data. Master's, 1966. Peabody. 120 p. ins.

1625. Moseley, Louis Hale. A vonsideration of planned production of toma-
toes with the available market and technical data as it may.be used in teaching%
planned production in vocational agrieultural course in high school. Master's,
1936. Mass. St. Coll. 82 p. ms.

Shows that planned production of tomatoes involves adopsting individual production- to
consumptive needs. Shows that 3 years of practice is the average time for beginners to
realise effectively planned production of tomatoes.

1626. Oberholtzer, Kenneth E. Some important problems of American agri-
culture that should be considered in our public schools. Doctor's, 1936. T. C.,
Col. Univ.

Presents a series of problems and generalisations on agriculture for use In the social
studies curriculum of the secondary schools of urban and rural schools.
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1627. Polk, L. H. Basing the teaching of the rice enterprise on authentiv
data. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 65 p. ms.

1628. Sanders, H. W. Supervised farm practice: a handbook for students of
vocational agricultve in keeping and using records. Blacksburg, _Virginia
polytechnic institute, 1935. 47 p. ( Agricultural education department
mimeograph no. 36)

Deselops a series of lesson plans for toaching the keeping and using of records by
students in vocational agriculture classes in the local training schools, a special summer
class of instructors of vocational igriculture. and two small groups of teachers in the
state.

1629, Seametas. Ray E. The determination of the essentials of law pertaining
to farming in Pennsylvania needed for a course in vocational vriculture.
Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. ( Abst ract in : University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts
of theses, researches in )rogress, and bibliography of publications, Li: 326-27)

Determines the essentials of rural law to be taught in the classes of vocational agricul-
ture in the schools of Pennsylvania having departments of vocational apiculture.

1630. Spencer, F. W. Agronomic practices as influenced by,agricultural ex-
tension activities in certain areas of Louisiana. Master's, 1936. Louisiana
State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University loullet¡p, vol. 28
N. S., no. 12: 7-8) -

Attempts to determine the teaching influences of the Louisiana alriculturat extension
service on the cultural practices being followed In growing cotton in representative areas
of the state.

1631. Sutliff, alph C. S. The selection of content for teaching the marketing
of tlairy products. Master's, 1936. Cornell. 225 p.

1632. Trudel, R. E. Basing the teaching of the tomato enterprise on authori-e
tative data. Master's, 1936. Peabody.

#1633. Ullrich, F. T. The nse of the college farm for instructional purposes.
Plattevirle, Wisconsin, State teachers college, 1936. 31 p. (Bulletin, vol. '36.
no. 2)

Contents : (1) The use of the college farm for instructional purposes, by F. T. Ulrich.
p. 5-7; (2) Field days and other uses of the college farm by people In the community,
by G. I' Deyoe, p. 7-9; (3) Reforestation project on the college farm, by E. J. Stoneman,
p. 9-11; (f ) I'se of the college farm for instruction in livestock production, by G. P.
Deyoe..p. 11-15; (5) Use of the college farm for inutruction and demplistration in soils
and -soil management, by G. V. Gundy, p. 16-18; Oil Use made of the poultry project at
the college farm, by IL E. Moody, p. 18-21; (7) 1:144 of the college farm for instruction
In horticulture, by G. P. Deyoe, p. 21,-22 ; (H) Service rendered by the college farm in the
teaching of farm accounts and farm management, by R. E. Moody, p. 22-24 ; (9) College
farm as a laboratory for students not specializing in agriculture, by Cr. P. Deyoe, p. 24-25;
(10) Farm practice work by agriculture students, by E. J. Stoneman, p. 24-29 ; (1) Use
of the college farm by students in vocational agricuittir. in the Platteville high ;Omni, by
L A. Ilenaend, p. 30-31.

1634. Vallee, Marion V. A suggested farm enterprise analysis for Loulsana
vocational agricultural high schools. Master's, 1936. Louisiana State. lAb-
stract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no.
12: 7)

Surveys the 1935-36 teaching plans for each department of vocational agriculture in
Loulsiaua. Analyzes 11 crop enterprises and 6 animal enterprises.

1635. Wiegand, W. G. An analysis of content and methods of preparation of
agriculturo teachers in selected universities and colleges. Master's, 1936.
Minnesota. 183 p. ms.

Shows a definite need for research in subject matter in the 15 representative Courses to
determine functional content, and better methods of teaching; that integration and
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correlation of representative coirses are important ; and that there is a need for research
to determine the nature of agriculture subject 'matter to be included iu orientation courses
and other courses of cultural value.

1636. Wilson, Noel Estel. Factors affecting the success of departments of
vocational agiiculture. Master's, 1936. Peabody, 110 p. ms.

Finds that personality of teachers, farm experience, tylle of farming. unity of sohti)i
districts, equipment used, number of students reached, method of teaching, cooperation of
parents, indifference of' pupils, casq* work done,_ types of publicity used, and extra-
curricular activities have a great deal of influence on the succpss t)f °departments of vot ;t-
tional agriculture.

HOME ECONOMICS

1637. Allen, Gertrude. Consumer buyer units for use in home economic:
extension teaching. Master's, 1936. Kans. St. Coll. of Agr.

Attempts to secure infornpition concerning *the tood purchasing practices and interests
of farm homemakers in Kansat3, and plans a suggested 5-year program on food purchasiliL:
for use in home economics extension teaching.

1638. Broussard, Gussie Philomene. Case studies in guidance of home eco-
nomics students in the Lafayette high school. Master's, 1936. Louisiana State.
(Abstract in : Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S.,
no. 12: 89)

Shows that de first 2 years' work in the home economIcs course can be used tel
guide students educationally and vocationally; that students elect cLurses whichthey think will better prepare them for their chosen vocations; that subjects in which
students are more successful tend to influenee them toward more advanced studies
and vocations embracing similar subject matter; that students select further studies
and vocations f: oniew II a t in accord with the level of their IQ's; that students earningthe highest academic marks usually participate more' extensively itr extracurrieniar
activities ; and that personal characteristks of students furnish a rough basis for guid-
ance in the choice of a vocation.

1639. Comeau', Marie Louise., Development of home economics in white state
colleges of Louisiana. Master'S, 1935. Peabody. 141 p.

Finds that in the four colleges studied, the main purpose of home economics instruction
has citanged from vocational with emphasis upon skill to teacher training with emphasis
upon scientific bases; that the number of courses has %creased from 2 in 1896 to 26
in 1930 that there has been a change from no demand for prerequisites to one to four
prerequisites for each course; that the number and educational requirements of instruc-
tors have increased.

1640. Dean, -Charlotte Ruth. A ieport of a surley of the graduates of thv
dietitians course from 1928 to 1933, Central technical school, Toronto. Master's,
1935. Cannbla

FP.

1641. Dean, Ella Katherine. An evaluation pf the results of teaching certain
phases of home economics in Little Rock, Arkansas, senior high schooL Mas-
ter's, 1936. Tennes,Fiee. 82 p. ms.

Compares the diets of 22 Little Ilo'ck high school girls at the beginning, near tho
middle, and at the 'end of the semester's study of nutrition, with the diets of 24 Monti-
cello, Ark., high-school girls who had no home economics training in school at any

c time. s rinds a definite improvement in the* records of all girls studying these phases .
of homemaking.

1642. Dixon, Ora Lucile. Home conditions and home duties of a selected group
of junior and senior high school girls in Shelby county. Master's, 1936. Ten-
nessee. 52 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the economic factors which condition the needs of the homeserved by Bolton high school, and especially of the high-school girls of the high-school
area to determine the significant problems relatibg to home economics which these
girls meet in their own hoAlEs and to aid in determining a basis that w ld help solve
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them; to discover information that will be of value to home eminomics teacbers of Shelbycounty that will help them to better meet the needs of high-school girls. Shows the need
of a homemaking program that is modified to meet more adequately the actual homeconditions and home responsibilities ,of the students it serves.

1643. Elliott,.. William Thatcher. Education of the consumer-purchaser.
Master's, 1930. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Ab-
stracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 25)

Suggests a federal department of the consumer, present testing laboratories of theBurthiu of standards made available to consumer requests for commodity tests and pub-lication of results, textbooks- and colirses in consumer-purchaser education in the sec-ondary schools, and adult study groups for consumer-purchaser education.
1644. Purr, Ray A. Modern advertising and its implications for secondary

education. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 70 p. ms.
Finds that advertising' bile made the buying problems of the consumer enormously

complex -and increasingly difficult, and thit the secondary school should train boys andgirls to be more intelligent buyers and consumers of merchandise.
1645. Gregg, Kathryn. The developnt of home economics departments in

the secondary schbols of Louisiana, 1908-1935. Master's, 1936. Louisiana. State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28
N. S., no. 12: 58)

Finds that Louisiana possesses the largest number of home economies cottages of allthe states, and the largest number of student home economics clubs affiliated with thestate and national organizaltloyns; thqt scene of the home economies departments havebeen established and developed from very undesirable situations; that a growing appre-elation of the contributions fnM by home economics indicates a bright future for furtherexpansion and development of is department of the secondary schools; and thatmany 'home economics 'teachers n(1 students have to spend much time and energy inraising money to fintuice th partments.

160. Hawkins, Mildred Ethel. The .utilization of class time by pupils incertain hiih school home economics courses taught by student teachers. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Iowa St. Coll.

Finds that more time than was necessary was used for non-productive activities inclasses taught by student teachers; that differences in the activities of the membersof the class as well as individual differences in the ability of teachers were responsiblefor non-productive use of time in classes; that because of the difference in nature ofactivities in different classes more skill in managing time is needed in some of the classestaught by student teachers than others; that some classes devote less time to non,productive activities than similar classes taught by other student teachers; that thebigh percentage of non-productive time in discussion and in laboratory classes points tothe need for study of ways to reduce and eliminate the principal causes for waste oftime in these classes, and that each teacher should be convinced of theVmportance of theproductive use of the first' few and last minutes of the class period:
1647. Helton, Stella Elizabeth. Some management ptcedures for studentlabor in fOZtoreparation. Master's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. 49 p. ms.
Studies the use of student labor in the food departments of 6 colleges and universities,and finds that there is a wide range of wages paid to student employees, and thathigher wages are paid in colleges charging higher rates for tuition, room, and board.

. 1648. Hickey, Sister, Agnes Josephine. Devices for measuring certain Proc-esses in clothing construction. Master's,. 1935. Minnesota. 68 p.
Devises scales for evattating biis bindings, bias facings, Nid fitted facings in measur-lug work on garments made by high-school and college Shows that the meanaccomplishment of college students proved to be higher tha t of high-school studentson each of the three finishes, and in each case the difference yias statistically significant.Uowever, some bigh-sch'ool students did as- well as the best college students. Sinceprobably the ch)ef value of such devices lies in their independent tide by students inevaluating their own work, they may prove to be more valuable as teaching than astesting devices.
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lab

1649. Howard, Gilbert A. A course of study in homemaking for senior high-
school boys, based on detailed objectives. Master's, 1036. Oregon.

16:;0. Jannett, Augusta. A study to determine tpe food buying habits of
homemakers in Yoakum, Texas, to 1w used as a basis for teaching consumer
buying. Master's,- 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

studies food buying habits by person. III interview during which a. cheek sheet wa,
used, by observing the way customers selected food in various types of stores, and b
t4tudyIng telephone orders taken down verbatim. Finds that in the community in which
this study was made little buying is done by children, and the adults show a need for
tirsinIng in buying; writer recommends adult classes in consumer buying for the com-
munity and general 'consumer education for high-school classes.

1651. Joyce, Mabel ,Combs. Teaching consumer buying as a phase of limo.
economics. Master's, 1936. Ohio State.

Finds a need for teaching consumer buying in high schools today, nmi that it 14
difficult to secure reliable and definite data which will be a guiding aid to the cossumer
buyer. Shows tlitu it is possible to mnke high-school students aware of some of the
cionmon errors nine in buying and to give them a realization of the possibilities of
intelligent purchasing.

1652. Kantner, Nell Constance. A study of the effectivenes's of home eco-..minks instruction among high school graduates of Everett, Washington.
M.HstAw's, 1936. Iowa k3.t. Coll.

Finds that a -large number of the graduates in the home economies group for the
yvats 1939-1935 had benefit rib

design than from any of the
liked to have more instruction

from the courses lap clothing, textiles and costume
courses in home economics, and that they would have

onsumer education, fodd preparation, and child care.

1(453. Kautz, Viola Margiret. Bibliography of stu es of MethOds of tibiaching
home economics. Master's, 1936. Ohio State.

Presents an annotated bibliography of research and exiie Mai work in methods of
teaching home economics, and reviews some of the literatures in the field.4

1654. Kent, Druzilla Crary. A study of the reqlts of planning for honw
economics education in the southern states as organized under the national
nets for vocational education. Doctor's, 1935. T: C.. Col. Unit. New York rity,
Teachers college, Columbia universiM 1936. 172 p. (Contributions to e(luca-
tion, no. 689)

Traces the development of home economics in the public schools of 12 southern states
prior to the introduction of the vocational program; and fot the period since 1917
studies the results achieved, evidences of attempts to evaluate'the. program, the relation
of the reported results to the plans proposed for the development of the program, and
significant trends in the home economics program.

1655. Runde, Lillian Ann. Aesthetic judgment for sevehtb grade students of
line in dress in cost-ump design. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:
University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researrhes in progms, and
bibliography' of publications, 12: 306-307)

1656. Lacy, Mabel Florenie. **The relation of home economics training in sec-
ondary schools to n I Z of wage earning grOups of girls and women in Tennes-

Tennessee.see. Master's, 1936. 94 p. Ms.
Attempt to determine whether home economicimtraining. at- the -secondary school level

can contributeoroward increasing the efficiency of girls and women in Tenneissee in Voca-
tions other than homemaking, but closely related to it. Finds an increasing tendency of
women 'to enter wage earnink occupation's, a need for home e'ononIcs to be taught' in all
county high schools of Tennessee, and that the Tennessee cou se of study deals *ith
tonsideration of activities and interests related to homemaking sand offers certain funds-

. mental types of training Whkh niight contribute to the vocational efficiency of Certain
groups of wnge earning women.
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1657.,hicCleery, Helen E. Discrimination of standards of workmanship by

pupils with and witthout training in the manipulative ptocesses of clothing
construction. Master's, 1936. Iowa St. Coll.

Describes an experiment conducted with 134 pupils from the regular- home economicsclasses of Iowa City junior high school paired according to scores on the Otis intelligencetest and previous grades in home economics. One group was given construction work inmaking hems, the other group had no construction work but studied other phases of home
economics. Both groups studied the qualities necessary for a high-grade of workmanshipand examined the work done by group one; both groups criticized the work and set upstandards to be followed when discriminating in quality 'of workmanship. Finds thatpractice in discriminating differences in quality of workmanship and instruction in stand-ards of a superior product was effective in teaching pupils to discriminate betweendifffrences in quality of workmanship, and that pupils with practice in garment con-struction did not show greater improvement in ability to discriminate betWeen qualities ofworkmanship than did pupils with instruction in standards and practice in discrimination.

v - '

1658. Miller, Isabel. A suggestive bibliograpliy of consumer chemistry based
on popular periodicals. Master's; 1930. Indiana. 77 p. ms.

1659. Nelson, Myrtle Sarah Lydia. An afialysis of subject matter used in
teaching the management of time and of money in college home management
courses. Master's, 1936. Oregon St. Agr. Coll. 222 p. mtit

Assembles, organizes, analyzes, and summarizes widely scattered subject matter relativeto the management of time and managemeht of money within the home; detIgmines thepresent status of opinion rand research in regard to management of time and money ;compiles a bibliography of publications which at present are most inclusive in contentand treatment of management of time and management of money for college classes,high-school classes, and homemakers; and attempts to discover areas toward whichresearch should be directed.

1660. Neumann, Delta Annie. Teacher participation in revision of state and
city courses of study in home economics. Master's, 1936. Iowa St. Coll.

Attempts to determine whether there was an increase in the amount and characterof teacher participation in secondary home economics revision programs; to determine
whether .recent state home economics revision programs were similar to state revisionprograms of elementary and secondary tourses of study ; and to determine the attitudeof city and state irme economics supervisors toward teacher participation in revisionprograms as shown by the home economies revision prodams of 30 cities and 39 states.Shows a tendency toward including a larger proportion of teachers in course of studyrevision programsAn both cities and states, and that supervisors in both cities and f!tatesbelieve that the difficulties involved in making teacher participation possible in courseof study revision programs is compensated for by the results received.

1661. Oakrey, Helen Elizabeth. A study of factors influencing leisure activi-
ties of homemakers in selected small towns of 'Tennessee.. Master's, 1936.
Tennessee. 79 p. nas:

Analyzes detailed information obtained through questionnaires froM 1,010 families inTennessee concerning their family make-up, homes, household equipment, and the leisureactivities of the homemakers. Finds that modern household equipment such as plumbing,electricity for lighting, and large pieces of electrical equipment bear some relationshipto the amount of time the homemakers had for leisure activitieb.
0111

1662. Olson, Gladys Theresa. Time utilization of vocational home economics
day school teachers of Iowa. Master's, 1936. Iowa St, Coll.

Collects, classifies, and Compalks data pertaining to timr titled in professional andpersonal activities by 32 home economics teachers of Iowa as shown by diaries kept duringa typical week by these telkhers. Finds a considerable variation -lit the use of time byindividuals except in those aCtivities which were more or less stale.
1663. Patterson, Irene. An experiniental study,in the use of assignment sheets

for a senior high school foods unit. Master's, 1936. Minnesota. 115 p.
Attempts to determine whether establishment of levels of accomplishment and agree-ment on the part of pupils to reach a giren level would be more effective than the use
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of assignment* that set-up only a minimum level. Describes an experiment condneteii
with two sections of 26 students each, hall of each class being boys, and in which both
groups were taught by the same teacher. Finds the two methods to be equally successful
for girls. but the'Pxprrimiini method better for the boys.

*MA. Paul, Edwin Wilfred. A prpposed consumer education course based
npon an analysk of consumers' questionq and problems. Mastes's, 1936. Louis-
ville. 207 p. ms.

Determines the need for consumer education ; analyzes 5.20(1 consumers' questions and
answers; and constructs a course of study in consumer education for the tenth grade.

1665. Paulsen, Clara Katharine. The home economics activities and respon-
sibilities of a selected group of boys and men in Kansas City, Kansas. Master's.
1936. Kans. St. Coll. of Agr.

Finds that the boys and rn&t,in the Kansas City schools assume home responsibi1itie4;
and participate in every type and kind of activity related to the home; that home
economics for boys and men has a definite place in the school curriculum; that Junior
high school boys participate in more home activities than do the senior hich school boys
and college men that fathers are in favor or home economics for boys and men beInr
offered in the school ; and that home econoMics courses for boys should include: Char-
acteristicc and standards of desirable family and home life: development of personality
necessary for satisiactory home and community relations ; satisfactory and worth-while
use of leiraire time; intelligent selection of clothing fled textiles; finances of the individual:
and the familkl development of the physical and mental health of the individual and
the family ; the use. care. and repair of household equipment ; and Lotne selection, planning,
and furnishing.

1666. Pinney, Melva Zeller. Development of the home economics teacher
training curriculum at Iowa state college. Master's, 1936. Iowa St. Coll.

Traces the development of the home economics curriculum from itE introduction in 1901
to 1936.

1667. Porter, if rg. Elsie Taylor. Ways and means of extending home Oco-
nomics instruction into the home. Master's, 1936. Oklahoma. 55 p. ins

1668. Riedel, Erna. A history of home economics in Maryland. Master's.
1936. Maryland.

1669. Riegel, Margaret E. Food buying practices of homemakers 'in New
Cumberland and of certain high schoól pupils in Cumberland County ns a basis
for curriculum construction. Master's, 1936. Cornell.

1670. Salisbury, Marion Rosamond. A study of certain factors to be `Con-

sidered in determining the basis for a conrse in financial management of the
home for a selected group of ninth grade girls. Master's, 1936. Cornell.

Studies the information available as to the uationclity, age, and intelligence of these
girls; what they do by way of financial management ; the background in arithmetic of
ninth grade, non-academic girls; the problems in the New York syllabus in general mathe-
matics which will contribute to a course in financial managemèiff of the home; and the -
material in the present home economics course of study which can be effectively taught
in a separate course in financial management of the home; and the problems in financial
management of the hpme present Ii3Aextbooks. Finds that more than 79 percent of the
girls studied were Itallan-Ame and American Negroes. Suggests the study of budget-

. ing of money, time, food, and clothing, and the use of graphs, measurcments, and geometric
Ogures in a ninth-grade course in 6ome economics.

1671. Sanders, Retha. A study to determine the home activities of girls
enrolled in an extended program in vocational homemaking: Master's, 1936.
Colo. St. Coll.

Compares the home project activities of girls in ono school Astrict during the academic
year and during-an added 10 months of employment of the home economics teacher, with
the summer activities of girls in another district in which the teacher wag employed for
9 months only. Concludes that the girls of Pharr-San Juan-Alamo did an increased amount
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of work under the extended program of Puporvisinn that the cost of this to the school
was small; and that the mothers believe that supf.rvision during the tet4th month is of
value.

1G72. Seabrook, Portia. Present clot hinz practices in selected rural families
of Florence county. South Carolina. Master's. E)!.16. Tennessee. 7; p. ms.

Surveys the needs of 175 famili s from 21 rural communities to determine qeeds of
families as a basis for future projects in home-'detuonstlation work.

11173. Sheppard, Cora. The effect of nutriti ,n teaching on food practices of
flpuilies. Master's, 19:1C. Tepnessee. 56 p. ms.

Finds that families in width the mother or dangliter had finkh.1J a course in nutrition
in the senior hiL;h school or in college bad better foN1 habits tha3 did families without
such training.

1674. Simpson, Mr.g. Orrissa Par* The scholasile behavior of a selected
group of freshman home economics students. Univer4ity of Tennessee, 19344934.
Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 107 p. ms.

Presents a picture of achievements of freshmen home economics students on the basis
of grades, to discover whether &ere were daft-fence; between the attainments in home
eeonomics subjects and the attainmests in academic courses, and compares the achieve-
ments of freshmen with those of graduates over thc same period of time. Finds that
tzrades were lower for the total academic subjects than for the total home economics sub-
jects ; that there was a close relationship between gradeR in home economics and chemistry ;

that the grades of those who had home economics in high school were higher than for those
who had none; and that the achievements of graduates, when based on grades, exceeded
those of freshmen,.

tN.)

*1675. Smith, Dorothy Millicent. Retention of learning in beginning foods
classes. Master's, 1935. George Waslington. 53 p. ms.

Attempts to determine to what extent learning in seventh-gra4e foods classes Is retained
et the close of 9 weeks' instruction and after a lapse of 9 weeks during which time no
.nstrw tion is given. lh,scribes an experiment conducted with five classes of 7.1 girls in the
Paul junior high school, Washington, D. C., for which objective tests were prepared and
used to measure information and scales prepared to measure development of skills and
habits. Finds that knowledge of uutrition, food composition and principles of food prep-
aration were retained better tban knowledge of cleaa!ng or marketing ; and that children

_ -in the higher groups of mental ability levels add to their learning after formal instruction
has ceased while those of the lower level lose.

*1676. Spache, George. An experiment in consumer education. Doctor's 1936.
New York. 99 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the extent, efficiency, and economy with which the attitudes of
elementary schbol children,and undergraduate college students toward present practices in
the sale and manufacture of proprietary prescriptionli may be influenced by the introduc-
tion of critical literature by the lecture, silent reading, or a combination of both methods.
Finds that critical attitudes of both elementary school children and undergrAduate college
students may be significantly strengthened by single 4)r cumulative-presentations of perti-
nent material.by the use of eifher silent reading or lecture.

1677. Spofford,. .Ivol O. The contribution of home economics to general educa-
tion. Doctor's, 1935. Ohio State. (Abstract in Ohio State uniyersity. Ab-
stracts of doctòrs dissertations, 19: 13-4S)

Attempts to clarify the problem of home economics and general education for persons
interested in the administration and supervision of the whole pm.:ram of education as
well as those actively engaged in various types of home econtoulics work.

1678. Spelihan, Alice. Selection and organizati(in of curriculum materials in
textiles. Master's, 1936. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg. 21 p. ms.

Finds a need for textile study materials, and that there is a tendency to integrate textiles
into the program as low as the primory grades.

:
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1679. Stackhouse, Daisy M. Foreip-n foods : a project Ju teaching
foreign st Molts in Bedf4)rd, Ohio. Master'. W:46. Ohio State.

4P141s

Attempts to hclp 'the foreign student to be,-ome Amerkanized to cultivate better
ha bits, by first tweoming interosted in their own foi ids to overcome the timidity
sensitivity about foreign parentage: and to learn that menus can be balanced with for,
foods as well as with American foods.

1680. Stevens, Marjorie. Some proposals for the modificatilm of home
notifies in the secondary schools of Nebraska.
p. ms.

Ascertains the attitudes of lay citizens of Nebraska toward certain teaching objecti\.:
in home economics by means i1 a questionnaire and compares Clem with the opinion ,,f
secondary homo economics tpaci:er,: of Nebraska and spedalists in colleges affiliated \%

the North central association. Sh(ws that 54) percunt or more of the parents fallored
use of a sewini: machine and knowledve of the mear.ing of personal cleanliness. l'arv!,..
and sppeht11ts in colleges stressed child care and management, personal hygiene, and
and family relationships. Secondary teachers stressed all groups except interior dec.t,
tion and home TMI ntwement. The lack of agreement makes R imperative that the subj.. t

matter content be revised.

Master's, 1936. Nebraska.
el'1I-

11;.;

1681. Trullinger, Gladys. A study of the practices used in procuring and silo.
ing food in the homes in typical Nebraska communities. Master's, 19::1;
Nebraska.

Analyzes data secured from the homes of ninth-grade pupils who were enrolled in
vocational homemaking courses in the fall of 1934 in 52 Nebraska high schools.

1682. Vaughan, Mary Bell. A comparison of the ability of girls to select
clothing who have had two years of home economics in high school with thu,o.
who have had no home economics. Master's, 1P36. Kentucky. 83 p. ms.

Compares the ability of two paired groups of girls to select becoming and approprivi.
dresses, one group having had 2 years of home economics in Kentucky high schools, t1.0
other group having had no training in home economics.

1GM. Wells, Avis Talcott, Trends in extension education for Rnemakin:: as
shown by bulletins printed for adults during the years 1ri23-1932.. Mastt.r..
1936. Colo. St. Coll.

Collects and analyzes the publications of extension servires of the land-grant colblz,..
for the years 1923-1932 as therpertained to homemaking. Finds that during the 10 yv:ir- *
studied, the policy Of using bulletins was xtefnled to r.(:w states anti new groups of pvir 1.
and to new phases of homemaking subject matter. Tho method seemed to be to begin
with information concerning obvious physical needs and through these to lead to psyi h.)
logical problems. This was especially obvious I1 the titles of the child developmvnt
bulletins, but was also indicAted by the titles of bulletins on othel. projects. The wholo
(rend was to give breadth and depth to the meaning of homemaking.

1684. Westervelt, Helen. Measuring the attainment of objectives in the teach-
ing of foods and nutrition in the high school. Master's, 1936. Ohio Stat.

Prepares and administers an essay exaMination to 299 pupils in 14 Kepresentative 1:orne
economics schools in Ohio. Finds that the teac;ting to plan, prepare, and serve meals to
a family should be stressed more in future-teaching.

1685. Whitaker,. Fleta Estelle. A study of family and personal relationship
of 69 girls in a public junior college in Mississippi. Master's, 1930. Tennessee.
70 p. ms.

*1686. White, Marie. The duties and responsibilities of the general houschilld
(ftnph)yee. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 83 p. ms.

Attempts to ascertain, from data collected through questionnaires, a basis for detertota
ing content which should be included in training for the general household empioyee
Finds a need for a training program for both employers and employees. The program for
the employer should enable her to understand what is tair and reasonable to expect :An
develop greater ability in personnel management and to develop a more socially nvinihNI
attitude toward household employment. The program for the employee should enable btir
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to become more skillful in manipulative activitie ; give intelligent understanding and
care to children ; plan and manage her titne to better advantage; develop desirable personal
qualities and health practices ; use and care for modern home equipment more intellizently,
;;Tid doll( p a more professional attitude toward her work. Finds n need for more and
frequAt conferences betwe-n employer and employee and that there is an age preference
for household employues. O tu 30 years.

ir,s7. Williams, Luella Anna. A history of the Illinois state fair school of
domestic science. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Co li.

CHARACTER EDUCATION

1688. Bader. ister Mary Hilary. Friedrich Wilhelm l'oerster's theory of
character education. Master's, 1936. Texas.

1689. Bat lin, Lillian. Possible factors in cheating in a college with an hon(fr
code. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

1690. Beyers. Otto J. The opinion correlates of deceit. Doctor's, 1936. Wash-
ington Univ. 157 p. ms.

1691. Blair. John Clyde. Character education in city school systems. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Peabody. 47 p. ms.

Finds increasing emphasis on character education. and modincation of direct and indirect
method of teaching.

1692. Burgess. Elizabeth M. The national character education organization
for girls in Jackson, Michigan. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

1693. Doyle, Si Rter Carmelita. A new basis for character education of the
adolescent. Master's, 1936. Notre Dame.

1694. Doyle, Eleanor Mary. The use of the concrete ideal in character educa-
tion with special reference to the consistent presentation of the boy Jesus as a
model throughout the school life. Doctor's, 1936. Loyola. 277 p. ms.

Indicates where' new and illuminating linta on character can be discovered and sug-
gests the need for fuller study of the question of classroom morale in its influence on char-
acter, of the separation of the sexes in school, and of its effect in moral training.

1695. Evans. Ova M. An analytical study of courtesy as exemplified by
Spenser's Sir Calidere. Master's, 1936. Okla. À. AL M. Coll.

Attempts to train high-school pupils in courtesy by giving them n literary example
of the value of courtesy, and tries to teach a d.beper appreciation of the genius of Edmund
Spenser.

1696. Goldsmith, Sadie. The place of the fable in moral education. Doc-
tor's, 1936. New York. 1S3 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether or not the fables now used in the elementary school cur-
riculum exert any appreciable influence on the moral judgment of children on those grade
levels, whether there is a correlation between intelligence and moral Judgment, the method
under which the fable presents its maximum benefits in charactfr education, and whether
or not it would be advisable to use fable-; at different grade levels than those in which they
are now used. Finds that the use of the fable caused no definite improvement in moral
judgment ; that there was no apparent relationship between intelligence and the xlegree of
improvement of moral judgment; that some of the fables were suitable for pupils in the
4A and 4B grades; and that others were too easy or too hard for them to comprehend.

1697. Hagerman, Rita. Au experimental study in character. Master's 1936.
utok.

1698. Hicks, G. Turner. Survey of the status of character education in the
state of Kentucky. 4,1lurray, Ky., Murray state teachers college, 1936.

Analyzes Leplies to a questionnaire Rent to 100 principals and superintendents asking
their tittaude for or against the inclusion of character training in the high-school cur-
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riculum; whother such training was being emphasized; and whether they favored the
direct or indirect method of conducting such work.

1699. Hugg, Mrs. Leo la W. The psychological technique of character edtu.:t-
tion. Master's, 1936. Southwestern. 137 p. ms.

Describes an experimental study of cheating on the part of highschool students, and
finds that a large majority of students cheat under pressure. Lists 17 causes of cheating.

1700. Hynes, Sister Mary Borromeo. Trends in the character education
movement and some current activities in the elementary school. Master's, 1936.
Notre Dame.

t1701. Jones, Vernon. Character and citizenship training in the public
schoolan 'experimental study of three specific methods. Chicago,vyniversity
of Chicago press, 1936. 404 p. (Clark university)

Studies 3gapebildren of the seventh and eights grades to determine the degree to which
measurable improvement could 0e made during 1 school year through a specially arrang.
curriculum. Compares the tbr6e different methods used. Finds that measurable improve.-
ment was made, especially in the groups employing the expferiencing-plus-discussion metho.L

1702. Larson, Earl Lloyd. Factors associated with dishonesty In high school
students. Master's, 1936. Oregon St. Agr. Coll. 83 p. ms.

Attempts to delermine the extent of cheating in the high-sehool classrooms and tn
discover'seme of the causes of cheating and .the factors associated with it.

1703. Long, Paul E. An analysis of the distribution of ratings of the char-
acter traits appearing on Philadelphia elementary school report cards for the
terms September 1934 to February 1935 and an analysis of 100 case studies of
children who were rated in the character trait "self-control." Master's, 1936.
Temple. 101 p. ms.

1704. Mason, Anne E. Sou'rees of moral judgments of children in Harric:
Beecher Stowe school. Master's, 1936. Cincinnati.

*1705. Idayer-Oakes, George Harding. An experiment in character training.
Doctor's, 1936. North Dakota. 99 p. tns.

Describes an experiment in the motivation of certain conduct traits in apublic graded
elementary school, and determines bow the pupils of the junior high school rank the traits
selected, and their ranking of 10 selected boys on the same traits. !

\ 1706. Painter, Mrs. Helen Welch. Moral education through English litera-
ture. Master's, 193/1 Indiana. 95 p. ms.

.
*1707. Phelan, Sister Mary Inez. An empirical study of the ideals of adoles-

, cent boys and girls. Doctor's, 1935. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic
\, university of America, 1936. 155 p.
\

Compares the ideals of 1,834 Junior and senior high school pupils in 26 Catholic parochial
hools in flve states before and after a directed study of ideals based on religious doctrines
d oral principles. Works out and evaluates with pupils and teachers, a plan for

t clft ideals.

708. Pratt, Willis W. Comparative honesty of urban and rural children.
Ma er's, 1936. Penn. State. 46 p. ms.

De ribes an experiment in which four objective tests were given to each pupil in
grdup f 574 urban high-school pupils and 532 rural high-school pupils. The tests usad
in deteqnining the degree of honesty of the pupils were called deceit, cheating, lying, and
bluffing tests. Finds that more children are honest in the rural schools than in the
urban sch4ols; that there is a greater variation in the measures of deceit, cheating, lying,
and bluffing among the schools in both grouRs than there is between the urban anil rural
districts; that the size of the community, opportunities for activities after school laurs,
size of classes, and number of pupils housed in one building has an influence on the
honesty of. pupils, and that more emphasis should he placed oil character guidance as
onli 64 in 1,106 children were honest as measured by the battery of tests.
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1709. Rolfe, Rachel Muffin. Possibilities for character development in a
program of elementary religious education. Master's, 1933. Boston Univ.
67 p. ms.

Defines character education and determines the possibilities for character development
through the elementnry religious education program.

1710. Roth, Agnes Mary. Analysis of reading materials for the teaching of
ideals. Master's, 1936. Alabama. 149 p. ms.

1711: Russell, Mrs. Muriel Haviland. Methods involved in character educa-
iion as a school problem. Master's, 1936; Indiana. 121 p.

1712. Shepard, Mildred E. (7haracter buildinesources in local history of
Harvard, Illinois. Master's, 1936. Presbyterian College. 123 p. ms.

Studies the history of Harvard, Ill., for Pe period from 1836 to 1936, and collects
data on 20 character traits which would be helpful in character education.

1713. Staats, Harry A. Character education in the secondary schools. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Ohio Univ. 183 p.

*1714. Struve, Katherine G. A study of the neN1 for re-emphasis on charac-
ter education and of the character education experiment in Washington, l). C.
Master's, 1935. George Washington. 89 p. ms.

Studies the extent of juvenile delinquency, truancy, school failures, and maladjust-
ments in Washington for 5 years before the inauguration of the character education
experiment in Washington. Describes briefly the character education experiment being
carried out in 10 schools in Washingtonin 5 schools for white children and 5 schools
¡or colored children. Shows that the central theme of the character education program
is individualization of instruction, with greater emphasis on breadth of experience, under-
standing of children, individual work with children, records of behavior, curriculum
reorganization, location of problem, delinquent and gifted children, for the purpose of
meeting the needs of these children. Evaluates several plans proposed for use in tbe
character education program.

1715. Wagner, Helen R. Employing drama in the development of pupils' ethi-
cal character. Master's, 1936. Ohio state. 109 p. ms.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

1716. Albin, Sister Mary Leon. An evaluation of 37 diocesan courses of study
for Catholic elementary schools. Master's, 1936. St Louis. 117 p. ms.

Finds a rapid groivth in the pioduction of courses of study in the last decade except-
ing religious courses, and that the development of the courses has tended fi follow trends
ill the public school,. Shows that the courses rate abbve the 'average in mechanical
makeup, but below tie average in provision for teacher and pupil needs; and that
courties in religion kr few and poorly correlated with other courses.

1717. Ballantyneo Mary Katherine. Suitability of R study of the life of St.
Paul for the Christian education of juniors. Master's, 1936. Biblical

..

Seminary. -s.

1718. Barnes, Rev. L. V. Basle materials for promoting an understanding of
the burpose of Christian education. Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 125 p. ms.

Studies the Roman Catholic church's educational systim, Papal encyclicals, with special
emphasis on Christian education of youth by Pope l'ius XI, Bishops' pastorals, and dio-
cesan legislation on Christian education. Outlines the various duties of superintendent
of diocesan or parochial schools. Shows that an educational system to be complete
must embrace iecular and religious subjects.

1719. Blythe, M. Rowena. The development of religion; a unit in world his-
tory. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 72 p. ms.

ins.
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1720. Calhoun. Lawrence Gibson. Religion and the subconscious. Doctor's.
1936. Union Theological. 119 p. ms.

Studies the subconscious and sin. conversion, life, prayer. mysticism. and its contrihi
tion to the understanipik of religion ; and stresses the importance of religious educatiii.1
rind training.

1721. Coffman. David Rhea. Experimentalism and Christian education :

critical examination of some current theories of the philosophy of Christian
education in the l¡ght of evangelical Christianity. Doctor's, 1936. New York
205 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether the metaphysical. psychological, and ethical implica-
tions of tbe philosophy of experimentalism are compatil4le with the essential presupp
dons and aims of an evangelical Christian education.

1722. Coahead. Mary. The place of the Hexateuch in religious educatifin
Master's, 1936. Pacific School. 76 p.

Attempts to discover a way by which the material in the llexateuch may find a place
in the church school curriculum; studies the function of history in religious education,
methods and materials for differrnt age groups in the church school, and lists teachinc
aids. Bibles, and reference books.

1723. Crawford. Helen May. A survey of curricula of religions education col-
leges and schools with the recommendation of a standard curriculum. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Biblical Seminary.

1724. Denney. Mahala. A suggested program of religious education for a
specific community. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 59 ms.

1725. Dunstan, J. Leslie. Factors making for the continued participation of
individuals in the program of a city church, with particular emphasis on the
adolescent-adult transition. Doctor's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire received from 283 members of a church In Brook.
lyn. N. Y., who had been members of the Sunday school. Oompares the junior latvi
senior programs of the church and finds that the junior program offers a variety of
opportunities for the participation of young people in its programs throughout the week.
whereas the senior program was organized in a few groups with a limited number of
opportunities.

17241. Eby. Frederick, Baptist educators and education in Texas. Austin.
University of Texas, 1936.

1727. Egan, Sister Mary Bernadette. Supervision as a method for improving
religious education. Mastes, 1935. Notre Dame.

1728. Engle, Margaret Lorraine. The Bible in'adult Christian education in
the Presbyterian church in the United States. Master's, 1936. Biblical
Seminary.

1729. Estridge, Xarcella Pitsch. 'National youth movements in representativo
countries with reference to Christian eduCation. Master's, 1936, Biblical
Seminary.

1730. Fisher, Alicia, A studrof the migrant situation in the United States
with special reference to Christian education. Master's, 1936. BiblicalVary.

1731. Frank, Rev. Clement. The attitudes of high school students towards
the subject of religion. Master's, 1936. Catholic Univ. 55 p. ms.

Presents the subject of religious instruction from the standpoint of pleasantnesQ.
vskjue, supernatural motivation, and utility. Produces evidence that the attitudes to-
wards religious listruction of the 765 high-school students studied are favorable. Find:4
that highschool teachers of religion can do muela towards establishing religious habits
for life.
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1732. Franklin, S. P. The character emphasis in education. Pittsburgh
school bulletin, 29: 135-39. January 1936. (University of Pittsburgh)

1734. Our self-defeating Sunday schools: a study showing failure to
take their opportunities for real social service. Character in every day life, 3 :

10-15, September 1936. (University of Pittsburgh)

1734. Gabel, SiRter Mary Loyole. An analysis of the ran:ze of differences in
knowledge of religion among Catholie students entering Catholic colleges al
freshmen. Master's, 1936. Notre Dame.

1735. Gates, Isabelle Merritt. The church school and racial education.
Master's, 1935. Berkeley Baptist.

1736. Graf, Helen Margaret. A program of weekday relhrions education for
a small clurch. Master's, 1.935. Berkeley Baptist.

1737. Herbert, E. H. An integrated program of education in a modern
church. Master's, 1936. Springfield.

173S. Hutchinson, Anne. Religiffus teaching in the American high school.
Master's, 1935. Columbia.

1739. Jones. Earl. A study of allegorical manuals of religion. instruction in
middle English. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 96 p.

Reveals that allegory was used to interpret the Bible in some manuals and in others to
instruct people how to live correctly ; that allegorical interpretations were comm.iii knowl-
ed:ze; and that these manuals provided'a major part of the educational facilities in the late
fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries.

1740. Jones, Margaret Erwin. A study of the use of nature in the religious
education of children. Master's, 1936. Biblical Seminary.

1741. Kambara, Alice Hiroko. A religious education *for the younF people of
the Japanese Methodist Episcopal churches on the Pacific coast. Master's, 1936.

Finds a great need for religious education among the second generation Japanese, who
need a pastor who can preach in English, whereas their parents need a pastor who speaks
Japanes,..

1712. Keislar, Evan Rollo. Factors enterinVnto the development of a social
and economicl.consciousness in the religious life of young people. Master's, 1936.
Pacific School. 188 p.

1743. 'Kline, Elizabeth Yerkes. The place of pictures in the Christian edtwa-
tion of early adolescents. Master's, 1936. Biblical Seminary.

1744. Kline. Marion. The religious attitudes of college students and their
importance for the program of the church. Master's, 1935. Berkeley Baptist.

174. Lyda. Wesley John. An experimental study of moral concepts in the
secondary school. Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C. 92 p. ms. (Abstract 111 : In-
diana State teachers college. Ilachers college journal, 7: 120. Jnly 1936)

Finds that the high-school teachers of Terre llaute considered honesty, self-control,
altru;sm, dependability, loyalty, industry. cooperativeness, courtesy. reverence, and tole"-
ance tie most important moral traits filk high-school and finds a greater coz*,istency
of self-evaluation on the moral traits among seniors than among freshmen.

1740. Mack, Dorothy Elizabeth. The trend 411' modern Christian youth move-
ments in the United States as related to the Christian church. Master's, 1936.
Biblical Seminary.

1747. Marx, Edwin. The furlough missionary as a actor in the missionary
education of home churchs. Master's, 1935. Columbia.
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1748. Miller, Ray S. Unifying the Sunday morning program. Master's,
Pacific School. 67 p. ms.

Finds the unified serst.ice a forward step to better attendance of church schools *and
morning worship.

1749. Nelson, Samuel Ferdinand. The background of the ethical teachings of
Jesus. Mdster's, 1935. Berkeley Baptist.

1750. Rasey, Marie Indabelle. A technique for spiritual reintegration. Doi--
tor's, 193G. Michigan.

1751. Richardson, Ruby Ruth. A correlated program of religious education
for the junior high school age. Bachelor of Divinity, 1935. Berkeley Baptist.

1752. Stanton, Ferd Cris. Bible study course for high school students. Mas-
ter's; 1936. Georgia.

1753. Steininger, William Richard. The university pastor movement. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Pacific School. p. ms.

Stapes the curricular and extracurricular problems of religion in the various state uni-versities in attempting to maintain the relatlinnship between church and students whilethey are in college.

1754. Van Osdel, Oliver Boyce. The place of educational evangelism in the
program of the church. Bachelor of divinity. Berkeley Baptist.

1755. Wang, Tsun Ying. .A comparison of the religious rind moral beliefs of
college women from religious and non-religious homes. Master's 1936. Michi-
gan.

1756. Washburn, Ellen Frances. Religious instruction can be introduced
successfully into the public school curriculum. MaPter's, 1936. Boston Coll.

PRESCHOOL EDUCATION

1757. Ayer, Mary Ellen. A study of the relationship between discipline and
personality traits in little children. Master's, 1936. Venn. State.

Studies 40 nursery school children to whom the Merrill-Palmer school personality rating.:
scale was applied. Finds that their personality traits were influenced by the type of
discipline employed.

1758. Barnard, Ethel Morton. A study of the nursery schoñls conducted at
Westen Kentucky state teachers college in 1934 ind 1933. Mabter's, 1936.
West. Ky. St. T. C. 28 p. ms.

1759. Mimes, Essa May. Uses made of nursery schools in colleges and uni-
versities. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 46 p. ms.

Findi that the college departments of home economics, psychology, education, and chila
welfare supervise 70 percent of the nursery schools, a-nd that 14 departments nee the nur-
seryx-echools for observation; research, experimentation, testing, and teaching, and that
college students spend froth a few months to a full year in the mursery school.

1700, Blalock, Mary Lee. Nursery education in relation to the religious des111-
opment of the child. Master's, 1936. Biblical Seminary.

1761. Buckland, Mary P. A study of behavior trends of nursery and elemen-
tary school children. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

1762. Earle, Abbie Helen. The development of nursery education in the
United States. Master's, 1936. Howard. 68 p. ms.

Shows that the purpose of the nursery school is the social, physical, and mental
development of the preschool child; that the organization of these schools varies ivith
purpose, location, knd support ; that the need for research laboratories for the study of
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children gave an impetus to the development of nursery schools: and that public-sac:01
organinitions have done little in this direction.

1763: Gallagher. Clara Jane. Physical characteristics of children in nursery
schools 'of Tuscaloosa county, Alabama. Master's, 1936. Alabama. 62 p.

*1764. Hare, Georgianna W. Nursery education among Negroes in the United
States. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 100 p.

Presents a brief hi.tiry of the nursery school movement, and a description of the
administrative set-up of modern nursery schools. Anolyzes replies to a questionnaire
received from 25 of the 52 Negro nursery schools throughout the country, to determine
present practices, and to indicate possible developments, and discusses parent education
carried on in the nursery schools.

1765. Kirkpatrick, Margaret. Dramatic play of the preschool child. Mas-
ter's, 1935. Michigan.

1760. McFarland, Mary. The effect of preschool attendiince upon vocabulary
growth of orphanage children. Master's, 193e. lowa.

1767. Murphy, Lois Barclay. Sympathetic behavior in young children. Doc-
tor's. 1E06. T. C., Col. Univ.

Studies sympathetic behavior as an aspect of personality. in young chilnren based on
material on 55 children in three nursery school groups at the Child development institute
in 1932-33 End 1933-34, 6 children not in these groups at Manhattanville (lay nursery,
Lincoln schod, and at Bellevue hospital on whom smaller samples of observations were
made. Studics variations in children's behavior and finds that their sympathetic re-
sponses varied enormously depending on the actual experience they had had with objects
like the stimulus for'sympathy. Analyzes the relation of aggressiveness or sympathetic
behavior to other aspects of the personality and finds thnt sometimes fear, imagination,
and sympathy,were high with other traits low, and sometimes aggression, cooperation, and
sympathy were high with fear, imagination, and other traits .low. Finds that certain
dominant tendencies seemed more important ln particular children, such as n tendency
toward marked activity, or tdward definite preservation, or toward a pervasive gentleness
which seeded to underlie the concrete forms taken by specific traits like aggressiveness
and sympathy.

1768. Romero, Dorothy E. The relairion of visual form discrimination to
learning in nursery school children. Master's. 1935. Michigan.

1769. Stilley, Laura May. A year with the federal emergency nursery schools
in Louisiana. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 105 p. ms.

*1770. Sumner, Helen. Devising a method forthe study of the overt selfish-
ness of nurSery school children. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 53 j.). ms.

Compares the overt selfish behavior ¿f young children who were less than 4 years (if age,
from homes of low and high social economic status. matched as to chronological age and
length of attendance at nursery schools. Six of the seven children from homes of low
economic status attended a private, semi-philanthropie nursery school, the other child
attended a nursery school in a day nursery; six of the seven children from homes of
high economic status attended private nursery schools in residential localities, the' other
child attended the private, semi-philanthropic school attended by the children of the
other group.

1771. Tucker, Clara. A study of mothers' practices and activities of chIldred
in a cooperative nursery school. Doctor's, 1936. 'I. C., Col. Univ.

Analyzes the stenographic records of the activities of 11 mothers and 14 children rang-
ing in age from 18 months to 4 years, as they participated in the activities of a coopera-
tive nursery school in which the mothers rotated as assistant teachers. Finds that the
average mother showed a preference for cvtain practices in directing her own child and
a preference for dertain other practices in guiding other children ;.that observation records
showed lack of accuracy and inadequacy in the study of determinants in different types
of behaviop, of relationship and interrelationship between practices of parcnts and reac-
tions of children ; and that emotional factors in certain mothers prevented their giving
unbiased ratings to other children and their own.
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172. Ware, Girdie H. Attitudes towqrd emergency nursery schools in Oklaboa, 1935. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. &
Finds tbat all groups questioned were favorable to nursery schools for all children butwere opposed to extending government aid to any but the needy and underprivileged

children.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, I NCWDING KINDERGA RTEN

1773. Allen, Frank Stewart. Individual differences as influenced by uniform
elementary school training. Master's, 1936., Utah.

1771. Andrews, Harlan Glenmore. The torrelation of elementary school Ai
ciency as measured by a comprehensive sevent h-grade achievement testvwith
teacher tenure, experience, and college training. Master's. 1930. TeKas.

1775. Barnett, Jessie L. A Comparon of two methods of teaching
of second 'grade level. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

1776. Buescher, Sister Mary Elreda. Religion in a Catholic elementary cur-
riculum and its character. developing power. Master's, 1936. Catholic rniv.
79 p. ms.

Attempts to a scert» In the'vharacter-devtiloping powcr of a thoroughly Catholic cAr-riculum and contains diagnostic and remedial measures in character training.
1777. Christian, Walter Verlin. An analysis of factors influencing progresof pupils in two elementary schools in Huntington, West Virginia. Master's,

1936. Cincinnati.

0778. Chworowsky, Martin P. The philosophy and achievement of the Falk
elementary school. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University ofPittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography t)t:
publications, 12: 294-95)

1779. Creek, E. G. Remedial-room success at the Neely elementary school,
St. Joseph4lissouri. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

1780. CulHnan, Sister M. Coralita. Tbe relationship of birth order to certain
aspects of personality adjustment. Doctor's. 1930. Fordham. (Abstract in:
Fordham university. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the graduate
school, 1936: 19-11)

Studies personality traits and birth order of 1,471 clirldren in tbe age groups 9, 11.and 13, in 23 parochial schools and 4 private academies in 14 cities and towns of thestates of Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, and Connecticut. Shows that thepersonality differences seem to be.related to factors in the home and school situationsrather than to family position.

1781. Di Napoli, Peter J. llomeNork in the New York City elementary
schools. Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ.

Attempts to determine whether compulsory or voluntary homework is conducive to
greater academic accomplishment and more &Hirable outcomes by studying the proceduroin two schools in eth:h of three different types of neighborhood in New York City in
which one school id each neighborhood used compulsory homework in the 58 and 711
grades. Shows that compulsory homework tends to affect achievement hi the tifth gradesand not in the seventh, and that voluntary homework tends to affect achievement in the
seventh gra0e. Recommends that homework be made voluntary in the elementary schools
of New York,City.

1782. Edwards, Frances E. Emotional behavior as aroused by initiAl behavior
in school. Master's, 1936. Omaha. 101 p. ms.
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17W. Flannery, Wilbur Elmer. The effects of summer vacation upon the
retention * elementary and high school subjects. Master's, 1936. kentucky.
71 p. ms.

Analyzes the results of standardizudbests administered to 142 students enrolled ingrades 2 to 11, inclusive. The first tests were administered during the last wcuk of
the school term whkh énded in May 1933. The second tests were given during till,, firstweek of the school term which opened in September JP FInds that the nature ofthe subject matter seems to be an important factor in the proibm of summer-time
togettittg.

17q. F1eming:045orothy Jean. A study of the interests of children of the
sixth school year in an urban community. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Tench. 62 p.

17S5. Forester, Gladys A. A study of the prirItoisembly. Master's, 1936.
Colo. St. (1oll.

A
*17Se). Forlano, George. Sclun )1 learning with va rious methods of practice and

rewards. Doctor's. 1936. C Col. Univ. New York city, Teachers college,
Columbia univgsity, 1930. 114 p. (Contriblit ions to education, no. (388).

Attempts to determine the relative values of learning by reading and rerealling ascompared to learning by recitation in the case of children working in their classroomsvith common material as 'spelling wonK arithmetical facts, and English vocabulary bystudying C23 children in grades 5A td Gli in four elementary schools Ain New York City.Attempts to arertain the effect of an actual money reward*and a promised money reward
on learning accomplished under schohlroom conditions with children in grades 4 through 8in five public Schoois in New York City.

1787. Gillinan, Helena G. An evaluation of certain factors Ii elementary
teaching. Master's, 1936. Ohio Univ. 108 p. ms. -

1788. Hill, Margaret C. The development- of leadership in the intermediate
grades of the publiC elementary schools ,of Jersey City. Master's, 1036. Ford-
ham. (Abstract in: Fordham_ university. Dissertations accepted for higher
(legriles in the grkdliate school, 1936: 43)

Indicates the traits and qualities of leadership that are being developki Ina the inter-mediate grades of the pulflic elementary schools ot Jersey City, and describes the methodsand materials utilized to promote successful leadership in life outside the school.
1789. Hobson, Cloy St. Claire. The status of elementary and secondary

Fchools in dual and in unit districts in Illinois. Doctor's, 1936. Chicago. 195p. ms.
The status of elementary and secondary schools in dual and in unit districts InIllinois.

1790. Hofmann, H. J. The status of representative seventh and eighthgrades of the Article VI schools in Nebraska. Master's, 1936. Nebraska.
105 p.

Compares the standards in seventh and eighth grades of 25 Nebraska towns having ageneral population of more than 150 and feiver than 1.000 with published standards forJunior high schools in the United States. Finds that in the seventh and eighth grades,promotion policies were faulty ; that there are no elective or exploratory courses; thattime allotment varies markedly from accepted standards; that teachers lack sufficienttraining; that supervision is inadequate; and guidance programs and library materialare meager.

1791. Hogan. Sister Mary Muriel. A description and evaluation of construe-tive activities used in teaching in the primary grades from 19426 to 19,16.Master's, 1930. Iowa. 121 p. ms.
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1792. Horn, Iyon NAvton. -The public elementary summer schools of
Memphis,,Tenn. Master's,' 1935. Peabody. 100 p.

Studies the relationspip between the number of subjects, uge, sex. subject, and sumnif.r
school grades to improvement made by the pupil following summer school atstendani
Finds that two subjects is the best pupil load, that 10-year-old pupils make the nt
Improvement ; that boys make more imprtivement than girls; and that- there is littk
difference in improvement made in different 'subjects; and that 3there is no relationship
between summer school grades and latur improvement.

1793. Hudson, Eir,ene Chapin. Interests and attituks manifested in the
study of a foreign people. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 103 p. ms. -

Analszs an integrated r
wilt Oli Chfuo conducted with a chuck) group of 34 pupils to

determine the interests and attitudes manifested by them in the Chinese people.

1794. Hunt, Ida Clawson. A. study of 483 fon).th, fifth, and sixth grade pupik
from the points of view of intelligynce, musical ability, teachers' marks, and
behavior rating4ft-a statistical amt6sis. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

1795. Jensen, Anna Dagmar. The school newspaper in the elementary school
Niaster's, 1936. Loyola. 113 p. ms. .

Concltides from extended iiivestigation that the school newspaper was of importanep
it8 a socializing influence, and that it taught cooperation, developed initiative, ,and
motivated the regular school. work.

1796. Jordan, Emily Asbury. The uses of materials in first grades. Master's,
1935. Peabody. 115 p. ms.

' 1797. Judge., Sister Mary Edmund. 'A-comparison of public elementary school
education in Connecticut in the time of Henry Barnard with that of the sime
state today in regard to educational aiiis and teacher training. Alaster's, 1036.

6

Fordham. 103 pt. ins.

1798. Heeier, Joel Okle. The Value of the accredited system for the elemen-
tary schools of Rogers county, Oklahoma. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies the types of schools; ages of eighth-grade promotions; number of eighth-grade
°promotions Pronl each group; number to cnter the ninth grade ; -number to co1411.t..
the ninth grade; number to enter and to complete the tenth grade ; and students' school
mark,according to type of school attendetl, as 1- or 2-room, accredited or nonaccredited,
or elepentary schools where there is an accredited high school. Finds that the acertdited
elemehtary school, because it produces a better fitted student and one who is more apt
continue his education, is the school for rural districts and for all elementary schools.

1799. Kline, Kenneth L. A study of the interests and leisur0 time activities Qf

the state public school boys. ¡taster's, 1935. -Michigan.

1800. Lord, Francis E. Study of special orientation of childFen.
1936. Michigan.

1801. IticCollom, Elinor Crescentia. The influence of kindergarten training
on the subsequent.crass work in the primary grades. Master's, 1936. Loyola.
82 p. ms.

Concludes that kindergarten trained children hate a light advantage over thosernot BO
trained, but that the slight advantage that seemed evident would not warrant the
assumption that kindergarten-trained children would, necessarily progress more rapidly
in tbe primary grades.

1802. Noftle, N. J. A study of the summer activities of the public school
pupils of Springfield, Massachusetts. Master's, 1936. Springfield.

1803. Nutley, Carl Carson. An age-grade descriptive study of the distribution
of white pupils in the Hill county, Texas, elementary schools. Mastee's, 1936.
Texas.
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$04. Peters, Raymond. A survey of the experiences and attitudes of* 500
inlermediates. M4tster's, 1936. Bethany Biblical. S7 p.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire sent to 500 intermediates as to their attitudes
toward various activities and persons, and to other stimuli in the home, school, and
hurch.

1805. Peterson, Theresa J. A comparis(!n of nursery school and 'non-nursery
school chi1dr4 in a kim1erg.arten -group. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

1806. Reeder, Edwin H. A point of view (')n some problems in elementary
education. Ann Arbor, Mich., Edwards brothers, 1936. ( University of Ver-
mont )

1807. Rke, Janie Carroll. Some of the educational and social gains and losses
to children Who start to school at different ages. Master's, 14)35. Nortli Carolina.
(Abstract in : University of North Carolina record, 298 : 27)

Studies three different *chronological age-groups of beginning pupils, equatki as to
IQs, informaiional reading readinev, school environment, and type of instruction. Finds
that mental age is the best single criterion for admission to the first grade.

1808. Slentz, Floyd G. The relative cholrhÌJe achievement of pflpils enrolled
in the third and eighth grades of Muskegon He its schools in mu and 1935.
Mastes, 1936. Michigan.

1809. Smith, Ruth. The attitudes of teachers and clinicians toward certain
behavior traits of children. Master's, 1935. George Washington. 29 p.

Deserpes an experiment in which questionnaires were sent to 434 teacherj in the
Washington, D. C,, elementary public saloolis and to a group of 19 educational experts and
mental hygi6ii4ts working in Washingtoti. Compares the findings of t his study with
those of a study made in 1928 by E. K. Wickman, entitled "Childien's behavior add
teachers' attitudes." Shows that the findings of this study concerning the relative
seriousness of Cehavior traits differed' decidedly from the findings of the Wickman study ;that the teachers and clinicians agreed within two points in their rating of 4 2 of the
liehavior traits listed in this study ; and that there was a disagreement of from 2.4 to
3.4 points in the rating olkeight traits. Finds that the clinicians in this study and in the
Wickman study agree in ninny of thel rank placements, and that the Washington teachers
agree with the rank placements of both groups of clinicians to n much greater extent
than did the teachers in the Wickman study.

1810. Stephens, Paul B. Achievement of eighth grade pupils, Iledford county,
Tennessee. Master's, 1936. Peabody'. 49 j5 ms.

1811. Teagarden, F. M. Current trends in primary education from the psycho-
logical point of vfilvv. Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh, 1936.

1812. Teeters, Ruth Charlene. Educational transition and its implications
for elemptary teachers. Doctor's, 1936. Ohio State. 221 p. ms.

Attempts to determine what trends, if any, are shoWn in tbe changes taking placein the thinking and priictice. of elementary teachers; what influences hinder *and what
promote desirable changes in such thinking and practices ; and what possibilities for:giving direction tti educational reconstruction are revealed by the study of the changesand the factors influencing them. Finds that the changes reported show some confusion,
yet they reveal definite trends toward the use in the curriculum of integrated purposeful,
social activities promoting the fullest development of the child, the development ofsocial understanding and social attitudes, the development of intelligence and self-
direction, and the provision for individual differences. The environment, equipmentand materkals, programs and schedules, records and reports are changed in order toencourage such growth and development. The relations of the school.- and the coal-munity change significantly.

1813. Verret, J. J. A comparative saócio-econotuic survey. of tWo Cákasieu
parish schools. Master's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisian.ii state
university. University_bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12: 99)
' Shows that the socio-economic status of pupils has an effect on their school work.
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11'4. Walsh, Elizabeth Cameron. A study of a summer school with yowl::

children. Alaster's, 1936. Stanford.

*1S15. Webb, Ruth Kincer. Creative expression in the e1einent:iry school.
Master's, 1936. George Washington. 79 p. ms.

Describes' an experiment in creative expression carried on at the Rose Lees Hardy
school in Washington, D. C., in which all of the teachers and all of the pupils of the
school engagid. Tbe four units used ranged from an interest in industrial arts
creative eviressioti" in writinz to olicrimtic play vind emotional respo1i6es to music, danc-
ing, and ar4. Presents a cheek list for the use of the teachers in evaluating the various
aspects of creative education.

* i S 10;. Wolf, S. Jean. comparat i %le study of two grow s of girls of relatively
equal intelligence but differing markedly in achievement. Doctor's. 1936. New

York. 1S9 p.
compares two groups of :)0 girls each. equated as to nationality, intelligence, health.

environment. in the CA or 613 grades in New York City public SChools, to determine the
relationship between pertionality and academic achievement, guidance, character educa-
tion, validity of personality 'tests, aild indication'of ranking subjects in which the Kirk
succeeded or failed. Finds that the two groups showed measurable differences in such
personality traits as the tests used purpo'rt to measure.

117. Wright, Maud. A study of the development of the correlation nd It(

gration of elemet4ary school subjects. Master's, 1936. Louisian'a Stat
stract in: Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S
101-102)

Shows the development of the correlation and integration of elementary school -subjects
between the years 1890 and 1936.

1S18. Younger, Frank B. Improvement of :irticulation under the 6-3-3
organization. Master's, 1036. Lawrence. 72 p.

Attempts to present, by means of an analysis of teachers' grales.or marka of pupil
achievement, the inarticulation that exists between the sixthgrade of the elementary
school *and tte seventh grade of the-junior high school, as well as between the ninth
grade of the junior high school and the tenth grade of the senior high school.

SECONDARY EDÙCATION

1819. Allen, Edward B. &study of tift? subjects pursued in East Lynn high
school, 1915-35 and of the Eitudents' later occupations. Master's, 1936. Illinois:

.1820. Anderson, Verne. Survey of Elk River, MinneZota, high school. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Miunesota. 305 p, ms.

1821. Aiilander, Blutii.Augusta. The rise of high schools n the state of
Washington. Mastet's,,1936. Washington. 138 p. ms.

*
1822. Atkins, Philip. Educational boards and foundations and/heir relation

to and influence upon secondary education. Mastei's, 1936. Otto State. 110
p. ms.

Finds that the foundations were responsible for the growth and development of
secondary education in .the ,South, both urban and rural, that the problem of Negro
education has tiefeelved `more .stImulation from the Thindgtions than from any o4hcr
single agency..

13. Barela, Fred. Scholastic achievement and omupatIonal status of par-
ents. Master's, 1936. New Mexico. 70 p. ms. ,

Studies the scholastic achievement of graduates of the Albuquerque high school for
a years. and finds that children of parentq with higher ineornea made highfr grodes than
children. of the lower income levels, and that Amerlear; 'children made higLer grades than
did apanish-American pupils.
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164 RESEARCH STUDIE:-1 IN EDUCATION

1S36. Castle, Leo la Blanche. Sourve material for tudiday pi.ograms in
schools: an annotated bibliography. litsa.br's, 193G. Oregon St. Agr. Coll.

p. ms.

Chaffee, John Bernard. A f4tilow-up sillily of Oxford (Mass
school seniors. Master's; 193G. Brown. 46 p.

1S:14. Chriswell, Marcus Irving. Factors conditioning pupil success in
technical high schoql; an investigation of the extent and limitations of flit,
predictive po-wer of various tests, grades and estimates given to technical high
school popily4 when compared With school achievement measures ou th oEt.

hand and certain selected measures of Occupational success in later years on tilt,
other hand. Doctor's, 1936. Buffalo. 151 p. u.

Se As to ev:iluate tho nelevem-nt and character of high-. chool pupils on the bai
_of the occupational exptriunees of graduates, and to eva1uat0 atcupational experiences in
The light of the school 4ccess of pupils. Attempts to deteTmine the factors which
constitute a significant influence upon the vocational and academic achievement of the,
technical high-school group, and to determine the .pre ctive value pf the measure ot high-
school achievement in forecasting occupational suc ss. Studies the occupations of thp
graduates of the Buffalo technical high school from 192S-1932. Finds that juugments
of employers. as txpre-sed in rating scales are unique with respect to age, earning,
occunational level, and lenKth of 'service, and correlate only with age at graduation:
that weekly earnings and occupational level are unrelated to age at graduation, marks, or
firstcar shop and academic grados and senior character ratings; that character ratings
by academic teachers predict sllop grades significantly. but do not predict employers'
ratings on similar character traits ; that despite low cOrrelation between promise and
achievement, vouttional guidance is not tliscredited in the study.

1839. Clark, George. The high school handbook. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

1840. Clodfelter, Clifford R. OCitupational survey pf thee Dewey high schofil
gradiptes from 1930 to 1934. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Finds that high-scho.ol curriculum is primarily designed to equip the graduates to
ontvr college; that for the school year 1935. 18 percent of the boys and 17 percent of the
girls were attending college or business collekie;) and that so large a percentage of the
cirl graduatl.s were marrickl %that hiune economics training was an important suhject in
the curricu!um.

1841. Coleifrs. Leone (Pruett). Oce0ational study otf Alabama high *hisool
girl graduates. Master's, 103ik Alabama. 53 p. ms.

14-12. Cornog, Irene M. A study of frel. discussion Of prohloms relating to
girls of the sehlor high school age. Mast 'a, 1(0(1. Penn. State. t

orts a series of 10 noon meetings op to voluntary attendnnce by junior null
high school girls, at which a free disc ion of social and personal questions asked

anonymously by tho girls was undertaken. Finds the greatest interest of the girls in
problems relatAg to boy and girl relatio ships, and social and family relationship:.

thatJrShows a real need for character training mong senior high s ol girls, and. more
emphasis sbould be placed on guidance dir ed toward improveme t of family relationships.

1843. Dalnron, Charles Ernest. comparative study of Childress, Texas,
high school with other high schoo of TexaS of similar size. Master's, 1936.
Texas. .

1844. Davit, Charles E. e- effect of pupil deficiencies in tool subjects on.
trivhigh school achievement. ster's, 1935. Wittenberg,. 43 p.

AttImpts to ascertain the ect of pupll deficiencies in tool subjects (reading. arithmettiç,
English) as determined by iagnostic tests, on their achievement% regular high schoo

.vbjects. Fink a deflni relationship between the mastery of the tool subjects and hi
school achievement d mined .on the basis of teacher marks; that general i
alone does not Rev o be a determining factor In accounting for
school pupils k dge of the tool subjects ; that Individt
such variable tors as interest:age: methods
and

s
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of tool subjects ris the niewal equipment of pupils will permit ; and that, if necessary, a
%Nell-planned fflagnostic and remedial program should be instituted in the high

1S-15. Davis, E. E. A. study of pupil at t it udes t )ward subjtbcts :tild acivitios ill
Colfax high school Master's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in : 1,0uisiana
tale university.' Unlversity bulletin, vol. N. S., no. 12: 90-91)

An?ilyes cl!olees of subj .cts and activities repoiled by 1.1G pupils of the Co:f3
nigh school, and finds the in st important reasons flir choices of subjects and ic:ivit:es
were interest, or lack of it, usefulness or lack of it. and thu development of mini! and body.

1846. ais, Edward J. A. comparative study of a small high svhool and
:chools of a 'similar size in" the national survey of secondary education. Mas-

.

ter's, 1936. Cincinna

1847. Davis, Lorin Hast'ingtiVdy habits of junior and senior high school
students. Master's. 1936. Colortido: (Abstract in: Univ.ersity of Colorado
studies Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 23)

Studies SOO students in sie high sci:ools in southwest Shows that both
junior and senior high school -students have difficulty in reading ; that . most of 'them
Lave difficulty in picking out the important points in the material read or studied;
lind that a large Fero nt have not -mastrr:q1 the fundamentals of sdiool work such aq
reading, spelling, and arithmetic. Shows little Improvement in the study Labile of
tudents as they progress in their school work.

1S4S. Dillow, Konrad. A review of the postgraduate problem in secondary
schools, with emphasis on current practices in the secondary schools of Illinois.
Master's, 1936, Illinois.

1849. Dodds, B. L. The permit' high school in Wyoming. Master's, 1936.
Wyotning: 85 p. ms.

1870. Donaldsop, Desse. Holding power of the high schools in Peach, Monroe,
and Crawford comities. Master's, 1936. Georgia.

1 Dory, Rex G. Some problems involved in the reor.rzanization Of fo-ur-
,,

year high schools into six-year secondary schools for Iowa communities -with
,-ehool enrollments between 100 and 200 pupils in grades 7 to 12. Master's,
1936. Iowa. 49 p ins.

1S52. Driscoll, Irving Sears. A study of the high school. graduates of Gooch-
land county, 1926-1935. Master's, 1936. Virgi a 276 p. ms

1S53. Dynes, J. J. A comparative study if the Avement of high school
boys' and girls as indicated by -the result
contest. Gunnison, Colo., Western sta lege.

e Colorado state scholarship

1S54. Eberly, C. Alden. An alysis of personality traits of high school
students. Master's, 1936. K: -Is. 84 p.' ms.

Studies the personality s of the 201 students of the high school in Scott City,
Kans., during the sec emester of the school year, 1935-1936.

6.
18,15. Ec ecker, Charles Frederick. Professional self-education In wc-

(Aida rocedure. 11iaster's, 1936. T. V., Col. Univ. 120 p.

inds that students etn be brought to do academic work with the same spontaneity
they show in planning their own social affairs.

1856. Ellingson, L. X. Survey of South St. Paul, Minnesota, high 806a
Master's, 1936. Minnesota. 220 p. ws.

4.1857. Evans, Predetick H. A study of certain factors affecting success In

senior MA school. Mister's, 1936. T. C. Col. Univ. 31 p. ms.
rinds tbat achievement in first-year high school may be more accurately predicted if

standardised tests are used as the criterion 'of success than if teachers' parks are used
as the criterion.
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166 liEsEARCH STUDIES .1N EIWCATI(

1%:N. Evans. John Richard. *An analysis of the hizh school programs of study
in the, smaller high schools of Illinois. Master's, 1936. IoNva. SO p.

17)9, Flynn. Alan F. plan tho test of suporvised correspond-
ence courses in extending the program of small high schools. laster's, 1936.
Mass. st. 5'3 p. ms.

Finds that supPrvisvd correspon1ent-0 ci.urse Lest bo administered by a stat.
college or statc d..partmunt of edlcatii,n. TL. resent status ot 4-..rtespond...nce stuti,vin the rcpitat,le li1Ii, rsiTis of Ai, I-nid State:, and 0.1. a¡Tarent s;ic.-..ss of Cie
in operation in many hil:h schofls indicates lucre is ri as,In to xprct twto resu1ts.0

1S60.- Friedheim. Clarabelle. A study of attitudt of sociold3ry school gi rl-
wit h reference to family rel:.1t laster's. 1936. Minnesota. 11S p. ms.

Shows that typical adolescent girls appcar to by well- adjusted !ti twist ways
exceptions lie in lack of lutist., and leadership qualities. Many however,
markedly from typical pattern and displayed attitudes which sa=7.0st that they svuhae considyrahlo difficulty ill tnakine satisfactory ad Justin. nt. conotni

intcllii.rence. size of community in which girl lived. and wl.yther or no:Pt she hadbrothers and sisters, each seemed to have an influence upon certain nt tittnks. Matura-tion, however. was the most potent factor of all tl/ke studied.

1S61. Gabler. Cecil William. The socio-economic status of he high school
population of Marion. Ohio, in some of its significant relationships. Master's,
1936, Ohio tate. 170 p. m§.

1862. Gary, Donald. A study of the content of assemblies in a 100 North cen-
tral association high school and comparison of appraisals by administrators
and pupils. Master's. 1935. Michigan.

1S63. Glasscock. Thelma Maydell. -A study of the higher educational career
of the eighth grade graduates of. the Warren 4eNunty schools. Masjer's, 1936.
West. Ky St. T. C. 29 p. ms.

1864. Gosselink. Robert A. High school programs of study in 449 independ-
ent school district-s of Iowa. Master's. 1936. Iowa. 134 p. ms.

1865. Grove, Mary Confehr. History of the West Philadelphia high school
Master's, 1936. Temple. 140 p. ms.

18ti6. Hackman, O. W. The influence of the broken home upon the boy's high
school work. Master's, 1936. Nebra'ska..

Compares the high-school rer,eords IT 60 boys with records to a like number of boys
from normal homes. Finds that' the broken home group made the greatest number
of changes in home addresses and schools: that they fell marke4lly short in class load
attempted. They had twice as many inferior and only half as many superior citizenship
rating?. Regularity of attendance, athletic and musical interest varied slightly between
both groups.

1867. Hammer, Mervin L. The relation ,of high school subject matter com-
binations to college success. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 102 p. ms.

is68. Hawkins, Henry Gordon. A comparison of basic accomplishment of
rural 'and village trained pupils in Berrien Springs high sch6ol. Master's,
1936. Michigan.

1869. Haynes, 'Alta L. The status of the National honor society in the second-
nry schools of Kansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma, 1934-1935. Master's, 1936.
Kansas.

1870. Hegstrom, Harry S. High school commencements. Master's, 193i1
Nebraska. 116 p. ms.

Suggests a program that may take the form of a pageant or a play. written by the
English department, staged by the speech department with special music by tbe music
department, dances by the physical education department. costumeti by the home economics
department. stacefiscenery by the wood-working dpartnwnt. and lighting effects by the
science
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1871. Heinly, Amos J. A study of the intelligence and achievement )1 a high
school class. Master's, 1936. Temple. 63 p. ms.

Studies the intelligence and achievement of the class graduated January O. 19:41. front
the Frankford high school of Philadelphia, and finds a positive correlation between
.cholarshipo. IQ's and character. and that girls graduate in a shorter time and have
higher marks And higher character rating. but lower IQ's than the boys.

1.S72. Henderson, Louis C. Rural and urban elellientarS; school ;:radwites in a

secondary school. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 72 p. Ms.
Studit's the a(hievement of rural and urban lementary -Jhool zraduate in :1 stcondary

school in Harlan county. Ky.. and finds that rral clibirvu made .better !narks w;:!)
respect to their ability than did urban children.

1S73. Holland. Albert J. The scholastic ach iovtement bf ei zlìt h ÌL 1 grada'Y
Wes of independent and depcndent. schools. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M.
Coll.

Compares the high-schnol r. i ords of 71 41Ppsnlent and -17- indepotttlynt di-trict
Finds that the student who rel'eives his 4.1..mentary education in the independent typo
of school is superior t.1 tho student who rt ceivtt.s his elementary education in the de-
pendent type of school. and that the students from tho inilitons!;i: typo of :...11001

of a higher socio-economic status.

*1S7-t. Holmes, Fred. A comparison uf the siii,(.0 of Pupils at summer
revIew high school with the successes of pupilun(ier trial promotion. Nlaster's,
1936. Bostian Univ. 67 p. ms.

Compares the records. of pupils wtm had been att(ndinz the summer review hi-shool
cluritig 3 years prior to 1935, with the record of mills under trial pronmtion in the
Roxbury memorial high school for boys In Boston. Finds that with the pupils studied,
tbe summer school is superior as a method of making up failires Anil as a contribution
to subsequent success.

1875: Hull, C. Eugene. Programs of study in certain Iowa high schools for
1934-35. Master's, 1936. Iowa, 141 p. ms.

1S76. Huntington, Ben. A proposed six year high school program for Oregon.
Master's, 1936. Oregon.

1877. Jiacoletti, James jr. Articulation in six-year high schools of the North
cetral association. Master's, 1936. Wyoming. 78 p. ms.

#1878. Jones, %Edward S., ed. Studies in articulation of high school and col-
lege with special reférence to the superior student. Series 2. Buffalo, Univer-
sity of Buffalo, 1936. 351 p. lUniversity of Buffalo studies, vol. 13)

Contents: (1) Che anticipatory examination. contribution of anticipators examination
in articulation of high school and college, by H. C. Mills. p. 5-36; (21 Selection of students
for anticipatory examinations, by R. E. Eckert. p. 37-54 ; (3) Articulation in English,
by 11. E. Sarbaugh, p. 57-75 ; (4) ACademic success of various age and experience groups,
by E. Strabel, p. 79-123,; (5) Patterns of, high-school performance, by R. E. Eckert and
H. C. Mills, p.,127-80 ; (6) Studies in academic motivation. by M. E. Wagner, p. 187-242;
4 I Effect of home surrounding% on academic achievement, by M. E. Sarhaugh, p. 245-76;
4S) Differences between high school and college in methods of instruction, by H..E. Mills,
p. 279-310; (9) The significance of curriculudi choice. by R. E. Eckert, p. 31315;
(10) Reading ability in high school and college, by M. E. Wagne'r, p. 339-51.

1879. Jones, Itabelle V. A study of the educational status in:relation to the
occupational choices of vszk'atiotial graduates from four Gary high schools.
Master's, 1935. Michigan. 86 p.

Analyzes the records of 1.071 pupils who received the vocational as well as the regular
diploma over a 3-year period. Finds that vocational work is attracting more girls each.
year, but seems to be decreasing in popularity with the boxs: Jhat twice as great a variet,v
of courses is offered for boys as for girls; that drafting, "generalmshop, Ind music attract
most of the boys, while home economics. music. commerol. and dramatics attract niost
of the girls. Data indicate that 'nearly twelve times as many boys choose the professions
as were gainfully employed In them in the United States. in IndIa. or in Gary in 1930.
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1880. Juird, T. A. An evaluation of the Mangham high school as reflectpd
through its graduates. Master's, 1V6. Louisiana State. (Abstract in : Louis-
iana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12: 93-94)

valuates the services of the Mangham high school to its graduates from 1920 to 19:i5
Finds that housekeeping, farming. and teaching are the three major occupations; that
mor than 50 percent of the graduate.s continued their education beyond the high-Bawl
level ; that the subjects mentioned most frequently by the graduates as desirable -addition
to the curriculum are advanced commerce, manual training, and music ; that 70 percent
of the p4118 come from homes of land tenants, and that this 70 percent furnish only
10 percent of the graduates.

. 1881. Kavanagh, Sixtrr M. Alexandra. A study of the population of St
Patrick's ligh school, Elizabeth, New Jersey. Master's, 1936. Fordham. 117
p. ms.

Presents a statistical analytical study of the socio economic compoaltion of a
Catholic secondary school öf 200 pupils.

1882. Kennedy, Robert Bankert. A survey for a proposed union high school
in Santa Clara county. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

1883. Knicely, Glen D. An anabsis of the satisfaction and dissatisfactions of
junlor. and senior high school pupils with their schools. Master's, 1935.
Michigan.

1884. Koeninger, Rupert Cliff9rd. A study in attitude consistency of high
sch.00l seniors. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 65 p. ms.

Studies attitude of consistency in 674 high-school seniors in Texas, Oklahoma, Montana,
and Chicago.

1885. Lane,,Andrew Lamar. The discovery arid tentative solution of eertain
problems involved in the administration of a small rural high school. Master's,
1935. Cornell. 83 p.

1886. Lane, Frederick Hall, jr. An appraisal of the Hudson Falls senior high
school by its pupils. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St4. Coll. for Tekh. 57 p. ms.

1887. Lloyd, Harold A. An evaluation of -the summer high school conducted
by Indiana State teachers college. Mapter's, 1935. Ind. St. T. C. 32 p. ms.
(Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college journal, :

112-13, Juiy 1936)
studies the, functions of the summer school as shown by the pupils' reasons for

attending; courses offercd and their value; types of' students attending, fast, average.
or slow; and how far the work of the summer school meets the needs of an enriched and
progressive equcational program. Shows that tile program was arranged to 'offer the
pupil an opportunity of continuing his regular work or entiching his work by taking
additional or different subjects. Recommends that an enriched program be provided to
enable pupils to enjoy as well as profit by summer school attendance.

1888. Lorio, Samuel Pujo. A study of the pupils in the Poydras high school.
Master's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in : Louisiana stiite university.
University Oulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12: 9-1-95)

Discusses problems of securing ançl using in the guidance of 147 high-school pupils of
Poydras high school in Pointe Coupee parish, information relative to home conditions.
occupation of parents, education of parents, languages spoken in the homes of pupils,
types of books and magazines read by the pupils, and tentative selections of vocations
by the groups.

1889. Lucky, S. G. Analysis of the Bastrop high school population with
special referefice to parental occupation Master's, 1936, Louisiana State.
(Abdtrad in: Louisiana state universit Ifniversiry bulletin, vol. 28 N, S.,
no. 12; 95-90

Finds a decided covlation in the occupa ns of the parents, and the educational
"Ibpportunities of the Mils; that the occup e al groups'ari unequal in the percentage
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schools. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 227 p. ms.

r.,

studies were broadenc in all schools with tbe larger schools offering the broader programs
of studies; and that t ere was n larger percentago of classes with more than 25 students
in all subjects, other t an home economics and commercial sùbjects in 1933 than in 1923.
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of enrollment : that the local high school h selective in the typo of pupils it enrolls. the
lower socio-economic levels of society niaintaining thg poorest representation in school;
that children from the unskilled group of parents practically disappear within the high
school; that pupils coming 'from the agricultural group do not return to the farm after
graduation but tend to join the raOs of the nonlaboring clases ; that approximately 50
percent of the school eth.ollment comes from the industIlini classes; and that there Is a
neell for an Integrated program In the high school, based on the requirements of the
pupil.

4

1S90. McComb, Jessie D. Implications for education derived from a study of
the u§e of time as reported by 1,300 high school pupils. Doctor's, 1936.

Ascertains the average use of time for a week. variatiyn between use of time on
school days and week-end days, whether diffcrenck.s in ti . of i i rn. n related to si.x. IQ.
scholastic rating. to eye, ear, or heart defects, or to rural residence. Finds a wide
diversity in individual use of time.

1891. McConagha, G. A. Study of the seniors of Knox county. Ohio, who tool;
the general scholarship test, 1930-1936. Master's, 1936. Ohio state. 70 v. ms.

1892. McDermott, Mary Elizabeth. A survey of certain activities and inter-
ests chiefly non-scholiistic of 977 senior high school pupils. Master's. 1936. Cin-
cinnati.

1893. McKibben. Flvd H. A stvdy of the social and economic status of
Ithaca, Michigan, high school' gradates from 1916 to 1927. Master's, 1935.
Michigan.

1894. Maddocks, Carl Wharton.
tor's, 1936. Yale.

Reziftrial high schools in Connecticut. Doc-
.

1895. Marshall, Joe Leon. A decade of curriculum trends in Tennessee highs

Finds that English, mathematics, and history were offered consistently in all schools;
that science gained rapidly; that foreign languages declined with Latin showing a marked
decrease; that commercial subjects were not offered in many schools; that programs of

r.

1896. Marshall ee Archer. Development and evaluation of a technique for
pupil selection of a senior high school curriculum. Master's, 1936. Ohio State.
129 p. ms.

1897. Martin, James R. A study of secondary ducation in Muldenhurg
county. Masters, 1936. West. Ky. St. T. C. 36 p. ms.

1898. Maucker, James William. The relative effect ess of measures of
high school achievemat in predicting college success. Master's, 1936. Iowa,
55p.ms. . .

1890. Idease, Clyde D. High school programs of study in the consolidated
school districts of Iowa for 1934-35. Master's, 1936. Iowa, 121 p. ms.

1900. Blikkelsen, Ervin C. A survey of certain practices of the high schools
of'S'outh Dakota In dealing with curricular and extracurricular activities. Ma's-
ter's, 1938. Sou/h Dakota. 70 p. ms.

1901. Miles, George Lionel. Trtnds in curricula elections and subject offer-
ings in New Jersey high schools, 1929-1933. Master's, 1986. St. T. C., Upper
Montclair. 121 p. ms.

Ascertains the trbnds evidenced by student curricula elections during the period from
1920 to 433 ; the changes in subject matter in the various curricula and the reasons for
the changes; the courses characterizing the college prepailitory, technical preparatory, and

T .
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air

commercial curricula ; and indicate3 what is being donet to meet the !INti r. of the low lt.;
roupings in the schools whose bulletins contiin data regarding programs designed to

the necds of students with low mental ability, as shown by returrs to questionnaires inc.
29 representative communities.

1902. Miller. Ralph G. (lay county norili of Eel river, inchuling all of Was!,
ington and Cass townships as.a high school corporation with national bounderie, .

Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C. 42 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indhina State teacher,
college. Teachers college journal, 7 : 12S, July 136)

Studies enrollment. faculty and yaching load. curriculum, and claruorn and st 10.

equipment 24 five hi411 schools: and analyzes tax rat.'s. present Costs of st hools.
assss vaRiations. Finns that consqlidation wtuld provide a richer curriculum. tn..7.
adeglinte equipment, more efficicnt teaching, and administration at a lower cost
present operation.

1903. Miflikin, Louise Elizabeth. The relationy:hips between achievemew
attitude, school marks, and intelligkqwe in high School. Master's, 1936. Uta).

1N14. Mills. James J. A survey of the bit:11 (1)(101 curriculum and teaciii.r
load of the consolidated schools of the state (if Iowa. 1aster's, 1936. Drak...
ST p. ms.

95 'different surjccts in a sampling' of 3S3 high sch.sols ; that the subjects mogt fr.
quentiy i nd in the ninth grade were Enzlish. algebra, gerwral science, home cconot -

and manual training; that the subjfct s. most frequently found in the tenth gerde
English, plane geometry, world history, and agriculture; that the subjects most frequtn''.
found in the eleventh grade were Enciiich literature. American history. advanced alz .

arithmetic, typing, biology, and bookkeeping; in the twelfth grade, physics, Arnerik-:ft
literature, typing, economics, Mkerican government, American history, and sociology.

1905. Mitchell, Sidney C. A study of the expansion of the high school cur-
riculum through the use of supervised correspondence study to serve the heeds
the anou-col1eg6 Preparatory student. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

190C. Mopsik, Harold. A history of private secondary schools in Charlottiss-
tine, Virginia. Master's, 1936. Virginia-. 130 p. ms.

19o7. Nestyold, O. E. Superviself study in a small high school. Master's.
1936. North bakota. 39 p. ms.

# Describes an experiment carried on in a high school with an enrollment of 36 in Paleral...
N. Dak., to determine whether superviseCl study is advisable for small high schools. Find.-
that the supervised study plan was a success in algebra, commercial law, commercial arith-
metic, and English grammar and punctuation, and was especially valuable for the dull but
willing pupil wto profited by better care of his individuapl needs.

darland. Sumnwr hil:h schools in Kansas C,Ity, Missouri.
Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 15 p.

Recommends that summer high-school opportunities be extended ; increased attenti..I1
be given to vocational a.nd leisure demands and to individual differences; thv school builil-
tug utilization be increased ; and that there be a gradual removal of summer tuition Char:0.

1900. Oakley, Harry Malcolm. A study cif the ability and achievement of tile
pupils in Charlevoix high school. Master's,. 1936. Indiana. 139 p. ms.

1910.,Owen, R. M. Corresponfltince courses in high school. Master's,
Wash. St. Coll.

1911. Pendleton. Julia Tuck. A. stmly Of the knowledt.re of lierop anoll
high schooeseniors. Master's, 193(3. BirmiiIgham-Southern. 47 p. ms.

1912. "'piers, Alice Lorraine. Analyst's ofpersonal problems presented by
the girls of Beltuond high school. Master's...1936. Iowa. 126 V.
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172 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION ,

shire, having enrollments of less than 800 pupilt5. Master's, 1936. Syracui,
75 p. ms.

Studies the training, experience, tenure, and salaries; of the teaching personnel, the.

teaching load,- aDd the units of instruction offered. Evolves a system for scoring tho
schools in their educational practices, and finds that the,smaller school may show nm
good procedures as the larger school, and that in some inStances the large school May
show worse practices than a small school.

1923. Sanders, Beverly Barksdale. Holding power of high schools in (

thorpe county. Master's, 1936. Georgia.

1924. Sanford, Edgar Nordlund. Supervised correspondenge study in tho
public school. Master's, 193G. Yale.

1925. Schrammel, H. E. Subject offerings in Kansas high schools, 1935-t;
Emporia, KanAs state teachers college, 1936. 10 p. ms.

1926. Selman, Casca Melvin. Opinhm of Texas superintendents and editor.
concernhig high sohool requirements. Master:s, 1935. Peabody. 70 p. ms.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire received front 292 superintendents and 264.editor
in Texas regarding high-school graduation requirements in cities of 1,000 population or
more. The two groups agreed 88 to the necessity for training in English, social scienev,
mathematics, and natural science. Fifty percent of the editors thought that, in addit
courses :should be gien in Texas history, economics, physiology, public speaking, foods,
clothing, typing, and commercial law.

*1927. Seyforth, Warren C. The effects of school size : A study of the ern 'cis
of enrollment upon the reorganized secondary schools. Doctor's, 1936. Harvard:
496 p. ms. py

Analyzes data on approximately 500 schools repregentative as to geographical location,
size of community, find size and type of school. Shows that the effects of size are much
tlie same upon both Junior and senior high schools, and that many secondary procedures
are used in about like amount in all schools, regardless of size or form of organization.
Finds that schools of fewer than 45 to 60 pupils per grade tend to have particularly
unsatisfactory organizations, and that schools enrolling from 150 to 200 students per grade
tend to have most of the things that substantially larger schools do at present. Suggests
methods for improving small schools.

1928. Shoemaker, Forest Leroy. Public secondary eduçation in Ohio: 1875-
1933. Doctor's, 36. Ohio State. (Abstract in : Ohio state university. Ab-
stracts of doctors serta tions, -20 : 97-108 )

4

Presents a brief review of the rise and development of public secondary eaucation in
Ohio prior to 1875, the educational and social factors whicti have conditioned its growta
and characteristics; the student *body; administrative nnd institutional characteristics;
definition_ and accrediting; programs'of study in general, in physical and health educa-
tion, and in pyactical arts and vocational education ; the teaching staff; the reorganization
of the school syvtem ; and the effects of flnatrial depressions.

1929. Singleton, Stanton James. Comparison of certain two-year and four-
year high schools in Georgia. Master's, Georgia.

1930. *Smith, lierbert B. A survey of the curricultim in the larger senior high
schools in Kentucky, 1935-36. Master's, 1936. (*Cincinnati.

1931. Smyre, S. H. A personal study of the students of Caldwell high schok
Master's, 1935. Baylor..

1932. Snyder, Grace Pope. The function of the director of pupil peisonnel in
the high school. Master's, 1936. Illinois.

-1-9;13-.-8pence,-Ralph W. Pupil participation in the control of activities in the
high schools of Hamilton county and Cincinnati. Master's 1935. Ohio State.
366 p. ms.
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1934. Stanisiewski, Leon J. A comparison of abilities and iuterests during
adolescence. Master's, 1936. Mass. St. Coll. 265 p. ins!

Makes observations on scholastic, mQchanieal, musical, and interests ability and the
interrelationship of the measures.

1935. Steward, Zoe Hayes. Trends in tÌn growth and development of
Nebraska secondary schools accredited to the Novi h cent ral associat ion. Mas-

ter's, 1936. Nebraska. 1#21 p. iiis. 1P,D

studies st a tistica lly trends from the beginning of aceri-ditment to date, considering thé
number of schools accredited, type of organizltion, enrollments, holding pow(`Ir, length of
class period, pupil load, teachers, and teaching load. Shows that high-school pupils in
Nebraska are receiving educational advantages comparable to those of other states, and
that the growth and development of secondary education is on an upward trend in the
Nebraska schools.

1936. Still, Leonard Lee. 1V(irk and activtt ies of male graduates of Elmore
county high school. Master's, 1936. Alabama. 51 p.

1937. Surnmitt, James Euel. Comparlson of -the approved t wo-yea r high
schools of Tennessee. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 96 p. ms.

1938. Tarn, Wai Hon. The de\ elopment of articulation in American education
at the secondary level. Doctor's, 1936. California. aAttempts to determine what means and methods were and are used to articulate the
high school with the schools below and above.

*1939. Thomas, Arthur Wendell. A study of the respective weights of sev-
eral ¡actors which condition achievement. Master's, 1936. Penn. State. 31

p.

Attempts to determine thy extent to which achievement, intelligence, att% nce, age
at entrance to ninth grade, participation in athletics, and home study gt achieve-
ment in high school. Finds that intelligence is the greatest coLytributirriv factor to
achievement, that attendance is the riext ranking factor for uccts In school work,
that boys aud girls who take part in athletics have a better chance for success in school
work than those who do not, and that age at entrance to high school is not of great
importance.

g 1940. Tbomas, Garth A. A survey of Malvern, Ohio, high school with sug-
gested plans for reorganization. Master's, 1930.N Ohio State. 90 p.

1941. Thompson, Clarence Virden. A foliow-up of high school graduates.
Master's, 1936. Wittenberg.

Finds that the curriculum does not prepare its pupils' to meet the problems of life
npon graduation and that the school needs a system whereby a student may have a
practical knowledge of vocations before waking his choice.

1942. Todd, abtrterB. AssNnbly practices in file secondary sehodls of Ken-
tucky. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 75 p. ms.

Finds that assembly programs are furnished by the fludeiits in about half of the
assemblies; that the principal, superintendent and faculty about one-fourth of
the programs; and that outsiders present about one-fourth of them.

19-13. Tyson, George Russell. An analysis of secondary school teaching as
guidancj of learning. Doctor's, 1930. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, University
of Pennsylvania, 1936. 161 p.

1944. Ullrich, Fred T. Collegiate preparation of Platteville graduates in
terms of subjects taught in secondary schools in 1935-36. Platteville, Wiscon-
sin state teachers college, 1936.

Kinds that reltitively few of Platteville graduates are coaching in high-school teaching
professions for which they have not Mid at least a minimum preparation eitiwr in the
Butte teachers college at Platttiville or some other college.

ms.
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6

1945. Utsinger, Floyd. Programs of study in the large Illinois high schools.
Master's, 193G. Iowa. 95 p. tms.

1946. Vaughan, Cornelia K. Integratinz ¿he work of sixth, seventh, and
eighth grade children. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 114 p.

1947. Warren, Hie E. Characteristics pf the small six-year secondary school.
Master's, 1936. Nelmaska. 143 p. ins.

Surveys previous studies, the historical development of the six year seeondnry school
in the ,United States and results of replies, to a questionnaire returned by 63 superin-
tendents of six-year secondary schools in Nebraska and border states. Questionnairo
covered administration and supervision, use of building and grounds. teaching p-...rson
nel,* gIdflJb, extr irrieular activities, /111,41 special problems. Finds a fairly close
parallel between cm ront proctin's and accepted authority. Better educational opportu-
nity for pupils in small school than in s- 4 type 4of organization. Present weaknesses
include: Too many too short periods, too many required suljects, too few exploratory
courses, and too little provkion for adaptations to individual neok.

118. Whitenack, A. Dale. Some case studies of unadjusted high school
pupils. Master's, 1935. Wash. St.-Coll.

1949. Wilcox, Lester. A proposed six-year high-school program for Lebanon,
Oregon. Master's, 1936. Oregon.

1950. Wilhelmus, Horace A. High-schoorscholars*, psychological lest
rankings, and college scholarship indexes as factors of prediction of the success
of the Class of 1932 at Indiana State teachers 'college. Master's, 1935. Ind.
St. T. C. 36 p. (Abstract in: Indiana state teachers. Teachers
college journal, 7: 109, July 1936.)

Attempts to determine the relationship between collexe scholarship and averhgo high
school achievement, intelligence, and scholarship for each year in college of 450 students
%Trip entered college in the fall quarter of 1928, Finds that high school scholarship and
psych11ogical test results are not reliable toolkwith which to predkt college schOastio
SU C CCHS.

1951. Wilson, James A. Operation of cain factors in pupil selection and
elimination in the Andalusia (Alabama ligh school. Master's, 1936. Ala-
bama. 70 p. ms. C--

1952. Windell, Joseph. Survey of Cotter academy, Winona, Minnesota. Alas-
e.ter's, 1936. Minnesota.

1953. Winters, David Finley. A comparison it)I: accredited and probationary
high schools in Illinois. Master's, 1936. IoWa. 133 p. ms.

1954. Yager, Alfred. Survey of Glasgow Mortimer high school. Master's,
19,36. Minnesota.

1955. Young, Vermont B. A comparative study of the test scores, educational
plans, and vovational plans of the high-school seniors of Mercer County, Ohio,
for the years 1931-1935. Master's, 1935. Ohio State. 89 p. ms.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

156. Blanchard, Howard L. Wunior high school curriculum in the state of
Iofa. Master's, 1936. brak(f. fr2 p. ms.

Shows that more than 60 percent of the junior high schools grappled in Iowa are
,two grade combinations, and that more than one-third of the jwiior high schools have
no curriculum revision committee.

1957. Bothell, John E. Realization of objectives by the small JOnior high
.las"ter's, 1936. Colo. Sr. Coll.

41.
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1958. Burton, "William Gay. Investigation and imerpretatilm of st fluent
tild('s OT 751) adolescents enrolled in the Bay City rr,:tstern jintior high .01001.
Master's, 11)36. Michigan.

1959. Correvont. Ann Maier. . survey or.the juniur hi1:11 school i f !tinning.-
ham, Michigan: with regard to certain questions of pupil adjustment. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Michigan.

j960. Davis, Charles Walker. Iiistorical back tZTIMIld and present conditions
in the Roanoke Rapids Junior-senior high school. %styes, 1935. North (jaro-
lina. (Abstract in : University of North Carolina record. 298: 25)

1961. Dean, Clifford D. S. omparison of the inteihbctual achievement of the
nin:h-year students in the schools of Russell and Osborne, Kansas. Master's,
1936. Kansas.

ie,
1962. De Gabriele, tugene M. A study in the doelopment of certain funda-

mental subjects fy6 limior high school through senior high school. Nlas-
.

ter's, 1935. Wafshi .11 44 p.

1963. Dickinson, Elizabeth C. A Wildly ofodo es( satisfactions and dis-
satisfactions wihOjunioe high school life. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

1964. Feldmarlestelle Edith. Theklull child apd the junior high school cur-
riculum. Doctor's, Th36. Yale.
. ,

1965.
.irGi ,te, Gladye G. A survey of junior high school pupils' assembly

prograuf iferences. Master's, 1936. Iowa. S3 p. ms. 4

1966. Heller, Nina A. A study of the Junior high. sahool assembly. Master's.
1V36. Colo. St. Coll.

1967. Herr, William A. Junior high ch,00l puplk who made rapid progres
and_their normal progress peers in senior high school. DuCroes, 11E16.. "l'enp.
St ate. -

DeAcrtbes an experiment eonductRd with 97 rapid progress pupils whi) were' paircd with
au equal number Oho were to make nortnal progress, the matching
and previous achievement. Finds that the rapiil progress group tnadc. as koot.1 i-cortis
standardisedtests In enior high school and as good marks 4,s dld the normal progres4
group, but that the rapid progre.s group was at a slight disadvantAge, iu neurotic
temperament aud la social adjustment.

1968. Highfill; F.loyd Jay. .1.. Ztudy of the chief problems in junioe high
school. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

,

1969. linden, Alton H. Survey of International Falls, junior high school.
Master's, 1936. billnuescita. 160.p. pis.

1970. Howard, Boyd Davis. An analysts of the jUnior high school curriculum
sa the'State of Kentueler,1935-313. Master's, 1936. Citwinhati.

1971. 'King, Luther. The 'ilevelopmeni of an award plan for a Junior high
school. Mirstees, 1936. Oregon.

1972. Lesh,%Herschel H. A sandy of important relationships between.certain
measures of the pupils in the Blisslield junior high sOool. Master's, 1936.

1913. McConnell, MaTrie. compartitive st tidy of actilevement between an
experimental and a' regt ar group of junror high school pupils. Master'si 1936.
Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine'whether a group of pupils having,higil IQ's, a special course of
'study and speelikl teachers,niakes more progress in stamlardized tests than a regular
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group. Finds that a regular group of junior high school pupils In Tulsa made slightly
greater progress in the results of the Stanford achievement tests than did the experimental
group.

1974. McConnell, Robert M. A study of attitudes toward certain proposed
social actions as affected by defined educational content. Allister's, 1930.

Purdue 52 p. ms.
DescribPs an ..xperiment conducti1 with two groups of pupilq in tho junior and senior

high schools of Fowler. Ind., and Oxford, Ind., to determine whether the aNerage attitude
of the pupils was affected by the reading of stimulus materiah Incliieates that the
average attitude bf the pupils was affected by tbe stimulus material.

1975. Middlewood, Esther Louise. A sludy of the school annoyanei and
satisfactions of junior and senior high school stude»ts. Master's, 1936.

Micpigan.

1976. Miller, Harold Frederic. Sfudy of needed curricular changes in junior
high school grades in Seneca, Ontario, and Vates counties in New York.
Master's, 1935. Cornell. 81 p. ms.

1977. Potts, Jane A. An analysis of certain factors of personal adjustment in
their relation to success and failure of pupils in junior high school. Master's,
1965. Michigan.

197( Quinn, Emund Aloysius. Socio-economic background of the pupils sof
the Roger Williams junior high school. Master, 1936. Brown. 39 p. ms.

1979. Ralston, William T. A comparison of achievement between boys,
smokers and non-smokers. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 99 p. ms.

Compares the achievement of 126 smokers and 804 non-smokers in the Christenberry
junior high school, Knoxville, Tenn. Finds that boys who smoke fail more ciften than
those who do not ; that swokers.as a group were found to be retarded in both mental and
educational ages, while the non-smoking group was found near the standard for normal
in both mental and educational ages.

1980. Schrepel, Marie Ftederika. On the loss of knowledge by junior high
school pupils over the summer vacation. Master's, 1935. Oregon St. Agr. Coll.
77 p. ms.

Studies the reasons advanced in support of and opposition to the 12-month school year
or the yearround school with longer vacations than are now customary at Christmas
and Easter thid with a shorter vscation than is usual at the present time in tbe summer,
especially the reason advanced in its support that the amount tf information lost by tbe
pupils over the long summer vacation is large enough to require an extensive period for
relearning the work of the last preceding semester. I

198E Trumbull, Mary E. Evaluation of certain anticipated accomplish-
nwnts in the public junior high schools of Massachusetts. Master's, 1936. New
York. 85 p. ms.

Finds that the Junior high school provides suitable educational environment for adoles-
tent children through the use of separate buildings, enriched and flexible curriculum and
extracurricular activities; that better provision is made for individual differences through
promotion by subject, differentiated curricula, homogeneous grouping, and exploratory
courses ; that transition from elementary to senior high school is somewhat gradual
through deparimental teaching, training pupils to work independently, hltroduction of new
subjects, and au elcctive system.

1982. Welsh, Eleanor Joanne. An analysis of pupil and parent satisfactions.
dissatigfactions, hobbies and interests in two junior high schools of Port Huron,
Michigan. Master's, 1936. Michigan.°
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JUNIOR COLLEGES

1983. Allen, John Stuart. Criteria for the establishment of Public junior col-

leges. Doctor's, 1536. New York. .250 p. ins.

Discusses the functions of the junior college, the costs. support. flpd state progrnm
of publie junior colleges: sets up criteria for t ht., establishment of Junior colleges : tjII
T ht criteria..to communities whore public junior coilcges li;t . flirt ady hevii cstabliNhed,

and to selected cities in New York stAte.

19s4. Elliott, Raymond P. A. technique in self-guidance through group
ics as pursued in jut Joseph junior college. .Master's, 1936. Kansas.

1985. Fisk, Wi11iarn McKee. The regional junior (I ii i tgi Doctor's, 1936.
Yale.

1986. Fromen, Ethel Evangeline Dorothea.
college girls. Master's, 1936. Texas.

1987. Griffing, Cora B. 'The public junior eollefze in .1Msksippi.
1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana state university. University
bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12: 93)

A 14,16:ona lity study of junicrr

Traces the history Of the Junior college movement in Mississippi. and studies Hinds
Junior college as a typical institution of this movement.

1988. Herndon, Mike E. History of the junior colleges in Georgia. 'Master's,

1936. Mercer. 87 p. ms.

1989. Hughes, R. B. Junior colleges of Texas. Master's, 1936. Baylor.,

95 p. ms.
1990. Leonard, Mary. A study of Sacramento junior college students who

went directly into the vocational field. Master's; 1h35. Stanford.

1991. Mohr, Eleanor Sophia. The history of the Houston junior college.
Mastefs, 1936. Texas.

1992. Moor, Helen Sterling. Orientation programs in public funior colleges.
Master's, 1936. Stanford.

1993. Myers, Oliver H. A study of the junior college ivith particular refer-
ence to its terminal and preparatory functions. Master's, 1930. Kansa.

1994. Von Reeder; H. S. Aims, objectives, an.d functions of Texas junior col-.
leges as revealed in their catalogs. Austin, University of Texas, 1936.

Studies 18 municipal, nine private and denominational, and the two state junior
colleges of Texas.

1995. Wallgren, Axel Samuel, The registrar in the junior colleges of the
United States. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 135 p. rns.

Studies work of registrars in 208 junior colleges and concludes that the work of ..
r istrar in Junior colltges is below the standard of 43'enr instituting. It si ems not,
FO much a matter of any serious lack of competence in those performing the functions
of registrar as it is a failure on the pirt of superintendents, presidents, and other edu-
cational authorities, to recognize the importance of the office and- make adequate pro-
vision for the performance of its functions.

1996. Wilson, Theodore Halbert. The four-year junior college. Doctor's,
'ID35. Harvard. 545 p. ms.

Tvfes briefly the history of the junior college movement in genern1 ard the 4-year
junlir college In particular; presents arguments advanced in favor of the' 0-4-4 plan
of organization and of the 4-year junior college; and cnmpnres. the 4-year junior college
with the 2-year junior college.
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*1!)97. Woodman, George Scott. An appraisal of junior college business edu-
cation from an economic viewpoint. Master's,' 1935. Ilostcn Univ. 133 p. nN.

Discusses the elucational and economic background of the junior college, medium:
of business education and their relation to the- junior college, business education anti
occupational groups, the function of the junior college, its financing, guidance in tit,.

junior college, analysis of the business courses offered, and the future of the junior
college.

HIGHER EDUCATION

199S). Bergstresser, John L. The prediction of academic achievement for mcn

in the College of letters and sciunce. Doctor's, 1936. Wisconsin.

1999. Breitwieser, J. V. Banzain -baccalaureates. School and soeiet.

43: S4-1-45, June 20, 1936. (University of .North Dakota)
Finds that college' curricula should be organized in terms áf social needs and voca

tional objectives.

1'2000. Bullock, Henry Mortbn.' it history of Émory university. Nashville.
Tenn.,Parthenon iffess, 1936. 391 p. (Millsaps college)

Traces the growth of the Institution which began as the Georgittconference Manual
labor school ih 1834, expanded into Emory college in 1836, and became Emory university
In 1914.

2001. Burnett, Howard it. A history of Vincennes universiGy. Master's;
Indiana. 294 p. ms.

2002. Carstensen, Vernon. The 'Stare university of Iowa : the eollegiato
department from the beginning to 1878. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. (Abstract in !

Iowa. Universitt. Programs announOng candidates for higher degrees . .

1936. University of Iowa studies, new kieties no. 329)

Presents the political history of ihe Univemity, the search for ji philosophy anti
method of academic function, and the development of administrative and otlici
institutional- procedure.

V.1003. Carter, T. M. rrhe curricula Of 33 colleges. Albion, Mich., Albion col-
lege, 1936. 15 p. ms.

Deals with the number of credit hours of work offored in the various subjects iii
curricula at 35 different colleges, and shows the percentage which the offerings in enct)
subject is of the entire curriculum of each college. Finds a wide difference in the number
of credit hours and the percentage weight of ihe various subjects in the different collegt

2004. Cavan, Jordan True. The student and the financing of the college: a
study of student fees, student aid, and factors affecting the proportion of the
Cost of higher education borne by the student. Doctor's, 1935. Chicago.' 30;
p. ms.

2005. COok, Elsie Jane. Higher education in North Dakota. Master's, 1936.
Colorado. ( Abstract in : University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses
for higher degrees, 1936: 18)

Traces the history of higher education from the territorial days, through the beginning
of statehood, to the present time.

2006. Cooper, William B. Factors influencing high school senior's choice of

college. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 125 p. ms.
Analyzes the reasons given by 6,400 higli-school seniors for their choice of college as

shown by the Ohio college association's uniform college information blanks. Shows tbe
need for hit chool guidance work to aid the student to select the college best suited
to his needs.

2007. Crass, Rosalind. The status and trends of correspondence study in the
University of Kentucky. Master's, 1936. Kentucky. 54 p. ms.

Staples .the records oaf 1,S97 students who completed correspondence work at the
Univenity of Kentucky during the czilendar years 1933, 1934, and 1935, and seeks to
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deterrane the residence,. sex, age. occupation, and previous training of the students who
completed correspondence work ; the level of instruction and the nature of the courses
completed ; the ranl and training of instructors who.graded the papers and their compensa-
tion for the work ; and the marks given the studeitts upon completion of the course.

T

2008. Crawford, S. C. New college curriculum at Pitt.. Pennsylvula school
journal, 84: 352, Mpy 1936. (University of Pittsburgh)

*2009. Detchen, Lily. A r(Tord and evaluation of changes in the College of
tbe University of Loui;ville, September, 1930 to June, 1935. 111rSter's, 1938.
Louisville. 150 p. ms.

ID

Discusses the adaptation of aims and subjcct matter to the !weds of students. the
inalvidualization of the student. the delineation 0' a line of distinction between the Junior
and senior colleges, and the promotion of a more wholesome campus life; evaluates the
changes made.

I-2010. Elliott, Edward C. and Chambers, M. M. The colWges and the courts:
judicial decisions regarding institutions of higlier education in the United States.
New York, Carnegie founqation for the advancement *of teaching, 19364. 563 p.
(Purdue university)

Part 1. University and _college personnel part 2. State and municipal institutions:
part 3. Privately controlled institutIons; part 4. Fiscal relationships with governmental
units;-part 5. Financial support from private sources, institutional property,,and other
tatters.

2011. Gardner, Lawrence H. A study of the college success of students who
do not enter college immediately upon graduating from hjgh school. lIaster's,
1926. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 32 p. ms.

12. Gwynn, J. MinoT. Changes in the college curriculum; 1890-1934. Doc-
.

tor's, 1936. Yale. .

Presents the historical development of the moder,n period of curriculum change in the
arts dhisions of Columbia, Johns Hopkins. North Carolina. Pennsylvania, Virginia, and
'Vale universities. Finds that each institution has modified its programs of study and
offerings as its own circumstances, conditions, and leaders forced it.

2013. Hall, William F. History of Carson-Nemna4Dollege. Master's, 1936.
Tennessee. 105 p. ms.

Presents a religious and educational survey of East.Tennessee from 1830 to 1850, and
describes the foundOng of Carson-Newimin college.

2014. Harmony, George W. The backuounds of education students entering
Ohio State university in years 1928 and 1931. Master's, 1935. Ohio State.
65 p. ms.

2015. Hassold, Ernest. tlionors seminar at Louisville. Jourualof higher edu-
cation, 7: 137-40, March 1936. (University of Louisville)

2016. Heintz, lfrR. Louise. A study of some factors affecting scholarship.
Master's, 1935. Wittenberg. 75 p. ms.

Sludies 128 college students in a small institution on factors aff6cting scholarptkipl
father's occupation, high-schoot,marks, part-time work, extra-curricular activities, college
residence, loans, and personalitl. Finds that scholarshfp is affected by a combination of
factors.

'2017. Held, O. C. Admission trends in a lIberal arts college of an Urban ùnl
versity during the depression. School and society, '43 : 1107, March 1938.
(University of Pittsburgh)

t2018. Higher educatión and society: a symposium. Norman, University of
Oklahoma press, 1936. 823p.

Contents: (1) Higher edt;cation in the southwest, by William Bissell, p. 11-24; (2)
flAgnificance of student traditioni,.. by W. H. CoTtley, p. 25-48; (3) Intellettual training
anti moral advance, by liadoslav A. 'runoff, p. 49-46; (4) Educator and society. their.
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mutual obligations, by David Y. Thomas, p. 57-77 ; (5) Professional training and social
ends, by Arthur B. Adams, p. 78-83 ; (0) Graduate study in the southwest, by Homer L.
Dodge. p. 84-107 ; (7) Graduate quantity and quality, a discussion, by A. Linscheid, p.
10S-118; (8) KmiwIedge of the soils, its effect on social progress in the southwest, by
Horace J. Harper, p. 119-133; (9) Pub lié education for conservation, by George R. Phillips.
p. 134.-142 ; (10) Higher edueation and future 'social trends, by William F. Ogpurn, p.
14:'.-52; (11) Ph:losophy of American culture, by Frank E. Hill. n. 153-74; (12) Trainint:
the ecoRomist of the future, by Isaac Lippincott, p. 175-80 ;- (13) University training for
goi-ernment service, by Cortez A. M. Ewing, p. 181-90 ; (14) New demands in the trainin4
of social workers, by Frank J. Bruno, p. 191-203; (15) Caveat Eniptor, a new educatiov,
by Howard O. Eaton. p. 204-17 ; (16) Iligher education and the training for health, by

L. Pritchett, p. 218-30; (17) Equeation tor living, by John G. Fletcher, p. 23A-37 :

(18) Art and the RildieneP, by Sarah G. Knott, p. 238-50 ; (19) New fields for critics.
standards vèrsus standatdization. by, Henry Smith, p. 251-68; (20) Decentralization in
publishing, by Daniel Long. p. 269-77; (21) Vublic vP1141.1s private support of prt, by
John Ankeney, p. 278-S7 ; (22) Problems of art, a aiscussion, by Adah Robinson, p. 298-92-;
(23) Iligher,education and the socicty of tomorrow in relation to government, by E. W.
Marland, 293-30i ; (24) College of the unive;sity and adult education, by Kathryn
MclIale, p. 302-308; (25) Building a university, by Lotus D. Coffman, p.

2019. Hinton, David E. Origin, development and aims of Lambuth collego.
Master's, 1936. Peabody.

Presents a brief history of higher education in the Methodist Episcopal -church, South,
and of the founding in 1924 of Lambuth college, anc a discussion of its aims.

2020. Hoisington, Margaret. The effects of curriculum adjustment of the
Statd University of IoWa for students low in scholastic aptitude. Master's,
1936. ,Iowa.

2021. Holtz, Richard. The relationship of winning football teams to college
euiollmeut. Masteeki, 1935. Michigan.

2022. Huff, Z. T. Administration of teacher education in coileges and uni-
versities. Doctor's, 1936. Texas. 1

2023. Hurlburt, Allan S. Relationship between intelligerice test ranks and
selection of college courses. Master's, 1936. Cornell. 55 p. ms.

Studies three classes in Cornell college of arts and sciences, entering in 1926, 1927, and
71928, in the light of records made on freshman intelligence test ratings, and later choices
of studies. Finds that higher IQ students tend toward mathematics and lower IQ student&
toward history, government, and psychology.

t2024:- Hutchins, Robert Maynard. The higher learning in America. New
Havsp, Yale university press, 1936. 119 p. (University of Chicago)

2025. Johnson, Palmer O. Modern approaches to our college education proh-
lems. Proceedings of the 49th annual convention of the Association of land-
grant colleges and universities. (University of Minnesota)

2026. Klecknert Thomas Madison. Military training 'as a 'system of guidance
at New Mexico mfliltary institute. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

2027. Knight, idgar W. Some early discussions of the college curriculum.
South Atlantic quarterly, vol. 34, no. 1, 1935. (University of North Caffltina)

20'28. Some recent changes in the colPege curriculum.
quarterly, vol. 34, no. 3t 1935. (University of North Carolina)

2029. Lacy, George Russell. A history of Gonzales College.
Texas.

South Atlantic

Master's, 193(1

2030. Landry, Herbert A. The relative predictive value of certain college
entrance criteria. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 151 p. ms.

Evaluates statistically the prc etive value of secondary school grade 12 final marks,
marks oi the examinations of the College entrance examination board, scores on the
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new-type or objective tests of the Cooperative test service, andiseores on the scholastic
aptitude test of the College entrance examination board. Analyzes t'ata on 1.353
students who graduated in June 1932 from -III independent secondlry sdioels and A4o
enrolled iri 164 colleges -and universWes the following year. Later !imitations were
placed on the study, and intensive Iqudies of 416 men students enrolled in the 3 col-
leges to which the majority of the original group of students wont. Finds that secondary
school marks nnd tests of scholastic aptitude are of the most value in predicting success
in college, but that all of the metlicds need more study and refining to be of value
in select:ng students for college entrance.

i1031. McGrath/ Earl J. and Froman, Lewis A. College aptitude of adult
students. Bufftiff, University of Buffalo, 1936. 34 p. (University of Buffalo
stu(lies, vol. 14, no. 1)

Compares the college aptitude of students in the eveniiag clry-Ises with that of student:
In the day classes of the U-niversity of Buffalo. Finds consid rahle overlapping of test
scores and class marks in both the evening' onss, P11l nn(i (1:iy C1tl students. Indi-
cates that the evening session of the University of Buffalo affords aa opportunity to a
superior group of persons to extend ther education while earning a livelihood.

2032. McGrath, Earl James. The evolution of administrative offices in insti-
tutions of higher education *from 1860-1933. Doctor's, 1936. Chicago. 203
p. ms. 0

Traces the evolution of ten college officers in 32 representative colleges and universi-
ties for the period 1860-1933.

2033. Miller, Andrew S. The college success of high school graduates of
exceptional ability. Doctor's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in : University
of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, regearches hi progress, and bibliography
of publications, 12: 182-88)

Studies the members of the graduating classes of the public nnd private secondary
schools of Pittsburgh and Allegheny (*minty who were nominated hy the principals of
their respective high schools during the eight semesters from February 1920 to June 1933,
inclusive, for the "Certificate of award". offered by the Civic club of the county. There

affr e 1.6 479 boys and 495 girls nominated. Studies the 191 awardees and '214 nori-awardees
who were granted scholarships by various agencies. Recommends changes In the method
of selection of individuals for iwards and for, scholarship aid.

2034. Miller, John Cloyd. Relationshii between academic achievement of col-
lege graduates in their major fields and of graduates out of their major fields.
Master's, 1936. New.,Mexico. 61 p. ms.

t2035. Mills, Hubert H. Predicting scholastic success in college at the !line
of entrince-7-a summary Of invbstigations. Boulder. University of Colorado,
1936. (University of Colorado studies, vol. 23, no. 4: 305-14)

2036. Monypeny, William W. A perspnnel study of male graduates of South-
western college between 1913 and 1934. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 80 p. ms.

2037. Newmeyer, Mary Jane. Analysis and comparison of the college admis-
sion blanks of 1925 and 1935. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:
University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and
bibliography of publications, 12: 317-18)

Finds that very few of the 118 colleges studied were continuing in 1935 to admit
students on scholastic record alone.

'2038. Newpher, James A. Powers of degree granting institutions In Penn-
sylvania. Doctor's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications,
12t 197-203)

Disguises the development and purposes of degree-granting institutions in Pennsyl-
vania, the powers conferred by, charters and skitutes, the powers pertaining to be-
quests, gifts, and trusts; to finance ; to degrees apd personnel; and to administration and
organisation, name of institution, and property as interpreted by case law.
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2039. Noll, Rachel P. Study of transfer students in the College of education
of the-liniversity of Minnesota for 1928-29. Master's, 1936. Minnesota. 129
p. ms.

Studies transfer students to reveal their problems. attitudes, social adjustments,
recommendations, and achievement. Shows transfer students are favorably impressed
by the faculty and students but find it somewhat difficult to make friends; like extra-
curricular activities, but are too busy to participate in many ; like school except ,ttn
courses they get low grades in. ,

2040. Norton, Lucy Ogden. The functions of a dean of women. Master's,
1936. Syracuse. 90 p. ms.

Studies the functions of the dean of women at Syracuse university during the sch4t)1
year. September 1, 1934, through June 1, 1035, with a consideration of the Allocation
of responsibilities within the entire office of the dcan of women during the period studied.
Finds that counseling and routine functions are performed within the office during
office hours and that extraoffice functions are performed outside of the office at it:regular
times; and that while there may be a definite allocation of responsibilities among thp

of the staff of the office of dean of women, there is an overlapping of function,,
particularly on the part of the dean herself. Describes the course of training for student
deans and the supervision of student deans.

2041. Oppenheimer, J. J. A method of induction of high school juniors into
college. Proceedings of the American educational research association, 1936...
(University of Loutsville)

2042. O'Sullivan, Julia. A* .study in differential prediction on thelcollegp
level. Doctor's, 1935. New York. 369 p. ms.

Attempts to secure a valid measure for predicting probable success in oneN major at
the time of entrance to college. Analyzes, evaluates, and compares pre-admission data
such as the Regents average in the major field, score on a placement test in the major
field, score on a psychological examination of students at Hunter college, to see which
of these factors separately or in tombination Is related to success in the major field in
collegtl. Finds that for all of the majors except the French major, the Regents av'erage in

the major subject or in the allied subject was the best single index of success in the first%
semester major course. For the French major the placement test score was superior to

all other measures. For all majors, the best index of success in the second semester
major course was the first semester grade in the major subject. #

2043. Patterson, Dale O. The relationship between certain factors and scho-
lastic succes,s In the University of Minnesota College of education. Doctor's,
1936. Minnes6ta. 242 p.

Compages records of 904 College of edncption students with regression equation rat-
ings. Compares the College of education scholarship of 150 students who did their pre-
education work in the University of minnesota, College of science, literature, and arts
with that of 150 students who transferred to the College from other institutions of higher
learning. Finds that the native students earned an average honor point ratio of 1.57
as compared to 1.48 for the transfers. This difference ls 2.61 times its tandard error.
The variables which proved to be the for pfedlcting scholastic success were: Pre-
education average, high-school average, analogies test (general intelligence). Num-
ber of units of whigh-school credit in any ven field offered no help in predicting college
success. Age was of `no importance in predicting marks in college. Multiple correlation
coefficients of from 0.65 tò 0.75 were found betWeen the best combinations of predictiie
factors and scholastic average.

2044. Peters, Woodford W. An analytical and critical study of the liberal
arts 'curriculum. Doctor's, 1936. Illinois.

2045. Preston, Newell T. Personnel, purposes, procedures, and pgints of
view in 400 Américan colleges. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 153,p. ins.

Discusses admission, or1ent4tion, counseling, vocational guidance, financial aid, physical
health, extracurricular activities, placement, Rise of favillty, enrollment, endowment, and
Personnel practices in 400 colleges. Finds that the spread of personnel practices through-
out the colleges and universities in the United States has been unequal.
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2046. Romeo, Frank. Personnel studies of Springfield college freshmen. Mas-

ter's, 1930. Springfield.

2.047. Scott, Carrie M. Background and personal data as factors in the predic-

tion of scholastic success in college. Master's, 1936. Colo, St. Coll.

2048. Mover! Robert B. The prediction of first semester scholastic success of
freshmen men from ,certain obJective tests of college ability, listening ability,

reading,' and English. Master's, 1936. Ohio Univ. 37 p.

.1-2049. Seyfried, John Edward. Current views on problems and objoct Ws of
college students: abstracts of a selected group of articles. Albuquerque. Uni:
versity4 of New Mexico press, 1936. 95 p (University of New Mexico bulletin,

2SQ. Education series, vol. 9, eno. 3)
Abstracts articles on the value and purpose of it college education, who should 'attend

college, cost and methods of financing an education, academic and student activities.
ethical character, morals and religion, health, citizenship, leisure, t he home a nd home
life, vocations, and the college graduate and life after graduation.

2050. Shaw, Robert W. and Parsons, Orville. 5fet11ods of study used by col-

lege students. Gunnison, Colo., Western state college..

2051. Short, Sarah Louise. Status and function of the swial director in the
office of the dean of women at Syracuse university. Master's, 1936. Syracuse.
89 p. ms.

Describes in detail the work done by the social director at Syracuse university from
November 1, 1934, throuch October 31, 1935, and compares social control BS Syracuse
university with that of 10 other universities.

2052. Summerville, William F. A study of scholarships offered to secondeary

school graduates by colleges and universities. Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C.
76 p. ms. (Abstract in : Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college
jouinal, 7: 129-30, July 1936)

Analyzes, 7,603 scholarships awarded by 66 cotleges and tkniversities. Finds that col-
leges and universities are donors of 45 percent and states are donors of 34.9 percent of
the scholarships which !tinge in value from less than $75 to $150 and more a year; that
the items considered in awarding scholarships are high scho)astie standing, financial need,
Character, leadership, personality, and prodlise of future usefulness; that recommendations
from high-school principals exceed those of all other individuals combined ; that selections
are made by a committee in the case of 67 percent of scholarships, by the president in 12
percent, and by the state commissioner of education in 11.7 percent ; and that from 10
to 40 percent of the holders lose their scholarships.

2053. Swanscin, Virginia. Vocational and community activities of Stanford
alumni. Master's, 1930. Stanford. 125 p.

A2054. Valiance, H. F. History of Antiorh College. Doctors, 1936. Ohio
State. 450 p. ms.

2055. White, Duncan A. University of Tennessee power plant and a course
for training the employees. Master's, 1936. Teimessee. 90 p. ms.

Gives a brief description of the University of Tennessee power plant, analyzes ail the
jobs within the plant, and works out.a course of training for the employees.

2056. WA:de, Maurice. A comparative study of the achievement of university
students with low, normal, and high basal me.tabolic rates. Master's, 1935.
Michigan.

2057..*ilson, James Garfield, Anthropometrical measurements of 7,402
University of Kansas freshmen, 1903-1932. Master's, 1930. Kansas.
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t2058. Wrenn, C. Gilbert. Vocational and Community. activities (:)f Sutliff )rd
alumnae. Stanford University, Stanford miversity press, 1936. 8 p.

Gives tables showing, tlie vocational activities in which Stanford alumnae have imr .

ticiplted at some time since graduation, their marital status, those engagcd in gain fi;i
occupations, colleges and universities from which alumnae husbands graduated, the ppriod
of selectiou of present vocation by single alumnae, the relation between ss taction tu
present vocation and period in which the vocation was selected, college ses most valu-
able to later professional and vocational activities, college courses t valuabre to liltrr
leisure-tinw activities, specific courses desired by. Mummy% 4 were not in the
riculum, contributions of inirt-t!me work experiences in college, aud leisure-time activitii.s
of alumnae distributed according to marital status.

STUDENT PERSONNEL PROBLEMS

Beach, Sarah.2059. The relatiTIship of emotional dependence on the borne to
social, behavior in college. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

2060. a3 1a ir , Edmund W. Analysis of personal problems presented by the
high school boys at Leon 4igh school. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

t2061. Canady, Herman G. Individual differences among freshmen at WeNt
. Virginia state college and their educational bearings. Institute, West Vlrginia
state college, 1936. 42 p. (West Virginia siate college bulletin, series 23, no. 2.
Contributlian no. 3 of the Department of psychology and philosophy)

2062. took, Ghrdner Forscutt. The social adjustments of Columbia university*
first year men graduate students ; institutional aids and personal techniques in
forming acquaintances with women in New York and at Columbia university.
Master's, 1935. Columbia.

2063. Ellis, Dorothy. The student worker on the campuses pf the state col-
leges and universities in the South. Master's.: 1936. West. Ky. Stt T. C. 88 p. ms.

t2064. Gardner, Donfred H. Student persOnnel service. Chicago, University
of Chicago préss, 1930. 235 p. (The evaluation of higher institutions ; a series
of monographs based on the Investigation mducted br the Committee on
revision of standards, Commissiori on higher institutions of the North central
association of colleges and secondary schools. v.). (University 7! Akron)

Discusses the admission and orientation of students, their records, educational and
vocational counseling, counseling about personal affairs, extracurricular activities, loans,
scholarships, grants of aid, health service, housing and boardipg of students, placement
service, anti student discipline.

2065. Hunter, Elwood C. An analysis of the ivalities associated with leader-
ship among college students. Doctor's, 1935. North Carolina.

Attempts to identify and analyse the qualities possessed by recognized college student
leaders and to Andy the diversities and similarities with typical non-leaders of the smite
educational status. Studies physical characteristics, background, intelligence, scholar-
ship, vocational interests, social attitudes, interest maturity, neurotic tendency, self-
sufficiency, introversien-extreverFion, and dominance-submission.

2066. Karraker, William Jacob. The effect (if student loan on scholarship.
Master's, 1936. Kentucky. 61 p. ms.

Studies the effect of student loan on the scholarship of students at the University of
Kentucky when grouped according to five levels of general intelligence, taken from the
records of 1,500 freshmen who entered the University during the first semester of 1930-31.

111..

2067. Keough, Katherine. Personnel adminIstrin In golleges for women.
Master's, 1935. Boston Univ. 158 p: ms.

Analyses replies to a questionnaire sent to 46 large colleges for women, and studiis
the need for personnel work, the functions of Vocational and educational guidance,
propOses a personnel program, and discusses the use of objective tests in diagnosing
personality and conduct.
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*2068. Krawiec, Joseph F. Factors influencing the selection of friends among
college men. Master's, 1936. Penn. Stale. 43 p.

Attempts to determine the environmental factors found common to both iilembers of
pairs of friends during the development of the friendship, the attitudes of the

friends from a moral point 15f view ; the nature and frequency of activities engaged in
vy both members; the closeness of the friendship; the characteristics the friends desire
in each other ; whether similarity or dissimilarity et* personality is the striin4er factor
in the selection of associates among college men ; and the personality -traits of college
then who form friendships,

2069. Kruger, Florense. A study of th adequacy and cost of.dormitory diets
in Concordia college. Mast.er's, 1936. IoWk.

2070. Marsh, Alice B. An individual guidance program for freshman Nyomen.
Master's, 1936. Ohio Univ. 42 pf

2071. Parkhurst, Nancy E. A suggested plan of cooperative living for boys
at Colorado state coiege of education. Master's, 1936. Colo. St Coll.

2072. Proehl, Elizikbeth Anne. Institutional aids and personal techniques for
getting acquainted with men ; an analysis of,Coltunbia graduate women. Mas-
ter's, 1935. Columbia.

#2073. Royce, A. M. Survey of 475 students enrolled in regular session,
1935-30, to determine financial conditions of students and parents. Platteville,
Wiscons!n state teachers college, 1.936. 5 p.

Studies occupations of parents, whether or not student* are, working, and the type of
work that the students are doing.

2074. Schaffner, Martha. A comparison of the scholastic success of employed
and non-employed college students. Master's, 1936. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia.
47 p.

2075. Smith, Margaret Ruth. An expeiimental study of the bases of selection
of students to whom loans, scholarships, and fellowships are awarded in a grad-
uate school of education. Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teacheys
college, Columbia university, 1937. 152 p. (Contributions to education, no. 704.)

Ascertains the bases oloelectiain of students to whom loans, scholarships, and fellow-
ships were aw'arkd in nachers college, Columbia university, and evaluates the, efft;c-
tiveness of the Viections by means of criteria applied to these given awards, those
rejected for awards, and a group which did not ask for or receive aid. Shows that it
is the policy of the institution to grant asal'ITP.to students who have done or are doing
.graduate work at Teachers college, and to ¡mint aid to students who have progressed
farther in their educational careers than have the average students in the institution.

2076. Tinker, Carrie M. Signiacance of typical personnel data. Master's,
1936. Oregon.

2077. Wighi, Edward Allen. Financial assistance to students in the Uni-
versity of Chicago. Doctor's, 1936. Chicago. Chicago, University CI Chicago
libraries, 1930. 161 p.

Deals with scholarships, fellowships, assistantships, tuition remissions, loans, prizes,
and employment either in the university or in outside service.

t2078. Wrenn, C. Gilbert. The new student talks back. Report of the thir-
teenth annual meeting of the American college personnel association, 1936.
5 p. (Reprint) (Stanford univeriity)

a .

'Analyses data from 2,000 students in 16 colleges and finds that scholarship problems
are acutely felt by more freshmen students than are personal or social problems; that
there are few statistically significant differences between the problems of freshman men
and women; that institutional differences oil policy, geography, and physical plant art
often dVectly reflected in student reactions but in comparatively small proportion; that
upper dIvision transfers airerage as many first-quarter problems as do the/freshmen
but in significantly different proportions.
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WOMENEDUCATION

2079. Brown, Charles Kenneth. Wesleyan female institute, Staunton, Vir-
ginia, 1846-1897. Master's, 1936. Virginia. 390 p. ms.

2080. Burke, Si8ter X. RebecCa. Study of the contribuVon to education for
home and family life of Catholic women's colleges of the United States. Mas-

4er's, 1936. Colo. SL Coll.

*2081. Duggan, Anne Schley. A comparative study of undergraduate women
majors and non-majors in physical education with respect to certain personal
traitS. Doctor's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Colum-
bia university, 1936. 117 p. (Contributions to education, no. 682)

Attempts to determiq the type of young woman etit'ring the profession of physical
education as compared kith those choosing other fields of specialization. Compares 200
undergraduate women physical educat ion majors with 200 non-majors in three state uni
versities offering 4-year major programs in physical education. Finds that ale majors
differ most from the non-majors in their work, play, and social relationships, the majors
preferring more vigorous, daring, competitive, and outdoor activities. Shows that the

.majors are mote emotionally stable, more extroverted, and more dominiting than are the
non-majors.

*2082. Gawthrop, Carol Burr. The transfer student : a study of some factors
in the status and adjustment of women students transferring to Syracuse uni-
versity in September of the years 1931 to 1934, inclusive. Master's, 193G. Syra-
cuse. 131 p. ms.

Studies selected personnel factors relative to the transfer group, the educational in-
stitutions from which they transferred, their general adjustment, residence, social and
academic adjustment, extiacurricular interests and activities, reasons for transferring and
reactions to change, their attitude toward student government and toward administrative
control ; also presents case studies of selected transfers.

2083. Lang, Clara Frances. A study of women's student governing agencies
at Syracuse university. Master's, 1936. Syracuse. 158 p. ms.

Discusses the history and principles of student participation in college government and
the history of women's student government at Syracuse university; analyzes the present
organization and activities of the women's student senate.

2084. Luttrell, Ramona Anita. A comparison of the basal metabolism of col-
lege women with the 'present 1)rediction standards. Master's, 1036. Stanford.

*2085. Smith, Ray A. Women recipients of honorary degreet in the United
States. Master's, 1935. New York. 29 p.

Shows trends and practices in the granting of honorary degrees to women from 1882,
when the earliest honorary degrees to women were granted, to 1932, and includes citizens
of the United .States who have received honorary degrees at home or abroad, and citizens
of foreign colintries who have received such degrees from colleges in the United States.
Of the 226 women receiving hoUorary degrees` approximately one-third were educators.
Shows that the ages of recipients range rrorn 31 to 99 ytlars; 33 percent ranging in age
from 40 to 49 years ; and 12 percent ranging in age from 30 to 39 years. Finds that the
granting of honorary degrees is increasing, and that the practice cannot be wholly ap-
proved when universities in good standing confer as honorary, degrees which have long
been the reward for prescribed work on collegiate, levels.

2086. Wentworth, Laura Fowler. The'ttanging legal status of women in
Massacipsetts from 1620-1935, and its' effect 'upon the home and educational
system. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 183 p. ms.
. Discusses laws affecting married and single women. the occupations of women, the
types of schools and their effect on the home, and labor and federal legiMation for women
during the twentieth century, the coiltrorenty over equal rights ; and shows that bills
are now being introduced into the Tiregisinture in Massachusetts which would tend to re-
turn women to the pattern of the middle ages.
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Bounous. R. D. A selected list of ea*e studies for use in teaching busi-

ness law based on reports of cases argued and determined in the supreme court

of the state of Kapsas. Master's, 1936. Wichita. 77 p.

2088. Bowdern, Thomas Stephen. A study of vocations : an investigation into

tbe environmental factors of vocation to the 1:oriesthood and the religious life

in the United States from 1919 to 1929. Doctor's, 1936. St. Louis. 644 p. ms..

Studies the external or environmental factors in the personal history of young people
who had recently chosen religions vocations. Finds that the young men find women
who follow a religious vocation 'are from large 'families in better than average economic

status; that potent influences in determining their choice are fervent Catholic parents,
Catholic schools, teachers and pastors, and partftipatioil in religious services; that they
are superior students, interested in extracurricular activities but little given to frequenting

dances, movies, smoking, or drinking; that after serious consideration of their voca-

tional choice, they leave home at the age of 18 to follow their vocation ; and that girls
receive less home encouragement than boys to follow their vocation.

2089. Breitwieser, J. V. Quarter century of graduate work. School of educa-

tion record, =: 107-25, Jamiary 1937. (University of North Dakota.)

Traces the growth of graduate work in the United States.and especially In the state
universities from 1910 to 1935. Discusses the growth of graduate work in education and

the requirements for the doctor of education degree, the problem of selecting graduate
students, the trend of higher education in America towards becoming more American with
fewer foreign scholars on our faculties. Discusses movements towards the transfer of

students between graduate schools and the conferring of degrees is a group rather than
as individual universities; towards more freedom in the various /wad fields of graduate
work with special attention being paid to individual development ; tbe movement towards
less emphasis on graduate degrees and more emphaq13 on diplomas, certificates, and
transcripts of records to allow for more varied types of graduate training; the movement
towards the recognition of scholarship in other terms than research ability interpreted
narrowlY Shows the need for the universities and other graduate agencies to guard their
freedom and independence so they can give themselves to the investigation and reporting
of the truths found in all phases of our environment nua to evaluate their problems, ex-
periments, and data in terms df their probable value to humanity. Shows that graduate
students should work with rather than for their`profcs:;ors.

2090. Clark, Florence Elizabeth. The development of a systetb of education
for social workers in tbe United States. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 237 p. ms.

2091. Crawford-, S. C. New curriculum for premedical students at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. School and society, 43: 679, May 16, 1936. (University
of Pittsburgh)

2092. Diefenthaler, Alice Carol. A proposed plan for the organization of

courses in nursing education. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 66 p. ms.

2093. Ebaugh, Franklin G. Continued training in the professional and non-
professional personnel. after engagement. Modern hospital, March 1936. (Uni-

versity of Colorado)
Suggests that continued training of the physician after engagement should center

aroma 8 years of fundamental training wilt' supervised ward work, outpatient work, com-
munity clinic work, and participation in liaison interdepartment contacts with other
medical divisions. Shows that careful training requirements should be established for the
psychiatric nursing personnel through a supervised program participated in by nursing
and medical staff, and that certificates should be granted Oil the completion.of postgraduate
courses in psychiatric nursing.

t2094. Fargo, Lucille. Preparation for school library work. New York,
Columbia university press, 1936. 190 p. (Studies in library service, 34

Discusses positions open to school librarians, the functions of tbe school librarian,
school library standards and certification, professional migrations, professional back-',
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grounds, consolidation of schools and centralization of library service, changing patterns
in library education, specialization for school library service. and library education for
teacher-librarians.

t2095. Foster, Laurence. The functions of a graduate school in a democratic
society. New York, Huxley house publishers, 1936. 166 p. (Cheyney training

4

school for teachers)
Discusses institutions best fitted for graduate work, and offers some suggestions regard-

ing the improvement of graduate facilities and the graduate curriculum, for the enrich-
ment of graduate instruction, and on graduate students.

2096. Fraser, Andrew, Jr. Trends in professional engineering education..
Master's; 1936. George Washington. 82 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether or not graduation from a college or university is Ft pre-
requisite for entry into the profession, the importance of postgraduate work, the tendency
of engineers to transfer from course of spectalization to other professional fields. the di,-
tribution within the profession of engineering graduates and other engineers, and th..
distribution of professional engineers according to their zone of interest and functional
classification. Analyzes replies to a questionnaire sent to 173.151 professional engineers.
Finds that first degrees in engineering are almost a prerequisite for entry into the pro-
fession ; that the extent of postgraduate work is not very great ; that the tendency of
engineers to transfer from course of specialization to other professional fields is insignifi-
cant ; that there are well-defined zones of interest for each of the profession& classes; and
that there is a wide field for engineers from which to choose a'particular line of activity.

t2097. Green, Leon. The college man weighs the law. Evanston. Ill., North-
western university, 1936. 12 p. (Northwestern university information, vol. 4,
no. 23)

Discuftses the various types of law now being practiced and the necessity for stndflits
seeking professional training to select the law school best fitted to his needs.

2098. Hayes, Dorman James. The integration of the teaching of accounting
with social change and reconstructed educational methods. Master's, 1935.
Columbia.

2099. Heft, Edwin. Duties and legal responsibilities of accountants. Mas-
ter's, 1935. Coluinbia.

gaps.

2100. Hellmund, B E. The young engineer under changing conditions.
Electrical engineering, 55: 329-34, April 1936. (University of Pittsburgh)

2101. Hiestand, Dwight W. History of growth of graduate instruction at
Upiversity of Georgia. Master's, 1036. Georgia.'

#2102. Hill, Herbert Wynford, ed. ProceedingS, twenty-fifth anniversary
celebration of the inauguration of graduate sNdies, the University of Southern
California, 1910-1935. Los Angeles, University of Southern California, 19341.
255 p.

Contains: (1) Foundation years, by Rockwell D. Hunt, p. 31-36 ; (2) Developing a world-
wide objectire in education, by Senator Elbert D. Thomas, p. 87-47; (3) Present position of
graduate studies In the United States, by George F. Zook, p. 51-65 ; (4) Operational behav-
iorism and current trends In psychology, by Edward Chase Tolman, p. 89-103 ; (5) Psy-
chological principles and scientific truth, by E. R. Guthrie, p. 104-15 ; (6) Facing the factb,
by Warner Brown, p. 116-21 ; (7) Psychology in terms of objects, by Egon Brunswik, p.
122-26; (8) Role of "schools" or "systems" in the development of psychology, by Robert
&ashore, p. 127-31; (9) Correlation as a method in comparative psychology, by Calvin P.
Stone, p. 132-30; (10) Convergent trends In psychology and related sciences, by Harold
E. Jones, p. 137-41; (1 1) Use of original "flumes in the study and teaching of eighteenth
century drama, by Dongald MacMillan, p. 149-54 ; (12) Value of a more intemsice and
extensive study of English, by George Oliver Curme, p. 173-75 ; (13) Classical scholarship
in relation to modern life, by Henry Rushton Fairclough, p. 176-83 ; (14) Significance of
the teaching of philosophy in schools and colleges, by Hartley Burr Algxander, p. 184-85;
(15) Research in secondary education, by Grayson N. Kefauver, p 195-86; (16) Role of the
pkil000pber in the solution of educational problems, by W. T. Boyce, p. 197-204 ; (17) Ms-
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tinctive contributions and limitations of science in education. by G. Derwood Baker, p.

*.:05--11; (1S) Analysis and evaluation of tbe controversy on philosophy and science in the

study of education, by George C. Mann, p. 212-15; ON Research and philosophy in educa-

tion. by George N. Kefauver, p. 1e-17; (20) Present position of research in education. by

George F. Zook, p. 218-22 ; (21) Has biology advanced in the last 23 years, by C. A. Kofoid,

p. 229-35; (22) Religious education at tbe crossroads, by George A. Coe, p. 249-55.

1'2103. How shall we educate teachers and librarians for library service in the

schcol? Findings and recommendatio.ns of the Joint committee of the American

association of teachers colleges and the American library association with a
library science curriculum for teachers and teacher-librarians. New York, Co-

lumbia university press. 1936. 74 p.

Discusses existing curricula and their content, principles which should guide in the
reorganization of curricula, a proposed library science curriculum for teachers and teacher-

librarians, together with a statement of appropriate terminology.

2104. Humphreys. Flynn G. The status and problems of the ministry in Knox

county. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 80 p. ms.
Studies tbe status of tbe minister, his age of entrance into the ministry, his educational,

salary, and tenure status, and his administrative and preaching activitit.s.

2105. Lehmann, Cara Barbara. Opportunities in publicly supported universi-

ties and colleges fur professional training in public recreation leadership. Masai%

ter's, 1936. Michigan.

2106. Luker, Leonjd J. The relation of certain factors to success in the law

school. Doctor's, 1935. Minnesota. 286 p. mg.
Finds that average college marks were much better than high-school record in predicting

success in law school; training in one subject-matter field as compared to others is less im-

portant than the ability or achievement of the student in the field; amount of previous
college training or age of the students has no significant effect on students' ma-ks in law

school. The development of a law aptitude test can be of material assistance in predicting
law success; combining the college average marks and the Law aptitude test enables one
to predict the placement of students accurately for more than 50 percent of the cases in
the upper, lower, and middle quarters aceording to law school marks actually earned ; and
that a most valuable single instrument for the prediction of success in law school was the

Minnesota law aptitude test.

2107. McBride, T. F. Now it's up to tire deans. Dental rays, 11: 56-57.

January.1936. (Univeility of Pittsburgh)

2108. Maguire, Bruce B. An analysis of the activities of the ministerial grad-
uates of Muskingum college. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliog-
raphy qf publications, 12: 812-13)

Anayhes the functional activities of 134 ministerial graduates of Muskingum college.
Reveals the wide range of ministerial activity and the importance of the quality of versa-
tility In the life of the minister, both versatility of interest and of ability. If he is to
serre successfully in the many capacities requited of him by the church of to-day.

2109. Mark, Stephen Gum. A proposed curriculum for the Canton Union
theological college. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

2110. hiatthis, Harriet Cowdrey. A study of the selection of students in
schools of nursing. Master's, 1936. Cincinnati.

'2111. Newman, Derwood Austin. Curriculum differentiation in engineering:
a study of statistical differences as an a:d to guidance in engineering colleges.
Doctor's, 1985. Harvard. 257 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether there are measurable differences among' the successful
students in the various curricula of an engineering college, and if there are differences,
to discover !something of their nature. Analyses data furnished by 304 seniors of the
4-year class of 1932 and 173 freshmen of the 5-year class of 1936 in a large engineering

stir
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college? The curricula Tepresented were civil, mechanical, electrical, chemical, and
industrial engineering. Dati consisted of test scores on the Army alpha, an unstandard-
ized algebra placement test, the Bernreuter personality inventory, and the Stanford
scientific aptitude test. Data indicate that electricaleengineering students are differvnt
from all others. Data indicate a measurable difference among students in tbe tivo
engineering curricula stuflied and show definite leads which should 'make it possible to
develop'worth-while objective tests of specific engineering aptitude.

2112. Patterson, Grace A. -Analysis and evaluation of selected courses of
study in library instruction. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliog-
raphy of publieetirns, 12: 319-20.)

Analyzes 24 coursPs of study in library instruction to de.termine wqether they are in
harmony with the modern viewpoint and objectives of libraryinstrtiction.

*2113. Paul, Rgth Angell. A study of the graduate courses in personniti
RdThtr.1tion, guidance, and student orientation offered in accredited Anwri-

OW

can kolleges and universities. Master's, 1936. Syracuse. 147 p. ms.
Presents a survey of graduate courses in personnel administration, guidance and

dent orientation, requirements for admission to these courses, department, or depart-
ments of the graduate school in which the courses are offered, number of graduato
credit hours given for each course, prerequisite courses, and the content of the courses.
rinds that 62 colleges and universities offer courses in personnel administration, guid-
ance, and student orientation; that there is no uniformity lb the titles of the courses
which are similar in content; that most of the courses are given in the department of
education ; that there is an awareness of the need for trained personnel managers in
modern industry; that the application of psychology to vocational administration and
guidance is a significant development ; that the colleges in the South and the Southwest
cffer limited training in the field of personnel although there is a decided emphasis ou
training for personnel work in the colleges of the balance of the United States; that
there is a lack of practical experience in the field of personnel connected with theoretical
training; and that courses are being given in training for deans of girls and women.

2114. Pugh, Stanley. Requirements for degrees in collegiate schools of bust-
uess. Master's, 1936. Soutfi. Methodist. 163 p. ms.

Studies the entrance requirements and the requirements for the bachkm's, master's,
and doctor's degrees in the 48 members of the American association of Wegiate schools
-of business, 1936.

t2115. Reece, Ernest J. The curriculum in library schools. New York,
Columbia university press, 1936.s 220 p. (Columbia university studies in
library service, 4)

Describes what library work has been and what it is becoming, the beginnings nnd
growth* of the curriculum, outlines of the curriculum, adapting it, its variations. exten-
sions and abridgments, supplements to the curriculum, where the curriculum belongs,
the curriculum in perspective, and conditions for the curriculum.

2116. Schmidt, Raymond P. A study of some factors affecting the achieve-
ments of students of the University of Pittsburgh law school. Master's, 1936,
Pittsburgh, (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, re-

searches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 325-L-26)
Finds that low scholastic ability contributes the most educa on

the law school.

2117.. Shadduck, Martha Juliet. A study of the recent students of the School
of social service administration in the public welfare agencies in Chicago.
Master's, 1935. Chicago.

*2118. Shafer, Henry Burnell. The American medical profession, 1783 to
1850. Doctor's, 1936. Columbia. New York, Columbia university press, 1936.

273 p.
Discusses American medicine at the close of the eighteenth century, the gducational

requirements, the history of medical colleges, the expense( of medir -education, the

stu-
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length of the term in medical schools, the course of study, textbooks, requirements for
graduation, the defects of medical education, the movement for educational reform,
the practice of medicine, medical ethics and fees, medical literature, medical regulations
and societies, and developinents in American medicine betweeti 1783 and 1850.

2119. Stanley, Elise T. A study of the work of the ward dietitian. Master's,
1936. T. C., Col. Univ. 62 p. ms.

Studies the work of the ward dietitian in the control of food service and In the
teaching of nutrition to student nurses.

2120. Treadway, Esther Combs. A study of the accredited schools of nursing
in Kansas. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 120 p. rns.

Shows that the 33 schools studied require students to lyive had a high-school course;
33 schools require entering nurses to have a physical examination; 31 schools require
a minimum age of 18 years; 10 hospitals have out-patient departments ; 26 schools have
nursing school committees; 21 percent of schools exceed the minimum of Sf45 clastiroom
hours of Instruction recommended by the Committee of grading of nursing schools;
the largest hospital has a capacity of 300 beds and the smallest hospital has a capacity
of 20 beds; 64 percent of the schools are under sectarian control and 36 percent under
non-sectarian control; median number of students in the schools of 'nursing Is 24.

2121. VanKirk, L. E. The teacher and the new curriculum. Journal of
Amerian college of dentists, 2: 3-65, December 1935. (University of Pitts-
burgh)

2122. Wilson, Eugene Holt. Preprofessional preparation of University of
Illinois library school B. S. grfnuates, 1927-1936. Doctor's, 1936. Illinois.

ADULT EDUCATION

2123. Ankenbrock, Arethusa Kaitterine... The socialization of adult Omen-
tary education. Master's, 1936. Çtincinnati.

*2124. Aydelott, Clarence Riley. Facts concerning enrollees, advisers, and
the educational program in the CCC camps of Missouri. Doctor's, 1936.
Missouri. [Columbia, University of Missouri, 19k16.1 16.4N p.

Studies the educational and social status of the white boys enrolled in the CCC camps
in Missouri and the training, experience, and opinions of their cdticational advisers.
Discusses the educational program of these camps. Finds that few of the 2,740 boys" had
been to college, and that a great many of the boys did not complete the elementary grades
in school due to lack of transportation facilities and the unequal educational advantages
of tbe state. Shows the need for vocational courses in thff/schools of Missouri. Finds
that many of the boys in the camps find the educationtrork offered there more appeal-
ing than were the courses offered in the publk schools. Shows the need for more educa-
tional, vocational, and recreational guidance and supervision, in the public schools. 'Finds
that the CCC attempts to give a well-rounded program to the enrollees; that It has
removed considerable illiteracy among the young men of the State ; that most of Ow educa-
tional advisers are working in the field of their choice and expbct to continue in educa-
tional work; and that the advisers recommend a mere extensive educational program for
the camps.

21,25. Beach, Charles Kenneth. A study of the personal characteristics, train-
ing, and interests of people attending adult classes unar the emergency educa-
tion program in Oregon. Master's, 1936. Oregon St. Agr. Coll. 71 p.

Attempts to gain a knowledge of the, personal characteristics of the adult students,
their educational training and background, and their personal interests and activities
during their leisure time.

2126. Buchanan, Scott X. Methods and techniques in adult eduration. 'Uni-
versity, University of Virginia, 1930. (University of Virgtnia re4cord, (xtension
series, 20: 30-32, October 1935)

2127. Cross, Price Some aspects of adult learning. Master's, 1035.
Michigan.
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212g. Dennis, Wayne. Adult interest as related to adult education. Univer-
versity, University of Virginin, 1935. (University of Virginia record, extension
series, 20: 5-14, October 1935)

Criticizes the pencil and paper tests of adult interest rind appeak for the dirPct
recording of adult behavior.

2129. Duffy, Beverly Emerson. Curriculum and extractirrictilum needs anti
interests 'of the students of Crane evening school. Master's, 1936. Chicago.
53 p.

2130. Flinspach, Eileen Gilberta. Personnel of vocational homemaking
classes for adu1t4 in Iowa. Master's, 1936. Iowa. St. Coll.

Stiptifig the personnel of the vocational homemaking classes for adults of Iowa in
1932-33, 1933-34, and 1935-36 in order to plan a more effective program.

2131. Gallogly, Lester. Harold. A study of the personnef aud educational pro-

gram of three Civilian conservation corps camps. Master's, 1936. Ohio State.
138 p. ms.

Studies the personnel and educational programs of three CCC camps In Ohio as slioAal`
by rej,'ltb to a questionnaire filled out by 200 enrollees and the monthly reports of the
cduiational adviser of each camp. Finds that the majority of the enrollees came from
homes which do not meet the commonly accepted minimum standards of living; many had

little vocational experience the aerage schooling of the group was 9.4 years; the educa-
tional programs of the CCC camps are providing youth numerous opportunities for vo(a-
tional aud H endemic training; participation in the educational prngrun is voluntary the

camps are greatly handicapped by lack of equipment and facilities for instruction : the

secondary school failed to provide training in ml,ny courses desired by enrollees when tlicy
were in school; and that the school needs to modify its program and should coop
with tbe CCC or some similar agency in providing for the needs ef American youth.

2132. Greenberger, La*rence Fred. Adult education through evening high
schools. Dostor's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12:
111-21)

Analyzes the foundation of evening schools in America ; studies their developmentjo
New York City from 1828 to 1934; analy7esiklifferent emphases in adult education in nine
large cities; surveys the development of evening high schools in 83 other first-class cities;
analyzes the legal status of evening high schools in the United States; and analyzes and
compares the Flandard and general evening high schools in Pittsburgh as to reasons for
withdrawal, 'changes in courses, achievement grades, attendance, and curriculum; also
analyzes and compares certain characteristics of the student personnel in Pittsburgh in
1938134.

2133. Hicks, Frances' Ross. Second call for pupils, giving illiterates another
chance. Nation's schools, 18: 33-34, November 1536. (Murray state teachers
college)

2134. Johnson, H. X. The special capacities of adults for continuous educa-
tion. University, University of Virginia, 193e. (University of Virginia record,
extension series, 20: 15,29, October 1935)

2135. Knierim, Robert F. The workingmen's educational movement in

Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936. Penn. State. 202 p. ms.
Gives a brief history of -early education in Pennsylnnia, federal aid to educathin,

cusses vocational agriculture in Pennsylvania, all-day vocational trade or industrial schools
and departments, home economics, evening schools, part-time cooperative industrial educa.

tion, plant training classes for employed workers. mining, corresponnce schools, libraries,
and the Pennsylvania emergency edUcatIon program.

2136. Lester, Florence. A study of the educational needs of students in the

public night schools of Toledo, Ohio. Master's, 1935. Michigan.
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2137. McLaughlin, John M., jr. T4ìe development of the public evening schools

in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Master 's, ¡BM. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in : tui-
,

versity of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in )rogress, and

ography of publications, 12: 314-15)
Traces the development of the evening elementary schools, adult immigration evening

schools, general evening high schoole, and a standard evening high school. Finds that
the evening schools of the future must provide a wider choice of subjects, must be altered
aud developed to meet the needs of a changing 'social order. and must offr cultural subjects.
or advanced classes in the socinl studies to increase the social and cultural value of
these schoels.

2138. Merrill, Doris Pauline. Women's clubs in adult education. Doctor's
1936. Yale.

2139. Nance, Mattie Augusta. A Kentucky emergerkiy relief administration
educational camp for unemployed girls. Master's, 1936. West. Ky. St. T. C.

.
41 p. ms.

2140. Regan, William J. Pret4ent-day demands on continuation schools.
Master's, 1936. Buffalo. 127 p. ms.

2141. Schlampp, Merle Floyd. The Des Moines public forums. Master's,

V313. Chicaio. 62 p.

On basis of attending 19 consecutive city-wide forums and 41 local forums, conrludes
that the local forums adhere more closely to the aims of the project in providing an
opportunity for free discussion. Tbe cost. however, was much greater.

2142. Spivey, Marion G. Continuance education in America. Master's, 193G.

Illinois.

2143. Tinsley, Willa Vaughn. A study of the living conditions and come
r; tinity facilities for adult education in Freeport, Texas. Master's, 1936. Colo.

si Coll.
Studies the homes of 100 families chosen by random sampling from employees of Freeport

Sulphur Company which dominikes the community, by personal visitation, and confer-
ences. Collects data on size of family, home conditions, food and clothing habits, health
condition and social customs. Shows that a program of adult education is needed, and
proposes : A program for instruction in child care and development, home management
problems, nutritional problems, and clothing problems; establishment of a play center;
organization of clubs for the purpose of improving yards in the community, and promoting
more garden cultivation and canning; and improvement of library facilities.

2144. Zehmer, George Baskerville. The public school and adult education.
Virginia jrrnal lof education, 28: 184)-89, January 1935. (University of
Virginia)

PAREN7 EDUCATION

2145. Cooper, Russell B. The organization and administration Of parental
schools. Master's, 1935. Ohip State. 115 p. ms.

TEACHER TRAINING

2146. Aniend, W. S. A comparative study of the qualifications and salaries
of teachers and county officials in Southeastern teachers colleie district,
Oklahoma. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Compares the salaries, college hours of preparation, and years of experience in the
field of work of officials in 12 counties and of 1.488 teachers in these counties. Finds
that the teachers are paid less than the lowest paid county officials; that, many more Oa.
the teachers have had college training than have tbe county officials; and that as
group the tenure of the teachers has been longer.
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2147. Browfi, Harry A. Certain basic teacher education policies and prac-
tices and their development and significance in a ,selected state. Doctor's, 1936.
T. C., Col. Univ.

Desertbes the plan of state educatidnal organization which exists in New Hampshire
for the control of teacher education ; shows the evolution of the plan ; determines the
policies and procedures in teacher training that hav'e been dominant at different periods ;

and discovers the significant results of these policies and their fulfillment.

'1'2148. Campbell, Doak S., Smith, C. Currien and others. The education of
seccindsry scho(11 teachers. Report of Joint committee On study of curricula of
the Southern association of colleges and secondary schools. Nashville, Tenn.,
George Peabody college for teachers, 1936. 203 p.

Studies 21 state colleges and universities, 12 agricultural and technological institutions,
25 teachers colleges, and 100 private colleges and universities to determine their institu-
tional aims and functions; the qualifications of their teaching personnel; the selection,
guidance, and promotion of students ; their curriculum content and pattern; the training
scho(Vand directed teaching ; and teacher supply, demand, and certification. Proposes
a program of teacher training.

2149. Collins, Sidney Albert. A survey of the training, the teaching activi-
ties and the salaries of the commercial teachers in the high schoi)ls of South
Dakota, 1931-32 and 1935-36. Master's, 193i;. South Dakota. 41 p. ms.

2150. Drennon, Herbert. So you are going to teach? Kentucky school jour-
nal, 15 15-17,)Dctober 1936. (Murray state teachers college)

*2151. Dyess, W. Ben. Evaluation of courses in genual methods of teaching
in secondary schools. Doctor's, 1936.. New York. 166 p.'frks.

Traces the fiistory of courses in general methods of teaching in secondary .schools,
and describes two methods of inquiry used to determine the status of courses in general
methods for the school year 1933-34 in the teacher-training institutions in the area uf
the North central associatipn of colleges and secondary schools.

11152. Gray, William S. The academic and professional preparation of sec-
ondary school teachers. Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago press, 1933.- 235
p. (Proceedings' of the Institute for administrative officers of higher institu-.tions, 1935: vol. 7)

2153. Hardin, Lira Milton. The preparation of graduates of the University
of Illinois for high school teaching. Master's, 1936. Illinois.

2154. Heard, Sister M. Etheldreda. A critical and constructive study of the
organeization, control, and administration of the teacher training program for
religious teachers in Catholic elementary schools. Doctor's, 1936. St. Louik

Anialyzes replies to a questionnaire received from 47 diocesan superintendents and
supeflors .of 89 mother houses on the teacher-training program for religious teachers
in Catholic elementary schools. Finds that diocesan school boards exist without function
or purpose; that diocesan prescriptions regarding teacher preparation duplicate state rk--
quirements, with the superintendent exerting little positive influence on the improvement
of teachers; and that although the present professional status of elementary school
teachers averages practically 2 years above high school, its quality is sut.pected as it has
been earned by in-service methods or in institutions not meeting the needs of elementary
teachers; and that only three dioceses operate accredited 4-year full-time programs..Recomwtnds cooperation between diocesan superintendents, religious Auperiors, and com-
munity sfterioni as a means of improving teacher training.

2155. Holzinger, C. Douglas. Attitude of Minnesota schoolmen toward ele-
mentary teacher-education. Master'S, 1935. Minnesota. 212 p. ms.

Analyzes the judgments of Minnesota city and county superintendents and of elementary
school principals in Minneapolis and St. Paul relating to the education of elementary
school teachers. The judges' majority opinion revealed that scholarship and training
are less important than chaeacter influence, and personality; their professional prepara-
tion and 'competence is adequate, but they need a better ground education.
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2156. Lauderdale, Betty Bilbo. Group con.ferees as a means Tof training
student' teachers. Matier's, 1936. Pieabody. 54 p. ms.

Finds that group conferences of the supervising teacher and his student teachers are
usually scheduled, occur weekly, last for 1 tour, are held in the supervising teacher's
classroom, are conducted as a group discussion, are planned by the supervisor, and ire
a valuable means of giving guidance.

2157. McEacheria, Edna. A survey and evaluation of the education of school
music teachers in the United States. Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ.

Studies 150' institutions offering a 4-year degree curriculum for the preparation of
general school music supervisors in 1932-33. Analx.zes and evaluates practices in the
edupation of music teachers, the idminigtration and content of the curriculum. and student
teaching.

2158. Mayo, Helen Natalie. A history of the development of teacher training
and teacher cvtification in the state of Maine. Master's, 1936. Maine.

2159. Potthoff, Edward F. Some factors which should guide the University
of Illinois in the education of teachers for Illinois high schools. Urbana, Uni-
versity of Illinois, [1936]. 14 p. ms.

*2160. Robinson, William McKinley. Practices and t rends in the preparat ion
of teachers for rural Oementary schools in the state teachers colleges and
normal schools. Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. Kalamazoo, Mich., Western
state teachers college, 1936. 118 p.

Finds that in 1934-35 offerings were differentiated for rural teachers in 84 percent
of the state teacher-training institutions, and rural curricula were offered by 40 percent,
and that data indicate that rural education is coming to be a more clearly_ defined field
of education. Presents arguments for and against differentiation of courses for rural
and urban teacher training.

2161. Sandifer, Sister M. Ruth. The construction of a four-year teacher-
training curriculum for the Sisters of Mercy in .the Province of Omaba.
Master's, 1936. Creighton. 138 p.

.1162. Smith, Winford Broadus. A comparative analysis of Introductory
courses in education in Texas colleges ánd universities. Master's, 1935. Baylor.

elleT
The preparation of economics teachers in certain

e.

Sweet, Hugh
d universities and, colleges. Master's, 1936. Minnesota.

M.

NORMAL SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS COLLEGES

2164. Barker, Leo. History of the Southern Illinois teachers college, 1874-
1915. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

2165. Beck, Bessie., A study of majors and minörs in Western Kentucky state
teachers college. Master's, 1936. West. Ky. Bt. T. C. 38 p. ms.

2166./Brown, Joe Kidd. Relation of location of teachers colleges to training
of teachers. Master's, . Peabody. 60 p. ins.

;Inds that sel counties-studied showed an improved quality in the teaching staff if
the county was n a teachers college. and that the influonce ofathe teachers colleges has
been local in its pe, but that the teachers colleges have trained 68 percent of
the teachers who had attended college.

P

2167. Chapman, Oscar James. A brief history of the Bowie normal school for
colored students. Master's, 1936, Michigan.

2168. Deyoe, G. P. Some evaluations and recommendations pertinent to cer-
tain curriculum trends in state teachers colleges. Educational administration
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and supervision, 22: 438-46. September 1936. (Platteville, Wisconsin Stati,
teachers college)

Covers trends in length of curricula. in content, and in provisions for in-service edur:1
tio9. Finds that tradition has a strong hold on the offerings of many of tilt
institutions.

o

2169. Ehrsam, Wilbur M. A study of certain educational and economic fijo
tors in the student body of the Kansas State teachers college of Emliorin
Master's, 1936. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 91 p. ms.

2170. Fish, Everett. An outline of the history of the Kansas state tenclioN
college of.Emporia, 1865-1934. Master's, 1936. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 2 vols.

2171. Harrison, General Lamar. A prograny of tea( her traintng by Prairie
View state college. Master's, 1936. Obit) State. 265 p. ms.

t2172. Heaton, Kenneth L. and Koopman, G. Robert. A college curriculum
based on functional needs of students: an experirnent with the general curricii-

)

Mountlum at Central state teachers college, Pleasant, Michigan. Chicago,
University of Chicago press, 1936. 157 p. (Central state teachers college,
Mount Pleasant, Mich)

Dith'usses the use of a colli.ge as a df.monstration re4earch- center, curriculum problem
of the college, the functional Dec(18 of htudents, charneter.stics of the major fields (Jr

learning, methods and materials of instruction, adjus t of ad inistration to the reor-
ganizeti program, development of a program of evaluation viti and the organization
of the faculty for continuous curriculum developmat.

i 2173. Hendricks, Paul Idot Differences _between good and poor students chosen
1

1 ow the basis of achievement in their first term in Indiana State teachers col-
lege. Master's, 1936. Intl. St. T. C. 56 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State
teachers college. Teachers college journal, 7: 119-20, Jul-y 1936)

Studies the difference in the school, bola, and sodal environment of students prior to
their entrance into college. Compares the replies to a questionnaire made by 100 good
students and 100 poor students who entered the Indiana State teachers college in the
fall of 1935. Finds that the good students had better school, home, and social environ-
ment than did the poor students.

2174. Jonas, Russell E. The prospective teacher's grasp of high-school con-
tent in his probable fields of instruction. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. (Abstract in:
Iowa. University. Programs announcing candidates for higher degrees . . .

1936. University of I wa studies, new series no. 329)

Analyzes the grasp 23 college seniors have of the high-school subjects they are IPgaily
prepared to teach, studying in detail the work of prospective teachers of English, social
studies, and science. Compares the scores of the colle!ze seniors with scores made by a

group of high-school seniors on tests in those three fields. Finds R widrange in the
achievement of the college group on all tests, a positive correlation between the numboe
of semester hours of college en;dit in a subject and achievement in that area, and a
marked degree of overlapping of achievement in the college senior and high school fienior
groups.

2175. Jones, Edith I. A comparison otathe scholastic records of studentskom
large and small high schools as revealed by a study of the English and intelli-
gence examinations given to freshmen and to seniors at the Indiana State
teachers college in 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, and 1935. Master's, 1935. Ind. St.
T. C. 47 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers col-
lege Journal, 7 : 114, July 1936)

Surveys the records of 2,150 students and finds that students from large high schools
were slightly superior to those from small high egiloois, and that the majority.of 4-year
students came from tilts large high schools and the 2-year students from tbe small high
schools.
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2176. Kayser, Kathryn. An outline of the history of the Kansas state teachers
college of Emporia, 1865-1934. Master's, 1936. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia.
2 vols.

2177. Lund, Thelma. The reading clinic at Colorado state college of educa-
tion, its history, psychology, and pedagogy, with illustrative cases. Master's,
1936. Oregon.

,,217S. Lyon, Mona Lucille. Ail academic history of the Peru state teachers
college... Master's, 1936. Peabody. 50 p. ms.

- 2179. Mickritz, Michael Joseph. A study of the majors and minor of the
class of 1933 at state college in relation to teaching appointments. Master's,
1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 65 p. tins.

21g0. Morton, Myrtls G. A study of the prepara.tion of normal training
students for teaching certain basic skills.. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 90 p. ms.

2181. Nolan, Richard C. A comparativ study of the scholastic success of
athletes, musicians, college women, and college men at Kansas state teachers
college of Empolia 'for the first semester of the academic year, 1934-35. Mas-
ter's, 1036. Kans. Si. T. C., Etnporia. 41 p. e

t2182. Royce, A. M. Graduate survey. Platteville, Wisconsin staté teachers
college, 1936. 4 p. ms.

Finds tbat of the 4,S74 graduates, 1,601 women were married, 1.416 graduates wei4
teaching, 666 were engaged in other occupations, 392 were deceased, 5S women were, mar-
ried and teaching, and 509 were unclassified aq to occupation.

f2183. Survey of students enrolled in State teachers college since 1929
to determine their reasons for choosing this college. Platteville, Wisconsin state
teachers college, 1936. 3 p. ma.

Analyses 1,086 enrollment blanks filled out by students at tbe time of their eniollrnent,
and finds that the location of the school ranked first, influence of parents second,
influence of graduate or fotmer. student third, brother or sister enrolled fourth, intel-
lectual curiosity fifth, influence of acquaintance sixth. interest in a special subject
seventh, influence of teacher eighth, school friend ninth, school clubs tenth, athletics
eleventh, and other influences twelfth.

2184. Schrammel, H. E. Survey of social, economic, eductitional, and per-
sonal data of students attending the Kansas state tèachers college of Emporia
during the second seinester of the 1934-35 school year. Emporia, Kansas state
teachers college, 1935. 225 p.

2185. Soott, Ermo Houston. A sirvey of the student personnel in the Maine
state normal schools. Master's, 1936. Maine.

2186. Travers, Harold E. A histor of the Colorado state college of educa-
tion, 1890-1935. Master's, 1936. Stanfo d.

2187. Webb, James Franklin. A study of the businesp administratiou of
teachers colleges. Doctor's, 1935. Chicago. 44hicago, University of Chicagta
libraries, 1935. 174 p.

Discusses the financial accounting, budietary Procedure, financial reports, administration
of purchuing and stores, and the organisation for business management in a selecied group
of teachers colleges. t

t21:4. William H. The Mississippi DVta state teachers college atid
the work of -teacher education. Cleveland, Miss., Delta state teachers college,
1987. 50 p. (Vol. f

Discusses the teachers college idea in the United States ; teaching as a plofession
Europe; transiency of teachers in public schools; the movement towards the senior
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teachers college; history of Delta state teachers college, the cost of maintaining a senior
teachers college; comparison.by states194 current expenses per public-school pupil in 1930
and in 1932; facts relative to salart, teaching positions, enrollment, attendance, and
school term in public schools ; kinds of degrees held by various types of teachers; com-
parison of the education of teachers in European countries and in the Unites1 States; pro-
portion of men to women attending teachers colleges arid teaching; the schooling of ele-
mentary teachers in Mississippi ; levels of schooling of different types of teachers in the
United States and In Mimi ; plans for the improvement of college instruction; and
the crisis in eriucation.

PRACTICE TEACHING

2189. Arnold, Myrtle. Student teaching activities considered valuable by 200
teachers college graduates. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 121 v. ms.

Finds that the graduates valued most their studént teaching experiences in planning,
routine, and technique activities and desired more experience in child study, extracurricular
activities, and in community contacts.

.2190. Baldwin, J. W. A study of acadenlie prerequisites for admission to
student teaching activities in secondary school subjects. Austin, University of
Texas, 1936.

Studies catalog rt%quiruments in 60 state teacher-training institutions.

2191. Boyd, Katherine. 'The effect of the length of practice teachineon teach-
ing success. Master's, 1930. Ohio Univ. 71 p. ms.

2192. Brownrigg, William J. The relation between success in practice teach-
ing, certain personality traits, satisfaction and dissatisfaction with" typical
teaching situations, and intevsts and leisure-time activities.. Master's, 1936.
Michigan.

2193. Connor, Miles W. A study of the facilities and practices of laboratory
artni'ents of tax supported normal schools and colleges for the prepara-

ro teachers of elementary schools. Doctor's, 1936. New York. 154
sch
tion o
p. ms.

Sutveys the present facilities and practices of these 26 laboratory school departments,
determines the adequacy of the facilities and the effectiveness of the practices in the light
of acceptfd stand ds, and offers suggestions for improving the departments which are
below standard.

2194. Fristoe, Dewv F. Case study techniques organized and applied to
student teaching. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

2195. Hauler, Arthur. A scientific and creative plan of procedure for induc-
tive observation of teaching as carried 4:`ii in industritti arts teacher education.
Master's, 1936. Syracuse. 79 p.

Sets up a plan for graded, inductive observation of teaching, as a part of student teach-
" ing carried on by the industrial arts teacher-training department of, Oswego normal school

in off-campus cooperating centers throughout New York.

2196. LeRosen, Sue Hopkins. Problems recognized by student teachers dur-
ing their laboratory experiences. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 85 p. m.

Finds that problems of planning, technique, and evaluation constituted three-fourths of
the problem; recognized by student teachers.

2197. Mersereitü, -Edward B., Davis, Robert A. and Mills, nubert E. Directed
observation and supervised teaching in secondary schools. New York, Farrar
and Rinehart, 1937. 128 p. ,(1N1vers1ty of Colorado)

Presents a manual intended for the practice teacher's guidance in observing the work of
experienced teachers 'and in their oven teaching; summarizes principles by which observed
tiaching vay be evaluated.
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2198. Mooney, Edward S. jr. An Analysis of the supervision of student teach-
ing in the New York State teacher education institutions for the preparation of
elementary school teachers. Doctor's, W36. T. C., Col. Univ.

Attempts to determine the nature of the supervisory activities performed, the concepts
of supervision upon which the activities are based, the relative importance of the activities
in the preparation of teachers, the relative.difficulty experienced in accomplishing the pur-
pose cif the activities, and the type of practice school in which the different supervisyry
activities can be performed with best results in improvement of student teaching.

2199. Nelson, Esther Marion. An analysis of the content of student teaching
courses for the education of elementary teachers in state teachers colleges.
Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ.

Analyzes data from 57 state teachers colleges located in 27 different states 'throughout
the country. Inquiry sheets relative to the content of student teaching were filled out by
475 laboratory school faculty members and by 2,550 student teachers.

2200. Procter, Charles Daniel. Directed observation in tile training of teach-
ers. Master's, 1935. Oklahoma!' 187 p. ms.

Studies current practices and tendencies in the administration of directed observat4ivm In
the teacher-training program of 66 teachers colleges sampled at random throjfigpe the
United 'Rotes. Finds that the average college student devotes 62 clock hours to directed
obseriation before graduation; that the elementary grades 1-6 care for thor observers than
do the secondary.grades 7-12; that a combined course in methods and direeted. observation
is popular in usb; and that a grade average of "C", proficiency in English, and aqiefinite
number of college hours are prerequisites to directed obeervatión as a laboratory course.
Recommends that 2iirected observation accompany courses in educational'theory, p'sychology,
and educationg..methods; that critic teachers teach mrthods courses and demonstration
lessons; thai a conferente ,foe-analysls and criticism Aticceed each demonstration lesson;
and that the observer be carefullv directekin his observation work.

2201. Schroeder, Esther D. Records recommended for use in.inducting stu-
dents into teaching. Mastertst 1936. Peabody. 88 p. ms.

.1. 2202. Stein, Harold B. The training of teachers in small public. higg schodts
of Nèw York state. Master's, 1936. Buffalo. 100 p. ms.

TEACHER TRAINING IN SERVICE

2203. Haley, Zeona Hatcher. Readjustment Af teachers in service to new
valiis in education. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 99 p. ms.

'44.)

Examines organized agencies which offer possibilities of study for teachers in service
and finds that teachers in service are sho. ng marked Interest in new educational values.

o

a
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2204. Jthnson, Leslie T. The impr vement of teachers tn service. Master's,
1936. Colo. St. Coll. . iit

2205. Massey, Lelia. The ptesent statu of in-service training of home eco-
nomies teachers. Master's, 1936. Minnesota. Washington, D. C., U. S. Office
of education, 1937. p.

Furnishes a rather vmplete picture of the administrative set-up in different states with
respect to the in-service training of home economics teachers; shows typical supervisory
practices, types of- responsibilities carried by different groups who carry on in-service
training; and states their most pressing problems; atid offers valuable suggetions regard-
ing modification of present program when facilities and rands permit.

2206. layers,.G. E. The Improvement of teachers in service at Defiance WI
school. Blat4r's, 1936. Ohio State. 103 p. ms.

Describes the putting into effect of an in-service training plan for teachers in a definite' .

school. Recommends the use of a teachers' handbook, classroom visitation and teacher-
principal conference'', and regular teacher-plagtned faculty meetings. 7
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200 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

TEACHERS-STATUS
2207. Alexander, Ara. Status of English teachers in West Tennessee county

high schools. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 103 p. ms.
Analyzes the sex, age, salary, certification, schohistic preparation, experience, tenure,

subject combinations, and daily schedule of 204 English teachers in 103 approved 4-year
county high schools in the 22 counties of West Tennessee.

A

2208. Beatty, Donald E. The status of Negro teachers in the public schou6
of Kansas, 1934-35. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

1

2209. Bratcher, Emmett Evart. A comparison of resident and non-resident
teachers in village and small city school systems of Kentucky. Doctor's, 1936.
Chicago. 206 p. ms.

Itvestigates training, experience, length of service, salary, professional attitude, com
munity activities, and.zone of residence of 1,097 teachers.

2210. Burroughs, Everett B. Interruptions of classroom teaching. Master's,
1936. Washingron Univ. 64 p. ms.

2211. Chtistenbury, Edward S. A comparative study of the activities per-
formed by experienced teachers and the training provided for student teachers
in the training school of Appalachian state teachers college. Master's, 1935.
North Carolina. (Abstract in : University of North Garolina record, 298: 24-25)

Prepares. a list of 300 teaching activities, awl has them rated by graduates of 193,
1933, and _19.34 ot tbe training school as to frequency of performance, difficulty, importance,
job versus school, 'and emphasis received in training. rinds that most activities concerned
primarily with classroom instruction are being sufficiently emphasized, but that other
activities important in the work of the teacher are neglected.

2212. Coover, Mildred. A study of the personality of rural teachers and their
reactious to tTaching situations. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

2213. Coover, Paul. A study of teachers' reactions to pleasing, annoying, and
challenging situations. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

2214. Craig, Mrs. W. J. An attempt to determine why teachers fail. Mas-
ter's, 1936. West. Ky. St. T. C. 60 p. ms.

2215. Edwards, Edward A. The master teacher. Master's, 1936. Ohio State.
102 p. ms.

Shows that interest, capacities, and opportunities must be developed as well as subject
matter.

2216. Eflin, Elmer C. The status of teachers of economics in the high schools
of Kansas, first semester, 1934-35. Master's, 1936. Kansas. 99 p,

Studies the training, salary, and tenure of economics teachers in the high schools of
Kansas. Finds that 8.87 percent of the pupils, in the schools offering economics,- were
enrolled in the subject ; that 84 percent of the teachers taught either three or four addi-
tional classes; that more than half of the teachers received an annual salary of from
$810 to $1,125, and more than one-fourth of the administrators receiVed from $1,140 to
$1,620 a year; that all but 20 percent of the teachers in the field bad either a nlajor
or a minor in economics; that all of the teachers of economics have degrees; and that
teachers and administrators with a master's degree received several hundred dollars more
salary than those with only a bachelor's degreevt. that 80 percent of the teachers of
economics were men; that nearly half of the teachers have beiln in their present positions
less than 2 years.

*2217. Foster, Elizabeth V. Teachers need more effective organization.
Master's, 1936. Boston Univ. 253 p. ms.

Discusses the 'history, purpose, and influence of national teachers' organisations, the
changing status qf the teacher, the depression and the schools, and teachers resistance or
defense.

. ms.
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2218. Griffith, Harold G. Teacher-subject combinations of high school teach-
ers in 449 independent school districts of Iowa, for 1934-35. Master's, 1936.
Iowa. 224 p. ms.

2219. Hagen, Mary Louise. Absences of teachers in the elementary schools of
Detroit. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 67 p. ms. -

Examines payrolls for 1931-32, 1932-33, and 1933-34. Finds that 67 percent of all
absences were for either one day or one-half day.

2220. Holbrook, Sara M. Glimpses of visiting teacher work in as Armin' rural
state. Visiting teachers bulletin, May 1936. (University of Vermont.)

2221. Hughston, Sanford Rogers. The contractual status of teachers in Mis-
sissippi. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 120 p. ms.

Studies teachers contracts, regulations of school boards, and state law to find con-
tractual status. Shows that a standard form of contract was developed for use in
Mississippi public schools, approved by thP Attorney general of Mississippi, State depart-
ment of education, and leading authorities on school law.

t2222. Ka lien, Miriam. A primary teacher steps out. Boston, Lothrop, Lee
and Shepard company, 1936. 241 p. (Boston college)

Describes the'uperimental work carried on by a teacher in the primary grades in which
she unitsed the experiences of the children in their homes, at play, and at school.

2223. Lacy, Susan Marie. A study of teachers' meetings in 100 represefitative
schools of the United States. Master's, 1935. Wash. St. Coll.

2224. Lichtenberger, A. R.
Nebraska. 238 p. ms.

Finds that teachers in small communities do not have aR te social freedom as
other people. Tradition, gossip, social organizations, and personal and group attitudes
are factors of greatest importance to teacher&

2225. Loose, Clifford. Personnel study of the teachers of physical education
and atheltics in senior high schools of 100 or more students in Tennessee.
Master's, 1935. Michigan.

2226. Masters, Harry V. and Upshall, C. C. The relation of curriculum pur-
sued and first teaching position to position held when life diploma was granted.
Bellingham, Washington state normal school, 19364. 15 p. ms.

Studies reports on 249 teachers who were granted life diplomas in June 1931 to deter-
mine the extent to which teachers begin and are, at the time of applying for life diplomas,
in teaching positions for which they have been specifically prepared. Finds that less than
half of the total group began teaching or *ere teaching at the time of applying for the
life diploma, lu the grades for which they were specifically trained.

2227. Iinnis, Lemuel Ernest. The absences of elementary school teachers in
Chicago. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 59 p. ms.

AT* Ivies absence records for 1931.

2228. Parent, Nancy Sterl. The visiting teacher and the problem child.
Master's, 1935. Columbia.

2220. Patterson, Rex Albert. Analysis of the constructive possibilities in the
Brownsville public schools in activities and administrative relationships of
the visiting-teacher work. Master's, 1988. Texas.

2230. Peck, Leigh. A study of the adjustment difficulties of a group of women
teachers. Austin, University of Texas, 1986.

2231. Zeta,- L e visiting teac4er movement in N6v, York city. Master's,
1036. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 72 P. ms.

The teacher in the community. faster's, 1036.

Traces the growth of the visiting teacher movement from 1R90 to 1035, Discusses the
work of the Sttlement houses and traces the development of the movenl'ent under the

mp
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202 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

Ptiblic Nhication association, concluding with the work of the Boar.] of education of thp66 of New York.

2232. Reynolds, Robert Pierce. A comparative study of home talent and non-
resident teachers in Virginia. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 49 p. ms.

studieR 208 teachers selected at random from 44 town, village, and consolidated schools
in 13 counties in Virginia. Finds that nonresident teachers ranked higher than home
talent when compared as to grade of certificate, years pf college training, and experience:
received higher average monthly salaries; and carried on _more extracurricular activitielt
Both classes of teachers showed approximately the same interest in professional and civic
organizations.

*2233. Richmond, Mildred Benson. The status of 117 commercial teachers in
five New York State cities with a population between 100,000 and 500,000.
Master's, 1936. Syracuse. 99 p.

Studies the sex, marital status, age, salary, commercial teaching experience, othcr
teaching experience, different school systems taught in, professional positions, educational
preparation, certification, practical business experience, professional reading, and philosophy
of 117 full-time commercial teachers in Albany. Utica, Syracuse, Yonkers, and Itochcstyr.
Finds that 64 percent of the commercial teachers are women; that more men than women
are heads of departments; and that 79 percent of the men teachers are married and S
percent of the women teachers are married.

2234. Russell, Lionel Hertert. Combinations of subjects taught by high
school teachers in Colorado. Master's, 198e*. Colorado. (Abstract in : Univer-
sity of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936 : -61-62)

Surveys 211 high schools to determine the subject combinations which are taught, the
number and percent of teachers teaching in one or more subject-matter fields, and the
number and percent of teachers teaching one subject only. Finds that the larger the
school system, the larger the number of teachers who are teaching in one subject-matter
field, and the smaller the school system, the larger the number of teachers who teach in
more than one subject-matter field. Recommends that prospective teachers give considera-
ble thought to subject combinations; that secondary school authorities familiarize them-
selves with the most effective subject combinations; that teachers' qualifications as to
training be given more consideration before giving them employment ; and that teachers
be employed to teach only in their major or minor subjects.

223.11 Rutledge, Mrs. Carrie (McMillan). Status of the married woman
teacher of Tuscaloosa county, Alabama, 1935-1936. Master's, 1936. Alabama.
35 p. ms.

2236. Shafer, Paul David. The professional cqneeption of the teacher in the
United States. Doctor's, 1936. Yale.

2237. Sleek, Lewis W. Teacher differences and their relation to algebra fail-
ures. Master's, 1936. Washington Univ. 69 p. ms.

2238. Ullrich, Fred T. Health survey of teachers college in the Uniteed Ststes.
Platteville, Wisconsin state teachers college, 193a.

2239. Weller, Clifford. Rules and regulations of boards of education in state
of Wyoming regarding teachers' duties and activities. Master's, 1936. Wyo-
ming. 71 p. ms.

2240. Witte, Werner A. A study of teaching loads. Master's. 1936. Law-
rence. 86 p. ms.

Compares the teaching loads of 10 Wisconsin sthools. and finds that men carry a
heavier teaching load than do women; that the social science departments carry the
heaviest loads; that the factors determining the teacher effort irequired in the various
&Ids are not taken into consideration in assigning the number of students per teacher;
and that there is no positive relationship between the teaching loads of Individuals and
the compensation received.
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TEACHERSAPPOINTMENT AND TENURE
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2241. Andross, Ellsworth X. The status of eligibility lists as means of
teacher selection in city school systems. Master's, 1936. 'Ohio State. 212 p. ms.

*2242. Berkheimer, Frank Evans. A scale for the evaluation of school admin-
istrators' letters of recommendation for teachers.° Master's, 1936. Penn. State.
45 p. ms. -

Evolves a rating scale for the evaluation of school administrators' letters of ,recom-
mendation for teachers, based on the ratings of 50 letters made by prominent educators.

2243. Browne, Antonie Rayner. Teacher tenure in Maryland. Master's, 1936.
hioNiard. 117 p.

Studies teacher tenure from 1825 to 1936 and finds that tenure is for life after
probation.

2244. Leckrone, Orval Freeman. The eliinination of the poorly trained and
hiefficient teacher. Master's, 1936. Ohio Univ. 110 p. ms.

2245. Lohr, Charles Ogden. A study of teacher placement services in accred-
ited teacher preparation institutions in Pennsylvania. Master's,_ 1936. Pitts-
burgh. (Abstract in : University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches
in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 310-11)

Attempts to determine the nature and effectiveness of teacher-placement services in
Pennsylvania ; to identify the schools accredited by the State council on edumtion in the
training of teachers having placement services ; to note the percentage of Niaduateq placed
during the year 1934-35 ; to study the services as to personnel and orlanization ; to
determine the major problems in placement work ; and to determine the status of the
director of the service, whether he works on a part-time or a full-time basis, the number
of employees of the service, the forms used for registration, and the procedures followed
for the placing of candidates.

2246. O'Connor, Chailes E. Teacher tenure in the United States. Master's,
1936. Ohio State. 102 p.

447. Schroeder, ploward F. Trends in teacher tenure in Nebraska high
school. Master's, 1936. Nebraska.

*2248. Sheets, Fred Eugene. A study of teaclier turnover in Montana schools.
Master's, 1936. North Dakota. 74 p. ms.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire returned by superintendents and principals of the
several different classes Of schools in Montana, showing teacher turnover during the sum-
mer of 1934. Finds that the rate of turnover is of such magnitude that definite steps
will have to be taken to reduce it. Shows that marriage and dismissal were the two
most important causes of turnover. Recommends the passage of satisfactory tenure laws,
the use of a single salary schedule, the improvement of teaching and living conditions to
the point where teachers will be better satisfied to live and work in a small town, and the
awakening of the teachers and people of the smaller communities to the realization that
excessive turnover reduces the efficiency of the school.

2249. Taylor, Beryl S. An analytical study of the requests for teachers
received by the appointments committee of the University of Illinois. Master's,
1936. Illinois.

2250. Walsworth, M. M. Tenure of elementary teachers of six of tile parishes
of northeast Louisiana. hipster's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in : Louisi-
ana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12 : 100)

Studies the tenure of white elementary teachers in the parishes of East Carroll, Franklin,
Madison, Richmond, Tenses, and West Carroll as to sex, marital status, age, salary, grade
taught, size of school, high-school graduation, class of certificate, years of college training,

4, and college attended.

2251. Wildlein, E. R. What industry owes the college. Oberlin alumni mag-
azine, 32: 4-6, March 1936. (University of Pittsburgh)

m.s.

ms.
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2252. Wimbish, William Ross. The employment of home talent teachers in
small city school systems of Texas. Master's, 1936. Texas.

2253. Yeager, W. A., Blackwood, O. H. and Culver, M. M. A plan of teacher
selection. Pennsylvania school journal, 84: 386, June 1936. (University of
Pittsburgh)

TEACHERSCERTIFICATION

2254. Adams, John Lewis. State certification requirements in music for elo-
mentary teachers in the south. Master's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in :

Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12: 61)

2255. Barlow, W. Willard. Revocation of teachers' certificates in the Uniteil
States. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 60 p. ms.

Studies code provisions for revocation in all the states and letters and questionnairps
from state departmentg of Pd u ea t io n . Finds a laek of available records for analy,tes andlit., if any, interstate exchange of information concerning revocation.

2256. Cain, Leo Francis. The de-velopment of teacher certification in Califor-
nia. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

2257. Dailard, Ralph C. An evaluation of Nebraska practices in the certifica-
tion of teachers and administrators. Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 150 p, m.

Suggests that the state should create, issne, and revoke certificates and supervise all
teacher-training institutions relating to entrance, degree, and curricular requirement.
ReCofnmends a plan for elementary, secondary, and administrative procedures.

2258. Lauffer, Carl D. A histOry of the certification of teachers in the public
schools of Westmoreland county, Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh.
(Abstract in : University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in
progress, .,:nd bibliography of publications, 12: 307-308)

2239.1gwings, MorgeetEdwards. A study of teacher certification in the stute
of Washington. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

2260. Parker, Carl Leslie. Certification of teachers in Missouri. Doctor's,
1936. Missouri.

2261. Perry, Millicent. Recommendations for standard certification require-
ments for commerce teachers in the United States. Master's, 1936, Iowa.
127 p. ms.

2242. Rothrock, Lee. A comparison of the certification standards for com-
mercial teachers in the different states oribe Union. Master's, 1936. West. Ky.
St. T. C. 59 p. ms.

2263. Skinner, Raymond L. Certification trends in Ohio. Master's, 1936.
Ohio State. 109 p. ms.

i2264. Standish, Mabel Louisa. History of certification of teachers of one-
room schools in New York state. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
98 p. ms.

TEACHERSPENSIONS AND RETIREMENT

2265. Halseth, Isaac Rolland. Analysis of state teacher-retirement systems.
Master's, 1936. Wyoming. 105 p. ms.

2266. Huff, Zohn A. Analysis an valuation of state retirement systems for
teachers, including a study of Master's, 19343. New Mexico. 100 p.

(Li
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2267. Steig, Lester R. A comparative study of the North Dakota teachers'
retirement system with some practical analyses of reeent trends in the field as
applied to the system. Doctor's, 1936. Washington. 371 p. ms.

Analyzes 29 state teachers' retirement systems as to age, length of service, dabilIty
withdrawal conditions incidental to retirement, the position held by individuals qualifying
fur ben(flts, adm!nistratIon and provilons for actuarial examinatons, teacher contributions,
governmental subsidy, and other income sources; studies the provisions of the North Dakota
teachers' retirement system and the Possibility of its continuod effective operation; and
proposes a bill amending the pre:5ent retirement law in the light of accepted criteria.

TEACHERSRATING

2268. Armentrout, W. D. and Heilman, J. D. The rating of college teachers
on 10 traits by their students. Journal of educationaTpsychology, 27: 197-216,
March 1936. (Colorado state college of education)

Analyzes 50 19:15 class ratings of 46 teachers and 25 1927-1930 class ratings of 25
members of the teaching staff of Colorado state colkge of education. Finds that the
students of any class vary widuly in the rating of Tiny intihidual instructor on each of the
10 traits measured by tbe Purdue beale.

*2269. Hume, Frederick Parker. Measuring teacher efficiency (with special
reference to Massachusetts: a survey the history, theories. purpose, and
extent orteacher rating. Master's, 1936.- Boston Univ. 117 p. ms.

Finds tbat conditions governing the situation In Massachusetts are typical of the
whole teaeber-measuring movement. Describes the Providence, R. I., plan for the objective
measurement and rating of candidates for teaching positions, and recommends that this
plan be followed until a nation-wide experiment can be conducted under controlled con-
ditions to determine measures of teach efficiency.;

2270. McCloskey, Mary Peckinpaugh. Factors influencing superintendents'
success ratings of teachers: a case study. Master's, 1936. Iowa St. Coll.

Finds that teaching guccess as mensured by superintendents' ratings depends upon
interrelationships between qualities, abilities, and attitudes-of teachers rather than upon
any one quality, ability, or attitude; that interests reported during employment seem
to be more closely related to teaching success as measured by superintendents' ratings
than do reported interests prior to employment ; that student-teaching grades of the in-
dividuals in the 9tudy are predictive of the quality of classroom teaching in home-
making classes, but the reliability of the predictive data for total teaching was l.'ss; that
careful placement and assignment of responsibility of teachers would increase the
likelihood of individuals becoming successful teachers of homemaking as measured by
superintendents' ratings; that the program for prospective teachers should be so planned
that they have a background for teaching other courses in combination with home-
making.

2271. Meaders, if. R. A comparison of three methods of teacher rating., Mas-
ter's, 1935. Peabody. 80 p.

Comparefp.the scores of 100 teachers wben rated on principal's score card, self-rating
cards, and professional teachin titude tests, and finds the correlations too low to be
materially significant.

2272. Smith, Elmer L. A critical study or analysis of rating sheets now in
use for rating student teachers. Master's, 1935. Ind. St. T. C. 59 p. ms. (Ab-,
stract °in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college journal, 7: 106,
July 1986)

Analyses the 103 rating sheets in use in the colleges and universities which are mem-
bers of the North central association of secondary schools and colleges. Finds that
large percentage of the institutions rate their student teachers subjectively, but that
an attempt is being made to measure the work of student teachers objectively. Shows
a lack of uniformity in the symbol used to indicate the rating scheme, a lack of uni-
formity in terminology, and in the number and distribution of rubrics. Shows a need
for the rating sheets to provide better means for the students to rate themselves, for pro-
vision for differentiation of techniques for evaluating the work in different subjects, grads
levels, and mental levels.
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2273. Smith, Thomas Benjamin. Children's descriptions of best-liked and
least-liked elementary teachers. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 147 p. ms.

Shows that children prefer teachers who are able to make explanations clear, who
have a good disposition, who are likely to be helpful with school work, and who make
the clasproom environment as attractive as possible. Children prefer teachers who are
kind, patient, sympathetic, and who do not have pets.

2274. Word, Aubrey Hugh. Ilhe virtues and faults of high richool teachers as
shown by observation reports of student teachers. Master's, 1936. Colorado.
(Abstract in : University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher

1degrees, 1936 : 76-77)
Attempts to give an accurate picture of bigh-school teaching practices as revealed

an analysis of 706 student-teacher observation reports from Baylor university, Tex., and
680 from the University of Colorado. Finds that the typical teacher fails to give
sufficient attention to recognized principles; that good teaching practices are applied
to a greater- extent in mathematics and science than in other fields ; that teachers are
more attentive to the principles involved in daily lesson planning, review, and thought
work ; and are more negligent concern!ng questioning and distribution of participation.
routine matters, supervised study, and supplementary activities. By giving particular
attention to the principles in which teachers in service are especially weak, directors
of student teachers may be able to eliminate many faulty practices now generally
employed.

2275. Young, Frank. Some factors affecting Texas high schoo chers'
efficiency as measured by principals' ratings. Doctor's, 1936. Texas.

o

TEACHERS-SALAR 1ES

2276. DavisAtazel. The preparation of teachers' salary schedules. Master's.
1936, Chicago. 99 p. ms.

Deals with the administrative and statistical procedures in the preparation of teacher
salary schedules in city school systems.

2277. Eller, Calvin Emmet. Salary costs in the township high schools of
Steuben county, Indiana. Master's, 193(3. .Chicago. 75 p. ms.
'Deals. with unit salary costs of instruction and of administration for eight township

high schools of Steuben county, Ind., during the year 193z-83.

t2278. Elsbree, Willard S., Gamel, Oscar Y., and Cunningham, Elizabeth. A
report on the salaries of teachers and other employees in the New Rodhelle
public schools. New Rochelle, N. Y., 1936. 91 p. ms. (Teachers college,
Columbia university)

Discusses the history of teachers' salaries in New Rochelle, principles of salary sched-
uling, the cost of living of New Rochelle teachers, salaries in comparable communitiee,
the place of training and everience of teachers in aisalary schedule, salaries for other
school employees, the cost of the proposed schedule and the ability of New Rochelle t`o
support it, transfer of the present personnel to the new schedule, and proposed schedules.

479. Fontaine, Herman W. A socio-economic study of the rnarktill status of
teachers in Terre Haute and Vigo county. Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C. 24
p. ins. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college journal,

: 120-21, July 1936)
Studies the socio-economic status of 84 married women and of 89 married men

teachers. Shows that in 5.94 percent of the cases where the married woman teaches
there is no other means of support ; that 42.83 pereent of the occupations of husbands
of teachers are "white collar" positions, the gi eater part of whom were husbands of teachers
in ,the city ; that 93.75 percent of the laborers were husbands of teachers in mirth
schools; that in 88.86 percent of the Meg where the husband teaches, the wife was a

; and in most cases there were children, whfle this was true in only 25 percent
of the cases where the wife was employed; and that the husbands of the employed
Women did not approve of the employment of their wires.

o
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=80. James, Robert Cornelius. The cost of living of teachers in Colorado.
Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

2281. Mc Dole, Robert D. A comparative analysis of salaries and qualifica-
tions of rural elementary teachers of Creek county, Oklahoma, 1145-36. Mas4
ter's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Finds that teachers do not receive salaries in proportion to the amount of their
training or to their certification; notes a small increase in salaries as experience and
training increase; finds that married teachers mceive better salaries than single teachers.

2282. Minerman, Leonard E. The distribution of high school teachers' sal-
aries for the different classes of independent school districts in South Dakota
for the school years 1930-1935. Master's, 1936, South Dakota. 53 p. ins.

2283. Niccolls, Edwin Earl. An analysis of the San Francisco salary schedule.
Master's, 1936. Stanford.

2284. Pearson, Thomas Frederick. Attitude of teachers in 38 Kansas school
systems towards suggestions and methods of improving their economic status.
Master's, 1936. Kansas. 66 p. ms.

Finds that of the 636 teachers in 38 schools who repliNi to a questionnaire on methods
of improving their economic status, 90 percent want to be employod with the intent of
becoming permanent residents of the community ; that 62 percent are in fav(ir of an
apprenticeship period; that 66 percent would prefer some other method of tenure than
teachers contracts ; that 94 percent of the teachers desire some plan of old age or
disability pensions ; that 94 percent prefer a plan tt) provide minimum salaries and
regular increases to the deserving; that 94 percent want the amount of training re-
ceived to be considered in determining salaries; and 90 percent want their experience
considered in determining salaries.

2285. Skinier, Clifford J. A minimum salary schedule for high school teach-
ers and principals of northwestern Oregon. Master's, 1934. Oregon.

TEACHERSSUPPLY AND DEMAND

2286. Cochran, Erwin B. A study of commercial teacher supply and demand
in Ohio. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 84 p. ms.

Finds that institutions approved for commercial teacher training in Ohio have been
failing to meet the demand for new commercial teachers by 40 to 50 percent each year,
necessitating the employment by Ohio high schools of considerable numbers of teachers
from outside the state or of teachers who had qualified by county examinations; however,
because of recent additions to the list of institutions accredited by the state for com-
mercial teacher preparation, it appears that demand will be met adequately in the
future.

2287. Cowles, Harper. Teacher supply and demand in Utah. Master's, 1936.
Utah.

2288. Vorheis, Richard. The teacher market in southwestern Oklahoma.
Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to determine the annual demand for new and beginning teachers iv the years
1932-1936 In the 14 counties served by the Southwestern State teachers college, sal-
aries, and training of the teachers. Finds that turnover for the total teaching posi-
tions Is slowly decreasing; that rural teachers have had less training and receive lower
salaries than do teachers in consolidated and independent schools; and that low salaries
and high turnover go together.

TEACHERS-SUBSTITUTES

2289. Hayes, Wesley. A study of substitute teacher service. Master's, 1985..
Wash. St. Coll.

Suiveys the schools of the State of Washington to determine the extent to which
substitute teachers are employed and their wage scale.

f
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COLLEGE PROFESSORS AND 1NSTR ORS

2290. Draegert, Eva E. Some statistical and interpr ative data concernim:
the faculty of the state University of Iowa, 1847-1916. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

2291. Hick, G. Turner. Ethics of the graduate school professor. Education,
57: 2S6-89, January 1937. Olurray state teachers collegel

Analyzes repli. s to a questionnaire received from the deans of the graduate schools of
Harvard, Johns Hopkins, Columbia, Northwestern, and Stanford universities on the poli-
cies of the graduate schools regarding tbe publication of the work of tiraduate students.
Replies indicate that Ow practice of some professors in taking credit for studies caul-,
pleted by graduate students, or for publishing the findings of ftudies made by graduate
students, is frowned upon by &tins of graduate scho

2292. Lunden, W. A. Franklin and Marshall college faculty of 1935-36.
Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh, 1936.

2293. President of higher educltional institutions, 1935. Pittsburgh,
University of Pittsburgh, 1936.

2291. McCann, Bess. The faculty of George Peabody college for teachers
1914- 1936. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 610 p. ms.

ADMINISTRATION OF SCHOOLS

2295. Bain, Mary M. Deans or advisers of girls in Alabam6 high schools.
Master's,-1936. Peabody. 78 p. ms.

Analyses 120 answers to questionnaires sent to secondary schools of Alabama. Finds
that 37 schools reported having an adviser ; tbat all the schools reporting an adviser are
members of the Southern association of colleges and secondary schools; that only four
advisers have taken advisqry courses; that the office is administrative rather than
advisory in nature; that the amount of authority delegafrd to the advisers tends to
increase with increasing enrollment of the school; and that the status of Alabama
advisers is far below that of Florida anaether sections of the country. r

2296. Barrow., D. G. Organization and administration of local school museums.
Master's, 1936. Alabama. 141 p. ms.

2297. Benford, Harry D. The scope of educational newspaper pAlicity in
certain third class school districts in Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936. Pitts-
burgh. (Abstract: in: University of Ilittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches
in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 291-92)

Attempts to determine the amount of -newspaper space being devoted to educational
news as compared with other types of news, the amount of space being devoted to
various types of school news, and the relative importance of the various types of
school news in the newspapers as abown by analyses of the daily newspapers published
in 32 selected third-class districts for the period from September 1 to December 1.

2298. Bitzer, Robert. Accounting as applied to the administration of private
secondary schools. /*Master's, 1935. Boston Univ. 120 p. ms.

Presents an accounting system suitable for use in various types of private schools.
2299. Brueckmann, J. George. fr. A study to show the status of the clerk

and the clerkship in the smaller secondary schools of Pennsylvania, Master's,
1936. Temple. 44 p.

t2300. Chamberlain, Leo M. and ?fleece, Leonard E. The local unit for school
administration in the United States. Lexington, University of Kentucky, 1936.
2 vols. (Bulletin of the Bureau of school service, vol. 8, no. 3-4)

Surveys the basic and intermediate units now p use in the 48 states; analysts themats in terms of area, school population, teaching staff, and other related factors; and
interprets existing conditions on the basis of au eight division classification of schoolunits.

ma
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te2301. Chamberlain, Leo M. The teacher and school organization. New
York, Prentice -Hall, 1936. 656 p. (University of Kentucky)

Discusses the scope and development of the edu.cational program in tbe United States;
the administrative organization fur tbe control of education; local units for school
administration; the organization 'for tbe control of a local. school system ; problems of
the tudcbing personnel; teacher preparation and certification ; selection and placement
of teachers ; tenure and turnover in the teaching profession teachers' salaries; teacher
rtirernent ; teaching load, teachers' health, sick leave. algid related problems ; supervisory
relationships and procedure; measurement of teaching efficiency ; the curriculum and
course of study; textbooks and teaching materials; the extracurricular program ; com-
pulsory attendance and its enforcement ; pupil progress and promotion ; the impr..),ement
of pupil progress; the teacher and the operation of the school plaiit ; educational organi-
zations; and ethics of the teaching profession.

2302. Cook, Albert L. A brief history of public school accounting. Master's,
1936. Michigan.

2303. Cope, Quill Evan. Personal characteristics of the best comfy school
board memberg. Master's. 1936. Peabody. 100 p. ms.

2304. Cross. Guy F. The delegating of duties of :in administrative nature.
Master's, 1936. Colg..rt. Coll.

2305. Crouse, Marion D. The social status of school board tnemliprs in Huron
county, Michigan. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

t036. Dellord, Steve. Analysis of powers of administrative boards in Texas
with special reference to state board of education. Master's, 1936. Texas.

2o7. Devine, Anne Madaleine. Value of a museum in a textile fiigh school.
Master's, 1936. T. C., Cpl. Unity.: 49 p. ms.

2308. Dimmett, Welborn S. Methods of transacting business by boards of
education in four large citie4; Milwaukee, St. Louis, Cleveland, and Cincinnati.
Master's, 1936. Chicago. 62 ix. ms.

2309. Doherty, Nell Ursula. Development of standards of appraisal for topi-
cal recitation in the ninth grade. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 76 p.

2310. Drake, Leland:N. The clerk of the board of education. Doctor's, 1936.
Ohio State. 230 p.

2311. Fellow, M. Lile. The status and scope of service of deans and advisors
of girls in the public secondary schools of Michigan. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

2312. Freierniuth, Paul Hervey. County boards of education in CaliforniA.
Master's, 1936. Stanford. t

2313. French, Floyd. Personal status and educiitional views of school board
members of Bureau county, Illinois, 1933-34. Master's, 19X%.,.qaicago. 119
p. m&

Studies 607 board members of 175 schools.

2314. Garinger, Elmer Henry. The administration of discipline in the high
school. Doctor's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia
university, 1936. 105 p. (Contributions to education, no. ;: )

Analyses answers to a questionnaire received from 312 high schools varying in enroll-
ment from 59 to 6,000 pupils representing all states except Nevada. and the District of
Columbia, to determine the offenses of high school pup.ls. the disciplinary measures em-
ployed, educatidnal or remedial devices used, extracurricular activities and discipline,
and the educational guidance and remedial program and the frequency of disciplinary
offenses. Finds that offenses against school regulations and tbe moral code are mag-
nified In compadson with those that denote a lack of personal and social .adjustment.
Shows ibat bigh schools need to be concerned with the total learning situation inside
and 'ocitilde of school.
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2315. Greyer, Johii Edward. Inequalities of educatiönal opportunity in the
Illinois public school' gystem. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: Uni-
versity of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 33)

Finds that 2,656 districts enroll fewer than 10 pupils each, and 6,211 enroll fewer
than 15 pupils in 1-teacher schools, that of 998 high schools, 546 have an average
daily enrollment of fewer than 100. Recommends a complete revision of school laws
leading to a better state educational organization, followed by the reorganization of tax-
ing and education units to equalize school remponsibility, school support, and school
efficiency.

2316. Griffej, Carl H. The history of local school control in the state i)f
New York. Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teach?ers college,
Columbia university, 1936. 135 p. (Contributions to education, no. 683)

Studies the election and the duties, powers, and responsibilities of elective R chii

officers.

2317. Hallett, Clitiord G. A study concernit.awards and punishments from
the students' viewpoint. Master's, 1936. Ind. t. T. C. 66 p. ms. (Abstract
in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college journal, 7: 119, July
1936)

Analyzes replies of 1,324 students from grades 7 to 12 in five township schook,
three city schools, tiNd the training school of Indiana State teachers college to a
questionnaire dealing with awards and punishments, and the type of teacher for whom
they have the most respect and the teacher cltiaracteristics which cause pupils to be
mischieivous. Finds that students desire awards for high scholastic or ertracurricular
attainments: ttat they believe that punishment should be given in private, mildly and
after an investigation of the child's motives; that they prefer teachers who try to lead
and who present the subject matter in an interesting manner; and that they dislike
teachers who nag, who lack interest in pupils, who are poor teachers, who are nervous,
and who are partial.

t2318. Hill, Clyde Milton, ed. Educational progress and school adipinistmi-
tion: a symposium by a number of his former associates written as a& tribute
to Frank Ellsworth Spaulding on his retirement from active service as Ster-
ling professor of Educational administration in Yale University. New Haven.
Yale university press, 1936. 400 p.

2319.'Hollingshead, Billie. Half-day and full-day sessions in the first and
second grades of Utah schools. Doctor's, 1936. Southern California.

Finds better ittendance in full-day than in half-day sessions, slight differences in
health status and in achievement of the two groups of pupils, inadequacy of half-day
sessions in time allotment to subjects and in length of school day and school year,
emphasis on skill and drill subjects at the expense of the social 14tud1e8, health, Jan
guage, art, and activity program.

2320. Holmes, Chester Winfield. The discliginary class: a survey of the
status and administration of disciplinary schools and classes for grafles 7-12
in large cities in the United States, with a suggested program for the reorgani-
zation of the disciplinary class in Washington, D. C. Doctor's, 1936. George
Washington. 207 p.

Studies the provisions for disciplinary classes or schooli. transfer of pupils to and
from disciplinary classes, information conpidered necessary in disciplinary case, organi-
zation and woik of these classes, administration of teacher personnel, and outstanding
practices and procedures carried on in cities of more than 100,000 population. Sug-
gests a program for the ungraded classes th Washington, D. C. Discqsses disciplinary
schools or classes in England and Scotland, France, and Germany.

2821. Hortln, James y. Social composition of secondary school boards in Illi-
nois. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies.
Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936 : 37)

Analyses 683 replies to Ait questionnaire received from superintendents of principals
of high schools in Illinois, as to the educational qualifications, economic standing, occu-
pations, and the experience which might affect the efficiency of school board members.
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2322. Hull, William Roy. Survey of the school a dminist ration units of Santa
Barbara county school system. Master's. 1930. Stanford.

*2323. Humphreys, John E. A study of the personnel of the rural school
boards of Kansas. Master's, 1936 Kansas.. 108 p. ins.

Finds that 92 percent of the members are men with an average term of office of 6.7
years, who hare lived in the community a long time ; of whom 86.9 percent were farmers,
most of whom own thplr farms; of whom 8-4.8 percent are members of some church; 93
percent are parents of one or more children ; of whom the majority have received an
elementary edivation or less, but are considered progressive In business and educational
affairs; of whom about half _visit the school when it is in session; and finds tilat the

vomen are considered more satisfactory board members than the men serving. in the
same groups.

SIN

2324. Iler, Harry' Elsbury. Thf., use of standing committees in the adminfs-
tration of the Chicago public schools. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 83 p.

Involves all standing committees from 1860 to 1935.

2325. togsdon, James Desmond. Rules and regulations of boards of educa-
tion pertaining to members. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 44 p.

Analyses 158 rules and regulations collected for school boards in 37 states and finds
that boards have defined power and duties In some detail.

2326. Long, Joseph Kindred. Trends in the equalization of educational
opportunity in North Carolina. Doctor's, 1930. Peabody. Nashville, George
Peabody college for teachers, 1936. 19 p. (Abstract of: Contribut ion to educa-
tion, no. 178)

.4

Discusses the length of the school term; percent of children of school age attending
school, or in average daily attendance; type and chterarter of school buildings; efficiency
of teachers as shdwn by the class of certification heist; percent of children attending
standard and nonstandard elementary schools; percent high-school enrollment is Of the
total enrollment. 4

2327. Lynch, Richard William. The modal compoltion of boards of educa-
tion in Iron county, Michigan. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

2328. McMahon, Echo. Remedial organization illustrated by case studies.
Master's, 1936. Oisegon.

*2329. Marshall, Roger P. A study of the knowledge and opinions of the
'people of Rimersburg, Pennsylvania, about their schools. Master's, 1936.
Penn. State. 56 p. ms.

Finds that the citizens of Rimersburg as a whole know about 55 percent of what the
faculty and school board think` they should know, and that they are fairly well informed
about some items and very poorly informed about other Important items.

2330. Monroe, Hudson Morris. The effects of the shortened school day upon
the school arid community. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

2331. O'btaza, 1(gerence John. A study of school newspaper publicity in
Wyoming. Master's, 1936. .Wyoming. 73 p. ms.
, 213.2TThwen, W. B. Implications of school boitrd membership. Master's, 1936.
West. Ky. St. T. C. 52 p.

2333. Pyatt, Roy. A study of the short period program versus the long period
program in 10 Illinois senior high schools. Master's, 1936. 41Iowa. 187 p. ms.

2334. Bezek, Frances L Possibilities of tile hout) period. Master's, 1936.
Nebraska. 116 p. ms.

Analyses reports from 49 high schools in Nebraska employing the hour *tad and'
finds that 1-hour periods are especially desirable as they provide timetfor individual dif-
fereuces and for development of assignments Hwy simplify schedule making, reduce home
study, bring about financial saving, and provide for more practical functioning of the Mot-ris plan and for pupil study under the teacher's direction.
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2335. Rou h, Rheas& A. A study of the personal and professional quallfica-
tions of scho 1 trustees in Indiana. Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C. 100 p.
(Abstract in Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college Journal, 7 : 121.
July 1930)/

Finds that school trustees reach their maximum age efficiency in the late forties: th:It
_high school is the minimum level of education for the mok desirable school trusters; flint
agricultural, business, and professional occupations are the main sources of trustees; flint
The most desirable are honest, cooperative, progressive, intelligent, and liberal in Moir
views ; that they do not practice nepotism and are free from political influences; Enid
that they are public-minded. M.

2386. Scholten, Arthur.. The effect of the social atmosplaere upon the activity
of the classzoom group. Master's, 1936. South Dakota. 78 p. ms.

2337. Sehmann, Henry Ralph. The organization and administration (if
schools in Cook county, Illinois, outside of Chicago. Master's, 1936. Chicago,
112 p. Ms.

toncludes that the wide differences in -ability. to maintain schools in elementary
Wets show that larger school units are needed.

2338. Starkey, J. Ma= Student publications as an aspect of
relations program. Master's. 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract ir : UnIvtrsity of
Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of
publications, 12: 321-28)

.ke
Attempts to determine the value of high-school newspapers° and yearbooks as media in

didieminating information to the public about the high schools. Analyzes the content of
250 high-school newspapers.and 50 yeatbooks selected from 25 high schools in western
Pennsylvania. Finds that school publications, may be valuable instruments in a public-
school relations program.

2339. Taylor, Russell A. Method of discipline in the elementary school,
Master's, 1986. Colorado. (Abstract in : University of Colorado studies. Ab-
stracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 71)

Attempts to find the most commonly recurring disciplinary-problems in the elementarygrades, to determine some of the best methods of punishment for these specific offensA,and to note how well actual practice compares with theory. Finds a definite relationship
between specific punishiaents and specific offenses; that detention and corporal punti3h-. ment are used more widely than theory suggest, but that confidential talk is thought tobe tile best general method.

2340. Trumbell, Wilma. Elwy. The girls adviser in the small high school.
Master's, 1938. Iowa. 157 p. ms.

2341. Uhlig, John F. An administrative survey of the public school system of
Livingston county, Missouri. Master's, 1936. Wyoming. 136 p. ms.

2342. Utt, fames A. The educational status of members of lrards of educa-
tion and the factors they consider when employing teachers. Master's, 193G.
West. St. Coll. 53 p. ms.

MS. Vaughan, Mary Celia. Regfilations pertaininAV the administration of
puOils in city school systems. Idastehs, 1936. Chicago. 63 p. ms.

Finds that the longest list of rules classified were those pertaining to conduct and dis-.

2344. Wells, Zeanette. Survey of special class work in selected
states. Master's, 1936. Bi ham-Southern. 60 p. ms.

Surveys the organisation of class instruction, 'the administrative Ret-d
procedures, and pupil-population.

southern

teaching

2345. !Marry, L. Russell. ',The history of the organization ant policies of the
Peoria school board. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 100 p. ms.
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. 2344. illiams, Byron Burdette. A functional interpretation of state educa-

`t,iontll administration. Doctor's, 1935. Ohio St:ite. (A.btract in: Ohio S
Abaracts of doctors' dissertations, 19: 199-20G)

Vittempts to dWirmine the principles governing purpose, status, structure, on functions
.ot\state educationlii agencies in Alabama, Arfionu-, Calí,fornia, Delaware. I ho, Illinois,
Iowa, Michigan, and Montana.' Analyzes and (l.issifles the function:4 p rfOr by each key
agency in each of the states, and determines the fiinctions that shoal ( performed by
these key ageiicies If a inr desirable an.d .effective administration f pubile education
is to be achieved.and maintained.

2347, WiEe, Harold Elwood. An evaluation, by the te (hers, of organization,

and idministrative procedures in -The Columbus, 01 o, senior high schools.
Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 190 p. ms.

Analyses the opinions of 188 teachers in five senior hig scho s to current organi-
sation and administrative procedures. Finds that teachers r eluctant e issue with
existing administrative policies and procedures ; that e ere do not have sufficient
knowiedge of all activities which provide opportunities he education of all individuajs
attending tbe school ; that in n;taily cases the teacher re not well informed of the existing
administrative pollciesiand tbtla many ot them ar ot sufficiently interested in the activi-
ties which take place outsido tie classroom.

-2348. Yerian, Charles T. Method of rocedures in educating the secondary
administrator about commercial edu ion. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 171 p.

, 2$49: Young, Cheng-Chang. e philosophy of school discipline in modern
high school's. Master's 1936. anford.

UCATI AL LAWS AND LEGISLATION

2350. Belcher, John- Mathew. A comparative study of the teachq tenure
laws of the states of the United States and the District of Columbia. Master's,
1936. Michigan.

*2351. Bohnhoff, Edward. Court, cases relating to residence and tuition in
public schools. Master's, 1936. North Dakota. 68 p. ms.

-

Studies court *cases of the different states dealing with residence and tuition; examinesthe court eases to determine the status at residence of parents, residence of homeless chil-dreat.the payment of tuitin by resident students, the payment of tuition by non-reqdent.

students,
;

and the constitutionality of tuition laws. 14howil that the courts of the states
-have decided that' free public schools and common public schools are to be free schools;
that the legislatures may not authorize school boards to charge tuition ; and that the
state Jo responsible for the education of the children of the various school districts.

2352. Bolmeier, ridward Claude. Legal basis of city and school relationships.
Doctor's, 1986. Chicago. 217 p. ms.

. Describes.present laws, in the light of judicial interpretation, concerning the administra-
tive relationships betw4n the school system and the municipal government in cities.exceedimg 50,000 Population.. Vaguely defined terms in the laws and misconception of thervereign power of the state.are the cause of litigation.

21153. Buck, Donald S. 'Die cause and effect of textbook legislation in the
-United States. Master's, 1935. Colitmbia.

2s54. calhówk, W. E. Legal requirements for state school reports. Master's,
1936, Alabama. 93.p. me.

t2855. Chamberlain, Leo X. and Niters. Teacher retirement legislation for
Kentucky. Lexington, UniverSity of Kentucky, 1936. 106 p. (Bulletin Of the
B zou of school service, vol. 9, no. 1)

neindes an analysis and criticism of current practices in teacher-tetirement legislation,summarizes the more important principles that should be observed in Oreparing such legis-lation, aid offers tentative recommendations for a retirement system for Kentuelsy,
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2356. Cowan, Eva Stuart. Constitutional and legal basis of public school
administration in Connecticut. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 122 p.

Reports investigation based upon laws of general application of the system as a whole,
support, districts, property, teachings, and pupils.

2357. Cowling, Elizabeth. Trends la safety and health legislation in the
United States since 1925. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

23s. Dawson, 5. Elvin. Reasonings of state supreme courts on questions ¿f
sectarian influences in the public schools. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract
in : University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees,
1936 : 23-24)

Attempts to determine whether Bible reading in the public sebools constitutes sectarian
instruction, whether the wearing of distinctly religious garb or insignia by teachers, and
whether the practice of excusing pupils from attendance at a public school while they
receive religious instruction elsewhere constitute seetariin influences.

2359. Duck, William O. Judicial interpretations of the powers of school
boards in the expenditure of public sChool funds for current erpenses. Doctor's,
1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in : University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses,
researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 84-88)

Determines the limitations which courts have imposed upon school boards in making
expenditures for current expenses; shows the extent to which the courtiThave concluded
that expenditurasf for current expenses must be carried out in terms of budgets and appro.

priations; and ascertains the nature and the degree of the agreement in the decisions
with respect to expenditures for current expenses.

236O. Dzurica, George. The law on teacher employment (contracts) anu dis-
missals in the state of Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 60 p.

2361. Griffith, Chester Clintion. Constitutional and legal status of compulsory
education in, Tennessee. Master's, 1935. Tennessee. 85 p. ms.

Finds that the compulsory education law is constitutional.

2362. andley, Roy Scott. A study of the Kansas state compulsory school
attendance law based upon a specific evaluation of the functioning of the law
for the 10-year period of 1920-1921 to 1929-1930 in three selected counties of the
state. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

2363. Henderson, Mary Ellen. Defects in the Texas compulsory school attend-
ance law and suggestions for their correction. Master's, 1936. Texas.

*2364. Johnston,. Lemuel Roy. Legal rights and powers of agencies involved
in the determination of the public school curriculum. Doctor's, 1936. New
York. 244 p. ms.

Examines critically the decisions _given in those cases respecting the public-school
curriculum %Oriel] have ,been made in the -courts of last resort to determine the rights
and powers of the legislature, boards of school control, parents, pupils, courts, taxpayers,
and citizens; to ascertain from the decisions respecting the curriculum the principles of
case or common law which define these rights and powers; to discover the trends of the
judicial mind respecting the curriculum as determined by the decisions rendered. Finds
the trend of the decisions has been toward the making of education a state fanction" In
reality ati well as in theory ; that during the past decade there has been a trend to
approve extracurricular activities as a part of the curriculum well within the discretionary
.powers of the boards of school control to establish; that there has been a growing trend
in the decisions to recognize the need for a richer curriculum in order to meet the
varying needs and capacities of puptls ; that there has been a general trend toward keeping
the public schools free from all religious instruction, especially sectarian instruction ; and
that there has been. a beginning of a trend to recognize a differentiation in function of the
different parts of the public-school system.
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2365. Lillehaugen, S. T. A study of the legal relationship betweenlyublic and
private schools. Master's, 1936. North Dakota. 56 p.

Finds that the relationship between public and private schools is becoming more acute as
shown by the numerous recent court cases; that the states are almost unanimous in requir-
ing that private schools meet the same standards and *general regulations as the public
schools in order to meet the Mite educational standards and compulsory attendance law;;
that courts are almost unanimous in bolding that no public funds. may bo spent for
sectarian purposes; however. non-sectarian private schools are given some latitude in

performing Special educational functions for the state ; that in tilt ory the Titivate schools
enjoy more freeddin and liberality in the operation of their schools, btli that in actlial
practice, most p-rivate schools are required to meet the same regulations and inspections
as the publV schools; that there is little unanimity of opinion in the courts as to wineHier
or not thfk reading of the Bible in school constitutes sectarian instruction anti that the
courts are fairly well agreed that wearing a religious garb in itself does not toti.titute
sectarian instruction.

2306. Lindsey, Bert. Legal basis for the organization am] administration of
schools in Oklahoma. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 254 p. Ins.

Attempts to reduce to systematic organization the gèneral principles of the runon
law underlying the public-school system.

2367. Litzenberg, Emmet Fy- The fiscal effects of the Traxler-Kivfer-Matt hews
act on the Lorain county cOnsolidated schools. Master's, 193G. Ohio Ktate.
72 p. ms.

2368. Loyer, Samuel Sylvester. An analysis of public school publicity in
small urban daily newspapers of Ohio. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 53 p. Ins.

Studies 12 small urban daily newspapers of Ohio for September 1934, ani January and
May 1935. Finds that the month of May led iii amount of scbool news, January was
second, and September was ttird. Saturday's newspaper issues contained more school
publicity tban issues appearint on any other day of the week. This was true of every
month except May when Wednesday .and Thursday forged to the front. The total news
and commercial advertising apace was also measured by the column inch. These two
were found not to follow the same trends nor le show a great amount of correlation
with public-school publicity.

*2369. Lynch, Charles John. The effect of contemporary national legk1at1on
and policies on continuation school attendance and programs. Master's, 1933.
Boston U,niv. 100 p. mi.

c.

Discusses the history and growth of the continuation school, the voluntary part-time
law, the permissive mandatory law, the compulsory continuation school law, the various
groups enrolled, thecourses offered for various groups, placement, effects of the depres-
sion, the NRA, and the child labor amendment.

2370. Mackey, John W. Possible and feasible improvement of Colorado's
present equalization law. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

*2371. Miller, Lloyd X. The effect of certain school laws upon one teaclwr
rural schools in four Kangas counties during 1933-34, 1934-35, and 1935-36.
Master's, 1936. Kansas. 96 p.

Studies the effects of the cash basis, tax limitation, and budget laws on the 1-teacher
rural schools in Greeley, Hamilton, Wichita, and Scott counties as shown by repairs, iieW
buildings and equipment, and teacherq' Falaries for the years studied.

2372. Peightel, Harry J. Auditing as a means- of verifying legality of pro-
cedures in the collecting, safeguarding, and disbursing of school funds. Doc-
tor's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in : University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of
tholes, researvhes in progress, and bibliography of publications. 12 :218-22)

Analynkthe statutes and court decisions pertaining to the auditing of school funds
in th 48 Ates to determine current requirements and to derive implications for the
improvement of these requirement&
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2373: Peregrine, Donald. The legal liability of vblic-school officials in civil
actions. Master's, 1936. Purdue. 63 p.

Attempts to determine under what circumstances Indiana public-school officials areliable. or not liable. personally, in civil suits for damages, to discover whether jibe law.of liability, Rs it exists, accords Justice to the parties involved, and to present measures
e:le.igned to remedy the situation. Indicates that public-school officials may be liableonly for the negligent performance or non-performance of ministerial duties, that thelaw of liatfility is not in accord wi!h modern conceptions of justice, and that remediallegislation is needed.

Potts, Louis R. The legal status of the education of the mentally excep-
tional child in the 48 states. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 157 p. ins.

Ex mines all the state scho4A codes, goneral codes, laws and revised statutes, depart-ment of edw ation bulletins and (ity bulletins, and answers to a questionnaire sent tothree large citit.s in I zull state. Finds a need of uniform terminology, uniform laws,
adequate state aid, state directors of special education, and standards.

2375. Riley, Martin Luther. Influence of the judiciary on the development
of public-school policies in Louisiana. Doctor's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Ab-
stract in : Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no.
12 : 27-33 )

Discusses prestate foundations of public-school policies; public education as a statefunction puidic-school support through land-grants, general and special funds; educa-tional control by nonprofessional agencies and by professional agencies; and schooldistricts and property.

2376. Rosene, Windom A. The legal status of certification of superintendents,
principals, and supervisors in the United States in 1938. Maker's, 1936. Ne-
braska. 190 p.

Studies the certification requirements of the 4R states for the issuance of certificates
to superintendi,nts, principals, and supervisors. Shows that tbe ;resent state laws stress
definite preparation in school administration and methods of supervision. Recommends
fos Nebraska, certification for city and county superintendent, and high-school and ele-mentary school principal. The superintendent's certificate should require 1 year of
preparation above baccalaureate degree and a minimum of 2 years' teaching experience,

-whip specialization in the proper field.

*2377. Rosvold, Hans T. Legal aspects of some causes for dismissal of pub-
lic school teachers. Master's, 1936. North Dakota. 63 p. ms.

Treats of the dismissal of public-schoetirrs for incompetence, neglect of duty,
insubordination to the rules of the board, immoral and unprofessional conduct, economy,
and mqrriage Discusses interpretation of statutes by courts in states having teacher-
tenure acts.

2378. Schaetzel, Amalia Emilie. Trends in legislation concerning teachers in
the United States, 1915-1935. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 169 p. ms.

Finds that there is a tendency to centralize the administration in the various states and
a definite trend toward granting state officers the authority to issue certificates.

2379. Seymour, Clyde Ellery. Legislative provisiöns for the medical inspec-
tion of school children in the United States. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Ab-
stract in : University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher
degrees, 1936: 6-1)

Finds that all but seven states make some provision in their laws for school medicalinspection; that legislative provisions are greatly deficient ; that no state has a lawcontaining all the provisions considered essential to a satisfactory program; and thatthere k no evidence of a concerted attack on the problem on a national or Lpteratate scale
by either the members of the medical profession or the forces of educatio

23S0. Small, Lowell A. The Barnes high-school lyw of Kansas as ft Operates
in Cowley county. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of
Colorado studies. Abstract of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 66-67)

Attempts to determine the effectiveness of the Barnes fund to pay the costs of tuition
of non-resident pupils in the high schools of the county, and to equalize the financial

ms.
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burdens of the high schools upon the taxpayers of the district. Finds that over the
county as a whole the Barnes fund pays approximately the tuition costs of the non-
resident high-school pupils, but in the individual schools, because of the basis of distribu-
tion. there is much difference in the proportion of costs of non-resident pupils borne by
the funds; that the fund serves as an equalizing agency.

2381. Vincent, A. P. Some legal aspects of intercollegiate athletics. Doctor's,
1936. Pittsbu:gh. (Abstract in : University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of iheses,
rosearches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 253-60)

Attempts to ascertain the Jera1 nature of the hackgground of authority which makes pos-
sible ti.e conduct of an extensive athletic program as it may be observed in almost any
eollek. or university. Analyzes tho tort liability of educational corporations as a type
drawn from possible leual actions in which an educational institution may become involved
on account of its program of intercolledate athletics Finds that a knowledge of the
legal aspects of intercollegiate athletics is not generally held by athletic directors ; that
co.porate rlitg. powers, and responsibilities of educational corporations should be more
thoroualy understood by colleae and university administrators and executives.

2382. Wagner, Albert. Legal aspects of consolidated schools in Iowa. Mas-
ter's, 1936, Iowa.

23S3." Warren, Edward Joseph. A program of guidance for the junior high
schools of Santa Cruz. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

*2384. Zink, Clarence L. Ahalysis of the constitutions of 44 staté teachers
associations. Master's, 1936. Kansas. 57 p. ms.

Shows the growth of teachers associations as indicated by the increase in me
ship; the way in which and for what length of time officers were elected ; describes
dutits ; to whom the executive and legislative duties were entrusted; the duties.sof
committees; and the departments provided.

SCHOOL FINANCE

2385. Allbritten, Leo Taylor. A comparative analysis of the school finance
btatistics of 30 Texas cities. Master's, 1936. Texas.

SO23S6. Ambrose, Bell A. A study of the depreciation in the sinking funds of
the school distrifts of Michigan. Master's, 1q35. Michigan.

23S7. Anderson, Noah B. A study of the methods of financing interscholastic
athletics in the public accredited high schools in West Virginia. Master's, 1935.
Michigan.

2388. Ashby, Lyle Walter. The efforts of the states to support education as
related to the adequacy of financial support provided and the ability of the
staebs to support education. Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. Washington,
D. C., National education association, 1936. 63 p.

Measures the relative efforts of the states to finance public education ; measures the
relative adequacy of the financial support provided public education in thelTveral states;
discovers the relationship existing between the three factorseffort, adequacy, and ability;
and discovers the efforts that would be required of the states to support a reasonable
program of financial support for public education, based on reports for alternate years
from 1919-20 through the year 1931-32.

2389. Bailey, O. K. An analytical study of the current cost of education
(white) in the Ouachita parish, school system for the session of 1034-35. Mas-
ter's, 1936, Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana stste universiZy. Uni-
versity bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12: 87-88)

Attempts to find the current cost of operation of each of the 22 elementary, an0 the
4 high schools in the Ouachita parish public-school system ; also the cost per child, in
each of the schools, for the, items listed under current payments, in the parish superin-
tendent's annual statistical report.
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2390. Baker, Lamar Fannin. Distribution of education equalization funds in
the southern states. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of
Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees,1936: 4)

Describes the plans for distribution of education equalization funds in use in 19341 inAlabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi. North Carolina,Oklahoma, South Carolina, Texas, Tennessee, and Virginia. Finds that Florida has ntlequalization fund ; North Carolina furnishes complete support for the minimum program ;and that the other 11 states devote varying degrees of state aid to equalization.
2391. Baker, Wilbur Norman. Study of current school costs in Saint Clair

county, Alabama, for the three years 19V, 1925, 1930. Master's, DM. Alabama.
46 p. ms.

2392. Bardrick, Walter Alyen. Tax limitatiN on school districts of I.:,s
Animas county, Colorado. Master's, 1936. Denver. 59 p. m.

Determines what PrfPet blanket propPrty tax limitation would have upon the rcvt:i'l..of the schpol districts of Las Animas county.

2393. Bickley, James McDonald. Fire insurance practices and economies on
public-school buildings of Curry county, New Mexico. Master's, 1936. New
Mexico. 55 p.

2394. Bolin, Paul Leon. Budgetary procedure, in. schools of Illinois. Master's,
1935. Peabody. 93 p. ms.

Finds that 75 percent of the 125 Illinois school districts studied prepare budgets, antithat there is no common system of budgetary procedure and no uniformity as to methodsof preparation, adoption. and administration of the budget. 10

2395. Brandon, Sidney O. The incorporation of the financial burden on pro-
viding professional leadership in health and physical education in the state
Echool budget of North Carolipa. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

.2396. Burch, J. O. A study of the distribution of the state aid fund in
Macoupin county, Illinois. Master's, 1936.

L/.2397. Byrd, Clarence Edward. A comparative study of budget expenditures,
accounting, and finance in Colotado consolidated schools. Master's, 1936. Colo-
rado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for
higher degrees, 1936: 12)

Investig4es the school budgets and relative factors affecting school expenditures in20 consolidated schools. Pinds that improvements and uniformity in accounting andbudgetary procedures are greatly needed in the consolidated scbtiol organization. Showsthat state control and equalization of all schools would correct such inequalities aswidespread differences of area wealth back of each teacher and pupil, incqualities inarea effort to provide educational opportunities, and higher per capita costs than averagefor Colorado.

2398. Carmine, John Harry. A proposed plan of internal accounting for Vir-
ginia high schools of the combination elementary and secondary typg. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Virginia. 1:81 p. ms.

2399. Cartet, Wingard Williams. State support for public schools in South
Carolina sinci 1895. Master's, 1936. South Carolina. 39 p. ms.

Traces the development of btate support for public schools iu South Carolina fromthe adoption of the Constitution of 1895 to the present. Shows the effect of state
support upon the schools as it is revealed by enrollment, length of seuion, and eperiditure.

2400. Clammer, George B. The operation of the local government budget act
in third-class school districts in Colorado. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

ms.
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*2401. Cornell, Francis G. A measure of taxpaying ability of local school ad-
ministrative units. Doctor's, 19:16. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers col-
lege. Columbia university, 1936. 114 p.

Attempts to determine the feasibility of using economic lata in place of property
valuation for support of tbe scl:ools of Nvw York, and investigates techniques for
developing formulas for tills data.

2402. Crane, Alvin H. Unit costs in the Guthrie senior high school from July
1,1931 to June NI, 1935. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Attempts to work out methods of alloting all school costs to each subject or activity in
the high school. Fi lias that required subjects with a fairly constant enrollment show less
change in unit cc,st than other subjects. Recommends that more accurate records be
kept on extracurricular activitips and the. use of thwooms in the school building. so
that costs maf be more accurately allocated.

2403. Crooke. Charles Reign. A study of the cost of operating the elementary
schools of Santa Clara county, 1924-1934. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

2404. Daugherty, Al lie McLendon. Expenditures for textbooks and other
pupil supplies in the Reeltown consolidated school during the year 1935-36.
Master's, 1936. Alabama. 73 p. ms.

2405. Deer, George Harvison. School bonded indebtedness of Mississippi
county, Arkansas. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 93 p. ms.

Finds that the school districts of the county are over-bonded and unable to meet the
debt schedules as now set up, and that the debt programs were poorly planned in the
beginning.

2406. Erisman, Robert H. A comparison of public school costs of the eight
largest Ohio cities. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 92 p. ms.

Compares expenditures for various items for the years 1930-31 through 1934-35. and
finds that expenditures decreased ; that the percentage of current expenses used for
instruction remained 1fairly constant *for each of the cities; that reductions in general
control costs were greater in educational administration than in business administra-
tion; and that the taxable property per pupil in average daily attendance decreased
greatly over the 5-year period.

2407. Fisher, Charles Montgomery. County school budget-making in Dade
county, Florida. Master's, 1936. Florida. 97 p. ms,

*2408. Fylling, Oscar E. Financial conditions of school districts in 15 coun-
ties) in North Dakota with special reference to federal aid received. Master's,
1936. North Dakota. 101 p. ms.

Studies the financial situation of the school districts which received any kind of federal
aid; presents the conditions existing in those places which made it necessary for them
to secure this aid; states the requirements for receiving such aid; points out the defects
in tbe preent financial set-up ; and presents the ideas of leading men of the state on
the tax problem as it affects schools and suggests ¡finite plans for 1,ermanently remedy-
ing the present situation.

2409. Gaskin, Grover Cleveland. Inequalities of school support in the schools
of Lexington county. Master's. 1935. North Carolina. (Abstract in: Univer-
sity of North Carolina record, 29S: 25)

Analyzes school enrollment and school taxes in Lexington county, S. C., and notes
Inequalities of educational opportunity due to inequality in wealth hack of each pupil.
Presents a plan to equalize educational opportunities by taxing the wealth of the county
fig a unit.

2410. Gill, Ray Hayman. Bonded indobteduess of school districts in certain
Georgia counties. Master's, 1936. Georgia.

1
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2411. Gilliam, Pearl. Federal emergency aid for education in Tennessk.v.
1933-35. Master's, 1936. Peabody.

2412. Green, La Fayette W. The cost of education in Larimer county cI-1!:1-

pared with costs of other functions of government. Master's, 1936. Colo.
Coll.

2413. Grieder, Calvin. A case study of school-bonding programs in lima
Master's, 1936. Iowa. 211 p. ms.

2414. Hall, John Dewey. A plan for the distribution of a state equa1izatill;1
fund for the common-school districts of South Dakota. Master s, 1936. South
Dakota. 98 p. mg:

2415. Hannahs, Chet H. The cost of junior high school inteNcholastic fii-
ball and basketbfill compared with other plmws of physical educ tion. Master
1936. Ohio State. 74 p. ms.

2416. Hanson, Warren Arthur. School plant operation costs. Doctor's, 19;.*
Yale.

2417. Harman, Hail* Ode Ile. A survey of public school finances in Lexing-
ton county, July 1, 1930-June 30, 1935. Master's, 1936. South Catolina.
p.

Shows the different sources of school revenue, the school indebtedness. amount of 4:0
linquent taxes, and the inequalities of educational advantages offered in the different sch,...1
districts.

2418. Ha
injuries wit
Ws4sh. St. Coll.

William J. Tort liability of school districts for persomil
ial reference to th state of Washington. Mastèr's, 19:15.

2419. Hawli, Arthur McKinley. mplications of the fináncial plan of schools
in Arizona for the schools of Maricopa county. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

I 2420. Haxty, William H. State-aid in Colorado, particularly as applied to
Las Animas county, Colorado. Master's, 1936. Denver. 90 p. ms

Shows the effect on the school districts of Las Animas county of the application. by
the state of Colorado, of the educational equalization plans used in North Carolina, New
York, and the plan proposed for Colorado.

*2421. Heath, Kathryn G. A study of certain phases of-the cost of education
to representatives families of wage earners and low salaried workers of Roch-
ester, N. Y. Master's, 1936. Syracuse. 100 p. ma.

Studies the cost of education, including tuition at parochial, night and business schook,
preparatory schools, colleges and universities, fees, school books and supplies, music and
dancing lessons, clothing, food and lodging for school children in 234 famil:es
Rochester. Finds that the amount spent by wage earners and low-salaried workers for
formal education, clothing, and lodging for school children tends to increase with in-
creased family receipts and that home owners tend to spend more for education than du
renters.

2422. Henning, A. V. Civil liability of boards of education and school officers
in Ohio. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 96 p. ms.

2423. Herrick, John H. Delinquent taxes in the Shaker Heights city selwol
district Master's, 1936. Ohio State. SO p ms.

2424. HofmeistEr, Dannie E. A comparison of the costs of education with
the costs of other governmental functions in Phillips county for the fiscal year,
1934. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.
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2425. Hudnall, J. Mayes. The state as the unit of support and control for
public education in Delaware. Master's, 1936. Colorade (Abstract in:
versity of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936:
38-39)

Desciibes the evolution of the state schonl system in Delaware. investigates the effi-
ciency of tbe state as the unit for educational administration, and considers whether
there has been a loss of local autonomy, local interest, and local initiative since the
organization of the state unit.

2426. Jordan, George Henry. Expenditures for textbooks in the itrnson
school during school year 1935-36. Master's, 1930. Alabama. 45 p. ms.

2427. Kerr, Stephen Austin, jr. Emergency aid to education in Texas. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Peabody. 72 p. ms.

2428. Kilgore, George. Expen(l.itures for special capital outlay facilitt4 and
some current costs of certain subjects in the Curry high schools. Master's, 136.
Alabama. 102 p. ms.

2429. Kurtz, William Henry. A study of the reactions of take county stu-
dents who have benefited by the Bernard Daly educational fund. Master's,
1936. Oregon St Agr. Coll. 151 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the reasons for the failure of so many Daly students to complete
the 4-year college course and to discover the cause for the objections to the admitibtration
of the fund. Questions the advisability of providing a free cryllege ear at if bn.

2430. Loomer, Walter X. A reorganization of state educational support in
North Dakota. Master's, 1936. North Dakota. 103 p. ms./

Studies tbe county equalization funds in North Dakota, the need distritutioni from
the state equalization fund, the strong anil weak points of the propctod Wail. and pus-
sible ways of correcting these weaknesses. Discusses the state equalization fund laws
enacted in 1983 and 1935.

.243L Loop, Omer L. Financing teacher education in Wisconsin. Doctor's,
1936. Wisconsin.

Studies cost of training in university, teachers colleges, private colleges. and county
normal schools.

2432. Lumburner, Merritt. A study of private gifts and bequests to the public
secondary schools of Michigan. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

2433. McCarthy, Lawrence Llewellyn. Budgetary procedure in Virginia
schools. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 67 p. ms.

Studies 100 county and 22 city school systems in Virginia, and finds a lack of uniformity
In method of arriving at budget estimates.

2484. McKee, Walter Tate. Expenditure for textbooks and pupil supplies in
Nile Pine Level school. Master's, 1936. Alabama. 79 p. ms.

2435. Idahrt, David. The county as a source of school support in the United
States, with specific reference tAWashington. Master's, 1935. Wash. St. Coll.

2436. Mothers, Willet John. A suggested reorganization of certain primary
school districts of Antrim county, Michigan, with special reference to school
finance. Master's, 1936. Mich. St. Coll. 56 p. ms.

Finds that teachers' qualifications and salaries are very low and variable; that with
tbe present plan of state aid, it would be cheaper and result in a_ more efficient school,
to combine districts; and that local school authorities are unwilling to accept the pro-
visions of the state plan because they must wait too long for reinibunemet.t.

2437. iteinen, John I. A study of athletic insurance in universities and col-
leges of the Midwest. Master's, 1938. Iowa.
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2438. Mitchusson, Benjamin P. A comparative study of certain costs in th;
Weleetka high schooi and 14 other Oklahoma high schools. Master's, 1935
Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Finds a with. range of variations in costs per pupil in average daily attendance, inteacher load, and in per pupil per hour cost in various subjects of the curriculum, dueto the unequal distribution of wealth under the present unit of support, and due topoor organization of the school program which results in improper distribution of servicesrendered and costs of such services.

2439. Moore, Oscar Earl. The history of t he permanent school fund of Wood
county, Texas. Master'st, 1935. Baylor.

t2440. Mort, Paul R., director. Federal support for public education : a report
of an investigation of educational need and relative ability of states to support
education as they bear on fede1R-al aid to education. New York, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1936. 334" p.

Discu:ses a plan for federal supi.ort for public education, the federal governmentand public education, fundamental basis for federal support of education, refinement
of measures of eduoational need applicable to states, measures of educational need forfederal aid distribution, the yield of a modern tax system for the various states, an indexof relatke taxpaying ability of states. a defensible foundation program for the schoolsof the United States, selection of a plan for financiag the ultimate nation} defensiblefoundation program, steps toward satisfactory national support of education, and thescope of federal support.

2441. Mundt, Howard G. A study of the financing of intramural programs tn
the high schools of the state of Missouri. Master's, 1986. Iowa.

2449'2. Nix, Leo Thomas. A study of state aid apportionments in relation to
the property valuations, taxes, and tax rates of the schools of the third super-
visory district of Broome county from 1911 to 1935. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St.
Coll. for Teach. 45 p. ma.

*2443. Norsted, Roy Arnold. An analysis of educational costs in school dis-
tricts of the Iron ranges of Minnesota, 1925, 1930, 1935. Master's, 1936; Min-
nesota. 90 p. ms.

Annlyys per pupil cost in average daily attendance, ratio of indebtedness to assessed
valuation, ratio of school receipts to current expenditures, per pupil valuation, and
actual lind percentage distribution of expenditures in comparison to averages of thecountry in communities of approximately the same size, as shown by a study of the 14
school districts iu tbe iron range.

2444. Ogren, Carl Nalkus. Financing school building in North Dakota. Mas-
ter's. 1936. Stanford.

2445. Parnell, John F. Comparison of revenues and expenditures of Jasper
county, Texas, schools. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 88 p. ms.

2446. Powers, Thomtts R. The incidence of school taxes% on various populated
areas. Master's, 1036. Oregon.

24 17. Pryor, John Gatewood. Distribution of public schools funds in Georgia.
Master's, 1936. Georgia.

241M. Ralph, George B. Trends of public school intlebtedness in Colorado
from 1928 to 1933. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

2449. Ratliff, Russell. The cost and practices of insurance in the public
schools of Indiana. Master's, 1936. Ball St. T. C. :%! p. ms.

Secures total insurance charges and adjustments from every school corporation in
Indiana for the years 1929 to 1934, inclusive. Determines relative insurance costs for
different classes of schools. Reports types and kinds of insurance,'metbods ot placing,
and frequency of losses. Contrasts studies of insurance costs and practices by studying
situations outside of Indiana where no insuranee and self-insurance plans are used.
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2450. Reed, Alvin Victor. Administration of the special school district tax
in Neshoba county, Mississippi. Master's, 19341 Alabama. 65 p. ms.

2451. Ridgway, John M. The insuring of public school property in Kentucky
against loss from fire. Master's, 1936. Kentucky. 112 p.

Presents a rather careful analysis of the practices of insurim: public s(lo,o1 property
in Kentucky and compares these practices with standards rectuniwnckd by students
a educational administration.

*2452. Ripple, Aleck M. A study of school costs in Red Lake count y. Minne-
sota, with a proposal for a large district with Plummer as a center. Master's,
1936. North Dakota. 101 p.

Attempts to show that the territory adjacent to the village of Plummer could profitabIy
be organized into one large unit and educational opportn:Lty equalized for the childron
living in that area; and shows by inference that it would be possible t( r)l-_!atiize the
rest of the county in the game way. Surveys school costs and present sources of sup-
port and efforts to support tbe schools; discusses administrative, textbook, library,
sebosi building repair and eq uipme nt expenditures, and teachers' and janitors salaries,
expenditures for transportation, and state aid for education.

2453. Sather, Emil F. Financial survey of school districts in McLean county.
Master's, 1936. "North Dakota. 109 p. ma.

Compares the relative abilities of the various tschool districts in McLean county to
support public schools, and the relative effort shown by the districts in nia.nt:lining their
schools. Finds that the present system of school support k inadequate and unfair be-
cause it produces wide differences in ability of districtH to suiPort schools; uneven
tax burdens on property, causing taxpayers in poorer dktricts to pay much higher taxes
than taxpayeryin wealotily districts in an effort to provide adequate schools for the pupils;
inequalities In edticational facilities br tbe school children ; and that it is hampered by
laws that are inconsistent and out ot harmony with the present plan of taxation.

2454. Savage, Walter A. A study of growth and management of the perfna-
nent school fund in Wyoming. Master's, 1936. Wyoming. 160 p. ms.

2455. Saxon, Thurman Thomas. The cast of education in Ilion county, a
comparative study. Master's, 1935. Baylor.

2456. Schroedermoier, Alvin G. The cost of district school bonds for 16
counties in northeast Kansas, 1910-4933. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

2457. Seacrist, James H. A decade of educational costs in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey districts. !Oster's, 1936. Temple. 137 p. ms.

Studies the cost of education in 17 second-class districts of Pennsylvania AR compared
with 17 .districts of approximately the same size in New Jersey for the fiscal years ending,
June 80, 1022-24 and 1032644. Finds that Pennsylvania spends more per pupil than
New Jersey for general control and fixed charges, whereas New Jersey spends more per
pupil for instruction, auxiliary and coordinated agencies, operation, maintenance and
eurrat expense, debt service, and capital outlay. The depression has reduced the costs
of education in both states. However, bon) states have kept their standards above those
of the 8-year period 10 years before the depression. The reduction has been about the
same in both states.

2458. Slaton, William Henry. IX uniform accounting system _for school dis-
tricts in Colorado. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in : University of
Colorado studies. Abstracts or theses for higher degrees, 1936: 66)

Surveys tbe uniform accounting systems wed in other states, and some of the many
ystems in use 'in Colorado; and presents a uniform accounting system for Colorado,
following the uniform classification of expenses made by the Office of Education, United
States Department of the Interior.

2459. Smith, Arlington F. An investigation to determine public opinion rela-
tive to public school finance bills in the New York state legislature from 1895
to 1925, as expressed by the press of the Capital district. Minster's, 1936.
N. T. St. Coll. for Teach. 78 p. ms.
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2460. Stet ler, Byron F. Financial support of high schools in Nevada, with a
plan for state aid. Master's, 1936. Utah.

*2461. Teague, William Francis. Trends in current expenditures in Kansais
for grades 9 to 12 as obtained from published reports. Master's, 1936. Kansas.
42 p. Ills.

Attempts to determine tbe trend in costs, based on current expense, of grades 9 to 12,
for the &Cade 1924 to 1934. Finds that, hosed on cost of living index, in 1934 first-class
cities purchased for each pupil enrolled 97 percent ; and second-class cities purchased 871,4
percent of the schooling they purcbad.d in 1924.

2462. Thomas, Tyre Stlepard. A budgetary system for the public schools of
Union county, Florida. Master's, 1936. Florida. 96 p. ms.

a

2163. Thompson) William E. Trends of Nebraska school bonded indebtedness
1924-1931. Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 104 p. ms.

Finds a steady increasi in bonded indebtedness, being a continuation of the upward
trend of the previous decade. The ratio of school-bonded Indebtedness ranged from 30
to 33 percent. The percentage the schood-bonded indebtedness of assessed valuation was
1.4 percent. A new system of raising funds for the school is proposed.

2464. Todd, G. Raymond. A decade of educational costs in typical third class
districts of Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936. Temple. 99 p. ms,

Compares the c()st of education in third-class districts in Pennsylvania for the fiscal
years 1931-32, 1932-33, and 1933-34 with the years 1021-22, 1922-23, and 1923-24.
Shows that the average expenditure per pupil is higher for the 3 years of 1932, 1933,
and 1934 in the items of cost of instruction, auxiliary and coordinate agencies, operation
of plaut. fixA charges, and debt service than the average expenditure per pupil for the
years 1922, 1923, and 1924, and less in the items of general control, maintenance of plant,
and capital outlay.

2465. Underwood, J. Raymond. A study of unit costs in certain schools in
Iowa. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 162 p. ms.

2466. Waddoups, Ralph A. A study of a proposed equalization school fund
for, Idaho. Master's, 1936. Utah.

2467. Whitney, F. L. Mill tax support of state highereeducation. School and
society, 43: 236-40, February 15, 1936. (Colorado state college of education)

24G8. Wilkins, Eugene G. Public school tax management in Texas. Doctor's,
1936. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1937.
105 p. (Contributions tdoeducation, no. 703.)

Compares 24 school systems in Texas using the municipal tax department with 24
Texas systems using a separate school tax department. Finds desirable practice in each
organization, and recommends the use of the municipal tax department.

2469. Williamson, Carl J. A comparison of state aid for public schools in
Ohio and in the other states. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 42 p. ms.

Shows that Ohio is near the top among states in state support for schools. The pro-
gram in Ohio could be improved by eliminating small school districts and adopting the
equivalent of a county unit, completing the consolidation of small schools, providing for
capital outlay, and possibly including a factor for the cost of living.

2470. Young, O. W. Comparative study of the pupil achievement and the
per pupil hour cost of the rural elementary, schools of Illinois and the consoli-
dated elementary schools of Indiana. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

RURAL EDUCATION

2471. Angevine, Merrill L. The county as a unit for school administration
for Boulder couhty, Colorado. Master's, 1936. Denvér. 63 p.

Sets up a county unit of school administration to include all third-class districts In
Boulder county, and compares the proposed unit with the total cost, and tax rates of the

9
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pnsent d!strict system. Notes the general practices in states organized on a county unit

basis. Finds that the county-unit system would not save money or reduce the tax rates
for Bouhler county to any appreciable degree, but that the proposed rcbrganization would
make possible a more efficient school system and would result in a greater degree of

educational equality and financial justice.

*2472. Attinger, Frank S. A survey of the educational system of Snyder

county. Master's, 1h36. Penn. State. 150 p.

Studies the historical and geographical features of Snyder county. its popttlation and
the socio-economic status of the population, types of school distrkts and kinds of schools,

property valuations, tax rates and amounts of taxes collected, school expeuctitures, receipts

o school districts, school buildings, transportation, educational offerings', tcacher per-
sonnel, pupil personnel, administration and supervision of schools in the. county. Recom-

mends a county unit of administration for the schools of the community.

2473. Baker, Clarence Vernon. Coles county as a possible unit in the reorgani-

zation of schools in Illinois. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 113 p. ms.

Analyzes financial and educational data for the school year 1934-35 to determine the
extent to which one Illinois county would make a satisfactory school unit.

2474. Barcroft, Victor V. The reorganization and financial inequalities of the

.rural school districts of Marion county, Illinois. Master's, 1936. Colorado.

(Abstract in : University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher
klegrees, 1936 : 5)

Attempts to discover inequalities in respect to the ability of districts to support schools,

to determine the variance of effort expended in support of schools, and to determine the
relntIonship betkveen wealth and scpool provision. Finds that sQool pupils and taxable
property nre not distributed equally; that the wealthier districts exert the 'least effort to
support schools, that greater inequalifies of effort extst among the rural districts than
among the urban districts; that the wealthier districts spew% the most money per pupil,

thaf financial inequality between districts would decrease if the unit of school support
were enlarged ; that the need of a reorganization plan would tend to etiminate some of
the existing inequalities ; and that the county ilti an organization unit would increase
school costs, due to provisions for transportation.

2475. Barry, James Gordon. An administrative survey of the public schools

of Mèdina county, Texas. Master's, 1936. Texas.

247% Bates, David E. A comparative study of the public schools of Black
Hawk county, Iowa. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

.1-2477. Blanton, Annie Webb. Tbe child of the Texas one-teacher) school.

Austin, University of Texas, 1936. 111,p. (University of Texas bulletin, no:
3613. Bureau of research in the social sciences, study no. 17)

2478. Bouck, Olin. A survey of present educational opportunities and future
needs of the first supervisory distriet of Albany county. *Master's, 1936. N. Y.

st. Coll. !cite Teach. 125 p.

t2479. Chamberlain, Leo X. and others. A survey of the school organization
and school plant of Powell county, Kentucky. Lexington, University of

Kentucky, 1935. 65 p. (Bulletin of the Bureau of school service, vol. 8,
no. 1)

Presents the findings of a survey of the school organization and school plant of
Powell county, an4 recommends an immediate program and a long-time program for the
improvement of educational conditions in the county.

2480. Coacher, Elsie Boyd. A survey of the school system oi Sully county,
South Dakota. Master's, 1936. South Dakota. 79 p.

2481. Creager, William Truett. The reorganization of the public schools of

Falls county, Texas. Makers, 1936. Texas.

2482. Dahl, Ross E. A survey of instructional materials in certain rural
schools in Mercer county. Illinois. Master's. 1936. Iowa. 229 p. ms.
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o

2483. Davis? J. O. A comparative study of the educational achievements ofrural and town pupils in LaSalle parish. Master's, 1936. Louisiana State.(Abstract in: Liouisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., nu.12: 91-92) p
1OD

Comparet the educational achievements of 35%,town aud 25 rural pupils in the Jollahigh school. Shows that the town pupils were better prepared.; that more rural pupilsdropped out or school ; that the chfonological ages of the town and rural pupils wPreabout the 'tame, but the educational ages of the town pupils were higher than those ofthe rural pupils; and that test results showed that town pupils had achieved mo.ieeducationally than bad the rural pupils.

2484. Day, John Donald. Educatiorial standards of relief clients in Jefferson
county, Ohio. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 45.p. ms.

Finds that the average education in school years for groups of relief clients rangedfrom 8.5 years to 6.8 years.

2485. DeAlton, Ernest L. A proposal for larger administrative units for thepublic schools of Musselshell county, Montana. Master's, 1936. Iowa St. Coll.
132 p.

r`R

2486. Drake Walter Homer. Survey of certain aspects of Miller count
school system. Master's, 1936. Georgia.

2481. England, Clarence Byron. hertilaistrative survey of the schools ofTaylor county, Texas. Master's, 1936. Texas.
2488. Evans, Arthur D. The rural elementary and secondary schools of Poca-

hontas county, Iowa, -and possibilities for their rMrganization. Master's, 1936.Iowa St. Coll. 131 p. ms.

2489. 'Felker, Arthur M. A proposed solution for the educational problemsof Snyder county. Master's, 1936.. Penn. State. 123 p. ms.
Reviews educational conditions in Snyder county ; discusses the type of educationalsystem it should have, the county unit in the United States; proposes a 'county unit systemof education for the county ; and discusses the financing of the proposed county unitsystem.

2490. Field, Charles Henry. A study of the educational facilities of a ortionof the second supervisory district of Sarptoga county. Master's, 1936. Y.st. Coll. for Teach. 88 p. ms.
2491. Pitzgei.ald, J. C. A study of the daily program of recitations in therural schools of Payne and Pawnee counties. Master's,'1936. Okla. A. & M.Coll.
Studies the daily programs. the allotment of time to various subjects by grades, theachievement scores on the State accrediting tests, and the teachers' qualiffcations andsalaries. Finds a wide range in time allotment for various subjects in the 1-teacher,2-teacher, and 3- or 4-teacher schools; that the teachers' qualifications and salaries weremuch higher-in the 3- and 4-teacher schools than in the 1- and 2-teacher schools; andpoints out the advantages of the 3- or 4-teacher rural schools from the standpoints ofteachers qualifications and salaries, time allotment by grades, and clawoom outcomes asrevealed by scores made on State accrediting tests.
2492. Illegal, Blair A. A survey of schools in Sargent county, North Dakota.Master's, 1938. North Dakota. 134 p.
Studies the history of tbe county, its geographical characteristics, size;of school dilltricts, size and location of various typei-of schools, sch?ol laws, method(; of taxation,cost of education, and reasons for inequalities in educational opportunity. Recommendsthe reduction in the total number of districts in the county, consolidation of schools,elimination of many school board membets, elimination 1-room rural., ichools, andtransportatIon of the pupils to larger echo ls.

249g. Gaines, William Beverly. Iolding power of Berrien county schools.Master's, 1986. Georgia.
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2494. Gass, Walter Canfield. A survey of the rural elementary schools of
Hitchcock county, Nebraska. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

A 2493. Gennoe, Nannie S. An educational survey of Bledsoe county, Tennessee.
¡faster's, 19ß6. Tennessee. 64

Compares the achievement of pupils in 1-teac1issr, 2-teacher, and 3-or-more-teacter
schools. Finds a wide variation in the nclavernent of pupils in different schools, that
there k a tendency for each succeeding grade to achicie less well when compared With
the standard for the preceding glade; indicates that the 1-teacher and 2-teacher schools

doing as good work as are the larger schools.

/2496. Gilhatn, Alfred L.. The reorganization Of tho schools of Beckham,
/Washita, Caddo, Roger Mills, and Jackson counties in such a, way that the

minimum high school will have an average daily attendance of 135 students.
Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Reci mmenfis a program of organization, administration, and budgeting which will
more nearly equalize educational opportunities for the elementary and secondary school
children of them', rural areas. Compares the estimated cost of the program with the
cost of education in these counties in 1935, and points out the advantages and disad-
vantages of the recommended consolidations.

2497. Graves, Cecil C. A survey of. the public schools of Page county, Virginia.
Master's, 1936. Virginia. 199 p. ms.

2498. Grégory, Francis. An applicatiod of the cooperative school area plaal
to Saline county, Kansas. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

*2499. Grimsrud# T. S. A survey of the schools in Towner county, North
Dakota. Master's, 1936. North Dakota. 56 p. ms.

eompares the high-school enrollment in the rural and town districts; studies exiRting
inequalities in ability to support education by comparing the amount of agsrewabie.
property in the various districas'; compares the districts as to cogt per pupil, tax rate,
amount of debt, and teacher load; studies transportation facilities in ian attempt to
détermine the amount of consolidation possible in the county ; and studies other factors
contributing to the inequalities of educational opportunity in the county.

2500. Honse, John H. An application of equalization prtnciples to 20 fitctors
of public education in Armstrong county, Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936. Pitts-
burgh. (Abstract in : University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches
in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12 : 302403)

-go

Applies the equalization principles to the Kittanning community school district.

2601. Irons, W. Cleo. The reorganization of the public schools of Wood
county, Texas. Master's, 1936. Texas.

f
Ok

*2502. Knapp, Ivar. A fltnancial and population survey of the school districts
of Williams county, North Dakota. Master's, 1936. North Dakota. 100 p. ms.

Surveys the school income, debt service, ability to support schools, and the effort put
forth by each of the school dibtrists of Williams county, and points out inequalities in
educational opportunity for the iihildren in various sections of the county; presents
data on farm and school populationswith the purpose of eliminating small and expinsiye
schools through the transportation of children to larger school units or through redfs.
tricting parts of the county. .4

2503. Knox, Royal 'William Internal accounting,in New York state's central
rural schools. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 31 p. ms.

2504. Kurtz, Clyde William. A survey of school district number seven,
Sweetwater county, Wyoming. Master's, 1936. Wyoming. 102 p. ms.

2505. Liwrence, Robert. William. Major educational services fivallable to
rural populatign of one urea of New York. Master's, 1935. Cornett 78 p. nis.

Discusses tbe background of population 'and industries, available educational services,
status and adequacy of existing programs, significant facts concerning the overlapping
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of aims and purposes, and the extent to which the results and experimentation findings
are being utilized. Finds that Pco n om ic-v o ca tional aims are emphasized more than
others; that opportunities for rural youth are not limqed; and that. rural folks have
a greater dependency upon othPrs.

206. Matthys, F. H. Survey of pupil achievement in McLennan county
tichools. Master's, 19362 Baylor. 140 p. tas.

2507. Morgan, Charles McKinley. An educational survey of Carter county,
Tennessee. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 89 p. ms.

2508. Ponder, John Lewis. A comparative study of the schools of Crittenden
ounty, Arkansas. -Master's, 1935. Peabody. 88 p. ms.
Compares tbe school 'plants, equipment, training of teachers, teaching load, and

curricula of the schools of Crittenden county.

2509. Pumphrey, Laura B. A program for the reorganization of education in
Nicholas county, Kentucky. Master's, 1930. Kentzcky. 161 p. ms.

Surveys the school gystem of Nicholas county covering population trends. dirtt-rftution.
of elementary and secondary school pupils ; buildings, grounds, and equipment ; trans-
portation facilities; experience and salaries of teachers; types of schools maintained;
and school organization and administration. Recommends an immediate and lcng-term
program designed to eliminate some of the inequalities of educational opportunity result-
ing from the present organization.

2510. Quivey, Glenn Miller. The advantages and economies of a county unit
In Greene county, Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in :

University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and
bibliography of publications, 12: 321-22)

Indicates that a county unit would provide increased educational opportunities for
the school children of the county and that the costs of operation of such a unit would
be less than those of the present system.

2511. Ratliff, Fred. The organization of a more satisfactory and effective
program in one teacher schools in Grant county. Master's, 1935. Ind. St. T. C.
tb9 p. ms. (Abstract in : Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college
journal, 7: 108, July 1936)

Describes an experiment conducted in Grant county where demonstration 1-teacheir
schools were established with the idea of using tentative programs for a period of 2
years to determine a program of correlated subjects and alternation of grades. Finds
the general arrangement ot subjects in the block system met with the most favor in
the arrangement of the program, as this allowed more time for individual instruction.

*2512. Ruegsegger, Virgil R. Are conditions in Michigan such as to make it
advisable to attempt a reorganization of rural schools using only on'e type bf
administrative unit as a basis? Master's, 1936. Cornell. 108 p. ms.

Describes the several types of organization now in use in various districts in Michi-
gan, and shows that of the 8,716 school districts in the state, 5.742, or 85 percent. are
primary districts. Finds that it is not wise to attempt to reorganise the rural schools
of Michigan using one type of district as a base because of the differing conditions found
in the three sections of the state, and that the type of organization- coming closest
to satisfying conditions in all sections is the county unit.

2513. Sabin, Lewis Ellsworth. A survey of the rural schools of Clay County,
Illinois. Master's, 1936. Illinois.

2514. Seale, Stephen Wiley. An administrative survey and proposed plan of
reorganization for the schools of San Patricio county, Texas. Master's, 1936.
Texas-.

2515. Silt' Lester Dillard. Reorganization and redistricting of the schools
of Hardin county, Texas. Master's, 1936. Texas.
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2516. Stark, Cruce. Administrative survey of Vidor rural schools, Vidor,

Texas. Master's, 1036. Texas.

*2517. Stewart, George F. Educational survey of Grand Forks county, North
Dakota. Master's, 1936. North Dakota. 97 p.

Describes Grand Forks county and its present school or=inizarion. Qch ol population,
teaching personnel, school libraries, t ran si sQ ta t u1 p. 44)1eins:, r-tsens for non-e n coliment,
and recornmend the setting up of a county unit form of ad m in:tet ration. and the crea-

.

tion of a wider basis for financial support of the schools.

2518. Stroble, Martin Davis. Administratelve survey and proposed plan of
reorganization for the public schools of Atascosa 'county, Tex:1s. Mastei's, 1936.
Texas.

2519. Tandberg, E. O. A survey of the building and financial conditions of
the Garretson, South Dakota, independent school district. Master's, 1936.

.North Dakota. p. MS.
Discusses the socio-economic statii of the poople of Carret (In. the need of a new

school building, school building standards. the scbool populat kn, school bonds, and sug-
gests a county unit plan.

2520. Taylor, Arthur Monroe. A study of the federal program of education
in Union county, South Carolina, conducted by teachers on relief. Master's,
1936. South Carolina. 32 p. ms.

Gives data to justify the prrnanency of the emergency pro:natn and compares the
work of the federal prograin of relief in education with that of the local pulqic schools.

2521. VanAlstine, Frank L. The value and Practicability of the accrediting
system for the elementary rural schools of Washita county, Oklahoma. Mas-

_dp

ter's, 193. Okla. A. & M. Coll.
Evaluates the achievements of the students who have gradlin ted from the eighth

grade of the accredited and non-iwcredited dependent schools of Washita county. Finds
that the percentage of students graduating from the eighth grade and entering high school
%The greater from Cie accredited groups than from the non:accredited groups and that
the pupils were younger ;4that there wag no appreciable difference in the grade marks
made by the high-school students from the two groups; and tbat graduates of accredited
schools are better prepared to participate in the extracurricular activities of the high
schools than are the graduates of the non-accredited schools.

2522.NVinder Wilt, Albert W. The eighth to ninth grade gap tin rural public
education. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

4

2523. Wethington, Sister X. Robertus. The function of the community super-
visor in promoting rural social attion. Master's, 1936. Catholic Univ. 70

p.m.
Gives a brief descripion of phases of Catholic rural life in Europe, and a short sketch

oi tbe history of tilt!' Rural life bureau of the National Catholic welfare conference and
e the Rural life conference in America. Analyzes the influence of the Catholic church
on rural life in America, showing its relation to the work of governmental and non-
sectarian agencies.

t2524. Williams, James Lawrence Basil. An economic and social survey of

Westmoreland count*. Charlottesville, University of Virginia, 1936. 80 p.

(University of Virginia record. Extension series, vol. 21, no. 4.)
Discusses the 'history, natural resources, people, wealth and taxation, industries,

schools, agriculture, problems, and evidences of progress in Westmnreland county.

2525. Woodruff, James Andrew. Possibilities for reorganizing rural ele-
mentary education in Buena Vista county, Iowa. Master's, 1936. Iowa St.
Coll. 128 p. ma.
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2526. Worley, Charles Paul. Holding power of schools in Stephens county.
Master's, 1936. Georgia.

2527. Wren, Hermann. An educat i(Inal survey of Madison county, Texas, withplans for the reorganization of its schools. Master's, 1936. Texas.
2528. Young, Wilbur. Pupil progress in one room rural schools versus pupil

progress in consolidated schools. Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C. 30 p. ms.(Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college journal, 7:
117-1S. July 1936)

Cr.mpires the progress of rural school pupil.: and in consolidated schools inlanguage, rending. history, arithmet'e. and the totals of all scores. and com-pares the ages of rural school pupils with tho ages of eons()) ida red St houi Studieathe scores of 500 eighth-grade rural sc1.0111 in!pik and the scores: of 500 eighth-gradeconsolidated school pupils in Jackson. Ln wren( P. Martin. Pike. and Ripley counties inIndiana. Finds no true difference betwe4n the achievements of the two groups luspelling, language. arithmetic, totals ( f ?co;.ps, or between the aves of the two croups,and that there is a tRie difference in favor of the consolidated group in rrading andhistory.

CONSOLIDATION

2529. Arnett, Cromer Hansford. -A proposed reorganization of the school
system of Ballard county, Kentucky. Master's, 1936. Kentucky. 74 p. ms.

Presents a survey of the present school system of Ballard County, Ky., and sets up aproposed reorganization, designed to insure a more equitable distribution of educationalopportunities through a program of consolidation and transportatit n.

*2530. Banker, Gilbert M. A plan for the reorganization of the Ilönland
county schools. Master's, 1936. New York. 157 p. rns.

Attenipts to determine the ability of Rockland county, N. Y., to finance education,the type and condition of the school plant and equipment. tYpe sal adequAcy of instruc-tional service, and the social contacts and opp)rtunities for social experiences providedby the schools. Offers a plan for the reorganization of the schools to provide a greatermeasure of educational opportunity for every child in the eun
2531. Bigler, F. W. Survey of redistricting in Butler county, ansas. Mas-

ter's, 1936. Wichita. 85 p. ms.
1012532. Coyle, Irvin Folk. School district consolidation in I11ou.. Doctor's,

1936. Missouri.

2533. Darnaby, Ernest Heathman. A proposed reorganization of the Bourboncounty school system. Master's, 1935. Kentucky. 96 p.
Surveys the public schools of Bourbon county ; studies the distribution of pupil popu-lation, the types of schools maintained, avallabality of schools, enrollment and averagedaily attendance, condition and adequacy of building.; and equipment, condition of (Toads,wealth, school revenues, and per capita costs. Proposes a program for the reorganiAtionOf the schools of the county which would eliminate many of the small and ineffectiveschools, establish larger centers, and provide for the transportation of children to thesearger centers.

2534. Davidson, Marshall Verlon. A proposed plan for consolidation of Ennishigh school with seven nearby MO schools. Master's, 1936. Texas.
2535. Gardner, Norris L. An educational program for Daviess county. Mas-ter's, 1936. Kentucky. 115 p. ms.
Surveys the present school system of Daviess county, Ky., including the distributionof the school population, types of schools maintained, enrollments, .attendance, costs,'buildings and equipment, and 'presents a pliw of reorganization.
2536. Gibson, Raymond C. Reorganization of Meaile county's schools. Mas-ter's, 1936. West, Ky. St.. T. C. 34 p. ms.
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2537. Herndon, Auden. A historical study of tho school consolidation move-
ments in Kansas. Master's, 1936. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 74 p. ms.

2538. Hollis, Benjamin Robert. Growth of consolidated schools in Iowa,
1896-1936. Master's, 193G. Drake. 100 p. ms.

Finds that the first consolidatIli ,-eht.01 wns orzanizell in 1S90; that there NV:1,4 no

rapid growth until 1913; that mv)re than 50 consolidated schools were organized between
1914 and 1916 per year: and that t: 10 re have boen few new or:nni7ntions Of conolidated
schools during the past 15 years: that during the past 6 ye:irs there Itm been an
incrt-ase in the academic qualifications of t.aeners, iind an incrca-e in teacher tenure.

2539. Hoover, Lawrence Marshall. Some consideration,: on the possible con-
solidation of Upper Lake, Clear Lake, and Kelsoyvill(b union high schools.
Masteiss, 1936. Stanford.

2540. Huston, Earl Albert. The reorganization of :\lksanhoe county school
system. Master's, 1936. Mkhigan.

2541. Lake; Robert Campbell. -Administration f public schocls in Newberry
count y with It proposed reorganization plan. laster's. 193e. South Carolina.
69 p. ms.

Shows the present system of ru1tninli,4! rat,on of puhlio sollool-; in NPwiwrry c,iunty with
the educational Inequalities ex:sting and propovs a plan of reorganization Imsed upon
consolidation.

2542. Larson, Leonard L. A plan for redistricting Cass county for the pur-
pose of providing public instruction. Master's, 193G. Nebraska. 88 p. ms.

Surveys 86 8:boo1 districts in Cass county for tho purpose of redistricting the county
Into larger districts. Find:, that there are Ariking inequalities in ability -to pay for
an educational program ; that standardS of !culler (*tart iticat ion are uncquRl: that
school plants are inadequate in several districts; that salaries of teachers are too low.
Suggests a plan for consnlidating the county into 15 (listricts.

t2543. Morgan, Barton and Lancelot, W. H. A possible intermediate step
in the reorganization of rural elementary education in Iowa. Ames, Iowa state
college, 1936. 44 p. (Research bulletin no. 200)

Attempts to determine to what extent it would be possible, without significant increase
in total coqs, to equalize the educational advantages opportunities oi rural and
ton children in Iowa by clo:ing 1-room k4chools and ti.ansporting. at public expense,
the children now attendint: them to nearby town and consolidated chools. Reports
possibilities of changes in the administiatiou of the public, ungraded, rural elementary
schools in :10 counties in Iowa.

2544. Muncaster, T. H. Proposed reorg2nizution of the school districts of
Skagit county. Master's, 19:-¡5. Wash. St. Coll.

2545:Sharer, Robert E. A survey in anticipation of territorial reorganization
of public school education in Branch county, Michigan. Master's, 1936.

Michigan.

12546.opowers, Don C. and Schmidt, Martin F. The elimination of small
schools in Colorado. Deliver, University of Colorado, 1935. v. p.

2547. Stewart, Clifford Calhoun. The present organization of public schools
(white) in Greenwood county, South Carolina, and a proposed plan of reorgani-
zation. Master's, 1936. South Carolina. 53 p.

Shows the present system of schools in Greenwood county nnd the actual educational
inequalities existing, and presents a plan for more nearly equalizing educational
importunities.

2548. Van Vlack, C. H. Consolidation p(*sibilities for rural elementary
schools in Audubon county, Iowa. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.
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2549. Ward, Edwin R. The reorganization of the public schools of Webster
county, Ketitucky. Master's, 1936. Kentucky. 105 p. ms.

Presents n survey of the present gchool system of Webster county; points out the
inequalities of educational opportunity resulting from small schools and lack of trans-
portation: and proposes n phi!) fur reorganization based upon consolidation of schook
and transportation of pupils to larger centers.

2550. Webb, Jesse James. A stt(ly of the effects of the consolidation of two
small high schools. Master's, 1936. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: Louisiana
state university. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12; 100-101)

9Finds that per capita cost of education was cut almost in half with consolidation of
two small lii h schools in Do Sota parish ; that patrons and graduates were satk-
fled with the co:»adidatPil syhool than with the separate schools ; and that tho equipment
of the schools was deridedly irnoroved.

2551. Whitzel, William R. A plan of cooperative organization for the rural
schools of Nemaha county, Kansas. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

2552. Wolz, Louis. A survey of school conditions in Idaho, with suggested
plan for consolidation in Bonneville county, Idaho. Master's, 1936. Utah.

TRANSPORTATION

255,3. Anderson, William J. A study of the transportation of varsity athletes
in the public accredited high 'schools in West Virginia. Master's, 1935.
Michigan.

25.14. Bradley, Carson Miller. A study of the pupil transportation and school
consolidation problem in Fauquier comity. Master's, 1936. Virginia. 163 p. ins

2555. Clark, Max R. A case study of public school pupil transportation.
Master's, 1936. Iowa. 110 p. ms.

2556. Davis, George W. A comparative study of the cost of transportation
in Howard county, Indian/ Master's, 1936. Indiana. 65 p.

2557. Doyle, Walter Kenneth. Number of pupils transported and length of
route as factors in the cost of tranporting children in busses under private.
contract. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 29 p. ms.

2558. Duncan, James Horace. The cost problem of schoQi bus transportation
with special reference to the Panhandle-oil area of Texas. Master's, 1936.
Texas.

*2559. Frey, Norman L. A study of the school transportation costs in Leb-
anon and Berks counties. Master's, 1936. Penn. State. 44 p. ms. .

Attempts to determine whether It is not more economicll for a district to own Its trafilt
portation facilities than to contract for these services with an individual. Proves that
for the years 1931 and 19:2, district-owned and operated school pupil transportation facili-
ties cost less in certain Lebanon and Berks county schook districts than when similar
services were provided by a private individual through a contract between the district
and the private party, or ,common carrier.

2560. Lambert, Asael Carlyle. A study of some factors that affect the need
for the transportation of pupils to and from school at public expense. Doctor's,
1936. Stanford. (Abstract in: Stanford university. Abstracts of dissertations
for the degree4 doctor of philosophy an(1 doctor of education, 1935-36: 31-36)

Reviews theses, dissertations, and reports that benr on the transportation of pull's, and
shows that the alleged relationt-hip between the "density of population" and the need for
transportaCon of pupils has not been established, that the attempts made to predict the

needed transportation are open to serious question. Analyses new material from Missouri
and Utah. Shows that factors other than density of population which affect the needed
amounts of transportation are: The educational proFram as exprmed concretely in the
school organization (-the prevailing distribution over the laud surface of towns, villages,

n.o:.e
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and other clusters of population; a given maximum walking distance for pupils: numbers
of pupils who live beyond a given maximum walking distance; distance that pupils must
travel from their twin. s to reach proper schools under the controls of existing road systems,
the location and pattern of tbe communities, and peculiarities of topography ; and the
time factor as it operates with respect to amounts of time consumed in travel by pupils.

*2561. Mapes, Cecil Stites.. A study of the transportation of pupils in New

York State school-districts not maintaining a high school during 1932-33. Mas-

ter's, 1936. Cornell. 68 p. P

Studie s the transportation of pupils from common and elementary union free school
districts to high schools in New York State. and4 shows the magnitude of this special
service which makes possible more flual educational opportunities. Shows that the major
responsibility for this work devolves upon the district superintendent of schools. Shows
that for the 1932-43 sch6ol year, 65.5 percent of the 25.540 pupils transported were carried
in conveyances provided through private contracts. 28.6 percent were served by public
service conveyances, and only 5.9 percent were carried by conveyances owned by the dit:trict
providin7. transportation. Finds that qirvice provided th:.ough contt acts with individualpr
cr corptirat:ons .s the most expensive type and should he avoided if possil k. Finds that
the unit costs for ccntrai district transportation were generally less thAn for tilt. group
of common and elementary union free school districts included in this study.

2562. Merrill, Amenzo Wilson. Comparative costs of pupil transportation in
New York state villages under superintendents. Master's, 1536. N. Y. St. Coll.
for Teach, 40 p. ms.

2563. Morgan, Cecil. Pupil transportation in Wyoming during the school
year 1933-34. Master's, 103G. Wyoming. 84 p. ms.

2564. Purcell, Claude Lamar. School transportation in Georgia. Master's,
1936. Georgia.

2565. Reynolds, Thomas Sheldon. School transportation in Kentucky, 1935
36. Master's, 1936. West. Ky. St. T. C. 79 p. ms,.

2566. Welshimer, A. G. The administration of pupil transportation.
ter's, 1935. Ohio State. 112 p. ms. /

2567. Whitzel, Lester G. Public school transportation in Oklahoma. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

SUPERVISION AND SUPERVISORS

2568. Anderson, Aloyd Henry. The development of a score card for evaluat-
ing supervision. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colo-
rado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 3)

Analyzes 129 check lists on the variou's activities and divices used by supervisory officials
in small high schools in Colorado, and develops a score card to measure the supervisory
efficiency of the general supervisor, tbe principals, and the superintendent.

2569. Burr, Roberts. An experience in cooperative supervision. Master's,
1936. Springfield.

2570. Craft, Harvey M. Minimum legal qualifications for superintendents of
schools in the United States. Master's, 1936. Alabama. 83 p. ms.

*2571. Depp, James W. The status of the county superintendent of schools
in Kentucky. Master's, 1936. 'West. Ky. St. T. C. Frankfurt, Ky., Departmeut
of education, 1936. 43 p. (Educational bulletin, vol. 4, no. 8)

Discusses the professional training, educational experience, contractuai status, tenure,
economic and social status, powers, and duties of Kentucky county superintendents.

2572. Draddy, Sister X. Gertrude.. Thee field and functions of supervisors of
schools among the Sisters of Mercy of the Union in the United States. Mister's.
1936. Fordham. 54 p.
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2573. Early, Vera Kathryn. A proposed plan of supervision for Bethel
woman's college demonstration school. Master's, 1936. West. Ky. St. T. C.
64 p.

2574. Faust, Bea S. A comparative study of the school superintendents (f
Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pitts-
burgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publi-
cations, 12: 299-300)

Stud:es the superintendents of schools of Prnnsylvania who were elected in 1034. withrelation to educational qualifications, professional experience, age, sex. salary. tenurein prTsent position, and turnover, and compares superintendents of schools elected in1922, 1926, 1930 and 1934 on the same items.

2575. Gullivei, Arthur F. The characte; and effectiveness of supervisory
activities in teacher training high
p. ms.

hoots. Master's, 193e. Nebraska. S7

Finds that about half the duties of supervisors relate to techniques pf instructionand subject matter.

2576. Hanley, Clarabelle Douglas. Supervision in Nevada. Master's, 19341
Washington. 142 p. ms.

2577. Hobbs, Edwin George. Trends in the C3tutory powers and duties of
city school superintendents. Master's, 1930. New Mexico.

2578. Kip linger, Arnold. A study of development and qualifications of local
Echool executives and county superintendents. Master's, 1936. Ohio State.
66 p. ms.

2579. Link, John Nagl. The mobility of city school superintendents as m-
y'ealed through autobiographical reports. Master's, 193G. Chicago. 39 p. ms.

Finds the average number of years for superintendent to .remain in one place is 6.25
year&

2580. Locke, Mrs. M. A. Elements of state and local control in the adminis-
tration of county-wide-elementary school suriervision in the Southern states.
Master's, 1936. Alabama. 85 p. ms.

2581. Maupin, Mary. The efficiency ,of supervision and instruct4on in the
white elementary schools of Vicksburg, Mississippi. Mastor's, 1935. Virginia.

2582. Merkle, A. Oren. Discovery and analysis'of the reasons why some
school executives lost their positions. Master's, 1936. Ohio state. 123 p. ms.

Analyzes 19 dismissals of school executives between 1925 and 1936, inclusive, andfinds that the basic faults of the executives were educational, -political, personal, and
a combination of any two or more of the first three.

2583. Montgomery, Forrest Heulah. Relation of training, experience, tenure,
and salaries of Iowa superintendents and principals. Master's, 1936. Colo-
rado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for
higher degrees, 1936: 49-50)

Analyzes data on 631 superintendents and 550 principals, representing 049 consoli-dated, town, and city schools obtained from reports of the sup-rintendents in the (aliveof the state department of education at Des Moines, Iowa. Finds that median salaries
of superintendents and principals increase with training, experience, and tenure; andttat training is responsible for greater increase in median salaries than is experienceor tenure.

r2584. Blotgan, Grace. The school and supervision. Master's, 1933. T. C.,
Col. Univ. 42 p. ms.

2585. Riggs, Mrs. Hazel. A plan of supervision for the Paducah city schoold.-
Master's, 1936. West. Ky. St, T. C. 93 p. ms.
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2586. Sales, Fred John. A histgry of the superintendency of public instruction
in the state of California, 1850-1b23. Doctor's, 1936. Southern California.

Shows that the leadership of men who served the mate has been a worthy and valu-
able asset in the development of the educational system ; that while politics played an
important part in the early period of the office. more recently the trend has been toward
profession,01 initiative; and that the alike justifios its continuance in California.

25S7. Shambaugh, Clifford F. An analysis of the preparation of superintend-
ents of schools. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

25S8. Skaith, Francis L. Study Of the nature and amount of supervision
beginning teachers in small school systems should receive while teaching.
Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

259. Slater, Michael Eurich. Present trends in the employment oft; women
pultlit. school administrators. 1Iaster's, 1936. Ohio State.° 50 p. ms.

290. Ulmer, David C. A study of supervision in the public schools of Wayne
county, Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936. Cornell. 137 p. ms.

2591. Young, Charles F. Problems of supervision. Doctor's, 1936. Pittsburgh,
(Abstract in : Unive'rsity of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in
progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 261-66)

Attempts to determine whether a sufficient number of important problems in super-
vision exist to warrant their study ; to locate them ; to determine their relative importance;
to develop a classification list under which they may be grouped; to point out the influence
of location, type of training: number of teachers supervised, experience as a teacher, ex-
perienco as a supervisor, and recency of training on these problems.

PRINCIPAU

2592. Burns, R. Russell. The South Carolina high school principal. Ma&
ter's, 1936. Peabody. 140 p. ms.

2593. Cooper, Calvin Vernon. The duties of the high school principal in
Tennessee. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 76 p.

Compares the actual chilli's of the high-school principals in Tennessee with the duties
recommended by authorities in the field of school administration.
*2594.

Finchum, Ralph N. The high school principalship of eastern Ken-
tucki7. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 152 p. ms.

Finds that six counties in eastern Kentucky have no public_ class "A" schools; that
all of the hich-school principals in the study were college graduates of whom 35 percent
had their master's degree; (Ilia they have an average of 7.7, years' experience as high-
school principals; that their median salary for the school year 1935-36 was $1,750.

1.

2595. Gasque, Quincy Damon. The in-service training of secondary school
principals in Virginia. Master's, 1936. Virginia. 148 p. ms.

2590. Gunter, Edward Esco. Training of western Kentucky public school
principals for elementary supervIsion. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 117 p. ms.

2597. Hall, Clyde. A survey tú determine the need for supervision of instruc-
tion in the rural elementary schools of Polk county, Florida. Master's, 1936.
Ind. St. T. C. 57 p. Ty's. (Abstract in : Indiana State teachers college. Teachers
college journal, 7 : 126-27, July 1936)

Studies the training and experience of the teachers in the 13 rural elementary schools
surveyed, the grade placement of the pupils, the results of tests administered to pupils
in grades 3A, 4A, and 5A in intelligence, arithmetic, reading and language usage, and
the training and experience of the principals. Finds no classroom supervision; that all
principals have full days' teaching; that eight principals require informal lesson plans:
and that all teachers follow daily programs.
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2598. Hansen, Alfred. A comparative study of the qualifications and salaries
of principals, coaches, and principal-coaches in Texas high schools. Master's,
1936. Texas.

2599. Karchin, Isadore D. Qualifications for the elementary school principal-
ship in the various states and in cities above 50,(XX). Master's, 1936. Temple.
198 p. ms.

Finds that half of the states issue a special certificate to the elementary school prin.
cipal, requiring from 2 to 5 years of post high-school trainirig, that teaching t.xperieui t.is ustully a requirement, and that some of the larger cities require an examination.

Z600. Lang, Samuel Gerhard. The principal of the twelve grade school in
New York State as supervisor of the elementary grades. Master's, 1936. N. Y.
St. Coll.'for Teach. 247 p. ms.

2601, Maaske, Roben J. The status of the elementary school principal in.
Oregon. Master's, 1936. Oregon.

2602. Patterson, on S. The status of elementary school principals in Wash-
ington. Master's, 36. Colo. St. Coll.

2693. Robinso , Glen Leroy. The status of elemelitary principals in Ohio
citips of 25,000 population and over. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 65 p. ms.

Finds that the elementary school principalship is in an unstandardized status, and thatthe term "elementary principal" conveys no information beyond the fact that the person
so described is connected in some way with the schools, and that, so far as his 04 build-ing is concerned, be bas a certain .undefiqed measure of responsibility for administrative
and disciplinary procedures.

2604. Scanlon, Kathryn I. School board regulations kovcrrning the principal:
Master's, 1936. Fordham. 160 p. ms.

Studies school board regulations in cities of more thnn 300,000 population and finds
wide *differences 4. kind and amount of school board regulation of the principal.

2605. Steketee, Raymond. The duties and opportuniites of the high school
principalship. Master's, 1936, Michigan.

2600. Stinebrickner, Reinald Martin. The status and work of elementary
school principals under district superintendents in New York state. Master's,
1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 107 p. ms.

2607. Williams, Marcus H. A study of certain comparable data concerning
salaries of- principals and coaches in city,-town, and township high schools of
Indiana for' the years 1930-31 and 1934-35. Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C.
178 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teachers eollego
journal, 7: 129, July 1936)

Analyzes data on enrollment, type of school, salary received, years of exp.brience, weeks
of training, college, dagree received, and year in which tlw degree waq granted. Findsthat principals were paid more than coaches in all types of schools; that as enrollment
increased the salaries of principal and coach incrcased; and that during the depression
more coaches than principals were dropped in each section of the state.

^SCHOOL MANAGEMENT

ATTENDANCE AND CHILD ACCOUNTING

2608. Austin, Robert E. Practices in the enrollment of students in the three
year senior high schools of Pennsylvania. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Ab-

111.

stract in: University of Pittsbtirgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress,
and bibliography of publications, 12: 289-90) 1-

Analyses data on tbe practices in scheduling students of the 8-year senior high schools,
of Pennsylvania, with enrollments ranging from 250 to 1,250 student&
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2609. Ayer, Fred C. The prôgress of pupils in the *state öf Texas, 1934-35.
Austin, University of Texas, 1936.

2610. Casey, Jeanette S. A study of truancy on die part of boys from 13 to
16 years of age. M'aster's, E936. Mass. St. Coll. 101 p.

Shows that truancy is the product of a combination of circumstances and influences,
and kakis to delinquency. Truancy can he controllvd and lesc-tied by placing traants to-
gt.ther in a special school established for that purpoy.e and iquippcil to haLti,tb the ploblem
of truancy. Seems desiiab!c to enco:tra:zo boys ho are bop% 1e1y backwar.i in school
work to kart school and talie woft if suitabb. cmploynn nt can be halm!. and if they have
met all of the ic.quircments.

2611. Clark, Elizal,eth. A study of the factors conditioning. school continuance
and elimination in the secondary school of Saint Cloud, Minnesotai, laster's,
1036. Colo. St. Coll.

2612. Cutler, Vera. The relation between attendance and achievement in the
third grade óf the San Jose school. Master's, 1936.6 New Mexico. p. ms.

2613. Danforth, Frederick St. Clair. A study of problems of attendance in
central rural schools of New York state. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for
Teach. 44 p. ms.

2614. DeLay, Bethel. A study of tile causes of non-attendance in high school
of students completing the eighth grade from the rural schools of Ma °yes county
in 1934. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies attendance in relation to the size and type of schools, charnaeristics of the
pupils, economic slow; of the parents, accessibility to high school. and the causes of non- -

attendance as giyen by the teachers. Finds a sudd.n decrease in attendance after the
students pass 14 years of age; that a higher isarcentage of students living within 5 miles
of a high school attended than of students living farthei away ; that the economic stattis
of the parents bad little effect on attendance ; and that the sex-of the students had 'no
apparent bearing on attendance. Finds that lack of accessibility. financial conditions indi-
cating a need for work, and lack of interest were the most important causes of non-
attendanco.

2615. Keefer, Roy S. A study of certain factors that affect attendance and
their relation to student progress as expressed in school marks at New Buffalo,
Michigan. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

2616. Weinast, Edward Fred. A study of child accounting in Texas. Mas-
ter's; 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in : University of Colorado stu(1ies. Abstracts
of-theses for" higher degrees, 1935: 51)

Studies the records and system of child accounting used by the state department of
education; analyzes replies to a questionnai:lt sent to a large ntunbcr of schools throughout
Texas; and reports an intensive tudy of the causes of ab Once amourz the sch,101 ch;ldren.
Finds a lack of uniformity in child aecolnting records of the individual* schools beyond
the legal prescription nxIchvby the state; that there k a caliph, te lack of guidahee depart-
ments In the schools; that the princiv.al cause of absenco 3121011g the school children is
illness, but in spite of this fact the schools do not attempt to have a !wait h department
or keep a health record of its population ; that there I a difference of 6.:59.716 between the
scholastic enumeration and the actual ..nrollment in school; Mat tno compulsory attend-
ance law 1R not enforced ; and that the state department of education has a tplcndid system
of child accounting records.

t2617. Nelson, M. J. An experiment with optional attendance. Cedar Falls,
Iowa state teachers college, 1936. 4 p. ms. (Research report no. 22)

Analyzes data secured from three coil' ge c1a4ses In ell writs geogr..p.i. nature only,
and American government based on data secured from 14 paired studetits 111 an experi-
ment covering a period of a term of 12 weeks.

2618. Pearson, William Bennett. Absence, its causes, as found 1,t1 a study
of the city schools of Biloxi, Mississippi. Master's, 1936. West. Ky. St. T. C.
41 p. ms.
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t2619. Pinckney, Jeanie M., Miller, Alice H. and Bredt, Carl V. A study
of causes of absence among Texas school children.- Austin, University of Texas,
1935. 77 p.

Analyzes the( reasons given for absence from school among the white, Mexican, and
Negro children of Texas during the school year 1934-35 in an attempt to improve health
education in tbe schools.

2620. Tippetts. John Roy. Imo relation of certain physical defects to ab-
sence from school on account of sickness and other related data. laster's,
1936. Stanford.

*2621. Vogel, Frank William. A study of milt hods used in an attempt to
reduce tardiness and nonlegal absence in the sec4uniary schools of Seneca, On-
tario, a*nd Yates counties of New York State. Master's, 1936. Syracuse. 109
p. ms.

Studies tatdiness and nonlegal absence in 21 secondary schools of these three counties,
and finds that tardiness and nonlegal ahsom nre greater problems in the high schools
than in the elementary schools; that the poorest attendance and largest amount Of tardi-
ness occurred during the month of February that nonlegal absvnce reaches its highest
point tit November ; that there is little uniformity in the methods usled to prevent tardi-
ness. Shows that the methods used for improving attendance and decreasing nonlegal
absence show more uniformity than the methods used for the contrOl of tardinees.

CLASS SIZE
4

2622. Eastburn, Lacey Arnold. The relative efficiency of instruction in large
and small classes on three ability levels. Doctor's, 1936. Stanford. (Abstract
in: Stanford university., Abstracts of dissertations for the degrees of doctor
of philosophy and doctor of education, 1935-36: 189-97)

Attempts to determine whether the size of class can be increased beyond the tradi-
tional limit of 30 in eleventh grade American history and English without decreasing
the effectiveness of the instruction as measured by objective tests when the classes are
homogeneously grouped; whether the relationship which exists between the size of
class and the effectiveness of instruction is the same for homogeneous classes on three
different levels of mental ability; the effect of size of class on the development of desir-
able ittltudes in the students on different ability levels: and the reactions of teachers to
large homogeneous classes as shown by an experiment conducted in the Phoenix union
high school during the school year 1933-34.

CLASSIFICATION AND PROMOTION

2623. Akridge, Garth H. Pupil- piogress policiès ,and practices. Doctor's,
1936. T. C., Col. Univ.

Attempts todiscover the cumulative influence of the relative regularity of the grade
progress of pupils upon .the central tendemk and. the homogeneity of mental nge and
of achievement at a given grade level. Compares plipils in grade 4 of eight irregular
progress schools with pupil's Eh the fourth grade of nine regular progress schools, and
finds that the grade group in one type of school did not differ significantly from thatin the other type of' school as measured by the average level or the homogeneity of
mental age or of avhievement.

2624. Beechy, Ralph. A grading program for rural schools. Master's, 1936.
Ohio. State. 106 p. ms.

Finds that the old report card is inadequate to meet the developments of the pupil in
the school of today.

2625. Belcher, E. W. Promotion and non-promotion in the Louisville etemen-
tary schools. Master's, 1936. West. Ky. St. T. C. 123 p. ms.

2626. Gotts, Mary M. An analysis of certain achievements of fast and slow
sections. Master'13, 1935. Michigan.

g2627. Sackson,'Humligey C. An analysis of certain achieveii ts of fast and
slow sections. Master's, 1936. Michigan.
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2628. Johnson, Carl H. Pupil advancement througif an individual adaptation
to types of study. Master's, 1936. Stetson. 60 p. ms.

Shows that a plan of promotion based upon a la pt at ion 'A In la its:n:1;4e a rts, a ppre-

dation, and science types of study would be superior to that now in gent ral use.

- 2629. Mitchell, Franklin Alfred. A study of agegrade-progres's in the white
schools of Jefferson county, Alabama. Master's, 1935. Birmingham-Southern.

p. ms.

2630. Shunck, William. An-exposition of a pupil inventory. Master's, 1935.
Michigan.

2631. Stephens, Rual W. Practices in promoting pupils to county high schools

in Tennessee. Master's 1936. Peabody. 60 p.

2632. Turner, Charles Raymond. et°)nditions affecting pupil promotion -n

Crawford and Sebastian cOunties, Arkansas. Master's, 1:136. Peabody. 43 p.

EXAMNPATIONS

2633. Batterson, George. An analysis of examination items from three uni-
versities to determine the extent to which they call for the exercise of higher
intellectual thought processes. Mastet's, 1936. Oregon.

2634. Boltz, Adris K. Construction of an exemption examination for college
science at Cplorado state college of education. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

2635. Bowman, E. M. I ormal or teacher-made tests. Master's, 1936. Texas.
a

2636. Bristor, 'Boise Evaluation of results obtained hy teacher f;3 re-

Tealed by the eighth grade examinatign for Northumberland county,' spring of
1635. naster's, 1936. Penn. State. 38 p. ms.

Attempts to determine tbe most important factor in producing effective teaching by
analyzing the records of the eighth grade xam1natioiis in NorthurVerland county in
writing, spelling, arithmetic, history, geography. grammar. and composition. Finds the
results from teaching history least satisfactory ; that teachers ranging in experience
from 2 years to 5 years are the most efficient in their work ; that many years of experi-
ence are not necessarily productive of an increased measure of proficiency ow the part of
the teacher ; that teachers holding normal certificates or normal diPlomas are more sue-
eessful than the teachers holding permanent standard certificates; that the work of
graded or consolidated schools is superior to that of the 1-room rural schools ; that many
teachers recommend pUpils for the eighth-grade examination before they are properly
prepared; that the percentage of failures increases with pupils beyond the age of le
years; that outstanding results cannot be ascribed to certificates ovxperience, but that
good teaching produces outstanding results. \

2637. _Woks, Clarence Adolphus. The relative effectiveness of the qualified
and unqualified responses to the new type examinations. Master's, 1936. Colo-
rado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for
higher degrees, 1936: 10)

Describes an experiment conducted with 60 pupils in the high schools of Salina,. Kans.,
divided into two groups of 30 each, equated on the basis of general intelligence; to de-
termine which of two groups, one trained in qualified responses and 'the other in
unqualified responses, will more fully master the fundamentals of elementary bookkeeping.

2638. Brown, Wilton. A validity study of the collyge-entrance examination
board mathematical aptitude test. Master's, 1935. lit oWn.

f2689. Buckinghám, Guy E. and Lee, RichardiE. A technique for testing
unified conèepts in science. Journal of edueatiofial 'research, 30: 20-27, Sep-
tember 1936. (Allegheny college)

Finds that there is a possibility of using one's memory alone to secüre 'a high score
in a true-false test ; that there is the figther possibility of securing a high score while

4
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simultaneously being unable to see tbe relationships between itemized truefalse state.
ments aml a larger centralized thesis about which the trae-faise statements should b..
organized to lave nranim.: ; that if this nifthod of te,sting lias_vallie in science lit should
hav- ra!ue in the field of social science to the extent to which procedures in the two fieh!s
are parallel : and that a definite use for the tec,hnique might be found in a squation where
fact, opinion, and propaganda should te seoLIM.

2640. Bush, Sister M. Jerome. An empirical investigation two assign weights
to thee possible responses in a true-false ,examination when "guess" or "do not
guess" diretti(Pns are given'. Master's, 1:135. Fordham. (Abstract in: Ford-
ham university. Dissertations accepted for higher degrees in the graduate
school. 19:16: 4-1)

Analyzes 255 test papers Pa Ph of n completion form and two truefalse forms containing
100 questions on elementary United States history. Substantiates the results of other
workers in that."ao not gues" directions give more reliabfe' score:4 than do the two other
forms.

2641. Carone.hr. Suggested diagnoftic tests in arithmetic prol lems for fifth
grade flaster's, 1936. *Coll. of the Cit..- of N. Y. 115 p. ms.

Involves the construction of tests suitable for trc diagnosis of class difficulties in
problem-solving for use with a normal group ot children in the 5A grade of the elementary
schools of the city of New York. Evolves criteria for evaluatInetexts in arithmetic for
the 5th grade. These criteria were usi.d In the selection of 678 problems for subsequent
tiudf and analysis lea(ting to an indication of the rost significant types of problems for
the grade. Corrstructs a series of 15 diagnostic and remedial tests.

26-12. Field, Albert W.
Master's, 1936. Ohio State.,

wrimenting, with the written question and.answer.

Investigates the value of pn?ll-made and teacher-made ue8tion3 in secondary school
courses of study. Finds that written tests aid in teaching ethods of study and shorten
time necessary for textbook mastery.

*2G43. Gable, Sister Felicita. The effect of two &fitrastlng forms of testing
upon learnifig. Doctor's, 1936. Johns Hopkins. Baltimore, Johns Hopkins
press, 1936. 33 p. (Johns Hopkins university. Stwlies in education, no. 25)

Attempts to determine how frequentiy tests.' should be given. Describes an experiment
conducted with 274 biology students In tbe Seton high school, Baltrimore, Md., in Which
daily tests were given to a group of 99 students. unexpected tests to the _sprung group
of 100, and announced tests to a check list of 75 pniAls. Later the daily test and sprung
groups were reversed and test results compared. Finds tliat announced and unannounced
unit tests given at longer intervals effect greater achievemenLas measured br final test
given without warning, than does a system of daily tests; that awareness of the fact
that tests will be given keeps the students intbrested as shown by the fact that the sprung
group attained a relatively high achievement ;*that unannounced tetesting after a lapse
Qf 3 months shows that the groups who had received unit tests throughout the teaching
period maintain their leads ; that for brighter pitiii13 it makes slight difference which of
the testing procedures is used; but that for the slower pupils, a warning of a test wiath
time to review the whole appears to be effective, and an unannounced test slightly less
effective.

*2644. Goldberg, Samuel B. A uniform examination in personal hygiene for
New York city h'gh schools. Master's,.1936. New York. 77 p. ms.

Sets up and validatet a uniform examination in personal hygiene for the high schools
of New York city.

2615. HigAins, Francis Vickroy. An analysis of errors as revealed by tbe
Iowa placement examination in mathematics. Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C.
106 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers col ge. Teachers college
Journal, 7: 117, July 1936) 4

Analyses the examination papers of 256 student,' beginning t eir mathematfbal work at
the Indiana State teachers college to determine the types of errors, their causes, an the
differences betrieen responses of men and women. Shows a deplorable wealin the
fundamentals of arithmetic and algebra, a better -mathematical training on
men, and little difference between the types of errors made by the men aad w

pupils.
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/61 26-16. Johnson, Palmer O. Comprellensive examinatiohs iii biological science.

Minneapolis, tniver§ity of Minnesota, 192.1. p. ms. 4
Shows that examinations, can be made to reflect adequatoly coursie content and objectives.

. 2047. . and Wesley. E. B. Comprehensive examinations in economics.
Mianegpolis, University of Minnesota, 1935. 2:1 p.

Finds objectives and content to be validly and reliably measured.

I Comprehensive examinations In physical sciences. Minneapolis,
University of Minnesota, 1935. 35 p. ms.

Determines the requirements and properties of examinations in physics and chemistry.
2649. . The differential functions of examinations. Journal of educa-

tional research, 30: 93-103, October 1936. (University of Minnesota)
*2650. Kugle, Marlin S. A controlled experiment ,to determine the relative

effectiveness of frequent versus infrequent teks in physics. Master's, 1936.
Penn. State. 32 p. ms.

Describes an experiment covering 2 school yesars of physics in which one group of
students, the control grog), was given a tèst at the end of each unit of work, while the
second group, the experimental group, was given not only a test at the end of every Unit.
but also a short test during each class period. Finds that thek.gfring of frequent testsin the teaching of physics te to produce tesults which are slightly, but not decidedly,
superior to those when infr nt tests are given; that the effectiveness of giing frequenttests will vary from on6 unit of ivork to another; that the effect of giving frequent
tests will vary with different students; and that the method 3f giving frequent testscreates a more lasting value in learning, but only to e. very small extent.

1:651. Matz, Harlow d. A comparative study of the Ohio district state scholar-
ship team contest in inathematics (algebra and geometry) for 1931-1935.
inclusive. Master's, 1936. Oilio State. 60 p. ms.

Finds that boys ranked higher than girls in both algebra and geometry. The order of
ranking according to type school in algebra, county schools, first ; city schools, second ;and the private and exempted village schools were so nearly the same that no distinction
could- be made between the two. However, they were noticeably lower 'thin the.countyand city schools. In geometry, the city and county schools were on the same level, again
the exempted village and private schools were on the same level, but noticeably lower thanthe county and city schools.

2652. Miller, John W. The weaknesses bf the pupils taking the Huntingdon
county high school edtrance examination of 1935. Master's, 1936. Penn. State.
96 p.

1

Analyzes tte weaknesses of the pupils in the various districts of Huntingdon county inthe different subjects of the high-school entrance examination of 1935.

2653. Overn, Orlando E. A. Requirements and examinations of the College
entrance examination board in elementary algebra, 1901-1935. Doctor's, 1936.
T. C., Col. Univ.

Determines signiflcitriCirrends in the teaching of elementary algebra in the secondityschools of the United' 'States from 1900 to 1935, as reflected in the requirements and
examinations of the College-entrance board.

2654. Shoen, Harriet H. The history examination of the College entrance
examination board, 1901-1934 Doctor's, 1936. T. C.,1kol. Univ.

Presents a historical study of the examinations in history tbat have been sponsored bythe College entrance boar* from 1901 to .1983, lath proposals for improvement of historyexaminations for college enhance.

2655. Thayer, John Brooks. A 6nera1 science test. Master's, 1936. Brown.
41 p. ms.

2656. Wagoner, Zua. A standard.achie.xement shorthand test. B4ster's, 1938..
Colo. St. Coll.
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EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

21;57. Berwitz,.Cleaent J. Vocational guidance und the labor problem. Mas.
'ter's, 1935. Columeffr.

2658. Briggs, Theodore. An evaluation of the vocational gpidance work done
in the high schools for Negroes in the state of Florida on the basis of the
principles set up by Dr. George E. Myers. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

2659. Burnett, Arvin. Some evidences of the need for guidance in the Port-
land public schools and a suggested program. Master's, 196. Oregon.

2660. Burns, Agnes. A study to determine the amount of time -devoted to
guidance and the kind of guidance used by home room teachers in the Wnsh-
ington junior-senior high .School, South Bend, Indiana. Master's, 1936. MHO-
gan.

2661. Clay, Darwin E. A study of the need for vocational guidance in the
rural high school. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

2662. Cogdal, Joseph. A surveyof guidance among senior college students
of three state teacher-training iu(titutions iii Illinois. Master's, 1936. Illinois.

2663. Crawford, David. The status of guidance in public high schools of
Illinois. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 132 p. ms.

*2664. Egbert, Freda Dorothy. Attitudes of young people toward certain
present day vocational problems. Master's, 1935. George Washingt on. 93

P.
Constructs a questionnaire on attitudes toward current vocational problems, and admin-

isters it to 480 men and boys ranging from first-year bigh Fchool, high-school seniors,
college students, men registered with the public employment bureau. men Fit the transient
bureau, and boys in the civilian consenation corps. Finds that the young fill n had a

healthy attitude towards work and are optimistic about plopping their life work and
that they are skeptical as to the value of education. Shows that they have ambition,
self-respect, and independence.

2665. Fisher, DeWitt. Program of eflucational guidance for Meniorial high
schpol, West New York, New Jergey. Master's, 1636. St. T. C., Upper Mont-
clair. 60 p. ms.

Evaluates the unorganized guidance' work being done incidentally by individual teachers
in Memorial high school, and plans a progrank of guidance whereby the school may become
a more effective agency for social betterment in the community.

62668. Friedman, Jule Linder. College advisory work in tbe ,senio'r high
Schools; an investigation based upon a survey of this work in the New York
City public senior high schools. Doctor's, 1936. New. York. 308 p. ms.

Attempts to determine what constitutes an effective co11eg4-e-advisory program, to dis-
cover what is now being done in tbe high schools, and to judge as to the efficiency of the
systems in use. Finds that the pse of centralized guidance bureaus within ttpl schools
was too new to evaluate, but it ems that these departments might be of great value in
organizing and administer l phases of the guidance program. Shows that in many
of the schools opportunities for presenting pre-college guidance were not fully utilized, and
that the college advisers in the secondary schools feel that the guidance pVograms and
the means of administering them need revision.

2667. Glass, Floyd Oliver. A study to determine the vocational needs of the
students of the Liberty township high school. Master's, 1936. Indiana. .161
p. Ms.

2668. Hollister, Harold Edmund. The adaptation of a high-school guidance
program to the needs of the boys and girls of a village in a suburban area.
Master's, 1936. N. Y. St..qitoll. for Teach. 28 p. ins. J

ms.
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2669. House, Guy F. Study of occupational information needed in vocatkmal
guidance of the youth of Kansas City, Kansas. Master's, 1930. Colo. St.

2670. Hudson, Gay Myers. The occupations course in Texas high schools.
Master's, 1936. Texas Tech. 118 p. ms.

Discusses the beginning and expansion of the vocational guidanc. tnovetw.nt. Analyzes
replies to a questionnaire received from 5S of the 80 high schools offering a course in
occupations, as to the organization, classroom procedures, vocational and educational
guidance activities stressed, textbooks used, the training, status, experience, and tenure
of the teachers of the course, and their estimates as to the value of the course. Recom-
mends more adequate training for guidance teachers; that teachers emphasize a wise
choice of high-school subjects and more adequate explanation of the opportunities offered
by night, trade, and continuation schools with less empbasia on college attendance; that a
placement service be maintained by the schools, and tilt pupils in the seventh and
eighth grades be given an occupations course stressing educational guidance 'lint* the
development of desirable social and vocational attitudes; and that another course dealing
primarily with individual problems of selection of a vocation be offered to tenth- and
eleventhgrade students inlhe 'texas bigh scho9ls, end that credit be given the students
for these courses.

2671. Humiston, Thomas Frederic. A study of false guidance agencies. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Stanford, a

2672. Hutson, P. W. Selected references on guidance. School review, 44:
539-46, September 1936. (University of Pittsburgh)

2673. Jensen, Irene Haskins. An experimental study of student personnel
guidance with freshmen girls at Omaha central high school. Master's, 1936.
Omaha. 71 p. ms.

Furnishes evidence of distinct trends in the use and value 6f a program of orientation
and guidance with freshmen girls in Omaha central high school in Omaha, Nehr.

2674. Kantor, Lillian. The organization and administration of vocational
and educational guidance in the secondary schools of South Dakota. Master's,
1935. South Dakota".

2675. Keeling, i/rs. Grace Carter. The organization and administration of
guidance programs. Master's, 1936. Texas.'.

2676. Kopplin, Harry. The place () Idance in solving the 41e1inquency
problem in the city of Jackson, Michigan. 'lister's, 1935. 'Michigan.

2677. MacDonald, John F. A survoy o the problem of vocation:II guidance
among hospitalized boys. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

2678. lacEachen,. Gertrude E. The status of guidance activitkis in selected
Nebraska high schools contrasted with recent national trends. Master's, 1936.
Nebraska. 112 p. ms.

Finds that edacatiohal counseling and guidance are carried on by n large percent of
the Nebraska high schools studied. The items checked the most frequently by these
schools are: Record making, issuance of bulletins and curricula, maintaining reference
shelves of college and professional manuals, orientatioa courses, library books on
vocations, trained counselors.

2679. McGee, Milton Worley. A program of 'guidance for small schools.
Master's, 1436. Texas.

2680. Mann, William Anthony. A critical survey of the guidance program of
Grosse Pointe high school, Grosse Pointe, Michigan. Master's, 1938. Michigan.

2681. Miller, Lou H. A study of an educational counseling «plan as used in
Northeast junior high school, Kansas City, Missouri. Master's. 1936. Kansas.

141048-37-17
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2682. Nalbach, Stephen N. An evaluation of the junior high school guidanco
program. Master's, 1936. Washington Univ. 93 p. ms.

2683. Noerrlinger, Ralph J. Educational and vocational guidance. Master's,
3936. Minnesota. p. ms.

Studies guidance service in the secondary schools of Nebraska. Shows that 67 school
officials rcport approval of guidance pro:zrams ; 53 report that effects of guidan(i.
program have been successful ; 3 report nu success ; 37 report objective evidence of
success; parents and students react favorably to need of program. Finds that lack cf time
for guidance is a retarding infhP_Ince to the success of the programs.

268-h Owens, Mrs. Itoy C. An educational guidance course for the eighth
grade. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 143 p. ms.

2685. Proffitt, Maris Marion. Guidance in public school systems with spo-/ cial reference to high school occupational infórmation courses and high school
clubs. Doctor's, 1936. American Univ. 425 p. ms.

2686. Raquel, Marciano R. A study of guidance for Filipino prospective
teachers. Master's, 1930. Washington. 98 p. ms.

Studies the characteristics of the high-school teaching staff in the Philippine Islands.
and finds their professitnal training inadequate and finds little relationship between
training and employment.

2687. Rider, Herman L. An analysis of high school pupils' vocationalinter-
ests. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 136 p. ms.

2688. Samter, Gerry Henry. Trends of practices in guidance in four-year.
six-year, and senior high scilools. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 193 p. ms.

Finds a growing interest in guidance in 164 schools located in 40 states.

2689. Sheffield, Herman James. A survey of the 1933 status guidonce in
the secondary schools of Utah. Master's, 1936. Utah.

2690. Smith, Arty Boyd. Occupational choice, educational Intention, and gen-
eral ability : a study,of high school seniors from the point of view of guidance.
Doctor's, 1936. Missouri.

Presents an analysis of intended occupations of bighschool freshmen and seniors, *
with the view of determining in general their chances for entrance and success.

2691. Sowalsky, Alice Catherine. Analysis of the approved courses in edu-
cational and vocational opportunity in New York state for grade 9. Master's,
1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 33 p. ms.

2692. Stewart, Emaline O. Guidance in the Houston elementary schools.
Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

2693. Susens, M. George. Girard college and its vocational guidance program.
Master's, 1936. Pennsylvania.

2694. Sweetser, Marion Sheiviood. Vocational guidance in the rural high
schools of El Paso county, Colorado. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in:
University of Colorado studies. ibstracts of theses for higher degrees,.1936:
70-71)

Surveys 17 rural high schools of El Paso county to determine the extent to which
The curriculum was meeting vocational needs of tttç pupils, educational guidance ..was
functioning satisfacturily, nnd the extent to which adequate agencies for vocatil%nal
guidance existed in these high schools; Indicates a large amount of elimination espe-
cially in the early years of high school, a large proportion of pupils do not plan to go
to college, large percentagos of pupils planning farming ahd other occupations generally
not requiring a college education, large percentages or graduates jentered such occiv...
potions, need for curricular guidance emphasized by the fact that groups planniug
varkma types of occutiations took practically thf same percenta:4e of cci1lege-proparator
courses, significant percentages of failures in college-preparatory cóurses, a lack of
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vocational and vocational try-out courses in most curricula. favorable trend in the
curricula of the county during the 4 preceding years toward redui tion of collegc-prepara-
tory emphasis, aria lack of adequate agencies fc.r vocational guidance in a majority
of :-13eo1s.

2695. Walter, Louise E. Vocational guidance program for the Flat Rock Wall
school. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

2696. Zwemer, Amanda R. A study of the relation existing between leisure
time activities and interests and vocationdi choice of preference. Master's,
11135. Michigan.

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

207. Barshney. Ray W. Practices in the administration of extracurricular
activities in the rural accredited schools of Michigan. Master's, 19'311. Michifan.

20s. Bozeman, Bennie Crouch. A comparison of personality traits of inders
and non-leaders of extracurricular and curricular activities of students in
Sumner-high school, Karrsas City, Kansas. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

2699. Bridges, H. L. jr. A program of extracurricular activities. Master's,
1936. Virginia. 198 p. ms.

2700. Buchheim, Sistcr Mary Paula. Extracurricular activities in the
seventh and eighth grades`of 30 Catholic schools. Master's, 1936. St. Louis.
69 p. rns.

Studies the status of seventh- and eighth-grade extracurricular activities in 30 Mis-
souri and Illinois Catholic elementary scho'ols for the year 1934-35. Finds the extra-
curricular program to be in an experimental stage; that religious activities predom-
inated ; that most of the activities were curricular in origin and orientation ; and that
provision for activities of a purely play or recreational type seemed inadequate in view
of the leisure-time training the school might be expected to offer.

2701. Cadwell, Vern L. Status of extracurricular activities in the high
schools of South Dakota. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

2702. Casburn, Cecil Edson. A study of the effect of extracurricular partici-
pation upon students of the Winfield, Kansas, hikh school. Master's, 1936.
Kansas.

2703. Clark, Haskell G. The present status of extracurricular activities in
the Oklahoma high schools. Master's, 1936. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Studies extracurricular activities in 10t3 high schools. Finds that 58 have student
councils, 82 have homerooms. 30 have clubs. 44 have Girl reservos, 68 have Boy scouts,
70 have 4H clubs, and 59 have other clubs of some nature. Shows that there is little com-
mtinity opposition to the program; that they develop responsibility and cooperation.;. that
they keep definite records; that they do not overvrnphasize athletics and limit the member-
ship in extracurricular activities; and.thnt business-like methods of accounting for school
monies are in force in 104 of the schools studied.

2704. Clay, Madeline Francis. Pupils' and teachers' reasons for choosing
Oubs in two -suburban junior high schools. Master's, 1936. Temple. 53 p. ms.

4

Compares the pupils' and teachers' actual reasons for choosing clubs with thee theoretical
purpostIl set forth by authorities. Shows that authorities put more emphasis on sociability
and Mining for citizenship ; pupils, on vocational motivation and health; and that the
teachèrs' reasons for sponsorship were in general inadequate.

2705. Cotten., Troy C. A survey of the extracurricular activities in four high
schools of Pike county. Mississippi, 1935-36. Mastees, 1936. tate.
(Abstract in : Louisiana state university. University bulletin, vol. 2*. N. S.,
n.o. 12 : 91:-90)

Attenivts to evaluate the program of extracurricular activities in the McComb, Niarznit:1.!,
Summit, and Osyka high schools in oilier to determine the value of these activities to the
schools find their communities.

.
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2706. Cressman, Elmer W. The out-of-school activities of junior high school
pupils in relation to intelligence and socio-econotnic status. Doctor's, 1936.
Penn. State.

Anaylzes diaries and other records of 2.000 junior high school pupils. Shows the riblit
tionship between intelligence, socioeconomic status, and leisure activities and preferences
of pupils.

2707. Crossett, Wilma Wilson. Mathematics clubs in the senior high schools
of the United States. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of
Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 20)

Studies the numerous varieties of mathematics clubs in 100 high schools throughout the
United States. Finds that these clubs are effective in taking care of the pratilem of indi-
vidual differences. in adding curricular enrichment. In providing vocationarguidance,
developing social ideas of leadership and group participation in student activities, and in
furnishing irrthy recreational activities.

2708. Downing, Burlin F. Club work in the high school. Master's, 1936.
Ind. St. T. C. 34 p. Ins. (Abstract in: Indiana State teachers college. Teach-

ers college journal, 7 133, July 1936)
Attempts to determine whether or not it would be advisable to make membership in a club

compulsory in hfkh schools, Analyzes replies to a questionnaire tilled out by 460 Brazil
high school students, and by 146 teachers and principals of high schools in Indiana and
neighboring states. Finds that enforcing membership in 18 clubs formed in the Brazil
high school .was unsuccessful, and that most of the pupils breceived no benefit from member-
ship in a club to whi0 they were compelled to belong. Shows that club membership should
not be compulsory.

2709. Edgar, Bert A. Study of the educational value of the Boy scout pro-
gram. Master's, MO. Colo. St. Coll.

2710. Pair, Mary Platt. Junior club survey. Master's, 1936. Bethany Bibli-
cal. 75 p.

Prystqas a brief historical survey of the various types of clubs for junior students.

2711. Fox, John F. jr. Leisure time interests and activities of the school

children of Millburn, N. J. Doctor's, 1935. New York. 668 p. rns.

Finds that the children have an average.of 5 hours of leisure on school days, 8 hours on
Saturday, and 9 hours on Sunday ; that children of the lower economic levels have less leisure
than children of wealthy parents; that boys have wore leisure than girls; and that as t
socio-economic status uf the parents rises, the children spend more time in personal servic»

activities. shows that physical play, radio, reading, visiting, and entertaining, movies.
walking or strolling, club meetings, and automobiling were thie most popular leisure activi-
ties in the order named.

2712. Giordano, Anthony Michael. The boys' club in a community. Master's.
\ 1935. Fordham. (Abstract in : Fordham university. Dissertations accepted

\ for higher degrees in the 'graduate school, 1936: 69)

lika cases to show that it is advisable to apply ease work technique in group work as aids
in adjusting the boy, and as means of furthering his educational development and socilil
o'9tlook. suggests ways and means of integrating character-forming groups with the exti.n-
siOf activities of school systems.

2\1'13. Gould, Guy A. A student evaluation of extracurricular activities of
seveit high schools of Barber county, Kansas, 1935. Master's, 1936. Kansatr.

2714 Grimshaw, William M. Organization and administration of extra-
curricular activities for junior and senior high schools in Springfield, Massachu-
setts. Master's, 1936. Springfield.

2715. Hillyer, Sarah Elizabeth. Extracurricular activities in senior high

school. Master's, 1935. Cohimbia.
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2716. Ives, Mildred. Suggested procedure for incorporating home manage-
ment in the 4-H program. Master's, 1936. Maryland. 45 p.

Analyzes reports of 45 club leaders and state home management specialists for 1933 and
1934, and studies answers to questionnaires filled out by 163 girls in home economics
classes and 4TI clubs in rural communities in Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina.
Finds that the girls are interested in homemaking activities; that their income is small,
but will furnish a means of gaining valuable experience In the man:wetnent of money :
thrt the younger girls need management activities im-orperated id their 4li projects to
arouseeinterest in the problems met in the management of a home; and that the older girls
need projects in home management that will help them meet their present management
problems and become efficient future homemakers.

2717. Jennings, Alice Marie. The out-of-schotl interests and activities of
high school girls in rural and small town communities in Kansas. Master's,
1936. Kans. St. Coll. of Agr.

Attempts to ascertain the out-of school interests and activities of high-school girls in
rural and village communities in Kansas, to become acquainted with their home background
as an aid to planning better functioning courses in home economics. Finds that both rural
and village high-school girls carry on a great variety of home activities; that the girls are
interested in many types of recreation in which they participate personally ; and that their
communities lack organizations for young people in which they can be active participants.

2718. Lockwood, Dorothy M. The relationship of personality traits to extra-
curricular activities. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

2719. Logue, Florine. Construction and manipulation of puppets, their stages
and stage devices. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 122 p. ms.

I
2720. McCarthy, Sister Mary A. A study of extracurricular activities in the

small high schools of Michigan. 'Master's, 1935. Michigan.,
2721. McGregor, Angus Malloy, jr. The financial control of the extracurric-

ular activities of the city high schools of Korth Carolina. Master's, 1936.

South Carolina. 38 p. ms.
Studies the handling of extracurr culay funds in 75 city high schools and suggests n plan

for the average North Carolina higb school.

2722. Morttinson, Alfred Henry. Scholarship Of participating and non-par--
ticipating students in extracurricular activities in certain secondary schools of
South Dakota. \ Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: ,University of Colo-
rado studies. Albstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 50-51)

Compares the scliplarablp and mental ability of 633 participants and 305 non-participants
in extracurricular activities in seven high school& Finds that the pupils who part,cipated
in extracurricular Wivities were superior to the nonparticipants in bothkchievement and

superior to the girls n mental ability ; and that the seventeenth year.was the age nt which
lillimental ability ; tha the girls were superior to the boys fn achievueut. but the bos were

the, greatest nurnbe,of students participate.

2723. Radmacher, T. F. The educational value of 4-H club work in Knox
county. Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. C. 56 p. ms. (Abstract in : Indiana State
teachers ciltlege. Teachers college journal, 7: 131-32, July 1936)

A lam.

Analyzes the replies of 408 persons to a questionnaire on the work of 4-11 clubs.
Finds that 44.8 percent of the boys have chosen farming as an occupation ; that 274
members chose vocational work in high school after having participated in club work ;
and that leadership Ability has been developed in 56.6 percent of the participants.

2724. Ray, Fred R. Comparative study of the office holders and non-office
!folders in extracurricular activities in thc»lorgns high school. Master's, 1936.*
Alabama. 34 p. ms.

2725. Roberts, Mary Lake. An analysi of the profeAsional literature dealing
with Latin and Spanish clubs. Master's, t936. Tans.

.
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2726. Shultz, John G. A case study of the extracurricular activity prograws
in the high schools of Adair county. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 90 p. ms.

2727. Stang le, i1 Lawrence. A comparison of tenure and advancement in
scouting- with school tenure and scholastic progress in the Pottawattomiè coun-
cil during the years 1930-1936. Master's, 1936. Indiana. 88 p. ms.

72s. Tilley, Margaret Campbell, The Boy scout movement in East Harlem.
Doctor's, 1935. New York.

Finds that the Boy scout movement failed to reach its goal in this area that therr%
was a marked lack of stability and coordination among the officials who attempted to
carry out tbe scout program ; that there was no sustained interest on the part of
the boys in the various troops ; that of 46 d.fferent scout troops organized since 1913,
28 dropped out of existence; that ninny boys who became scouts never had a full un(111.-
standing of scouting; and that the scoutmasters selected to lead these boys were not
leaders.

2729. Warren, Rosa Mae. Philately in educption. Master's, 1036. Binning-
ham-Southeru. 175 p. ms:

2730. Wenzl, Theodore. Study of the out-of-school activities of pupils in
grades 6 through 8 and the social significance of these influences. Master's,
1936. St. T. C., Upper Montclair. 60 p. ms.

Attempts to determine whether the out-of-school activities of a typical child tend
to tear down what the school is endeavoring to build up. Suggests that the school
should offer an enriched program to improve the quality of children's living habits.

2731. White, Robert Isaac, jr. The extracurriculum in the public schools of
Chicago. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 109 p. ms.

Concludes on basis of study of 23 high schools that thoughtful attention to organiza-
tion of the extraeurriculum will produce extensive and beneficial pupil participation
therein.

FAILURES

*2732. Bentley, Dudley F. A study' of failures in the Rosedale junior-senior
high chool of Kansas City, Kansas; during 1932-33. Master's, 1936. Kansas.
95 p. ms.

Attempts to determine the subjects in which the failures occurred; to ascertain the
frequency of failure with respect to sex, grade, period of the school day in which
most failures occurred; IQ ¡sting; and to determine the effect of failure on school elimi-
nation. Presents a word picture of the pupils who make low school marks, and of pupils
who are doing superior work.

2733. Cochran, J. Howard. Some causes of pupil failure in the elementary
school. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 90 p. ms.

2734. Dempster, Alice Caroline. A study of the causes of pupil failures. Mas-
ter's, 1935. Peabody. 159 p. ms.

Finds low mentality an important cause of pupil failures in the school studied;
that the school lacks adequate procedure for diagnosis and remedial instruction ; that
there was not an adequate program for the correction of physical disabilitle:; of the

ls that better provision should be made for children who enter during the year
other schools; and that the teachers did not recognize and admit the cases in

which they failed as teachers.

2735. Diekoff, Arthur E. The cost of failure, by subjects, in the Detroit high
schools for the semesters ending June 1930 and June 1932. Master's, 1935.

-Michigan.

2736. Keister, Mary Elizabeth. A study of children's reactions to initial
failure. Master'-s, 1936. Iowa.
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2737. Lafferty, Harry Montgomery. The problem of high-school failure and
elimination among cities in Texas. Doctor's, 1936. Texas.

2738. McCreery, Helen. Factors in personality as the cause of high-school
failures. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

2739. Mitchell, Arthur Graves. Failures in high school mathematics in Deni-
son, Paris, and Sherrixan, Texas, for the fall semester of 1934-1931 Master's,
1936. Texas.

*2740. Robinson, Oliver T. A study of first year high school failures in
Henderson institute. Master's, 1935. Hampton. 51 p. ms.

Studies the record of 52 students representing 14 of the elementary schools of Vance
county, during their first year in Henderson institute, the county high qchool for Negro
pupils. Ftnds that socio-economic status of the parents, and the varying types of ele-
mentary school training are flictors in the failures of first-year high-school pupils.

2741. Thompson, Layton. A study of some of the factors of personnel ad-
justment associated with maladjustment and failure among Junior high school
boys and girls. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

MARKS AND MARKING

2742. Blum, Milton L. Ability of students to estimate their grades on a
multiple choice examination: Master's, 1935. Columbia.

2743. CivIli, Acton T. A study of the interrelations between teacher- ratings
of pupils' school behavior, pupil self-ratings of school behavior, aud pupil
abilities and achievements in school. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
25 p. ms.

2744. Davis, C. O. A comparative study of §cholastic records made by the
freshman classes of 1933 and 1934 in common courses in variouA curricula.
Master's, 1935. Ala. Poly. Inst.

2745. Dwyer, Grace Mary. The evaluation of teachers' ratings as a suitable
criterilairfor entrance to regents examinations. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll.
for Teach. 68 p. ms.

2746. Edwards, William Thomas. An evaluation of marking policies in 20
accredited elementary schools of Florida. Master's, 1936. Florida. 120*p. ms.

2747. Eubanks, Herbert Festus. Comparison of the grades of participants in
inter-school activities with the grades of non-participantá in the high schools of
Bibb county. Master's, 1936. Alabama. 43 p. ms.

2748. Farnham, Charles V. The influence of the elimination of marking
upon subject-nkatter achievement. Mast.er's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

2749. Ford, Thomas Rowe. The relation of vocabulary scores to school marks
in s(%nior high school and selected college freshman groups. Master's, 1935.
Michigan.

2750. Inbody, Roy M. A study of the personality traits of pupils whbse class
marks vary widely from their standard test scores in the same subject. Muse

ter's, 1936. Washington Univ. 74 p. nis.

t2751. Iowa State teachers college. A study of the grades assigned to stu-
dents by the faculty of the Iowa State teachers college during the 1934-35

acadeMic year in courses giving college credit. Amés,1935. 25 p. ms. (Re
search report, no. 19)
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2752. James, Abram A. Individual participation records and point systems
in intramural sports. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

c_

2753. Mellott, Málcolm Eugene. Relation of high school -and college marl;
as a basis of predicting college success. Master's, 1936. Temple. 45 p. ms.

Studies the scholastic achievement of 551 students who entered the Teachers coliegi.
School of comMerce, and the College Cd' libiral ark of Temple uffiversity during the school
year 1928-29. Finds that students who do not achieve at least a "B" in high-school
work have little likelihood of succes-fully completing the college requirements.

2751. Munsell, Ruth. Merit and service point systems in the larger Califor-
nia high schools. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

#2755. Newman, Herbert M., Varty, Jonathan W., and Eisenson, Jon.
Study of distribution of grades in Brooklyn college, part II. Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Brooklyn college, 1936. 24 p. ms.

Analyzes 28.959 grades assigned to students in the several departments, at Brooklyn
college for the semester ending January 193d, and compares the results obtained with
thce for the semester ending January 1934 (reported as Part I, 1934). Shows a shift
of about 5 percent from the A and B cat(gories to the Ò. I), and F categories, which
may be accounted for by the tendency on the part of the departments of the college to
approach uniform standards of marking.

t2756. Paul, J. B. A study of the grades assigned to students by the faculty
of the Iowa state teachers college during the 1934-35 academic year in courses
giing college credit. Cedar Falls, Iowa state teachers Allege, 1935. 25 p. rns.
(Research report no. 19)

Studies the teaching load of the members of the faculty of The Iowa state teachers
college for the academic year 1934-35. together with an indication of the average number
of grade points per credit hour and disttibution of grades made by different members of
the faculty.

2757. Petty, William Chirence. A study of high school marks in the senior
high schools of Jefferson county. Master's, 1936. Birmingham-Southern.

2758. Pratt, K. C. and Wise, Virgil. Do marking systems based upon the
normal probability curve insure an equitable distritwtion of marks in elective
curricula? Mt. PleasQnt, Mich., Central State teachers college; 1936. 30 p. ms.

Surveys the relation of marks to intelligence test scores of 1,550 students in six con-
secutive annual freshman classes (1929 to 1934. inclusive) of a te.iihhers colleze. Finds
that the differential selection of intelligence in those entAling in the several departments
renders a distribution of marks on the basis of a curve system inequitable.

2759. Rhoton, Wiley Homer. A study of marks in the -seven junior high
schools of Chattanooga. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 59 p. ms.

2760. Schoolcraft, Arthur A. The yelation of intelligence quotients to col-
lege grades. West, Virginia academy of science, Proceedings, 1935. Vol. 9:
164-66. (West Virginia Wesleyan)

Studies the relation of IQ's to college grades of 127 freshmen who entered Wests Vir-
ginia Wesleyan college in the fall of 1934. Finds too great a disparity between ability
and achievement and recommends fewer required courses, improved guidance beginning
in junior high school and eontinuing through college, adequately motivated instruction.
adequate instruction in efficient methods of study, and a revised system of grading based
on the relation of achievement to ability.

f2761.-Schrammel, R. E. and Davis, Vera. A comparative study of grades
given during the school year, 1934-35, by departments of Kansas state teachers
college, Emporia, Kansas. Emporia, Kansas state teachers college, 1935.
11 p. ms.
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2762. Shores, Geraldine Urist. The relationship of transcript marks to nitirks
reecid at Peabody college. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 119 p.

Compares tbe transcript and Peabody marks of .781 students over a iwriod ot seven
quarters. Finds that high-school students earn approximately the same marks at Pea-
body that they received in high school, and that graduate students did the same until a
new ruling wai made in 1932 respecting the grades of graduate students. since which
time students entering with C averages have 'earned B averages at Peabody.

*2763. Sobel, Frances S. Teachers' marks and objective tests as indi(es of
school adjustment. Doctor's, 1936. T. C.. Col. Univ. New Y4 )rk, Teachers
college, Columbia university, 1936. 74 p. (('ontributions to education, no. 674)

Studies the mark of 81 girls and 91 boys in the seventh aud eiath grades of the
public schools of Verona, N. J., comparing those whose school marks are higher than
their achievement test scores, those whose marks approximate thtbir achievement test
scores, and those whose school marks are lower than their achievement test scores. Com-
pares them on moasures of educational status, intelligence, perSotality, and sovio.economic
baeltground. Finds that suet) factors as penmanship, punctuality, and per.onal at t rartire-
ness tend to accompany school success as measured by teachers' !nark; and that t he child
who receives exceptionally high teachers marks in comparison with his mental and educa-
tiunal status is in danger of becoming emotionally maladjusted. 0

2764. Winter, Olice. Analysis of freshman class in Lake Vie\v hizli school,
1935. Master's, 1935. Chicago. 82 p. ms.

Studies records of freshmen froM 13 public and 12 parochi.il oillentary school:,

REPORTS AN6 RECORDS

2765. Green, Irvin L. Child personnel records for small schools of Texas.
Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

11

2764i. Guernsey, Bernard B. Superintendents' annual reports to their boards
of eauc4tion hi smaller iowa school districts. Master's, 1936. n)wa. 105 p. ms.

2767. Hinds, Archie W. The superintendepts annual report to the Board of
education Ii the small school systerfis of Colorado. Master's, 1936. Colo.
St. ( 14

:rrekS. Murray, Donald A. A study to determine what should he included in
ti . annual report of the Mason public schools. Master's, 1936. Nlichigan.

2769. Powers, J. William. A study of application blanks as used by school
superintendents in securing applicants. Master's, 1936. Kans. St. T. C.,
Emporia. 65 p.

2770. Walters, H. G. A report card for use in the elementary schools of Parke
uunty to accompany the Indiana elementary and high school cumulative record
for:ii. Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. c. 89 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana State
teachers college. Teachers college journal, 7: 118, July 1936)
E!ves n retort card offering constructive and suggestive help to the parent, child, and

teaciiir, rating all phases of growth and development, as well as being easy to administer.

2771. Winters, Nathan Blaine. A study of reports to parents. Master's,
1936. Utah.

RETARDATION AND ELIMINATION

2772. Anthony, Barbara Klein.. The elimination situation In
school. Masier's, 1935. Chicago. 51 p.

2773. Bilhorn, John Chester. Withdrawals from high schools
community. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 91 p.
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7-1.'1' Chase, Clarence Aci le. Pupil klknilnation in the Morton high school,
it ichmond, Indiana,' for three selected years. Master's, 1936. Cincinnati.

2775. Creviston, Margaret E. Emotional factors as related to general educa-
tional retardation in public school children. Master's, 1936, Purdue. 47 p.

Describes an experiment in which 100 retarded children between the grades 413 and
wero gien the Otis self-administering test of mental ability and the new Stanford

achievement test, the Rogers test of personality and adjustment, and the Rogers rating
scale for attitudes. Indicates that for públic-school children who are classified as seri-
ously retarded, a more or less definite relationtlhip obtains between scholastic achievement
and emotional adjustment.

I.

2776. Ehrhorn, Theodore R. A study of pupils eliminated from a high school
graduating class (luring a five-year Period. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 68 p.'ms.

2777. Elliott, John H. An investigation of the causes of the decrease In over-
ageness in the public elenwntary sfhools of Westmoreland county. Pennsyl-
vania. 'Master's, 193g. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications,
12 :

Finds that the factors of most importance in causing the decrease in overageness in
the public elementiry schools of Westmore'and county during the past 15 years were:
Better teaching, attendance, curriculum changes, methods of supervision, textbooks,
teacher load, and reclassifications.

2778. Frost, Wright W. Elimination from Jefferson county high schools.
Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 93 p. ms.

Studies the eighthgrade graduates of Jefferson county, Tenn., for the 4 years 1931-1935,
irdetermine the reasons they do not enter high school, or the reasons they do not
main to graduate if they do enter. Finds that graduates of rural schools have about

one-half the probability of entering high school as do the graduates of consolidated
schools; that when graduates of rural schools enter high school thEiy tend to remain as
well as the graduates of consolidated schools; and that overageness causes elimination
before and after entering high school.

r.'779.4ilar1and, Blanche and Paul, J. B. Relation of placement test scores
to mortality and (.holastic ratings, doss enterIng fall term of 1931. Cedark
Falls, Iowa State teachers college. 18 p. ms. (Research report no. 21)

t2780. Iowa state teachers college. Relation of placement test scores to
mortality and scholastic ratings, class entering fall term of 1930. Ames, 1935.
11 p, ms. (Research report no. 18)

2781. Ladd, Ernest Everett. A study of elitfination from the high schools
of Clinton county, Iowa, during a 12-month period. Master's, 1936. Iowa.
59 p.

27S2. Moss, William Asa. Retardation and elimfnation of pupils in Hart
county schools. Master's, 1936. Georgia.

2783. Owings, J. Herndon. Retardation study of some dligh fourth grades
in Meridian, Mississippi. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 61 p.

Studies 119 fourth-grade .pupils to determine the causes of retardation. Finds the
probable causes of retardation to be changing schools, irregular attendance, poor health,
overage at entrance, low IQ, and physical defects. 4

$2784. Paul, J. B. Relation of placement test scores to mortality and scho-
lastic ra\Vngs, class entering fall term of 1930. Cedar Falls, Iowa state teachers
college, 1035. 11 p. ms. (Research report no. 18)

Studies tbe academic records of 701 students who entered Iowa state teachers college
in the fall of 1930 to determine tbe number who were dropped for low scholarship.
wiadrew, graduated, or were still In college.
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+27S7). Paul, J. B. "Relation of
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placement test scores to mortality and
qllolastiOratings, class entering fall term of 19:11. Cedar Falls, ro.wa, state
tvachers conege, 193C. S p. ( Research. report no, 211

Analyzes data on 699 freshmen students who enrolled for the first time at the Iowa
state teachers college during the fall term of 1931 and took three placement tests.

27S6. Tornstrom, Mary F. Elimination in the 1gh school of Brainerd, Min-
nesota. Master's, DX Colo. St. Coll.

6
2737. Wilkinsorb Perry. What becomes vf hiAlschool drop-outs and gradu-

ates? Master's,"1/I36. Maryland. 38 p. ms.
Covers students who graduated or left school from date of its opening in 19no t:) the

end of year 1935. Finds percentage of unemployed among graduates greater than among
withdrawals; permanency of employment greater among graduates; and that the type
of employment secured by Mt, Rainier students suggegralteAn curriculum modifications.

STUDENT SELF-GOVERNMÉNTA

2788. Anton, Benjamin D. Pupil participation in scbool government in the
elementary sAool. Master's. 1936. Temple. 400 p. ms.

Finds tbat student participation in .school government is valuable for character train-
ing and as a preparation for life, and should be as scientifically planned as the courso
of study.

2789. Geer, James Clifford. Pupil in school government. Mas-
ter's, 1936. ' Boston Univ. 67 p ms.

Attempts to determine the need for a plan of pupil pafticipation in school government
in the secondary schools, the evolution and progress of the principle of- pupil participation,
various forms and types of plans in use, the attitude of pupils and teAchers in places
where such plans are in operation, the procedure in eetakilishing a plan of pupil gov-
ernment, and pupil outcomes to be derived from a plan of pupil participation.

2790. Russell, Hosea R. llistory and present status of pupil participation in
school government. Master's, 1036. Md. St. T. C. 115 p. ms. (Abstract in:
Indiana State t6achers college. Teachers college Journal 7: 122-23, July 1936)

Shows that pupil .particIpation in school government offers a spiendifi opportunity of
teaching citizenship through practice, is a means of training for the assimption of duties
and responsibilities of -adult life, establishes a -better understanding and spirit between
the 4aculty and pupile, and develops a good school spirit.

4

TEXTBOOKS

*2791. Anderson, Mildred Ruth. Trends in reading primer t( xtbooks. Mas-
ter's, 1935. George Washington. 77 p. ms.

Shows the changes which have taken place in the content of reading primer textbooks
since 1890, by analyzing 60 primers as to content, illustrations, and procedure.

2792. Babbitt, Ellen Gail. An analysis of the cultural content of first-year.
French grammar texts at the secondary school level. Master's, 1936. Ohio
State. 62 p. ms.

2793. Barker, Minnie Combs. A comparative study of some theory of equa-
tions texts. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 244 p. ms:

Compares three texts, of which one is a translation ifom the French text.

2794. Becker, Elizabeth. An analysis of the vocabularies of 31 preprimers.
Master's, 1930. Pittsburgh. (Abstract University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts
of theses, researches in progress, and bibliography of publications, 12: 290-91)

Compares the 81 books on the basis of the number of running words, the numbtr of
different words, the number of pages, the range of words to the page, and the number
of Words to the page.
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2795. Bird, Carl Leslie. Soibial science textbooks in the revised ArkanNas

curriculUm. Master's, 1946. Peabody. 72 p. ms.
Analyzes six social' sdence textbooks. based on problems set-up in the revisecl secondary

curriculum of Arkansas, to determine the place of these books in the new your...
of study. Findsthat tbe textbooks studied have a definite place in the revised curriculum
each of the textbooks seems to be more suitable for one particular grade than for any
other grade; that they should not be taught in a sequential 4rder ; that they have f.

references on problems in the twelfth grade; that the scope ofIthe revised curriculum (1:*
Arkansas is based on a social function procedure rather than on a textbook procedure;
and that textbook material is serving the same function in the revised curriculum ftir

secondary schools in Mimosas as It is in the .revised curricula of many other secondary

schools in other states.

2796. Blackwell, Tom' Belton, jri An analysis of English literature text-
N

books. Master's, Texa.

2797. Borenoalauz4ce Elmer. Xlie use of sing.le versuk multiple sets of ti.v-
books.4 Master's, 1W36. Nebraska. 188 p.

Finds that multiple texts are used more in smaller ¡lasses: that definite trends are
toward multiple tyxts in social sdencp, high-Fehool Englkh. and e1ement4ry rendinz
that teachers need further training in multiple-text method before it can be extended
profitably.

279g. Rostwick, Jack. An analysis of 15 secondary Anivrionn history text
books. Master's. 193C. Louisiana State. (Abstract in: L)ukiona state uni-
versity:. University bulletin, vol. 28 N. S., no. 12 26-27t-

Analyzes tbe fisends in the organizatiop Ilmtent of 15 American history textbook4
used in secondary schools from 1910 to 1936 with particular attention to the trends in
organization of subject-matter and supplementary material. illustrations, and the ¡mount
of space allotted to various phases of 'subject matter in these textbooks ior the

4

25 years.
bak

2799. Bowie, Moraine Condit. Needs for vocabulary study in general science .
as revealed by a sampling investigation- of Our environment, how we adapt
ourselves to it, by Wood and Carpenter. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 115 p. ma.

2800. Boyer, Ralph. First aid subject matter in senior high schotol text-.

books. Master's, 1936. George Washington. 91 p. Ins.
Analyzes first-aid` subject matter in Six senior high school textbooks on health. and in

tiv*. textbooks on science, in three special textbooks on first aid to 4the inAred and
emergency care of the sick ; and analyzes the ratings of first-aid subject-matter classifi-

cations of 51 medical and 44 educational authorities in answer to a questionnaire on first
aid mailed to medical and educational institutions throughout the United States. Fin&
the textbooks on health and on- science inadequate in their treatment of first-aid subjvut

matter, and that tbe first-aid textbooks include and emphasize all tir.,t-aid subjeci matter
but they do not stress the most important things in first-aid tearhing.

2801. Burkholder, Elmer. An analysis of the cultural content of first year

Latin textbooks. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 70 p.

2802. Butler,.annie Mary. Nature of the content of third-, fourth-, fifth-.
and sixth-grade readers. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 85 p..ms.

2803. Cagle, Anne. A vOctibulary study of ¡Villiers adopted in Tetas.
ter's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

e '

2804. Challis, Dean. A study of the vocabulary difficulty of Butler's Foundir-

tion of physics. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

2805. Christianson, C. 3. The selection and evaluation of textbooks in Iowa.
Waster's, 1936. Drake. 48 p. ms.

Finds that the use of score sheets is not wholly accepted in Iowa; that committees of

classroom teachers have an active- part in selecting materials for their use; that city.
sreunty, .and state adoptions ate '6onsidered \tip impOrtant factor in selection of text-_
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t&ooks; that boards of education do &cot generally assume the responsil
a4lopaons: and thai the item of cost has little influence in book election.

255

for authorizing&

2S06. Cogshall. Annetta Stow. A study of the vocahuhiry appearing in the
scientific articles in certain newspapers and in several school science textbooks.
Master's, 1936. Michigan.

2S07. Colitis, Heiarietta Wamstad. A.comparison .of the person-content of
selected textbooks in" American history on three levels of instruction.
19:16. Chicago. 75 p. ms.

Master's,

Studies person-content of 15 current i-velume texttiollks (over° the entire perkl
of American history.

Callins, Ruth S. A study of the vocabulary burden of Hunter and
Whitman's Problems in general science. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

2809, Davis. Katherine. Historical study of Latin grammar'textbooks. Mis
ter's, 1936. Alabama. 51 p.

2810. Dell, Mary Barker. Attitudes produced in pupils through material In
certain often-used histoiy textbooks. Ma 1936. Johns Hopkins. 101
p. ms.

Anslizes studies on the subject of attitudes, showing the attempts that have been made
to measure them. Examines four textbooks used in the 8A grade of the Baltimore public
schools to determine whether they contain statements that might change the .atiitudes of
the pupils. Describes an experiment in which tests were given to 241 children, equated
un the Vasis of mental age and of the scores on the general attitude test 'baRed on material
from the textbooks examined. FInds-that the thinking of the childreia was ceanged by
the material' of the textbooks, while each 'group made approximately the same mean gain
in subject matter.

2811. besobry, Mary Katherine. Themes and interest factors in- early- ele-
mentary school readers. Master's, 1936. Pe*ody. 5B p. ms.

2812. Dexter, Whlikikra A. A deterfnination of the vocabulary burden of
Bioloyy for 'beginvers bzr Moon apd Mann. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

`...'813. Douglas, Jessie. A vecabulary study in Dale and Rader's Readings in
Oklahoma history: a contribution to the Historical dictionary of American
English. Master's, 19C36. Okla. A.' & M. Coll.

2814. Duffy, Bess. An experiment in teaching Schorling and Clark's, Mathe-
matie8 in life, unii A. Master's, 19135. Michigan.

2815. Eddy, Richard Henry. Tlé Vocabulary gradation of hix French books.
Master's, 1936. Peabody. 89 p. ms.

2S16. %Elliott, William J. A determination of. the vocabulary difficulty of
science problems of Modern life, book I, by Ogbourn and Ileiss. Master's, 1936.
Iowa.

2817. Fiedler, Ward. I. An investigation to determine the vocabulary diffi-
culty of New practical physics ty Blank and DaviS. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

2818. Flett, Margaret Isabel. An nnalysis and evaluation of the contents of
the readers in use at Hartwell school, Cincinnati. Ohio, in the seventh and eighth
grades. 11apter's, 1936. Cincinnati.

2819. Fothergill, Mrs. Norine Franklin. The vocabulary difficulties presented
by the pre-primers, primers, and first wonders in present use in Texas schools.
Master's, 1936. Texas.

2820. Gartly, Mary. A comparative analysis of five third .gmde arithnwtic:
'texts. Master's, 1935. Michigan.
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2821. Girvin, Hazel F. A comparative study of the common elements in tho
vocatulary of a first year Latin textbook in relation to whether listed in
Thorndike's, Teachers word book at the 6,000 level and over. Master's, 193G.
Michigan.

2822. graham, Robert X. The newspaper as a textbook. Pittsburgh record,
10: nq, 2, 30,°1936. (Univergity of PittsBurgh)

2823. Hess, Irene S. A comparative study of five recent texts In child phycltol-
ogy.4 Master's, 1936. Creighton. 45 p. ms.

2824. Hoffman, Caius Marion. A critical analysis of modern textbooks for
the basic study of French in the secondary schools of New York state. Master's.-
1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teaph. 79 p.

2825. Hoffmann, Richard Albert. Analysis and comparison of vocabulary of
some German readers. Master's, 1936. Stanford.

2826. Hoyt, Mary Louise. The pupil activities provided for in 12 textbookA
in the history of the United States for the Junior high school find 12' ierican
history for the senior high school. Master's, 1936. Michigan,

2827. Hrvol, Anna Emily. Comparison of Czechoslovakian and Mel. can
Latin textbooks. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 120 p. ms.

Describes classical eklucation in Czechoslovakia, textbooks used in *that country and
compares them with American books, and describes classical education in -other Eurepem
countries for background. Finds that several superior features in Czechoslqvakian texts
point to thorough study, value of litorature of classics to tbe nation, and value of a
nationtil culture.

2828. Jackson, Archie Clingman. The treatment of percentage in arithmetic
textbooks in junior high schoOk_ Master's, 1936. Texs.

2821. Jensen, Walter F. The desirability of, uniform _..5taite texthobks for
Wyoming. Master's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

2830. Johnson, Charles R. The significance of revision in Ametrican history
textbooks for. the senior high school. *aster's, 193G. Iowa. 5A p.

2831. Johnson, Herbert B. A survey Of 12 civics textbooks from 1S39
1936. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

2832. Kaiia, Stanley S. A determinalion of the vocabblary burden of Watkins-
.) Genct'al science of today. Master's, ri$5. Michigan.

A

2S33. King, M. 4n evaluation of the treatment of the current tmderlyin::
trends in the field of labor in high school oconoinies textbooks...! 1936.

o

Coll. pf the City of N. Y. 81 p. tas.
Attempts to determine the efficiency with which econonlleA textbooks commouly used

in high schools help students to cope witli prosent-do'priiiiletts rein twii to labor. Evalu-
ates 10 textbooks in high-sehool economica on the has-is of snhject matter. and construuts
A chart Which shows by n numerical scheme how adequately each nf the books meets the
criterion of shbject matter.. Reveal's that many oi).(he vinomks t..xtbooks used.in the
schools today '-are antiquated add outmoded.; .1 few more recent vuNications attempt
tip meet current needs by moderniz. g ulloet matter. but suggrsts that a mimeographed
outline be used as a substitute for any (die given textbook..

2834. King, Sue Chamberlin. A. study of poetry in contemporary unior
school textbooks. Master's, 1936. Texas.

2835. Kirby, Norenc Gradation of Spanish texts. Master's, 1936. reabody.
63 p. ms.

2836. Kollen, Harvey William. A &termination of the vocabulary .burden
of Sears' E8ienn718 of tity8iC8. Master's, 11336. Michigan.
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2837. Korganow, E. A. A study of the visual aids in elementary school geog-
raphy textbooks with criteria forthe evaluation of the aids. Master's, 1936.
Coll. of thplipty of N. Y. 81 p. ms.

Attempts to analyte find evalliate visual lids in the followint: sohool cool:! iphy text-
books : Other countrieR in Ameri( a. by Lakey. and Grady ; swpil Nf ric8,

by Branom and Ganey ; The new geography by grad( ty Nivor; Rabodort.. ?jute firm:rarity,
Rabenort ; Our neighbors in America and Europe, part I by Jansen and Allen ; Geo

gruphical reader, by Carpenter. Taking into consideration types of visual aids, values
of visual aids, and fundamental and supplementarY standard! for judging visual aids, the
anthor evaluates the visual aids contained in the texts undér consideration. Iirsultt of IG
evaluation show that photogrnphy has proved its use in geography texts as ono of t he
outstanding aids in comprehension of subject Tatter, and maps. charts, tables. and diagrams
are of utri;ost importance in the codveyance erf geographic meaning. Of the six texfs
analyzed, Dodge, Lackey, and GrAdy's text best met the evaluatton require/volts.

2838. Ryser, George F. An investigation of the vocabulary burden of Kinsey's
high school biology text, New introduction to biology. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

2839. Larkin, Geraldine. A study of the vocabulary difficulty of the Science
of everyday life, ty Van Buskirk -and Smith. Master's, 1'.)35. Michigan.

2840. Levine, Michael. A critical analysis and evaluation of selected cur-.
rent secondary school textbooks in American history in the light of educational
research. Doctor's, 1936. ,New York. 215 p.

Analyzes 13 American history textbooks on 15 prolileins to determine whether their
content would enable young citizens to understand important problems of contemporary
American life. Finds that a majority of the te-books devote ni.lre space to wars than
to the presentation of the problems of American life. and that an insufficient amount or
space is devoted to the problems of cofitcmporary American lite. Indicates a need for the
introduction of all-sorts of stimuli that can be of use to students in the conAderation of
present-day issues and problems.

2841. Littlewaod, Alice. An analytical surKey of Weq Virginid first readers.
- Master's,'1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in : University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts

of theses, researches in progress, and bildiography of Publications, 12: :109-1%)

2S42. McApee,4Wilma M. Togo and Sula, a language arts guitle for fourt*
and fifth grades. Master's, 1935. Emory. a

2S43. McDowell, G. S. Ali investigation to determine the words whkh are
found in a certain textbook in first year a!gcbra .and which are not witfiin the
comprehension of 200 ninth grade pupils. lfaster's. 1:W5. llichigan.

2844. Manning, Mrs. Anna. Chanfzes in materials an& met ho(ls id arithmetic
textbooks in use from 1880 to 1930. Master's, 1t136. Texas.

2845. Martin, Mrs. Cora Merriman. Trends in the development of texts in
primary reading as shown by a study of 51) series of primary readers published
in the United ttip03 since 1850. Doctor's, 1936. Texas. .

2846. Massey, Albert K. A comparative study of the organization antiocon-.
tent material of five junior WO school history textbooks. Master's,* 1936.
Kansas.

2347: Maurer, Floyd E; The problematic situations found in 10 recent gen-
eral science textbooks. Masteeti, 1936. Ohio State. 167 p. tus.

2848. Melton, Clifford Analyses of seven recently published junior high
school American histories and eight recently p.iblisiled fullior high school geog-
raphies with- reference to the interpenetration of the content of each into the
other. Master's, 19r35. Ind. St. T. C: p. tn. (Abstract in : Indiana State
teachers college. Teachers college jeurnal,*7 : Mr), uly 1936)

Studies thettopics, vocalmlairy, and index clatisitinition of 15 textbooks In geopapbr
and history, and flnds.a close relationship betweeu geography, history, and the other social
studies, and a close interpen'etration bf the subject matter of the textbooks studied.
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2,S49. Meyer. Martha Ann. A study of the changes found in texts in Englii
literature used extensively in high schools .4.-inc.% 1V..!0. Master's, 19341 Iowa.

Morris. Wilhelmina Styles.," An analysis of recent home economi.cs
text5ooks. 'laster`s. 114311 Ohio State.

Analyzes 23 secondary sebool home economics textbooks publigled since 1929 to deh-
termine to what event integration ha, taken tc.ace betwecn le subject-matter areas
home economics. antho determine the physical characteristics o resi..nMay texts.
ths/t 12 of the textbooks were integrated. Shows that an integ ted text bas its
in an integrated program, but as it d-als with all phases of home economics, it can o7:
touch the surface of the wealth of ma:erizil that there is and needs to be supplement
with otAier sour( e t1O4I that go inao detail of pr4:Icedures or factual iliforniutiou in ord.:
to develop all pbas#.s of ii...)inc.niaLing.

:S51. Motley. Katie Belle. An analysis of the vocabularies of primers. Mas-
lfter's, 1936. \Vest. Ky.rSt. T..C. p. ms.

e2S52. Murphy. Catherine Louise. A study of the treatment of four spell-
ing rules in 20 current spellers. Mater's. 1$6. Bilstoti Univ. 196 p. ms.

Presents a comprehensi e survey of 20 sp.l1et published since 1927, and used in
grades 2-S, to determine the frequency of the u.s; of words to Which the 4 selectf..l
rules could bP applied. th use of exPrcises in the application of these 4 rules, and. t::.
exact statements of the. rules. Finds that the authors of 19 of the spellers used a
minimum of 4 t6 a maxiinum of 19 rules, the authors of the Breed-French spPllers used
no spelling -rules.

2s53. Nelson,' Anna Malinda. The illustrated content of textbooks in United
States history. Master's. 1936. Chicago-. 93 p. ms.

From analyses of 1:5 texts. concludes that illustrated content is concerned largely with
government and politics, war. travel and transportátion. human" betterment. colonial pi,s
sessions, inventions and industrial progress. discovery and exploration, and settlement of
America.

Niergarth, J. I. A study of vocabulary difficulty of Dull's, Modern
physics. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

2855. 13adgett, Elsie. Attitudes toward Mexico expressed in American his-
tory textbooks. Master's, 1936. Peabody. ek.'s p. ms.

Analyzes discussions of Mexikan-Auterican relations, 1821-1848. in five textbooks.
2856. Plage. Winnie Riginia. An analysis of textbooks for the teaching of

English composition. Master's, 1936.. Pittsburgh. (Abstract hi: University of
Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches- -in progress. and htbliography

ublications, 12: 318-191

2857. Patten,lester D. Needs for vocabulary *study in community civics as
revealed by4 sampling investigation of two selected textbooks. Master's, 1936.
Iowa. 86 p. ms.

2838. Peck, George William. An analysis of the overlapping of the' subject
matter offered in high sch.00l texts of bookkeeping contrasted with that offered
in college texts of accounting. Master's, 1935. Chicago.

2S50. Petersen, Anna X. The significance of revisions in .Americon history
textbookg for the junior high gcbool. Master's, 194Ìowa. 57.p. ms.

2860. Phillips, Edna Constance. A vocabulary Itudyof Irmnish beginninz.
61. readers. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 191 p. ms. a

Analyzes ACi first readers published. in Spain and compares their vocabulary with.
Buchanan's word list. and with tbe vocabularies of English first readers published in
the United States. Finds a`greater number of different words in the Spanish readers
than in the English primers.

2861. Pitterman, Marvin. A study of 12 tnited States secondat, school his-
tory textbooks in their tteatment of matters pertaining to religion. Master's,
1838. Michigan.

2s50.
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25t12. Plover. 31 rg. Catherine 14. The American primer. D4wtor's.
ham. 148 p. ms.

Presents a histr;ric4 study of the Anit.r'.calt ELL:lish primer from tl;e
:o.the present. and finds that the primer 1i -pt p.ic..) with the progrt-ss ill el .hieLtary
stlivvl education. although it still awaits sotne ;.unprk,Netnents.

'.2zt13. Pollock. James A. NV()rktoks as a teachin:.: devj. tasttir' 19311.

Ohiu State.. lir2 p. ms. '
gatiaer. A. Trends in the use of pjeture visual aids in ctl-illitl;try

4.11to1 Amtbri-an irist(4,rv textbooks tcr's. mill. '4.1! tlf the
City of N. Y. 71 p.

Analyzes and describes the vbarigingiktt.nd.ncies in Amerit-an histi.ry textb..oh ;.i-turvA
and settings to discover any possible rt.fationship between the.picturvs and the educa-
tional and socio-economic outlooks of the periods consider. d. The lictures in (1:4 sec-
ondary school textbooks in Averican hktory. puWished 14)tw«.en _Is'21 anti 1!14. wurt,
analyzed, aud secondary souroes were used for information "..occ.riling tho edu,ational
aims and the social outlook in American history during this pPriod. hods that text
pictures have laggt-A bebind the aims and idPals of education and soul. ty, and tl:at the
present trend of pktures places emphasis 'on tbe 8060-cconormic phasr of sociely and on
peaceful endeavors.

2,i65. Rayner, Helena Dundas. A survey of the cultural content of high
school teNts in second and third years of French in the senior high school.
iklaster's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 47 p. ms.

2866. pinsch, Albert E. An analysis of world history textbooks for high
schools to determine modern trends. Master's, 1936. Ind. St. T. (I'. (U) p. ms.

AbAtract in: Indiana State teachers c4liege. Teachers college' journal, 7: 132--
33. July 1936). 4$0

Analyses 11 world history textbooks published between 1S74 and 1933. as to teaching
aids, maps, illustrations. and subject matter. tn determine modern trends and to igee
what progress bas been made toward placing emphasis on thcse factors.

867. Robinson, Francis. A partial study of egocentric patriotism as it is
developed through prejudicial history texts. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

ases. Rndowitz, Evelyn. Influence of geography as treated in three Ameri-
can history textbooks. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 7S p. ms.

2869. ,Ruisanchez, Maria. An investigation' of the vocabulary burden of a
.01

chemistry textbook. Master's, 1935. Michigan.
2870. Salters. Ruby. A gradation of six French reading texts. Master's,

1935. Peabody. 71 p. ms.

2871. Schauer, Frederick Roger. A (4:terulina4in of the vocabulary burden
of Stewart., Cushing, and TOWne's Physics for secondary pwhoolx. Master's,
1936. Michigan.

2872. Schrammel, H. E. A study of the content of 10 tettbooks in berinn-ing
Latin. Emporia, Kansas state tacher% college, 1936. 5 p. ms.

2s78. Schug, Harry Penman. An analysis q,eyou textbooks in junior high
school mathematics. Master's, 1936. Washing n.

2874. Schuster, Sister Mary Aquin. Vocabulary gradation of six German
texts. Master's, 1936. reabody.

Evaluates six German literary texts as to vocabulary difficulty by chockiiig thIn
against Turin's, Standard Gtrman vooatmlary of /.01/0 words and idioms.

2875. Sego, Pearl. An analysis of mathematics textbooks. Master's. 1936.
Baylor. 04 p. ms.
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*2876. Simmons, Maitland Pearce. Changing conceptions in general science
textbooks (1911-1931). Master's, 1935. St T. C., Upper Montclair. 114 p.
ms. (Abstract in: Science education, 25): 211-14, December 1936).

Studies the content, dominant problems. sequence of nrijor topics, illustrations In
general science contnt with specific application to air, and aids wild in the teaching
of the content of 16 general science textbooks published from 1911 to 1934.

t2877. Simons, Lao Genevra. Bibliography of early American textbooks on
algebra published in the Colonies and the United States through 1S50, togy,ther
with a characterization of the first edition of each work. New York, Seripta
Iathematica, Yeshiva college, 19:;6. GS p. (Scripta imithematica studies.
no. 1) (Hunter college)

2878. Steiner, Ruth. A comparative analysis of nrithnwtic texts for inter-
mediate gradtbs publishod since 1890. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 105 p. ms.

287D. Thomas, Lydia Austin. Criteria to guide superintendents in selecting
English workbooks. Master's, 1936. Ohio tate. 99 p. ms.

Studies the advantages and disadvantages of the use of workbooks together with a score
card which sets up criteria for use in selecting English workbooks. There is a wide discrep-
ancy in claims made for and against the use of workbooks. Most educators agree that
acientifie research is needed to prove the_extent (if any) of the value of workbooks.
Describes an experiment in 'which a committee of five rated 10 selected workbooks in
English, first without and tben with a score card, which shows that a score car'd Is
desirable since it induces more objective, uniform judgment.

2880. Toothacker, William S. A study of the vocabulpry difficulties of Brad-
bury's A first book in chemistry. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

A

2881. Van Nice, Anna Blaker. The relativectifliculty of five series of readers.
Master's, 1936. Chicago. 76 p.

Studies comparative difficulty of five series of readers from second to sixth grades.
2SA2. Villar-d, Rob Leroy. Desirability of state-adopted textbo'oks for New

Mexico schools. Master's, 1936. New Mexico. 43 p. ms.
283. Walkonis, Edward Walter. Trends reveal6d by United States history

textbooks. Master's, 1936. Alabama. 76 p.

*2884. Wass, Raymond Cliton. k comparison of the social attitudes qf
groups of students who taw audied the Rugg Social Science with those of the
students who have studied conventional history and geography. Master's, 1935.
Boston Univ. 70 p. ms.

Compares the textbooks of the Rugg course in social science with textbooks in geog-
raphy, history, and civics. Compares the Rugg plan with the conventional plan.
Compares test results of students using the Rwzg course with test results of pupils who
studied the old order of social studies, and finds that the studebts who studied the Ru.4.:
course showed a more intelligent grasp of the material and greater ability in unwilling
,present-day affairs with the past.

Wearne, Elizabeth Jane. A study ,of the vocabulary burden of Peabody
and Hunt's Biology and human welfare. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

2886. Whipple, Gertrude.* Procedures used in selecting school books. Doc-
tor's, 1935. Chicago. Chicago, University of Chicago press, 1936. 172 p.

Surveys current practices in the selection of textbooks for grades 4 to 6, inclusive.
Consid+ rs all factors involved in the selection of books and persons having the reRponst-
billty of selecting them.

2887. White, George Washington. A study of practical applications in high
school arithmetic textbooks. Master's, 1936. Texas.

2888. Whiti, Nora W. An dnalysis , of the content of basal readers for
grades IWO*, and six. Master's, 1436. Colo. St. Coll.
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*2g89. Whitney, Winifred Ellenor. Biases on international issues in 2'2

American history textbooks. Alaster's, 1935. George Washington. 112 p.

Defines natinnalkm and discusses the history Ilf modern nationalism with its educa-
tional itbplica Hons. Analyzes. 22 history textllooks dotermine the amount of bias
shown iu their treatment of the Spanish-Amerion war, Hawaii. acqukition of the Panama
('anal, the open-door policy, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Virgin Islands, Ioxico, the
World War, and Nicaragua.

2s90. Winokur, Louis I. A general survey of tihe ehanzes which have taken
place in ninth grade algebra textbooks from 1S:12 to 1934. llater's, 1936.
Michigan.

4/1

SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT

2891. Adams, Thomas Henry. A study of Nebraska school lands. Master's,
1936. Nebraska. 94 p. ms.

Finds that the management of school lands is inefficient ; that the land commissioner
should be selected only on basis of merit ; that the state should be divided into six
school land districts, and an inspector provided for each district.

2892. Beale, Rue Latane. Nashville's ability to finance a school building pro:
grain. Master's, 1936. Peabody. 70 p. ms7

Finds that Nashville is financially able to ffnance an adequate school building program.

2893. Benson, Harold blaultby. A study of purchasing in 30 smaller schools
of New York state. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Tach. 45 p.

2894. Byerly, Carl Lester. Building utilization in rural high schools. Mas-

. ter's, 1936. Chicago. 82 p. ms.
studies utilization of space in 28 rural high schools in socn counties of north-central

Indiana.

2895. Cox, Clyde E. The use of public school buildings and grounds by the
community and Outside agenclies. Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 120 p. ins.

Analyzes, questionnaires received from 225 Nebraska superintendents. and finds that
Abe use of school buildings and grounds by outside agencies is fared by 1ST schools
and that policies adopted by the hogrl this mat ter are fqvGred by 1:;9 Recom
mends a dciiniN plan for control of school properties by superintendent Lind board of
education.

2896. Dickie, How4rd N. The natural community school areas of Jackson
county. Master's, 1936. Michigan.

2897.. Foltz, Bertha. A study of how the lighting of the schools of Clinton
township, Vermillion county, compare with the standards set by the American
eitgineering standards committee. ..Master's, 1036. lnd. St. T. C. 35 p. ms.
(Abstract 'in : Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college journal, 7:
130-31, July 1936) a

Finds that adequate artificial lighting is needed every day to supplement natural
daylight, and that no provision was made for the left-handed pupils or for any *other
special sight cases.

2898. Frazier, Jesse Melvin.. A survey of sanitary conditions in the secondary
schools of Indiana. Master's, 1936. Colorado (Abstract in: University of
'Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 27-28)

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire received from 2GO of the 400 secondary schools
of Indiana, and shows that Artificial and natural lighting pre inadequate in the majority
of the schools reporting ;, that the buildings are not heated evenly ; .that the method of
ventilation is adequate in most of the schools; that the water supply is adequate Put Its
purity is questionable; that 'sewage disposal is- satisfactory ; _that janitorial .service is
adequate; and that the personal hygiene of the school chlintA la neglected and should
be given particular attention.
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2899. 'Gibson, Eileen M. How tckequip a social studies laboratory at minimum
expense. Master's. 1936. St. T. C., Upper Montclair. 71 p. ms.

j'..".)00. Holy, T. C. and Arnold, W. E. Standards for the evaluation of school
buildings. Columbus, Ohio State university, 1936. 79 p. (Ohio State uni-
versity studies. Bureau 'of educational research monographs no. 20)

Discuikpes the site. building, academic classrooms, sp.cia 1 clasrooms. gvneral service
rooms, iihninistrative rooms. and st ryke spqcms. Uives score cards for judging ele
inentary. and junior and senior high school buililings.

RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

2f)01. Hoslin, Leo Francis. Pupil population aspects of a school building tiro-
gram for the city of Cohoes. "Alater's. 196. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

4ms.31 p.

2952. Jones, Theron 11. Rural school sanitation. Master's, 1fl36.- Peabody.
43 p

2903. Kavanagh, Vincent. Public high-school annexes of Brooklyn, New
York; a compari6on with their main buildings. Master's, 1936. Ford,ham.
log p ,ms.

comoam 21 Annexes with their 13 main buildings and finds that conditions in the
annexes ale not so satisfactoi.y ai the main buildings in their general aspects, pupils,
faculty, supervision, and administrat

2904. McCullough, Ashley M. A critical analysis of the fuel management
program for schools: sektoed New Jeisey cities compared with tiatimi-widt.
practice. Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Vol. Univ.

Studies the fuel management program carried on hi 8 New Jersey cities and in °-af. 1

other cities loottted throughout the United States. Develops a fuel management program
tbat can be used in any city.

2905. McMorris, John A. Needed equipment for teaching elementatry science
in New York State. Master's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 23 p ms.

2906. Marberry, J. O., Shelby, T. H., and Pittenger, B. F. A study of the
building needs of San Antonio public schoOls. Austin, University of Teias,
1936.

2907. Mitchell, lienriWc Russell. Maintenance and operation of rural school
property. Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 133 p.

Finds a need for definite planning for the now toG small 1-acre school tracts, a need
for custodial training of rural school teachers, and a need of a definite annual budget
for upkeep and repair of buildings.

2908. Moore, Floyd Virgil. Small high school as a social recreational center.
Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: University of Colorado studies. Ab-
stracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 50)

Finds that the small high school, which is the center of the social recreational life
of the district. provides some opportunities for recreation, and influences the other
social recreational activities. Shows that young people attend picture shows and
public- dances in nearby towns because other forms of recreation are limited; that the
school library is closed in summer and the front pages of the daily newspapers influence
the type of reading done by the high-school pupils; that programs for parties are not
well Planned; that school dramatics exhibits only the talented and is chiefly a means
of raising money; tbat high school provides competitive games for only the few
pupils who can qualify for effective participation; and that opportunities for athletic
games are not prov.ided during the summer vacation.

2909. Pendergast,.W. S. A plan for the utilizittion of the secondary school
luncliroom in the social education of the child. Master's, 1935. Michigan..

2910.* Priem, Virginia. A system of food-cost accounting for a college dining
-Aroom. Master's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. 72 p. ms.
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2911. Purcell, Albert. A. school building stirvey of Loudoun county, Virginia.

Master's, 1936. Virgrnia. 223 p. ms.

2912, Redfern, Herbert DI School lighting, Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 94

ms.
Studies the intensity of natural qnd ar4itIcia1 illumination in the rooms of six public-

school buildings for a period of days to estimate the improvements needed, to remedy
the deficiencies found, and the cost of these improvements. Finds that improved seat-
ing arrangaments and use of light-colored paints on walls and ceilings will help; that
the real remedy lies in the installation of a satkfactory artificial lighting system and.
thereforv, prescribes a system which provides a satisfacjury level at 1 3 fuut-amlles for
each school.

p.

*'2913. Ross, Eugene Whiteman. Seatinz practices found in the schoolrooms

of 10 selected towns in Ward county, North Dakota. Mater's, 10i. North

Dakota. 72 p. ms.
Analyzes the following data ceenred from personal inspection of tile ro.iins, the num-

trer of grades seated in each room, the number nf seats and the number of each type
of seat, cOndition of seats, whjt her the seats are adju,ztable and how often adlistments
are made, whether seats are moved from room to Film to accommodate increases or
decreases in enrollment, school population, and recommends methods for improving seRt-
ing in each room. Finds that poor _seating becomes mor common as one advances
through the grades; that superintencfepts and princìI):tl sliweil a lack of knowledge
in regard to good seating practices; and that more than half of the seats and desks
were in poor condition.

2914. Scott, italph Samuel. The utilization of building space In secondary
schools. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 014 p. ms.

Finds that acceptable standards are not being met in many instances.

2913. Snyder, Harry Anderson. The exercisil of eminent domain by the pub-
lic schools. Doctor's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in : yniversity of Pitts-
burgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in )rogress, an(l bibliography of
publications, 12 : 240-44)

Analyses and c ssifies the legal principles underlying the acquisition of real estate
for educational p poses through the criteria of the judicial interpretation of the con-
stitutional and st tutory provisions of the 48 States relating to thp power of eminent
domahi. Finds at the property owner's and the school district's rights in the 48
t.tates are adequately covered by constitutional pr-ovision& and statutory legislation in
reference to this power, that fundamental principled of eminent domain are identical
irrespective of the agencies exercising the power; that the more recent statutes as well
as court decisions take a liberal viewpoint as to the land area necessary to educational
programs, thq the acquisition of property to anticipate future development of sc..hool
districts has not come within tbe province qf condemnati ocee,lings ; and that the
theorS7 of excess condemnation which would insure proper inmental conditions and
which would in part.pbsidize for contemplated improveMents has not become a matter
of legislative interest.

*2916. Sohl, Charles Edwin. State controVor the location, planning, and erec-
film of public school buildings. Doctor's, 1935. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia,
University of Pennsylvania, 1935. 373 p.

Studies the nature of the cOntrol exerted by the various states and the extent to
.which such control is exercised in respect to the location, planning, and erectkin of
public-school buildings. Discusses school building sites, plans and specifications, bids,
contracts, conpractors' bonds, mechanic's liens, the status of the architect, and the bureau
of school budding&

2917. Stone, Leroy. An inquiry into the space provisions of present-day high-
school buildini Master's, 1936. Texas.

2918. Stone', James K. An investigation of the school building systems and
equipthent offered by the heating and ventilatillg market and the laws and regu-
lations of the various states affecting their constructfou and instanation. Mas-
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ter's, 193g. Pittslmrgh. (Abstract In : University of Pittsburgh Abstracts
of theses, researches in progress. and bibliography of publications. 12 : 32S *.20)

2019. Taylor, James L. The types cif physical facilities needed in Arkhnsas°
new curriculum. Master's, 193G. Peabody. G; p.. ms.

4.

2920. Winn, Herman Pitt. A critical analysis of secondary schnol office de-
sign, equipment, and management. Doctor's, 1636. Southern California.

Examines the secondnry schools below junior college level to determine the function
of the central office staff, activities, rooms, services necessary for performanco, size, duties.
office equipment, needs ot personnel. essential information for architeuts as to economical
and efficient office arrangements, and criteria for evaluation of aevnitect's plans, and
methods of securing efficiency in office management.

JANITORS

2921. Hill, Harold Metcalf. School building niumgvnii.lit: a survey of jani-
tors, janitorial practices, and certain related items. M aster's, 1935. Wash-
ington. 100 p.

SOCIOLOGY, EDUCATIONAL

f2922. Alabama college. A study of employability of women in Alabama, 1929
1935. A study conducted by the National federation of business and profes-
sional women's clubs and the Alabama federation of business and professional
women's clubs, in collaboration with Alabama college. Montevallo, 1936. SS p.
(Bulletin, vol. 29, no. 1. Total no. 119. Special bulletin)

Analyzes data as to Age, marital status, and health as they relate to employment ;

amount and tAe of training as they affect entrance and tenure in the various oven-
patibnal fields ; diversity of occupational fields employing Alabama women; independent
business as compared to salaried positioqs with reference to opportunities for women; and
sztncies most helpful in plating women in .positions as shown by data collected from
iblg women members of Alabama business -and professional wt;111P1I'S clubs and from
142 women who were attihnding specialsfederal emergency relief classes being trained
to teach nursery. schools and classes of adults in the State.

2923. Alexander, O. V. Program building for adult members in a city YMCA.
Master's, 1936. Springfield.

t2924. Anderson, W. A. Rural youth : activities, interests, and problems, 1.
married young men find women, 15 to 29 years ,of age. Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell
university agricultural experiment station, 1935. 53 p.

Studies the activities, interests, and problems of 847 married young Alen and womeu
living in the open country and the villages of-Tompkins county, N. Y., the localities in
which they lived, their educational background, their occupations, and their leisure-time
activities.

2925. Askew, Mabel Owens. An analysis of cultural detnaluls made on the
adolescent in contemporary American society. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

t2926. Baller, Warren Robert. A study of the present social status of a
groupi 9f adults, who, when they were .in elementary schools, were classified
as mentally deficient. Genetic psychology monographs, 18 : 165-244, June 1936.
(University &f Nebraska)

Studies tilt 4tome background, kind and amount of schooling, physical health. marital
stAtus, Ability to conform to the laws and social customs of the community, occupational
choices and permanence of employment, degree 2f eesnomic rielf-sufliciency or dependence,
effects of the depression, and respects in which those who make a. reasonably satis-
factory social adjustment differ from those who fail, of 120 men and 80 Women of
subnormal mentality who had had 1 as more years in the opportunity classes of Lincoln,
Nebr., public schools, and whose ages were more than 21 years. Compares them to, the
same number of mentally normal individuals matched as to sex, nationality, and age.
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2927. Batchelor, Wilbur C. Changing conovtions of leisurj and leisure edu-
cation. Doctor's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh.
Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and bibliogra)hy of publications.
12: 24-33)

Attempts to point out the significance of changes in the basic concepts of leisure. to
determine the ch!ef attitudes toward and objectives of leisure, and to vnlu,tie thew
and show their relationships to educational proc dure. Discusses leisure as euuliwnsit-
tion or escapo.; individual and social development thromrh leisure ; leisure as an integral
part of life; common uses of leisure; factual conilitions and trends affecting loist& in
economic, governmental, Adigious, and familf ionitips; institutiunali7t d leisure
programs; and educational trends affecting leisure.

2928. Bonney, Merl E. A classification of the techniques of appeal and of
social cdntrol. Doctor's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ.

Attempts to classify techniques of appeal and of social control, and to determine
the conditions and extent to which the techniques may be used to educate people as
opposed to controlling them through external manipulation or coercion.

2929. Brae, Gilbert IL__The charNeristics f citizenship of school ehildren
of relief families in the Oarkiujjain re r n Mastees,.1930. Colo. St. roll.

2930. Campbell, Donaldi W. Effectiveness of teaching techniques in influenc-
ing ptpils' attitudes towlird peace and war. Doctpr's, 193(1. Penn. State.-
(Abstract in : Penn state studies in education, 14 : 13-14)

Describes a controlled pxperiment involving 334 matched pairs of pupils. One group'
wits given direct instruction with peace-mindedness as the objective, and another group
was given incidental instruction with( this objective. A third group was g \en no
instruction bearing on this theme. Finds that direct instruction resulted in measurabl4
gains toward peace-mindedness compared with the control group, but that there was little
measurable effect from the incidental instruction.

2931. Crow, Fay Leona.. 11Ikthoas of personal counseling in relation to the
work of a Y. WC. A. secretary. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

*2932. Cunningham, Gertrude Mary. . The developm.ent of inter-group toler-
ance through junior high school procedures. Master's, 1936. Boston Univ.
104 p. ms.

Attympt4 to discover the materials and activities which may eradicate prejudice and
promote respect and good will among of various (I)!M'S, members of different
churches, and people of different nationalities living in America.

2933. Dalton, Alford Paul. Elizabethau leftovers in Allen county. Master's,
1936. West. Ky. St. T. C. 52 p. ms.

2934. Dickey, Grady Gather. A histoni/cal and comparative study of the
schoois of Buckner orplians home. Master'§; 19:164. Texas.

2935. Donalpe. Terence Craig. The relationship between the extent of educa-
tion and the standard of living of the people of South Dakota. Master's, 1936.
Ohio State. 93 p. ms.

Correlates the amount of training received by people in the different counties of South
Dakota with the wants and the ability of the person or group to satisfy those wants.

2936. Dunn, Gordo'n. Itesourch for the development of social understanding
in elementary children. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 70 p.

Suggests that the teacher will guide pupils to see the vital imports of experience; to
sense relationships; to see lags, trends, and conflicts in social customs; and to understand
the presAnt as the future of yesterday, and the past of the future. Emphasizes that it is
futile to force the process of acquiring social understanding by teaching children the verbal
outcomes of th4inking dode by specialists, or by expecting them to deal with conflicts and
social problems wittlout adequate experiences. ShowA that social understandings can
emerge only from conditions rich in child living and experience.
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2037. Du Vall, Everett. A sociological study of 500 underprivileged children.
Doctor's, 1936. Southern California.

Analyzes, -through case work, the relationships in family, church, school. and neighbor-
hood of GOO underprivileged children- participants in the soxial work program of All nation;
foundqtion. Finds that their experiences in the play grOup are the most itaportant fac-
tors in determining socialized attitudes. in personality development, and in social
adj ustment. e

2938. Edgar, William J. The economic institutions: an organization of a
sociological unit for instruction in secondary schools. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

t2939. Everett, Samuel. Democracy faces the future. New York, Columbia
university press, -1933. 269 p.

Discusses tlw social challenge of educiation, science, and technology, art in tY *machine
culture, American economic life, economic planning for an economy of plenty, nationalism
internationalism, and an econQmy of plenty, government, busines!:. and pressure group-.
democracyfnet and myth, freedom in an industrial society, a dynamic social theory, anti
education in the n'e era.

29-10. Farkas, Ilarry. Personality traits desired by employees in workilL
under 25 years of age. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

2941. Gibson, Robert M. A study of capitalistic. socialistic, and fascistic
preferences of 3,033 high school seniors in the state of Indiana. Master's, 1936.
Ball St. T. C. 09 p. ms.

Indicates that the students tested prefer fascism to either armed capitalism or arnwt!
socialism, a fair majority prefer armed socia4ism to armed capitalism, but many prof»r
peaceful capitalism to peaceful socialism.

2942. Gorka, Joanna. State care for depen.dent children in New Jersey. Mas-
ter's, 1935. Columbia.

t2943. lIamilton, Gordon. Social case recording. 'New York, Columbia uni-
versity press, 1936. 190 p. (New York school of social work)

Discusses the format and structure of the record, chronological entry and summao.
interpretation or diagnosis and plan of treatment, letters and reports, the recording process.
style, and special problems in recording and in relief recording.

f.2944. Hampel Margaret Thelma. Social responsibilities of education. Mas-
ter's, 1935. Col bia.

294. Harris, Jo.e The National youth administration including a study of
National youth administration students in represeritative situations. Master's,
1936. Ohio State. 80 p. n.

Compares 30 National youth administration students in high school in Columbus with30 regular iitudents, and compares 200 '4tiona1 youth administration student§ at Ohio
State university with 300 regular student% in the institution. Finds that the 'National
youth adininistration students were superior in scholastic standing to regular student,
and that workers were super's* to non-workers.

2946: James, 'Cecil R. An occupational survey of Knoxville and its relation
to trade education for girls in Knoxville. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 132 p. ms.

2947. James, Markaret Helen. Careers for women : the sociio-economic
tors as they determitle. trends. Master's, 1936. Ohio Univ. 64 p.

2948. Johnston, Olive S. The significance of leadership which manifests itself
at the secondary school level. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in : Uni-
versitfof Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936 : 41-42)

_

Attempts to determine to what extent .student body gowirnment and a wide range of
extracurricular activities are effectiaVe in training leaders, to discover the effect of these
experiences on the leaders themselves, and to determine the value derived by society.
Analyzes data obtained from school rc(!ords, anntiala, school papers, teachers; Judgments
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alumnae assoCiations, correspondence, nwrcha tits' credit a SIStRiliilLons. and persion:il inter-
views. rinds that leadership ability manifests itself on the seffudary school level; that
leadership experience of the individual tends to lre advantageous rather than otherwise ;

that leadership manifested in the secondary school is predictive of leadersHp in actual
life situations; that leadership in a changing socia I order calls for more careful selection
of leaders and for improved direction and trainitp.: for leadership; and that 'the invidelital
training now afforded by secondary schels and colleges is not sufficient to insure the
intelligent anti capable leadership nredes

2949. Keck, Clydus Glenn. What t he aventab teacher should know abotit.
life insurance. Master's. 1936. Ohio State. 75 p.

2950. Kelley, Mayne L. School practice in n; Texas orphanages. Mastor's.
1936. Baylor.

2951. Levenson, Mildred. A. study of the educational, occupational, aml lei-
sure time activities of 50 youths. Master's,' 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in:
University of Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, researches in progress, and
bibliography of publications, 12: 389)

Finds little correlation between the type of tritining received in school and the type
of employment obtained upon leaving school. and no definite relationship between the
length of time a youth holds his job and the amount of education be has had.

2952. Loucks, Emerson H. The Ku Klux Klan in itkinnsylvania: a study in
nativism. Doctor's, 1936. Columbia. Harrisburg. Pa., Telegraph press, 1936.
213 p.

Discusses the revival of the Ku Klux Klan in the United States; its early history in
Pennsylvania; its progress under the Evans regime ; its organization; its fraternalism ,

its political, religious, and educational activities; the women tof the Ku Klux Klan ;
and its decline.

I's:.
s's*,2953. McConnell, Gordon. Teaching cooperation. Master's, "15. North

Dakota. 78 p.
Studies cooperative marketing, cooperatkve credit unions, consumers enoporativeg in

the United States and in foreign countries. Discusses their financing, training of their
personnel, opposition to them, and other movements tending towards cooperation.

2954. Magill, Edmund C. Handbook ton out-of-school youth education in
Virginia. Blacksburg, Virginia polytochnic inVitute, 1935. 110 p. ms.

Analyzes out-of-school youth conditions in Virgibia, especially for the count). and Se t
up procedures for serving out-of-school youth, especially as far as 'the school system
is concerned and in emergenry educational agencie

2955. Matthews, lie Taylor. - Sociological determination of institutional ade-
quacy for personalized experience: a case situation in the southern Appalaclf:
inns. Doctor'b 1.ij,36. T. C., Col. niiv.

Studies all pupils in grades 6-11% and approximaitel orw-third of the adult househo1(1.
heaf!s in seveu small Appalachian communiCes, differe iated as to age. sex. and resi-
dence in village or open country. Finds tint romat icism has been displaced by
formalized institutions, especially religion, education, a s d the° family. Finds that
dominance of these institutions is affected by sex, age. at 1 locale; that formalization
of the person increases with age and decreases with urhanizition ; and that sex affects
total satisfactions only slightly.

2956. Middleton, John W. Growth of school credit unions. Master's, 1936.
Colo. St. Coll.

2957. Morris, Jack E. A study of the relationship of constcncy in children's
friendships to certain other factors. Master's, 191(1. Washington Univ. 72
p.IIÌS.

2958. Morris, Minnie D. A generalized study of adolescents' attituqes towards
the home. Master's, 1936.1 Washington Univ. 98 p.
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*2959. Nottingham, Ruth Dorothea. A psychological study of 40 unmarrMl
mothers. Doctor's, 3935'. Ohio ,State Genetic psycholo& monographs, 19.
155-228; May 1937.

Describes an experiment with 40 unmarried mothers who were residents of tho
Florence Crittenton home of Columbus, Ohio, during the period from autumn of 163.1 to
autumn of 1935, to whom intelligence, educational, interest antt personaliiy, vocationa;
interest, and soci*-economic status tests were administered. Uses tile reports on slip
individual girl as a harkgr4ound for a program which will best re et a Wish tier 1:1

society, educationally, economically, line

*2960. Panzer, Robert Allan. The psychology of the adjustment of an orphan
b9y. Master's6 193:1. rtoston Univ. 101 p. ms.

Presents a taw study of an orphan boy in boarding homes and orphan asylums and
in college. Analyzes Lis delinquencies, and his %later adjustment due to a developing'
of loyalty.

2961. Parker, Harry Koonce. A personnel study of scoutmast-ers in the Wash-
..,tenaw-Livingston council of the Boy scouts of America.

for

igan. 132 p. ms.
Master's, 1936. Mich-

2962.. Pataky, Joseph H. A social evaluation of some personality differences
between institutional and non-institutional children. Master's, 1935: Ohio,
Sta te.

I

Describes a study made at the Ohio soldiers' and' sailor*C orphans' hom.t at Xen!a,
Ohio. using the entire senior high school .enrollment of 155 chihlren. Finds the cbildrpn
in the instittitiool group to be !bore submissive, introverted, and geurotic, and
less self-sufficient than a normal group the boys were more'sociable. taut -.)corp soli-
conscious than a normal group and the girls in the institutloiml group were less
adequately adjusted than tire girls in the normal group.

t2963. Pendry, Elizabeth. R. and Hartshorne, Hugh. Organizations for
youth : leisure time ¿Ind character binding procedures.. New York, McGraw- vs

Hill book company, 1935. 359 p.

Discusses the work of the various clubs wild societies for boys and girls. junior pro-
grams of idult groups, *Wins for schools, spitl interest plans and interreligious groups.

2964. Peterson, Talmage D t )The relationship between' certain attitudys
of parents and children. Maz 193G. Purdue. '110 p.

Attempts to determine the relationship of attitudes between parents and theli-children
of secondary school ages.

2965. Pietz, Emil. A survey of the histifty and activities of the Young citi-
zens' league. Master's, 1936. South Dakota. 77 p. ms.

2966. Potter, A. M. Organization, administration, and Trogvam in puillic
and private welfare organizations in the state of Delaware: Masters', 1936.
Springfield.

2967. Prince, James L. Economic status as a factor in the educational sue-
ce.s of school children. Master's, 1935. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Finds that attendance is greater among children from the stron¡est financial group,
ttat children from the poorest group have the greatest number of absences, and that
children from the less favored groups are more 'retarded and are eliminated, from school
at a lower grade level. Shows *at children from the poorest group are not succeedin4
in school as do other children, and that some adjustment needs to be made to care for
these children.

2968. Pruitt, Straussa V. Indiana State parks: their educational contribu-
tions. Mtister's., 19ti4t. Intl. St. T. C. p. ins. (Abstract in: Indiana State
teachers college. Teachers college journal, 7: 134-35. July 19364)

Showelhat state parks offer one of the finest ways to make ue of leisure ; that they
build character, frugality, and industry by teaching the values of our great natural
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gifts; that they are social institutions whose foremost object Is to preserve our native
scenery in its primeval glory for advancement of all the people.

2969. Pugh, Gerald Gordon. Education in farm school institutions. Doc-
tor's, 1935. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, 1936. 135 p.

Attempts to evaluaté the present fw ci n 1 , administrative, and edueltional practices In
certain farm-school Institutions In the United States, and to appraige tile merits of the
farm school in the care. and training. both p:otective and correctional. -of dependent,
wayward, and delinquent children according to modern standards of child welfare.

2974. Ravich, S. N. Survey of child guidance clinics in New York City.
Master's, 1936. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 114 p.

Determines significant facts a,bout t4,)e organization. methods,. and -function of child
guilance clinics in New York city and obtains specific information about individual clinic.4.
A detailed questiOnnaire was sent to 57 clinic of *which 20 replied. Shows that clinical
functions fall into 4 (b.a4egories : Diagnostic and therapeutic, student training, research
and.public e;lucation, mil commitment. Speciblization is not common among clinics and,
for the most pgrt, dia.yoges -are determined at clinic conferences. Clinics accept cases
from social agencies. ttls, schools, and parents and adhere to an eclectic method of
t reattnent. ,

2971. Rosenberri, Ralph H. Earning oceupat-ions of reformatory' inmates.,
Master's, 1936. f ginnesota. 148 p: ms.

Studies former altktpations of 1.000 mtin in rciatioy ,to age, education, intelligence,
and readipg interests. Shows the need tor better educatkInal methods and better
yocatiopar counselling in reformatories. ,

,-;,1,

-2972. ,....; Dorothy. Three correlates of social-mindedness. Master's, 1936...
-Washingt 'II' Univ. 45 p. ms. .

2973. Sims, Mary S. The natural history of a social institution, the Young
women's Christian association. Doctor'N, 1936, -New York, 22,6 p. ms.

Traces the history of the association from its beginning in 1855 to 1934, and its
relations io the wonlail movement, religion, foreign programs, pioneering; its work 9n
internationalism, race relations, and influence on public opinion, the wc;rk of the asso-
ciation in the World War and during the depression; and its deulopplent of leadership
in the various gropps of the association.

*2974. Slesinger, Zalmen. Education find the class struggle:. A critical ex-
amination of the liberal educator's program fon?ocial reconstruction. Doctor's.
1936. T. C., Ca:Uniy. 'New York, CovIct Filede, 1937. 312 p.

Compares the liberal educator's position and its underlying premises as forniulated
in "The educational frontier", "A call .to the tètichers ,of:the nation", "Daie the school
build a new sOcial ordee, and "Eductrtion st;ef-Aigocial'crisis", with the Marxist
position and its basic assuinptiond as expounded in Márxist literature.

*2975. Sobel, Lo* H. . A,prvey of ttle:statns of the professional. personnel
in Jewish center work.. Master's, 1936, Ne* York. 43 p. ms.

Analyzes data about the personnel and the personnel practices of the men and women
engaged in Jewish Fommunity center work in the Ilriited States and Canada ; sompares

their present status with thêir status as determined by a similar study in 1922; and'
recommendg ways of improving the qualifications of the personnel and of bettering Or-

.sonnel practices.

2976. Sollins, Irving V. A socio-statistical analysis of boys' club member4hip.
Doctor's, 1936. New York. *

Analyzes the social backgrounds of, and social factors within a boys' club membership
by studying the records of-the entire membership of the club from January 1927 through
SepteMber 1931, to detergine the value of the club as a character-building agency.
Studies club memberihip tn relation to club' activities, age, factors of economic and
social statuS, problems of delinquency and truancy, and to the interrelationship of them!,
factors. Finds ttfat deloinquency rates were higher for members of the club-than for

, the general boy population ot the area served by 'the club, and that the club did not
tuLtill Its role as an agency' for character building.
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-.2977. Southard, Helen Fairbairn. Recruits

)
or social work, selection, evalult-

don, and analysis of home ielief investigators. Buffalo, University of Buffalo.
1936. (University of Buffalo studies, 10: 91-115, February 1936)

Describes the methods used-in selecting 201 investigators of the 3,150 applicants forpositions as home relief investigators of the Emergency relief bureau. Discusses thehigh-school and college training. personality traits, former positions held, vocational andleisure interests of two groups of the insestigators who were employed.
t2978. Steckel, Minnie L. A study of employability of women in Alabama.

1929-1935. A study conducted by the National federation of business and
Professional women's clubs and the Alabama federation of business and pro-
fessional women's clubs, in collaboration with Alabama college. Monteyallo.
Alabama college, 1936. 88 p. (Alabama college for women bulletin, vol. 29,
no. 1. Total no. 119)

Presents data on age, marital sltatus, nod health as they relate to employment ;amount and type of training as they affect entrance and tenure in the various occupa-tional fields; diversity of occupational fields employing Alabama women independentbusiness as compared to salaried positions with reference to opportunities for womenand agencies most helpful in placing women in potions.
2979. Teagarden, F. M. The effect of present conditions on personality de-

velopment. Religious education, 31: 183-88, July 1936. (University of
Pittsburgh)

2980. Vincent, Lura- I. Agencies affecting child life in a rural community.
Master's, 1936. Presbyterian College. 518 p. ms.

Studies the secular and religious agencies affecting the life of childhood and youthto 16 years in the Indian Point community, Athens, Ill. Finds that the Community kabove the average in 'affording a rich and well-balanced experience for childhood, butthat there is need for greater cooperation between agencies to avoid overlapping orduplication of effort.

29811Walrath, Leland A. Experiences of school life w'hich bring about in
boys and girli lasting changes for the better. Master's, 1935. Inchigan.

2982. Williams, Dorothy Hortense. The effect of an interracial project upon
the attitudes of Negro and white girls within the Y. W. C. A. Master's, 1935.
Columbia.

2983. Wooden, Ethel A. The detelopment of social intelligence through part-
time education. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

2984. Wyse, Elizabeth Voris. Personality traits of successful men. Master's,
e 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in : University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of

theses for higher degrees, 1936: 77)
Studies the personality traits. of 125 k;uccessful men as measured by the Bernreuterpersonality inventory. Finds that the group as a whole revealed a high degree of

emotional stability, was self-sufficient, tended toward extroversion, was more dominanttban average, was wholsesomely aelf-confidept, and tended toward non-sociability. Findsthat the college professors made up the most stable class, although federal and state
officials as well as scientists and professlonal men all averaged high in stability, thatfederal officials showed the greatest inclination towards extroversion, and that stateofficers shoved a tendency to dominate. Concludes that successful met; exhibit the'traits. of normal personality in their most wholesome degree, but that tendencies toward
extreme manifestations of traits do not interfere seriously with ability to succeed in the
many activities that occupy the energies of educated men.

RACIAL GROUPS, EDUCATION
Brown, Hariette L. A itudy of the home practice facilities of Latin-

.

American girls enrolled in the home economics classes of the Brownsville,
TexaR, high school. Master's, 1988. Colo. St. Coll. .

Studies the home environment and activities of 100 Latin-Americap girls by personalvisits to each home, conferences with girls, conferences with the mothers of the girls,
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written reports from the girls, class reports from the girls, and photographic studies.
snows a need for education according to American standards to improve living undyr
crowded conditions, to use community facilities. to inSprove their homes and food
standards. and to reduce the amount of work done by improvement of home manage-
ment.

2986. Burton, Henrietta K. The reestablishment of the Indians lii their pueblo
life 1hrough the revival of their traditional crats. Doctor's, 1935. T. C., Col.
Univ. '

Presents a case study of the San Ildefonso community. discussing the economic status.
housing, and living conditions of the Indians, anti the improvement in their, living
covditions with the revival of their arts and crafts.

2987. Calmada, Patria. A study of the mhstery of certain mathematical skills
and concepts by Puerto Rican children in seventh and eighth' grades. Master's,
1935. Michigan.

2988. Chang, Francis Yung. A st'udy of the movement to segreg hinese
pupils in the San Francisco pg.ublic schools up to 1885. Doctor's, 1936. Stanford.
(Abstract in : Stanford university. Abstracts of dissertations for the degrees of
doctor of philosophy and doctor of education, 1535-36: 185-88)

Shows that the development of a separate school for the Chinese pupils in San
Francisco was a compromise between school officers who were prejudiced against admitting
Chinese children to public schools for white pupils and the Chinese who demanded tbe
recognition of their rights to public education by public-school authorities.

2989. Coan, Bartlett E. A comparative study of the Americanand Mexican
children in the Big Bend area for 1935-1936. Master's, 1936. Texas.

2990. Davis, Edward. The history of federal relations with the five civilized
tribes since 1865. Doctor's, 1936. l'exas. 540 p. rns.

Shows that the problem of Indian education is being attacked in a systematic, business-
like manner, and that federal supervision will have to he a continuing process. Finds
tbat Indian education must be for the full-blood and must teach him to earn his way In
the competitivj6 white society in which he is placed.

2991. Kelly; Edna Arabella. A brief history of tile home life, education, and
progress of tile Hopi Indians. Master's, 1936 Kentucky. 1S3 p. ins.

Surveys 100 homes of the Hopi Indian tribe located on a government reservation- in the
nortbetistern part of the state of Arizona and discusses the historical background of the
Hopi Indians, their mode of living, foods, shelter, health and hygiene, arts and crafts,
social and politiehl organizations, religion, customs, ceremonies, tradiiions, legends, and
education.

2992. Mitchell, Arthur J. The effect of bilingualism in the measurement of
'intelligence. Master's, 1938. Colorado. (Abstract in : University of Colorado
studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1936: 48--49)

Attempts to determine whether or not foreign-luuguage children think with equal
facility And accuracy in the Englisfi language and in their nativeNlanguage. Studies the
results of administering the Otis Intelligence test, primary form, to a group of 236 Mexican
children in the first three grades of the Nogales, Ariz.. public schools; directions for form
A of the test were translated and administered in Spanish; form B of the test was admin-
istered in English. Indicates that foreign-language children are handicapped on an intelli-
gence test administered In English because they do not understand the language.

2993. Neet, Claude. Industrial work in the Indian schools of Oklahoma.
Master's, 1930. Okla. A. & M. Coll.

Stddies the types of courses offered, equipment available, size and location of shop
buildings, and qualifications of teachers in the 9 schools offering industrial work of a total
pi 85 Indian schools in Oklahoma. Shows that industrial training should be extended to
more of the Indian schools, that the existing industrial programs should be expanded, and
that the standards of the teachers should be raised.

2994. Ricy Boydie. A study of the relation between degree of Indian blood
and specift tribe and the intelligence and scholastic marks of the American
Indian. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

1 a
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2995. Stubbins,* Donald G. A comparison of the scholastic difficulties of
immigrantand native American children in the schools of Mott, Hettinger county,
North Dakota. Master's, 1936. North Dakota. 79 p.

Compares the median IQ's of immigrant and native American children in the elementary
schools of Mutt ; tlYeir Median achievement ccores, taking each grade separately; studies
the typical environment under which thq children of foreign stock live ; conducts an
experiment in which children entering the. first grade from homes where English is not
spoken are placed in a separate classroom taught by nn espet well-qualified teacher ; and
compares their achievement with that of native American children in the public schools!'

2996. Zens, Si.ter M. Serena. The educational work of the Catholic church
among the Indians of South Dakota. Master's, 1936. South Dakota. 62 p. ms.

NEGROES, EDUCATION

2997. Adams, Edward H. An anthropometric study of the effect of hard labor
during youth as a stimulator of physical growth in young colored women.
Master's, 1936. Iowa.

*2998. Bassette, Phoebe E. A stuay of the economic condition of Negro
teachers in the rural elemenfary schools of Virginia Master's, 1936. Hampton.
41 p. ms.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire sent to 500 teachers in sumMer schools in Virginia
colleges and universities during the summer of 1935, asking data as to age, sex, marital
status, location of employment, academic standing, certification, experience, grade taught,
number of pupils in the grade, and average age of pupils; length of school day, number of
school days per year, number of teachers in the school, their salary, and whether it is
supplemented; cost of living; amount spent for school materials, for further training,
dependents, recreation, medical care, and for the retirement fund. Shows that many
teachers taught very large classes and performed extra duties besides teaching; that the
salaries for the middle 50 percént ranged from $300 te $500 ; and that few teachers were
able to supplement their salary to any appreciable extent. Finds that the salaries of
Negro teachers in the rural elementary schools are inadequate to meet their reasonable
expenses, and that the practice of requiring equal training, equal hours of labor, and
equal types of servim_but inferior salaries to Negro teachers is unfair and should be
abolished.

2999. Bayliss, Edwin H. The preparation, Interests, and achievements of
the Negro student at the state University of Iowa. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

3000. Bond, Horace Mann. Social and economic influence on the public educa-
tion of Negroes in Alabanlis, 1865-1930. Doctor's, 1936, Chicago. 546 p.

Shows thjit basic economic and social changes have been responsible 'for the present
structure of educational institutions in Alabama, and that the factor of race is a unique
social force compared to those usually referred to in studies of educational institutions
in the North.

3001. Bowen, Hilliard A. The social and economic status of the pupils in the
junior and senior high school for Negroes in Oklahoma City, Okla. Master's,
1930. Ohio State. 152 p. ms.

*Shows that parental occupations influence pupils' persistence in school and the choice
of curricula made by the pupils. Finds that the largest percent of pupils In the junior
and senior high schools, represent parents ¡from the personal service group followed by
pupils from the common labor group. and that the eccnomic status of the family plays a
large part in determining what the home conveniences will be for that WW1,.

3002. Bowen,-Margaret Davis. Educational work of a national professional
sorority of Negro college women. Master's, 1935. Cincinnati.

*3003. Bradby, Balled P. A comparison of reading and achievement in the
one-teacher, the three-teacher, and the six-teachei schools, of 11-year-old children

ms.

ms.
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in the Negro public schools of Aiken county, South Carolina. Master's, 1935.

Hampton. 54 p.'ms.
Recommends the consolidation 0/1 the 1-, 2., and ^leacher schools ATherever praWcal. an

increase in _,the length of the school term to a minimum. of 6 months, professional
improvement of teachers in the smaller schools to 1 minimum of 2 years of training above
high-school level, physical improvement of schools to insure comfortable working condi-

tions, and compulsory attendance of children from G to 16 years of age.

300-j. Butcher, Beatrice Bowen. The evolution of Negro women's schools in
the United States.. Master's, 1936. Howard. p.

Attempts to trace the rie and devi:loimient of the separate Fchool aniori Negrpt,s.

Finds that between the years 1S2T and 1S(13 more than 75 percent of schools for Negro
women were separate schools ; that from 1S64 to 1910 the establishmept and development
of more thau 20 separate schools for Negro girls deserved study ; and thai the period from
1910 to 1936 was one .of more intefisive progress vhtbin the already established schools.

*3005. Clresson, Purvis J. A study of retardation in Abraham Lincoln school,
Norfolk, Virginia. Master's, 1935. Hampton. 46 p. ms.

Analyzes the causes of retardation and elimination in a Negro elementary school of
six grades in Norfolk, Va., and finds that the ch1(.1 causes of dropouts are leaving the
city, lack of finances in the home, iknd, personal illness; that the chief causes of failures
are Poor attendance, low mentality, and indifference; and that the greatest number of
failures occurred in the first two grades, indicating a need for kindergarten training.

woe Cogdell, Walter Clarence. The evolution of secondary education for
Negroes n Lbalsiana. Master's, 1936. toward. 103 p. ms.

Finds at secondary edf
,iucation for Negroes in Louisiana was the developnAt Mcof

missiona effort of Northern philanthropy following the emancipation of the Negro,
State-supported secondary tIchools while of comparatively recent origin are growing
rapidly.

3007. Cooler, Charles -Logan, Major factors involved in. the vocational
choices of Negro college itudents. Doctor's, 1935. Cornell. 243 p. ws.

Finds the major factors to be economic or financial condition, status of the chosen
occupation, proximity of educational institutions, influence ef college offerings, and race

'prejudice. 4

3008. Davlds, Robert Brewster. A comparative study of white and Negro
education in Maryland. Doctor's, 1936. Johns Hopkins.

fib

*3009. Davis, Annie F. The curriculum and the social and economic needs
of the pupils of the Daniel Viand elementary school. Master's, 1966. Hampton.
57 p. ms.

Finds a need for tile continuous revision of the curr)culum, and recommends changes
in the school building and -the employment of an additional tunnel; to handle the
ungraded room and its probNms; suggests that a definite plan be followed in integrating
the school and the community; that a program of extracurricular activities be instituted,
and more stress be laid on physical education for the girls; that problem also) be
carefully diagnosed ; and that the SUbject-activity plan now in use be continued.

3010. DM, Lowell P. Industrial pursuits of employed Negroes in the major
industries of Bessemer, Alabama, as related to. an adult vocational training pro-
gram. Master's, 1636. Colo. St. Coll.

3011. Epps, E. W. A comparative study bf motor ability skills Of high
school, college, and varsity Negro boys. Master's, 1936. Springfield..

3012. Ferguson, Marinda N. A comparative study of the educational status of
theNegro in Missouri and Kansas. Master's, 1936. tans. st..T. C., Emporia.

p. ms.

8018. Gregg, Hovlird Decker. The background study of Negro high-school
students in Ohio. Doctor's, 19362 Pennsylvania.

s
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3014. Higgins, Rodney G. Delinquency a Negro children in the city of St
'Louis. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

3015. Holden, Percy Harrison. After school careers of Negro high scho(
graduates of Houston, Texas, for 1933. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract
.in: University of Colorado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher .degrees,
1936: 35-36)

*3016. Jones, A. Qusinn. An inventory of 149 students in the ninth, tenth.
4 eleventh, and twelfth grade classes of the Lincoln high school, Gainesville,

Fiorillo. Master's, 1935. Hampton. 93 p. ms.
Attempts to determine the mentality, achievement, vbcational choices, ambitions, intlirests, character traits, and social and economic background of the pupils of the Lincolnhigh school. Finds that a large percentage of the students in each grade are overage ;that the children from the better social envirònnuInts do better work than those from amore limited economic and social environment; that a large Lumber of the graduates orthis school are attending Negro colleges in other states; that there is a need for voca-tional guidance and counseling to direct students into different 'vocational channels as t.011large a proportion of the pupils wish profeisional careers ; and that there should be amore diversified curriculum in the school.

3017. LaFellette, Ernest R. The mobility of Negroes and certain background
conditions that cause an excess of delinquency among Negro boys in Ohio.
Master's, 1936. Ohio State.

3018. Muffins, Wilda. Juvenile delinquency among Negroes (a survey of the
literature). Master's, 1936. Iawa.

3019: Newsome, Spencer Howard. The organization and administration of
public school education for Negro boys and girls in Hillsborough cOunty.
Florida. Master's, 1936. Wittenberg. 155 p.

Finds that Negro schools fall far behind the white schools of the county in equipment
and in all of those facilities necessary for good schools, that-,Negro teaciters are -poorl%paid, and tbat the rural school buildings are for the moat part very poor and unsuited
for school.

3020. Nichols, Claude, Elmer. Reorganization Of Negro high schools in the
state of Kentucky. Master's. 1936. Cincinnati.

3021. Oak, Eleanor Hill. The development of separate education In the state
of New Jersey. Master's, 1936. Howard. 97 p: ma.

Shows that in spite of a law prohibiting the exclusion of children from any schoolon account of colot many communities in New Jersey have for many years and still do
maintain separate schools for Negroes. The development of separate schools in the
several counties shows a marked relation to tht density of Negro population. Traditional
practice, too, seems to be a determining factor of considerable importance. Court de-
cisions, in general, have been favorable to Negroes protesting exclusion from the ptOlic
schools.

*3022. Palmer, Lutrelle Fleming. A conItunnity-centered high schoOl in 'gew-
port News, Virginia : a proposal for its estnblishment and a program for its
operation. Master's, 1936. .Hampton. 82 p. ms.

Gives a brief history of the Huntington high school, and the construction of a new
building for Negroes as the outgrowth of an intense interest in sound education on the
part of the Negro citizens of the community. Recommends the Ose of the recreation build-
ing as a commttnity center, and suggests a program of activities.

*31023. Redcay, Edward E. County tiaining schools and public secondary
education for Negroes in the South. Doctor's, 1935. Columbia. Washington,
D. C., John F. Slater.fund, 1935. 169 p.

Traces the development of the county training schools for rural Negroei from 1911
to date ; shows the interest And support of the John F. Slater fund in the developmentof the schools,. and 'their influence on the development ,of public secondary schools for
Negroes in the South ; and discusses the present status of secondary education for Negroes.
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3024. Shankweiler, Paul W. Negro education 'in northern Alabama Social
forces, 14 : 410-16, Mtirch 1936, (Birpingham-Southern college)

3025. Simmons, J. Andrew. Professional and cultural backgrounds of the

teachers in high schools for Negroes in the South. Master's, 1935. T. C.. Col.

Univ. 40 P. ms.

3026. Smith, Alice Hirsh. A study of Negro achievement in a' fifth grade
curriculum. Master's, 1935. Peabody. 195 p. ms.

Describes a study made with 28 fifth-grade pupils in the Park school. elorence, S. C.,
in tbe tv!hievement in literatere, art, music, education, science, and invention of Negroes.

3027. Smith, Lamar F. A personnel study of the directors of physical educa-

tion in Negro colleges in-le United States. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

3028. Smith, Russell W. The curriculum in high schools for Negroes. Mas-

ter's, 1936. Iowa. 70 p. ms.

3029. Stokes, Maurice. A study of the education, of Negro children living

in Emporia. Master's, 1936. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. 89 p.

. 3030. Taylor, Charles T. A study of certain attitudes of Negro junior high

school pupils. Master's, 1936. Purdue. 34 p.

Studies the attitude of °pupils toward high school, instructors. special subjects of the
curriculum. the relationship of these attiiudes to each other and to age, grade, sox. and
achievement. Finds some relationship between attitude toward high school pnd attitude
toward teachers and a positive relationship between attitude towarl high school and
attitude toward subjects; that girls have a more fqvorable attitude toward high school
than do boys; and that there is a moderate corresp4mtictne beiwcen attitudf. toward high
school and semester marks. a

3031. Thomasson, Maurice E. A study of special kinds of education for

I rural Negroes. Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. Charlotte. N. C., 1936. 104 p.

Evaluates the instructional programs of a grout') of agencies offering special educational
programs to lurid Negro( a in six countiep in Virginia.

3032. WeAtherford, A. E. The Negro's religion and its effects upon his reova-
tional acaltivities in Bladen County. N. C. Master's, 1930. Springfield.

'3033. Williams, John Taylor. The provisions four high school opportiwity for
NegrO pupils in Kentucky. Doctor's, 1936. Indiana. 195 p. ms.

3034. Yerwood, Ada Marie. Certain housing conditions and activities of
Negro girls enrolled in federally aided schools in Texas as one index of their
educational needs. Master's, 1936. Iowa. St. Coll.

a

Shows one way ghat the home survey 'ran he used as an ahl in &Nit niinin.z how home
economics courses can contribute most to the development of the hitzh-sellool Zi1i. her fam-

ily. and society. Finds a need for the development of id-als cuul standards of porsonal,
domestic, and community hygiene. and domestic and covnunity sanitation ; need for an
understanding of the physical, mental. and emotional devulrpment of chikh en of ail a2c.i;
for the development of worth-while leisure activities, for improvement in the buying prac-
tices of the Negro family, and for a well-planned adult program.

3035.. Young, Hairiet Lucille. A study of the mental and physical traits of

Negro children in the Field's special school. Master's, 1936. Temple. 122 p. ms.

EXCEPTIONAL GROUPS
41D,
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GIFTED

3036. Allen, Jenny Lee. Information regarding elementary education qf

gifted children. Master's, 193(1. Peabody. 130 p. ins.
Finds that gifted children should be segregated and be given an enricTied curriculum.
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3037. Coffey, Lucile Hester. Adaptation of school work to the gifted child
Master's, 19:6. Indiana. 69 p.

3038. Elbing, Dorothea. A study of 35 superior children in a high scho1.
Master's, 1935. Michigan.

AP 3039. Fisher, Wilma Elizabeth. Trends' in providing for the superior pupil
in high school mathematics. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 46 p. ms.

Examines textbooks, courscs of study. and periodical literature for procedures which
have been used to provide for superior high-school students in mathematics.

3040. Robertson, Josephine P. A 'study of the direction of IQ change 4)f

children testins 120 IQ or above at school entrance. Master's, 1936. Iowa.
3041'. Wrenn, C. Gilbert. Aiding the fit : guidance for students of high intern-

gence in a college personnel program. Journal of higher education, G.: 357-Gi,
October 1935. (Stanford university)

Studies three groups of superior students for characteristics which distinguish them
from normal students and that would aid in the construction of an Adequate personuol
program for them. Finds that these students have distinctive study habitg and di.
tinctive needs and that they nre in greater need of a sRecialized program of auidonii..
guidance than of vocational guidance.

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

3042. Brown, Alma E. The effect of an adapted program of physical educa-
tion on the development of individuals with cardiac defects. .Master's, 19341
Ohio State. 78.p. ms.

Describes a program carried out at the Argentine high school in Kansas ,City, Kans ,

with eight cardiac patientg. Tests given at the beginning of the experiment indicated
the individuals were socially maladjusted. At the end of the school term improvement
in the cardiac conditions of the cases was evident.

3043. Clausen, W. P. Brequency of physical defects as related to the mental
status of unselected children. Master's, 1936. Temple. 746p. ins.

Studies physical defects and mental sta4us as shown in the school records of childrpli
from 9 elementilry schools in District 7 in the city of Philadelphia (950 boys and 1,033
girls). Finds defective eyes, ears, tonsils, adenoids, and teeth are more frequent among.
the (lull than among the bright children, and that other defects, such as orthopedic
defects, and those of heart, skin, and nerves do not appear to be connected with mental
status.

3044. Lundberg, Ruth W. A survey of the physically handicapped children
taught in the tdisabled department of the Portland public schools, 1924-1934.
Master's, 19Ç36. 1 Oregon.

BLIND AND PARTIALLY SEEING

3045. Geiger, Lorraine Louise. Commercial education for the blind. Mas-
ter's, 1935. Boiton Univ. 100,p. ms. ,

Attempts to prisent a representative picture of AV Is being done in the commercial
training of the blind in tge 47 schools for the blind throughout the country. Gives a
brief history of eaucation for title blind. Discusses the teaching of typewriting, Braille
shorthand. dictaphone o'perating. junior business training, business English, economics,
salesmanship and Office practice, other commercial subjects, and testing for the blind.

3046. Hance, I. T. What the blind can get out of a laboratory course in
zoology. Pittsbuigh, University of Pittsburgh, 1936.

3047. Hootraan;it, Halite. Personality traits of the near blind an investiga-
tion of jpnior high school' students. Master's, 1935. . Columbia.

3044. 'Teter, Maigbaret
.

Wells. Personality traits of the ner blind; an inlesti-
gation of senior hir school students. Master's, 1935. Columbia.
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3049. Maxfield, Kathryn Erroll. The spoken language.of the blind preschool

child: a study of method. Doctor's, 1936. Columbia: New York city, 1936.

101 p. (Archives of psychology, no. 201)

Analyzes the spontaneous use of language of eight blind children varying in intelli-

gence from low average to very superior, to determine ihe child's functii)mil tikt of
language, social indices to be found in hi's language, the constructional nature of hie
speecti;.and special features which may be of particular importance for the visually handi-

capped child. Indicate,4 that ¡Mini children use fewer complete re.4po11ses, many wore

Incomplete responses, and- fewer non-verhal responses than do seeing children.

3050. My ler, Pauline VinCent. A. study of the motor ability of the blind.

Master's, 1936. Texas.

3051. Powers, Pauline Valeria. A study of die oral language errors of the

1Youngstown Braille pupils. Master's, 1936. Pittsburgh. (Abstract in: 1:ni-

versity ok Pittsburgh. Abstracts of theses, rewa relies in progress, and bibli-

ography of publications, 12: 344-45)
Attempts to analyze and diagnose the language errors of a group of childri.n and

to campare them with the errors of more that a half-million sighted children who were

used in Dr. L. J. O'Rourke's nation-wide experiment. Studies only oral errors of nine
blind pupils ranging in age from 6 to 19 years with IQ's ranging from 70 to 136,

In gradw 1B, :U, 5B, 7B, 7A, 10B, and 11B. Finds that In every 'case, the Braille pupils
made awgreater gain in English usage and vovahulary frow test to test than in reading
ability; that in English usage, votabu;ary, and readiv tests, the Braille pupils of high

ment ty reached or exceeded medians made by the sighted pupils of high mental ability ,

and t cores of the Braille pupils of low mental ability grouped themselves around,

the me tuns made by sighted children of similar mentality ; that a foreign language
spoken in the home was a handicap, but that a foreign language learned was an ad-

vantage; that the radio, motion picture, and slang had the same influence upon the usage
and English vocabulary of the blind children as occurs in the case of the sighted cirtiAl.

.3052. Riefling, Adeline Aldrich. Some medical, psychological, and educa-
tional aspects of sight-conservation classes for the instruction of visually handi-
capped children. Master's, 1936. St. Louis. 145 p.

Presents a comparative study of the administration of sight-saving classes in St. Louis
pliblic schools, and studies requirements for admission, equipment, method8 of teni.hing,
educational and 'wail effects of sight-saving classes, Finds that medical handicap be-
comes,less in certain instances, as 17 percent of the cases returned to reguipr classes,
while Al percent showed improvement ; that 93 percent of the pupils make normal or
accelerate0 grade progress and continue their schooling in high schpol and college; that
of the 45 instances of employment of those who 'had been in special classes about 80
percent were engaged in selling, 53 percent in service, and the remainder about equally
divided between factory employment and manual labor.

3053. Wells, William O. A survey of sight-saving classes in the public schools
*of the State of Michigan. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

DEAF AND HARD-OF-HEARING

3054. Brace, Cloyd Raymond. A comparison of the ability of deaf boys with
normal boys in balance control. Master's, 1936. Te;cas.

*3055. Brunschwig, Lily. A study of some personality aspects of deaf chil-
dren. Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. Nevi York city, Teachers college, Co-
lumbia university. 143 p. (Contributions to education, no. 687)

Analyses answers Rf 159 deaf and 248 hearing childten to the Rogers test of per-
sonality adjustmeRt., and develops the personality inventory for deaf children. Finds
that the personality inventory provided a valid measure of sotne aspects of personality
adjustment ih deaf aildren and functioned for this group as other inventories do for
hearing children.

8058: Burba,nk F. B. Education of the deaf with refèrence to equilibrium
skills. Master's, 1936. Springfield.
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'3057. Babbe, Stephen. Personality . adjustments' of adolescent boys tip'
impaired hearing. Dootor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ. New York city Teadier.
college, Columbia imiversity, 1936. 8. p. (Contributions to eduen/ion, no. Ca7 )

Compares 48 hard-of-hearing and 4S normal hearing rbys selected ftom five juni
high schools in New York City as to personality adjustments, to determine the rir
cumetances under which the hard-of-hearing adolescent boy makes or fails to rank-

good personality adjustments. Shows that with the exception of spi-ech difficulties. tn..
hard-of-hearing boys show abelut the same personality behaviors and characteristits
do normal hearing boys of the same age.

305N. Labrone, Mr& Truda Gough. An analytical study of the reading

O

of deaf children. Doctor's, 1936. Texas.,

3059. loorenz, Jennie. Consistency of auditory acuity, or variability 'of indi
viduals among four tests with the 2A audionwter. Doctor's. 1136. T. C., Col..
Univ.

Describes an 'experiment conducted with 15 hard-of-hearilig childron matched with
1? normal hcaring children as to age. sex. intelligence. and racial stock. Finds a Lig'i
degree of consistency among suCcessive tests with the 2A audiometer.

Numbers, Fred C. Articulatory errors leading to unintelligibility in the
.speech of 87 children. Master's, 193r. Mass. St. COIL 86 p. ms.

Points out definite eriors of articulation which make for unintelligibility in the spe h
of a group of deaf children, and determinibs tbe relative frequency of the recurrv:,ce
these errors. Shows that modification of the methods of teaching specch to t e dea
might increase the intelligibility of their speech.

30111. Riley. James Joseph. The evolution of organized facilities- for 111.*
cation of the deaf in Massachusetts. Master's, 136. Boston Coll.

*36C2.-Sprilager, N. Norton. The pi.rsonality of the deaf school a
enmparative- study of several ftaspects of the persenality Òf d('af and hearing
children. k)octor's, 1934. New york. 197 p. ms.

Comp tre Li (xPeritileAal grilup of 776 dPaf chAdren from throe schno's for the %;eaf
In Ne York City, with a control gvoup .of 547 hearing chldren in the public schools
of New York City"? Finds the two) group: similar in age. sex'. nationality, general social
status, and in Gehavlor characteristi-s; ficti:z little diffPrence between the mean 1Q's
of tghe d af and the livariing children at any particular age level; thitt the deaf children
sere older, and more nellrotic; and that the .age of onset of deafness teabod t4) have a
'positive relationship with the various tests.

SPEECH DEFECTIVE
e

34:3. Edenfleld. Marshall Calder. A comparative study of the occurrence If
sweet) defects in blind and skiving pet)pie. Mastor's. 1936. Louisiana tate:
(Abstract in.: Louisiana state univetsity. University bulletin.- vol. 2S N. S.. no.

12: 66.)
Trsts 38 blind sul),jects and 38 seeing subjects for SpC1Th defect.s. Finds a decided

difference between the groups in articulatory errors, and in voice and rhythm, but, that as
a whole, there is no appreciable difference between the Vivo groups in total speech defects.

3064. House, Enod. Certain laterality charapteristics of children with articu-
latory disorders. Master's, 1936. iow,a.

3065. Larsen, Robert P. Objective methods of conditioning stuttering to eer-
tain stimuli. Master's, 1936. Iowa.

3066. Millsapps, Lucile. The role ofispeeific words in stuttering. Master's,
ja36. Iowa.

3067. Morris, Delyte Wesley. Position as a factor of attenlinal clea.rness in
relation to stuttering. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. (Abstract in: Iowa. University.
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Univentity of

ompares a group of' 20 stutterers with cintrill.roups' of right handed. left-handed.

and ambidtxtrouffl speakers to determine whether #r not pusitional preference

DI 1 ht be 1geil a a critcrifm for determining the native-sid.dness of stAtterers. Finds thtit

a. a group tbe stutterers are consistently more like the ambidextrous group than the
ri,:bt or lefthanded groups.

3ooK Mouat, Lawrence Henry.
e

An analytical investigation of t he current

theories on the nature and treatment of stuttering. Master's, 1936. Stonford.

3tti9. Shover, Jayne. The relationship between stuttering and bi-linztutlism:

a survey In the East Chicago, Nidiana, public schools. laster's. 11.'31;.- Iowa.
tol

31170. Sinn, Arlien. Frequency of stuttering with expectation of stutteriug
eliminated. laster's. 19311.. Iowa.

:1071. Soloman, Anita. The effect of expectancy of tuttoring on the fre-

quency of stuttering. Master's, 1:13G. Iowa.

3072. Webster, Mary J. .arAn objective study of expectation of stuttering"a-, a

factor in the predpitation of the moment of stuttering. .11aster's. 1V,IG. Iowa.

MENTALLY RETARDED

3073. Frank, Binjamin. The relation of strenzth of verseverative tendency

to recidivism: a comparative study of first offenders and recidivists. Doctor's,

1936. New York. 104 p. ms.
aimpares a group of first offenders of n srmal intelligene« who before the age of

20 to :25 yerirs had never teen subjected. to .social treatment because of criminal acts.
*Rh a group of recidiristg of normal intelligence who.4e de.:inquen( y began before the
age of 16 yearA and who have been exposed to some form of social treatment but nho
have been unable to make a favoralile aocial adjustment and who have bPen ekantnittld

institutions at least three times. Finds that the recidivists showed greater variability

than the first offenders, making very high or very low stores on all of the tests
administered.

3074. Harney. Joseph William. Social and educational aajustnwnts of non-

institutionalized mentally deiLective. children. Master's, 1930. Chicago. 90

.p. Ms.
Studies important fact( rs influencing the adjustment of non-problem feeble-minded

children. .11

3075. Hinchley, Clarence. Study of 25 dull children in senior high school.

Master's, 1935. Michigan.

3076. Jacsibs, Hazel Overstreet. The education of mentally retarded children
in Florida, with special reference to the Orlando public schools. Master's, 1936.

Stetson. 72 p. ms.
Shows the need of special training for the feeble-minded children. and some ways by

which it may be accomplished.

3077. Leacho Patherine Comiskey. The learning of adolescent boys of low
general intelligence. Master's,- 1935. Chicago. 61 p. ms. .

Reports an 'attempt to measure the achievement over a 15 week period of high-school
boys with IQ's ranging from 70 to 95.

8078. McCord, Eugenia L. The achievement levels of slow pupils in Junior
bigh achOol mathematics. Master's, 1935. Emory.
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3079. Noel, J. Ho Hind. Case studies of educationally retarded children. Mas-
ter's, 1935. Peabody. 98 p. ins.

Studies 26 chiLiren who were 3 or more years behind the grade considered normal
for their age, and finds that retarded mentality and poor home conditions were the chier
causes of their retardation.

3040. Pertsch, C. Frederick. A comparative study of the progress of sub-.
normal pupils in the grades and in special classes. Doctor's, 193. T. C., Col.
Univ. New York, 1936. 101 p.

Descril an experiment conducted in the New 'York City school system with sub-
normals ranging in age from 12 to 14,9 years, equated as to sex, socio-economic status,
IQ, MA, to determine measurable gains in curricular subjects, changes in character arid
personality, growth in mechanical ability and aptitude, and their attitude towards seLtri.
gation and the content of tbe sçhool curriculum. Finds that the general academic
achievement of the non-segregated group is somewhat superior to that of the equivalent
segregated groups; finds that the unsegregated boys make greater gains in mechanical
ability and in personality traits t4an do the special class boys, but that the special class
girls make greater gains in mectanical ability and in personality traits than do the
unsegregated group.

3081. Pritchard, Miriam C. The nwannical ability of subnormal boys. Doc-
tor's, 1936. T. C Col. Univ.

Describes"; oxperitnent qonducted with 79 adolescent boys in the Edenwald school
of the Hebrew orphanage in which the Stanford revision of the Binet-Simon intelligence
test, the Minnesota mechanical ability tests. tbe Minnesota interest analysis blank, Mailer
character sketches, and the Hagge-rty-Olson-Wickman behavior rating schedules were used
in addition to a project in the carpentry course to measure mechanical performance.
Finds that mechanical ability tests cannot be associated with measures of intelligence;
that the present tendency is ito emphasize manual work of a mechanical nature in
special classes; that training should be given in other fields for mentally deficient
persons who do not possess mechanical intelligence ; and that adequately standardized
achievement scales would lessen the tendency to give high marks in shop courses because
of sympathy tor the poorly endowed individual rather than for performance merit.

3082. Slocum, J. W., Jr. The child of very low ability in the small public
school. Master's, 1936. Nebraska. 117 p. ms.

Studies present practices on finding and teaching the moron in a number of Iowa
and Missouri schools in towns of fewer than 5,000 general population, and in schools
having an ungraded .room. Finds that teachers are depending upon their own ingenuity
in teaching the mentally deficient child and hence are using only a few teaching methods
suited to the moron. They recommend methods and devices that correspond closely
with those advocated -by the authorities,

SOCIALLY MALADJUSTED

:3083. Acher, James D. A study of 103 problem children in the Terre Haute
city schools. Master's, 19:16. Ind. St T. C. 109 p. ms. (Abstract in: Indiana
Sake teachers college. Teachers college journal, 7: 127-289 July, 1936)

Studies the factors 10 the home And the school which contribute to the making of
the 103 problem children in the Terre Haute public Wools. Finds that the major
causes of maladjustment were personality difficulties, low mentality, and poor home
conditions. Finds that the teachers were unprepared to adjust the pupils to their
spool environment ; that there were few contacts between the school and the home;
and that the curricula of the schools studied were inflexible.

3084. Ball, Velma Theresa. An experiment in theìdjustment of maladjusted
pupils in the secondary school. Master's, 1930. -Chicago. 134 p. ms.

Studies causer% of failures and social maladjugtment and records attempts to provide
effective remedial Measures.

3085. Brown, Frances. Some of fhé psychological characteristics of so-called
behavior-Problem children. Master's, 1936. Kans. St. T. C., Emporiá. 50 p. ma.
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EXCEPTIONAL GROUPS 281

3086. Burrows, Albert Henry. A statistical study of juvenile delinquency in

Iowa. Doctor's, 1936. Iowa. (Abstract in : lo3ya. University. 'Programs

announcing candidates for higher (legrees . . . 1936. Unversity. of Iowa studies,

new *series No. 329)
Shows the amount of delinquency among juveniles of limit, the age and sex of the

delinquents. nnd significant chauge relative to slit ui juvenile delinquents, for the

1910 to 1934, inclusive. Find* that delinquency Increased markedly from 1910 to 1914 ;

that the male juvenile is more than three times as delinquent as the female ; that the
i; most urban counties have a delinquency rate more than lize times as great as that
of the more rural counties; that the rural counties send the highest percentage of
the Juvenile delinquents to the state training schools; that th& average age of the
delinquents bas Increased. with the male delinquents showfm; the greater increase ; and
that present records relative to juvenile delinquency are inadequat;.

30S7. Davis, John E. A survey of 224 juvenile court cases and a comparative
study of the leisure-time activities of 25 delinquent atid 15 non-delinquent high-

school boys. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

30S8. Eklund, John Manley. The relation of character building agencies to
delinquency in the city of Denver. Master's, 1936. Denver. 72 p.

Attempts to .ascertain the relationship between the number alai extent of chAracter-
building agencies in the city of Denver, itfid the extent and distribution of juvenile
delinquency, pointing Tfut the places of frequent delinquenc.y, and weighing the amount
of character influence in those areas. The city was broken up into 33 districts, and the
number of delinquencies in each mica was related to each of three selected character-
building agencies : (1) the church; (2). the home ; and (3) social service agencies.
Deli! quency cases for the year 1934 of children between the ages of 12 and 14, as they
appeared on the records of the Juvenile Court of tho city of Denver, were selected.
Purposes to answer directly three questions : Does the number of churches in an area
influence the character of the mass of youth in that area? Do more favorablUmme con-

ditions actually tend to lessen the extent of delinquency? Are the social servingenvies,
designed to mitigate tbe delinquent problem, making a perceptible showing? Finds that
delinquency in the city of Denver is occurring within the very shadow of the church;
that home factors bear a perceptible negative relationship to the presence of delinquency;
and that the social service agencies bear k positive, or at best, a negligible relationship,
to the presence of delinquency.

304. Fain, Margaret E. Juvenile delinquency: its extent, ,causes, preven-
tion and cure. Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 120 p. ms.

Studies delinquency in Carters, Sullivan, and Washington counties in Tennessee. 4hows
that the chief causes are environmental, physical, and mental, and- that the agencies
most responsible for its prevention are the home; church, city, and state.

3090. Gènz, Berta N. The contribution of the Women's prison nssociation
of New York city to the care of delinquents. Master's, 1936. New York. 112

I). Ins.
Presents a historical sketch of the development of the Women's prison association

iand the Isaac T. Hopper home indicating the interaction between the work done at the
Isaac T. Uopper home and tile penal institutions. Discusses prisons, jails, workhoupes,
the care of children in correctional tnatitutions, the care of the insane and mentally
defective, night court, reformatories, probation, and the women's farm colony at
preicourt.

3691. Goddard, Helen Elizabeth. Some services Npw York state provides for
the welfare of tpe socially, handicapped child. figelaster's, 1936. N. Y. St. Coll.
for Teach. 90 p. ma.

3092. Gordon, Mary Martha. The desire for recognition in 20 delinquent
girls. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

3093. Gross, Dorothea Geraldine. Çase studies of 50 delinquent Negro boys
of Stowe school. Master's, 1936. Cincinnati.
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282 REsEARCH STUDIES TN EDUCATION

3094. Heard, James G. A Rtudy of juvenile delinquency and school piny spat e
in the city of Camden, New Jersey. Master's, 1936. Temple. 79 p. ms.

Finds that school play space in Camden is inadequate and that the wards, as a wholp
with the lowest amount of play space have the highest rank in juvenle dt.linquene:te

`3095. Hodgson, William Thomas. Factors associated with truancy in nos
Chicago area. Master's, 1936. Chicago. 85 p. MS.

Traces factors influencing truancy through the records of the Institution for jmbuilt.
research alai the Monti lone school.

3096. Hoover, Leo Lane. A follow-up study of 129 delinquent boys : tilt) extcr
to which desirable changes have been effected by the correctional eilucatinii
program of the Boys' industrial school on the boys sent there from Jeffers,in
county, Ohio. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 123 p. ms.

Finds' that 51 pi.rcent of the boys became adjusted without any difficulties ; that if;
percent are unadjusted or incapable of adjustment ; that village boys adjust imir .

readily than city boys; that nativity is not a determining factor in adjustmPct that
boys from broken homes adjust as readily as those from normal homes; that th0
borhood of city boys is snot a deciding adjustment factor that proportionatily r
boys who nre satisfactorily adjusted had a tendency to become delirquent Mow
years ihan those who were unadjusted ; that work in private industry following parol.is directly related to suceessful adjustment; and that the chief values of the correctly..
program at the Boys' industrial school lie in the disciplinary effect on the beys and
the habit of industry developed.

3097. ¡Corner, Vera Delle. A survey of the potential delinquency in a high
school. Master's, 1936. Oregon St. Agr. Coll. 146 p. ms.

surveys the delinquency and the potential delinquency in a high school of medial!)
size by means of test procedures.

3098. Horsch, Alfred Carl. Personality traits of Juvenile delinquents :Ind
adult criminals. Doctor's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: U.niversity of Coli)-
rado studies. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 193e, : 36-37)

Compares certain personality, traits of delinquent and penal institutlimal groups %%WI
general population groups as well és with each other. and attempts toodetermine t'
association of these traits witb recidivism, type of crime, educational and famili;11
status, and conduct while in the institution. Analyzes personality traits of 65:")
of the Colorado state induhtrial school, the reformatory, and the penitentiary. Finds
that industrial school nnd penitentiary inmates have more negative reiCtions than general
population groups in all traits except spit-sufficiency, while reformatory inmates no.
emotionally stable, extrovertic, dominant, and self-sufficient but less self-confldent in social
reactions than the college population. Dominance differentiates educational groups tothe greatest extent, these reactions increasing with educational level in all groups.

3099. Jordan, Marion. Behavior characteristics as factors conditioning educa-
tional achievement of bright and dull children in grades 6-4B. Master's, 1936.
Chicago. 80 p. ms.

Studies records of 142 bright problem boys and 92 bright problem girls in one experl
mental group, 178 dull problem boys and 104 problem girls in a second experimental
group, and normal pupils in a third.group.

3100. Kann, Lee. A stúdy of juvenile delinquency in Iowa City. Master's,
1936. Iowa.

3101. Kidder, Alice Mary. Problem children in the elementary schools.
Master's, 1936. Buffalo. 221 p. ms.

8102. Kuiken, Walter P. A *study of the environmental factor involved in
delinquency as reported by 155 girls at the Girls' industrial school, Beloit,
Kansas. Master's, 1936. Kansas.

3103. Loyd, Mrs. Girline Dane. Case studies of problem children. Master's,
1936 Texas Christian. 106 p. ms.
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*31(4. Meinken, Elizabeth R. Problem students in a New York City high
school : a study of the differences between problem and non-problem students
at the high school level. Doctor's, 1936: New York. 177 p.

Studies 95 boys and 43 girls reported by 57 teacher:4 as problem cases, and 91 boys
and :A) girls reported by tho same tenchers ns well adjusti,d students. Administorrs
jnteiligeneo, personality, and sucio-economic tests to both groups, and analyzes their
records on these tests. Studies the marks in school. extracurricular act ivit ie, and pre-
ious schocil history of each stud. tit. Finds the uo-n-prolitem group much more intelli-
gent, superior in physical t ralt, in social t rails. in emotional st:Ibility than the prob-
lem group; finds little difference in the socio-economic status of the two groups.

3105. Olney, Elbert Y. The relationship of honw environment to problem and
non-problem boys in the Abbot vocational school, Washington, D. C. Master's,
193G. George Washington. 42 p. ms.

Attempts to indicate thé character of the livi s of adolescent pupils in coca
schools outside of school, the parental status and economic situation nt home; lo show
wherein they are presenting difficulties in the classroom. and the connection between
their background and their scholastic performance. Finds that the socio-economic status
of the problem boys in this school was lower than that of the non-problem boys; that
tbe intelligence of the two groups Wilti si ni I litr ; that the non-problvin boys excelkd the
others in participation in extracurricular activities; that only 12 percent of the prob-
lem boys were interested in school, whereas 72 percent of the nou-problem boys were
interested.

3106. Parker, Verna Elizabeth. The atypical children in the public schools
of Vermont. Master's, 1936. Vermont.

3107. retie, Stanley W. A%tudy of 150 cases of juvenile delinquency. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Temple. 78 p. ms.

Studies 150 cages of white, male juvenile delinquents who have been arrested in the
city of Philadelphia. Finds that the average delinquent is of subnormal intelligence and
that among the causes for delinquency are large families, broken homes, lack of oduca-
tion in the parents, and poor home and neighborhood conditions.

*3108. Robison, Sophia Moses. Can delinquency be measured? Doctor's,
1936. Columbia. New York, Columbia university press, 1936. 277 p.

Challenges the use of court appearances as the basis of n delinquency rate by means
of which one area cut be accurately compared with another. Defines delinquency, and
studies the socio-economic bncimround of the delinquent children of New York City in
1930. and the relationship of this background to their behavior. Compares delinquency
In the white and Negro races, in various groups of foreign born or children of foreign
parentage, and in various religious sect. Studies children referred to the Children's
court. Finds that the use of the delinquency Index in New York City is not feasible.

3109. Schwartz, Lillian. A psychographic study of delinquent girls. Mas-

ter's, 1935. Columbia.

3110. Slager, Fred Cletis. Juvenile maladjustment. Doctor's, 1936. Ohlo

State. 325 p. ms.
Studies four groups of maladjusted cases. relative to background conditions and

degrees of anti-social attitudes. The data are based upon 1,4341 clinical case records
of the Ohio bureau of juvenile research. A close association is shown between "unfavor-
able" background conditions and antisocial behavior. This close association extends
throughout the four different groups, arranged in an ascending series of unfavorableness.

3111. Snoddy, William Thurlow. Case studies of eight problem children in
the Acipco school, with suggested remedial techniques for behavior problems
involved. Master's, 1936. Birmingham-Southern. 74 p. ms.

3112. Tipper, William J. An educational and personnel study of three Civil-
ian conservation camps in district II, New Jersey. Master's, 1936. temple.
63 p. ms.
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*3113. Van Vechten, Courtlandt Churchill, jr. A study Of' success and fail-
ure of 1,000 delinquents committed to a boys' republic. Doctor's, 1935. Chi-
pago. Cbiengo, 'University of Chicago,libraries, 1935. 168 p.

DeStribes the Ford Republic in Michigan. which receives problem boys from 10 to 17
years of age; discusses factors 1e3ding to their delinquency, Eric With: individual f trnify
neighborhood and school factors. delinquency factors prior to cAmmitment. institutionni
factors, post-institutional factors. outcomes of care and training in known cases, and
prediction cases.

3114. Wagner, Leslie E. Boy delinquency of the Fordson district. Master's.
1936. Michigan.

*3115. Walsh, Samuel Wesley Jacobs. Maladjusted boys in Goodwill llonsp,
Morgan Memorial, Bostowribiassachusetts. Master's, 1935. Boston Univ. 91
p. ms.

Discusses emotional and mental instability. juvenile expressions of msladjustment. anil
juvenile delinquency as the logical outcome of maladjustment and factors in trnsii.lit
life. Descri the work of the' Morgan Memorial in attempting to train transient boys.

3116. Wells, r d'vE. Juvenile delinquency in Gregg county, Texas. Mas-
ter's, 1936. Colo. St. Coll.

, 3117. Williams, John Henry. Correction and prevention of juvenile delin-
quency. Master's, 1936. Ohio State. 100 p. ms.
OP

3118. Wilson, Edgar Walker. An educational and personality study of a
delinquent group of children. Master's, 1936. Temple. 162 p. ms.

Surveys the intelligence, educational status, and certain personality characteristics ofa group a 25 oys and girls who conztitute a special class of so-called nonconformed
delinquent children of a large, metropolitan junior high school. The group, as a unit.
appears to be retarded 2 years; the median reading age -was retarded 4 years; the
group showed retardation in motor skill. Finds a low correlation between tests of
personality and intelligence and school achievement.

LIBRARIES

3119. Anderson, Daisy Louise. An inquiry into the procedures in cataloging
and classification of juvenile collections in a selected group of eastern tenciafs
colleges. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

3120. Armstron-g, Hazel Emily. Reporting for teachers college libraries.
Master's, 1935. Michigan.

3121. Baker, O. J. Senior college library facilities for Negroes in Texas.
Master's, 1036.

Attempts to determine the adequacy of housing facilities; to discover the quantitative
and qualitative status of book holdings; to discover the qualifications of the library
personnel relative to academic and professional training and to experience; to discovt'r
the amount of financial support given the librarks. Suggests means of Improvin th
libraries.

3122. Ballou, Evelyn. Library facilities for students in secondary schools of
Prince Georges county, Maryland. Master's, 1936. Maryland. 48

Final), that deficiencies can be remedied only by the provision of adequate library fund!4,
suitable library rooms. and trained persounel.

3123. Brown, Jasper LeRoy. A study of the library systèm in the Highland
Park schools. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

3124. Byrnes, Hazel Webster. The library movement in the United States:
social ahd economic trends indicating the purpose and growth of the library
in a democracy. Master's, 1985. T. C., Col. Univ. 23 p. ms.
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3125. Carver, Mary Beatrice. A study of the use of student library assistants
in the high schools of San Antonio, Texas, and suburbs. Master's, 1936.

Texas.

3126. Curtis, Cordelia Mary. The development of the pubLic library inlNew

Jersey. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

3127. Fair, Ethel M. The Public library versus tI ources of t)64 mas-

ter's, 1935. Chicago.

3128. Geer, Helen Thornton. Participatiau,of public libraries in leisure-time
activities for adults in the field of the fine arts. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

31120. Hays, Ethel. A study of the elementary library in some city schools.

Master's, 1936. Tennessee. 82 p. ms.

3130. Hudsdn, William Henry. An analysis of the use of the library and its
relation to student marks, achievement rating, and reading scores as found

Tracy.union high school. Master's, 1936. Stdnford.

3131. Keith, William R. The administration of the sdiool library in the
smaller schools of Iowa. Master's, 1936. Iowa. 113-p. ms

3132. King, Florence Louise. A study of the library as it is preAbntobil in the

college catalog. -Mpster's, 1935. Columbia.

3133. Kohlstedt, Donald Winston. Municipal reference library services.
Master's, 19.35. Illinois. at

3134. Linch, E'Core. A study :;f the 1it4rary as an integrating agency be-

tween the elementary school and the junr high sphool. Master's, 1936. Wit-
tenberg.

Analyzes replies to a questionnaire given to 425 puling entering lunior high school to
determine the cause of the poor adjustment made by pupik leaving the elementAry gradus.
Prepares a series of lessons for seventh-grade pupils. Shows that the library can be
made an integrating agency between the elementary and junior high school; that pre-
liminary instruction should be given by the elementary teacher 143 preparation for
orientation in the use of the library; that a definite time should be allotted for instruc-
tion in the use of the library, and opportunity given for repeated use of the library so
tbat the pupils may master the library tools ; and that there shoula be 4 library in every
elementary school.

3135. Marchant, George H. A survey of elementary school libraries. Mas-
i

ter's, 1936. Utah.

3136. Martin, Alice Dean. The co.ntribution of the hOtii; visit toward integrat-
ing library service for children in a foreign community. Master's. 1935. West-
ern Reserve.

3137. Mays, Edward E. Discovering the needs of the high-school library.
Master's, 1936. Ohio Univ. 110 p. ms.

'3138. Morgan, E. L. and Sneed, Melvin W. The libraries of Missouri: a
survey of facilities. Master's, 1936. Missouri. Columbia, Vniversity of Mis-
souri, 1936. 94 p. (Research bulletin 236)

Ascertains tbe types, distribution, and services rendered by libraries in Missouri, together
tb the condition and circumstances under which _various types of service are available.

lodes elementary school libraries, and libraries' in St. Louis and Itautism City. The
stu is the master's thesis of Mr. Sneed.

*3139. Ituncy, Claire F. Types of school library service provided in California
secondary schools. Master's, 1936. California. 26 p.

Attempts to determine the ways in which types of school library service differ in the
.several geographic regions of the state, on the several levels of the secondary school
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system. and in secondary schools- of varying size. Anaiyzes data for the regu:ar d3y
secondisy schools. including jilninr and f.enior high schools nod junior col!egotr. Findsthat the types of library service varies markedly -Detween the three major geographicregions of tbe strap ; that tho siv% cf the svhools is one of the most important factordetermining the type of school lib:Ary service provided: that the type of secondary
school does not appear to be :In imp4)rtant factor in determining the type of s(hoii
library service provided; and that the available types of school library vlee tIn n
unif9rmly umminiminsure a basic library contact for the more than student,enru'led in the secondary schools.

3140. Murphy, Jeannette J. An aPernative plan of classification for boohs
oil Catholic theology. canon hIW, and church history. with a prefatory essay
the methodology of book classifie:ition. Master's, -l935. Chicago.

3141. Pritchard, Martha Caroline. A comparion of the activities of teachers
and of school librarians with reference te children's reading. Nlastees, 1933
Chicago.

a.

3142. Ridgway, Helen. The reading habits of adult non-users of the public
library in a typical metrfipoliCan community. Master's. 1935. Columbia.

*3143. Ross, Benjamin Paul. A study of the high-school library facilities of
Jefferson county, Pennsylyania. Master's, 1936. Penn State. 12.1 p. ms.

Attemptrto determine the facilities offered by the secondary school libraries of Jeff .r-son county with re44pect to the library staff, library facilities of hk.u.:iwz and equipment.
library contents, technical and mechanical process:be used within the libraries, busineis4
practices, and the use of the library.

3144. Ruffin, Mary Beverley. Some developments toward modern cataloginz
practice in university libraries as exemplified in the ',whited book catalogs of
Harvard and Yale before the year 1876. Master's, 1935. Columbia,

3145. Smith, Clara Emma. The growth of the service of the Ohio state travel-
ing library. Master's, 1936. Cincinnati.

3146. Spoon, Margaret Helen. Federal, state, and municipal publications
as sodices of information on Juvenile delinquency and child welfare. Master's,
1935. Illinois.

3147. Stewart, N. ??. A history of the library of the College of the city of
New York. Master's, 1936. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 146 p. ms.

Traces the growth of the library of the College of the chi of New York from its
Inception as a repository for books with ao trained help to supervise its use to the
present time wben4it is an active agency of instruction.

O

3148. Tiffy, Ethel. Library of Congress classification simplified for use in the
smaller college library schedules for history and the auxiliary sciences: C, D,
E-F. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

3149. Vandenbark, Margaret Louise. The interest in stories of second-grade
children in a niral school as shown by their free use of a room library and by
the presentation of stories by their teacher. Master's, 1936. Ohio Univ.

3150. Vivian, Marjorie Elizabeth. The care and recording of serials in a
college library. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

3151. Wellard, James H. Bases .for a theory of book selection. Doctor's.
1935. Chicago.

3152. White, Alice Willem*. The public library movement in Wrist 'Vir-
ginia. Master's, 1935. Columbia.%
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*3153. Carr, Lydia C. A study of the mo Atperican historical novel from
1915 to. 1936. Master's, 1936. New York. 1 p.Ins.

Compiles a representative group of the hest American historical novels. written sitIce
1915, which may be recommended as examples of superior merit in this type of literature
for the adult reader, and for the student of college history.

3154. Clements, Willie. Uses made of magazines by fift.h-grade children.
Master's, 1936. Peabody. 122 p. ms.

Describes an experiment in the uce of 19 magazines in the fifth grade to determine
the uses children Make of magazine materials. Fir.ds a gruat increase in roading abiLity
of the group; finds changes in standards of choice rpgardin:: prPferencvs for both book.:
and magazipes, changes in pref..rences for types of magazino material, aril changes in
standards of choice of magazines; pictures were used more than any other 'magazine
material : picture and graphic material were used as an aid to creatie expression, for
p'easnre and appreciation, as reference m:iterial. in a«luiring and applying art.principles.
ond their qualities for illustrative purposes, for exhibition : and reading material in maga-
sines was used in read!ng for pleasure, for information. for pleasure of others; and for
information of others.

3155. Danton, J. Periam. The selection of books for colleire libraries: an
examination of certain factors which affect excellence of selection. Doctor's,
1935. Chicago.

3156. Gourlay, Hugh Cameron. Analysis of the holdings of nine college
libraries according to the Shaw list. Master's, 1935. Michigan.

3157. Gray, Hob and Votaw, D. F. Bibliography : remedial teaching. Austin,
Texas, Steck company, 1936. (University of Texas)

3158. Hirsch, Rudolf. The University of Chicago collection of books printed
in Germany between 1501 and 1530 A. D. Master's, 1935; Chicago.

3159. Lyon, Margaret Charters. Selection of books for adult study groups.
Doctor's, 1936. T. C., Col. Univ.

Nip ribes an experiment conducted with a group of Columbia university branch of
the Civil works administration to determine the standards that an ordinary group uses
in evaluating reading niaterials. using 12 pamphlets on current social. economic, and
political problems dealing with unemployment, way. peace. changing governments, and
unstalle money. Finds that the readers agreed clre'y Oat the most important standards
were literary techniques. difficulty, quality of Information. literary quality, and tech-
niques of controversy.

3160. Mathis, Dorothy W. Some ten-cent books suitable for use in the pri-
mary grades. Master's, 1936. Temple. 2S4 p. ms.

3161. Meredith, Jessie Anders. Education in the Annvican novel and non-
professional periodicals from MO to 1905.4 Master's, 1935. Southern Meth-
odist. (Abstract in: Southern Methodist university. Abstracts of theses, mis-
ters' degrees: 17-18)

Finds that the novelists deplored the short term of the rural schools, idealized the
public schools. emphisised the need for technical training and for hieer education for
girls; and that the journalists pr(sented the views of educators and scholars and
stressed the need for reorganization and reform in the public schools, compulsory attend-
ance, industrial training_ legislation, increased revenues for school purposes, betar
trtined ,teachers, enriched curriculum, and longer school terms. The journalists algo
recommended coeducation, specialization, and athletics in colleges.

3162. Miller, Kathryn N. The selection of United States serial documents
for liberal arts colleges. Master's, 1935. Chicago.
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t3163. Monroe, Walter S. and Shores, Louis. Bibliographies and summaries
in edtication to July 1935. New York, H. W. Wilson company, 1936. 470 p.
(University of Illinois. George Peabody college for teachers)

31,64. Robb, Eleanor Masters. An analysis of the factors determining the
extent to -which the adolescent girl identifies herself with fictional characters;
a study of normal and delinquent groups. Master's, 11135. Western Reserve.

3165. Roody, Sarah Isabelle. Work-pleasure, an edition of certain selections
from the works of William Morris for twelfth-grade students. Masters, 1935.
Columbia.

3166.. Wong, Sanford Ch'ang P'ing. The problem of selecting occidental
reference books for Chinese college libraries. Master's, 1935. Columbia.

READING INTERESTS

3167. Bryant, Alice Wiley. ReadinJ habits of 303 adults in North Platte,
Nebraska, arnticertain factors affecting' these habits. Master's, 1936. Iowa St.
Coll. 131 p. ms.

3168. Garth, Jeriny M. The amount and character of the voluntary reading
in the fifth, seventh, ninth, and eleventh grades, M4ster's, 1936. Colo St. Coll.

3169. Gary, H. J. Book reading interests of tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
grades, Crawford coupty, Ohio, rural schools. Master's, 1936. Ohio State.

3170. Grauerho\z, Elizabeth. The reading interests of fifth and sixth grade
children. Master's, 1936. Colorado. (Abstract in: UniversV of Colorado
studies. Abstracts of theses for highly/. degrees, 1936: 32)

Studies the reading interests of 1,000 fifth- and sixth-grade children in Wickita, Kans.
Finds that the reading interests of boys and girls are dissimilar although they both
enjoy adventure ánd mystery stories, and books of travel; information and poetry are
unpopular with both sexes. Shows that girls like fairy tales and stories of home
aIld school life, while boys like history. R c Lence , biography, and animal stories. Finds
that while their home libraries of juvenile books are,often meager, most of them use
the public library, and that a large majority of the children have developed a love
of reading and a gratifying interest in books.

*3171. Gravatte, Florence Ramsey. Reading interests of fourth grade chil-
dren. Master's, 1935. Geoige Washington. 73 p.

Studies the reading interests of 150 children in the fourth grade of five schools in
Arlington county, Va. Finds that infornjative material did not rank high in the gelec-
tion of stories from the eight readers used in the study; that intelligence, sex, and
wide range of interest influence the selection of reading material for fourth-grade pupils,
and that heredity and home reading in early childhood have a positive correlation to a
child's readini ability and taste.

3172. Gros's, Louise Marie. Responses first grade children make to books.
Master's, 1986. Peabody. 101 p. Ills.

Shows the the first grade developed eight different types of responses to books; five
types of responses appeared in all the maturity groups. There was not a great deal
of difference in the type of responses each group made but a difference in the time
the responses first appeared and the frequency of use.

8173. Hurley, Nina V. A study in junior high school leisure reading. Mas-
ter's, 1938. Colo. St. Coll.

8174. Hurley, Richard James. The influence of environmental factors upon
the reading interests of junior and senior high echo& bOys and girls. Master's,
1936. T. C., Col. Univ. 48 p. ins.

3175. Lapk, kleanor A. Literature for two-year-old children. Master's, 1936.
Iowa.
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3176. Lougarre, T. L. The influence of voluntary supplementary reading in

the development of reading ability in the elementary grades. Master's, 1936.

Louisiana State. (Abstract in Louisiana sta te univer;;ity. Unilersity bulletin,

vol. 2S N. S., no. 12: 95)
Describes an experiment conducted with approximately 120 pupils from the fifth, sixth,

stiventh-grade classes of the Church Point high satool during the se.hool year 1934 -

35. Finds that the free reading groups made mitre progress thnu did the groups

following the usual procedure in reading classes.

f3177. Louisville. University. The evading interests of college st tidents.

Louisville, Ky., 1936. 11 p. (Servke study no. 1

Surveys the reading interests of the college freshmen ro determine what interests of
freshmen students might be utilized for course conteut I orvey course of the social
gcienCe. Finds a close conununity betwevi the reading interests of faculty and students,
between the ruuding interests of men an& women, k closer community of reading inter-
ests between Women of all groups and men of all groups than between men and women
of the same group.

3178. Marshall, Mafiann. A summary of the rending interests of children.

Master's, 1936. Michigan.

3179. Montgomery, Wilda Lea. An investigation of the iises of informational

material in personal and professional reading vi adults. Doctor's, 1936. Pitts-

burgh. (Abstract in: University of Pittsburgh. Abstract of thews, researches

in progress, and bibliography ofpublications, 12: 1s9---90)

ttepTte to de:ermine the uses made of informational material by adults in reading
relating to their personal needs, their professional needs, and in their reading hobbies.
Analyzes the reading needs and hobbies of more than 100 adult readers. Finds that
professional workers read in their irrsonal reading to study for personal growth and
to gain specific information; that they are afixious to keep up to ¡late and to determine
values; that there is a tendency toward two main reading hobbies, sports and travel.

3189. Noel, Jane E. The stimuhttion of leisure-time rending of high-school
pupils through advertising. Master's, 1936. Washington Univ. 45 p. ms.

3181. Ostrom, Carl J. An analysis of the reading material 'add reading inter-

ests of boil and girls of high school age. Master's, 1936. Minnesota. 147
p.

Analyzes data on the reading interests and flit s.lection of reading material as
related to such conditions as grade in school, sex, nationality, occupations of heads of
families, tion of parents, urban or rural residexice, and certain social and recrea-
tional Int,4e8t.

3182. Schoonover, Ruth Catierine. The development of literary taste and
appreciation under the Negaunee voluntary reading program. Master's. 1938.
Michigan.
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Akron, Upiversity of, 2064.
Alabama. University of. 265. :156, 428, R58,

941. 1349, 503, 1552. 1710. 1763, 1841,
1936. 1951, '235, 2296, 2:154, 2391, 2404.
2426, 2428, 'it 2450, 2570, 2580. 2724.
2747, 2809, 2883.

Alabama College, 2922. 2978.
Alahama Polytechnic Instituto, 2744.
Albion College, 2003.
Allegheny College, 2639.
American University, 2085.
Arizona, University of, 1500. 1

Arthur Jordan Conservatory of 'Music,
1160.

Ball State Teacher; College, 796,926, 1030.
,1033. 1465, 1495, 1513, 2449, 2941.

Barnard College, 1072.
Baylor University, 574. 1931. 199. 2162,

2439. 2455. 2506, 2875. 2950.
Berkeley Baptist Divinity School, 414, 1166,

1209, 1211, .1735-1736, 1744, 1749, 1751,
1754

Bethany Biblical Seminary, 9:14, 1804,,2710.
Biblical Seminary. 151, 159. 197, 1717, 1723,

1728-1730, 1740, 1743, 1746, 1760.
Birmingham-Southern College. 98, 277, 362,

377, 556. 583, 64S, 1107, 1911, 2344,26:9,
27'29, 2'757, 3024. :3111.

Boston College, 300, 593, 701, 1021, 1066,
1491, 1532, 1756 2222, 3061.

Boston Univetsity, 43, 85, 199, 304, 357,
440, 474, 567, 669, 675-676, 674. 688,
814, 834, 844, 863, 904,912,933,948,961,
1031, 1043, 1049 1062, 1086, H29, 1212,
1217, 1283, 1291 1839, 1396, 1449, 1980.
1540, 1709, 1764 1770, 1874, 1997, 2067.
20S6, 2217, 2209, 2298, 2369, 2789. 2K2.
2884, 2932, 2960. 8045, 8116.

Brooklyn College, 553, 2755.
Brown University, 371, 488. 756, 894, 1027,

1557, 1837, 1978, 2638. 2%5.
Buffalo, University of. 210. 627, 655, 710,

1188, 1568, 1838, 2031, 2140, 2202, 2977,
3101.

Californe. University of, 6. 42, 202, 344-
345, 361, 501, 581, 608. 978, 995, 1368.
1370, 1482, 1537, 1890. 1913, Ve.....3139.

141648---47-20

Cattp)Ile University of America. 12, .40

59. 112. 205. 212. 2e---219. 226. 236, "53,
746. 857 1177. 17(17. 1731. 1776, ;;.:.{.

central State Teachers College, Ms, 2172,
275N.

rheytiey/TritinIng School for Teachers. 2095.
Chicago, University of, 111. 115. 1:11 17,4),

167. P47. 23. 312, 314 :169 :140--3S7,
429. 444. 520. 575, 592, tittl. 099 612.
015, 1:1S. 074. (P.2. 099, 697 7..N. 747,

749, 795, 832, 84.1. S48. SPA. 95:1, 9flo,
9%45, 990 1004. 1034, 1042. 1061, 1064,
1094. 1111. 1260, 1316. 1359. 1434. 102.
1531, 1564, 1789. 18:12, 1884, 11195. 2004,
2024, 2o32, 2077. 2090. 2117. 2129.- 2141.
2172, 2187, 2209. 27,19. 2227. 2276-227r,
234)s- 2309Ì 2313, 232'4-2325, 2337, 2343,
2352, 2:154i, 2378.'2473, 62.579. 243, 20SS,

27::1. 2764. 2772-2773. 2802. 2807, 2853,
2s58. 28$1. 2S$11, 2S94, 2914. 3000, 3039,
3074. 3077. 30S4. 3995, 3099. 3113, 3127,
3140-3141. 3ni. 3155. 3158, 3162.

Cincinnati. University of. 121. 196, 209, 269.
2s9. 317. 397. 4w4, 525. 531. 1114. 1130,
1470, 1472, 1475, 1704, 17T7. 1846 1892,
19:10, 1970. 2110. 2123.-T774, 2818, 3002,
3020, 3093, 3145.

Clark Univervity. 1701.
Colleze of the City of New York, 146-147,

184, 192, 240-247, 256. 313, 373. 395,
759, S93, 920. 1122. 1244. 1442. 1585,
2'231, 2641, 2833, 2837, 2884, 2970. 3147.

Colleue of William and Mary, 459.
Colorado. University tit 14, 37. 40. 168,

29g. 319, 367, 388, 410, 470. 532, 570,
850, 911, 921, 927, 1268, 1289, 1296-1297,
1395. 1419, 1448, 1643, 1847-, 2005. 2035,
2003, 2197, 2234, ?.274, 2:115, 2:121, 2339,
23:8, 2379-2380, 2390, 2397. 2425. 2458,
2474, 2546, 2568, 2583, 2616, 2637. 1:694,
2707, 2722, 2g9R, )2908, 2948, 21184. 2992,
3015, 3098, 3170.

Colotado State College of Eduention;4228,
293, 443, 523, 529, 557, 5`49. 619, 641,
647, 652, 654, 6724 078. 702. 738. 787,
799, 812, 822,1852, 862. 931-93.2: 944,
06.1 974-975. 977, 983, 986. 997, 1000,
10111. We, 1085,*1131, 1187. 119(3-1197,
1215. 1218, 1239, 1245, 1278, 1322. 13,29,
1371, 1904, 1406, 1418, .1421.- 1457, 1469,
1471:1477. 1990, 1494. 1508-1509. 1514,
1516, 1559, 15694,1597, 1600. 1613. 1650,
1671, 1683, 1687, 1785, 1957. MM. 2047,
2071. 2080, 2143, 2191. 2204. 216R. 2280,
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Colorado State College of niucation-Con. George Peabody College for Teachers-Con2
2304, 2370, 2400, 2412, 24 24, 244 8. 2467. 740. 751, 761, 765, 769, 774, 779, 781,
2470, 2522, 2548, 2551, 2567, 2587-2588, 797, 845. 864, 870. 874, 891, 928, 970,
2602, 2611, 2634. 2656, 2669, 269, 2701, 982, 984, 1006, 1008, 1016-1017, 1020,
2709, 2718, 2748, 2765, 2767, 2786, 2803,
2829, 2888, 2929, 2956, 295, 3010, 3116,
31q8, 3173.

Columbia University, 61, 102, 173, 191, 194,
225, 331, 349-350, 360, 382, 3s5, 392,
401-402, 409, 449, 463, 469, 516, 533,
777, 827, 1005, 1070, 1074, 1076, 104.
1047-1088, .1099, 1104, 1113, '1120, 1431,
1437, 1445, 1640, 1689, 1734, 1747, 2062,
2072, 2094, 2098-2099, 2103, 2109, 21159.
2118, 2228, 2353, 2357, 2657, 2715, 2742,
292)5, 2931, 2939, 2942-2944, 2952, 2982,
3023, 3047-3049, 3092, 3108-3109, 3119.
3121, :i126, :1128, 3132, 3142, 3144, 3148,
:3152, 3165-3166.

Columbia University, Teachers College, 47,
96, 1 23, 125, 132, 170, 182, 190, 195,
'237, 240, 258, 301, 306. 310, 370, 418,
487, 75, 778, 785. 80,j, 830, 865, 913,
923, 936, 1012. 1077, 1102, 1118, 1141,
1161, 1203, 1213-1214, 1237, 1201, 1281,
1348, 1405, 1411, 1439, 144 3, 1460, 1626,
1647, 1654, 1725, 1767, 1771, 1781, 1786,
2075, 2081, 2119, 2147, 2157, ,2160, 2194-
2190, 227g, 2307, 2314, 2316, 23.88, 2401,
2440, 2468 2584, 2623, 2053-2654, 2763,
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3025, 3031 3055, 3057, 3059, 3080-3081,
3124, 31'59, 3174.
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Cornell University, 169, 248, 272, 274,.351,

636, 661, 902, 914, 935, 964, 1377, 1601,
1604-1606, 1609-1610, 1618, 1620, 1631.
1669-1670, 1885, 1976, 2023, 2505, 2512,
2561, 2590, 2924, 8007.

Creighton University, 793, 2161, 2823.

Delta: State Teachers College, 2188.
Denver, University of, 18, e90, 292, 346,

716, 784, 2392, 2420. 2471, 8088.
Drake University. 87, 112, 262, 998, 1904,

1956. 2538, 2805.
Duke University, 569.

gast Texas State Teachers College, 842.
Emorf University, 587, 691, 875, 2842, 3078.

Floridg, University of, 26,1, 818, 2407, 2462,
2746.
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180, 535, 1096, 1780, 1788, ,1797, 1881,
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54, 7476-77, 82, 90, 116, 164465, 171.
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George Washington University, 161, 355,
0s5, 791, 929, 128 8, 1675, 1714, 1809,
1815, 2096, 2320, 2 664, 2701, 2800, 28.,
3105, 3171.

Georgia, University of, 5S, 108, 417, 473,
698, 1752, 1850, 1923, 1929, 2101, 2410.
2447, 24S6. 2493, 2526, 2564, 2782.

Hampton Institute, 2740, 299 8. 3003, 3005,
3009, 3016, 3022.

Harvard University, 71, 2512, 1483, 1927,
1996, 2111.

Howard University, 616. 780. 1390, 1451,
1762, 2243, 8004. 3006, 3021.

Hunter College, 2877.
kluron College, 105.
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Idaho, University of, 1018.
Illinois, University of, 215, 280, 29Q, 527.
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A

Ability grouping. See Homogeneous
ing.

Absences, 2614, 2618-2620.
Academic freedom, 5, 100.
Academies. Sr(' Private schools.
Accident prevention, 1561.
Accidents, 1247, 1269, 1323, 1393,

2418.
Accounting, 799, 2098-2099, 2398,

250, 2858, 2910.
Accounting, school. See School finance.
Accredited high schools. Sec Secondary

education.
Achievement of pupils. See Students,

achievements.
Activity programs, t67-271.
Activity schools. See Creative edueati+in.
Adjustment. See School children-adkst-

went.
Administration of scheools, 2. 19, 26, 62, 129,

139. 233. 1262, 1551, 1885, 2145.
2229, et95-2319, 2356.

Adminiqt rat ion of schools county. Sce
County unit plan.

Adolescence, 348. 490, 499, 1286, 1429, 1693,
1707, 1842, 1934, 2925, 3164.

Adult pducation. 164, 1554, 1623, 1630, 4637,
16s3, 16s6, 1728, 203i, 2/23-214, 3010.
3159, 3167, 3179. See also 15isabled- re-

group-

1442,

2458,

habilitation.
Advertising, 1644, 3180:
Advisers. See Studtnt advisers end coun-

selors.
Aeronautic education, 1557, 1574, 1589.
Affiliated high schools. See Secondary

education.
Africa, education, 170, 187.
Age-grade progress. See Progress in schools.
Agricultural education, 434, 14,30, 1555,

1570, 1599-1636, 2135.
Alabama, education, 356, 1309, 1841, 2205.

2346, 2390, 3000, 3024 ; Andalusia, 19M ;

Bessemer, 3010 ; Bibb county, 2747 ; Bir-
mingham, 98; Elmore county, 1936 ; Gads-
den, 428; Gorgas, 2724 ; Jefferson county?
2629, 2757 ; Odenville, 858 ; Pine Level:
2434 ; St. Clair county, 2391 ; Tuscaloosa

'''

county, 1763, 2235.
Alabama education association, 74.

141648-37

laska. education. 42. 53.
Alcohol. I 275.
Alcott, A. Bronson. 92.

Flaccus. db 60
4)00

Algebra, 448, 485. S30 s$R 87,. 1350. '2645,
2651, 2653, 2843. 27, 2S90. See also
Mica t lonal m en suremen t --- test s and
scales.

Algebra. college. 870.
.X11 year schools, 129, 19SO,
Allegories. 1739.
American federation of.labor, 231.
American literature. 'See Literature.
A merles niza tion, 43S.
Anatomy, 1285.
Animal husbandry. Sre Live stock.

Sce Student newspapers and pub-
lications.

A pparat us. See Teaching aids and devices.
Applica limy: for positions, 2769.
Appointment of teachers. Sue Teachers, ap-

pointment and tenure.
A pprent ice teaching. See Practice teach-

ing.
Apprentices, 1536, 1544, 1578.
Aquinas, St., Thomas, 244.
Archery, 498, 1387.
Anrentine, education, 167, 193.
Arithmetic, 232, 357, 559. 614, 625, 805-847,

17S6, 1 847, 2641, 2645, 2820, 2828, 2844,
2S7S, 2887. See also Educational meas-
urements-tests and scales.

Ar:thmetic, commercial, 817.
Arizona, education, 2346; Maricopa comity,

1448, 2419; Nogales, 2992.
Arkansas. education, 1150, 1467, 1544, 2890,

27954 2919; Crawford county, 2632; Crit-
tenden county, 2508; Little Ro.ck, 1641;
Mississippi county, 2405 ; Monticello,
1041; Ola, 142 ; Sebastian county, 2632,

Art education, 449, 458, 1129, 1168-1208,
1303.

Art-appreciation and interpretation, 1180,
118(1, 1201-1202.

Articulation (education4), 955, 1376, 1818,
1877-1878.

Assemblies, 1785, 1836, 1862, 1919, 1942,
1965-1066.

Assignment-recitation plan, 787.
Assignments, differentiated. Bee Contract

plan.
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Assignments. lesson, 87S, 1228, 1663.
Associations, athletic, 35.
Assoelation4, educational. 18, 2R. 54, 74,

101, 106. 113 -115, 117, 131, 2384.
Amen, James Benjamin. 81.
Athearn, Waiter Scott, 211.
Athletes. :90, 1377, 13S8, 1398, 1407, 1414.
Athletic associations. See Associations, ath-

letic.
Athletic councils. See Councils, athletic.
Athletic insurance. Sec Insurance, athletic.
Athlotics. 178, 315, 1063, 1329, 136.1-1'126,

2021, 3011. See also Physical ability-
tests and scales.

Athletics, intercollegiate, 2381.
Athletics, interscholastic, 2387, 2415.
Athletics. intramural, 511, 1448. 1343, 1378,

1390, 1396. 1403, 1405, 141 2, 1424, 2441,
2752.

Attendance and child accounting, 1540, 1866,
1939, 2132. 2326, '2369, 2443, 2535,
2608-2621, 2967.

Attitudes, 163, 323, 391, 395-396, 400-401,
407, 421, 441. 741, 879, 987, 994, 1052,
1091, 1345, 1731, 1744, 1804, 1845, 1884,
1958, 1974. 2664, 2810, 2930, 2964.

Atypical children. Sec Exceptional groups.
Auditing, 2372.
Auditorium activities. See Assemblies.
Awards. See Rewards and prizes.

Backward children. See Mentally retarded.
Bands. school, 11125, 1127, 1137, .1150, 1157.
Baptist church, education. 1726.
Barat, St. Madeleine Sophie, 254.
Barnard, Henry, 3, 252.
Barnard, William Stebbins, 87.
Baseball, 494, 1366, 1411.
Basedow, Johann B., 212.
Basketball, 494, 498. 1367, 1369. 1374.

1379, 1381, 1384, 1386, 1400, 1409, 2415.
Batavia plan, 14.
Behavior, 338-X39, 341. 346-34 7, 1116, 1119,

1314, 1761, 1767, 1770, 1782, 1794, 1809,
2743, 3099, 3111.

Behaviorism, 1078.
Bequests. See Gifts and bequests.

1722, 1728, 1739, 1752, 238, 2365.
Bibliographies, , 305, 308, 713. 767, 1622,

1653, 1658, 1836, 2877, 3157, 3163.
Bilingualism, 457, 2992, 3069.
Biography, 981, 1024. See also Educational

biography.
Biology, 552, 870, 911-936, 2643, 2646, 2812,

2838, 2885.
Blind and partially seeing, 581, 1090, Ng-

3053, 3063.
Boarding schools. See Private schools.
Boards of education, 2154, 2238, 2303, 2305-

2306, 2308, 2312-2313, 2321, 2323, 2325,
2327, 2882, 2335, 2342, 2345, 2364, 2422,
2604.

Bobbitt, Franklin, 240.

4

Bonds, school, 2405, 2410, 2413,
2519.

Bookbinding, 1623.
Boolikeeping. 2858. See also

education.
Book lists, 591.
Book selection, 2805, 2886, 3151,

3166.
Books and,periodicals, 315A-3166.
Botany. 912-936.
Bowling, 1387.
Boxing, 1412.
Boy Remits, 2703. 2709, 2727-2728, 2961.
Brightman, E. S., 223.
Broadcasting, radio. See Radio in educa-

cation.
Broken homes, 1866.
Brown, John C., 80.
Budgets, school, 2359, 2394, 2397, 2400, 2407.

2433, 2462.
Business arithmetic. See Arithmetic, corn-

mercial.
Business depreRsion, 115, 128, 1540, 2017.

2217, 2369, 2926.
Business education. See Commercial edu-

cat ion.
Business law. See Commercial law.
Butler, Samuel, 256.

2456, 2463,

Commercial

3155, 3159.

California, education, 59, 1246, 1537, 1913.
2256, 2312, 2346, 2586, 2754, 8139; Berkp.
14, 361 Clear Lake, 2539; Kelseyville.
2539 ; Modesto, 1492 ; Oakdale, 720; Oak-
land, 581; Palo Alto, 1069; Redwood City,
1069; San Francisco, 1320, 2283, 2988;
San Jose, 1069, Santa Barbara County,
2322; Santa Clara, 2403* Santa Clara
County, 1882 ; Santa z 2383;
-Tracy, 3130; Upper Lake, 2530.

Camps and camping, 40, 551, 1135 1443,
1450, 2139.

Campus. See College gidnds.
Canada, education, 150, 169, 1- 6 640
Capitalism, 2941.
Cardiac cases. See Physically handicapped.
Careers. See Occupations.
Cage studies, 348, 605, 613, 745, 828, 967,

1015, 1231, 1295, 1400, 1638, 1703, 2194,
2270, 2328, 2960, 3079, 3093, 8103, 3111.

Cataloging, 8119, 8144.
Catholic education. See Roman Catbolie ft.

church, education.
Certification of teachers. See Teachers,

certification.
Character education, 163, 224, 270, 551, 1340,

1688-1715, 1745, 1776, 1816, 1842, 2962,
v2976, 8088.

Charter schools, 158.
Charters, W. W., 240.
Chaucer, Geoffrey, 91.-
Chgating, 1689, 1702.
Chemistry, 175, 432, 901, 920, 937-1170, 2869,

2880. See alRo Educational measurements,
tell% and scales,
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chemistry, college, 940, 950, 955, 965, tests
and scales.

Chemographs, 941.
Child accounting. See Attendance and child

accounting.
child development, 323.
child guidance clinics. See Clinics, child

guidance.
Child labor, 2369.
Child psychology. See Child study.
Child study, 209, 212, 323-348, 354, 361, 397,

419-4 20, 1081, 1106, 1268. See also Ex-
ceptional groups. Negroes, education.
Prèschool education. Psychology.

child welfare, 102, 2937, 2980, 3146.
Childrencharities, protection, etc., 2942,

2969.
China, education, 149, 154-156, 160, 1 79, 191,

195. 668, 3166.
Chinese children, education, 2988.
choirs. 1138.
Choral music, 1146, 1148.
Choral speaking, 1225, 1238.
Chorus singing, 1 235.
Christian education, 151. -See also Religious

education.
Church and education, 2358, 2305. See also

Religious education.
Church education. See Religious education.
Church schools. See Parochial school. Re-

ligious education. Sunday schools. Week-
day church school&

Cicero, Marcus Tullius, 208.
Citizenship education. See Civics.
Civics. 483, 1000, 1012, 1043, 1049-1067, 1701,

2790, 2831. 2840, 2857, 2884.
Civilian conservation corps, 1428, 2124, 2131,

Class periods. 566.
Class periodslength, 262, 1351, 2333-2334.
Class schedules. See Schedules, school.
Class size. 1350, NU.
Classical education, 684.
Classical languages, 753-758.
classification, books, 3119, 3140, 31 48.
Classification and promotion, t623-2612.
Clerical work, 1491, 1506, 2299, 2310.

scr also Commercial education.
Clinics, child guidance, 69, 2970.
Clii.ics, eye, 581.
Clinics, mental hygiene, 1295.
Clinics, reading, 2177.
ClInics, speech correction, 1224.
Clothing and dress, 1178, 1648, 1655, 165 7;

1672. 1682.
clubs, 2962.
clubs. boys. 2712, 2976.
clubs. 411, 1599, 2703, 2716, 2723.
Clubs, 5petaled, 156.
Clubs. 111-Y, 2703.
Clubs, home economics, 1645.
clubs, Latin, 2725.
Clubs. literary, 762.
Clubs. mathematics, 2707.
subs. school, 2704, 2708.
Clubs, Spanish, 2725.
Clubs, women's, 2138.

AB
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Conches and coaching, 1372, 1374, 1384, 1392,
1396-1 397, 1417, 259S. 260 7.

Cocurricular activities. See Lbaracurricular
activities.

Coeducat ion, 1834.
Colet, John, 83.
Collateral reading. kc Reading, supple-

mentary.
Collect i VISIB, 9S4.
College algebra. Nee Algebra. college.
College chemistry. fire Chemistry. college.
College entrance examinations, 1878, 2030,

263S, 2653-2654.
College entrance requirements. Nee Colleges

and uniyersities--entritnce requirements.
College grounds. 2009.
College libraries. Nee Libraries, college.
College physics. See Physics, college.
College professors and instructors, 183. 2045.

2089. 214R. 2290-2e94.
Colleges and universities: Alabama, 356;

Antioch. 14, 2054 ; Appalachian state
teachers, 322, 2211 ; Baylor. 2274; Bowie
normal. 2167 ; Bowling Green state. 1446
Brooklyn, 553, 2755 ; Buffalo. 2031 ; Call-
fornia. 498, 1913 ; Canton Union theologi-
cal, 2109; Carson-Newman, 10S2, 2013:
Central state teachers. 2172 ; Chicago, 14.
514. 7 95, 2077. 315S ; College of the City
of New York, 759, 3147; Colorado, 2274;
Colorado state, 1406, 2071, 2177, 2186,
2264, 2034; Columbia. 2012. 2062. 2072,
2291 ; Concordia, 2069; Cornell, 2023;
Drake, 87 ; Darlham. 79 ; Emory, 2000 ;
Franklin and Marshall. 2292 ; George Pea-
body. 2294. 2762 ; Georgia, 2101; Girard,
2693 ; Gonzales, 201:9 ; Harvard, 239, 2291.
3144 ; Houston junior. 1991 ; I unter,
2042 ; 2153. 2159; Indiana, 1119.
129 2 ; Indiana state teachers, 15s6, 1887.
1950, 2173, 2175; Iowa, 973, 1221, 2002,
2020, 2290, 21)99; Iowa state, 299, Ma ;
Iowa state teachers, 460, 498. 2751. 2756.
2779-2780, 27K4-27s5; Rams Hopkins,
2012. 2291; Kansas, 2057 ; Kansas state
teachers, Emporia, 2169-2170, 2176, 2181,
218 4, 2761; Kentucky, 2007, 2066 ; Lam-
buth, 2019; Louisiana state normal, Si ;
Louisville, 2009, 2015; Michigan, 1345.
1440 ; Michigan state normal, 1,124 ; Min-
nesota, 758, 917, 1060, 1306, 2039, 2043.
2106 ; delta state teachers.
2188 ; Missouri, 95 ; Muskingum, 2108 ;

New York, 1293; New York state, 2179 ;

North Carolina, 2012 ; Northwestern, 2291 ;
Oberlin, 1403 ; Ohio state, 2014; Oswego
normal, 2195 ; Oxford. 182 ; Pennsylvania.
12,24, 2012 ; Peru state teachers, 217.8 ;
Pioneer state teachers, 927 ; Pittsburgh,
2008, 2116 ; Posse, 1339 ; Prairie View
state, 2171 ; Princeton, 1390 ; Ripon, 392 ;
River Falls tate teachers, 366, 681 ;
Rollins, 14 ; St. Elizabeth, 50; St. Joseph
junior, 1984 ; San Jose state, 1069 ; South-
ern California, 2102 ; Southern Illinois
state teachers. 2164 ; Southwest Missis-
sippi junior, 16t4 ; Southwestern, 2036

-
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Colleges and universitiesContinued.
Springfield, 437, 2046; Stanford, 2053,
2059, 2291; State teachers. Trenton. 1376 :

Synicuse. 2040, 2051, 2082-2083; Teach-
ers college. Columbia. 1113. 2075 ; Temple,
411, 14144 ; Tennessq, 1674, 2015 ; Vin-
cennes, 2001! Virginia, 2012; Wesleyan
female. 2079; West Liberty state teachers.
130s; West Virginia state. 2061; Western
Kentucky state teachers. 704, 175, 2165 :
Wh4c0ns1n state teachers. 379, 1944, 2073.
21s2-21S3; Yale. 2012. 3144.

Colleges and universitiesadministration,
2002. 203'2, '20:38, 2187-2188.

Colleges and universitiesentrance require-
ments, r):-,5, 1913, 2017. 2030.

Colleges and universitiesfinance, 1983,
1997, 2004. 2010, 2049. 2467.

Colorado, education, 298, 570, 977, 1418,
2234, 2280, 2397. 2400, 2448. 2458, 2546,
2568, 2767, 3098; Ault, 1514; Bloom,
1490; Boulder county, 2471; Denver. 131.
716. 30SS ; El Paso county, 2694; Larimer
county, 2412; Las Animas county, 2392,
2420; Sterling, 463.

Commencements. 1870.
Commercial arithmetic. See Arithmetic,

commercial.
Commercial "education. 304. 474, 14.51-1316,

1880, 1997, 2114, 2149. 2233. 2261-2202,
22Sti, 3045. See also Vocational tests.

Commercial law, 2087.
Committee system. 2324.
Community and school, 118, 135, 1050.
Community use of school buihlings. See

School buildingsuse.
Composition. Nee English languagegram-

mar and composition.
Compulsory education. 110. 2361-2363. 23.

2369, 3003.
Conference plan. 749, 2156.
Conferences and conventions, 1382.
Congregational churCh, education, 12.
Conic theory, 774.
Connecticut, education, 30, 883, 1252, 1780,

2797, 1894, 2356 ; Old Lyme, 39 ; Wethers-
field, 512.

Conservati.on of resources, 918. 2018.
Conservatories of music. See Music schools

and conservatories.
Consolidation, 7, 25294552, 2554, 3003. See

also Administration of schools. Educa-
tion-laws and legislation. Rural educa-
tion. School finance. Secondary edu-
cation.

Consumer education, 1458, 1488, 1495,
1512, 1637, 1648-1644, 1651-1652,
1664, 1676, 2953.

ContestsColorado state scholarship,
Contests, typewriting, 1463.
COntinuation 6choo1s. Pei Education ex-

tension.
Contract plan. 14, t7-279, 668, 679, 690,

863, 907. 953-95 4, 1030.
Controveraial subjects. See Social studies.
Convents and nunneries, 20, 83.

1500.
1658.

1S53.-

Cooperation, 2953.
Cooperative associations, 2953, 2956.
Cooperative education, 120, 1457, 1480, 14 92.

1511, 1534, 1544, 1550, 1555, 1571, 15s4
2498.

Cooperative living. Ree Dormitories.
Corrective teaching. See Romedial teachin::
Correlation of school subjects, 670. 682, 7 12,

728. 754, 957, 974, 976, 982, 991, 102s.
1015, 1129, 1136, 1190, 1198, 1305, 1311.
17106, 1737, 1751, 1817, 1946, 2511, 28541

CorrApondence schools and courses, 1 0::.
291. 1555, 1859, 1905, 1910, 1924, 2b007

Cost per student. Ree Unit cost per student
costume design, 1652. 1655.
Councils, athletic, 1419.
Ccunseling. Sce Edticational and vocational

guidance.
Counstllors. See Student advisers and cowl

selors.
Country day schools, 27, 1102.
County unit plan, 24. 1789, 1882.

Rural education.
Courtesy, 1695.
Creative education, 147. 923, 1085, 1141

1177, 11Sti, 1200, 1S15.
Credit unions, 2953, 2956.
Credits and credit systems, 1124. 2003,

2082.
Crime and criminals, 309S.
Culture, 1074.
Current educational

States, 7, 49, 100-145.
146-200

Current events. See Civics.
Curriculum making, 240, 971, 1180. NM.

1600. 1723, 2172, 3009.

See arAo

conditions, United
Foreign countries.

Curriculum studies. 75, 107, 125. 142, 19%
.550-566, 9SO, See also Curriculum making
Higher education. Subjects of tlie cur-
riculum.

Czechoslovakia, education, 186.

Daily programs. Sec Schedules, °school.
Dairy huslAndry, 1606, 1609, 1614, 1631.
Dalton plan. Sec Contract plan.
Dances and dancing, 1435, 1441.
Darwin, Charles R., 219.
Davidson, Thomas, 21 O. -

Deaf and hard of hearing, 305#-3062.
Deans, high school. Sec Student advisers

and counselors.
Deans of women, 2040.
Debates and debating. See Speech education.
Decorating, 1536.
pegrees, academic, 1547.
Degrees, honorary, 2085.
Delaware. education, 22, 2346. 2425.
Delinquent children. See Socially malad-

justed.
Democracy and 'education, 107, 134, 220.

1054, 1056. 1058, 2939, 2944, 2974.
Demonstration method, 296, 885. 95::-951.

1574.
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Demonstration schools, 476-477, 927, 1316,
1758, 1767, 2172, 2193, 2195, :397-2200,
2211, 2511, '2573, 2575.

Ventnark, education, 148.

Dental hygiene. See Tevtb-care and hy-
giene.

Dentistry, 2107, 2121.
Denver classroom teachers association, 18.

Departments of education, 144.
Dependent children. See Children

ties. protection, etc. I.

I hpression. See Business depression
Desks and seats, 1260, 2913.
Dewey. John, 206, 212. 238, 255,
Dickens, Chad.... 230.
Diesterweg, Friedrich A. W., )1P1)

Diet. See Nutrition.
Dietetics, 1640.
Diplomas. 1914.
Directed teaching. Pre Practice teaching.
Pisa bied-reliabili t a t ion. 1533, 15s3.
Disciplinary schools.
Discipline, 1757, 2064, 2314, 2320, 2339.

2349.
Discussion method. See Conference. plan.
Dismissal of teachers. Sec Teachers

missal.
Diving. 1368.
Dormitories, 2064, 20r1.
Dormitories. high school. 1918.
Drafting. See Mechanical drawing.
Dramatics, 391, 1104-1219, 1222. 1303, 1715.
Drawing. 1173.

Eaton. John, 3.
Economic depression. See Business depres-

sion.
Economics, 978, 1068-1069, 1244, 1494, 2163,

2216, 2647, 2833.
Ecuador, education, 159.
Education-aims and objectives. 286, 952,

970, 979, 989. 998, 1002, 1021, 1144, 1161,
1180, 1188-1189, 1197, 1352-1353, 1376,
1535, 1797, 1957. .

Education-history, 1-7,3, 80, 83,4 98, 109,
653-2a)4, 2789-2790, 2809, 3006, 3023,

44, 3147. See also Current ed,nettional
nditions, foreign countries. ''Lletuentary

e ucation. Higher educalion. Junior col-
ges. Normal schools and teachers col-

leges. Professiolal education. Secondary
education. Subjects of the curriculum.
Women-education.

Education-laws and legislation. 3, 60. 249.
1918, 2010, 2038, 2248. 2315, P3:W-.74n
2430, 2459, 2492, 2915, 2918.

Education-statistics, 126.
Education-terminology, 105, 1312.
Education-theories and principles, O. 148.

152, t01-456, 552, 1721.
Education, adult. See Adult education.
Education and social trends, 277.
FAucation courses. See Teacher training.
Education extension, 885, 1023, 1525. 1554,

1568, 1630, 1637, 1683, 2140, 2142, 2369.
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Education of women. See Women-educa-
t ion..

Education and vocational guidance, 2t4t). 2S2,
285. 308. 412. 693, 91, 1077, 1123, 1510.
1530, 15:14. 1550, 15x2, 1594. 163s, 1790,
ls+16. 183S. 1879, 194*J. 1997, 204.)6. 2045,
2124. 26.,7-?/;94;, 31)41.

Educational associations. See Associations.
educat Iona l.

F:duca t tuna I biography. 74-99, 14S, 246.
Educational boards and foundations, 102,

12 .

I Educational measuremenN' tests and scales,
421 --.;S6.

Educational plfilosophy. See Education-
theories and principles.

1.:dilcation al psychology. See Psychology,
educational.

Edscational publicity. See Publicity, edu-
cational.

Educational research. See Research educa-
t Ional.

Educational sociology. See Sociology, edu-
cational.

Educational surveys. See Surveys.
Edwards, Jonathan, 78.v
Eidetic imagery. 342, 1093.
Electricity, 1545.
Elementary education. 2. 20. 29 -30. 77, 313,

177.1 P418, 21192, 2700. '2733. '2716, 2763,
2775. 2777, 27S:1, 2788. See also Adult
educat ion. Current educa tional condi-
t ions-foreign countries. School finance.
Subjects of the curriculum. Supervision
and supervisors. Tenchers-status.
Textbooks.

Eliot, Charles WilliamiL 211, 215.
Enwrguncy etluca tionar prbgram. 119, 124,

133. 1555, 1769, 1772, 2125, 2139. 2954.
Employant of students, See Student em-

ployment.
Employment offices. See Placement.
Engineering education, 1546, 2096, 2100,

2111.
England, education, 83, 152, 158, 172, 176-.

177, 182, 241, 301, 1012, 2320.
English langnage-grammar and composi-

tion, 96, 196, 265, 289, 292, 316, 422,
454-455, 479-481, 484, 6.35-7139, 974, 976,
996, 1129, 1350, 1478, 1786, 2048, 2207,
2622, 2628, 2797, 2856.

English literature. See Literature.
Enrollment, 139, 1351, 2021, 2326, 2399,

2499, 2517, 2533, 2535, 2608. See also
Attendance and child accounting. Clasa
size.

Entrance requirements. See Colleges and
universities-entrance requirements.

Equalizat ion, educational, 60. 528, 2315,
2326, 2370, 2390, 2397, 2409, 2414, 2420,
2430, 2452, 2466, 2474, 2479, 2492, 2496,
2499-2500, 2502, 2509-2510, 2529-2530,
2541-2543, 2547.

Equalization of educational opportunity.
See Equalization, educational.

Evening schools, 1554-1555, 1623, 2031,
2132, 2139-2137.
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Examinations, 474, 946, t633-2656, 2742. See
also College entrance examinations. Ed-
ucational measurementstests and scales.

Examinations, new type, 2637.
Examinations, regents, 2745.
Examinations. true-false, 2639-264
Executives, 398.
Exceptional groups, 30364118.
Excursions, 908, 913.
Experimental education. See Progressive

education.
Exploratory courses, 1790, 3177.
Extension education. See Education exten-

sion.
Extracurricular activities,

1900. 2045, 2064, 2129,
Eye clinics. Bee Clinics, eye.
Eye movements, 580, 594.

26, 262, 1892.
2364, t697-2731.

Fables, 1696.
Failures, 655, 1977, 2429, 1134741.
Family, 1860.
Family life, Pd u ea tion for, 1641-1642, 1649,

1656, 1670-1671, 1683, 1685-1686, 1842,
2080, 2130, 2270.

Farm mechanics, 1612, 1616, 1622, 1628-
1630, 1633-1634.

Farm schools, 2969.
Fascism, 2941.

\, /Federal aid to education, 119. 121, 124, 133.
1555, 1772, 2135, 2408, 2411, 2427, 2440.
2520, 3034.

Federal emergency relief administration,
1$9, 124, 133. 1438, 1769, 1772, 2427,
2520, 2922, 3034.

Feeble-minded. See Mentally retarde d,
Feet. See Foot.
daFeltre, Vittorino, 248.
Fenelon, Francois, 254.
Ferry, Jules, 192.
Fiction, 3153, 3161, 3164.
Field trips. See Excursions.
Finland, education, 1 89.
Finney, Ross L., 242.
Fire insurance. Bee Insurance, fire.
First aid, 1561, 2800.
5-petaled clubs. See Clubs, 5-petaled.
Florida, education, 1284, 1328, 1517, 2390.

2658, 2746; Dade county, 2407; Gaines-
ville, 3016; Hillsborough county, 3019;
Key West, 21; Orlando, 3076; Pinellas
county, 1040 ; Polk county, 2597 ; Union
county, 2462.

Foerster, Friedrich Wilhelm, 1688.
Folk high schools, 148.
Foods, 1637, 1647, 1650, 1652, 1663, 1669,

1673, 1675, 1679, 1681, 1684.
Foot, 1283.
Football, 505, 508, 1370, 1392-1393, 1425.

2021, 2415.
Foreign colintries, education, 146-197.
Foreign languages, 753-772, 1129.
Forums. See Open forums.
4-H clubs. See Clubs, 4-H.
France, education, 146, 157, 192, 222, 235,

2320.

Francis W. Parker school, 14.
Freedom in teaching. See Academic

dom.
French language, 763, 765, 771. 2792. 2sti7.

2824, 2865, 2870.
Friends, Society of, education,
Froehel, Friedrich, 212, 252.
Fuel, 2904.

n

Gary plan, 14.
Gaudig, Hugo. 166.
General science, 875-911.
Gentile, Giovanni, 245.
Geography, 273, 305, 1000-10/5, 2S37,

286S, 2884.
Geography, commercial, 304.
Geology, p13.
Geometry 260. 293, 444, 453, 584. 777,

8 2651.
Georgia. eduontion. 108, 401, 1929, 19/.0,

390, 2410, 2447, 2564 ; Berrien county.
3; Chattooga county, 13; Crawford

coynty, 1850; Monroe county. 1S50; 111
le county, 2486; Oglethorpe county, 192:;
Peach county, 1850; Stephens count \.
2526; Wilkes couut.Y. 58.

German language, 759, 766, 770, 2823, 2s74
Germany, education. 94, 147, 162. 166, 10

171, 174, 183, 190, 194, 1012, 1317. 23.0
Gestalt theory (psychology), 770, 107.

1095-1096, 1122.
Gifted children, 350, (121, 1110, 2374,

SO36-3041. 3099.
Gifts and bequests, 2038, 2432.
Giner, Francisco, 246.
Girl reserves, 2703.
Golf, 1387.
Gotama, 151.
Gourds, 1608.
Government employes. 2018.
Graduate work. 1250. 1547, 201R. 20S9, 2095.

2101-2102, 2113.
Graduates, college, 2034, 2036, 2053, 207,s,

2153, 2182, 2189.
Graduates. high school. 1558, f419. 1825.

1829, 1831-1832, 1837-1838 1840-1 841.
1848, 1852, 1879-1880, 1893J 1917, 1936.
1941, 1944, 2787.

Graphic methods, 821.
Graphs. See Graphic methods.
Group instruction. See Homogeneous group

ing.
Grundtvig, N. F. S., 148.
Guidance. See Educational and vocational

guidance.
Gymnastics, 1307, 1321.

Handbooks. See Manuals and handbooks.
Handedness. See Left- and right-handed.

ness.
Handwriting, 635-638. 668.
Hard of bearing. See Deaf and hard of

hearing.
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IIei1th education, 164, 181, 940, /248-29/,
2357, 2395.

Hegel, Georg W. F., 223, 225.

High schools. See Secondary education.

Higher education, 12, 40, 59-60, 75, 178.
1S34, 199S-205S, 2381, 2429, 3041, 3177.
See also College professors and instructors.
Marks and marking. Professional educa-
tion. Subjects of the curriculum.

History, 204, 272, 274, 276, 278, 301, 424.
462, 482, 712, 1000. 1007, 1016-10.A. 1350,

1719. 2622, 2654. See also Textbooks.

History of education. Scr Education
history.

Ili-Y clubs.. See Clubs. Hi-Y.

Hobbies, 13S7, l9S2, 2729. 3179.
"Hibbs, Barnabas C., 79.
Hockey, 498.
Hocking, W. E., 206.

Ilolley, Horace, 90.

Home. 384.
Home economics, 299, 1291, 1530, 1555.

1637-1687, 1840, 2205, 2850, 2985, 3034.

Home economics clubs. See Clubs, home
economics.

Home economics for boys, 1649, 1665.

Homemaking. Sce Family life, education
si for.

Home projects. 1178.
Home rooms, 2S0-287, 2703.
Home study, 710, 1781.
Home work. See Horne study.
Homegi.neous grouping, 2.77-2166. 293-294,

815. 2622.
Homosexuality, 1205.
Honesty. 1708.
Honor societies, 1869.
Honor system, 14.
Honorary degrees. See
Horn, Paul Whitfield, 86.
Horticultural education, 1633.
de la Houssaye, Madame Sidon le,
Hugo. Victor, 730.
Humanities. See Classical
Hungary, dfucation, 232.
Hygiene, 2644.
Hygiene, personal,

470.

Degrees, honorary

1278.

93.

education.

Idaho. education. 2346, 2466 ; Bonneville
county, 2552.

Idealism, 1710.
Illinois, education, 603, 754, 1112, 1260,

17R9, 1830, 1848. 1R58, 1945, 1953, 2315,
2321, 2333, 2346, 2394, 2470, 2662-2663,
2700; Bureau county, 2313 ; Chicago, 115.
130. 132, 985, 1434, 1884, 2227, 2324,
2731, 3095; Clay county, 2513; Cook
county, 2337; Coles county, 2473; East
Lynn, 1819 ; Effingham county, 11; Ma-
coupin county, 2396 ; Marion county, 2474 ;

Mercer county, 2482; Naperville, 1577.;
Peoria, 2345.

Immigrants in the United Stateseducation,
2995.
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India, education. 165. 185. 197.

Indiana, educhtion, 55, 79. 623. 74. 760.
796. 926. 1112, 1180, 1832, 2335, 2373,
2449, 2470. 2708. 28$44, 2941; Attica, 554 ;

Bloomington, 629 ; Clinton, 2897 ; Dela-
ware county, 1512 ; East Chicago, 3069 ;

Fountain county-. 741; Fowler. 1974 :

Grant county, 2511: Howard county, 2556:
Indianapolis. 1465; Jackson county. 2528 :

Knox county, 272n; Lawrence county,
2528 ; Liberty, '2667 ; Martin county, 252S :
Montgomery county, 741 ; Morocco, 1530 :
Newport, 1495; Parke county, 741. 2770 :

Pike county, 2528: Richmond. 2774; Rip-
ley county, 2528 : South Bend. 26410 ;

Stpubion county. 2277; Sullivan ciunty.
741; Terre Haute, 2.46, 174:1, 2279. 3o88 ;
Tippecanoe county, 1623 ; Vigo minty,
741, 2279.

Indiana state teachers to4gociation. S.

Indians, education, 3, 22, 29s6. 2994-2991,
2993-2994, 2996.

Individual differences. 262. 242. 470. 626,
658. 807. h94, 1076, 1104, 1773. 19u$,

Individual Instruction 265, 28S-29$. 72q. 811,
851, 2009.

Indoctrination, 224, 984.
Industrial education. S5, 120, 172, 210, RIR5,

1245-1246, 15t7-1598, 1838, 1879-1880,
1904, 2946, 21)93.

Infant scho .1s. See Nuriery 4chools.
Infants, 327-328. 332, 337, 3-13.

Injuries. See Accidents.
Inspectors, school. See Supervision and

supervisors.
Institutional schools, 1294.
Instruct!on shcet method, 296.
Insurance, athletic, 1395, 2437.
Insurance, fire, 2393, 2449, 2451.
Insurance, life, 2948. lb
Integrated curriculum. See Correlation of

school subjects.
International education, 198-400.
Intramural athletics. See AthletivsIntra-

mural.
Iowa, education, 262, 287, 5,57, 603, 1201,

1223, 1315, 1662, 1835, 1851, 1864, 1875,
1899, 1904, 1956, 2130, 2218, 2346, 2382,
2413, 2465, 2538, 2543, 2766, 2805, 3082,
30S6, 3131 ; Adair coupty, 408, 2726
Audubon county, 2548 ; Black Hawk
county, 2476; Bermer county, 104 ; Buena
Vista county, 2525 ; Cerro Gordo county,
1330 ; Clinton county, 2781; Des Moines,
2141 ; Iowa City, 337, 341, 490, 3100 ;
Leon, 2060 ; Pocahontas county, 2488.

Ireland, education, 153.
Italy, education, 174, 245, 761.

Jahn, Friedrich Ludwig, 94.
James, William, 250.
Janitors, f921.
Japan, education, 151, 173, '175.
'Japanese childrvo, education, 1741.
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Jealousy, 344.
Jefferson. Thomas, 227.
Jesus Christ, 251. 1694. 1749.
Job analysis, 1521, 1614.
Job sheets, 1521, 1527. 1545. 1578.
Jordan, David Starr, 88.
Journalism, 12.39-1243.
Jumpiniz. 1399.
Junior colleges, 75, 19S3-1997.
Junior high s,chools. 261-262, 266, 241-282.

285. 311. 313, 563, 1847, 1 883, 1256-1982.
2932. 3001, 3087.

Juvenile delinquency. See Socially malad-
just I.

Kansas.
12s0,
1847,
2302,

education. 110, los. 717, 72 7, 1059.
1322, 1356, 1393. 1494, 161 3, 1637.
1869, 1925, 2120, 2208, 2284, 2323,
2456. 2461. 25:37, 2717, 3012 ; Barber

tounty, 1915. 2713; Beloit. 3 02 ; Butler
'county, 2531; Coffeyville, Cowley
county. 23s0; Douglas cop . 34 ; Em-
poria, 3029 ; Grteley coup 2371 ; Ham-
ilton county 2371; Kansas City, 1665,
2669, 264-:-2732; Nernaba county, 2551 ;
Osborne. 1 961; Russell, 1961; Salina,
2637; Salina county, 249S ; Scott City,
1834; Scott county. 2371; Wichita, :1170
Wichita county, 2371; Winfield, 2702.

Kant, Immanuel, 225.
Kentucky, education. 15, 1 29, 83 5, 1357.

1464. 1698, 1825, 1919, 1930, 1942, 1970,
2139, 2209. 2355 2451, 2565, 2571, 2394.
2596. 3020, 3033; Allen county, 2933 ;

Ballard county, 2329; "Bourbon county.
2533; Bowling Green, 70; Carroll
county, 7 ; Daviess county, 2535 ; Harlan
county. 49, 1872 ; Knox county, 38; Law-
rence county, 24 ; Louisville, 0-59, 880.
1190, 1474, 1511, 2625; Meade county,
2536; Muhlenberg county, 1 897; Nicholas
county, 2509; Owen county. 67; Paducah,
2583; Powell county, 2479 ; Southgate,
136; Warren county, 1 863; Webster
county, 2549.

Kerschensteiner, George, 147, 166.
Kicking, 490.
Kindergartens, 1S01, 1805.
Knapp, Seaman A., 82.
Ku Klux Klan, 2952.

Labor and laboring classes, 2657.
Laboratories. 042, 884, 949, 958. 2899.
Laboratory manuals. Bee Manuals and

handbooks.
Laboratory method. See Contract plan.
Lacrosse, 1402.
lAnil grants fur education, 2891, 2916.

Larsson, Gustaf, 85.
Latin clubs. See Clubs, Latin.

Latin language, 99, 721, 2801, 2809, 21221
2827. 2872. See also Clasgical languages.

Leadership, 4094\336,1432, 1788. 2065, 2095.

Lea(1ership training. 2105.
Lecture method, 91)7, 1574.
Left- and right-handedness, S26, 328, 637.

1092, 3067.
Legul education, 2097, 2106, 2116.
Legal liability. Scc Liability, legal.
Lvisure. 160. 217. 402, 1 213, 1293. 14::1)

1 439, 144 4, 1449, 1517, 1661. 1 7 99, 1906
2192. 2696. 271 1 2717, 2924, '2927. 297)11
2962, 2968. 2977. 30S7, 3128, 3 1 73, 310

Length of class periods. See Class periods
length.

Length of school day. See School day
length.

Lt.ngth of school year. See School year
length.

Lesson assignments, 996:
Lit t ers f recommendation. See Recom-

mendations for positions.
Liability, legal, 2373.
Librarians, training. See Library schools

and training.
Libraries, 1 555, 31 19,i1.2.
Libraries, college, 95, 3120-3121, 312, 3144,

3147-314 8. 3150, 3155-3156, 3 58. 3162.
31 66.

Libraries. school, 1 NO. 2094, 25 1 7, 3122-
31:23, 31 25, 3129-3131, 3134-3 135, 317,

. 3 134. 31-13, 3149.
Libraries, traveling. 3145.
Library schools anti training, 784., 2094, 2103,

6.'112. 21 15, 2122.
Life certificate-;. See Teacherscertitica-

tion.
Life insurance. See Insurance. life.
Lightingschool building& 1260, 2897-2g98,
2912.

Lincan school, 14.
Literary appreciation. See Literatureap-

preciation and interpretation.
Literary clubs. See Clubs, literary
Literature, 277, 279, 312, 662, 7t9-752, 1028,

1 304, 1706. 2796, 2849.
Literatureappreciation und interpretation,

4 70, 734, ^739.
Little theatre. Ree Theatre, little.
Live stock, 1607, 1614, 1624, 1633.
Locke, John, 204, 241.
Louisiana, education, 93, 901, 1.182, 1:167.

15 99, 1603, 1630, 1634, 1769, 2375, 2390,
3006; Acadia parish, 68 ; Bastrop. 1889 ;
Calcasieu parish, 181 3 ; Church Point,

17(); Colfax, 1843; DeSota parish 2550;
Bast Carroll parish, 2250; Franklin par-
ish,. 2250; Jefferson Davis parish, 625 ;

Lafayette, 1638 ; LaSalle parish, 24s3 ;
Lincoln parish, 794 ; Madison parish, 2250 ;

Mangham, 1880 ; .1.1ontgomery, 1145; Ola-
chita parish, 2389; Pointe Coupee parish,
1883; Ri.chland parish, 2250; Temas par-
iah, 2250 ; Ville Platte, 650; West Carroll
parish, 2250.

Lunchrooms, 2909-2910.
Lyly, John, 84.
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Maine. education. 1256. 215 8. 21S5 ; Hancock
county, 44 ; Washington county. 44.

Maintenon. Françoise d'Aubigne, 254.

Mann, Horace, 224. 233. 2 52.
Manual training. See Indukrial education.
Manuals and handbooks, 921, 945, 1 149,

1280. 1544. 1739. 1839, 2197. 0

Marine education, 3.
Marionettes. See Puppets and puppetry.
Marks and marking, 629, 667. 794. 872, 1 3ss.

1474, 1794, 179s. 1s3S. 1873. 1903, 1967.
2007, 2016, 2037, 2132, °7-12-2764, 261 5.
2994, 3130.

Maryland, education, 22, 1 068, 2 243, 2390,
2716, 3008 ; Baltimore, 2643, 2810; Prince
George county, 3122.

Massachusetts., education. 775. 904, 912.
1049, 1062, 1129. 1291. 1 3911. 1 532. 15 40.
1981. 2086. 2269. 3061; Berkshire county,
1449 ; Boston, 85. 675. 1021, 1 480. 1874.
3115 ; Newton. 440 ; Oxford, 183 7 ; Quincy.
834 ; Reading. 567; Southbridge, 679 ;
Springfield, 1802, 2714.

Mathematics, 214. 427. 44 2, 450. 712, 773-
991, 1129, 2739, 298.7, 3039. 3078.

gee a/so Algebra. geometry. Arithmetic.
Educational measurements tests and
scales. Textbooks.

Mathematics clubs. See Clubs. mathematics
Mathematics, recreational, 796.
Mazes. 367, 375, 1099.
Mechanic arts. See Industrf arts.
Mechanical chiming, 1169, 1 O. 1187, 11 91.

1546. 1559.
Mechanics institutes, 15831!

Medical education, 1296-1 297, 2091, 211S.
Medical inspection. See School children

medical inspection.
Menstruation, 1098, 1273, 1 286.
Mental hygiene and psychiatry, 1192-1.101.

Mental hygiene clinics. See Clinics, mental
hygiene.

Mentally retarded, 232. 37 3. 620-621, 1081,
1083, 1110, 1154, 1161, 1964, 2374, 2926,
3073-3082, 3099.

Merchandising. Agee Commercial educatioi
Merit system. gee Marks"and marking.
Metal work, 154S, 1565, 1 595.
Methodist Episcopal church, education, 1 7 41.

2019.
Methods of study, 295-496.
Methods of teaching. See Educationtheo-

ries and principles.
Mexican children, education, 457, 2619, 2983.

2992.
A Michigan, education. 281, 283. 285, 381, 623.

766, 972, 990, 1146, 1338, 1344, 1493, 1372.
1780, 1799, 2311, 2346, 2386, 2432, 25 12,
2607, 2720, 3053, 311 3-311 4 ; Antrim
county, 2436; Battle Creek, 1 366; Bay
City, 1958 ; Berrien Springs, 1868; Bir-
mingham. 1959; Branch county, 254 5;

. Charlevoix, 1909 ; Detroit, 6513, 1126, 1 269,
2219, 2735; flat Rock, 2695 ; Forcloon,
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Michigan. ()ducat ionCont inued.
W.! ; Grosse Pointe. 26s0 ; Highland Park.
3123; Huron county, 2305 ; Iron county,
42327; Ithaca, 1 893; Jackson. 169,2. 2 676,
2s96; Missaukee county, 2540 ; Muhkegon
Heights. 1808 ; Negaunee, 578 ; New Jtuf-
falo, 2015; Port Huron, 19.82; Spring
Lake, 1 3%..

Migratory school children. 1730
Military education. 3, 169. :VAL
Militarism. 895.
Milton, John. 24 1.
Mining. 157) .

ining schools and education,
Ministerial educa t ion. See Thoolog;,%0 edu.

cation.
Minnesota. education. Str. 1311. 217.5. ::443;

Brainerd. 1509. 27Sti ; Elk Rico.. 1420;
International Fal:s. 1969 ; Laisil
county, 2452; St. Cloud. 2611 ; St. Paul.
1456: Stillwater. 1920 ..'.nona. 195.-:.

Mb4sion schools. 5 9, 149, 157.
Mksionaries. 1747.
Mississippi. eduoat ion. 121S. 1 t;%%:". 19N7,

2221, 219n; Biloxi. 261s; Meridia9. 7s3;
Neshoba (minty, 2450 ; Pike county,
Vicksburg, 25S1.

Missouri. educatitin, 1150, 12S9, 14711. 1 4;91/

2124, "a2 260. 244 1. 62532, 2560. 274)0, :1012,
340.2, 31:t8 Joplin. 1207i; Kail%:aA Cityp
37, 1559. 1908. 201 Livingston county,
2341; St. Joseph. 1779 ; St. Louis, 111)3.
1189. 3014. 30 52 ; St. Louis county, 1'a17.

Modern languares. 759-772.
Montana. education. 1Ss4, 2248, 23411; Mus-

selshell county,
Moral education. See eharactor eiluoation.
Mormon church, education, 6.
Morrill. Justin, 89.
Morris, William, 97.
Morrison, Henry C.. 207.
Morrison plan, 1030.
Mothers. 2959.
Motion pictures. See Moving pictures.
Mountaineers, 2929: 2933, 2955.
Moving pictures, 304, 306, 308, 310-!'17. S31.

1429, 1 4 33.
Museums. 899.
Museums. school. 2296, 2307.
Music education. 423, 458, 112k 1167, 1303.

1794, 1/040, 215'7, 2254.
Music, appreciation and interpretation. 1 130,

1136, 1 1 39.
4

Music schools and conservatories, 1133.
Mythology, 732.

National education association. 114.
National recoery act, 1043.
National recovery administration, 2369.
National youth administration, 2945.
Nationalism and nationality, 3, 123.
Naturalism. 236.
Nature study, 912-936, 1740, MK
Naval education, 31.
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Nebraska, education, 1 20, 198, 935, 1051-1 Nutrition, 329, 345, 1041, 1673, 1675, 1684,1052, 1198, 1433, 1.680-1681, 1790, 1916, 2069, 2119.
1935, 1947, 2247, 22 57, 2334, 237 6, .2463,
2678, 2683, 2891, 2895 ; Cass county 2542 ;
Fairbury, 670 ; Hitchcock county, 2-194 ;
Lincoln, 897, 2026 ; North Platte, 3167 ;
Omaha, 2161, 2673.

Negroes, education, 2 21, 423. 511, 551. 574,
1031, 1176, 1 426, 1 4 51, 1517-151 8, 1605,
1018, 1670, 1 714, 1 764, 1 822, 2167, 2193,
2208, 2619, 2658, 2 728, 2'7 40, 2982, 21497-
3035, :309:1, 3 1 08, 31 21.

Nevada, education, 2460, 2570.
New Ha mpsh i re, education, )620, 1922,

2147 ; Manchester, 62.
New Jersey, education. 40, 1 3 50, 137 8, 1901,

2457, 2904, 21142, 3021, 31 12, 3126 ; Cam-
den, :094; Vlizabeth. 18S1 ; Jersey City,
1788 ; MIllblirn, 2711; Newark, 65 ;
Verona, 2763 ; West New York, 2665.

New Mexico, education, 2S82 ; Albuquerque,
294 ; Clovis, 155S ; Curry county. 2393 ;
San ose, 2612; Union county, G 52,

New type examinations. Sec Examinations,
new type.

NIAV York, education, 94, 1;135, 1780, 1914,
1983, 2202, 2264, 23 16, 2401, 2459, 2503,
2505, 2561-2 50'2., 2600, 2606, 261 3, 2691,
2824, 2803, 2905, 3091; Albany, 871, 889,
2233 ; Albany county, 127 1, 2478 ; Brook-
lyn, 1 725, 2903; Broome county, 2442 ;
Buffalo, 964, 1838; East Greenbush, 141 ;
Hornell, 843 ; Hudson Falls, 1886 ; New
Rochelle, 2278 New York, 29, 1 32, 258,
401, 510, 559, 89:1, 913, 1070, 154 8, 1781,
1786, 1810, 2132, 2 2 31, 2641, 264 4, 2666,
2728, 2970, 3057, 3062, 308 0, 3104, 3108:
Ontario county, 1976, 2621; Rochestei
1534, 2233, 2421; Rockland county, 2530 ;
Saratoga county, 1976, 2490; Seneca
county, 221 ; Syracuse, 51 2, 1164, 2233 ;
Tompkins county, 2924; Utica, 2233 ; Van
I lornesville, 1601 ; West chester county,
563; Yates county, 1976; Yonkers, 2233.

Newspapers, 2822.
North Carolina, education, 22, 1533, 2326,

2:!90, 2395, 2716, 2 721; Bladen county.
1032 ; Durjiam, 569 ; Raleigh, 5 69 ; Roa-
noke Rapids, 1960 ; ,,St. Paulo, 143 ; States-
ville, 602.

North Dakota, education, 69, 2005, 2267,
24014, 2430, 2444 ; Garretson, c,2519 ;
Grand Forks, 1102; Grand Forks county,
2517 ; Jamestown, 1 471 ; elicLean county,
2453 ; Mott, 2995; Palermo, 1907 ; Sar-
gent county. 2492; Toviner county, 2499 ;

Ward county, 291 3 ; Williams county,
2p2. .

Normal schools and teacbers colleges. 1000,
1018, 1133, 1165, 1319, 1454, 2160, 2164-
21/48.

Novels. See Fiction.
NursPry schools, 341, 1757-1764, 1767-1772.
Nursing education, 2092-2093, 2110, 2119-

2120.

Occupations, 120, 609, 1179, 13 88, 14 55,
1514, 1516, 1518, 1542, 1558, 1 562, 1 577,
1819, 1823-1825, 1835, 1838, 1 840-1841,
1879-1s80. 1888- -1889, 1936, 1941, 1990,
2053, 2058, 2086, 2182. 2669-2070, 2685,
2090, 2694, 2696, 2922, 2924, 2926. 294 6-
2947, 2950, 2971, 3007, 3010, 3015.

Office of education, 3.
Office work. See. Clgrical work.
Ohio, education, 35, 754, 1143, 11 68, 1684,

1780, 1928, 2131, 2263, 2286, 2 368, 239o,
2405, 2422, 2469, 2603, 3013, 3017, 3145 ;

Alexandria, 220 ; - Alliance. 46 ; Ashley,
1827, Be(lford, 1679 ; Cincinnati, 11 34,
1933, 2308, 2818 ; Cleveland, 470, 1411,
1564, 159g, 2308 ; Clinton county, 14)63;
Columbus, 1518, 2347 ; Crawford county,
3169 ; Defiance, 2200 ; }uclid. 1 39;
F'ranklin county, 1570, 1590; Glendale,
269 ; Guthrie, 2402 ; Hamilton county,
1933 ; Jefferson county, 2484, 3096; Knox
county, 1891 ; Lakewood, 1411 ; Lorain
county, 2367 ;. Malvern, 1940 ; Marion,
1861 ; Mercer county, 1955; Painesville,
1826 ; l'ort Clinton, 1 253; Springfield,
1142 ; Toledo. 2136; Van Wert county,
3.24 ; Youngstown, 1563.

011, 1519.
Oklahoma. Murat ion, 11 27, 11 50. 1 227,

1277, 1387, 1392, 1444, 1 583, 1 772, 1869,
1884, 2146, 2284, 2366, 2567, 27 03, 2993;
Beckham county, 2496; Caddo county,
2496 ; Clinton, 1262; Creek county, 2281;
Dewey county, 72 ; Elk City, 1 326; Ellis
county, 73; Guthrie, 1523; Jackson
county, 2496; Mayes county, 2614; Nor..
man, 370, 1361 : Oklahoma City, 3001;
Pawnee county, 2491; Payne county, 2491;
Roger Mills county, 2496 ; Rogers county,
1798 ; Stillwater, 329; Tulsa, 1 219, 1305,
1525; 1973; Washington county, 64;
Washita county, 2496, 2521; Weleetka,
'2438.

One htpadred percent plan, 814, 834.
One teacher schools. Bee Rural education.
Open forums," 2141.
Opera, 1 210.
Orchestras, school, 1137.
Oregon, education, 118, 915. 919, 1 293, 1579,

187e, 2125, 2285, 2601 ; Lebanón, 1949;
Marion county, 1 258; Oregon City, 4 1;
Portland, 2659, 3044.

Orientation courses, 1341, 1360, 1594, 1800,
1992, 2045, 2113, 2673, 2678.

Orphans atid orphan asylums, 15, 1766, 2934,,,,
2949, 2060, 2962.

Orthopedia, 1270.
ozanam, Frederic, 205.

,
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l'adfidsm. 395.
Pageants, 1209.
Painting, 1170. 1173, 1536.
Paleography, 638.
l'almer, George Herbert, 239.
Parent-child relationships, 339-340, 1982,

2964.
Parent education, 113. 1764, 2145.
Parent-teasher associations, 113, 130-131.
l'arks, 2968.
Parochial schools, 21). 50, 59, 62, 1707, 1780.

2764.
Part-time education, 1457. 1492, 1525, 1544,

1550. 1554-1 555, 2983.
Peabody. Elizabeth Palmer, 76.
Pence, 2930.
Pennsylvania, education. 22, 47, 60; 113,

881, 1216, 1 240, 1354, 1413, 1555. 1629,
178C1, 2038, 2135, 2245, 2297. 2299, 233s,
2360, 2457, 2464, 2574, '2608, 2952 ; Al-
Vheu3' county, 2033; Altoona, 949 ; Am-
bridge, 867 ; Armstrong county, 2500;
Berks county, 1207, 2559; Bucks county.
1207 ; Chester county. 1207*; Delaware
county, 1207 ; DuBoib, 667 ; Green county.
2510 ; llaverford, 1101; ilirnt.ingdon
county, 2652 ; Jefferson county, 3143 ; Leb-
anon, 1921; Lebanon county, 154, 559 ;

Merlon, 1829 ; Montomery ,county, )7 ;

Northumbetland county, ,"036 ; Ph adel-
phia, 1207, 1703, 1865, 1871,_ j4413107;
Philadelphia county, 1207 Pittsburgh,
1539, 21)33, 21 32, 2137; Itimersburg.
2329 ; Snyder county, 2472, 24S9 ; Wayab
county, 2590 ; Westmoreland county, 2258,
2777; Wyoming, 1582.

Periodicals. See Books and periodicals.
Personal hygiene. See Hygiene, personal.
1'ersonality traits, 343, 388-390. 393-394.

403, 406, 410. -413-414, 1096-1097. 1213.
1242, 1292, 1 327, 1409, 1414, 1742, 1757,
1780, 1816, 1854, 1986, 2016, 2065, 2068,
2081, 2192, 2 212, 2698, 2718, 2738, 2741,
2750, 2763, 2940, 2951, 2962, 2977. 2984,
6016, 3047-8048, 3055, 3057,, 3083, 3098,
3118.

Personnel administrators. training, 2113.
Pestalozzi, JohaneTh, 212, 252.
.Peters, C. C., 240.
Philately. See Postage stamps.
Philippine Islands, education, 2, 10, 36,

2686.
Phillips. John Herert, 98.
Philosophy of education. See Education-

theories and principles.
Phonetics, 569, 642, 645, 703.
Photoplays. See Moving pictures.
Photosynthesis, 929.
Physical ability-tests and .seales,

1389.

SUBJECT INDEX
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Physical education.: 94, 171, 178, 1 86, 194-

195, 940, 1129, 130-1562, 1449. 2081, 222 5.
2395, 3027, 3042. S OIS also Health educa-
tion. Physical ability-tests and scales.

Physical therapy, 1326.
Physically handicapped, 510, 701, 1 583, 304Z-

.10$$.

Physics, 436, 467, 920, 937-870, 2804, 281 7,
2%436. 2871.

Physics, college. 940, 959,
Physiology, 933.
Plano, 1155.
Placement, 1550, 2064: teachers, 4'245,
Placement service, '2670.
Plato, 24.

297. 1197.
Play and recreation, 1387, 1.$Z7-14.5C, 1765,

3( )32.

Playgroutds and equipment, 14 3 4, 14 4 8,

Playgrounds. supervision. 1 14 4g.
PoptrAbp141. 729, 733,

745. 769, 2834.
Poetry, appreciation and interpretation, 743.
Poland, education, 181.
Politics, 978. 1062.
Pogtge :tamps, 2729.
Post-graduate work. See Graduate. work.

Graduates, high sChool.
Posture, 1255, 1 327.
Poultry, 15'99, 1633.
Practice teaching, 561, 1 454, 1646,

1759, 217, 2189-2:02, 2272.
Premonstratensinns, education, 40.
Presbyterian church, education, 1 2, 1728.
Preschool education, 1757-1772, 3049.
Primary education. See Elenrintary educa-

tion.
Principals, 2583, 2592-N07 ; Melon,

2376 ; salaries, 2285.
Printing. Sre Industrial education.
Primers. See Textbooks.
Prison:; and priioners, 3090. .
Private schools, 32, 43, 5 2, 59, 5, 124 8,

1770, 1780, 1906, 1952, 2298, 2365. See
also .Country day schools.

Problem method, 1515.
Problem solving, 625, 81 3, 816, 825-826,

839-840, 846.
Professional education. 7 5, 2O8X-2122.
Prognosis of success, 362,1*(16, 378, 440, 443,

473, 515, 517, 519, 524, 560, 872-873, 939,
959, 1474. 14 81, 149R, 1838. 1857, 189S,
1950, 1998, 2030, 2035, 2042, 2047-2048,
2753.

Programs. See Assemblies.
Progress in schools, 1484, 1777, -2609. See I

also Classification and promotion ; Stu-
dent iichievements.

Progressive education, 14. 7 6, 109, 162, 202,
220, 230, 232. 248.110 1721.

Promotion, 1790, 1798 74. See also Clas-
sification and promo n

Psychiatry. See Ment hygiene and psychi-
atry.

91;2.
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Psychoanalysis, 1078.
Psychological tests, 349-381.
Psychology, 232, 552, 807, 811, 827, 933,

.1070-1113, 2102, 2643.
Psy ology, educational, 125, 219, 319.422.
Ps logy, religious, 78.
Public libraries. Sec Libraries.
Public relations progrm. See Community,

and school.
Public speaking. See Speech education.
Publicity, 1485, 1621, 2331, 2338.
Publicity, educational, 116, 118, 2297, 2.368.
Puerto Rico, education, 298T.
Punctuality, 392.
Punctuation, 659, 665, 687.
Punishment, 1118, 2317.
Pupil load. See Student load.
Pupil progress. See Progress in schools.

Stud.ent achievements.
Puppets and puppetry, 1206, 1212, 2719.

It

Quakers, education. /See Friends, Society of,
education.

Race prejudice, 2982.
Racial . grQups, education, 1735. 29R5-2996,

2136. See ally() Negroes, educatiog
Radio in .education, E98-3041.
Rank of states. See sEducation-stat
Ranschburg, Paul, 232.
Ratings. See Teachers, rating.
Readers. See Text books.
Reading, 232, 271, 294, 306: 383, 431, 440,

445, 481, 486. 567,1-63$, 82-9,--$71,
1847, 2048, 2797, 3603, 3130, 3141.

Reading clinks. See Clinics, reading.
Reading difficulties. See Reading.
Reading habits and skills, 3058, 3142. See

also Reading.
Reading interests, 888, 3149, 1167-3182.
Reading lists. See Book lists.
Reading, supplementary, 3176. See also

Reading interests.
Recitation 'nettled, 690, 787, 863, 1515, 1786.
Recommendations for positions, 2242,
Records. See Reports and records.
Refergnée books, 3166.
Reforestation, 1633.
Reform schools and reformatories, 290. 388.

410, 1052, 2971, 3090, 3096, 3098, 3102,
3113.

Regents examinations. See Examinations,
elregents.

Registrars, college and university, 1995.
Rehabilitation of the disable& See Dis-

abled-rehabilitation.
Religious education, 1,2, 173. 197. 222, 253,

421, 1166, 1709, 17A-1758, 1760, 2358, 3032.
femedial teaching. 571. 573, 580, 585, 589,

606, 649, 655, 786, 137, 814, 817, 828, 834,
841, 848, 869, 911, 1222, 1320, 1776, 1779,
3157.

Retorts and records, 790, 1051, 1590, 1628,
1703, 2064, 2354, 1785-r17/.

-.

Research, educational, 112. Reports,
Techniques, 525,-,5s).

Retardation and elimination, 1484, 191
2116, 2132, 2611, 2694, 2778-2787, 2917.
3005.

Rewallds and prlies, 1070, 1118, 1786.1971,
2317.

Rhode Island, education. Providetce, 0"*$!
Itiehardson. Samuel, 247.
Riddles, 364.
Roerich, Nicholas. 238.
Roman Catholic church. education. 19. 2e$

29-30, 405, 50, 59, 61- 63, 152. 204-2w
212-213, 2118.. 226, 236, 253, 11.88,
1334, 1694, 1707, 1716, 1718, 1731,
1776, 1834, 1881, 2080, 2088, 2154,
2523, 2572, 2700, 2996. 3140.

Rousseau, Jean Jacques, 254.
Rules and regulations, 1404.
Running, 1373, 1420, 1422.
Rurareducation, 24. 220, 262, 699, 7g9, sl!.

884, 888. 906, 1280, 1449, 1708, 17.N,
1872, 1SR5, 2160, 2207, 2212. 2323, 2:b$37
2371, 24:15, 2470, 2471-2528, 2613-261 I,
2624, 2629, 21161, 266S, 2097, 2717, 2A94
2896, 1.'902; 907, 2980, 2998, 3003, 3023,
3031, 3149, 3169. See alRo: Administra-
tion of schools. Consolidation. Educa-
tion - history. * Elementary education.
Secondary education. Supervision anil

16.!"17

21rd.

supervisors.
Russell, Bertrand, 20e. 214.
Russia. education. kc Union of Soelaii:t

Soviet Republics, e%çnt1on.

Safety education, 1245-1f47, 1323, 1442, 2357.
Salaries. See Teachbrs, salaries.
Salary schedules. See Schedules, salary.
Salesmanship, 307, 1480, 1486, 1511.
de la Salle, St. Jean Baptiste, 254. .
Sanitation. Bee School buildings-sanita-

tion.
Santayana, George, 203.
Sarmiento, Domingo Faustino, 193.
Schedules, salary. 2248, 2276, 2278, 22g3.

2285. a

Schedules, school, 1575, 2491, 2608.
Scholarships' and fellowships, 2052, 2077).'

077, 2429.
School administration. See Administration

of schools.
School bands. See Bands, school.
School boards. See Boards of educatifin.
School bonds. See Bonds, school.
School bUdgretir. See Budgets, school.
School buildings and equipment, 139. 142,

233, 945, 989, 1351, 1902, 2326, 2371.
2404, 2416. 2434, 2444, 2472, 2479, 250.9
2530, 2533, 2535, 2550, f891-119t0, 3000.

I 4 3022.
School buildings-sanit tion, 2898, 2902,

2918.
School buildings-use, 2894-2895..2908.
School children-adjustment, 1959, 1977.
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I School children-medical inspection, 1271,
2379.

School *erks. 'See Clerical work.
School clubs. See Clubs, school.
School day-length, 2319, 2330.
School discipline. See Discipline, school.
School finance, 60, 139, 142, 233,.1127, 1216,

1252, .1262, 1328, 1395, 1540, 1902, 227V
2298, 2302,_ 2315, 2356, 2359, 2365, wrfO.

2372, 2375, 2380, 2385-2 70, 2472474,
2489, 2492, 2496, 2499, 2502, 24510, 2517,
2519, 2524, 2530, 2533, 2535, 2542-2543,
2721, 2735, 2805. See also: Teachers,
salaries. Transportaiion.

'School lands. See Land grants for educa-
cation.

School libraries. See Libraries, school.
School museums. See Museums, school.
School newspapers. See Student newspapers

and publications.
School orchestras. Ree Orchestras, school.
School session. See School day-length.

School -year-length.
School trips. See Excursions.
School year-length, 2319, 2326, 2399.
Schopenhauer, Arthur, 225.
Schwenkenfelders, education, 60.
Science education, 317, 433. 471,45-911, 901,

996, 1129, 2634; 2639, 2648, 2655, 2799,
2s06, 2808, 2816, 2832, 2839, 2847, 2876.

Score cards, 2568.
Scotland, education, 2820.
Seats. See Desks and seats.
Secondary education, 114, 137, 203, 283, 286-

287, 291, 295, 302, 813, 1783, 1789, 1819-
1955, 2060, 2789-2790, 3104, 3130, 8139.
see also: Administration of schools. At-
tendance and child accounting. Current
educational' conditions-foreign countries.
Education-history. Educational and vo-
cational guidance. Extracurricular activ-
ities. Failures. Marks. and marking.
Negroes, education. Retardation and elim-
ination. School finanste. Sex differences.
Subjects of the curriculum. Tests and
testing. Textbooks.

Secretarial training.. See Commercial edu-
cation.

Secularism. See Church and education.
Segregation of races, 2988, 3021.
Selection of students. See Student selection.
Seminar method, 2015.
Sex differences, 839, 404, 872, 880, 1082,

1084, 1103, 1350, 1707, 1853, 1890, .2645,
2722, 2732, 3086, 3170, 3177, 3181.

Sex education, 1257, 1288.
Shoe repairing, 1!$28.
Shops, home, 1579:
Shops, school., 1525, 1561, 15811-2993.%
Short stories,'184.
Shorthand, 804, 520, 2656. SeNalso Com-

mercial education. ..
Shot put, 1891.
Slim, education, 200.
Sight-saving classes, 3052-3053.

- Singing. Bee Songs and singing. \
Sisters of Charity,. O.
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Six year high schools. See Secondary edu-
cation.

Sloyd, 85,
Small high schools. See ircondary educa-

tion.
Stnittr,- William Benjamin, 95.
With-Hughes act, 1602.
Smoking, 1979.
Soccer, 498, 1411.
Social directors, 2051.
Social hygtene, 919.
Social intelligence-tests and scales, SR! --WI

1810, 2067, 2959, 305.
Social service. See Sociology, educational.
Social studies, 579, 971-999, 1129, 1136, 2797.

bee abio Civies. ElvtIornies, Educational
measurements--tests and scales.- Geogra-
phy. llistory. Textbooks.

Social work. $ee Sociology, educational.
Social workers-training, 2018, 2090, 2117.
Socialism, 2941.
Socialized education. See Education and

social treilds.
Socially maladjusted; 232, l'afrO, 359, 405,

1292, 2228, 2610, 2676, e949, 2976, 3014,
3017-a018, 3083-3118, 3146, 3164.

Sociology, 978.
Sociology, educational. 123. 125, 145, 205,

217, 253, 1023, 1331, 1355, 2018, 2124,
25'23-2524, 2922-298,.

Songs and singing, I131;. 1158, 1436,
Sororities, 3002.
South Carolina, education, 896, 1526, 1611,

2390, 2399, 2592 ; Aiken county, 3003;
Columbia, 432 ; Darlington county,-' 48;
Florence county, 1672; Greenwood county,
2547 ; Lexington county, 2409, 2417; New-
berry county, 2541; Saluda county, 9;
Spartanburg, 1571 ; Union county, 2520.

Ftouth Dakota, education, 1036, 1147, 1900,
2149, 2282, 2414, 2674, 2701, 2722, 2935,
2996 ; Sully cou%ity, 2480.

Spain, education, 161, 184, 243, 246.
Spanish language, 457, 762, 764, 768-709,

772, 2835, 2860.
Special education, 871, 2344, 3080.
Speech correction clinics. See Clinics,

speech correction.
Speech defectives, 3063-407f.
Speech education, 660, 604, 1230-1238, 3060.
Speedball, 1364-1365.
Spellers, 2852.
Spelling, 264, 567, 639-654, 659, 1478, 1786.

1847, 2852.
Spenser, Edmund, 1095:
Standards, educational, 137.
State aid for education, '2388, 2390, 2396,

2399, 2401, 2420, 205, 2427, 2480, 2436,
2442, 2452, 2460, 2469.

State departments of education. Bee De-
partments of education.

State rank. Ree Education-statistics.
Statistics, 778, 781, 783-784, 795, 803-404;

2385.
3tenography, 519-520. See also Commercial

education.
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Student achievements, 103, 356, 366, 384,
392, 472, 719, 794, 829, 854, 866, 882, 910-
911, 937. 1000. 1103. 1126. 1294, 1339,
1377, 1407, 1504, 1808, 1810, 1816, 1823,
2116, 2174-2175, 2181.2470, 2612, 2615,
272 2, 2995, 2999, 3016, 3099&130. See
also Higher education. Juif colleges.
Marks and marking. Rural education.
Secondary education.

Stud nt tdvisers and counselors, 1932, 2124,
2295, 2311, 2340.

Student aid, 2004, 2045, 2064. 2075. Se(
alRo: Student loans and loan funds.

Student councils. See, Student self-govern-
ment.

Student eniploytnent, 2063, 2074, 2077.
Student government. tee Student self-gov-

ernment.
Student load, 1866-1867.
Siudent loans and loan funds, 2066, 2073.

2077.
Student mortality. Sce Retardation and

i nation.
Student newspapers and publications, 1240.

1795, 2338.
St udent personnel problems. 418, 2049,

?.05-2078. .1k

Student selection, 1254.
Student self-government, 217, 1933, 2082-

2083, 2703, 278S-2790.
Slowly habits, 631. 1847.
Stuttering. See Speech defectives.
Summer Schools, 40, 1$2, 231, 1792, 1814,

1874, 1887, 1908.
Sunday schools, 1725, 1733, 1748.
Superintendents. See Supervision and su-

pervisors.
Superstitions, '1112. 1284.
Supervised study, 710, 719, 749, 1907.
Supervised study plan, 861
Supervised teaching. See Practice teach-

g.
Supervision and supervisors, 62, 139, 634.

1009, 1152,1606, 1727. 1790, 2205, 2345.
2376, 2472, t.568-2591, 2600, 2606.

Super% ision of playgroands, See Play-
grounds, supervision.

Supplementary reading. See Reading, sup-
plementary.

Survey courses. See Exploratory courses.
Orientation courses.

Surveys. 1.T6-1,5, 18S2, 2322, 2440, 2486,
2492, 2494-2495, 2497, 2499, 2502-40
'2507. 2512- 2514, 251 6-2517, 2519, 2594,
'2527, 27129. 2531, 2533, 2535, 2542, 2545.
2519. 2542, 2911.

Swimming, 498, 1363. 1 387, 1401, 142

Tardiness, 392, 2621.
Taxation for education, 2401, 2408-2409,

2442, 2446, 2450, 2467-2468.
Teacher efficiency. See Teachers, rating.
Teacher-librarians, 2094, 2103.
Teacher placement. Her Placementteach-

, ers.

Teacher tenure. See Teachers, apppintniew
and telltIrc.

Teacher training, 55, 75. 134. 150, 161, 1.
233, 309. 672. 8 81. 883, 895. 901, 910. 92..
972, 989, 104S, 1057, 1133. 1165, 1 1.
1194, 1357, 1454. 1456, 1505. 1535,
1774, 1 797, 1922, 246-2163, 2250,
2491, 2538, 2662. 2670. See also Nornmi
schools and teachers colleges.'

'reacher training in service, 2168, 2203-2?0,,
Teacher turnover. See Tèachers. appoiw

ment and tenure.
Teachers associat ions.

education.
Teachers colleges. See Normal choois

teachers colleges.
Teachers contracts, 2221.
Teachers meetings, 2223.
Teachers, appointment nnd tenure,

1774. 1922, 2209, 2216, .32y1-4?3,1,
2350, 2360, 2377, 2538.

Teachers, certification. 1194. 2148.
2226. 225o, 22.54--ni$, 2284, 23'26,

2636.

Sce Association,.

):
0..qt

(-hers, dismissal, 2360, 2377.
Teachers, leav'es of absence. 2219, 2227.
Teachers, married women. 2235, 2250, '1279

22R1.
Teachers, pensions and retirement, .126:,--2_)(;7.

24284, 2355.
Teachers, qualifications, 204.
Teachers, rating. 714, 2268-2275; by student-:.

2268, '2.27 3-2274.
Teachers. salaries. 926, 1351, 1544, 1922

2146, 2149, 220 9, 2216. 2250, 2276-.L'N:,
2288, 2371, 2436, 2491, 2509, 299M.

Teachers, selection, 2253:
Teachers, status, g81, 8g3, #e926, 972. 112.

1:151, 1453, 1922, 2146, 2149, 2192. 2.pr.
t2}0, 2509.

Teachers, "substitutes, ,2289. .
Tea.chers, supply and 'demand, 2148, .!?s

2288.

Teaching, aids and devices, ROO. ROO, 904.
21. 936. 941, 94 4. 989. 15S1, 1722.

2876. "See afro: Radio in education.
Visual instruction.

Teaching combinations. See Teaching lood
Teaching experience, 883, 926, 1774, 3922
Teaching load, 883, 926, 972. 1289, 13:IS.

1343, 1351, 1354. 1453,-1902, 1904. 1922.
2216, 2'21 8, 2234, 2'240, 2499. 2756. 29!is

Teaching methods. Bee EducatIon-theorirs
and principles. Prognosis of success
Special methods of instruction and or-
ganization.

Teethcare and hygiene, 1274.
Tennessee, education, 22-23, 80, 116, 401.

1355, 1394, 1428, 1436, 1656, 1661, 1897).
1937, 2207, 2225, 2361, 2390. 2411. 259:t.
2631 Bedford county, 1810 ; Ble&oe
county, 2495; Carter %minty. 2507, 3089
Chattanooga, 1554, 2759 ; Jefferson county.
2778; Knox county, 2104 Knoxvilly.
1264, 1388, 1591. 1979, 2946 ; Memphis.

2
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y Tennessee, education-Continued.
179,2 ; Nashville, 1110, 2892 ; Shelby
county, 1642; Su 11iv4n county, 1, 3089;

*Unicoi county, 4 ; Washington county,

.4

3089.
Tennessee valley authority, 1043.
Tennis, 498, 1383, 1387.
Terminology. &T Education-terminology.
Tests and scales : Abbott - Trabue poetry,

470; Achievement, 434, 443-444, 447, 450,
477; Algebra placement. 2111 ; Allport-
Vernon, 394, 402, 521 ; Alpha, 357;
American council on education pspho-
logical; 381; Aptitude, 427, 458; Army
alpha. 2111; Bell adjustment. 406; Bcrn-
renter personality, 385, 3SS, 390, 399,
404. 410-413, 416, 2111, 2984 ; Brace-type.
50S-509, 511 ; Carroll prose appreciation,
470; Columbia research bureau. 872 ; Co-
operative, 446, 460, 2030 ; Cornell-Coxe
performance, 452 ; Detroit alpha, 1162:
Detroit first grade intelligence, 629;
Douglas diagnostic, 850 ; English *an-
guage, 464 ; Gates primary reading, 478;
Gates-Strang health knowledge, 437;
Haggarty delta, 1162; Indinna state
.ratin. 757 ; Intelligence, :155, 357, 370.
372, 376, 2023; Iowa. 354 : Iowa every
pupil, 424, 433, 445, 448, 453, 462, 466-
467, 471, 480-484 ; Iqwa silent reading.
580; Johnson-type, 502, 509; Kent-Rosa-
noff, 425, 469 ; Kibbe tachistoscope, 440;
Kohs, 350 ; Kuhlmann-Anderson, 357, 376,
440, 478, 1162 ; Kwalwasser-Dykema,
423, 1162; Lee-Clark reading readiness,
629; Los Angeles elementary, 616 ; Mc-
Adory art, 1186; IfcAdory art apprecia-
tion, 449 ; McCloy classification index.
494 ; Mechanical apt:tude, 522, 26:18;
Merrill-Palmer, 1757 ; Metroplitan, 629;
Mijl(4. analogies; 365; Miller mental abil-
ity, 1162; Minnesota law aptitude, 2106;
Motor, 349 ; Munson shorthand, 520 ; Na-
tional intelligence 357; New-siAth achieve
meta, 439; New Stanford. 2775 ; Newton
reading readiness, 440; Objective, 1708;
Ohio° state university, 378; Otis intelli-
gence, 2902; Otis delf-administuing, 872.
2775; Pintner-Cunningham, 377, 440:
Pintner-Patterson, 359; Political Interest,
1062; Proofreading, 422, 430, 454-455;
Purdue, -2268 ; Rating, 2272 ; Rogers.
3055; Rogers personality, 2775 ; Rogers
physical capacity, 495 ; Ror,schach, 460;
Schrammel-Bernnan, 31"2 ; Science, 906;
Social studies, 986 ; Stanford achievement,
476, 567, 1973; Stariford-Binet, 350, 355,
359, 452, 457, 1300; Stanford literaturg.
470; Stanford personal rating, 389; Stan-
ford reading. 486; Stanford scientific
aptitude, 2111 ; Stenography, 519 ; Strong
vocational interest.*398, 516, 521; Teach-
ers college personnel association, 443,
1000; Terman, 357; Thorndike-licCall,
431; Thurstone personality, 406; Verbal
intelligence, 522; Vocabulary, 435, 451,

337
Tests and scales-Continued.

472; Wilson language error, 675 ; Wood
worth-House mental hygience, 4041

Texas, education, 16, 60, 86. 119, 302, 699,
728, 780, 812, 1050, 1150, 1196, 1245.
1325, 1397, 1726, 1884, 1926, 1989, 19047'
2162, 2252, 2275, 2306, 2363, 2385, 2390,
2427, 2468, 2477, 2538, 2398, 2609, 2616,
2619, 2670. 2737. 2765, 2803, 2819, ::949;
3034, 3121; Atascosa county, 25. 251s ;

Beaumont. 28 8 ; Brady, 911; Browns-
ville, :22129, 2985 ; Caldwell, 1931 ; Chil-
dress, 1843; Collingsworth county,. 51 :
Corpus Christi, 909 ; Denison, 2739 ; F.1
Paso, 56; Ennis, 2534; Falls county, 57,
2481 ; Fort Worth, 983; Freeport, 595;
2143 ; Gregg counts, 3116; Hardin county,
'4515 ; Hill countyr1803; Houston, 1419,
2692, 3015; Iriv county, 2455; Jaspercounty. 2445 ; McLennan county, 2506;
Madison county, 2527: Median county,
2475 ; Paris, 2739; San Antonio, 117, 2x4.
457, 1455, 2900, 3125; San Patricio
county, 2514 ; Sherman, 2739; Taylor
county, 2487 ; Vidor, 2516 ; Wood county,
2439, 2501; Yoakum, 1650.

Textbooks, 99: r65, 2353, 2404, 2426, 2434.
27r1 -2S90.

Textiles, 1652, 1678.
Textile schools, 2307.
Theatre, little, 1206.
Thplogical education, 2088, 2104, 2108-

'2109.
Thrift education, /M.
Time allotment, 2491.
Time budgets, 1646, 1659, 1662, 1890.
Tolerance. See Toleration.
Toleration, 2032.
Touch football. Ste Football.
Tournaments, 1213.
Trade education: See Industrial education.
Trade schools, 524, 597, 1534, 15544-1555,

1585.
Transfer of students. Sce Credits and credit

systems.
Transients, 3/15.
Transportation, 1918, 2472, 2492, 2502,

2517, 254-267.
Traveling libraries. See Libraries, travel-

ing.
Trial ,promot ion. Wee Classification and

promotion.
Truancy, 2610, 3095.
True-false tests. thec Examinations, true-

false.
Trustees, education, 2335.
Tuition fees, 1908, 1%18, 2351, 2380, 2421.
Turnvereine, 1317.
Tutorial system, 14.
Twins, 375.
Two year high sehools. See Secondary edu-

cation.
Typewriting, 804, 515, 517, 523, 726. See

also Commercial education.
Typewriting contests. See Contests, type-

writing.
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Unamuno. Miguel, 243.
Underprivileged children. Bee Child wel-

fare.
Ungraded crosses, 808, 2320.
Union of Socialist Soviet Repub!ics, educa-

tion, 163-164, 180, 188, 238.
Unit costs per school subject, 2402, 2428,

2438.
Unit costs per student, 2389, 2397, 2438,

2443, 2457, 2464-2465 2470, 2474, 2499,
2533.

Unit plan. See Contract plan.
Units of work, 943, 1031-1032, 1037, 1039,

1043,/1058t 1065, 1141, 1218, 1239, 1519,
171!

Utah education, 6, 1424, 1580, 2287, 2319,
0, 2689.

V

Vacations, 627, 1783, 1980.
Vault. Robert, 47.
Vegetables, 1617;1625, 1627, 1632.
Vermont, education, 52, 3106.
Verse speaking choir. See Choral speak-

ing.
Violin, 1153, 1156.
Virginia, education, 8, 22, 564-565, 1605,

2232, 2390, 2398, 2433, 2575, 2716, 2954,
2998; Arlington county, 3171; Char-
lottesville, 1220, 1906; Fiuquier county,
2554; Gooch land county, 1852; Grayson
county, 1917 ; Loudoun county, 2911;
Newsport News, 3022; Norfolk, 3005
Page county, 2497; Westmoreland county,
2524.

Visiting teachers. 2220, 2228-2229, 2231.
Visual instruction, 179, 30.1-318n 833, 1743,

2/-437, 2864.
Vocabulary studies, 154, 257, 451, 472, 544,

599, 603, 643-645, 660, 663, 681, 689, 695,
705, 721, 764, 771-772, 864, 876-S77, 905,
922, 937, 1004, 1502, 1615, 1766, 2749,
2794, 2799, 2803-2804, 2806, 2808, 2812-
2813, 2815-2817, 2819, 2821, 2825, 2832,
2836, 2838-2839, 2843, 2851, 2854, 2857,
2860, 2869, 2871, 2874, 2880, 2885.

Vocational guidance. See Educational and
vocational guidance.

Vocational rehabilitation. See Disabled-
rehabilitation.

Vocational tests, 51.5-.52$.
Volleyball, 493, 498, 1385, 1411.
Voltaire, Jean François M. A 235.

War,
Washington, education, 1128, 1416, 1821,

2259, 2289, 2418, 2435, 2602; Bellingham,
376, 477-478 ; Everett, 1652 ; Seattle, 1831 ;

Skagit county, 2544.
Washington, D. C., education, 929, 141,

1675, 1714, 1809, 1815, 2320, 3103.
Webster, Noah, 96.
Weekday church schools, 1736. I
West Virginia, education, 993, 1372, 13g!I,

2387, 2553, 2841, 3152; Curry, 242S; Hun-
tington, 1777.

Winnetka plant 14.
Wisconsin, edtkation, 2240, 2131 ; Milwau-

kee, 2308.
Withdrawals. See Retardation and elimi-

nation.
Women-education, 75, 403, 488, 498, 514,

1306, 1359-1361, 1755, 2067, 2070,
2086, 3004.

Womens clubs. Sertlubs. womens.
Woodworking. See Industrial education.
Workbooks, 680, sQ5, 852, 857, 10'25, 2863,

2879.
Workers' education, 231, 1555.
Works progress administration, 110.
Wrestling, 1423.
Wyoming, education, 101, 824, 1849. 2238

2331, 2454, 2563, 2829; Campbell county
1602; Sweetwater county, 2504. .

Wyoming education association, 101.*

Yenni, Dominic, 99.
Young citizens league, 2965.
Young Men's Christian Association, 1251,

2923.
Young Women's Christian Association, 2931,

2973, 2982.
Youth education, 121, 164, 191.
Youth movement, 171, 1729, 1746.
Youth welfare, 194.

Zoology, 3046.
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